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Message

MESSAGE
Spiritual master’s beloved holy disciples
Wahe Guru ji da Khalsa
Wahe Guru ji di Fateh
As you all know that in Malwa, one part of Punjab, there
was great importance of Santly people in the life of ordinary public.
It does not matter whether those sages or Sant were associated
with any religion, caste or culture but their influence is one and the
same. That influence was that they besides enlightening the light of
God’s love, they poured a good way of living (better way to lead
life) in the lap of common man’s life. In the similar way, at the
place of Rara Sahib, Sant Baba Ishar Singh ji Maharaj worshipped
hard while getting himself engrossed in God’s love and with the
devotional sings and practice of name and voice associated infinite
disciples with Guru Nanak Dev ji. He meditated for a long time,
practiced name and voice at this place (Dhablan), and got many
people of this connected with unique art of living. He not only
himself took the responsibility of the publicity of Sikhism but
together with this motive, also gathered a solid group of unique
sages who themselves experienced the way shown by him and
became inspirational source for the common man. There is a very
important name from that troop and that is Sant Baba Ranjit Singh
Virkat ji. He mediated for a long time for many years in Dhablan.
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He has been seen meditating and performing holy service in
Dhablan Sahib under the direction of His Holiness by this servant.
With firm determination, he followed every word of His Holiness.
While sheltering under His Holiness, Sant Baba Ranjit Singh Virkat
led the responsibility to promote the study of timeless being in his
life till his last time. While staying at the barren dunes, the showers
of the rainfall of almighty’s tunes or melodies by Sant Ranjit Singh
ji is even felt today at that place. After him, his closest disciple,
Baba Balkar Singh ji is at present on his position. On behalf of
him, I am feeling extremely graceful to present this hand written
book about the life of Sant Baba Ranjit Singh and the propagation
of Sikhism. I hope that this book serves the motive with which it is
written. The information present in this book will not only throw
light on the life of Virkat ji but will also prove as an extremely nice
inspirational source of spiritual master’s directions for the readers
and listeners of this book. I on behalf of myself and the entire
disciples of the troop of Dhablan Sahib, congratulate Baba Balkar
Singh ji for such a magnanimous effort.
Wahe Guru ji ka Khalsa
Wahe Guru ji ki Fateh
Baba Harjinder Singh
Chief holy servant
Dhablan Sahib
Sant Ashram (Rara Sahib)
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Baba Balkar Singh Ji
Present Head, Sant Ashram Isharsar Fatehgarh,
Panjgarian

A Journey of Spiritual World - An Introduction

A Journey of Spiritual World
An Introduction
The Hindustan’s land is blessed that it is a seer witness of the
struggle for the happening of the establishment of truth’s right and
entity. That truth is not present in its history, but its air, sand, water
and entire covering are its witness. The fragrance of bliss of color
of devotion scattered by its sages, Sants and great personalities in
its each region stays with the Hindustanis settled in nation and
abroad. Every region of this country has remained engrossed in
the shade of some great soul and that color exists even now in the
same form. The specialty of Northern India is that being the
entrance of Hindustan, every shade appears blooming
extraordinarily. The history witnesses that since ages, many
attackers, merchant, learned and many types of people kept on
coming and going and even few among them also settled
permanently. During this entire series, the impact it made on the
earth’s atmosphere was that many types of actions, religious beliefs
and life styles flourished here. The establishment of Vedas,
scholastics, legends, Sufism, and finally Sikhism is the identity of
its affluence.
The environment graced by Sikhism in this area and
specially Punjab approximately five hundred and fifty years ago,
is a historical truth in itself. In the form of Guru Nanak Dev ji, this
legislation not only has given the world thoughts of extreme quality
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spiritualism and philosophy, he did not limit his journey only till
spiritual masters but also begin lessons for disciples to guard the
spiritual master-disciple relationship after identifying and recognizing
their duties while recognizing.
When from the end of Guru Gobind Singh, the heads of
disciples were asked for the protection of religion , then Bhai
Daya Singh who first of all stood for the witness under the
leadership of Guru Gobind Singh ji, proved himself as not a warrior
only but also established as an awakened soul. It’s been said that
once Bhai Sobha Singh requested Sants to grace the nectar, the
Sants answered that we have given all our spiritual master ruler
ship to the religion. From now onwards, the religion is capable
and is spiritual master in its complete form. Now one which does
not accepts five sacraments from five beloved will remain nonspiritual master. This is why you request Bhai Daya Singh ji that
he shall make you possess spiritual master and grace you the
wisdom of self realization and word form. Following this, Bhai
Sobha Singh ji as per the orders of Sants, humbly went to Bhai
Daya Singh to request for nectar and remembrance. In this way a
long series of the teachings obtained by Guru Gobind Singh ji
went on this path. This tradition went from Bhai Daya Singh to
Bhai Sobha Singh to Bhai Sahib ji of Bedi Una, from him to Baba
Bhaag Singh ji of Kuri, after that Baba Beer Singh ji of
Naurangabad, via Baba Karam Singh ji of Holi Mardaan, Baba
Attar Singh ji of Reru Sahib and reached till Sant Baba Ishar
Singh ji of Rara Sahib. This tradition which started from Guru
Nanak’s place is still going.
After Sant Ishar Singh ji this tradition is spreading the
colors of spiritual master’s teaching at various places of this area.
One name in this series is Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh ji Virkat of
Panjgarian. Sant Ranjit Singh Virkat remained a good student, a

A Journey of Spiritual World - An Introduction

high level player, indefatigable social servant, a disciplines soldier
and an enlightened soul.
Touchstone like Sant Ishar Singh ji of Rara Sahib by
transforming the life of a common village boy took it to such an
elevation that people associated with him became graceful.
Removing the army dress, this Sant in his existence, wearing sack
dress while seating in the barren of village, concentrating form in
the holy word, by leaving the worldly bonds, flew in such a way
that he reaches in his real world. Virkat ji not only himself has
enjoyed spiritual take offs and while staying at his area, he
showered the rain of that bliss in surrounding areas and till abroad.
Virkat ji was the master of such a personality that he used to
make very big issues reach to the minds of their holy servants very
simply. Every time he used to remember His Holiness Sant of
Rara Sahib with such a great love that seeing the first tear from his
eyes anyone who listens the plea of his almighty’s love inside can
very well feel it.
After his heavenly abode, Baba Balkar Singh who is
holding his position, an attempt that all the knowledge associated
with him is gathered in one book to be presented to his disciples
as it was the desire of Sant Maharaj ji that whatever he has received
from Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji of Rara Sahib, its maximum
benefit be derived by the holy disciples. With the grace of Sant
Maharaj ji, this task was initiated early after he left for his heavenly
abode. An attempt was made to gather his personal and spiritual
history. Slowly and gradually, the material associated with him
was accumulated. All the disciples associated with him through
name and holy voice, all of them contributed in this task with great
enthusiasm. Collecting all that as much as one knows the author
of this book personally and sent it to spiritual master home at
Panjgarian. With the collaboration of all disciples, that entire
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information is available in front of you in the form of this book.
This book is divided into four parts for the convenience of the
disciples which are as follows:
1. Beginning life of Virkat ji.
2. Spiritual life of Virkat ji.
3. Publicity of Sikhism by Virkat ji.
4. Testimonials associated with Virkat ji by his disciples.
An attempt is made to describe these four topics in various
ways so that every curious seeker must get something out of it
which was their motive.
All material associated with the beginning life of Virkat ji
is gathered by his companions, family members and other informers
who stayed with him at that time and is made available by Baba
Balkar Singh ji who is holding his position at Panjgarian. Wherever
any inadvertence while writing the history of Virkat ji’s life or any
lack is found, it shall be the personal oversight of the authoress.
As the disciples are forgivers, hence the authoress is apologetic
beforehand to the entire disciples.
Where the question of Sant Maharaj’s starting life arises,
what all is written which is only understood in the written form by
this holy servant. How and in which form this all goes in the mind
of Virkat ji is best known to Virkat ji himself. The role played by
Ishar Singh of Rara Sahib in the spiritual life of Virkat ji is an
exemplary celestial union in itself. The determination with which
Virkat ji performed meditation and the service performed by being
humble cannot go without influencing any common man. How a
life transforms into a solid inspirational source for the common
man that can be searched from the motive of this book. It can be
well seen in the life of Virkat ji that how a high level player, a
soldier, a social servant, a poet derives the pleasure of being in
meditation while wearing the dress made by sack and while seating
in barren dunes.

A Journey of Spiritual World - An Introduction

The primary motive of this book is that how a life transforms
under the shelter of His Holiness (Sant Ishar Singh ji) of Rara
Sahib and a how a common man reaches its spiritual heights. How
someone is illuminated in such a manner that he leaves behind an
unbreakable storage with which following infinite generations get
to see their way. This attempt is made that all this can be seen by
the reader as well. The other motive of writing this book is that
whatever Virkat ji received from His Holiness, he lived it and
distributed it among the disciples and the disciples’ derived full
benefit of it. Its benefits them as well who did not received it in
direct way, but they should get it in the form of this book. Keeping
this desire in perspective, such experience of disciples who
received whatsoever from Virkat ji is also very exclusive part of
this book. This is hoped that readers after reading this book will
definitely realize the real form and nature of Virkat ji. Testimonials
of disciples are neither intended to exaggerate the spiritual master’s
teaching in any way nor associating the traditions of Rara Sahib
with any superstitions but only to prove that no matter any worldly
difficult situation arrives or any crisis appears, or any external force
appears be it genie, evil spirit or ghost, all of them can be finished/
removed by/with the tremendous powers of God’s name and holy
voice. The real motive of this book indeed is to inspire towards
the devotion of God. Whatsoever associated with this apart from
is only a means.
All the material of this book is prepared by the due effort
and cooperation of many of the disciples. The testimonials are
being made written by the holy servants either themselves or they
have written on their own. Virkat ji’s thoughts were being written
by their follower disciples. Information regarding spiritual group
written by sages has come out of their personal experiences
obtained by the teachings of Maharaj ji. In this material, proven
ways to reach the God are also mentioned from his end.
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These ways are like devotional love path, simple path, and
knowledge path. Much of the importance was not given to
knowledge path from the end of Maharaj ji, for this reason this
path is exhibited under the comparison only. Other minor
techniques were also presented on the basis of the personal
experiences of disciples. The reader may adopt a way as suitable
to him. But the basis of all the paths shall be love only, this is the
total essence of the teaching of Guru Nanak Dev ji’s place and do
not leave the bond of God’s love from the hands under any
circumstance, an attempt to establish this truth is made in this book.
Many sages and holy servants have contributed to complete this
unique portion of this book.
Common speaking language has been used in this book
so that common man can understand the real motive of spiritual
master’s home in their own language as per their convenience and
derive full benefit of it. If any type of deficiency has remained or
any of the disciple feels that their testimonials are not presented
appropriately then taking its responsibility, this holy servant request
that all of them will be refined in the subsequent edition. We
heartily convey thanks once again to all such persons who
contributed in this book in any manner.
Wahe Guru ji da Khalsa
Wahe Guru ji di Fateh

21
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Introduction
The spiritual master’s beloved sages and disciples!
Wahe Guru ji da Khalsa
Wahe Guru ji di Fateh
Supreme respectfully dear holy disciples! As there is
relation of the last births that the one who conceives is different
from the one who rears. God only knows its play but what
happened the case of this holy servant cannot be better than it
happened. A great personality like Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh ji
Virkat if himself rears this holy servant, this is coincidence of great
privilege. This holy servant came to Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh
Virkat ji after 1984. At that time this holy servant was around 89 years. Maharaj ji was at Balpur during that time. When I heard
his discourses, I got so much interested that it can be said that I
met those separated in my last birth and I became his. Leaving
home with Maharaj ji, earlier at Bhora Sahib, Balpur and then
wherever Maharaj ji goes, I used to remain with him only. Earlier
the mind of this holy servant was like a kid, it draws towards the
attachment with parents. I used to go home at times, but then
Maharaj ji’s love pulls me back. This happened many times. One
day Maharaj ji said, Bhai, you go home and then comes back,
your predestined fortune is associated with spiritual master’s home
only, but you keep on going at your home. One day Maharaj ji
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said group leader Mai Bibi Hameer Kaur, go and bring him back
after giving him five holy baths and make him wear the holy dress.
The same was followed. Then Maharaj ji rolled his thumb in
the middle of my forehead from down to up. He told Mai Hameer
Kaur that from today onwards, she is the group leader and you
have to take care of everything. Such a grace of Maharaj ji was
showered that after this, memory of home and parents contracted
in the love of Virkat ji only. No thought of parents came ever.
Following this, marriages also took place at home but I do not
feel like going there. He was this holy servant’s both mother as
well as father. He never let me deprived of my parents till the time
I remained in his shelter. I received the cool shadow of his love
and besides this I also saw the terror of a father scolding his son
to walk on the right path.
Along with this holy servant, other Santly disciples also
lived with Virkat ji. With his love we kept on growing gradually
and besides this we also learnt the difference of the restrictions of
a spiritual master. The basis of this life is the technique of chanting
holy name and remembrance learnt by His Holiness. The shade of
holy name and devotional songs seen and felt by this holy servant
has remained as an inspirational source with this holy servant and
will also remain like that. There are many surprising incidents with
Virakt ji which this holy servant has seen happening since
childhood. He never publicizes himself and neither allows others
to publicize. There are certain deep secrets associated with him
which this holy servant could not even express properly as the
way they have happened. In this way his deeds are best known to
him. Whenever the attention comes towards the form of Virakt ji,
then a lively form of detachment and sacrifice arrives in front of
this holy servant. This holy servant has closely seen his life threading
the honesty and truth and has tried to support the inspiration

Introduction

received from it. He remain so much engrossed in holy name and
devotional songs that many a times we have to make him get up
by shaking and holding his feet. Although he does not believes in
exhibiting any sort of miracle but at times suddenly something
happens that surprises us people by being with him at spiritual
master’s home in Panjgrahiyan or Balpur.
But when I or some other disciple asks about it, he says,
“Bhai! This is the place of Guru Nanak, here everything happens
with the devotional name of God, and he is himself the doer. He
only makes his own people a medium to present his grace in the
materialistic form.” This holy servant has closely seen from his
own eyes that whoever woman or man in trouble comes to him
and requests, he listens them very lovingly and peacefully and
says, “Do not worry Bhai! Chant his name, everything is available
in Guru Nanak’s home and he will set everything right.” It also
happens in the same way that everything sets right but His Holiness
never pretended or admitted that his or her tasks have been set
right by me. Rather he said, “Bhai see this is the power of His
name, there is no deficiency in the home of Guru Nanak.” If
someone without possessing the name, having thirst of love requests
for the grace of holy name and remembrance, he becomes very
happy and says, “See Raju, these kind of people are marital brides
which comes to sages and Sants in the search of their Godly
husbands.”He was especially happy to see those requesting for
the holy name and devotional hymns.
After his heavenly abode, a thought came to the mind of
this holy servant that from the life of such a famous, sacrificing,
and enlightened personality not only people closely associated
with him should benefit but it should also benefit to all the people
who are associated with the spiritual master’s home via holy name
and voice. The information associated with him was gathered to
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fulfill this objective. The information was gathered from his
disciples, his village and his childhood friends.
No matter several difficulties were faced to accomplish this
task but this task is accomplished by virtue of that celestial power.
The desire of getting this information published in various languages
is to make the benefit of the study of timeless being done by Virkat
ji to reach till maximum disciples while he remained in the holy feet
of Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh of Rara Sahib and no obstacle of
language shall come in between. It is expected that this book
justifies itself as the abound source of light on Virkat ji’s life and
spiritual objective. Those people from various organizations and
disciples who contributed in this task in any manner, this holy servant
thanks them from the deep core of his heart. Many thanks to
Dr. Rajinder Kaur Rohi on behalf of all the disciples who played a
vital role in making the essence of Virkat ji’s entire life reach to all
disciples. May Guru Nanak Dev Ji bless them all !
Wahe Guru ji Ka Khalsa
Wahe Guru ji ki Fateh
Baba Balkar Singh
Chief holy servant
Sant Ashram Ishar Singh ji
Fatehgarh Panjgrahiyan
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Baba Balkar Singh Ji
Present Head, Sant Ashram Isharsar, Fatehgarh,
Panjgarian.

14

This is a scene before Dewan to be held in Delhi at Inderlok
In sitting position : Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Ji Virkat
R to L : Baba Mohan Singh Ji, Baba Gurcharan Singh Ji,
Disciple Baba Balkar Singh Ji (Raju Baba Ji),
Baba Amarjit Singh Ji, Jag Singh Panjgarian.
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L to R : Bhai Sukhdev Singh, Bhai Gursewak Singh Grant,
Bhai Parminder Singh, Bhai Balwant Singh, Bhai Kulwant Singh,
Bhai Fateh Singh, Baba Balkar Singh Ji (Present Head)
Bhai Satnam Singh, Bhai Amrinder Singh
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Virkat Ji - Early Life

VIRKAT JI - EARLY LIFE
The village Fatehgarh Panjgarian of Malerkotla state is
situated about 10 killometer south of Malerkotla city, on
Malerkotla-Barnala highway. It is an ancient and historical
village, constituting of cluster of five villages-hence the name
“Panj-(five) garian (villages).” It is said that the people belonging
to the five neighbouring villages started living together in one
village due to tyranny of thieves and decoits during those days.
The existence of five mounds formed on the ruins around this
village are self-speaking evidences of this fact. The inner glimpse
of the village clearly indicates that the residents of this village
were very religious minded. Mostly the villagers were devotees
of Hindu gods & deities, but preechings and blessings of Sant
Attar Singh ji of Mastuana Sahib persuaded them to become
believer of Sikhism.
There are four deras (monasteries) in this village, which
are popular after the names of Tar Gir, Hari Gir, Baba Roti
Ram and Baba Harnam Dass (Baba Rodu Ram), while the
fifth holy place is a Gurdwara, which is a testimony of the fact
that the villagers have deep faith in religion.
The great Sant Sant Baba Attar Singh ji of Mastuana also
visited Panj-garian while on his preaching mission of Guru’s
teaching and reciting holy utterances in Malwa-region. He was
accorded such an enthusiastic reception that his chariot was
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deriven not by horses or bullocks but by the villagers themselves
from nearby village Maanki to Panjgarian. Sant ji used to hold
religious congregations here. It is said that one day Sant ji was
standing at a place thronged by a large numbers of people
around him. As he started to leave that place, he noticed an
infant lying on his holy feet. Sant ji asked the people about the
parents of kid. Villagers immediately replied “Maharaj, this
child is yours.” On asking again and again the reply was the
same. Then S. Hardit Singh came forward and informed the
great Sant with folded hands “Maharaj, all the children born in
our family die at very younger age, no child can live for long.
We are suffering from the wrath of nature and we do not know
what sins we have committed. Kindly have mercy on this
innocent kid and save him from the malediction, we are suffering
from.” The pious Sant closed his eyes, cogitated for some
time and then uttered “nothing will happen to your kids in future,
but you know that when a landlord gives his land to you for
share-cropping, in return you offer him one-third share of the
yield, similarly Almighty will be kind to you if you offer one
third of your earnings to Him”. He also bestowed blessings to
the land of Panjgarian that glory and fame of this village would
spread throughout the world. Sardar Hardit Singh bowed his
head before the Sant thanking him for the blessings for no more
sufferings of the villagers and took his son in his lap. Sardar
Hardit Singh was blessed with one more son and a daughter,
who enjoyed longer lives. The younger son of Sardar Hardit
Singh & Bibi Dhan Kaur become popular as Sant Ranjit Singh
“Virkat”.
Sant Ranjit Singh was born in January 1928. In the womb
of Mata Dhan Kaur As per commitment with Sant Attar Singh
ji , his parents took the child to gurdwara, when he was about
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40 days old, and performed the naming ceremony in presence
of holy Guru Granth Sahib. He was brought up under the
guardianship of his parents. The utterances of the pious ascetic
Sant were always haunting them that they owe one third of
their belongings to Sant ji . They could not anticipate which of
their three children would follow footsteps of the great Sant.
They were always in service of the great, pious and virtuous
persons and engrossed in religious devotional prayers. They
strictly followed the principles of Sikhism. That is why Sant
Ranjit Singh was a firm believer of Sikhism since childhood
and he acquired the knowledge of the Sikh codes from his
parents.
When Sant Ranjit Singh ji grew up, he would sit along his
parents to recite devotional verses and worship the idols of
gurus and great pious personalities. He would follow his parents
to go to gurdwara to pay obeisance to guru and worship them.
He used to small age group at his residence and recited guru’s
utterances and distribute consecrated food among them just
as Baba ji performed these ceremonies in the gurdwara. His
parents were pleased to see all this. It appeared to them that
their son would follow the path of spiritualism, as they knew
that “coming events cast their shadows before” He behaved
quite differently from the other children of his age. Many
astonishing events happened with him since childhood. His
extraordinary behaviour and aptitude for religious and pious
activities compelled his parents to believe that their son would
become a Sant one day.
Once he was bed-ridden with jaundice. Many medicines
were tried but of no avail. One day, when he was sleeping on
the upper floor room of his house, he had a glimpse of a great
pious soul wearing white clothes in his dreams, who offered
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child Ranjit Singh some suger wrapped in a piece of paper and
instructed him “eat, you will get well soon”. Ranjit Singh narrated
this dream to his parents early in the morning. They took no
time to understand that it was a boron by great Sant Attar
Singh ji Maharaj who offered this medicine to get the child
well.
His father Sardar Hardit Singh was an ordinary farmer.
Although not well off economically yet his family used to serve,
attend and respect the Sants and spiritual persons with great
dedication. They were always keen to visit holy places and to
offer ration etc. in the gurdwaras. Sardar Hardit Singh had a
kutcha house in the village. There was a small room in this
house where the child Ranjit Singh used to worship and
meditate. This small room is his maiden “Bhora Sahib”.
His Holiness was having the craze of Sant’s company since
his childhood. There lived a Sant named Roti Ram in village
Panjgrahiyan. His holiness accompanies him since his childhood.
His holiness father Sardar Harditt Singh remained in the service of
Baba Roti Ram and were very near to him. There was a huge
impact of this on His Holiness. His holiness many times used to
tell all this while talking about his father.
His holiness told that Baba Roti Ram established in village
Panjgrahiyan at the age of twelve. His real name was not known.
Everyone used to call him Roti Ram. His name Roti Ram was also
kept like this only that when he used to go to the village, the disciples
chanting devotional songs and reciting, be it Hindu or Sikh who
earn their livelihood, he used to say while visiting their door, ‘Bhai!
Roti Ram’. At the age of twelve he neither talks nor accompanies
anyone. At whichever house he gets chapatti, he eats while sitting
in front of that house only. When his stomach is not fulfilled with
one or two chapattis, he calls for more while going at the next
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house and says, “Bhai Roti Ram”. But in case if his hunger satisfies
in the first house itself, he never visits the other one. He accepts
the food only once in twenty four hours. He always remains
engrossed in the shade of devotional hymns. He kept on sitting
under a tree in outside barren. The place where he lived in the
cluster of trees belonged to Buta Singh’s family from which Baba
Nand Singh conceived from their 4th or 5th generation.

Student Life
His parents desired that their son should acquire good
education to become a great person. During those days, the
holy places in the village were used as schools. These sacred
places were named as “Deras”. Ranjit singh was admitted in
dera of Baba Garib Dass in the same village. During this period
he also learnt the recitation of Guru’s utterances from Baba
Hari Sharan. He enjoyed the company of Sants and other pious
persons from the beginning. He himself was very much
absorbed and enjoyed their company. He would always aspire
for meeting great religious personalities. Thus he was quite
different from other children. His thinking, behaviour and
ideology made him different from other fellows of his agegroup. He had different aptitude for studies. The hard work
and involvement made him a person of care-free nature. Many
surprising happenings of his childhood unfold many secrets of
his care-free and religious aptitude. During these days the
Sants and monks used to collect alms or charities from houses
of married people for their livelihood and for feeding their
followers visiting the deras. These alms were collected either
by the Sants themselves or by their disciples. This act of almscollection was named as “Dali Karna”
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A Sant, Sant Rama Nand was also living in the village. He
also used to go for alms-collection. The child, just seven years
old, Ranjit Singh also started accompanying Sant Rama Nand
daily for collecting the alms in the village.
Ranjit Singh’s parents had a deep-faith in Sikhism,
Although they were not so orthodox, yet they always prefered
Sikh-ideology. Their son Ranjit Singh did not only have interest
in guru’s utterances, but also showed keen interest in ancient
holy-scripts, veda’s scriptures and mythological anecdotes.
During these days Sant Charan Dass ji of Quilla Raipur used
to visit Panj-garain to deliver discourse on Ramayana. The
child Ranjit Singh was very much impressed by his sermons.
He would listen to the tales of Ramayana from Sant Charan
Dass for hours together. Sant ji had a deep knowledge of Hindu
mythology as well as of Hindu gods and deities. He (Ranjit
Singh) always had a curiosity to listen and ask questions from
the Sant about these myths to improve his knowledge. He learnt
many of utterances of Sant Charan Dass by heart. Sant Charan
Dass also had a great affection for the child, who was so moved
by the discourses of the former that one day in 1935 he left his
home and the village to live in Dera of Sant ji in Quilla Raipur.
Sant Charan Dass tried to persuade him to go back home saying
“you are just a child and would not be able to follow this arduous
path, it is better for you to return home.” But he was not
prepared to retreat. Every villager was wonderstruck to know
about this act of the son of Gill’s family, who had chosen to
become a hermit renouncing his parents and the village. His
parents were also very much perturbed. One day his elder
brother Sardar Rajinder Singh went to Quilla Raipur to bring
him back home, but the latter did not agree in spite of his humble
requests and persuations. Ranjit Singh was stubborn and
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resolute since his childhood. He would get that done, whatever
he resolved to do, that is why he was oftenly rebuked by his
parents. Ultimately his brother S. Rajinder Singh requested
Sant ji to persude him to go home. Sant Charna Dass ji then
uttered “my son, you are still a child, you are still to do many
deeds. It is not the stage for meditation, yes ! I prophess that
the time is to come when you will follow this path. Nobody
will dare to deviate you from this true path, but you should go
back to your family now”. He agreed to Sant ji advice and
returned home with blessings of his spiritual guide. Spiritual
interest was seen in Virakt Ji since his childhood.
The spiritual leanings of Ranjit Singh got more intensified
with age. His parents apprehended that their son would renounce
the home and may join company of holy-persons. Hence he
was admitted in the government school in Panjgarian, so that
he should live like other normal children of his age. But in the
school he behaved quite differently from his class-fellows. He
did not indulge in useless gossips, nor he was mischievous like
other boys. He would practise the recitation of the sacred text
in a similar way as was taught to him by Baba Harisharan. One
of his school teacher, Sh. Bhagwan Dass appreciated his
intellectual brilliance very well. All the teachers in the school
taught him with great affection. Whatsoever was taught by the
teachers, he could understand it easily. He would do his home
task skillfully. The teachers knew that Ranjit Singh needed to
be taught only once. They were of the view that this intelligent
boy had special insight knowledge. He does not need to be
taught repeatedly. He did not behave like other students of his
age-group. That is why his teachers predicted, “this child will
earn name and fame to his parents and the village”. His classfellows of school days say that he could solve any difficult sum
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with ease. He studied in primary school of his village from
1935 to 1938 and then joined high school, Kuthala and studied
there during 1939 to 1941. He was very fond of sports also .
He had keen interest in Athletics, Kabaddi, Football, Volleyball
etc.His maturity level in studies and sports got improved during
his studies in high school. He stood first among students of all
nearby villages. He studied in Government College Malerkotla
after 1941. His class-fellow, a teacher of Bhai Nagar Singh
Khurd narrated that he used to go to college running from the
village upto Malerkotla and also returned back home by
running. He not only stood first in his academics and sports
but also lent a helping hand to his parents in farming and
household jobs. He used to plough the fields, water them and
cut fodder plants for animals cattle. After school he was either
working in the fields or would go to Quilla Raipur along with
the choir. He will return back after staying there for a couple
of days. All this clearly reflects in his present life-style.

Joining the Army
Communal riots among Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims during
partition of India in 1947 had a lasting effect on his mind. He
tried his best to reach the place where these riots took place
to resolve the issue amicably. Moved by these insane acts of the
people, he decided to join Indian Army at Jallandar on February
14, 1948. At that time Bhai Mukund Singh was along with him
who was around five points lagging behind him, nowadays he is
living in Canada. They told that their number was 3335899 and
Virakt ji’s number was 5 numbers ahead this one. This is a
coincidence. It is just a coincidence that many personalities of
religious sect had served in the Army. Baba Karam Singh of Hoti
Mardaan, Sant Baba Attar Singh of Reru Sahib and Sant Kishan
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Singh ji of Rara Sahib joined the Indian Army. The service in
the army was believed to be a true service to humanity. One
always keeps in mind the Almighty because fear of death haunts
a soldier all the time.
He underwent recruits’ training in Ambala Cantt. He was
then sent to Kanpur. He remained in British Barracks there.
His battalion was shifted to Ebra Camp in Bengal from Kanpur.
There was a full brigade here comprising of three battalions
namely- Haryana Jatt Regiment, Dogra Infantry and Sikh Army.
There used to be inter-battalion tournament. One day a crosscountry race competition was held during Ebra Camp sports
meet . He also participated in the race and got sixth position.
His Brigadier said to him, “Being a Sikh you ought to be at
number one position not at sixth place.” Motivated by this he
started rigourous practice for running. There was a Havaldar
(Sergeant) belonging to village Boparai is his battalion. He
(Ranjit Singh) said to Havaldar” Sir, please do not wait for me
in to roll call. I will be reporting you directly in the grounds.”
He completely involved himself in practice. One day Colonel
saw him running in the ground early in the morning. He was
pleased to see Ranjit Singh doing running practice with a zeal
and ordered that latter should not be put on any other duty. He
did practice continuously for six months. He got third position
in the Batallion. Colonel Harchand Singh informed the Brigadier,
“He is the same guy who was declared sixth in the last race
held six months earlier,” Brigadier patted Ranjit Singh for this
achievement and told him “There is a soldier named Zabber
Jatt, who has not been beaten by any one for the last many
years. You are to defeat him.” Keeping this in view Colonel
exempted Ranjit Singh from reporting for any active duty and
attached two more soldiers, Mukand Singh of Dakha and Suhel
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Singh to join him in practice. They were also exempted from
any other duty. He put in all his efforts to win the race. Zabbar
Jatt was wonderstruck to see anybody running ahead of him in
the race. He tried his best but could not succeed in defeating
Ranjit Singh. According to S. Ujagar Singh, who lives in Canada
these days, “Ranjit Singh ji joined Sikh Regiment in 1944. I
met Virkat ji at Calcutta in 1949 during a sports competition.
I was an athlete of high jump while he participated in the event
of cross-country race. Virkat ji bagged first position by
defeating Zabbar Jatt by a margin of about 100 yards in the
cross-country race held in 1950 at Red Rose, Calcutta.” This
victory was celebrated by Sikh-Infantry with great pomp and
show, because it was for the first time that a soldier brought
such an honour to their regiment. Brigadier personally came to
congratulate him and was so pleased on this performance that
he gifted him a wrist watch & hugged him. Ranjit Singh was
decorated with the title of Champion of Bengal. Brigadier
Hardial Singh Randhawa promoted the soldier Virkat ji as
Naik (Corporal) to head a team of 301 soldiers.
Sant Mohan Singh used to visit their Batallion in Calcutta
and to hold religious congregation. The central idea of his
discourse was always heroism and patriotism. He would recite
“mera rang de basanti chola”. He was so impressed and wished
to remain non-attached with the worldly-affairs. Their Batallion
was then shifted from Calcutta to Kashmir. Here also he
excelled in sports and earned name and fame. In spite of all
these honors and respect he was always sad, because he was
religious minded by birth. Thus worldly pleasures could not
keep him cheerful and satisfied. He used to talk about such
matters which could not be easily understood by his colleagues.
His friend Bhai Mukand Singh informed “Once when he was
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on duty in the mountains of Chhamb Jourian, and Ranjit Singh
said to him that he wished to live at such an isolated and
uninhabited place where even no bird could flutter. One should
sit there in solitude and meditate” Reacting on these views Bhai
Mukand Singh said to Virkat ji , “will you eat stones, there?
Here all officers pay regards to you and do not assign you any
active duty, who will care for you at such a lovely place?”
Virkat ji just smiled and said, “ see, Mukand Singh, food will
come from heaven (god will provide me food to eat).The
people like you will bow on my feet.” Now we see that these
predictions have become true. During his military life he would
get up in the wee hours of morning, take his bath with cold
water, pay his obeisance to Guru Granth Sahib before starting
his daily routine. He has been very active and energetic. Once
he made up his mind to do something, he would leave no stone
unturned to complete that job and he was always successful
with the blessings of the true master.
During this period he came to his village on leave for some
days and reported back for his duty in the army. He was sent
to Pune. His training started in Pune, where many units from
far-off places have assembled. He practised very hard during
training. Here also he secured first position. He was decorated
with many awards and honours by the officers. Here he stayed
for about a month. He was under depression again and was
satiated. He decided to resign. He discussed with his seniors
about his intention to leave the army. All of them said to him, “
Ranjit Singh, you are liked by all your senior officers and are a
respectful officer in the army. You have strived hard to serve
your country. You have also earned name and fame in sports.
You will one day bring honour to the nation, so you should not
resign.” But he repliled, “I am feeling uncomfortable here now.”
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He resigned in spite of persuations and requests by his officers
& returned to his village.
Mr. Ranjit Singh, a nephew of Maharaja Bhupinder Singh
of Patiala was very nuch interested in sportsmen and wrestlers.
He brought Virkat ji to Patiala. He was a friend of Virkat ji
and was Chief of Patiala Sports. He got him recruited as an
A.S.I. in Police & two bodyguards Chand Singh and Kulwant
Singh were deployed with him. He was posted in Bahadur
Garh Fort. Here he restarted practice of running. He would
run forty killometer a day. He started running since 2 am daily.
Pleased by his firm determination and regular practice his coach
said, “ Ranjit Singh, you must concentrate fully on your game,
you are supposed not to listen the radio, nor read the newspaper
and not to pay attention to any other matter, your aim should
be practice for the game only.” A cow was provided to him,
which was kept tied in front of his quarter, milk of this cow
was for him only. He has been practising very hard. All officers
were very pleased with him and expected that he would bring
laurel to the nation one day. During this period he got acquainted
with S. Partap Singh Kairon, the Chief Minister of Punjab, the
Ministers Brish Bhan and Giani Kartar Singh, D.C. Sangrur
Kanwar Mohinder Singh Bedi and M.C. S. Gurditt Singh. All
of them had a greet regards for him. Any problem of the village
was immediately solved by the authorities on his
recommendation.

Prophesy of Sant Baba Mihan Singh ji
Master Nagar Singh of Khurd, who has been practising
for the games with him told, “His team always represented in
all the tournaments. He was running about 20 kilometer each
way daily.” Master ji said that they could reach Malerkotla
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marching in steps. Their village is about 18-20 km. from
Malerkotla. It appeared as if they were going to their fields.
One day they had to go to Patiala for some work. After alighting
down at Malerkotla station, they marched towards the village,
on return journey. There is a village Cheema on the way. Sant
Baba Mihan Singh was camping in the village with his followers.
There seemed to be a congregation in the village. While passing
across that site, Virkat ji said, “We must pay respect to Sant
ji” Both of them bowed their heads before the Sant. Baba ji
said, “you seem to be sprotspersons” because they were
wearing track-suits. Bhai Nagar Singh, “Baba ji, Ranjit Singh
in racer. we both organise sports in this area. he lives in Patiala”.
Sant ji uttered, “OK, you are getting to be promoted to a higher
rank soon,” and gave us two handful of “Parsaad” and blessed
Ranjit Singh by placing his hands on his shoulders.

Establishing a Girls School in the Village
The village was inhabited with people of all castes and
creed consisting of Brahmins, traders and farmers etc. In those
days all the girls of the village regarded all boys as their real
brothers. There was no discrimination on the basis of casts
and religions. Girls of the village gathered and asked him, “Dear
brother, of what use is your sports and acquaintance with high
up to us? You never think about our future. We wish to study,
but our parents do not allow us to go to schools, which are far
off from our village. You must help us. Everybody lifting the
boys up and doing nothing for the girls. Please do something
for our development too.” He listened to the girls very patiently
and was deeply impresed by their genuine demand. He thought
that those girls were proud of their ‘brother” and something
had to be done. He said, “whatever I do, that is all by Almighty’s
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will. It is done by Him, we are just to do the efforts. ‘God
helps those, who help themselves’ I am ignorant about schools,
but I will leave no stone unturned to get a school opened in the
village.” After the girls left, he started thinking about the solution
of this problem. The next day he went to office of Education
Officer in Patiala. It was by coincidence that it was the last
date for applying for permission to open a school. Many people
from other neighbouring villages were already there waiting
for getting a school for their villages. They asked Ranjit Singh
about the purpose of his visit to Education Office. He said the
villagers to tell their mission first, then he will disclose his motive.
He silently listened to them that only one school is to be opened
and the representatives from four villages viz-Kuthala,
Thooliwal, Sandaur and Panjgarian had put up their claim. He
thus came to know from their conversation that there were
four claimants for a single school, and the inspection team was
to visit the sites in their respective village. They said that they
had come prepared with the case file. The officer was to tell
them time of inspection.
Ranjit Singh ji remained calm and quiet. He knew each
and everything from the people waiting outside the Education
Office. He thought that he did not have any file, nor he had any
recommendation from any minister. There was no building for
the school. He was getting purturbed and then remembered
the saying of Sant Rodu Ram ji.
“Whenever you are in a fix, you must keep in mind and
pay obeisance to Guru Granth Sahib ji , every problem will be
solved.” He did the same. He went towards the officer keeping
Almighty in mind. He saw a woman employee sitting in office,
She was P.A. to Education Officer. He asked the PA, “Was
the madam in the office?” She told him if he wanted to see the
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officer, a representation (letter) be given so that the meeting
with the officer be fixed. He immediately retorted, “Do we
need any application when you come for begging votes? Now
you demand a request letter just for seeing an officer.” He then
opened the door and stepped in. The lady officer sitting in
chair objected to his entry and asked no body stopped him to
come inside without permission. He told the officer, “we do
not stop you asking for votes and how can you stop us from
requesting for the work to be done”. She asked, “Where have
you come from?”. He told, “from the Panj-garain which is
situated near Malerkotla”. She questioned, lifting her spectacles
up, “Is this the same village which belongs to Ranjit Singh or it
is some other village?” He replied in affirmative. She then asked
him to be seated in the chair and asked what she could do for
him. Then Ranjit Singh ji stated the problem of opening a school
in the village. He said, “There are Panchayats from five villages
waiting outside demanding the same. They all are strong
claimants and are putting pressure from high-ups also. Already
there exist schools in their villages, but our village has none.
Please grant sanction of opening school in our village.”
Education Officer asked him “give a representation in writing
and get it signed by S. Ranjit Singh. The cases of these
Panchayats are to be processed and the date of inspection is
to be intimated just today. Go and bring the application
immediately.” He came out of the office and got the application
typed by her P.A. He put his own signatures on the application.
He took it to present to the Officer. On looking the signatures
on paper she said, “My son, was S.Ranjit Singh somewhere
near by?” His reply was yes. Then her P.A. told the Officer
that the bearer of this application himself was Ranjit Singh,
these were his own signatures. The Officer got up from her
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chair and hugged him with a great affection and said,” I could
not recognize you. When you went to Calcutta to participate
in the tournament, my daughter Gurpreet Kaur also took part
in the games. Now I recollect all those incidences. You were
many friends living together.” He also recollected that she was
Gurpreet’s mother. He told her that they visited latter’s house
also. Now the Officer asked her to tell the case in details. He
said, “We have not prepared any file for the case, neither we
have any budget nor a room for opening a school, but still we
realise that there must be a girls’ school in the village. You are
to find solution & ways to get all these hurdles to be overcome.”
The Officer said, “I myself will get the case file prepared. I
extend the date of inspection by the team, by then all the
formalities will be completed. You go and start the construction
work of school building. I will send inspection team after two
months. I will try to get the formalities completed by then, even
if there is any deficiency in your preparation, we will overlook
them. You may even start the school in tents, the school will be
definitely in your village Panjgarian.” She collected files from
other Panchayats also and gave them two months’ time for
inspection. On the basis of report submitted by inspecting
team, school will be sanctioned. He came out and was in a fix,
what to do now. He had a discussion with Sardar Gurdit Singh
of village Mitthewal, who was an MLC, He said that it was of
no use to take such a drastic step. No body was going to
admit their daughters in school for studies. Many other seniors
were also of the similar view. But Ranjit Singh resolved that
the school would be opened at all costs.
When he came back and informed the villagers about it,
they were overjoyed that at least first stage of opening the
school was cleared. He then involved himself with firm
determination and vigour to start the construction work of
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building for the school. Structure for five rooms was erected,
but these rooms could not be provided with the roofs due to
lack of resources & time. He did not have too much finances
to purchase the material for roofs. He then decided to dismantle
the roofs of his own house, brought these small wooden rafters
and beams and put them on roofs of school rooms. The children
were made to sit in the school at the time of inspection. The
inspection team visited the school, found it fit for approval.
Now the school is progressing well day by day. It was the first
middle school of the village Panjgarian.
He then made arrangement for sports in the school for the
better health of students. The tournaments were held annually.
The winners were always honoured and awarded. Chief
Minister Partap Singh Kairon, Minister Giani Kartar Singh,
D.C. Sangrur, Kanwar Mohinder Singh Bedi and Minister Brish
Bhan were invited on the Prize-distribution function of school.
Giani Kartar Singh was the Education Minister at that time.
Giani ji gave many suggestions for the betterment of village in
his address. He patted, Ranjit Singh saying, “you can demand
anything from us and we will give you very gladly. If you do
not demand, we can’t offer you on our own.” Being a National
Champion everybody had deepest regards and affection for
him. Therefore all the problems of the village were resolved
immediately. He took more interest in the development works
of the village. He became popular in sports and had established
good relationship with leaders, Ministers and other respectable
persons of the area. Keeping in view, his intimacy with leaders
the villagers requested him for arrangement of disposal of water
that was accumulating within the village itself. Kanwar Mohinder
Singh Bedi, D.C. Sangrur was his fast friend, who helped him
for early redressed of above problem.
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Then the villagers informed him that the committee for
management of Gurdwara did not celebrate any Gurpurb nor
kept any account of offerings. This holy place belongs to all, it
is common place therefore everyone is supposed to know the
details of money in the charity box. He was requested to pay
attention to it. When he wanted to discuss the issue with the
managers of the shrine, they said, “Gill has gone mad. How he
dares to ask details of accounts from senior person. A child is
advising his elders.” When they did not agree to suggestions of
villagers, he sat on hunger-strike. As everybody knew that he
was resolute since childhood. Whenever he made up his mind
to do something, he would not retreat till it was completely
done. Ultimately the committee presented the account of
offerings before the villagers. The villagers then requested him
to become a member of the managing committee of the
gurdwara so that it could be managed properly without any
undue interference, he refused. He said, “I am fond of sports.
I am unable to do this kind of service.” The villagers pressuried
him to accept their request and asked him to devote as much
time as he could spare for it. They also assured him of all help
and cooperation. Acceding to their request he agreed to do
this service for the religious cause. He was given responsibility
of keeping the record of all the accounts of gurdwara. After
this the gurpurbs were celebrated with this money and the rest
of money was utilized for the school building.

Making arrangement of water for the cattle
Once there were no rains in that area. Everybody was
longing for rain just like a rain bird who was always impatient
to see the rain. Everybody was considering it to be wrath of
God. They were not expecting even the minimum produce in
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their fields for their livelihood. The area was like a hot desert
of Bikaner. The resourceful persons, who have persian wheels
with them could water their fields but others were left to
consider it as the will of Almighty. The plight of animals was
very pitiable. The ponds have dried. The domestic cattle were
being fed somehow or the other, but stray cows & other animals
were being compelled to live in pathetic conditions. He could
not tolerate to see pitiable state of the dumb animals. He asked
the villagers, “The cattle are in painful state under these
conditions of wilderness. The cows are shedding tears and are
crying. The condition of these animals clearly reflects the distress
in which they are living. At least, I can’t see their deplorable
state. They are dumb, they can’t tell us their woes, but God
has bestowed us sense of understanding. We should all fill water
in the pond so that these cows can at least quench their thirst.
We have trust in Guru Granth Sahib. It is his word:
Nar Achaeth Paap Thae Ddar Rae ||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 220)

‘Guru ji also cautions us that one should also be afraid of
these sins which may be committed due to ignorance, but you
see all these are happening. You all will be party to these sins
of not quenching the thirst of cows.” The villagers did not pay
any attention to his advice. He requested them again and again
to cooperate with him for the noble cause, but no body agreed
with him. He then performed prayer before Sri Guru Granth
Sahib, “O, my True Master, Thou are All Powerful, the Creator
of whole universe, Omnipresent, I as one of your humble
disciples pray before You that if my solicitation is legitimate,
You must accept it. We are unable to serve those creatures,
You have sent on this earth, so kindly grant wisdom and strength
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to me as well as to the residents of this village to get united and
do the right. I am also trying to live like these hungry and thirsty
cows. Grant me courage so that I should remain firm on my
vow till the villagers fill water in the pond. I will not take even
a drop of water till the cows are provided water to drink. O!
my True Master, You are to stand by me to get my pledge
fulfilled.” He bowed his head, sat, in a posture with legs crossed,
on the ground and started meditation upon “The Timeless One”.
He oftenty had heart-to-heart talk with Almighty, “I, as an
immature guy, have firmly resolved to serve Your living – being,
yet You are to provide courage and strength to complete this
task.” He kept on meditating and praying to God. “My Lord, I
am so much engrossed in Your love that I realise the sufferings
of anyone as those of mine. That is why I am praying on behelf
of these dumb animals. I do not know whether I am right or
wrong, but my inner-conscious says that the evils committed
by me are being converted into virtuous deeds.” Bhai Gurdas
said :
Granth Bhai Gurdas Varaan
Vaar - 12 Pauri - 2 Gursikha da Nitnem
Kurabaanee Tinhaan Gurasikhaan Pichhal Raatee uth
Bahanday.
Kurabaanee Tinhaan Gurasikhaan Amrit Vaylai Sar
Naavanday.
Kurabaanee Tinhaan Gurasikhaan Hoi Ik Man Gur Jaap
Japanday.
Kurabaanee Tinhaan Gurasikhaan Saadhasangat Chal Jaai
Jurhanday.
Kurabaanee Tinhaan Gurasikhaan Gurabaanee Nit Gaai
Sounanday.
Kurabaanee Tinhaan Gurasikhaan Man Maylee Kar Mayl
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Milanday.
Kurabaanee Tinhaan Gurasikhaan Bhaai Bhagat
Gurapurab Karanday.
Gur Sayvaa Phal Saphal Phalanday ||2||
Vaar - 12 Pauri - 4
Pauri - 4-Gursikh Aparas Hai
Hau Tisu Ghol Ghoumaaiaa Guramat Ridai Gareebee
Aavai.
Hau Tisu Ghol Ghoumaaiaa Par Naaree Day Nayrh Na
Jaavai.
Hau Tisu Ghol Ghoumaaiaa Par Darabai No Hath Na
Laavai.
Hau Tisu Ghol Ghoumaaiaa Par Nindaa Sunn Aaap
Hataavai.
Hau Tisu Ghol Ghoumaaiaa Satgur Daa Upades Kamaavai.
Hau Tisu Ghol Ghoumaaiaa Thorhaa Savai Thorhaa Hee
Khaavai.
Guramoukh Soee Sahaj Samaavai ||4||
(Bhai Gurdas Ji)

With his eye closed, he continuously prayed calmly with a
cool mind. When the organisers came to know of his vow,
some of them asked to ignore him, he can not remain hungry
and thirsty for long. One of them said, “Are you not aware of
his nature?, Once he makes up his mind to do something, he
never retreats but continues till the completion of the work. He
arranged sports in the village, got established the middle school.
How much more can we test him?” This made all of them
speechless. He further said “The person, who can make the
roof of the school by the wooden rafters and girders, he
collected by dismentalling the roof of his own house, he will
not back out. Above all he has vowed before Shri Guru Granth
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Sahib, nobody can shake him from his determination.” These
discussion continued till the evening, night passed and early in
the morning the devotees went to the shrine to pay obeisance.
They noticed that Gill was still sitting there. Some of the
devotees were of the view that his cause to provide water to
the cows was right. They said, “There is no harm in filling water
in the pond. Some of devotees thought it otherwise. They can’t
prefer giving water to cows instead of feeding their own
children. Gill has administered this vow without thinking about
its consequences. It is a wise saying “should we feed our family
or cattle” They said giving such instancess,”We are worried to
feed or our kids, why to think of cows? Gill has taken this
stand of his own,so he must suffer himself alone. The vows are
not fulfilled just by sitting like this.” They were of these views
as they had no mercy on the animals. Such thick-witted and
jealous people spoil their virtuous deeds as well. The second
day also passed in this struggle between the vice and virtues.
Next morning the followers came to gurdwara to pay their
respects and saw Gill still sitting there. They went to their home,
and discussed and decided to offer tea to S. Ranjit Singh. They
realised that he was doing all this not for himself but for the
welfare of all villagers. Guru ji has advised us “We should give
protection to cows and the indigents”. The elders of village
had a meeting and all of them decided to fill the pond with
water from their wells. Water started pouring in the pond, the
animals which had intense longing for water became satiated
by quenching their thirst. His mother also heaved a sigh of
releif. She had a mixed feeling of joy and sorrow. She was
happy to see that all the cows were drinking due to the collective
efforts of the villagers. The pledge of her son was fulfilled. She
took a glass full of milk and rushed immediately towards the
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holy shrine and said, “My son, Ranjit, take milk.” There were
teers in her eyes because her son was without a pinch of food
or even a drop of water for three days. He, very respectfully,
said to his mother. “My respected mother, there are some
responsibilities of parents and while there are some which the
children had to take. I will follow all your virtuous advices. But
I have taken vow before the Almighty, who is Father of the
whole humanity, that I will not take even a single drop of water
till all cows drink water.” Mother said, “The people have filled
water in the pond, the cattle are drinking water, now you should
also take milk.” He said, “Almighty is the mightest of all. I am
to meet Him first. He has given me the strength to fulfill my
vow.” He then offered consecreted food to Shri Guru Granth
Sahib and prayed, “The Master of the whole universe, You
have bestowed honour to a worthless creature like me.” He
prayed and expressed high gratitude to The True Master. His
mother was also sitting in the congregation, who listened very
patiently to his inner voice. The villagers also reached gurdwara
after filling water in the pond.
All of them asked him to get up, pay obeisance to the
Almighty and break his fast. He said to them, “Prepare the
consecrated food after which prayers were performed. “My
revered God, a firm determination was pledged with a faith in
the grace of Thou supremacy, which You fulfilled. You must
protect us from doing the evils and also save us from being
arrogant.” An edict was read as “My True Master has stood
by me, He has become my savior.”
Sorath Mahalaa 5
Meraa Satguru Rakhvaalaa Hoaa ||
Dhaar Kirpaa Prabh Haath De Raakhiaa Har Govid Navaa
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Niroaa ||1|| Rahaao ||
Taap Ga-i-a Prabh Aap Mittaa-iaa Jan Kee Laaj
Rakhaaee ||
Saadhsangat Te Sabh Phal Paae Satgur Kai Bal Jaaee ||1||
Halat Palat Prab Dovai Savaare Hamraa Gun Avgun Na
Beechaariaa ||
Atal Bachan Naanak Gur Teraa Saphal Kar Mastak
Dhaariaa ||2||21||49||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 620, 621)

The consecrated food was distributed, all the elders were
also very happy. They all realised that it was all done on the
advice of only one person, otherwise a great sin would have
been committed. The matter was very simple. All of them then
filled a little water and said the pond will remain filled with
water always. They said, “Mr. Gill, you must take your food
now.” Some elders said that he should not be given any solid
food to eat immediately. As he is hungry for 3 days. One women
follower offered him a dish of rice mixed with lentil. He then
said, “No work is done by me, it is all His grace. He did it. You
should not worry about my health. I will become hale and hearty
just by taking a little food. Almighty will bless me. See, Guru
Gobind Singh, The Tenth Master, has accepted my service
without any food and water, it is all His will. Guru’s grace in
limitless.” He then took food and all the devotees also followed
him. Thus all the villagers left for their homes, He also went to
his home. Gurbani says-
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Gourree Ma 5
Simar Simar Simar Sukh Paa-i-aa ||
Charan Kamal Gur Ridai Basaa-i-aa ||1||
Gur Gobind Paarbrahm Pooraa ||
Tisah Araadhh Meraa Man Dheeraa || Rahaao ||
Andin Japao Guroo Gur Naam ||
Thaa Te Sidh Bhae Sagal Kaam ||2||
Darsan Dekh Seetal Man Bhae ||
Janam Janam Ke Kilbikh Gae ||3||
Kah Naanak Kahaa Bhai Bhaaee ||
Apne Sewak Kee Aap Paij Rakhaaee ||4||112||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 202)

The Poet Virkat ji
The life of Virkat ji is multidimensional. He did not express
his views in prose only but also in poetry. His poetry clearly
reflects his spiritual inclinations. The following poems are a
testimony to this aspect of his life:

> ;fsr[o gq;kfd

dPw/P fgsk d/ iBw fdB s/
ufVQnk uzB nkIkdh dk n~i d/P nzdo,
w[odk e"w ƒ d/y' irkT[D nkfJnk.
d[yh b'eK dh n~i g[eko ;[De/,
c[~Nh j'Jh sedho irkT[D nkfJnk.
n~i wksk r[ioh dh r'd ƒ Gkr b~r/,
j{oK d/D tXkJhnK u~bhnK B/.
gNB/ ftu n~i d/ts/ okr rkT[Ad/,
rbhnK Bkb ;torK d/ obhnK B/.
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n"ozrI/p ;h Bkb jzeko Gfonk,
Ikfbw I[bw dh j~d w[ekJh iKdk.
;tk wD iB/T{ T[j o'I bkj[zdk,
Ykj e/ wzfdo w;hsK pDkJh iKdk.
fijV/ wzBd/ BjhA fJ;bkw sKJhA,
T[j bzxd/ xkN sbtko d/ ;h.
d[yh j' e/ fjzd{ ftobkg eod/,
nk e/ r[oK d/ e'b g[ekod/ ;h.
ftu g[oh nkBzd d/ p?m e/,
d[yh gzfvsK dh ;[Dh g[eko ;h.
nkgD/ fgsk dk ;h; sμ{ d/j gfjbK,
w[odk e"w fco eoh fsnko ;h.
EK fJ~NK d/ fgsk dk ;h; bk e/,
fjzd{ Xow dk wfjb pBkT[D nkfJnk.
ufVQnk uzd nkIkdh dk n~i d/P nzdo,
w[odk e"w ƒ d/y' irkT[D nkfJnk.
gzE ;ki e/ sh;ok d/P nzdo,
e"w ykb;k sKJhA tXkfJnk ;h.
nzfwqs efonk ;h id'A fsnko d/y',
T[jB/ fuVhnK s'A pki s[VtkfJnk ;h.
wro'A ykb;k c"i fsnko ehsh,
febk g[oh nkBzd pBkT[D b~r/.
j'bh y{B dh y/bd/ o'I :'X/,
c'iK sKJhA fJj e;p f;ykT[D b~r/.
id'A f;zxK B/ iKd/ wip{o eo bJ/,
efjzd/ feb/ ƒ dJhJ/ j[D S~v dksk.
wzB p/Bsh f;zxK dh u~b gJ/ ;h,
n~r/ ;kfonK d/ nkg dksko j'J/.
Ikfbw ;o;/ nkB e/ I'o gkfJnk,
e[M v[~p rJ/ e[M ;h gko j'J/.
ftu izr uwe"o nkgD/ bkvfbnK ƒ,
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x'Vh w"s dh d/y' uVQkT[D nkfJnk.
ufVQnk uzB nkIkdh dk n~i d/P nzdo,
w[odk e"w ƒ d/y' irkT[D nkfJnk.
fd~sk g[~so fgnk;/ ƒ BjhA gkDh,
t~b w"s d/ T[t/A jh w'V fd~sk.
nkfyo fwfbnk ik dkd/ s/ tho sKJhA,
foPsk J/; ijkB dk s'V fd~sk.
T[Xo wksk r[ioh id ft~SVh ;h r[oK Bkb'A,
S'N/ bkvb/ bkb ;h Bkb nkJ/.
w"iK eofdnK ƒ g[oh nkBzd nzdo,
n~i fpgsk d/ d/y' G[ukb nkJ/.
oksK ekbhnK izrbhA s[oh iKdh,
Bkb/ g'fsnK dh wksk ;zGkb eodh.
N'N/ ;hr/ T[j firo d/ d' ikD',
vo t?oh dk n~y'A Bk bKG eodh.
rzr{ wkfJnk d/ ftu rbskB j' e/,
M~N ;{p/ ƒ ypo g[ukT[D nkfJnk.
ufVQnk uzB nkIkdh dk n~i d/P nzdo,
w[odk e"w ƒ d/y' irkT[D nkfJnk.
d/y' BjhA w;{wK s/ ofjw eodk,
s/ e'wb c[~bK ƒ fet/A wo'Vdk J/.
id'A wzB/ Bk g~[so dPw/P ih d/,
nkfyo BhjK d/ ftu fuDtkJ/ d/y'.
n~i ykb;k gzE dk wfjb T[Z;o/,
EK fJ~NK d/ ;h; brkJ/ d/y'.
T[Xo wksk ƒ ;[Dh id ypo fJzBh,
s/o/ g's/ PjhdhnK gk rJ/ B/.
gk e/ y{B n~i nkgDk fuokr nzdo,
p[~Mh fjzd dh i's irk rJ/ B/.
e"D wksk dh fJ~E/ cfonkd ;[Ddk,
d[~yK tkb/ ;[B/j/ nk rJ/ B/.
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ufVQnk uzB nkIkdh dk n~i d/P nzdo,
w[odk e"w ƒ d/y' irkT[D nkfJnk.
wkShtkV/ d/ izrbK ftu d/y',
;[fDnk fJe w;skBk j' fcodk J/.
;[fDnk iKdk BjhA T[; dk jkb w?E'A,
fdb w/ok fJj ;[De/ fxodk J/.
pfjzdk sys s/ id'A nkBzdg[o ;h,
PfjBPkj s/ Pkjh T[j mkm ;hrk.
c'iK ;hrhnK nko gfotko e'b/,
X"A;/ t~id/ fit/A e'Jh okm ;hrk.
n~i e~bk wkShtkV/ ftu izrbK d/,
u'bk gkfNnk j? bho bho j'fJnk.
PfjBPkj fJj nBzdg[oh nBzd tkbk,
n~i fd;dk fit/A ceho j'fJnk.
Skb/ g? rJ/ g?oK u'A y{B trdk,
ukdo ezfvnK T[Zs/ ftSkJh fgnk J/.
fi;d/ gbzx s/ o[bdk f;zwb ;hrk,
fJj n~i fJ~NK f;ojkD/ ƒ bkJh fgnk J/.
Bhbk x'Vk s/ pki Bk BIo nkT[Ad/,
BK jh firo d/ N'N/ n~i Bkb fd;d/.
n?go tko e/ ;ko/ gfotko sKJhA,
n~i ;'Yh ;[bskB y[Pjkb fd;d/.
ufVQnk uzB nkIkdh dk n~i d/P nzdo,
w[odk e"w ƒ d/y' irkT[D nkfJnk.
d[yh b'eK dh n~i g[eko ;[De/,
c[~Nh j'Jh sedho irkT[D nkfJnk.
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;[B/j/
nk pkpk s?ƒ d/P s/o/ dh gkNh j'Jh s;tho dyktK
sbtzvh ƒ wkB pyfPnk, fdB n~i d/ s?A Gkr bkJ/.
go tzv d/ t/b/ :kd Bh o~fynk, BBekD/ ƒ fsnkr ;h nkJ/.
fueB dk EkB gzikp ;h ;'jDk, wko/ oki d/ gkVB/ p?m/.
y[jk e/ Xos gzikp s/o/ dh, BtK uzdowk ukVB/ p?m/.
N[eV/ efonk d/P s/o/ ƒ, fJjBK dh fJj eos{s d/y b?.
nkg; ftu jB d'B' t?oh, ;G s'A t~vk ;p{s d/y b?.
tzfvnk n?B ftukfbT[A d/P ƒ, gkfJnk j'fJnk nk uho dyktK.
nk pkpk s?ƒ d/P s/o/ dh, gkNh j'Jh s;tho dyktK.
u~b fJ;ƒ th n;hA G~[b gJ/ ikJhJ/, i/ bhvo e'Jh dhAjdk
j't/.
d[yhnK ykso e'Jh s/o/ tKrz{, u~eh pkpo dh dhAjdk j't/.
T[d'A fJe ;~iB m~r e~bk, fi;dk eo/A ;[Xko fgnk fcodk.
eh j[D e'Jh gsk Bh s?ƒ, J/E/ eJh jIko fgnk fcodk.
e"v/ okyP pj[s/ B/ J/E/, wkfVnK sKJhA ykJh B/ iKd/.
eh j'fJnk jzM{ vod/ Bh fv~rd/, go n~yK u Gfonk Bho
dyktK.
nk pkpk s?ƒ d/P s/o/ dh, gkNh j'Jh s;tho dyktK.
rohpK dk i' y{B ;h ghAdk, wfbe Gkr' ƒ nk ;wMkfJnk.
u{f;nk y{B rohpK tkbk, o'Nh ft~u'A Bu'V dykfJnk.
go T[d'A s?ƒ so; ;h nkfJnk, S/sh pVh g[eko ;[Dh s?A.
j[D T[j iKd/ e[obKd/, T[;s'A Bk e'Jh jk jk eko ;[Dh s?A.
n~i T[;s'A eJh fj~;/ tkX{, I[bw dh eoh j'Jh gfjb fdyktK.
y{B rohpK Bkb fGihnK fJ~NK d/, T[;o/ j'J/ wfjb fdyktK.
s/o/ pkD/ gkJh p?m/, xo xo ftu nk gho fdyktK.
N'b/ pzB pzB yKd/ nkr{, d/P s/o/ ƒ g'bk efonk.
efjzd/ i/p th S'Nh rh;k th S'Nk, b~[ND ƒ j~E M'bk cfVnk.
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GkJh bkb' dh e'Jh pks Bh g[~Sdk, wfbe Gkr' pD ykJh B/
iKd/.
go uoi dh r~b J/ fJ~NK b'j/ ƒ, gsk Bh few/A gukJh iKd/.
t~vh S'Nh ndkbs s/oh, o~y/ pkvh (tkvh) fpB f;xkD e'Jh
Bk.
fJ; ezw ftu t~X fJe s'A d{ik, nk b[N
~ dh pDh (tDh) irho
fdyktK.
nk pkpk s?ƒ d/P s/o/ dh, gkNh j'Jh s;tho dyktK.
d/yD ƒ T[j ;zs ikgd/, n~i e~bQ ;/tkdko i' s/o/.
;~iD tKr{z b~[Nd/ efj e/, Xow d/ m/e/ dko i' s/o/.
coe E'VQk j? r~b fJe' J/, T[j o'jh ftu ik e/ b[~Nd/.
n~i e~bQ s/o/ ;'jD/ bhvo, e'mhnK ftu pjk e/ b~[Nd/.
fJe j~E f;o s/ d{ik i/G ƒ, e~ND ƒ xks brkJh p?m/.
prb/ tKr{z fdb d/ vke{, fr~b T[Zs'A pD/ ceho fdyktK.
nk pkpk s?ƒ d/P s/o/ dh, gkNh j'Jh s;tho dyktK.

e~u dhnK u{VhnK
T[Zme/ sμ{ yzG MkV tsBk fgnkfonk.
d[Bhnk d/ g?oK j/mK ikt/Ark fbskfVnk.
j'P ƒ ;zGkb phpk T[Zm fBrQk wko b?.
ob fwb u~b fJ; fgzv ƒ ;tko b?.
fjzwsK Bk jko sμ{ pJh j";b/ ƒ Xko b?.
T[Zm yVQ ;[~sk feT[A J/ B/;sh B/ wkfonk.
T[Zme/ sμ{ yzG MkV tsBk fgnkfonk.
T d[BhnK d/ g?oK j/mK ikt/Ark fbskfVnk.
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eJhnK fgzvK ftu phpk y[~bQ rJ/ ;e{b B/.
;'jD/ t/b p{fNnk ƒ b~r/ gJ/ c[b B/, T[ b~r/ gJ/ c[b B/.
ob fwb ;kfonK B/ rbhnK g~ehnK pDkJhnK B/.
pzB s/ coP ftu BkbhnK ubkJhnK B/.
go ;kv/ fgzv ftu fgnk e{Vk J/ fybkfonk.
T[Zm e/ sμ{ yzG MkV tsBk fgnkfonk.
d[Bhnk d/ g?oK j/mK ikt/Ark fbskfVnk.
jwh jzeko i/ sμ{ fdb u'A fwNk d/t/A.
bkbuK dh gzv fijVh fdb u'A xNk d/t/A.
p[oek (t[oek) y[droih goQ/ fJ;ƒ jNk d/t/A.
ykso J/ tsB dh i/ fizdVh b[Nk d/t/A.
;KMhtkbsk fd;/ ;KMk Mzvk ukfVQnk.
T[Zm e/ sμ{ yzG MkV tsBk fgnkfonk.
d[Bhnk d/ g?oK j/mK ikt/Ark fbskfVnk.

soi v'bh
nBgVQ Bh XhnK b?DhnK wkfgT[ gVQk fdT[.
e[VhnK d/ gVQB tk;s/ ekbi y[btk fdT[.
n"Adk iwkBk n~r/.
bVeh nBgVQ dh fizdrh d~;K ;[Dk e/ s/.
gfjo d/ sVe/ T[;ƒ efjzd/ irk e/ s/.
T[Zm e/ sμ{ M'b u~eh ghjB wD gk e/ s/.
nkgD/ T[j nkg sKJhA pfjrh ygk e/ s/.
go nky/ Bh b~rdk e'Jh efjzdh fgjk fdT[.
u~e S~v b~rh r'j/ e{V/ ƒ Y'D ih.
wkohnK nBgVQsk B/ e[VhnK fJT[A o'D ih.
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ek;ƒ fco d[~y ;fjzdhnK gVQhnK i/ j'D ih.
e[VhnK gVQk e/ GkJhT[ d[~yV/ fwNk fdT[.
nBgV Bh XhnK b?DhnK wkfgT[ gVQk fdT[.
n"Adk iwkBk n~r/.
pzdk pDkT[Adh n;bh jh gVQkJh n?.
BkJhv' th fJe e[Vh J/ i' fJ;B/ uwekJh n?.
J/j skbhw nkIkdh ;kvh fbnkJh n?.
gfVnk j? fi;B/ T[;dh fizirh pDkJh n?.
gSfVnk fJbkek ;kvk Bkb fwbk fdT[.
e[VhnK d/ gVB tk;s/ ekbi y[bQtk fdT[.
nBgVQ Bh XhnK b?DhnK wkfgT[ gVQk fdT[.
n"Adk iwkBk n~r/.

rhs
w~sK d/JhA sμ{ c/o irs sKJhA.
sμ{ gfjbK nkgDk nkg ;tko phpk.
s/o/ nzdo BQ/o/ B/ I'o gkfJnk.
f;cs eoKrh w?A dksko s/oh.
Ezw Xow dk pfDnk sμ{ nkD dksk.
Xow N~[Ndk d/y s?A fjzd{nK dk.
s?A fco fd~sh Pjhdh gkD dksk.
T[jdk I[bw j~eK d/ YkbD/ ƒ.
ftu fd~bh ik u"AeVh wko p?mk.
fg~S/ w'Vs/ ;ko/ ePwho tkb/.
eoe/ T[BQK Bkb e"b fJeoko p?mk.
nkgD/ y{B dh Bdh trk e/ s?A.
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wfjb I[bw dk fijVk ;h yko fd~sk.
;[D e/ o'w ;oho d/ yVQ/ j[zd/.
fjzd{ Xow bJh ;h; s?A tko fd~sk.

rIb
w?ƒ fd;dk J/ e'Jh Bh ;[DB tkbk
d~;' eoz{rk w?A cfonkd fe~E/
o'I Bt/A Goe/ Skb/ fdb u'A fc; iKd/
J/ Bk G[~bK s/ ofjzd/ d~; :kd fe~E/
s/o/ skjfBnK Bkb fdb j'fJnk tKr b'j/
fJ;s'A ;ys n~i :ko c'bkd fe~E/
fijV/ pkr u'A wkbh u~e ikD M[~rhnK
sK T[; pkr B/ ofjDk nkpkd fe~E/
wzvbh ;kXK dh fN~b/ s'A e{u eo rJh
;[GQk t~iD/ T[ZE/ fco Bkd fe~E/
d[yh pzfdnK s'A Gh :ko' w"s vodh
fr~b sμ{ Gkbdk J/ B/V/ ibkd fe~E/
oDihs f;zx fr~b
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PART-II
SANT MAHARAJ VIRKAT JI
- BEGINNING OF SPIRITUAL LIFE
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Beginning of Spiritual Life

BEGINNING OF SPIRITUAL LIFE
Virkat ji thought that the problems of the village were being
solved, so he made up his mind to shift to the town, to do
some business or establish some factory there. He also
discussed about this plan with his friends. Meanwhile he got
an employment as an A.S.I, but he wanted to do his own
business. Sardar Partap Singh Kairon was then the Chief
Minister of Punjab, and Virkat ji had an easy access to him,
Kairon offered him “quota” or a ticket for contesting election
as an M.L.A. His friends tried hard to convince him to become
a leader. A leader is always respected by all. People struggle
very hard to get the ticket, but it was being offered to him very
honorably. His brothers Rajinder Singh and Mall Singh said, If
you become an M.L.A, it will beneficial for all of us. But if
Kairon issues you quota for the factory, then do not hesitate to
accept it, we are with you.” He disclosed his mind to Bhai
Surjit Singh that he wished to marry to an employed girl, who
could look after his business after office hours. It will be easier
for him to do the other social works. “Both my brothers are
pressing me and wish to tie me whenever they get any proposal.
Last time I had to hide myself in the house of Bhai Mukand
Singh of Dakha for four days, they also reached there. My
father is a care free person, he does not wish impose his wishes
on me, although he wants to express his views as is appearant
from his face expressions.”
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After this he went to Ludhiana with Bhai Rajinder Singh.
He decided to visit his factory and wanted to acquire knowledge
about Lathe-machines, so that he could know whether this
business suited him or not. He stayed there for one week and
looked for some other business too. His friends and wellwishers were pressing him for becoming an M.L.A. but he
was not interested in becoming a leader at all. He was feeling
that something was missing, he realized void in him. His inner
conscious was pointing towards this vacuum in him. His
condition was like a fish sans water, rain bird without rain and
a snake with no jewel in it, but he could not know the reasons
for this restlessness.
His friends wanted to divert his mind to get involved in
worldly affairs. One day they forcibly took him to a cinema to
see the picture “Mughal-e-Azam”. A song was being sung in
that film “Jab piar kiya to Darna kiya (why to fear if you are in
love)”. On listening to this song, he immediately realized, "I
should to love God. Why am I getting involved in this mortal
world? I should not be afraid of people? I must get rid of these
parasites. They are selfish friends. I should not be entangled in
it". When one gets engrossed with The True Master, it is pleasure
and happiness all around. Tulsi Dass says,
"Asa isht upasana khan pan pehran"
“nkPk fJ;N T[gk;Bk ykB ghB gfjokB”
He then came out of the cinema hall making some excuse.
He reached Dakha by his cycle to meet Bhai Mukand Singh
and said, “I am now free from the clinches of my selfish and
misguiding friends. Please do not tell them about my presence
here.” After staying there for 3-4 days, he went to Bhai Rajinder
Singh. Bhai Rajinder Singh did not say him anything but his
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brothers expressed the grouse that Ranjit Singh was keeping
them in confusion, who told his brothers that he himself was in
a fix. He then took his cot on the upper not and tried to sleep.
He started thinking, looking on the stars in the sky that life was
full of many hurdles. It is better that a man cannot anticipate
any forecoming event or accident. It is only left to God. If at all
man knew all these in advance he would have been very much
perturbed. He became more and more sorrrowful and in
distressed. Similarly pleasure will make one more joyful. He
thought “The Almightly is great that he has kept control of these
in His own hands.” He was lost in these ideas and heard a
divine utterances
"Eho teri vari hai Gobind milne di"
‘fJj' s/oh tkoh j? r'fpzd fwbB dh’
When he heard this voice, contemplated on it and asked
Rajinder Singh “Where these sacred words are coming from?”
Bhai Rajinder Singh replied, “A huge religious congregation is
being held by Sant Maharaj of Rahra Sahib, The people in
large number have gathered there to listen to his discourse.
Nearly all the residents of Ludhiana attend this function”. He
immediately got up and asked about the site of the congregation.
Bhai Rajinder Singh informed that it was in Ramgarhia School.
He further told that the discourses by the holy Sant would
continue for two months. The former expressed his desire to
go there. Both of them went to Ramgariha School. When he
had a glimpse of Sant Maharaj ji, he expressed, “It appears to
be the hall audience of the Tenth Master Guru Gobind Singh
ji”. He asked whether it was the first day of discourses by
Sant ji. Rajinder Singh replied in positive. He listened to Sant
ji’s discourse very attentively. The views expressed by Maharaj
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ji about the human life has a very deep impression on his tender
mind. He was already inclined towards spiritualism, these
words of Sant ji acted like adding fuel to the fire. According to
Kabir :
Kabeer Goongaa Hoo-aa Baavraa Bahraa Hoo-aa Kaan ||
Paavhu Tay Pingul Bha-i-aa Maari-aa Satgur Baan ||193||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1374)

Kabeer Satgur Soormay Baahi-aa Baan Jo ayk ||
Laagat Hee Bhu-ay Gir Pari-aa Paraa Karayjay chhayk ||194||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1374)

Maharaj ji further uttered, “one unites with Almighty when
he gets completely engrossed in meditation”. Sant ji illustrated
it by giving examples of the mortal frame. He returned home
along with Bhai Rajinder Singh. He could not sleep for the
whole night and appeared to be driven away from the
attachments of worldly pleasures. The food which he would
relish as a sportsman appeared to him like the diet of a sick
person. He started waiting for the next day’s congregation since
early morning. He would oftenly ask Bhai Rajinder Singh about
the time of start of sermons by Sant ji and also about the arrival
of Sant ji on the dias. He said to Bhai Rajinder Singh.” We
should go a little earlier so to get a seat near to the dias and
have the closer glimpse of holy personality and listen to his
discourse very carefully without any disturbance. Yesterday
we could not get a seat in the front row, you finish your work
hurriedly so that we could proceed earlier.” Bhai Rajinder Singh
said, “Do not worry about the domestic work, it will be done
even afterward. You tell me what do you think.” Brother of
Bhai Rajinder Singh asked him that he (Virkat ji) was himself
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good for nothing so he was also making Bhai Rajinder Singh
idle. He told Bhai Sahib to ignore his brother’s comments as
the letter was a man of different nature. It is better he should
not come to know about their departure towards the religious
congregation and that they must get seats in the front row,
much earlier to the arrival of Sant ji.
Next day they reached the audience hall and sat in front.
As millions of “chakors (Indian red-legged partridge) fix their
gaze on their lover- the moon, he also looked at Maharaj ji
intently and listened to his sermon very attentively. He became
totally unaware of his own self, place, time, worldy pleasures,
riches etc. Sant ji uttered the hymn, playing on the harmonium,”Sorath Mahalaa 5
Ham Maile Tum Oojal Karte Ham Nirgun Thoo
Daataa ||
Ham Moorakh Tum Chatur Siaane Thoo Sarab Kalaa Kaa
Giaataa ||1||
Maadho Ham Aise Thoo Aisaa ||
Ham Paapee Tum Paap Khandan Neeko Thaakur Desaa ||
Rahaao ||
Tum Sabh Saaje Saaj Nivaaje Jeeo Pind De Praanaa ||
Niraguneeaare Gun Nahee Koee Tum Daan Dehu
Miharavaanaa ||2||
Tum Karah Bhalaa Ham Bhalo Na Jaanah Tum Sadaa
Sadaa Dha-i-aalaa ||
Tum Sukhadaaee Purakh Bidhaate Tum Raakhahu Apune
Baalaa ||3||
Tum Nidhaan Atal Sulitaan Jeea Jant Sabh Jaachai ||
Kah Naanak Ham ihai Havaalaa Raakh Santan Kai
Paachhai ||4||6||17||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 613)
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These hymns had a very deep effect on his mind. After the
discourse he was very much apathetic, feeling much indifferent
towards materialistic world, its pleasures and riches etc. Both
of them reached home after taking 'Parsad'. Bhai Rajinder
Singh, as usual, said, “there was a huge gathering today in the
hall. People thronged there by a number of buses, cars and
other vehicles.” But he was not giving any reply and even was
not paying any attention to Bhai Rajinder Singh. His mind was
entangled somewhere else. Upon this Bhai Rajinder Singh
asked whether he was all right. Virkat ji, with chocked throat
and satiated mind, asked him, “Do you remember the hymn,
Sant ji sang? I could not follow that.” Bhai Rajinder Singh
said, “which one? I donot remember” He said “the one read
after 2 hymns” Bhai Sahib again replied in negative. He could
not speak further but his eyes were wet with tears. Bhai Rajinder
Singh told him, “There will be the congregation tomorrow also,
have patience, do not loose heart and be apathetic.” He then
became silent. He was very much perturbed when they reached
home. Every body in the house was surprised to see his state
of mind. Bibi Namo, the wife of S.Rajinder Singh offered him
milk to drink, but he did not uncover his face. Bhai Rajinder
Singh informed his wife that he was not feeling well. He
pretended sleeping without taking any food on that night.
At about 11.30 PM, he got up and started strolling in the
room. He was restless and feeling highly detached. He went to
the room of Bhai Rajinder Singh in the midnight. He sat there
to recite the sacred text of five Banis. It was still very dark
outside. He asked Bhai Rajinder Singh, “I feel disillusioned. I
wish to go to place where Maharaj ji sit and sing devotional
songs. Bhai Rajinder Singh advised him to go there after taking
his breakfast since it was still very dark. Rajinder Singh thought
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that he might be worried about his business, thus did not talk
with any body. He was under depression and became mum
after listening to the discourse of Maharaj ji. Rajinder Singh
made up his mind to talk to Virkat ji, “you should sit in front of
picture of Sant ji and meditate upon his name. After that we
will go together to the audience hall as soon as the day breaks.”
Then he started reciting the name of “Waheguru”
repeatedly with his gaze fixed upon photograph of Sant ji. He
got so absorbed in meditation that he forgot to take his
breakfast even. It was going to be noon. Bhai Rajinder Singh,”
Please take your food, you have eaten nothing since last
evening. You are continuously concentrating and looking intently
on Maharaj ji’s photo.” But he remained completely engrossed
in Thy name. At about 10 AM. Bhai Rajinder Singh, putting his
hands on his shoulders, said, “you have meditated too much
on, you should take your food now” and asked his wife to
bring food. He remained standing near him with food plate in
his hand for quite a long time, but Virkat ji remained unmoved.
Ultimately he was compelled to rise up & take the food, which
he ate a little and went again in the sitting posture for meditation.
Bhai Rajinder Singh advised him to take rest for a while as he
had just taken food. Bhai Sahib offered him the tea and asked
whether he was worried about his business & said, “A doctor
is well known to me, let us call him for your check up. He is
our family physician,” He immediately replied to Bhai Rajinder
Singh, “you please, go to your workshop and tell Bibi Namo
to inform me when you return. Also tell her not to allow any
outsider to meet me.” Bhai Rajinder Singh then said, “Your
face is getting pale, eyes are full with tears. You seem to be
very sad. Have we committed any mistake? Earlier you have
been discussing about business with us, now you remain totally
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lost, I can not go to workshop leaving you in such a state,” On
this Virkat ji replied, “ you talk of your own mistakes only. All
the human beings are guilty of committing sins. But I am worried
about the mistakes I have been committing.” On asking why
he was guilty he asked, “Are you still unaware? He who himself
is close to Almighty recites:
"main moorakh na jana satguru mera bhalaa lordha"
“w?A w{oy Bk ikDk ;fsr[o w/ok Gbk b'Vdk@
“I am repenting to know about my vices. I have wasted
so many years of my life, I could not come in contact with this
holy Sant and listen to his sermons, why?” He further said to
Bhai Rajinder Singh, “Now you please go to your work, but
come back in time. I have a desire that after the discourse I am
to touch holy feet of Maharaj ji” Bhai Rajinder Singh told him
that it was not easy to touch his feet as there is a large gathering
of followers around the Sant, and in this state of jostle and
confusion one gets pushed away by the crow.” But he insisted
to touch the sacred feet at all costs. With this determination
they were to go for third day congregation. Meanwhile some
of his friends came there to inform that Kaur Singh is fighting
with Gurmukh Singh at Gill Chowk. There are about 8-10
supporters with both the groups to fight. They are very furious.
He was ready to go for congregation, but had to rush toward
Gill Chowk with those friends. Gurmukh Singh and Kaur Singh
had old enmity. On reaching there he stood in between the two
quarelling groups and called both of them, “you both are any
friends, please do not fight, listen to my advice.” They paid,”
no doubt we are your friends, we will agree to your arbitration.”
He them asked them “Send their supporters back to their homes
and come with me. We will settle the issue in the morning,
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since you are now in a drunken state. “Meanwhile the caravan
of Maharaj ji crossed the Gill Chock towards Rara Sahib At
this owner of a wayside restaurant snubbed them saying,” you
people have made Ludhiana a hell. This great pious personality
of Rara Sahib is trying hard to make our city a paradise by
holding religious congregations here these day, but you are
bound to convert it into a hell by making Ludhiana an arena of
drunkards. The place, where pious souls meditate, worship
God, sing hymns in Thy praise become a heaven.” Then Virkat
ji asked that shopkeeper about the religious and pious soul,
who had converted Ludhiana into a paradise. The shopkeeper
told him that holy personality was the one, who just crossed in
his car, after holding the congregation. He further pointed out
towards a poster pasted on the tree showing details of religious
congregation being hold by Sant Maharaj ji .
This incident made him more apathetic. After this he
attended all the congregations of His Holiness Sant Maharaj ji
of Rara Sahib in Ludhiana. His longing to have glimpse of His
Holiness was increasing day by day. He would go to Rara
Sahib on his bicycle. He would also go to the nearby villages
for attending religious congregation of Maharaj ji, whenever
he came to know of it. He listened to all the discourses
delivered in the villages of Baddowal, Kuhara, Alamgir, Phillaur,
Jawaddi etc. In this way he stayed with Bhai Rajinder Singh
for about 15 months.
He performed his routine prayers daily, never missed it.
His friends wanted him to remain attached with the worldly
affairs and not to follow the devotional path. Mostly he used
to pray at a solitary place, sometimes on the banks of canal, in
fields etc. His friends could locate him, may be after many
days and say, “you remain sitting in loneliness with your eyes
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closed, what do you get out of it?” He never bothered to
reply to such irrelevant questions. He had decided to meditate
in solitude for the full day and return to house of Bhai Rajinder
Singh in the evening. One day he was sitting in meditation,
when his friends came. They were accompanied by a Sant
having faith in Radha Swami Seat. That Radha Swami Baba
sat closer to him, looked at him very attentively and then said,
“The field is quite ready. Have you got it sowed by some one?”
Virkat said that he could not follow what the former had said
Baba then said, “I mean, have you received a mystical word/
formula from any spiritual teacher?” He replied,” I have Gutka
(hand book of prayers), I do recitation of Five Banis form this
daily. Thy Apart form this I continuously meditate upto Thy
name (Waheguru, Waheguru) repeatedly for the whole day.
Do I still need any mystical formuls?” Baba said,” If you have
not adopted any guru and have not achieved any mustical
formula from any spiritual figure, then this detachment of yours
from worldly pleasures is short-lived and purely temporary. It
will vanish very quickly and you will again become atheist and
will forget God forever. You may not trust in almighty. As milk
is converted into curd just by addition of a drop of coagulant,
and if this curd is churned, butter is formed otherwise it will
become poisonous.”
He then said, “I have faith in Sant Ishar Singh of Rara
Sahib.” Baba Said,” It is good. I also asked my guru that the
latter did not find time, to have discussion on some spiritual
doubts in mind, because of heavy rush of followers around
him. So I sought permission from my guru to clear my doubts
and have discussion on spiritual path with Maharaj ji of Rara
Sahib. He permitted me to go ahead.”
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Next day Virkat ji went to Rara Sahib well in advance &
before the installation of holy seat of Maharaj ji. On reaching
there, he came to know that Maharaj ji had gone to U.P. for
religious congregation there. So he returned back to the house
of Bhai Ranjit Singh. After two-three days he again reached
Rara Sahib, but could not have glimpse of Maharaj ji.
He then went directly to his village Panj garian and
continued his daily routine of prayers. He would stay for the
night in gurdwara and proceed to fields or any other place of
loneliness during the day for meditation. One day he said to
Bhai Rajinder Singh, “There is a religious fair at Rara Sahib
after two-three days. It is my desire to go there and serve for
a few days. You may join me later so that we will return back
together.” When Bhai Rajinder Singh reached Rara Sahib on
the third day, he found that the former had left for Panj garain,
giving the bicycle to some one to hand-over to him.” Instead
of going to his home in Panj garian, he stayed in the holy shrine
of the village. Here he met, Bhai Bant Singh, who earlier served
as a sweeper in the Dera of Baba Rodu Ram, was now doing
service of sweeping in the main gurdwara of village. Bhai Bant
Singh was his devotee, who told that Virkat ji stayed for a few
days in this gurdwara while returning for Rara Sahib. He
informed that Virkat ji would go to desolate place, rise up the
mounds there, go on walking a long distance till he finds a
place of complete loneliness. He would sit there for meditation.
It was his daily routine without break. Neither he had any desire
for taking food or putting on some good clothes. Your mind
was getting completely dejected and indifferent from worldly
affairs. Bhai Bant Singh used to take food for him and observe
all this. He used to take very little food and would not talk to
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anyone. Nobody could understand that what was happening
to him.
Baba Farid says about this state of mind of a person asMa 4
Fareedaa Dunee Vajaa-ee Vajdee Toon Bhee Vajeh Naal ||
So-ee Jee-o Na Vajdaa Jis Alhu Kardaa Saar ||110||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1383)

No body could understand him. one could know only form
the slow movement of his lips that he was doing the silent prayer
continuously. He was getting absorbed completely with God,
and detaching himself form the surrounding world. He was
unmindful of hot summer or cold winter. He did not care for
his hunger or thirst. There was always a continuous and repeated
recitation of the name of Waheguru with a very slow voice. He
would wander about in the lonely places like crazy and insane
persons. He could sometimes sit near a tubewell or in the middle
of crops or sometimes in the holy shrine to meditate. He had
put up a long gunny robe on his body. He used to stay in the
gurudwara during night. Bhai Bant Singh also stayed with him
in the shrine.

Serving in the Holy Shrine
One day he thought that villagers do not allow me to do
some work during the day time. So he would gather the bricks
and put them near the Dewans during night. He did like this for
a few days, the villagers were anxious to know about the person
who collected these bricks near the walls as they noticed that
he was doing no work for the whole day. They then started
tracking down the foot marks of person who did it. They
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enquired from the five persons who were living there during
the day. It was ultimately confirmed that Ranjit Singh had done
that job. Ranjit Singh used to meditate and perform prayers
for the whole day and do this kind of manual service during
night. Everybody thus came to know that Gill was doing this
service. He remained always involved in meditation and service.
He would respectfully install Guru Granth Sahib, change the
scarf for covering the holy Guru Granth Sahib and do all such
services. He had been performing this duty since Baba Rodu
Ram advised him to do so, but his devotion and faith had
become more intense after he came in contact into Sant Maharaj
of Rara Sahib. It is said that any person who performs any
pious service with devotion and faith is doubly rewarded.
Dhanna Bhagat could feel presence of God in idol of stone
because of devotion and firm faith. Lord Vishanu appeared
even in the pillar to save his devotee Parhlad as the latter had
deep faith in God. All these teachings he acquired, from the
discourses of the great Sant of Rara Sahib. Last time when he
visited Rara Sahib, he expressed his desire to come to Rara
Sahib form his village by saluting in the laying posture on the
ground and requested Maharaj ji to bestow blessing on him
and give strength to fulfil his vow. Maharaj ji said, “It will be all
done, when appropriate time comes,”
Now that time had arrived, as Sant Kabir preached to a
female gardener (a flower girl), “To whom do you offer this
bucket-full of flowers?”. She replied, “I sell it in market and
earn my livelihood” Sant Kabir then asked the flower girl, “Do
you remember the one who has provided you this human
physique?” She asked, “Who is he?” Kabir advised him to
offer one garland of these flowers to the idol of God. “She
started to do so accordingly and was so much involved in Thy
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love and started offering whole of bucket full of flowers to idol
of God. Sant Kabir observed that she now deserved next
lesson of his preaching as her devotion and faith has increased,
because it is the one who has deep faith in Almighty deserves
listening to the sermon.
Paatee Torai Maalinee Paatee Paatee Jeeo ||
Jis Paahan Kao Paatee Torai So Paahan Nirjeeo ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 479)

Wee Hours of the Morning
As we know one day comes in the life of a student when
he has to appear for the examination/test. This is time to know
about right or wrong. It appeared as if the time had come when
his virtuous deed, dedication and meditation were to be
rewarded. It is because of influence of accumulative proclivities
of virtuous deeds of previous birth that one gets united with
the Almighty. When a child, who had been separated from his
mother, comes running towards her as soon as he finds her,
even if she may be surrounded by many women. The mother
also hug the child and takes him in her lap. Similarly when faith
of a Sikh becomes very firm in his guru, the latter takes him in
his shelter and always cares for him, because a time Guru is an
appearance of God. When the faith of a Sikh is firm and unshaky
God meets him in the appearance of a greater spiritual soul. It
exactly happened with S.Ranjit Singh. It is an event of the year
1962. on the Ist day of month Saavan. It was wee hours in the
morning, he was sleeping. Bhai Bant Singh Bhangarh was also
sleeping near when. Sant Isher Singh ji Maharaj of Rara Sahib
pulled him by the ear in dream and said, “wake up my son it is
time to get baptized, you should be administered Amrit.” On
seeing this dream he immediately got up, also asked Bant Singh
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Bhanger to wake up and said, “Let us go to Rara Sahib. Sant
Maharaj ji has reached there.” Bhai Bant Singh asked, How
did he know about the arrival of Maharaj ji, Since no message
was received through any of his followers”. He compelled Bant
Singh to wake up and asked him to take his bath immediately
and to take hight. When they have taken tea Virkat ji told Bant
Singh that he had been ordered to have Amrit and get duly
baptized by great spiritual soul of Rara Sahib. They started
their journey towards Rara Sahib on foot with no penny in
their pocket. At about 8 AM, they heard a voice calling them,
as if it may be an inspiration to achieve their goal. It was a call
by a lady. She said, “You must take water some where on the
way, you might be hungry. I have some parched grams, you
eat these grams and drink some water. It will help you.Virkat
Ji those grams and started their onward journey.
They reached Rara Sahib well before the installation of
seat of His Holiness. After washing their face etc, they paid
obeisance to Guru Granth Sahib ji and applied dust of feet of
devotees on their forehead. The devotees were entering the
hall, paying their respect to the seat of sant ji and taking seats
in the hall. Bhai Joginder Singh of Jhammat Village was on
duty of a guard. Mai Mastani was standing near to Holy seat.
In Rara Sahib the entry gates are opened for ladies and gents
turn by turn. When the entry gates for men were opened and
Virkat proceeded forward to have glimpse of Maharaj ji, it
was a strange coincidence that he started wailing loudly. It
appeared as if the accumulative proclivities of the past birth
became predominant. The environment around him was also
very spiritual, His Holiness was bestowing blessings on all.
He was surrounded by devotees, roving mendicants, family
men, house holders etc. like the moths around a candle (light
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source). They were all looking at Maharaj ji intently. It is said
that there are three characteristics in having glimpse of a holysoul viz: his words-which are priceless for his followers, his
appearance-one gets peace on having just a glimpse of His
Holiness and his eyes- which always shower Amrit are source
of bliss to the devotees. But today when the devotee noticed
the Virkat ji was wailing loudly like a child in presence of His
Holiness, they were all attracted towards him. They were
astonished to see such a devotee with too much apathy, who is
crying so loudly in presence of all. He was not aware of people
around him. In fact it was not wailing only, it was height of
curiousity of adevotee to seek religious/spiritual knowledge.
When arrogance of adevotee vanishes, like melting of a stone,
he submits himself fully to the guru. As we boil pulse in a
container having water, the seeds of lentils (pulse), which are
very hard, become very soft by turning upside-down in water
during boiling and hard solid pulse is converted to soft liquid,
similarly when a seeker of spiritual knowledge simmers
(through) the state of non-attachment for the worldly pleasures,
his adamant nature vanishes, he becomes flexible and kindhearted. In such state he surrends himself completely to his
religious mentor. This is what happened with Virkat ji today.
He laid flat on the feet of His Holiness. When he got up,
Maharaj ji directed to him to come closer. He again started
crying very loudly. His crying voice was even heard to followers
in the hall of community kitchen (langer), all the people rushed
to the audience hall to know what had happened. Then Maharaj
ji uttered, “What happened? Do not cry.” He at once, became
mum and could not utter a single word. His Holiness asked
Banta Singh “You are always with him, you tell me about this
state of him.” He told with folded hand,” Maharaj ji, no doubt
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I am with him for the last 7-8 months. I am always following
him, but he never tells me anything. Kindly you yourself ask
him, he may disclose his mind to you,” Meanwhile Mai Mastani
requested His Hoilness to offer him a tempered rosory. She
again submitted to Maharaj ji to temper the rosary very well.
Maharaj ji bestowed the black coloured rosary to Virkat and
recited secretly in his ear a mystical text (initiation formula) to
meditate upon.
He started to repeat Thy name on the counts of beads of
rosary as directed by Maharaj ji. After a few days he went to
His Holiness, placed the rosary on the latter’s thigh and prayed
to bestow some more benefaction to him. Maharaj ji picked
up rosary and again handed it to him saying, “It is my blessing,
go and practice on it.” He again placed the rosary in the lap of
His Holiness. He was so apathetic and started wailing loudly
praying again and again for his benignity. Maharaj ji uttered,
“My son, you are to do it. Go and see the results after 2-3
days. Guru’s words are never fruitless.” He took his seat. He
was not getting any peace earlier, so he started practicing with
more devotion, and now he was realizing the change. The great
spiritual teachers weigh the company of pious soul for a few
moments as more effective than mediation for about hundred
years. Baba Farid achieved eternal bliss by having glimpse of
his spiritual teacher-Murshad Muinudin Chisti-ah Ajmer just
for a few moment, which he could not attain by undergoing
meditation for 36 years. Gopi Chand attained spiritual peace
just having holy glimpse of Guru Nanak Dev ji. Virkat ji was
realisng similar kind of unexpected bliss. Now he was of firm
faith that God’s name was supreme of all, there was nothing
beyond this. After two days he again went to Rara Sahib. He
paid his respect Maharaj ji. As soon as His Holiness took his
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seat, Virkat ji uttered spontaneously with deepest dedication,
“I have found my beloved resembling God.” He went on
repeating these words again and again. Then he saluted Maharaj
ji respectfully by lying prostrate on the ground requesting for
Thy benefaction. Maharaj ji asked him to go and meditate upon
Thy name for forty days regularly and then inform about the
progress.
He returned back to Panjgarian from Rara Sahib. His
house was very near to the main entrance gate of the village.
There used to be a single gate to enter into the village. All
people live in houses built inside this gate. All facilities were
provided within this enclosure. People lived in wards according
to their caste and occupation. As now-a-days, the cities are
divided into colonies and socities, similarly during those days
there were wards called Patti (gZsh) based on castes. There
existed a house near the site, where the colony has been
constructed now, this house is birth place of Virkat ji. He was
under confusion about the room in which the could perform
meditation for forty days. In old days the houses were not so
large, they had limited number of rooms. They were three
brothers, it was a joint family. His elder sister and two brothers
were married. Both the brothers were living in the same house
with their families. The family was large, but the house was not
so spacious. On reaching home, he asked his niece Bibi Gurdev
Kaur that the small (store) room which was not in much use,
be cleaned and daubed. Bibi Gurdev Kaur was daughter of
his elder brother Bhai Rajinder Singh, who was posted as
Havaldaar in army. She had four sisters and one brother. All
these sisters agreed to the proposal of their uncle Virkat ji and
prepared that small room for meditation. He then lit incense
sticks, installed very respectfully the portraits of Sikh Gurus.
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He spread a clean mat to sit on it for meditation. Next day he
started meditating upon Thy name in the wee hours of morning.
According to Virkat ji during forty days of meditation he would
sit from 2AM to 10AM and then he would do all the other
physical ablutions and went for a walk. During those days the
girls and other women would weave the cotton mats or durries
after doing their routine kitchen or house work. The girls have
set a work-stand for weaving in this house also.
After meditation he used to go to the well. He would not
talk much with any person and might do any work, if any, during
the day. He would go to his small meditation room early in the
evening and sit there for four-five hours again. He would eat
less, talk less and also sleep less. He was already very firmminded and having much less sleep. He continued like this for
some days. He told his mother and daughter of his elder brother,
“Initially when I used to recite the prayers, my mind was not
having peace, it remained disturbed. Now since His Holiness
has been kind to me, my mind is balanced, peaceful and I can
meditate upon with concentration. So after completion of this
forty days meditation we will go to Rara Sahib for paying
obeisance and offer thanks-giving prayer.”
He realised to keep distance from worldly attachment by
following the spiritual path. Hence he had a desire to present
some offerings to Maharaj ji, who had been very kind to him.
In this way it would be a present from his family too. He
proposed, “We should get a bedstead prepared from Kaur
Singh carpenter. You have already set a frame for weaving, so
we can weave two beddings - one for summer and the other
for winter. It will, thus, a contribution of all members of the
family. When we go to Rara Sahib, we will present all these to
Maharaj ji” In this way everybody got involved in performing
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service for the spiritual soul. As a tailor keeps in mind whose
clothes he was stitching, a miller is to know the person for
whom he is grinding the atta and the washerman keeps the
mind whose clothes he was washing, similarly all the family
members were conscious of the fact that they were preparing
these offerings in the name of His Holiness. So they were doing
all this service with clean, unpolluted hands and with deep
devotion. As a worshipper is self-absorbed, so was every body
excited to do one’s own work happily.
One day an unusual incident happened. It was twenty sixth
day of his forty-days meditation, his mother went to her
daughter’s house, who was married in village Chhape near
Panjgarian. On that evening when his mother was sitting on a
cot, she noticed an evil spirit standing in front of her. She was
scared but she found that the evil soul was in different
appearance. There was no blood struck to its mouth. Earlier
when she happened to see such soul, its mouth and hands were
always soaked with blood. After is appearance, there was
always some harm to cattle in the house, as the pair of bullocks
would die immediately without any much disease. The evil soul
said, “Your son has a control on your house. I do not know
what type of meditation he is performing. Whenever I try to
enter the house, I feel it very hot, so it is impossible for me to
enter in. Since he has started meditation I am unable to enter
your house. Now I am compelled to live in isolated places and
shiver in cold. Thus I had to run away leaving your house.
When I was rushing back, I fell down and my knees got hurt.”
After narrating this tale, the evil spirit disappeared. His mother
got frightened and was worried about of welfare of everyone
at home. She returned back home early in the morning and
asked about well-being of everyone. She found the bedstead
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prepared for Maharaj ji was broken, although its wooden frame
was very strong. All nieces of Virkat ji, who were busy in
weaving durres for His Holiness said that both longer sides of
frame of bedstead yielded with crackling sound. They were all
very much astonished on this incidence. Mother said “I tell
you whole story.” Hearing this, Virkat ji also sat near to her.
Mother then narrated the whole episode. She said, “I was sitting
on the cot in Chhape at about 4.30 P.M., that evil soul, who
lives in our house, appeared before me but with no blood on
his mouth. It said to me “Your son compelled me to stand
outside your house in the chilling cold. God knows which type
of meditation he is performing. I feel hot when I try to enter in
the house. Due to this scorching heat I ran form the house feel
down, got my knees hurt.” She further said that after saying
this it disappeared. I was apprehending some untoward incident
in the house, so I had to rush back home immediately.
All the girls said, “The cot cracked down as if some
calamity has fallen. They were all frightened. Their uncle did
not come out of his meditation room even hearing the bang”.
The Virkat said, “Look, Maharaj ji has taken care of all of us.
We are now relieved of all the sufferings. Also His Holiness
has librated the evil-spirit from the cycle of birth, death and
rebirth. Now everything in our life will be set right by
Waheguru.” All the family members were again engaged with
more devote, ion in preparing the goods to be offered to His
Holiness. All the children also started reciting thy name.
Gurubani-Guru’s word is very powerful. After forty days,
they took all the offerings to Rara Sahib. They offered
supplicatory prayer before Guru Granth Sahib and paid
obeisance to Maharaj ji and presented all the offerings to him.
Everybody was feeling much contented and happy. They
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realised these moments more comfortable than those in the
past. Virkat ji told Maharaj ji, “One year ago, we went to
participate in a tournament. His Holiness was taking milk in
the house of a devotee. We were in sports dress at that time.
We were told that His Holiness was the Santly soul of Rara
Sahib. We did not pay due regards at that time. Neither we
put off our shoes nor paid obeisance respectfully, we jst bowed
our heads from a distance. But, Maharaj ji, today is a moment
of great blissfulness, when we are having glimpse of the holy
soul so closely. But why did I not realise all this at that time? I
have wasted one full year of my life. Had I become your disciple
at that time, I would have gained much by now.” Maharaj ji
uttered with an impressive glance at him, “Is it your responsibility
or mine?” This made him quiet. Maharaj ji used to gaze and
talk authoritatively. Every listener would get afraid. It was all
due to splendur of his Santly personality and power of his self
mortification. Maharaj ji uttered in a very polite tone after a
pause, “you were to take one more with and that you have
now passed in one year only.” He then told Maharaj ji about
progress of meditating upon Thy name. Maharaj ji advised
him further method of meditation. He then paid his regards to
His Holiness and returned to the village before the sun-rise.

Inspiration of Sant Kishan Singh
He successfully performed the meditation for the days fixed
for it with the grace of His Holiness. He then went to Rara
Sahib to pay obeisance to Guru Granth Sahib. He had glimpse
of holy soul of Sant Ishar Singh ji Maharaj. He then got himself
busy in looking after the buffalos there. He went to see Sant
Kishan Singh ji, who was happy to see him there. Sant ji made
him sit with the former and asked about his well being. Then
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Sant ji said to Virkat ji, “Go to community kitchen hall, and
bring the old small cooking vessel (pateeli). Sant Kishan Singh
ji said to him with the vessel in hand, “look, it is only memorable
vessel of the time, which we both (Sant Ishar Singh ji Maharaj
and myself) were having. Now you see a lot of progress all
around. It is all due to the power of meditation upon Thy name.
You must go to Rara Sahib, where His Holiness Sant Ishar
Singh ji Maharaj always remained time and faithful to the
spiritual soul of Rara Sahib. There existed a small flower garden
on the site of thatched hut erected by Bhai Gokha, where holy
shrine named Attarsar, has been built now. Tenth Master, Guru
Gobind Singh tied his horse at this place. This place is now
popularly named as Rara Sahib.” Worshipping and meditating
at this holy place Maharaj ji become popular as Sant Ishar
Singh ji Maharaj of Reru Sahib. This place has a blissful touch
of feet of Tenth Master Guru Gobind Singh. Sant Ishar Singh ji
and Sant Kishan Singh ji had been visiting this place off and
on.
Virkat ji went to visit Reru Sahib on the persuation of Sant
Kishan Singh. He paid his obeisance respectfully to holy shrine
built in the name of Guru Gobind Singh who sacrifices his
everything. Both the pious souls Sant Ishar Singh ji of Rara
Sahib and Sant Kishan Singh ji served at Reru Sahib in the
begin presence of Sant Baba Attar Singh ji Maharaj. After
Virkat ji visited the site known as “Gokhe ki Chhapri (Thatched
hut of Bhai Gokha).” He then visited “Thandi Gufa”. Lastly he
visited Gurdwara Attarsar Sahib in the garden. He returned to
Rara Sahib in the evening after paying obeisance at all the three
holy shrines. The same evening he met Sant Kishan Singh after
paying regards to the Guru Granth Sahib. As he bowed his
head before Sant ji, who asked, “Did you go to visit holy places
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at Reru Sahib.” He replied in positive. Sant ji further said,
“When we both were in the service of Sant Atter Singh ji, we
could see God in Sant ji’s appearance wandering on the mounds
there. You have not seen what we could realise there. We have
been in company of a great spiritual soul. Who had converted
the whole environment as that of non-attachment with the
worldly affairs. No body could ever think of any other matter
except worshipping God and engrossment in his love.”
Baba Kishan Singh ji again asked, “Did you see ant-hill
near Ghoka’s thatched hut? He said. “yes, Maharaj ji, that
exists right in front of the enterance.” Sant ji said, “Sant Ishar
Singh ji always remained in service of Sant Attar Singh ji. When
the latter would take rest, the former used to wave the fan
over him. After some time His Holiness would say to Sant
Ishar Singh ji to go for sleep, Sant ji, after keeping the handfan aside for the time wold go to lie down on this ant-hill. He
would get up after some time and start waving fan again. His
Holiness would see him again and was pleased on his devotion
and dedication. As it is said that
Jan Laagaa Har Ekai Naa-e ||
Tis Kee Aas Na Birathee Jaa-e ||
Sevak Kao Sevaa Ban Aaee ||
Hukam Boojh ParamPad Paaee ||
Is Te Oopar Nehee Beechaar ||
Jaa Kai Man Basiaa Nirankaar ||
Bandhhan Tor Bhae Nirvair ||
Andhin Poojah Gur Ke Pair ||
Ih Lok Sukheee-e Paralok Suhele ||
Naanak Har Prabh Aapah Mele ||4||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 292, 293)
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'The devotee who is always involved in meditation and
self realisation, he will attain enlightenment and earn honour
and respect.'
When a Santly soul starts meditating, he finds a few
disciples around him and on attaining the enlightenment due to
this meditation many holy shrines are built in his honour and
followers are ready to stay there. When a Sant puts intense
effort to achieve it, only a few tenacious followers stand by
him. In this way Sant Kishan Singh ji showered much affection
on Virkat ji said, “Ranjit Singh! When a sadhu practices
meditation, he becomes very lean as you have become, but
when he attains self-spiritual knowledge, he becomes bulky
again, because he continuously enjoys it. So, my son, do not
leave this path of meditation, I expect much from you and wish
it to be continued at all costs.” Thus sant ji advised him much
more on spiritualism. He then paid his regards thankfully to
sant ji and came out with the other followers. Next day he
paid obeisance to His Holiness and returned home.
He started worshipping daily as advised by the great pious
souls. After some time he started avoiding to do domestic
works and other worldly affairs. He would sit for meditation
as soon as he found time. In this way his involvement in
meditation was increasing. All his family members were getting
attached with Maharaj ji. His faith in this spiritual soul was
becoming firm. He proposed to arrange Akhand Path in the
house and discussed with his father S. Hardit Singh, elder
brother Rajinder Singh & Mall Singh. In this way, Virkat Ji
would request Maharaj ji to put his feet in their house. They all
agreed to the proposal and went to Rara Sahib. Maharaj ji
was pleased to fixed the day for the Akhand Path (non-stop
recital of Guru Granth Sahib). A group of Sikhs from Rara
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Sahib came to the village for Akhand Path. When the day of
Akhand Path was fixed, they all requested, with folded hands,
Maharaj ji to hold the congregation and deliver sermon to the
villagers on that day. Maharaj ji, uttered, “for the time being,
you just have this religious ceremony of reciting Akhand Path,
I have already fixed up the congregation at some other place.
We will have a series of these congregations in your village at
the proper time.” Every member of the family was delighted
to know about this utterance of Maharaj ji. All the people of
the Ilaqa got involved in preparation of arrangement for this
mega event in that area. Every body was doing the work allotted
to him or her with great devotion and dedication. They attended
in the group performing the devotional singing in the praise and
served them with deep devotion, looking in them presence of
His Holiness Maharaj ji. On the middle day of Akhand Path
Bhai Rajinder Singh told Virkat ji that the former was not getting
promotion in the military. He proposed that they should offer
supplicate prayer at the time of concluding ceremony of Akhand
Path for this. Virkat ji asked him, “just do the service leaving
aside all other wishes. Whenever we go to Dhablan to present
our offerings, we will pray to His Holiness.” Bhai Rajinder
Singh agreed to his proposal and dedicated himself fully to
attend to the services for Akhand Path.
On the other hand, the villagers were extremely delighted
to see the group of Sikhs who had come to recite the Akhand
Path. Those Sikhs in white unspotted robes were always busy,
some were doing their routine prayers, some were meditating
upon Thy name with a rosary in their hands. Every body was
highly impressed by their system of collective recitation and
singing of devotional hymns in God’s praise. The hymns were
also sung after the conclusion of non-stop recitation of Guru
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Granth Sahib. All the followers expressed their gratitude to
them saying “Long Live Sant Rara Sahib ji.” They thanked
them for this. They offered food to them with love and devotion.
The group proceeded for Rara Sahib. The next day he went
to Dhablan in a tractor-trolley. Bhai Rajinder Singh and many
other villagers were accompanying him. They all paid their
regards to His Holiness turn by turn. Now it was the turn of
Bhai Rajinder Singh. He was perplexed and also double minded
to request Maharaj ji about his promotion, but His Holiness,
with the rosary in his hand, asked “Have the followers form
Panjgarian come?” The followers replied in affirmative by
bowing their heads. Meanwhile Bhai Rajinder Singh came
nearer. Maharaj ji sensed his feeling and uttered, “Come on
captain.” Maharaj ji repeatedly addressed him as captain 2-3
times. Meanwhile Bhai Rajinder Singh attempted to speak,
Maharaj ji pointed him to remain sitting there. Ultimately Bhai
Rajinder Singh successed in telling Maharaj ji, “I am still a
Havaldaar, I am yet to be promoted as Subedar.” Sant ji
uttered,” Now you are the captain, and do not say anything
more, take parsad quietly and go.” Maharaj ji uttered these
words to him, and he became captain directly within six months.
All the devotees returned back to Panjgarian after receiving
parsad. Virkat ji was not feeling at home. He would reach the
place whenever he came to know about religious congregation
of Maharaj ji. He would collect flowers, from where ever he
got early in the morning, prepare a garland and offer it to
Maharaj ji before the starting of congregation. Then he would
listened to the complete discourse by Maharaj ji. His faith in
devotional worship become more firm. He used to offer a fresh
flower garland daily to Maharaj ji. One day, he could not find
flowers. Even he covered a long distance on his bicycle. Then
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he found a garden and there was only one plant with marigold
flowers. He asked the owner of this garden, “I need flowers to
prepare a garland to be offered to His Holiness.” The owner
allowed him to pluck as many flowers as he needed. He then
came back home with the flowers, he washed and cleaned
them, prepared the garland. He came to site of religious
congregation and offered the garland to Maharaj ji. He was so
resolute that whenever made up mind to do something for
Maharaj ji regularly, he would complete it his all costs.
One day Maharaj ji did not come to the congregation hall.
May be, he was not physically well. All devotees were waiting
for glimpses of His Holiness. Virkat ji was also waiting there
with the garland in his hand. He came to know that Maharaj ji
was not coming to deliver sermon in the congregation today.
The hymns were being recited by Jatha. The devotees returned
home after the congregation. Next day, Maharaj ji came to the
audience hall as usual. He thought, “He had an idea that the
flowers of garland might have withered, if he would prepare a
new one, it would be fine. But immediately he heard another
voice from inside that the flowers have not withered much,
they looked like fresh. So garland could be offered. He was
still in the state of double mindedness, Maharaj ji came to the
dias. He took the garland in his hand, tried to put around the
neck of Maharaj ji standing from behind. Maharaj ji lifted his
hand from the harmonium and struck on the garland. All the
flowers got scattered all around. Virkat ji gathered those flowers
and placed there on the dias, bowed his head and took his
seat in the front row. He was now feeling guilty of committing
this mistake due to his laziness. He realised that his inner
consciousness was asking him to prepare a garland of fresh
flowers and he did not agree to it, hence Maharaj ji has not
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accepted the farmers offering. Then he resolved to get upon
only those good thought of mind and ignore the immoral ones.
One has to combat against the sinful and wicked thought. The
today’s negligence has not been accepted by Maharaj ji. If
this type of carelessness and laziness occurs in the daily routine
prayers also, it could ruin my life.
The sikh who understands guru’s will, his life gets reformed.
Thus he concentrated himself on acting upon the teachings of
Guru Nanak, paying due respect to Guru Granth Sahib and
serving the villagers as a humble person. He resolved that he
would lead his whole life in worshipping and meditating
according to the directions of Sant Maharaj ji of Rara Sahib.
He would get up at 1.30 am. As per his daily routine he would
practise upon Thy name in the holy shrine of the village, then
install Guru Granth Sahib very respectfully and do the service
accordingly. He used to take the food after finishing all the
routine prayers. He, then, would go to village school and would
supervise construction work. He would ask the organizers and
masons for any material etc. they needed. He would be doing
all this on his own. They would tell him their requirement, if
they needd. After this he would gather the information about
program of religious congregations of Maharaj ji. If the
congregation was somewhere nearby, he would immediately
go to that place, if it was a little far, he would march towards
the mounds at some secluded place. In the evening he would
wave whisk over Shri Guru Granth Sahib in the Gurudwara
after reciting Rahiras Sahib (evening prayer of the Sikhs). The
devotees would return to their homes, while he would stay in
the holy shrine.
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Virkat Ji in Bapla
Bapla, where he lived, was a desolate place. There was a
thick growth of elephant grass, one acacia tree, one margosa
tree and some trees of wild creepers all around. He lived there
under the trees for a few days, then he digged out a pit and put
boughs (large branches) of peepul (fig tree) in it. Spread elephant
grass on it. He was always wearing a gunny robe. Whosoever
wished to serve him meal, he would put it in a cloth piece and
tie it to the branch of the acacia tree. When he felt its necessity,
he would eat it that too once in a day. One day both the brothers
Bhai Amar Singh & Bhai Kaka Singh requested Sant Maharaj
Ji that our crops are standing in the field looks plantiful but
then also we do not experience prosperity. At this Sant Maharaj
Ji replied, "Let's go to Rara Sahib." We'll talk to 'Wade Maharaj
Ji' and will decide the date for the Akhand Path and God will
bless through Shri Guru Granth Sahib Maharaj. They visited
Rara Sahib and requested in front of Wade Sant Maharaj Ji.
Then he further asked and said, "Devotees, Do you serve food
to Virkat ? They answered, "Yes, Maharaj Ji and if somebody
else has to bring than it is informed well in time."
Sant ji further said, "One has to take extra care of
meditating saind in terms of food and people also therefore be
wisely care for your Sant because at that time Sant is in his
own world and he does not take care of his daily things. As the
live (Chetan) wordly divulgings are of various types therefore
all these have to be taken care. Don't leave him alone. Material
things can be seen like Gold, Silver etc. but the other worldy
divulgings cannot be seen which always try to break the
meditation of a Sant. When the sufferings and hard work of
Sant is been completed then all these cannot make any
difference to the Sants meditation. Bhai Amar Singh and Bhai
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Kaka Singh both the brothers joined hands and requested Wade
Maharaj ji "Make us do this service. Whatever could be done
by us will do at our best and take care of Sant Maharaj ji." On
this Wade Maharaj ji said, "The guard who is on duty should
take the visitor along and take him or her back along." Taking
holy instrctions of Wade Maharaj ji both the brothers took
permission and date of Akhand Path and came back to Bapla.
Sant Maharaj ji stayed back in Rara Sahib and told Amar
Singh, "I'll come back after four five days." Amar Singh told
everything to his family and they all started preparing for the
Akhand Path Sahib. Sant Maharaj ji directly came to Lal Singh's
house for the Akhand Path Sahib. He asked for the preparations
and came back to the pond. Fron that day onwards all the
men and women of Baple. Started guarding day and night is
the shifts. When Sant Maharaj ji used to sit for the meditation
then women of the area use to say 'Satnam Waheguru' so that
everyone passing by should know that somebody is standing
to guard. Although the wife of Lala Singh's children were very
small then also she did her best for the care of Sant Maharaj ji.
One day there was a shortage of milk at Bhai Lal Singh's house.
They use to buy a little milk from a vendor to satisfy their
requirement. The expenditure and household expenses were
met with very difficulty. Husband and wife (Mr. & Mrs. Lal
Singh) both decided together and took loan from somebody
and bought a cow so that the daily requirement of Sant Maharaj
ji could be taken care off. In this way the family of Bhai Lal
Singh followed the instructions given by Wade Maharaj ji.
As told by Wade Maharaj ji everyone took good care
and guard of Sant Maharaj ji. Some opposers of Sant ji send
some girls and women in the afternoon secretly to Sant Maharaj
ji where he was meditating. At that time Amar Singh was going
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out of his village and he suddenly saw that the girls are going
towards the direction where Sant ji was meditating and he ran
towards them to stop and as those girls saw Amar Singh they
ran from the place and their motive was never fulfilled. Amar
Singh looked around and asked, "Sant Maharaj ji did
somebody came this side ?" Sant Maharaj ji replied, "No".
Bhai Amar Singh told Maharaj ji wh........................................
.....................
Aasaa Mahalaa 5
Apune Sevak Kee Aape Raakhai Aape Naam Japaavai ||
Jah Jah Kaaj Kirat Sevak Kee Tahaa Tahaa uth Dhhaavai ||1||
Sevak Kao Nikatee Hoe Dhikhaavai ||
Jo Jo Kahai Thaakur Pah Sevak Tatkaal Hoe Aavai ||1||
Rahaao ||
Tis Sevak Kai Hao Balihaaree Jo Apne Prabh Bhaavai ||
Tis Kee Soe Sunee Man Hariaa Tis Naanak Parsan
Aavai ||2||7||129||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 403)

Amar Singh realised that it is very fruitful to be in the
company of some Godly man, who himself taught about worldly
things and himself taught how to save oneself from all these. In
heart of his heart he bowed his head in the feet of Wade Sant
Maharaj ji. As said by Wade Sant Maharaj ji Bhai Amar Singh
and family completed the Akhan Path Sahib with full devotion
took good care of 'Pathis'. Later Bhai Amar Singh told that
afte this Path they became prosperous and they never felt any
shortage of crops also.
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Pandit Kewal Kishan Khurd Wale
This episode is of the year 1963. Pandit Kewal Kishan ji
was on the duty as Tubewell operator at Baple. Sant Maharaj ji's
field was also near that tubewell. Whenever Sant Maharaj ji was
free he use to visit Pandit ji field and gradually the affection between
the two grew.Once after attending the Diwan's at Mangewal by
'Wade Sant Maharaj ji' with God's blessings Sant Maharaj Ranjit
Singh started meditating day & night at the small Jhidi by digging
'Bhora' which was located between Punjgarian and Baple. When
Pandit ji did not saw Ranjit Singh for so many days he asked
someone that "where is Ranjit Singh" and came to know that he is
sitting in the 'Bhora' at Jhidi and meditating, Pandit ji went to
Maharaj ji, the Gurmukh who was guarding the 'Bhora' stopped
him but Pandit ji insisted and then guard allowed him to go inside
bare footed. As he went inside he saw Maharaj in Samadhi and
meditating he sat there for fifteen minutes and after then Maharaj
ji opened his eyes and saw that Pandit ji has come to see him.
Maharaj ji asked him, "How are you here Pandit ji?" According
to his old relation Pandit ji replied, "Don't be a hypocrate." At this
Maharaj ji said, "If you want to come to me you have to leave all
the old things and be a gentleman. At this Pandit ji said, "Ok ! I
have left everything, now come to my tubewell." Maharaj ji replied,
"I'll come in the night but first you have to clear all the receipts and
there should be no one at the tubewell" Pandit ji did accordingly.
Pandit ji distributed all the receipts in the day only and he told
them to bring the food for three people around 6-7 p.m. in the
evening. At the tubewell there were Sant Maharaj ji, Pandit ji and
one person named Bhai Major Singh Fauji who was from Khurd
and used to live there. Maharaj ji came at 8.00 p.m. He had his
dinner and meditated till 11.00 p.m. Then at 2.00 a.m. in the
morning took a bath and meditated till 5.00 a.m. in the morning
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and went back to Jhidi for meditation. Pandit ji also had a 'naam'
from a Mahapursh from Haridwar and Pandit ji also sat in the
corner to meditate. After Mangewal 'Wade Sant Maharaj ji' held
Diwan's at Brahmpura, here 'Amritpaan' happened after fifth day.
Bhai Major Singh Fauji also had the holy water here. Likewise,
three of the old pals meditated. This all continued for another six
months, Pandit ji in the mean while got posted in Momnabaad.
And therefore three of them could not meditate together at tubewell
but Maharaj ji continued to meditate at Jhidi.
During these days the Mahapursh who gave 'Naam Simran'
to Pandit ji had his Satsang at Sangrur, Pandit ji took Maharaj ji
along with him to that Satsang. When Maharaj ji heard the
preachings of Mahapursh ji, Sant Maharaj ji was so impressed
that he said to Pandit ji, "Your Maharpursh is a complete Mahatma
if you'll follow his principles you are going to attain the eternal
bliss therefore don't get diverted by the worldly distraction."
Maharaj ji then came back to Baple and he used to meditate at
Jhidi in the day time and at night he used to meditate at tubewell
Maharaj ji talked very less and food intake also became very
less. Pandit ji later said, "I was unfortunate that I was posted to
Momnabaad and we're parted."

Meeting with the Ramta Sadhu
Generally he did not talk to anyone, but will speak only
when in a delightful mood. Many holymen used to come to
meet him off and on. They included Dr.Teja Singh of Damdami
Taksal, Giani Narain Singh, Sant Pooran Gayan Wale, Sant
Darbara Singh, Sant Sukhdev Singh, Sant Mohinder Singh and
Baba Tirath Singh of Sham Churasi. All these Sants had deep
attachment with Virkat ji.
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Once a Sadhu came to see him. The Sadhu came to know
about Virkat from some one. The Sadhu bowed his head
before Virkat ji from a distance, the latter also reciprocated
the gesture with folded hands. The Sadhu looked all around
and asked, “Is there any arrangement of water here?”
Virkat ji, “If you need to take water get it from the pitcher.”
Sadhu, “Plant some trees here.”
Virkat ji, “There is a garden all around.”
After drinking water, the Sadhu had a round of the site
and said, “I have looked all around, but could not notice any
garden.”
Virkat ji, “Watch carefully, there is the garden.”
Sadhu, “Is it outside or some where else?”
Virkat ji- “It is night here.”
The sadhu got irritated and said, “Are you cutting joke?”
Virkat ji- “No, I am not cutting any joke. Your eyes cannot
see it. The land in the guise of my physique which has been
dedicated to His Holiness Maharaj ji of Rara Sahib. He
uprooted all the thorny wild bushes (my vices) out of it and
sowed seeds of virtues in place of those. Now I am taking
care of this garden with love.”
Sadhu again said, “How do you water there plants?”
Virkat ji- “Maharaj ji has fitted a pump, called hand pump.”
Sadhu became speechless, he could not follow what Virkat
ji was saying. He stood stunned. Virkat ji further added, “Do
you know, which hand pump has been bestowed by Maharaj
ji?” and he himself replied, “The hand pump was supplying
water continuously from the tongue to navel and vice versa. It
is known as breathing system. I make this hand pump to work
continuously and water the garden very carefully.”
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The Sadhu could not understand these utterances of Virkat
ji. He seemed to be ritualist. Only those who practise upon
recitation of God’s name repeatedly can talk of spiritualism.
Sadhu again asked- “Are you married?”
His holiness said the day I got married, I had six children
who died, they were- Raj (kingdom), Huqumat (rulership), Dhan
(wealth), Vidya (education), Jawani (youth) and Roop (face value)
and then other six conceived, they were- Sat (truth), Santosh
(patience), Vichaar (thoughts), Vairagya (detachment), Gyan
(knowledge) and Yog (Yoga).
Virkat ji replied spontaneously- “Yes, there were six
children who died on the day of marriage and six more were
born after the marriage.”
Sadhu got perplexed and was astonished to hear it from
Virkat ji and asked- “where are the living six children and those
who died before marriage who were they? No child can be
born prior to marriage.”
Virkat ji – “I do not have much time. I am unable to waste
time to attend a woman with six children as it is very difficult to
take care of them. That is why, I have not slept over the cot to
bring up my children.”
Sant – “After all where are the children?”
Virkat ji– “These, whom I am taking, care of.”
Sant – “Who were they, who died?”
Virkat ji – “The day I came in contact with His Holiness
Maharaj ji of Rara Sahib, I got married with him. The vices of
passion, anger, greed, worldly attachment, arrogance, all died,
after that virtuous characteristics grew up. I am nourishing them
very carefully.”
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Sadhu was astonished to listen to these thoughtful spiritual
and ascetic words. He could not follow all this. Those who do
not practise meditation cannot understand such spiritual
philosophy. Sant felt himself small in presence of Virkat ji and
esteemed him very high.

Visiting of Bhai Mukand Singh
Virkat ji had a friend, Bhai Mukand Singh of Dakhia, in
the army. One day latter also recollected that S. Ranjit Singh
was his friend. They were very affectionate with each other
S.Ranjit Singh was just like a younger brother to him. Mukand
Sindh said to his wife “It is learnt that S.Ranjit Singh has become
a Sant. We should go to see him.” Next morning they started
for Bapla. On reaching there, they asked about his whereabouts.
The villagers told that they could find him sitting on the elephant
glass grown outside the village and directed them to go on that
path. It was noon by the time they reached Bapla. The path
from their village to Bapla was sandy, which became very hot
by the noon. Both Mukand Singh and his wife were riding on a
single bicycle. It was more and more difficult to drive the cycle
on this hot sand. It was still very awesome to walk on foot.
Facing all these hurdles and difficulties, Bhai Mukand Singh
thought that S. Ranjit Singh was holding very respectable post
in army and was respected and liked by all while in service. It
was all his foolishness to resign such a job and sit in such a
desolate place on sandy mounds. There might be many wild
animals here. He was thinking all this and was talking about it
with his wife, meanwhile a honey bee stinged near his ear. He
got irritated and cursed his friend, who according to him, was
a normal person. What compelled him to get detached from
worldly affairs. He also uttered some disrespectful words
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against him and one more honey bee bit him. The thorns were
pricking in their feet and sun was also very hot. Ultimately
after facing many troubles they reached the spot where Virkat
ji was sitting.
Virkat ji was reciting the hymns from the sacred Guru
Granth Sahib. He noticed that some outsider had come there.
Looking at Bhai Mukand Singh he smiled and said, “First tell
me how many times you abused me and how many honeybees have bit you? “Bhai Mukand Singh was astonished to
listen this from him that how could he know about the abuses
and honey-bee bites. Both Mukand Singh and his wife bowed
their heads and sat near Virkat ji. The wife of Mukand Singh
then asked, “Ranjit Singh, why have you adopted this path?
You were always wearing very fine clothes, you were enjoying
very respectable post, now you are in this gunny robe, why ?”
Virkat ji –
“One acquires the views and nature of the
person in whose contact he comes.”
Bibi ji –
“Your mind is changed at once, earlier you
resigned the post from the army, now you have
become a Sant.”
Virkat ji –
“Now I am fully dedicated to His Holiness to
whom I am attached. My previous
achievements appear to be worthless to me.”
Bibi ji –
Why worthless?
Virkat ji –
The day man keeps company of holy persons,
he comes to know the importance of his life.
All the honours etc. seem aimless for him.”
According to Lal Dass“bkb dk; T[m GiB eo nb; BhAd fJ;o”
“oZE prkBk ekoi nkgBk Phxo b/j[ ;tko”
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-One should get up early in the morning, get rid of laziness
and sleep. So one must meditate and worship to be librated
for the cycle of birth, rebirth and death during the present life
itself because this physique of yours has been gifted by God
for a short span and will be take back after that specified period.
Bhai Veer Singh has also described the importance of time
as :
“ojh tk;s/ xs ;w/A B/ fJe B wzBh”
“cV cV ojh Xohe ;w/A fy;ekJh ezBh”
“fet/A B ;eh o'e nNe ;G fJ; B/ GzBh”
“fsqy/ nkgD/ t/r frnk NZg pzB/ pzzBh”
- Bhai Veer Singh

The time is never static; it can never be stopped even on
requesting persistently. It can overcome all obstacles / hurdles
created in its path. It passes on and on with its constant speed
and breaks all the barriers.
A farmer had his fields on the bank of a river. He had
sowed millet in it. He used to keep some balls with him in
order to get the animals and birds scared away. He would hit
the birds with the balls to fly them away. All these balls would
fall in river and when finished, he used to prepare the ball of
wet earth on the spot. One day, when he went to dig out earth,
he found a metallic pitcher full of gems. He was ignorable about
the gems. He thought that today he had obtained the prepared
beautiful balls and thus he was not to make them with hand
today. He was very happy. He threw those gems one by one
considering them as balls, on the birds. All the balls fell into the
river. In the end only one ball was left. Meanwhile his wife
came there and brought meals for him. She saw a beautiful,
shinning ball in her husband’s hand and she took it from her
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husband and kept with her. The farmer said, “I have thrown a
pitcher full of these balls over the birds & all those balls fell
into the river. Had you come earlier, you would have got more
balls.” When she reached home, she showed it to her
neighbour, Who was the wife of a businessman.
Her neighbour talked to her husband about the shinning
ball, who was a jewellers and connoisseur of gems. He also
showed it to other jewellers. The jewellers confirmed that it
was a precious stone. They started estimating its worth.
Ultimately the farmer’s wife was given a very elegent palace,
costly horses and a heavy amount of cash in lieu of that gem.
She was very much pleased to have all this. In the evening,
when the farmer returned home, his wife was narrated him the
whole story. The farmer was very much grieved to know it. He
was so repentant on his foolishness and ignorance about the
gems and started striking his head against the wall and ultimately
he died. Virkat ji further added, “Human being is engrossed in
love for his family life considering it as a precious stone and is
wasting his valuable breaths trying to remove the disruptions
which lead him to commit vices and evil deeds. These days of
his life are being wasted and ultimately leading to the deathproviding river. This human life is a gift by Almighty so that we
can utilize each and every breath in his meditation and
worshipping. As the farmer left this world empty-handed,
loosing the precious breaths and in the end he attained
repentance only. But the person who believes in guru’s words
leaves this mortal world not empty-handed but with a treasure
of devotional love of God.”
Virkat narrated following to explain the importance of time:
“i?;/ BkT[ v{ps w/ i'Jh pu? ;'Jh Gb'
v{p ikfJ gkS/ gSsktk ofj iks j?.
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i?;/ xo bkr? nkr i' pu? ;'Jh G'b
ib p{M gkS/ eM[ Bk t;kts j?
i?;/ xo bkr? u'o i'Jh pu? ;"Jh Gb'
;'fJ okfJT[ rzs/ xo d/y' T[m Gks j?
s?;/ nzs ekb r[o uoB ;oB nkt?
gkt/ w'y gdth ;kso fpbbks j?
Explaining all these Virkat ji said that his life prior to
becoming sadhu was of no worth. Uttering these words he
convinced the couple that the period which he passed without
worship of God was worthless and the time which was being
passed now was due to the blessings of His Holiness of Rara
Sahib. He suggested them to get attached with guru’s word.
One acquires wisdom by recitation of gurbani, and singing of
devotional hymns in His praise. “you just start with it in your
house, you will get salvation and your life will be a success.”
Hearing this Bhai Mukand Singh, “You deliver sermon like a
perfect Sant.” He just laughed and said, “The person who sits
near a fountain, enjoys the cool breeze. His Holiness of Rara
Sahib is like a fountain for me. I worship according to his will
under his patronage and feel the cold waves.”
Saying all this he asked Mukand Singh, “It is too late now,
you cannot return back to your village, so must stay at the
house of Gill.”
Mukand Singh – “How is Gill family now? They must be
meeting you off and on.”
Virkat ji – “If you need to ask about well being of any
friend or talk about their family affairs, then it is better not to
come to see me again. I am only concerned with Almighty and
His will.”
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Mukand Singh said, “Maharaj ji, we will never discuss
such worldly affairs with you again.” After saying this they were
sent to their home.

Parents came to Meet Virkat ji
People informed S.Hardit Singh that his younger son had
become a Sant and was sitting on the bank of Sodhi’s pond.
He was meditating with firm determination. He was not wearing
any cloth other than a gunny robe and was sitting on a heap of
straw. On hearing this, S.Hardit Singh prayed in his mind to
Sant Baba Attar Singh, “Maharaj ji, you bestowed us son.
You have inspired him to follow this religious path under your
patronage. You are to take care of him at every step and
ordeals.”
Sardar Hardit Singh had this idea in his mind that it his son
adopts his pious path, then he would be somewhat relieved of
indebtedness of His Holiness of pledge he had taken to offer
this child in the holy feet of Maharaj ji. Hardit Singh discussed
with his wife and decided to meet their son. Next morning they
reached Sodhi’s pond by dawn. They first went to the well of
Amar Singh and Kaka Singh (who were brothers) in Bapla
village. He asked them about the where a bouts of S. Ranjit
Singh.
Bhai Amar Singh said, “Please wait here and let me first
go and ask him. If he is in meditation nobody can dare to disturb
him. You just sit here, as soon as he is free from worshipping,
I will arrange your meeting.”
After sometimes, Amar Singh went to see Virkat ji and
found him sitting out of his hermit. Bhai Amar Singh requested
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him “Baba ji, your father has come to see you. Your mother is
also accompanying him.”
Virkat ji said, “Tell them, I am not to meet them because
they will discuss about the family affairs and will ask about my
well being. It will have an adverse effect on my mind. That is
why I have dissociated myself from them. I have my own aims
and views.”
He again said to Amar Singh, “If at all they wish to meet
me, ask them they will now discuss any pleasant and sorrowful
family events with me.”
Bhai Amar Singh informed them accordingly. Parents told
him that they were to discuss only one issue, which was for his
advantage.
Bhai Amar Singh immediately took them to Virkat ji. Both
of them respectfully bowed their heads before him and blessed
him with their hands on his head and said, “Ranjit singh ! today
we are relieved of the debt, which we owed to Sant Attar
Singh ji Maharaj. We were worried which one of three sons
will follow the path of spiritualism, as His Holiness had
demanded from us the one-third share of our crop (my sons).
We are very happy, you have followed this path. We feel proud
of you and feel ourselves relieved of the debt.”
Virkat Ji - To inculcate the virtuous characters in the child
is the first and for most contribution by the parents. If the
parents themselves perform pious deeds of worshipping, offer
daily prayers without any exception, recule or listen to guru’s
words, then similar characters are automatically acquired by
the child. That is why the parents are said to be first teachers
of a child.
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Virkat Ji with his Friend Sardar Ranjit Singh (Athlete),
Patiala

Virkat Ji with his Friend Mukand Singh (Soldier)
from Dakhia

18

Wade Maharaj Ji in Dhablan Langar Hall with Devotee’s,
Virkat Ji standing at the fifth Position from Right to Left.

19

Baba Balkar Singh Ji with Devotee’s in Dhablan,
standing beneath the meditation place of
Sant Maharaj Virkat Ji

20

On the first Death Anniversary of Sant Isher Singh Ji
during the completion of Akhand Path Sahib,
Sant Kishan Singh Ji alongwith Sant Virkat Ji & Devotee’s

At the time of Anniversary the preparation of ‘Amrit’
(Sacred Water) Sant Virkat Ji alongwith ‘Panj Pyare’.

21

Virkat Ji during Kirtan in Delhi.
Baba Narain Singh Ji sitting at the back.

c
Delhi ‘Sangat’ listening Kirtan of Virkat Ji

22

Sant Virkat Ji standing by Baba Narain Singh Ji
after He left heavenly abode.

Virkat Ji first ‘Kirtan Jatha’ - Dev Singh Ji, Fateh Singh Ji,
In sitting position - Satnam Singh Ji, Mohan Singh Ji

23

24

The scene before Sant Maharaj Virkat Ji going to Dewan.
Sant Maharaj Virkat Ji is sitting in front of Hut &
His disciple Raju Baba Ji (Baba Balkar Singh Ji)
is standing in Holy Service for Sant Maharaj Ji.
This scene is of ’Pipria Karam Bhora Sahib’.
Here in the month of Feb. 1988 Sant Maharaj ji held Dewans.
Today there is a complete buildup Bhora Sahib.
Here Sant Maharaj Virkat Ji held 21 Dewans
at a time & whereever Sant Maharaj Ji
held Dewan, He lived nearby in a Hay Hut.
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Next if one receives the worldly education, he acquires
status of worldly honour and respect and becomes a doctor,
and advocate etc.
Thirdly if one comes in contact with a holy and pious
person, them his target of attaining self-realisation is achieved
by guru’s words.
Listening to such views of their son, his parents were highly
delighted. His Father, Mother, very affectionately, patted him
and prayed to Almighty, “True Master, Guru Nanak Dev ji,
bless this child so that his meditation may continue till the end
to achieve self-realisation.”
Then he said, “Ranjit Singh, God will bless you, you
continue meditating with firm determination and dedication. Our
blessings and well-wishes are always with you.” saying all this
the parents returned to their home.

Coming of Parhlad Singh
One of his old friends Prahlad Singh resided in Mall Majra.
He was posted as S.H.O. Some miscreants complained to
him that some people are involved in distilling illicit liquor in
Bapla village. S.H.O raided this village to investigate into the
complaint. The police party checked all the doubtful places.
Virkat was sitting outside his underground cell. The policemen
saw from a far off distance that some Sant was sitting there,
they came close to him and asked, “who stays here?” Virkat
said, “only known persons stay here and the known persons
also conduct the raid. S.H.O Prahlad Singh recognised his
voice and thought he seems to be Ranjit Singh asked, “Are
you Ranjit Singh?” Virkat Ji said, You run to catch people but
have you ever remembered who will catch you & who's rule is
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followed in this world. “Have you not recognized yet? I have
stayed at your house. Your father was very affectionate to me.”
S.H.O. then fell in his feet and said, “I came to know that you
have become a Sant renouncing all the worldly pleasures, but
I did not believe it. I thought it could not be possible. I made
up my mind many times to see you, but I did not know about
your whereabout.” Virkat ji said, “You are wandering heither
and theither to catch the culprits. Have you ever remembered
him, who is to catch hold of all of you and only His writ
prevails?” Virkat ji further said, “I do not know why I have
followed this path, it is only the will of Almighty. Although I
was always doing the virtuous deeds like dispensing alms to
the needy, ablution etc as per instructions laid down in gurbani,
but the day I came in contact with His Holiness of Rara Sahib
I knew that people give importance to all such benefactions,
philanthropies, charities, service to humanity only. Now I am
doing that, what has been assigned to me by His Holiness. I
am only engrossed in meditating upon Thy name. That is why,
Parhlad Singh, I say you that every person in this world has to
explain the account of his actions/deeds done in his lifetime.
Complete account of this life is well maintained in his record
books. As the criminals are afraid of you, similarly those who
are disbeliever in meditation, worshipping etc are scared of
holy souls. They obey the Sants & do the virtuous deeds and
worship God. The holy persons librate them form the further
account-keeping of their deeds. They save them from the
punishment by Yama (god of death). Since all of you are of my
brotherhood, are my friends, therefore I ask to you follow this
path of spiritualism. You just make it a habit by practising on
it.”
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Thus by listening to such religious pursuits by him Parlahd
Singh came to know that Virkat ji was meditating with same
firm determination and stubbornness as he was to do all the
works in earlier days.
He then left with a very pleasant and permanent impression
about Virkat ji.

Virkat Ji in Dhablan
Virkat ji was always engrossed in meditation while staying
at Panjgarian and Bapla. He had completely dedicated himself
to meditate upon Thy name. He went only to those places where
the religious congregation sermoned by Maharaj ji were being
organized. One day he happened to go to Dhablan to have
glimpse of the holy soul. Maharaj ji asked him, “How are the
followers cooperating?” He told that all the followers were
fully cooperating. The men perform guard duty when they are
free. Maharaj ji further uttered, “When do you get up in the
morning? Now it is time to learn the code of Sikhism and stay
here.” He bowed his head in acceptance and started staying in
Dhablan.
He used to serve in community kitchen. He distributed
meals to the followers. He would hoe the crops in the field. He
performed the duty of non-stop recital of Guru Granth Sahib
in the noon. He also started singing of holy hymns in the morning
as well as in the evening. He also served there to collect the
cow dung. Although he grew very weak physically, yet he got
prepared a contrivance to do this service. He would gather
and carry cow-dung in the contrivance across his shoulder.
Sometime he also made the cow-dung cakes. The women
followers complained that he had taken over the duty of making
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cow-dung cakes which was their responsibility, he said, “No
matter, I have done the job of making the cakes, you can burn
these.” In this way he devoted his life to the service as per
wishes of Maharaj ji. There is a line of verse in gurubani in this
context:
Gur PeeraaN Kee Chaakree MahaaN Karrhee Sukh
Saar ||
Nadar Karay Jis Aapnee Tis Laa-ay Hayt Pi-aar ||
Satgur Kee Sayvai Lagi-aa Bha-ojal Tarai Sansaar ||
Man Chindi-aa Fal Paa-isee Antar Bibayk Beechaar ||
Naanak Satgur Mili-ai Parabh Paa-ee-ai Sabh Dookh
Nivaaranhaar ||16||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1422)

Sometimes he would bake the chapaatis (loaves of Indian
bread) in the community kitchen and after some time he could
be seen working in fields. One day Jathedar Prem Singh
gathered all the followers and took them to the fields. Virkat ji
was also with them. He was very weak physically at that time.
He caught fever due to fatigue and hard work. His umbilical
muscles also got stretched. Maharaj ji had directed him not to
do much work as his health was not permitting him to do so.
When Jathedar Prem Singh came to know about Ranjit Singh’s
sickness, he rushed to him. He relieved him of umbilical
muscular pain by massaging. When Virkat ji was just able to
walk, he went to pay obeisance to Maharaj ji, Maharaj ji said
“I have directed you many times not to go for work in fields,
you must refuse to him, who asks you to do so.”
Virkat ji said with folded hands, “Maharaj ji, he is my
senior fellow disciple, how can I disobey him?”
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Maharaj ji was very pleased on his reply and uttered, “Yes,
you must follow these ethics, but must take care of your health
too.”
His Holiness also narrated his personal experience to him,
“When I was in attendance with His Holiness Sant Attar Singh
ji Maharaj in Rara Sahib, I was hit by hot cooking plate many
times by the followers working in common-kitchen. Although
Sant Maharaj ji is always omniscient, he knows all these, yet
such incidents are not disclosed to Holy spirits.”
To sing religious hymns in praise of Almighty after recitation
of Rehiras was a daily routine in Dhablan. There were many
sikhs accompanying Maharaj ji, and every one always had a
desire to get some time for singing hymns, may be for a short
while and only some of them would get chance after 2-3 days.
One day, when Virkat ji was singing the hymn so emotionally
that showed how deeply he was attached to Almighty. Maharaj
ji was taking his meals in Bhora Sahib (Tahkhana) and Babu ji
(Bhai Rala Singh) was serving him the food. Babu ji told Virkat
ji, “When you were reciting the hymn, Maharaj ji was cleaning
his hands with the towel after taking the meals. On hearing
your melodeous and supplicating voice, Maharaj ji clapped
and laughed loudly saying – purpose is now served, work is
over, which was to be done.”
When Virkat ji went to pay regards to Maharaj ji, - His
Holiness uttered, “Virkat, you can now have an uninterrupted
access to me, whenever you have any doubt in your mind or
you need to clarify or discuss any point regarding meditation
and worshipping, you can come to me at anytime. No body
will stop you from muting me.”
He always requested Maharaj ji, “Kindly get that service
from me which is liked by your honour. Let my hands not to do
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that work which is not desired by you and which does not
please you.” Maharaj ji had been always instructing & warning
him that the path of meditation and worshipping is very arduous
and tenuous and directed him to clear any doubt whenever he
got struck at any step. It is of no use to exert much pressure
aimlessly. It was just like beating about the bushes. Maharaj ji
himself had been meditating so hard, which is beyond our
description. Virkat ji then bowed his head before Maharaj ji
to pay obeisance and sat in his feet. He further requested
Maharaj ji not to ask any more question from him. Maharaj ji
asked about his well being. He again requested Maharaj ji not
to ask anything from him. Maharaj ji again uttered, “Is
everything all right?” Virkat ji requested Maharaj ji “It is better
to apply an injection of Morphin to me rather asking any
question from me.” His Holiness laughed at it and patted on
his back and uttered, “Ok, this is it.”

Bestowing Patience
On one evening after the recitation of Rehras, singing of
religious hymns started. Virkat ji also joined the group of recitors
of holy hymns who were performing non-stop singing. He
recited the following verseSaarag Mehalaa 5
Jeevan Ta-o Ganee-ai Har Paykhaa ||
Karahu Kirpaa Pareetam Manmohan For Bharam Kee
Raykhaa ||1|| Rehaao ||
Kahat Sunat Kichh Saant Na upjat Bin Bisaas Ki-aa
Saykhaan ||
Parabhoo Ti-aag Aan Jo Chaahat Taa Kai Mukh Laagai
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Kaalaykhaa ||1||
Jaa Kai Raas Sarab Sukh Su-aamee Aan Na Maanat
Bhaykhaa ||
Naanak Daras Magan Man Mohi-o Pooran Arath
Bisaykhaa ||2||65||88||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1221)

When he sang this verse, Maharaj ji was sitting in Bhora
Sahib. Babu ji was sitting near him. Sant ji clapped and laughed
loudly again and uttered instantly, “He has dared to take up a
formidable and difficult task.”
After the kirtan, when Babu ji met him during night and
said, “Virkat ji when you were reciting the hymn, His Holiness
uttered that you have challenged to face a powerful adversary.”
Virkat ji could immediately follow the effect of the holy hymn
he recited and contemplated on it very seriously that the persons
who practice and sing the religious hymns in praise of Almighty
from the core of their heart, they only pray to Him. While the
great pious souls can realise the sentiments of seekers of the
spiritual knowledge.
The time passed on. He had become too much indifferent
towards worldly pleasures and was having apprehension in his
mind what His Holiness would accept him as His servitor or
not. He used to pray to Maharaj ji in his mind with deep
humility. One day he was in attendance with Maharaj ji in Bhora
Sahib. Sant ji got up from his chair and started strolling around
in Bhora Sahib. Virkat ji packed up the mats etc. and stood
with folded hands. Maharaj ji gazed at him while going into the
Bhora Sahib and asked him, “Virkat, do you want to say
anything?” He immediately went close to Maharaj ji and prayed,
“Our revered Cherisher! this creature has taken birth in the
family of human beings, the hard labour and honest earning
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one must go to attain self-realization is beyond my capability.
You are to be kind enough to me so that I can spend the whole
life in your service as a faithful dog.” His Holiness uttered, “If
you so desire, then it is all right.” He again requested with
folded hands, only followers like Bhai Manjh could follow such
a criterion. I do not have such capability and patience. So you
are to bestow me with the strength and courage.” Maharaj ji
then uttered, “Why do you worry? Why do you think on these
lines?” He again said with tears in his eyes, “Maharaj ji, if you
are to set norms, then make the state of mind without any feeling
in it.” His eyes were flooded with tears and the throat was
totally chocked. He was making requests in a very apathetic
mood. Maharaj ji was climbing the stairs and immediately
paused for a while with one foot on the second step and second
foot on third step of the stairs. Maharaj ji then uttered with
one hand on his shoulder, “Have patience my child.” Virkat ji
again spoke with his choked throat, “Maharaj ji, patience will
also be bestowed by you only.” Sant ji patted his shoulder
three times and said, “This is patience, get it, preserve it. You
will have a plenty of patience.” Maharaj ji then went to Bhora
Sahib by bestowing him patience and affection, while Virkat ji
went to a room in upper story near the Bhora Sahib.

Helping the Monks
Virkat ji has been serving day and night while staying at
Dhablan. He was always engrossed in doing service and
meditation. He respected all. He always looked each person
as the Sadhu who was worshipping and meditating on the
dictates of His Holiness. One day three Sadhus came to
Dhablan with a desire to have glimpse of His Holiness as they
came to know that a religious congregation was being held by
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Maharaj ji. They were wearing saffron coloured clothes. They
were living in a hermit after renouncing their families and worldly
pleasures. It was the effect of their virtuous deeds performed
in the previous birth that they were attracted towards Maharaj
ji. They came to Dhablan may be fascinated by melodious sound
of harmonium played by Maharaj ji or by their devotional
attachment with Almighty. They took meals in community
kitchen. They walked around complex and paid obeisance in
the holy shrine. Meanwhile Virkat ji met them on the way. At
that time His Holiness was seated in his chair to deliver sermon.
He helped these sadhus to have glimpse of Maharaj ji and
advised then to stay in Bhora sahib. So that they could enjoy
glimpses of His Holiness daily and also asked them to serve
here. He told them to hoe the unplanted flower beds. After
some days, Virkat ji pleaded with them that meditation was a
necessity for your blissful life. Sadhus told him that they were
worshipping daily for one and a quarter hour.
Virkat ji– Have you received mystical word/ formula from
any spiritual leader or you do all this of your own?
Sadhus–
No, we have not been initiated by any holy soul.
We perform all this ourselves only.
Virkat ji– It would be better if you get mystical word (Naam)
from His Holiness Sant Attar Singh ji Maharaj
and meditate upon this naam.
The three Sadhus would gird up their loins, do service
and listen to the discourses by Maharaj ji daily. After a few
days they made up their mind to request His Holiness to bless
them with Naam. They held discussion among themselves and
decided to request Virkat ji to help them in receiving the mystical
word (Naam) from His Holiness. Next day morning when
Virkat ji was hoeing the flowerbeds, Maharaj ji came out of
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Bhora Sahib. He immediately rushed to take the chair near to
Maharaj ji and prayed, “Maharaj ji, kindly bless them with the
Naam” Maharaj ji was very delighted to hear it and said, “where
have they come from? Sadhus said, “Maharaj ji, we came here
knowing about your religious congregations, had your glimpse
and decided to stay here. We now beg for ‘Naam’ from you.
Kindly reform this world and next birth of ours.”
Maharaj ji sermonized them, handed over one rosary to
each of them. Also they were provided with one photo of
Maharaj ji so that they can make focus their concentration
during meditating on Naam. The sadhus stayed there for some
days doing service and meditating on this mystical word and
then they left for their places seeking permission from His
Holiness.

Baba Narain Singh Ji
This incidence is of the time when Sant Maharaj Ranjit
Singh Virkat ji lived in Dhablan and performed too much
chanting and name, recitation.
Sant Maharaj ji at times lifting his carpet goes outside for
recitation and performed hard meditation completely. Seeing
such a daily routine of Sant Maharaj ji, Baba Narain Singh ji
said that I also want to perform recitation and meditation like
you. I also want to salute to Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji while
bowing down just like you. On hearing this, Sant Maharaj Ranjit
Singh ji Virkat said that the women who has to receive
something from her husband has to leave her shame as one
does not obtain anything out of shyness.
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Following this, Sant Maharaj ji said that I’ll take you along
when the chair of Maharaj Ishar Singh ji will be placed
tomorrow morning.
Then at the time of morning when the chair of Sant
Maharaj Ishar Singh ji was placed and when there were no
disciples around, then Sant Baba Ranjit Singh Virkat ji took
along Baba Narain Singh with him. Then firstly, Sant Baba
Ranjit Singh Virkat ji besides Baba Narain Singh ji greeted
Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji while bowing down and Sant
Maharaj Ranjit Singh Virkat ji prayed to Sant Maharaj Ishar
Singh ji to keep both his holy feet over the head of Baba Narain
Singh ji. Sant Maharaj ji placed both his feet onto the head of
Baba Narain Singh. After this incidence, when Baba Narain
Singh came back to the food feast, he said that today my
happiness is beyond limits; I earlier used to go to Sant Maharaj
Ishar Singh ji again and again but come back out of shyness.
Following this, Baba Narain Singh said that I also want to
perform labor in name and remembrance. I also wish to remain
engrossed in extensive meditation just like you. I remain in
holy duty here so I did not get much spare time, if you permit
I shall work upon on name and remembrance.
For this matter, Baba Narain Singh ji took Sant Maharaj
Ranjit Singh Virkat ji to Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji and prayed
before his holy feet that I also want to do name, remembrance
and meditation along with Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Virkat ji,
Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji accepted Baba Narain Singh’s
request and permitted him to meditate along with Sant Maharaj
Ranjit Singh Virkat ji and then for a long period of time, Sant
Maharaj Ranjit Singh Virkat ji meditated along with Baba
Narain Singh ji.
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Teeno Guno Ka Parsara
Virkat ji was always on his toes to obey the orders of
Maharaj ji. Because of this nature of Virkat ji, he developed
affectionate relations with all the followers. He used to visit the
neighboring villages and towns to sing hymns in praise of
Almighty, recite Assa Di Vaar and also perform singing of Anand
Karaj (Sikh wedding ceremony). Whenever any follower
invited him at his residence, he would say them with a smile
“what would you offer?” The people would ask him, what they
could do, then he would advise them, offer fuel (woods or
cow dugs cakes etc.) for the community kitchen of holy shrine.
You will be blessed and my visit will also be fruitful. He was
always engrossed in pious services. Baba Harjinder Singh of
Dhablan told about him, “Ranjit Singh was always serious and
unruffled. He ate less talked less, spoke less & sleepless and
prefer to live in seclusion. Whenever any singh of Dera asked
him to accompany them to perform some service, he would
immediately follow them quietly. One day a follower wished to
stay with him in his room, Virkat ji told him that the latter could
stay with him under the condition that they would never talk to
each other. He was firm determined person that whatever he
had in mind, he would leave no stone unturned to get the task
completed.
One day, the followers were counting the offerings and he
was also asked to help them. His eyes got wet with tears while
counting the currency – notes/coins. He then requested his
fellow disciples, “you may get any other service from me except
this one. I can’t do this service. Please keep me away from
money.”
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According to Gurbani –
Ma 3
Maa-i-aa Hoee Naag-nee Jagat Rahee Lipataae ||
Is Kee Sevaa Jo Kare Tis Hee Kao Phir Khaae ||
Gurmukh Koee Gaararoo Tin Mal Dal Laaee Paae ||
Naanak Se-ee ubare Je Sach Rahe Liv Laae ||2||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 510)

One day Virkat was hoeing the flower beds, meanwhile
His Holiness came out of Bhora Sahib. He immediately got
up, set the holy chair, put a clear sheet on it and also spread
mats in front of it for the followers to sit. His Holiness was
strolling and smiling to see the flowers. Maharaj ji looked on a
particular flower and laughed. Virkat dared to ask, “Maharaj
ji, do you like this beautiful flower very much, that makes you
smile?
Maharaj ji, “If it were so then I am a lustful person, who
ravish to see beauty of any thing. I am looking the one that is
within the flower itself making it beautiful.”
Virkat ji found it a proper chance to converse with Maharaj
ji. When His Holiness sat in his chair, Virkat ji asked, “All the
living beings are created by same God, yet they have different
temperament, why so? When the God is present in all, why do
they commit sins?”
Maharaj ji, “There are three characteristics of maya which
determine the nature of beings – virtuous trait, passion/emotion
and evil/undesirable characteristics.
The virtuous characteristic of a person keeps one happy.
A virtuous person leads a life free from worries and anxiety
and enjoying immense pleasure with supreme, holy and
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unpolluted people, takes rebirth in rich family blessed with all
pleasures, luxuries & respect.
The person having passionate character believes in deeds.
Such persons get fully absorbed in the worldly affairs and die.
After death they have to spend some period in hell and then
after enjoying the heaven for some time, take rebirth in the
world where sufferings, distress prevail under obligation of
duties and responsibilities.
The persons with evil characteristic links the deed with
inanimate state. He simmers, feels jealous, distressed,
tormented, disrespected in this mortal world and ultimately dies.
He takes rebirth after undergoing sufferings in inferno. All these
characteristics give birth to human being. There is a verse in
gurbani in this context as –
Sorath Mahalaa 3
Satgur Seva Taa Sahaj Dhun upjai Gat Mat Tad Hee
Paae ||
Har Kaa Naam Sachaa Man Wasiaa Naame Naam
Samaae ||1||
Bin Satgur Sabh Jag Baoraanaa ||
Manmukh Andhaa Sabad Na Jaanai Jhoothai Bharam
Bhulaanaa || Rahaao ||
Trai Gun Maa-i-aa Bharam Bhulaa-i-aa Hoamai Bandhan
Kamaae ||
Jamaan Maran Sir Oopar Oobhao Garabh Jon Dukh
Paae ||2||
Trai Gun Wartah Sagal Sansaaraa Haomai Vich Pat
Khoee ||
Gurmukhe Hovai Chouthaa Pad Cheenai Raam Naam
Sukh Hoee ||3||
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Trai Gun Sabh Tere Thoo Aape Kartaa Jo Thoo Karah So
Hoee ||
Naanak Raam Naam Nisataaraa Sabd Haomai Khoee
||4||12||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 604)

The three characteristics virtuous, passion and evil are
created by nature i.e. Maya. All the three characters bind the
eternal soul to the mortal frame. Like some animals that can
see at night cannot see in the daylight similarly some can see in
the daylight and not in the night. But the soul is the ever awake
particle of God.For the soil sleeping during day and night,
unconsciousness and dreaming do not have any significance.
Likewise any type of activity is just an activity. It may be killing,
massacring, duping, unnecessarily threatening etc. But to
progress the soul it has been divided in two parts, physical and
spiritual. The physical are the people who work dextrously
like the rich, businessmen, politicians who wreath in pain in
hell, and later fall into bad rebirth, like during Guru Gobind
Singhji's time, one partridge was boasting of having been the
king of the jungle and now was a partridge. And during the
time of Saint Maharaj one very big.
Serpent used to frequent the meditation place of Babaji,
he had been a mighty landlord once upon a time and now was
a serpent frequenting that place. At the end the esteemed Babaji
gave him pace.
These are the people who do their activity by treating the
physical bodily journey as everything inlife. But in spirituality
the only difference is that the physical journey and the spiritual
journey is kept in mind while doing the activities. This way he
gets happiness and in future too the work gives him happiness
as reward, and that is why each acitity is dividedinto three
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parts Tmamo, Rajo and Sato. The Tamo quality progresses
towards the source, the Rajo quality remains where it is and
the Sato quality progresses towards consciousness and finally
stabilizes the attributes in the body of contentment. Later the
belief is also of three types.
Belief is also of three types. The virtuous persons have
trust in those spiritual souls who has attained the highest spiritual
knowledge (theosophy), Sants, monks and prophets. The
passionate persons have faith in deities and amlution i.e. in
dispensing alms in charity etc. A person having evil
characteristics believes in demons, ghosts, evil spirits,
committing robbery etc. whatsoever is happening in this world
is due to these characteristics.
Self-mortification or meditation is also of three types. A
performer of austerities having virtuous characteristics practices
with the mind concentrating on the company of a great holysoul. The passionate person tries to abstain the five senses
from committing the vices, while person with undesirable
characteristics puts his skin and bones of body to undergo
hardships such as standing on one leg, standing with fire all
around in summer or standing in water in winter with eyes
closed.
Yajna is of three kinds. The evil-characteristic person
performs yajna with a mission to kill, to harm some person or
to attain benediction of some weapon. The passionate performs
it to attain splendor, glory for himself. The virtuous person
performs yajna to achieve mental peace, self-mortification and
to please the Almighty.
Charity is also of three types. The evil-person dispenses
alms to get many purposes solved. The passionate persons
does so for his name and fame, while the person with virtuous
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characteristics gives alms to great spiritual souls, Sants, holy
men selflessly but for one’s self-mortification.
Diet is of three kinds. The diet of an undesireable
characteristic person contains perished, rotton, polluted and
infected (with insects etc) food. The person with passionate
characteristic takes food of many types which he enjoys it with
interest. The virtuous person eats less but pure and balanced
diet after offering it first to the Almighty.
There are three types of knowledge. The evil-person likes
quarreling, altercation and plunderage. The passionate one
always thinks of the manner in which he should behave at a
particular instant. The virtuous person is always desirous of
acquiring knowledge from Sants, monks, gurus about the
Almighty.
Similarly the renunciation is of three types. The renunciation
by person with evil characteristic is only for show off. Internally
he looks for a chance of plundering. The passionate persons
forsakes for the beauty of his body or to develop the sense of
enjoyment. The virtuous person sacrifices for achieving selfrealization and happiness of his guru.
The person, who does not hesitate to do the acts which
hurt others, rather he enjoys to torment others are called evilcharacter persons. The passionate person does not perform
those deeds that may hurt others. He only acts in such ways
which fulfill the requirements of luxurious livings, etc. The deeds
of a virtuous person are also pious and holy, which leads the
society, one’s mind to remain in a balanced state.
Like wise the contemplation is also of three types. A vice
person always thinks about himself only. He never considers
himself as destructible but deems his body as immortal. A
passionate person always keeps the betterment of his society,
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family in his mind. A person with virtuous characteristics always
thinks for the betterment of all human beings, animals, vegetation
and thinks existence of God in them.
Doer is also of three kinds. A vice person expects that he
should be honored, respected and praised for those works
which he has not done himself even. He counts work done by
others as done by himself. A person having characteristics of
passion always does those works which keep the society and
his family happy. A pious person never boasts of any work
done by him, He will never claim even those deeds performed
by himself. He remains contented even on doing all the works
himself. While a passionate person is always desirous of keeping
oneself busy in doing different kinds of work and a person
with vice characteristics is lethargic.
The devotees are also of three types. A person with evil
characteristics has no interest in completing any work rather
engages others to complete the job. A passionate devotee
serves only that much as is asked him to do. A virtuous person
always creates more and more work by himself to do after
completing the one that has been asked to be done by him.
Arrogance is of three types – evil arrogance, passionate
ego and pious-pride. One who never involves himself in
worshipping, meditation and charity, but corelates his name
with it, has arrogance of evil character. The person with
passionate characteristics feels proud in worshipping and
meditation. While a virtuous person feels all this of insignificant
pride for him.
Self-mortification is also of three types. Vice-character
person performs austerities to let others down and also to
torment them. The passionate person observes devotion for
his luminous living while a virtuous person always undergoes
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self-mortification to recognize and meet the Formless, Guileless,
Transcendent One.
Similarly temperament is also of three types. A vice person
has demon like nature and character of looting and giving
sufferings to others. A person having passionate characters
always boasts that he is a great renouncer, performs meditation,
worshipping from the core of his heart and also belongs to
high caste and is blessed with wealth and son. A virtuous person
is always engrossed in doing good deeds, worshipping &
meditation selflessly and with dedication.
Vision is of three types too. A vice-person is interested
only in altercation or quarrel. The passionate person is desirous
of seeing the nature of people while a virtuous always looks
for Sants, pious soul, followers, incarnations and photos of
gurus and is interested in reading the holy scriptures.
The hearing is also of three types. The vice person always
enjoy to listen the matters related with enmity, vilification etc.
A person with characteristic of passion is interested in listening
to worldly matters while a virtuous person takes interest only
to listen about God, Sants, spiritual persons, holy-persons and
spiritual recitations. Speaking is also similar to listening.
Respecting or paying regards to others is of three types.
A vice-person pays regards or respect to others outwardly
and insincerely and does not spare to disgrace others if finds a
chance to do so. A passionate person respects other with some
selfish motive. Attachment, fondness or even fear is not found
in the regards paid by virtuous souls to others. Love, affection
and intimacy is reflected in the respect given by a virtuous
person.
The nature of a person is also of three types. The persons
with vice characters remain stubborn on the stand take by them
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on certain matter, although this may lead to the destruction of
himself or others, it is of no concern to him. The passionate
will try to hide their wrong deeds and will expose good deeds
only. They would not tolerate to discuss good matters
concerning others. The pious person gives importance to those
matters which are true and are in favors of others, may be his
enemy.
Admiration is of three types too. An admirer with vicecharacters will praise himself only. A passion character will
like to listen to his praise only, but a virtuous person does not
like to listen to his praise, rather, he would admire others and
encourage them.
Similarly contemplation is of three types. A vice-character
remains distressed and unhappy to think about the happenings
occurred in the past. A passionate person always remains
perturbed by thinking about future planning and their pros and
cons. A virtuous person believes only in the present and lives
to keep him balanced by involving himself in meditation and
virtuous deeds only.
Decision or affirmation is also of three kinds. A vicecharacteristic person is always firm on the decision once taken
by him and he does not change it even after one, two or even
after ten births taken by him. His decision is just like a line
engraved on a stone. The person with passion-characteristics
may revise his decision according to the situation. His decision
is like a line drawn with pencil on a paper. The decision or
determination of a pious person is such that he does not insist
on it whether it is accepted or rejected by others. He only
does his deed whole-heartedly and sincerely and does not
bother about whether it is liked or unliked by others. The
decision taken by him is just like a line drawn on the upper
surface of water.
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Utterances or talks are also of three kinds. The utterances
which cause jealousy and envy are of evil-character. Those
talks which involve worldly dealings belong to passioncharacter while those utterances which keep one impartial and
self confident are named as virtuous.
Contentment is of three types. The vice person feels
contented in his eating, wearing and keeping his physique hale
and happy. The person with characteristic of passion remains
satisfied in serving his family, parents and the society, while the
virtuous contentment is the one that keeps the person contented
when he sits in deep meditation and is totally unaware of time
and place, but is engrossed in love and affection with God like
warp and waft.
Comforts and sufferings are apparent stages of all the three
types of persons. One should attain spiritual peace by getting
out of these characteristics, where a soul becomes God like.
The love is pure. Everything else except soul and Supreme
soul are untrue, polluted, causing sufferings, short-lived and
inert, may it be a family or society. Hence we should ensure
that our mind is pure and we are to keep it as such. One should
see, listen, eat, drink, sleep, think, contemplate, deal and treat
like a virtuous person. So that our mind becomes purer and
purer and progresses higher and higher to upper world. Here
upper world or Universe does not mean to get out of one’s
physique, since according to gurubani –
Peepaa ||
Kaayao Dhaevaa Kaa-i-ao Deval Kaa-i-ao Jangam
Jaatee ||
Kaa-i-ao Dhoop Deep Naeebedaa Kaa-i-ao Pooja Paatee
||1||
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Kaa-i-aa Bah Khand Khojte Nav Nidh Paaee ||
Naa Kachh Aa-i-bo Naa Kachh Jaa-i-bo Raam Kee
Duhaaee ||1|| Rahaao ||
Jo Brahamande Soee Pinde Jo Khojai So Paavai ||
Peepaa Pranavai Param Tat Hai Satguru Hoe Lakhaavai
||2||3||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 695)

That means—everything is within our body, why are we
practising meditation? It is to contemplate and meditate upon.
Thy name by purifying our notions and trying to concentrate all
these feelings to be in love with God. If our mind is diverted
towards a thing other than Almighty then it may be assumed
that we are drifting towards attainment of achieving the
destructible objects. An unknown poet also expresses it as –

“pj[s gk;kok ws eo' E'V/ eh eo' nk;.
pj[s gk;ok fiB ehnk t' Gh rJ/ fBokP.”
Do not expect more, always hope for the optimum you
need. Those who expect more than they require are
disappointed, because they have to take rebirth to lead a
wicked and immoral life.
Thus we should always keep in mind – why are we
meditating and worshipping?

Knowledge about various modes of recitation
One day, when Virkat ji was sitting in front of Maharaj ji,
who suddenly started to deliver discourse about the various
methods of recitation of sacred text. His Holiness uttered that
the fruit of spiritual reward of recitation by singing (baikhari
baòi) is equivalent to ten times if recited or spoken by mouth in
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prose. If the recitation of scared text from the mouth reaches
the throat, wXwk (madhma bani) is equal to hundred times of
oral recitation. The fruit of recitation in gok pkDh (para bani) is
equivalent to one thousand times that of oral recitation. Similarly
effectiveness of recitation in gP:zsh pkDh (pasanti bani) i.e.
recitation from one’s heart is equivalent to one lakh times the
reward of one recitation performed orally, provided one
practises all this with deep meditation and concentration. Hence
those who meditate upon continuously by proper methods
reunite with God very soon.
As a person abandons his three characteristics (viz – vices,
passions and virtues) and acquires the ability to recognize the
assimilation of three epithets of God (viz –truth, intellect and
bliss) within the Ultimate Reality, he overcomes the three causes
while living in the mortal frame itself. That is why he gets librated
from the appearant sufferings & joys of life and death,
(transmigration of soul) youth and old age etc. It is our
compulsion and not the will to attain the physique may be
material, fine or motive, because all the pleasures and sufferings
are tasteless as compared to spiritual bliss just as sweetness of
a sugar bubble of simple water without any taste. Supreme
bliss merges with The Transcendent One only when one
acquires the stage beyond three characteristics. He attains that
spiritual stage which is described is gurubani as –
Jiwan Mukath Gurmukh Ko Hoee ||
Param Padaarath Paavai Soee ||
Trai Gun Meto Nirmal Hoee ||
Sehje Saach Milai Prabh Soee ||3||
Moh Kutamb Sio Preeth N Ho-e ||
Jaa Hirdai Vasiaa Sach So-e ||
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Gurmukh Man Bedhiaa Asthir Ho-e ||
Hukam Pachhaanai Boojhai Sach So-e ||4||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 232)

In Geeta Shri Krishna says to Arjuna,
“The world belonging to these three characteristics is
vanishable. Almighty is beyond these three characteristics i.e.
He is unattached, unsaid and has no desire. He is free from
any anger grief, honor - dishonor. Man is also to be free from
nourishing his mortal frame by living in an indestructible body
and acquiring self-realization. If a seeker of knowledge comes
to know his shortcomings and then tries to reform himself by
repentance/regret, he can achieve the goal soon. A holy man
who had attained such a stage writesNo joy for achievement; no sorrow for loss.
it is to understand how he remained with no duelism.
no attachment with physique.
no love for wealth.
no detraction of mind.
sings like a stone.
no customs, love with none.
no defeat, no victory.
no caste or creed.

nkJ/ e' joy BjhA rJ/ e' ;'r BjhA
e?;/ fBodtzd G:' ;wMB/ eh pks j?.
d/j[ B/j[ B/o/ BjhAw, bywh e' j/o/ BjhA
wB ej{z c/o/ BjhA, gkjB ;w rks j?
b'rB eh ohs BjhA, ekj{ ;' gqhs BjhA
jko BjhA, ihs BjhA
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toD j? Bk iks j?, n?;' ip frnkB j's
spfj e[S fXnkB j's, pqjw e/ ;wkB j's
pqjw w/ ;wks j?”.
When one acquires such knowledge, he understands that
one is equivalent to the Ultimate Reality and reunites with God.

The Tale of Mahatma Jarhabharath
Then Maharaj ji narrated a tale, “There was a holy person
who had attained the above said state. His name was
Jarhabharath. Many devotees always had a desire to have
glimpse of this Sant. Many people got the idea of making their
lives purposeful by listening to his sermons. Once the ruler of a
state was issueless, he was living a desperate life. He would
often ask his minister for a solution to his problem. The minister
suggested the ruler to offer food and clothes to Sadhus, then
Sadhus would invoke blessing on you for a son. The ruler did
so, and he along with his wife served the holy persons with
devotion. Then one Mahatma bestowed boon on ruler that the
latter would be blessed with two sons and advised the king to
involve one son in family and state affairs while second must
be offered to the Sants so that he should become a holy person.
The Mahatma also asked the ruler to hand over royal throne
to his son in last days of his life and engage himself fully in
meditating on Thy name to make his birth purposeful.
Time passed on, ultimately the ruler was blessed with two
sons. His faith became more firm and he started to enjoy the
company of holy persons with more devotion. The king attained
self realization and mental peace. He still had a desire to enjoy
more pleasure of emancipation. He learnt from holy texts about
the attributes of one’s libration from the present life itself. He
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was now in search of a holy person having such characteristics.
He then came to know about a Sant named Jarhabharath, who
had all such characteristics. His main character was that he
never insisted on any matter and was continuously meditating
on Thy name. All the five standards indicating the stage of
emancipation were possessed by him.
He would never forget to perform meditation while doing
any work or acquiring any spiritual knowledge. His second
character was that he did not have any desire, greed or
aspiration at all. This is stage of supreme meditation. One who
is not aspiring for anything is known as Supreme ascetic. The
ecstasy is the third indication of libration. Such a Sant never
argues with anyone. He always agrees to what the others say,
he would never resist or argue with them. A librated person
never realizes any sufferings. His fifth character is to always
remain happy. He is self-absorbed in the enjoyment of pleasure
all the time.
The king listened to these standards from the Sant and
became curious to meet such a holy man. But the king also
wished to first testify the pious soul. He had done like this
earlier also but nobody was found fit as per criterion laid by
him. He had grown a margosa tree in his garden, which was
bearing small fruit of margosa. When any Sant came in contact
with the king, he used to say to Sant, “Maharaj ji this mango
tree bears small raw mangoes, when this fruit ripens, it weighs
nearly one kilogram. Please you must stay here to eat these
ripe mangoes.” Mahatma would say “It is not mango tree, it a
margosa tree.” Thus the ruler could confirm that the Mahatma
was not the Sant Jarhabharath.
The king had a parrot, who used to great the king and his
guests with a very sweet voice. It was an intelligent parrot. It
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would always request the visiting holy man, “I have heard the
importance of meditating on Thy name that this practice can
librated us from the cycle of birth & death. I am imprisoned in
a cage of iron, it is a bondage for me. I repeat Thy name day
and night, why can’t I be released from this binding. Please
suggest some way to free me.” Many Sants told him several
plans, but cage was neither broken nor opened. One day
Jarhabharath happened to visit the palace. He was greeted
respectfully by the parrot at the entrance gate and parrot
immediately put the same question before him too. Jarhabharth
advised him, “sleep like a dead person and hold all the senses
of your mind, your bondage will automatically be broken.” The
parrot was pure at heart and it did as per Mahatma’s advice.
As the king came, he was not greeted with the sweet words of
the parrot. He asked about the parrot and its silence. The king
was told that the parrot was sleeping. The king asked to bring
the cage to him, took the parrot out of it, patted it and kept it
out of cage in fresh air. It was treated to become healthy. The
ruler then ordered all his servants to go and do their duties.
The parrot found that no body was around it, and immediately
flied to sit on the branch of a tree. Parrot thanked the Mahatma
Jarhabharath who librated him just by giving a signal to do like
this. The ruler was wonderstruck and became curious to meet
the pious soul who librated the parrot from bondage. The king
fell in the feet of the Mahatma, asked about his welfare and
then asked, “Maharaj this mango tree bears very big and sweet
fruit when ripe. You should enjoy these fruits, please stay here
till then. Do not leave my state earlier.” Jarhabharth did not
show any reluctance to stay. The king had tested many Sants
for their genuineness by saying so, but Jarhabharth did not
become sad to learn this. The king attended the Sant with great
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devotion and one day the former asked about name of the
holy person, who replied that the name of this mortal frame
was Jarhabharth. The ruler was very curious and anxious to
attain spiritual knowlede from this Mahatma. The king then
appealed Jarhabharth “Please tell me such a method to be
adopted so that I should not grumble or be happy under all the
conditions of pleasures or sufferings and also enjoy my family
life. I must enjoy emancipation or libration during the present
life itself.”
Jarhabharath said, “You should abandon three
characteristics, which make a man happy or sorrowful. You
should not have any connection with them. If your body is
without these attributes, you will become indifferent towards
these relations by practice and ultimately you will be free from
pride of being a doer (creator). This realization of being a doer
keeps one in swirl of three characteristics. If you start
abandoning the feeling of a doer, after you once indentified it,
sense of self-existence will automatically appear, which is an
eternal truth. It is not difficult, but is unique, which can be
attained by spiritual calmness, when one has a pure mind, he is
able to see others having a pious and holy character. He will
be able to recognise the higher stage of spirtuality. For example,
initially we go into deep meditation with eyes-closed, we can
not see outer world yet we notice inner darkness. In the
beginning we can’t distinguish between this inner darkness and
oursolves, but distinction between the two goes on increasing
slowly and slowly and we start isolating ourselves from the
inner darkness of mind. In this way, by sitting within the
boundary of this physical frame we are to keep the distance
from outer world thus realizing our existence. At this stage it
becomes quite clear that darkness and our existence are
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different from each other. When two get distinguished from
each other, our body feels very light like air, which is just a
picture having face, hands & feet only. When we assume
ourselves sitting in such a body with closed eyes and go deep
into it, we find ourselves in another (third) world, known as
‘Causative World’. Now we acquire such a state where when
we open our eyes, we see everybody having similar physique.
All of them have no complexion and form, appearance and
size, figures of hands, feet etc, they are all identical. They can
be distinguished only by their feelings, passions etc. Nobody
is fat or lean, small or big. But one starts recognizing oneself or
others within these bodies, because we belong to this stage. If
there is no explicit expression of anything and it is only the
sense of self-realisation, then our outward world-looking eyes
will be closed and inner eyes will help us to meet our inspirer
God. This means we won’t have these eyes, but our feelings at
this state would be able to see everything.
Thus we desire to meet our motivator Almighty by diverting
ourselves from the causative world, and then there well not be
any causative physique also. That is there will not be dominating
passions of this causative world as it was a consequence of
the three characteristics, now we are free from them. We would
be able to realize the existence of God and feeling of our
physical existence will be many billion times lighter than a flower
even. We have a feeling of spiritual clamness. Knowing this,
we will realise that we are similar to God. In this state, we will
see Almighty in everybody of outer world. There will be no
distinction between inner and outer world. On attaining such a
state one can feel the presence of God in all the three worlds
and the physique in three characteristics. The same God is
also within us. As an infant plays in the lap of mother, but the
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does not isolate himself from God, although he has acquired
three characteristics and the physique. He cannot recognise
the distinction between God-like lap of mother and God himself
till he does not abandon the three characteristics. To look while
in the causative body is just like to distinguish between yourself
and your body as a whole with the closed eyes. The spiritual
equipose and stability in a causative body is million times more
than that in a larger physique. That is the reason that one feels
the concept of doing rather than existence in causative body.
In this state we come to know that the fine characterstic of
God in His sentience. Five appearent characters of a large
material world are – earth an insentient character, water-flowing
character, fire- a burning character, air/wind-a character of
rapidity/impulsiveness, sky – completeness character. The
character of a person can never be isolated from him. The
temperament is an inner property of the person. Similarly fire,
water, earth, air and sky are the characters of Almighty. They
remain in God only and God exists within them and they are
inseperatable. These five characteristics can never be
destroyed. This is named as the ‘True Form of God’.
Everybody has consciousness about God and hence is called
‘sentient one’. When a soul recognizes the existence of his
God and his own body abandoning his causative body, it
mingles with both the Truth and Intellect forms. To attain bliss,
the feeling of permanency, spiritual equipoise, dedication and
love is to be million times more than this. At this stage the soul
will also acquire the ‘Bliss’ form of God. But one can not follow
where to go and how much to go if one practises of one’s
own, or meditating, on the instance of Yogis or Sadhus who
themselves have not attained the knowledge of epithet of God,
because the act done by one increases the feeling of a ‘doer’
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in him, while he does according to a spiritual person will vanish
the feeling of a ‘doer’ in him, while feeling of ‘being done’ will
be developing. The form may be any, its darkness or light. Any
body has it name in this world means it has some form. Any
word is a form in itself. When we happen to have glimpse of
personal appearance of holy spirit and guru, the latter bestows
his full power, intelligence (he possesses) on you and is kind
enough at every step so that our devotional path becomes easy
and short. As the almond oil has no relation with tree, leaves,
branches and flowers of almond, but to extract oil from the
almond, one has to first peel it, break the kernel into pieces
and then pulverize in a mortar. The worthless residual is thrown
away. The three characters are also like this. These are
supporting our mortal frame, but actually they are like the
rejected residual. The extract (oil) is with individual soul. One
can not recognise its existence although living with it. As the
residual has hidden the almond oil inside the almond, does not
allow us to see it, similarly the three characteristics (in the form
of residual) supporting our physique have concealed you. You
should abandon all these by contemplation and attachment
with your parents, wife and children, first of all you must detach
yourself from them considering that they are just supporters of
your mortal frame. They are not your relations, they are relatives
of your physique. Abandon these and have not attachment with
them. Mind is abstract of vital air and not of intelligence,
renounce it thinking that it is frolicsome and provoking for doing
the evils. The intelligent mind is an illusion, the intelligence is
not an essence of bliss and there is no place for intelligence
during stage. It is better to think wisdom/intellect as the
supporter of body and detach yourself from it. The Maya
having three characters is also an an abstract of the intellect,
not of individual soul. The soul is without any attribute. It is
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transcendent aspect of reality. You must extract almond oil
(individual soul) by pulverising the almond with mortar and
club (contemplation) and throw away the residual Maya having
three-characters, thinking it as just supporters of mortal frame.
Once you abandon Maya, you will become ascetic and attain
the fourth & final stage of spiritual quietude, which is your real
appearance, thus are sure to get liberated during the present
life itself.
Virkat ji says “By listening to the sermons delivered by
His Holiness I started considering all the pleasures and sorrows
as similar” The effect of the teachings of His Holiness was
increasing day by day. Baba Sukh Bir Singh told that once,
during the summer-days, when Sant Maharaj ji was staying at
Dhablan, it was month of Jyeshth, the great Sant Baba Ranjit
Singh was returning back after performing deep meditation
since the wee hours of morning. There was an open space,
where the holy shrine is now built up. He sat there with crossed
legs on the ground to meditate upon Thy name. He remained
sitting there in the same posture for the whole day. He did not
care for the intense heat of sun even during the noon. As it is
the verse of Guru Granth Sahib:
Maajh Mehalaa 5
Sabhe Sukh Bhae Prabh Tuthe ||
Gur Poore Ke Charan Man Vuthe ||
Sahj Samaadhh Lagee Liv Antar So Ras Soee Jaanai
Jeeo ||1||
Agam Agochar Saahib Meraa ||
Ghat Ghat Antar Vartai Neraa ||
Sadaa Alipat Jeeaa Kaa Daataa Ko Viralaa Aap
Pachhaanee Jeeo ||2||
Prabh Milnai Kee Eh Neesaanee ||
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Man iko Sachaa Hukam Pachhaanee ||
Sahaj Santokh Sadaa Triptaase Anad Khasam Kai Bhaanai
Jeeo ||3||
Hathhee Ditee Prabh Devanehaarai ||
Janam Maran Rog Sabh Nivaare ||
Naanak Dhaas Kee-e Prabh Apune Har Keertan Rang
Maane Jeeo ||4||35||42||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 106)

As Bhai Gonde’s meditation, in the same way His Holiness
went into meditation. He got up at 4’0 clock in evening since
morning 7’0 AM. However neither there were any signs of fatigue
on the face of His Holiness nor it appeared that the sun’s heat has
harmed him in some way. He came at 4’0 clock and said to us;
today your story telling also remained as His Holiness used to
narrate the story of Yog Vashisht daily at 4’0 clock in the evening.
Many disciples remained with His Holiness. Shriman Baba Narain
Singh ji, Baba Harbhajan Singh ji, Baba Harnek Singh ji, Baba
Bhupinder Singh ji and other disciples also sit in story. Few disciples
of Dhablan also come. Sitting there, His Holiness narrates the
story of Yog Vashisht. Bibi Sumitar Kaur living at two miles distance
from Dhablan told that Virkat ji individually used to give 10 minutes
each to us girls to explain about the holy word and form. His
Holiness was very strict in nature and do not allow anyone to
move during the story. The only reason of this joyous stage if Aap
ji was that he moves while being the follower of His Holiness
(Bade Maharaj ji) and maintains concentration in devotional hymns
throughout.
When Aap ji was in service of Huzur Patshah Baba Ishar
Singh ji in Dhablan, a strange incidence occurred there. During
that period, a disciple who was a resident of Nabha requested to
have nectar after coming to Dhablan. He told us that “I am going
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at Shri Huzur Sahib Position; I have been ordered to have nectar
from Dhablan Sahib.” Virkat ji said that Bhai, if you are going to
Huzur Sahib, there on the eve of tenth day they give nectar, you
have nectar there. But he again requested to have nectar, “This
holy servant is ordered to have nectar from Dhablan Sahib at
spiritual master’s place.” Virkat ji told these words from his tongue,
“We collectively five disciples served him nectar. After that in spare
time when we went to have glimpse of Huzur Sahib, then the
disciples told us that disciple who had nectar at Dhablan Sahib,
he after offering at Takht Sahib and Baba Nidhaan Singh’s
Gurudwara, he went for heavenly abode after taking bath while
combing his hair on the eve of ninth day.
At that time, Bibi Bhupinder Kaur told that Virkat ji used to
do a lot of chanting and holy service. He himself served the
sacrament and also does prayers. He performed prayers lovingly
with such an involvement that even walls starts speaking. Aap ji
also says while doing prayers not to touch the walls. He never
skips doing prayer. Baba Narain Singh ji since that time only calls
Aap ji as Mahatma ji as his meditation and radiance was too
much. The disciples also bow their heads seeing him. Aap ji used
to narrate too much stories. Even in feast, he remains narrating
stories. Virkat ji spent most of his time doing holy service, storyprayers, and intact recitation, he became very weak while chanting
devotional songs and meditation but he never left the holy service.
There were other Bibis in the feast such as Pritam Kaur, Sumitar
Kaur, Tej Kaur, Jarnail kaur, Paramjeet Kaur and Gurudev Kaur,
mother and sister of Bhupinder Kaur ji as well. All of them
collectively used to perform service in the feast. Virkat ji and
Shriman ji together held the responsibility of the food feast. Virkat
ji used to care and respect the women. They call everyone sister,
but were also very strict; they do not allow any woman to laugh
without any reason. He also used to tell us the spiritual masters
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teaching while preparing the feast. If some girl has to leave in
morning, then he himself drops her very responsibly or shall send
someone to drop her, but never allows them go alone.
He went to deep meditation just like Bhai Gonda. He
meditated upon from 7 am to 4 pm., yet there was no sign of
any fatigue on his face and the scortching heat of sun could not
do any harm to him. Baba Sukh Bir Singh further informed that
when Virkat ji came in the community kitchen hall at about 4
pm, he said, “We have missed “Katha” today because he used
to deliver discover on Yog Vashisht daily at 4 pm.
Other followers also used to join him in Katha. Baba
Narain Singh, Baba Harbhajan Singh, Baba Harnek Singh,
Baba Bhupinder Singh and a few more disciples would sit to
listen the Katha. The devotees from the Dhablan also joined
them. Bibi Sumitter Kaur, who was residing in a village about
two miles from Dhablan, told, “Virkat ji, used to teach us about
the power of the word, (Shabad) to the girls seperately for ten
minutes after the Katha. He was very strick. No body could
dare to hardly utter a word during the Katha. The reason of
him remaining self-absorbed, carefree and always concentrating
on devotional songs was due to the performing prayers
according to advice of His Holiness.

Suleman's Episode
Sant Maharaj of Rara Sahib was holding religious
congregation in that area. He also went to Hapad in U.P. to
deliver discourses. The congregetion was held near the site
where there exists Bhora Sahib in Hapad. The programme was
fixed during the day-time. His Holiness would seat himself from
8 am. to 9 am. One day a young boy aged about 26 years and
named Mohan Singh came in front of Maharaj ji and started
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whirling his head. He had hair cut like that of a muslim priest.
He was wearing very dirty and worn-out clothes. A wind of an
evil spirit entered in him and he started to shake his head. He
spoke something in Urdu while shaking the head and said,
“Maharaj ji, please do good to me”. Maharaj ji asked him,
first tell us who are you and where have you come from?” He
requested His Holiness that he would narrate his life story in
private. Maharaj ji told him, “the time for today’s sermon is
over, we will talk tomorrow.” Next day he was called in
presence of a few distinguished devotees in Bhora Sahib and
was asked to tell his story.” He then started to speak in Urdu,
not in his natural language and also began whirling his head.
He said while circulating his head, “I am a qazi (an interpreter
of Islamic Laws), My name is Suleman. I am living very painful
life of an evil sipirt. I came to India about a thousand years ago
with Mahmood Gaznavi from Iran during his first invasion on
India. He returned back after looting wealth and I stayed in a
village Mugalkhera near Saharanpur. I had three wives and a
daughter. This body, with whom I have entered now, was a
Hindu Patwari. He abducted my daughter. I searched for him
but could not find him anywhere. I had the knowledge of
demonology. I used to enter evil spirits in some one and then
take them out after getting a handsome amount. In this way I
have been cheating the people. I was regularly performing
Muslim Prayer and used to observe fasts. People considered
me a holy man but I was without the blessings of a Guru or
spiritual guide. I died at the age of seventy. My grave is in that
village. Many superstitious people still worship me. Messengers
of death presented me to god of death. I saw profused splendor
on his face (of god of death). His seat was at some distance. I
started trembling. He looked into my sins and ordered to live
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in the form of an evil spirit for one thousand years as I was
also without the blessing of a spiritual leader. I bewailed loudly
and requested the god to tell how I would be free from this
painful life. Dharamraj then ordered “After the expiry of this
punishment a great pious Sant will come in contact with you,
who will librate you from this life of evil spirit.” During this
conversation between His Holiness and Suleman, Baba Bachan
Singh Ragi was sitting with them. Some devotees from Dhablan
and Baba Sukhdev Singh of Aloharan & Lakshman Singh
Sharma were also present there.
After this His Holiness retured to Dhablan. The boy, in
whose body evil spirit of Suleman had entered, again came to
request His Holiness to do good to the former. Maharaj ji said,
“should we send you to the family of Coca-Cola people?” He
replied, “I will again be entangled in the cycle of birth and
death. Kindly librate me directly.” Maharaj ji, uttered, “One
cannot get salvation directly. First one has to take birth as a
human, then finds the path that leads to salvation by performing
meditation due to blessings of a spiritual guide. It is not as
simple as you think.” Bhai Gurdev Singh of Raigarh, who was
also secretary of His Holiness, was also sitting nearby. He had
an eleven year old daughter but no male child. He had a desire
of having a son. Maharaj ji pointed towards Bhai Gurdev Singh
and said, “should we send him to your house?” Gurdev Singh
nodded his head indicating that he was always happy in Thy
wish. In this way the evil spirit of Suleman got salvation and
took rebirth as a son of Bhai Gurdev Singh.
All these conversations were heard by Virkat ji sitting in
the window of his room. One day he found a chance to call
Suleman to his room and said, “Suleman, whatsoever I ask
you today, please answer them correctly,” Suleman tried to
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avoid to answer any question. He then said “first of all, give
me the delicious food to eat kept in your almirah.” Virkat could
follow immediately that a demon has very sharp eyes. He had
seen all the things kept in the closed almirah. Virkat ji said
“that was a medicine for me since I am to sit for meditation for
the whole night, sometime for the full day also. I never care for
my food. My physique has become very weak and an feeling
dizzy off and on. Hence His Holiness has got this medicine
prepared for me by vaid Brahamdev of Kattani.” Virkat ji
could understand why Suleman wished to talk to His Holiness
all alone, that is why he asked Suleman that how much faith he
had in Maharaj ji and why Maharaj ji had assured him of birth
as a human-being. Suleman told, “I visited many religious
places and met religious personalities to attain salvation. Some
would put me on some religious duty, others would pray for
my welfare. Ultimately I met another great pious soul and
prayed for libration from this painful life of an evil spirit. The
Sant asked me to do service. The electricity supply line is being
laid, you may help them to erect the poles. This service
continued. The holy person had been getting the Paths
(recitations) of Sukhmani Sahib recited by followers for the
sake of my libration. When the work on electric supply line
was completed, the Ardas (prayer) was performed by five
Singhs and Deg (sacred pudding) was distributed. The prayer
was that some great pious soul may come in contact with me
who can librates me from this life. The Sant then told me that
this was what he could do for me.”
Thus he went on narrating his tale and told, “my fate is
pre-destined with His Holiness, because Dharam raj (god of
death) told me that whenever I come across that great religious
soul who is to tell me the path to salvation, I will recollect
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whole of my previous birth. This has been proved true, as I
could recall all the happenings of my previous life. Since then
my shaky faith has become stable that I will attain salvation
from here only.” Then Virkat ji asked, “Suleman, where were
you when Guru Nanak Dev appeared on this earth to librate
us from our sinful deeds? Why did not you prayed to Guru for
salvation?” Suleman said, “I was told Guru Nanak Dev ji will
come in his 74th appearance in the guise of a Sant. Still there
are 50-60 appearances left.” He also narrated, “when Guru
Nanak Dev went to Macca, I was sitting under a peepul tree
outside the city. Everybody in the city of macca was shouting
‘Ascetic Nanak has come’. We felt too much unhappy to hear
this news, as if volcano of fire fell on us. We ran away from
that place. Although we always remain burning in fire, because
evil spirit is made of three elements five, air & sky only. We
eat bones, coals and other filthy material. We have hunger of
eating huge amount of food but our mouth is very narrow like
an eye of a needle. An evil spirit always remains wandering
astray. But my fate was pre-destined to come in company of
Sant Maharaj ji of Rara Sahib, He can only make me free
from this demon-like life. Now Guru Nanak Dev ji has
bestowed benefaction on me. I relish listening to gurubani. Now
with Thy grace my body is being created in the womb of a
mother. I will attain salvation from the present life forever. I
will make my birth as a human-being fruitful by meditation as
well as doing the pious deeds. I will take birth on 5th August,
1968 i.e. on 21st day of month Savan at the house of S. Gurdev
Singh of Raigarh.
The followers have gathered for the religious festival of
birthday of Sant Maharaj ji. Sant ji thought, that the wife of S.
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Gurdev Singh of Raigarh was to deliver a male child today, so
Suleman was called and directed, “Your time is over, you go
and enter into your human body”. Suleman said, “Maharaj ji,
it is your birthday today, I will go after the concluding ceremony
of the festival.” Maharaj ji said, I take birth, die and take
rebirth.” Suleman stood before Maharaj ji with folded hands
and said, “Maharaj ji, you never take birth and die but we
obtain salvation by your grace.” He came out after saying this.
There was a huge gathering of followers outside. Many
questions were asked from him by the followers. Suleman “I
am in a hurry, I am to take birth. r (g) Will be the first letter in
the hymn from Guru Granth Sahib on my naming ceremony, so
you must name me Gubakshsish Singh. He then was born to
wife of Bhai Gurdev Singh of Raigarh. The family arranged the
non stop recital of Guru Granth Sahib on full moon day in their
farm house at Kanech. The hymn as an edict was –
Soohee Mahalaa 5
Guru Paramesar Karanaihaar ||
Sagal Srisat Koa De Aadhaar ||1||
Gur Ke Charan Kamal Man Dhiaae ||
Dookh Darad is Tan Te Jaae ||1|| Rahaao ||
Bhavjal Doobat Satguru Kaadhai ||
Janam Janam Kaa Tootaa Gaadhai ||2||
Gur Kee Sevaa Karah Din Raat ||
Sookh Sahaj Man Aavai Saant ||3||
Satgur Kee Ren Wadbhaagee Paavai ||
Naanak Gur Kao Sad Bal Jaavai ||4||16||22||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 741)
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Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Virkat ji’s collision
with other Devotional Singhs in Dhablan Sahib
In Dhablan Sahib, along with Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh
Virkat, other servants performing prayers also lived. Then once
an incident happened that other holy servants chanting devotional
songs told Sant Maharaj ji that, “Virkat, You have devotion towards
Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji, but what will happen if you do not
get the result against the extent of devotion you show. Then Sant
Maharaj Ranjit Singh ji said that it may be your thinking, but not
mine. Then those holy servants who chant prayers said that while
prayers and recitation, you even say that Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh
ji is just like God, you are pretending this much devotion, what if
you will not get anything against this devotion?
Sant Maharaj ji again said that I’ve received everything and
he said that one rich man who was married had two wives, among
them, one wife gave birth to a child but the second could not.
So when the first lady gives bath to her kid, or feed her Milk
or chant sleeping songs for him, the second lady who do not have
child says that she is giving bath to a bastard, she is feeding a
bastard and she is chanting sleep songs for a bastard. The first
lady says that sister, please do not be angry like this and get your
stomach checked up, it may be possible that there is some problem
in your stomach. The child I got is from this rich man only and not
from outside, so this child is not a bastard, Sant Maharaj ji said
such words and also told that the dirt is covering our mind that is
why we do not understand, our Sants are like God and there is no
one like them.
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VIRKAT JI LEAVING DHABLAN
His Holiness delivered many more discourses. Master ji,
who was an orderly of Sant Maharaj ji also listened to some
of these sermons and was surprised that Sant ji was delivering
discourses on different type of subjects. At about 11 P.M Master
ji knocked the door of Virkat ji and said, “Virkat ji, His
Holiness is very kind to you. He delivered sermons full of such
profound knowledge, which have not been heard earlier. I have
listened such discourses for the first time.” Virkat ji requested
him with folded hands, “Maharaj ji, undoubtly, is very kind to
me, you must also be benign to me.” After this incident, there
was a great change in the situation at Dhablan Dera, he (Virkat
Ji) had to face many challenges. It was His Holiness’s grace
on him versus jealousy of many followers. He was fed up with
the envy and illwill of his co-followers, that he had to think of
performing meditation in solitude. What was he to get from
them? Sant Maharaj was in Delhi for religious congregation at
that time. He prayed in his mind to get permission for leaving
Dhablan. He performed prayer before the photo of His
Holiness, which he had installed in his room, “Maharaj ji, please
have mercy on me that I must serve you during the last days of
life.” He reached his hermitage in Bapla. After a few days Baba
Narain Singh also came to Bapla via Sandaurh. Both were
very affectionate to each other and have been living together
since the childhood. They used to meditate together at mounds
of barran in Dhablan Sahib. Baba Narain Singh reached the
house of Bhai Lal Singh. Bhai Jagroop Singh & Bibi Paramjeet
Kaur sent Bhai Lal Singh from the fields. They informed Bhai
Lal Singh that an elderly man had come from Rara Sahib. Baba
Narain Singh was greeted with affectionate hospitality. Baba
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ji asked, “Where is Mahatma ji (He used to call Virkat ji as
Mahatma - a pious soul) ?” Bhai Lal Singh took him to the
hermitage where Virkat ji was staying. Both - Baba Narain
Singh and Virkat ji embraced each other affectionately, their
eyes were tearful. They talked about His Holiness Sant Maharaj
ji, Virkat ji asked the devotees to erect one more thatched hut
for Baba Narain Singh ji. Which was prepared and in addition
another Bhora Sahib was also made for Baba ji to meditate.
At that time, this Bhora was still Kutcha.
Many devotees used to come here for service. Some
devotees from Panjgarian were coming to serve. They have
assigned various duties among themselves and were performing
it with great devotion. Bhai Gajja Singh, Bhai Bachan Singh
etc. were assigned the duty of serving chapattis. The meals
were served by many families of village like those of Bhai Amar
Singh, Bhai Kaka Singh, Bhai Dalip Singh, Bhai Lal Singh &
Bhai Karnail Singh.
Meanwhile when Maharaj ji returned to Dhablan after
concluding religious congregations at Delhi, he asked, “Where
is Virkat ji now?” The devotees informed, “He has left with a
cloth around his waist only. he has taken nothing else with him.”
Although His Holiness had given his (Maharaj ji’s) personal
clothes and beautiful pair of shoes to Virkat ji, but the latter
has not taken anything with him and even left the door of his
room open. When Maharaj ji came to know about this incident,
he got annoyed for a while but also felt satisfied to know about
renunciation and detachment form worldly comforts by Virkat
ji, because only guru knows about the inner state of mind of
his devotee. It is the guru, not the devotee himself, who has to
do many efforts to vanish egoism of a sikh.
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As a person cannot distinguish between a fine
(microscopic) and a gross (macroscopic) physique of a person,
it is the great pious soul only who knows this difference. It is
not easy to cultivate a barren land because a farmer has to
protect himself from bites of many kinds of wild animals, snakes
and scorpions etc. One needs many types of implements and
tools to cultivate a forest. When the area becomes clear of all
wild trees etc., seeds of desired crop can be sowed there. The
farmer enjoys a prosperous life due to earnings from this
harvest. Similarly our mind is polluted in the vices which do
not allow us to reunite with Almighty. The man had been trying
it for many lives. The following verse is in the context of reunion
with God in Gurbani:
Deho Sandeshro Kah-io Phir Kah-io||
Bisham Bai Hao Baibidh Sunte Kah-io Suhagan
Sah-io||
But Virkat ji used to attend all the religious congregations
sermoned by His Holiness. Once there were congregations at
the village Dairan situated between Khurad and Cheema. The
congregations continued for seven days. He attended all the
seven sittings. On the seventh day His Holiness narrated the
story of Laila-Majnu. Virkat ji was sitting in the front row.
Maharaj ji, giving a pause to his harmonium, uttered passing a
taunting remarks, “being disloyal, Majnu who came to drink
milk only”. Mai Mastani was also sitting among women
devotees. she expressed concurrence to the stire. Sant Maharaj
ji narrated,” Some body informed Laila that her Majnu was
sick and lying with body bent, she was enjoying there. Laila
asked the milk man to give him (Majnu) milk daily. Some nongenuine Majnus came to know about it. They started going
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there with the bowls in their hands to take milk. Milkman asked
them about their identity. They all said that they were Majnus.
There used to be a long queue of Majnus and take the milk
daily. After completion of the month, milkman submitted the
bill to Laila for the milk taken by her Majnus. Laila told him
that her Majnu could not take too much milk and asked him to
first confirm the identity of genuine Majnu. She gave a knife
and a bowl to milk man and directed him to tell the Majnu
asking for milk that Laila was sick and she needed the blood
to be transfused to her, so give some blood from your heart
before taking milk.
The milkman proposed this condition before the Majnus
asking for milk that Laila was very serious. The doctors/hakims
were sitting by her bedside and demanding blood to be
transfused to Laila. So first give your blood and then take milk
from me. All of them ran away leaving their bowls there, saying,
“We go to the doctor just now and request him to give some
good medicine to Laila.” Those abandoned bowls were then
sold for two annas each. Milkman came to Laila and said,
“Laila, all of them have deserted.” Laila said,” Now you go to
identify the real Majnu. He might be sitting somewhere in the
bushes.” Milkman went to the genuine Majnu and said,” Your
Laila is sick; she needs blood to be transfused.” Majnu, at
one, took knife from milkman and pierced it into his (Majnu's)
heart. Although not much blood came out, yet the knife-edge
was stained a little with blood. He said to milkman pointing
towards those stains, “take this knife, rinse it, and give that
rinsed water to he to drink, she will be all right.” This legendary
tale was narrated on the concluding day of seven days religious
congregation. Virkat ji could understand that time had come
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for his operation too. He could be put to some criterion. Guru
Ram Dass has uttered in Asa Rag as:
Man Raam Kasavattee Laa-iaa Kanchan Sovinnaa ||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 448)

‘As a goldsmith makes his ornaments to brighten (very
shinning) by gilding them with borax. similarly a guru also fixes
many criteria to be fulfilled by his devotee to become a perfect
sixth’. There is a verse in Gurbani is this context:
Kabeer Kasouttee Raam Kee Jhoothaa Ttikai Na Koe ||
Raam Kasouttee So Sehai Jo Marajeevaa Hoe ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 948)

As the students who study in a college, have to appear in
an examination before being promoted to the next class,
similarly one has to show his worth to succeed in any field.
The next congregation were to be held at Canal of Kalyan.
Before listening to these discourses, feeling of detachment
became so predominant in Virkat ji that he decided to sid in
the front row in the congregations. The state of restlessness of
his mind was increasing day by day, also there was deep effect
of annoyance of His Holiness. He did not like anything. His life
had become aimless.
As a fish squirms without water; a rain bird always longs
for a rain drop, dear searches for musk, black bee can’t live
without sucking flowers, similarly a person who meditates on
name always has a desire for Thy name and also needs
company of virtueous persons. To quench this intense longing
one sit at a solitary place. These symptoms of separation and
bereavement could be clearly seen on the face of Virkat ji. As
the Fifth Master was feeling pangs of separation from Guru
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Ram Dass ji in Lahore. Guru ji has described this disunion in
gurbani as:
Meraa Man Lochai Gur Darsan Taaee ||
Bilap Kare Chatrik Kee Niaaee ||
Trikhaa Na utrai Saant Na Aavai Bin Darsan Sant Piaare
Jeeo ||1||
Hou Gholee Jeeo Ghol Ghumaaee Gur Darsan Sant Piaare
Jeeo ||1|| Rahaao ||
Teraa Mukh Suhaavaa Jeeo Sahj Dhun Baanee ||
Chir Hoaa Dekhe Saaringapaanee ||
Dhan Su Des Jahaa Toon Vasiaa Mere Sajan Meet
Muraarae Jeeo ||2||
Hao Gholee Hao Ghol Ghumaaee Gur Sajan Meet Muraare
Jeeo ||1|| Rahaao ||
Ik Gharree Na Milte Taa Kaljug Hotaa ||
Hun Kadh Mileeai Pria Tudh Bhagvantaa ||
Moh Rain Na Vihaavai Needh Na Aavai Bin Dekhe Gur
Darbaare Jeeo ||3||
Hou Gholee Jeeo Ghol Ghumaaee Tis Sachae Gur Darbaare
Jeeo ||1|| Rahaao ||
Bhaag Hoaa Gur Sant Milaa-i-aa ||
Prabh Abinaasee Ghar Mah Paa-i-aa ||
Sev Karee Pal Chasaa Na Vichhrraa Jan Naanak Daas
Tumare Jeeo ||4||
Ha Gholee Jeeo Ghol Ghumaaee Jan Naanak Daas Tumare
Jeeo || Rahaao ||1||8||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 96, 97)

This intense longing was caused in Guru Ram Dass through
the embodied form of guru. But if in this path of devotional
love for embodied form of guru, one finds some hinderance
then it is due to past deeds of seeker of spiritual knowledge. It
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is only guru who knows how to overcome these hurdles. Filth,
Vikshep, Aawaran are three evils, only a competent guru can
know these. Guru’s appearance can not exist in one’s mind
unless inner moot is consciousness completely unpolluted. The
Fifth Master explains this state of mind as :
Gur Kay Charan Hirdai Vasaa-ay ||
Kar Kirpaa Parabh Aap Milaa-ay ||
Apnay Sayvak Ka-o La-ay Parabh Laa-ay ||
Taa Kee Keemat Kahee Na Jaa-ay ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1270)

When mind is pure, and we are reciting the gurbani by
keeping guru in mind with the elear concept that he is the only
creater of whole universe to whom one is worshipping and
meditating upon. The inspiration for the appearance of supreme
soul (Almighty) must arouse all the times. Practising in this way
the sentence of sikh enters his mind. If it does not happen, then
it means that there is some fault in the meditation of devotee,
which is again known to guru only. So long as one has a feeling
of attachment with even the first part of any thing, his
concentration could not be shifted from embodied form to
unembodied (formless). As the macroscopic physique can’t
work without microscopic physique, similarly microsopic body
can’t work without causative body. Causative body can’t exist
without soul and the soul can’t work without the supreme soul
(Almighty). Thus if a mediator wishes to meet in embodied
form of formless God, then he will have to meditate on His
embodied form till he realises, Thou as formless and without
attributes. As the macroscopic physique is constituted of five
elements, although it works as per will of God, only exceptional
enterprising person know the strength of God. Otherwise they
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love their physique only as they are to get the work done by it
only. In sikh religion, the Ten gurus in dynasty of Guru Nanak
Dev are considered as the embodied form. Thus meditating
upon the manifest one can realise the formless.
Virkat ji was always concentrating his mind on the photo
of His Holiness. He resolved in his mind, “I am to pay my
respect to His Holiness by laying prostate on the ground and
to sit in the front row to listen the sermons, being delivered by
Maharaj ji.” When the religious congregation started by
devotees from villages of Panjgarian, Bapla, Manki, Sandaurh
and Khurad reached there with great enthusiasm and in large
number. The followers from Bapla and Panjgarian
accompanied him (Virkat ji). He was standing outside the
Pandal and wished to pay regards to Maharaj ji by laying
prostate on ground, but Maharaj ji was seated at a distance so
he laid there on the pathway to pay his obeisance. A Sikh
kicked to his head, but he was still thankful to him that he
(Virkat Ji) could bow his head before His Holiness. He said,
“My guru is all powerful and compeltent. My desire is fulfilled.
I could have his Darshan.” It was all set now for the
congregation. He took his seat in the front now. Meanwhile a
devotee asked him, “You, please, leave the hall, it is an order
by His Holiness.” He said, “No matter, you are bound to obey
the order of Maharaj ji. If you do not obey, you will become
guilty. They were discussing this meanwhile a shepherd came
there. He said, “O!Mr; the pious soul, who is sitting on dias
and singing hymn in His praise, is talking to you through this
devotee. who had asked you to leave the pandal.” So he was
treated by the devotees as was ordered by His Holiness. He
was given exactly the similar treatment as was given to Bhai
Jagta.
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Bhai Jagta was a devotee of Guru Gobind Singh. When
the caravan of followers was going to Anandpur Sahib from
Multan, they requested Bhai Jagta to accompany them. Bhai
Jagta kept mum. The followers asked for his silence; then he
said that he had pledged to go to guru’s abode by dancing
through the whole journey. He then joined them and started
dancing. He kept dancing upto Anandpur Sahib. On reaching
the entrance gate of the palace of the Guru Kalgidhar he had a
glimpse of the Guru from a distance, Guru Gobind Singh was
well dressed in beautiful robes, with brilliance on the broader
forehead, nector flowing out of his beautiful eyes. He had a
miraculous smile on the face and a hawk sitting on one finger.
A quiver having arrows and a bow on his shoulder was
gracefully hanging. He had a three feet long sword in his girdle
and a heard full of pangs of sufferings in Singh ji, Jagta was
very jubilant. His mind was saying:
Mohan Mohi Lee-aa Man Moraa Badai Bhaag Liv
Laagee ||
Saach Beechaar Kilvikh Dukh Kaatay Man Nirmal
Anraagee ||4||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1233)

The followers were moving in line to pay respects to Guru
ji. Now it was turn of Bhai Jagta. According to history, after
paying obeisance, Jagta quickly rose up to the Royal Throne
of Guru Gobind Singh within a twinkle of eye and sat in the lap
of the Lord. He embraced Guru Sahib by putting his arms
around the neck of The Tenth Master. He then spoke in his
own language, “Oh medo mahi — (O, my sweetheart).” It is
an informal conversation, when a Multani copper smith Sikh,
dreaming of a beautiful work, said, “O! my Sweat heart”, the
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arms of cherisher of the poor were stretched to embrace
Bhagta very tightly and he said, “Come on my sweatheart
beloved.” Bhai Jagta was saying “my sweat heart” to his guru
and guru was calling Jagta as his sweatheart. It shows that
when a devotee surrenders himself completely to guru, guru
loves his follower too much. When a follower calls guru his
beloved and guru reciprocates in a similar tone, there is no
discrimation at the stage of union.
After a month of their stay at Anandpur Sahib, the jealous
devotees resolved that Bhai Jagta has dissociated us from our
guru. Because there are two kinds of sikhs-one (rasok), who
feel jealous to see others supremacy, In gurmat - we are taught
to become sikhs of first kind that is to imitate others so that
they can become equal Barioar Sain emulated, then it happened:
"Eh Bidh Uthke Jatroh uth Bhagati Laga"||
The jealous sikh decided to kill “my sweatheart” finding
an appropriate time. He had snatched their Guru from them
since the day he came here. Guru Gobind Singh asked Bhai
Jagta to return back to his village with the group he
accompanied. Bhai Jagta fell in feet of Guru and said,” My
Lord, I came here with the vow that I will not go back to
Multan.” One day in wee hours of the morning, Bhai Jagta was
reciting Sukhmani Sahib and was going to Darbar Sahib for
Darshan and listening the kirtan. There were some persons
standing on the way with the sticks in their hands. As soon as
he came nearer to them, he was beaten by sticks from all sides.
Bhai Jagta fell down and was sub conscions. He noticed that
the persons, who were beating him, were turbans, and robs.
Their appearance was similar to that of Guru Sahib. In this
condition he was thinking that he could be very lucky if he
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breathed his last due to beating by these sikhs. Those turban
wearing sikhs left him taking as dead. After gaining
consciousness, Bhai Jagta reached Darbar of Guru Gobind
Singh. Guru ji asked him the reason for coming late. Guru ji
told him, “I was to send five singhs to bring you here. Nothing
looks good without your presence.” Bhai Jagta told Guru
Gobind Singh ji looking into the eyes of letter:
Eaethee Maar Pee Karlaanae Tain Kee Daradh
Na Aaeiaa ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 360)

“Guru ji, I have been beaten with many clubs, you did not
take pity on me.”
Guru said,” I have also suffered with you. I was along
with you all the time.”
After this incident Bhai Jagta became populer in this and
next world also.
Similarly whatsoever happened with Virkat ji was know
to all. Baba Narian Singh, the followers belonging to Bapla,
Panjgarian and Mai Mastani also came to know about it. They
all felt very sad. They did not consider it an insult of Virkat ji
but took it as their own insult. After the congregation, all the
followers gathered at the Sodhi’s Pond. Baba Narain Singh
was very much disappointed. Virkat ji went to the fields of
S.Amar Singh. The devotees from Panjgarian asked, “What is
order for us, because the insult of Virkat is our own insult.”
Bhai Harnek Singh President, Jarnail Singh Chahal, Lal Singh,
Pritam Singh & Nachhatar Singh, all gathered there and told,
“Baba ji, tomorrow we will punish those who stopped you
from sitting in the congregation, then we will all beg pardon
from His Holiness.”
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Meanwhile it was the time for recitation of Rehiras, Virkat
ji got up and quietly went to his Bhora. All the followers were
sitting there. He could also overhear this conversation. He
(Virkat) came closer to Baba Narain Singh. All the followers
kept quiet. Virkat ji said, “Baba ji, why are you all sitting here?
“Baba ji said, “They were making plans for the next step. What
should be done about what has happened with you today?”
Virkat ji said, “Baba ji, If a married woman who is to live with
her husband, leaves that house by having an altercation with
her sisters-in-laws and goes to her mother’s house deserting
her husband, can she become the owner of that house any
time? I am attached with my husband, it is his wish that he my
beat me or love me, but I will remain his wife.”
In this context it is said:
Jae Bhulee Jae Chukee Saae Bhee Tahinjee Kaadheeaa ||
Jinaa Neu Doojaane Lagaa Jhoor Marah Se
Waadheeaa ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 761)

The followers who were very much perturbed go pacified,
a little. Baba ji, “Your tolerance has no bounds.” as it is said:
Salok Ma 5
Pahilaa Maran Kabool Jeevan Kee Chhad Aas ||
Hohu Sabhnaa Kee Raynukaa Ta-o Aa-o Hamaarai
Paas ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1102)

His attachment was with His Hoilness only. He then uttered,
“Baba ji and dear followers! listen carefully, Our is a relation
of a guru and a disciple (sikh). Please note that nothing
derogatory should be said to the sikhs of my guru it will be is a
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disrespect to my guru. I will became guilty of all this. I know
my guru knows about billions of universes. He knows about
lives of millions of ignorant animates like us.”
That is why gurbani says:
Salok Ma 5
Pahilaa Maran Kabool Jeevan Kee Chhad Aas ||
Hohu Sabhnaa Kee Raynukaa Ta-o Aa-o Hamaarai
Paas ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1102)

The seekers of spiritual knowledge can be seen supplicate
objectly before those who trust in God. Sant Maharaj himself
can read the inner state of his follower. He is to see level of
patience and contentment in his devotee and can judge if there
is any lack in these characteristics. As we know that rain falls
after the clouds come, similarly firstly we have to do our deeds,
we get rewards afterwards. Bhai Gurdas writes in this context
as:
VAAR-3 PAURI-18
Muradaa Hoi Mureed NA Galee Hovanaa.
Saabar Sidak Saheed Bharam Bhau Khovanaa.
Golaa Mul Khareed Kaaray Jovanaa.
Naa Tis Bhoukh Na Need Na Khaanaa Sovanaa.
Peehan Hoi Jadeed Paanee Dhovanaa.
Pakhay Dee Taageed Pag Mal Dhovanaa.
Sayvak Hoi Sanjeed Na Hasan Rovanaa.
Dar Daravays Raseed Piram Ras Bhovanaa.
Chand Moumaarakh Eed Poug Khalovanaa ||18||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang )
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(murid) — a devotee is he, who exist like a (murda)- a
dead. He is to get absorbed in the grave in the form of his
guru; sacrifices self for the guru. All the powers attained by
meditating with pure mind. and with deep concentration are to
be assimilated and kept hidden. In this stage one feels contented
and is always thankful to God.
Once upon a time, an emperor of Rome got interested in
worshipping Almighty. A faquir passed a sarcastic remark to
the king, you meditation or worship would not be accepted by
God, unless you bear patience and contentment and gratitude
but the king did not have any knowledge about meaning of
patience (tolerance) and contentment and gratitude. He asked
many scholars, but was not satisfied. He was told by some
one, “O! emperor, if you want satisfactory answer, you can
get it from a faqir named Sharmad who is lodged in the prison
of Delhi emperor.”
Sarmad belonged to a royal family. He was left all alone
after the death of his parents. It was his good fortune that he
came in contact of enlightened holy, pious monks. He got fully
absorbed in meditation also remained in company of the holy
persons. Ultimately his mindset changed and he attained the
stage of self-absorption. One day he was standing in a chowk
of Delhi. He had no clothes on this body to cover and had
made his appearance of a Prophet. He was fully self-absorbed
and dancing. He was totally unaware of his naked body. It
was reign of Aurangzeb during those days. Dara Shikoh was
brother of Aurangzeb. Dara Shikoh was a devotee of holy man
Sain Mian Meer. Aurangzeb got his brother killed. Sarmad
faquir was saying, “God has bestowed true kingship to Dara
Shikoh and Aurangzeb is just like a scavenger.” When
Aurangzeb came to know that the monk Sarmad had made
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such remarks about him, he got disturbed He also saw a dream
of similar type. He noticed that the people were holding canopy
over the head of Dara Shikoh and Aurangzeb himself was
wandering about with a basked full of filth over his head. It
was raining and the dirty water is dripping down the head to
his face. He felt highly pained to see himself in such pitiable
state and ordered put Sarmad Faquir in prison. He should be
handcuffed and shackled. Give him only one chhatank (about
50 gram) of salt and a small bowl of water in a day to eat and
drink.”
The emperor of Rome sent his counsellor to Aurangzeb to
know the meaning to tolerance and gratitude, who in turn
allowed the counsellor to meet Sarmad to get the answer. The
counsel explained the whole story to Sarmad that he had come
to know these meanings on the behest of the emperor of Rome,
“Kindly explain it .” Sarmad asked him to come next day at
11am with two and a half yards long new unused and unwashed
white cloth as well as one leather bag full of water. Next day
the counsellor reached there with the said cloth and a leather
bag filled with water. Sarmad Faquir asked him to put water
on his naked body. Thus he took his bath and tied the cloth
round the waist. Meanwhile, the hunterman came and lashed
on hundred whips on the body of faquir, which was his daily
routine. During this incident, the counsellor saw a large number
of powers standing in front of Faquir with their folded hands
and requesting the latter to permit them to use there powers,
so that they can cause a battle between Delhi and Lahore
governments. This meant that the empire of Aurangzeb could
be ruined & the emperor be punished. Meanwhile a cup of
water and about 50 gram of salt was served. Expressed his
gratitude to Almighty. Now the counsellor asked you
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yesterday.” The Faquir told him, “Your question has been
answered practically. I think you might not have followed. You
have observed make Lahore and Delhi empires to fight againt
each other and cause destruction of emperorship of Aurangzeb
easily, yet I did not have even an iota of this type revangeful
attitude in my mind to show this power. This is called tolerance,
that is to keep hidden all your powers you possess. I take one
pintch (about 50 gram) of salt and a cup of water and get
contented with it so I express my gratitude (thanks) to Almighty
for this. One must remain happy and satisfied with what is given
to us by Almighty. This is called gratitude.”
Virkat ji on recalling this tale narrated by His Holiness, be
still would always feel himself guilty that some lack of tolerance
and expression of gratitude in him (Virkat ji, that is why he had
to face so many challenges and live in Bapla away form Maharaj
ji.
Everybody uttered, “You are great and great is your
tolerance.” He again said, “As we see that a cotton - comber
continues carding the cotton-wool on his carder till cotton wool
is converted into small flocks and fly off, similarly one has to
submit one self completely to the guru.” Virkat ji narrated verses
of Sant Tahil Dass and Sant Surjan Dass as follows,
;zs Nfjb dk;L
fiT[A fiT[A YKv pbB ghnk d/ fsT[A fsT[A ;hsb EhtK.
fiT[A fiT[A ;hsb fsT[A fsT[A Ykv{ Bk e[S ykB B ghtK]
ghnk w/ok br/ uzr/ok sK o; wkjh bhtK.
N?jb dk; ip ghnk gkfJnk B ep woK B ihtK]

:ko ftS'Vk uzrk BkjhA g~[S/ b'e ps/o/.
fiBK :ko dod wB wKjhA gsoh fby/ fus/o/]
ghtB yktB BjhA e[S Gkt/A do :koK d/ v/o/.
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N?jb dk; fw~mk o; :koh n'o ;rb py/o/]
;zs ;oiB dk;L
:koh :koh ;G e' nky/ ftobk s'V fBGkj/.
bkT[D ;"yh s/ ukT[D Gkoh ikD i' niwkJ/]
;kfps f;de fiBK dk ;d jh ;' :koh cb gkJ/.
;[oiB dk; :/ Gkoh fgnkbk gh e/ e'Jh gukt/]
he said, “Although the life of this mortal frame is very
short, yet I am to achieve that which is indestructible that is
Truth, Intellect and Bliss (an epithet of God), It never dies or
takes rebirth. When one is to get such valueable thing, he must
be prepared to pay accordingly. One has to surrender to guru
completely. As we know that the ruler Janak had a desire that
as soon as he put his foot in the stirrup on one side of his
horse, he might be enlightened. Ashtabaker was his spiritual
teacher (guru), who asked Janak, “what have offered to your
guru to attain enlightenment?” The king Janak became silent.
Ashtavakra then told him, “As per scriptures one has to dedicate
his body, mind and wealth to his guru. Thus after giving
everything to guru, how could you say that you had a desire in
your mind to attain something, since your mind is not yours, it
is with me now?”
Thus Virkat ji said, “When I have already given my body,
mind and wealth to my guru, so if any body insults me, it is his
(my guru’s) insult and any body respects me, it is also his
respect.”:
Je Sukh Deh Ta Tujhah Araadhee Dukh Bhee Tujhai
Dhiaaee ||2||
Je Bhukh Deh Ta it Hee Raajaa Dukh Vich Sookh
Manaaee ||3||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 757)
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Next day Mai Mastani came to see Virkat ji by tractor
from Kalyan Maanki, Virkat ji was sitting in a very calm mood.
He told Mai Mastani with a cool mind, “I have surrendered
myself completely to Sant Maharaj ji.” When this incident was
narrated in Rara Sahib, Sant Baba Harnek Singh ji serving in
community kitchen told that Sant Maharaj ji asked the followers
the next day, “whether anybody had taken off turban of Virkat,
see that it is my turban, be careful.”

Religious Congregations of Raikot
After a few days the religious congregations by His
Holiness were to be organised in Raikot. The devotees
belonging to Panjgarian and Baple villages discussed with Baba
Narain Singh and Virkat ji and decided to offer milk to Maharaj
ji. The milk was collected by the followers. Both holimen (Baba
Narain Singh and Virkat ji) went to Raikot on tractor of
Balwinder singh. The followers cleaned the road and tents were
erected along the banks of road. All the arrangements were
made perfectly. Now it was the time of arrival of the car of His
Holiness, both the holy-men requested all the followers to pay
their respects with deep devotion. Bhai Lal Singh boiled the
milk, put sugar (slightly in excess) in the milk. Fresh flowergarlands were prepared. The carpet was spread over the whole
path. The followers who were coming to attend the congregation
stopped there to see the elegent preparation to greet His
Holiness.
Meanwhile the sacred car carrying His Holiness was
approaching the site. with a fast speed. Both, Virkat ji and
Baba Narain Singh laid straight on the road. All the followers
greeted Maharaj ji most respectfully when the car stopped,
His Holiness asked the driver, “Who is there?” Driver Bhai
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Hazura Singh said, “Maharaj ji, he is Virkat.” When the window
of car was opened, the rifle of Bhai Sher Singh of Lohad Baddii
was struck in the window as he was getting out. Both the holy
men remained lying prostate on the road. Meanwhile Maharaj
ji came out of car and asked Sher Singh, “pick them up by
holding their arms.” Maharaj ji was garlanded and respectfully
greated by all. The state of mind of Virkat ji was as :

i' e{eo do^do fco? d[o^d[o eo? ;G e'fJ .
i' J/e do ek j' oj? d[o d[o eo? B e'fJ ..
When Virkat ji bowed his head before Maharaj ji, who
uttered happily, “Woh, Virkat was over joyed”. A poet
expresses this stage of happiness as:

o'I efjs/ E/ fe sBjk ip fwb/Ar/ :ko ;/.
ip dhJ/ fdB[ t[j y[dk B/ j'P" jtk; T[V rJ/.
n"o jw br/ ofj rJ/ s;tho eh ikfBp dhtko ;/.
All the followers showered flowers. Baba ji asked Virkat
Ji to offer milk to his holiness and also prayed with folded
hands, “Maharaj ji, kindly be kind to us, take us in your shelter,
and make your servants”. Virkat was thinking in his mind as:
s/o/ do e' S'V eo jw p/Btk ikJ/A ejK.
:k psk d/ e'Jh ngB/ i?;k xo jw/A.
p?m/ j?A s/o/ do g/ s' e[M eo e/ T[m/Ar/.
:k fwbkg jh fwb/rk :k wo e/ T[m/Ar/.
Maharaj ji, laughingly, said, “you were not away from us,
neither you have gone to anyone else. Since you are ours, so
you had been with us always”. Then he asked the devotees to
which village they belong. Virkat ji said, “They are from
Panjgarian, Bapla and the nearby villages.” Maharaj ji then
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said, “It is the time for congregation now. All of you may come
there.” When Maharaj ji got up from his seat to sit in the car,
both Baba Narain Singh and Virkat ji were having tears in
their eyes. Sant Maharaj ji patted both of them. Virkat ji could
not utter a single word due to overjubilation and said in his
mind:

s/o/ do s/ fijVk nkfJnk ykbh ed/ Bk w[fVnk.
BdhnK Bkb/ ;[Ze^;[Ze ikd/ ;kro ed/ Bk E[fVnk.
s/o/ do T[~s/ dfJnk w?ƒ gkg eoK w?A oZi oZi e/.
gkg eo/Ad/ y[PhnK w?ƒ s/ s?ƒ godk eZi^eZi e/.
Then His Holiness uttered, “do not mind any thing, all of
you come to the congregation.” There were no bounds of
happiness among the followers. They all sang in chorus:

w?A GkrK tkbk ih doPB j'r/, doPB j'r/.
“we are very lucky, we have Darshan”

Going to Mangewal Saluting by lying prostate
on ground
As Bhagat (Sant) Kabir got the clue for his objective on
seeing the state of mind of a flower girl, similarly Virkat ji had
a dream between 1 AM to 1.30 AM because he had no lack in
observance of his first amorous desire for Almighty through his
guru. Bant Singh was also sleeping near him. It was the time to
wake up as per their schedule (routine). He heard a loud thunder
saying, “wake up man, make best use of the time. recall your
promise and keep your word.” Hearing this miraculous voice
he immediately got up and said to Bant Singh, “Have you heard
any voice?” Bant Singh was still sleeping. He got up, sat with
him and asked, “Why did you wake me up? It is my bad luck.”
Virkat ji asked “What happend to you?” Bant Singh told, “I
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was having holy glimpse of His Holiness Sant Maharaj of Rara
Sahib. I could not make out where was he going. He was
wearing only vest and underwear shorts. He was sweating
heavily. I was delighted to have Darshan of Maharaj ji. you
have deprived me of the enjoyment of this beautiful vista.”
Virkat ji asked him, “Did you not hear any thunderous sound
prior to this dream?” Virkat began thinking in his mind and
went to take his bath. After taking him bath he told Bant Singh,
“It is a reminding instruction for me, because I had pledged to
go upto Rara Sahib from village by lying down prostate on the
road. But today Maharaj ji is in Mangewal to deliver the
discourse. His Holiness has pointed me to kowtow (saluting
by prostation) here upto Mangewal only. Let us prepare the
sacred pudding, it is the proper time.” He immediately went to
Darbar Sahib, respectfully placed sacred pudding near the holy
scripture and recited a hymn from Guru Granth Sahib and started
performing kowtow in the wee hours of morning. He laid down
straight and touched all the eight himbs of his body on to the
earth, marked a line, stood up, he repeated the same
performance from this marked line. All the villages were looking
at him from top of their roofs and were astonished to see that
what had happened to this lad of Gills. It was now talk of the
town and there were different types of comments being passed
on him. A few said, “It is not a difficult task for him because he
is a man of firm determination, whatever he vows to do he
does it, no body can stop him from completing his mission,
moreover he had done many works for the village earlier too.”
Some people said that it was impossible to reach Mangewal in
this posture of lying on roads. Some of them advised him to
Kowtow when he reached near the destination. But he was
just reciting the hymn and proceeding forward without paying
any heed to anyone. His aim was only:
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Jab Naachee Tab Ghooghat Kaisaa Matukee Forh
Niraaree||
Naanak Aapai Aap Pachhaanai Gurmukh Tat Beechaaree
||4||4||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1112)

He continued recitation of hymns and proceeding forward
lying prostate on the ground. All his clothes became very dirty.
The moths (lovers) only know to sacrifice their lives over light.
He had only one firm determination in his mind like lovers to
just meet his beloved by kowtow only come what may whatever
people may say, he had nothing else in his mind. For those
who think more, Gurbani says:
Kabeer Dagmag Ki-aa Karahi Kahaa Dulaaveh Jee-o ||
Sarab Sookh Ko Naa-iko Raam Naam Ras Pee-o ||3||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1364)

Whosoever worships, must have trust in Him. Those who
do not have full faith, cannot be fully rewarded. A person who
was born in a village, did many social works for the villagers,
but when he adopted the path of religious pursuit, had abandored
all those affections & fondness he enjoyed as a bird escapes
from a cage and enjoys a life of freedom. In a similar way he
paid no attention to hear says of the people. He did not take
notice of any remarks made by them. He was still continuing
to complete his mission to fulfil his pledge. some kind hearted
villages brought milk for him to drink, but he did not accept it.
Many followers walked along him carried water with them.
Virkat ji took water only when he felt thirsty. Mean while it
was time for congregation. The followers from nearby villagers
were moving towards the site of congregation at Mangewal.
They noticed Virrakat ji proceeding towards the site laying
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prostate on ground. They said that a few of them said that it
was very-position. These devotees remarked, “Sant of Rara
Sahib is very great and his followers are highly devoted and
very courageous.” Some people were of the view, “this man
has too much trust in His Holiness, would he gain its fruit
accordingly?”
They were expreesing their sentiments according to their
thinking level. Both types of remarks favourable in his praise
as well as sarcastic were being passed on this act of Virkat ji.
Meanwhile a woman devotee said, “I had full faith in His
Holiness, I will believe only, when on his (Virkat ji’s) reaching
the site of congregation Maharaj ji starts reciting:
Prabh Sabh Tera Ji Mai Kich Nahi||
It was noon now. He could only cover his journey upto
middle of Mannal from Panjgarian since morning to noon. The
followers returned back, but he took rest in a field on the other
side of Mannal and restarted in very early morning next day.
Maharaj ji was to deliver discourse at 2.30 PM. Before the
start of the congregation Maharaj ji said, “Set this mike closer
to me, because I have to exert pressure on both sides.”
Maharaj ji started reciting his first verse, Virkat ji arrived near
the Pandal paying his respect in that state of lying prostate on
the ground. Every body started looking at him, then Maharaj ji
uttered “An amorist (a devotee in love with me) is coming.”
His Holiness, at once started reciting:
Prabh Sabh Tera Ji Mai Kich Nahi ||
After this there was an unexceptional change in his
temparament. He started to eat less, talk less and sleep less,
Thus he acquire all these characteristics of a perfect meditator.
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He had no attachment with his physique now. He was always
in enjoyment of repeated recitation of Thy Name as instructed
by guru. He always had picture of guru in mind feeling his
physical presence all around him. His body was getting lean,
but the state of his mind was attaining the stage of spiritual
calmness. He could now clearly distinguish between the love
of guru and its influence on one side and worldly attachment
and its effects on the other side. He was now able to differentiate
spiritual bliss from worldly pleasures. Since he was well
educated and took active role in social works, so he had good
acquaintance with high government officers. He was a
sportsman, an army personal, social worker and a poet, and
enjoyed a respectful life in various fields, so the people from
various quarters were close to you. He was known to S. Partap
Singh Kairon, the then Chief Minister of Punjab, Deputy
Commissioner Phulka, MLA Gurdit Singh, Giani Kartar Singh,
Kanwar Mahinderpal Singh D.C., etc. They all liked him and
had a great regard for him. On the other side it was life like a
fakir, complete dedication fro surrender to guru and the path
of spiritualism, yet the spiritual bliss he was enjoying by his
guru’s blessing was much higher than the short lived and
comparatively negligible worldly pleasure. He was now realizing
that the pleasure from worldly affairs was nothing but a heap
of garbage and worthless. Actually his happiness in his guru
was increasing day by day and worldy pleasure was looking
like a venum to him. Worldly happiness is a like a drop while
pleasure from recitation of religious song in Thy praise is a
river. and concentration of mind in the photo of guru is like an
ocean. Virkat ji got involved in this spiritual bliss in such a way
that he forgot to care for his physique. Hair of his body started
falling.
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When the prescribed period was over, he came to
Karamsar, Rara Sahib with Bant Singh. Maharaj ji was in his
chair. He paid his respect and in his ascetic stage prayed
standing with folded hands & tears in eyes with a choked throat,
“Maharaj ji, when we water the vegetation etc. on earth in
return they grow to become trees, provide shadow and sweet
fruits to us, you have been very kind to us and are providing
us shelter as we were wandering about since several births.
What can we offer to you? Maharaj ji, as a farmer goes to his
fields and looks at the crop of mustard, the tender stem of
musturd is overjoyed to see his master. The farmer (master)
plucks it and brings to his home, chops it into small pieces,
puts in a cooking vessel and makes a dish of it. The tender
stalk simmers in the vessel and becomes happy that its master
has considered it worth for preparing a dish. Maharaj ji, it
tolerates the pungent effect of salt and pepper and sacrifices
its life for master; but we can’t do even this much. The stalk is
thus better than us. We have offered nothing to you.”
Maharaj ji, listened to his prayer, smiled and then uttered,
“Since how much time you have been initiated? Your question
is still immature, it is a questions, which a student of tenth class
asks. Not much time has passed since you are practicing on
name”. He laughed again advised Virkat ji, “Bhai, it is all by
our union with you during your previous birth”. His Holiness
then bestowed some more methods to meditate upon. Virkat
ji got much encouraged that as His Holiness would always
show him the path for further meditation in future.
He then returned to his original place at Bapla. He sent
for Mistry Fateh Singh and asked him, “Please give me the
photo of Maharaj ji which is installed in your house” Bhai Fateh
Singh said, “let us first prepare a hermit for you” After
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completion of the hut, he brought the picture of Maharaj ji and
handed it over to Virkat ji. He (Virkat ji) got involved meditating
on Name as usual. He would meditate for the time he could,
after that he was reciting Guru Granth Sahib. When he felt
cold, or sleepy during night, he would go to mounds and sing
the hymn very loudly. In this way he got releived of feeling cold
and could avoid sleep; after this he used to sit for meditation
again. Sometimes he would ask Bhai Mukand Singh of
Mangewal to bring Tumbi (a single stringed musical instrument
usually used by folk singers). Both of them used to get fully
absorved in singing devotional songs in the praise of Almighty
playing on this Tumbi for the whole night. One day Bhai
Mukand Singh asked him, “We sing hymns for the whole night,
after that you sit for meditation. Singing is also a kind of
meditation” He replied, “Mukand Singh, the feelings of a dumb,
can be followed by his mother only. By singing loudly, we
concentrate our mind and restrict it from wandering heither
and theither and to keep it stablised. That is why has to recite
hymn (perform kirtan). When recitation is done with
concentration, the state of mind attains much higher status. All
the Sants of ancient time have been observing this religious
practice. This procedure of religious observance was adopted
by Bhagat Namdev, Bhagat Sain and many more. We are to
proceed further by this Kirtan Bhagti (devotional worship by
singing). As we have certain views and characteristics, God
also have such characteristics when we are in meditation with
deep concentration, our love, and attachment in progressively
developed, concentration is further increased. The
characteristics of God (devotee’s devout appears in the
behaviour of the devotee). If it is not happening it means the
love is not developed.” He described another illustration, “As
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we have a servant in our house. If the servant does all the
work in the absence of his master, feeling the presence of latter,
then there is no need of the master to give instructions to him.
The master understands that this servant is working as if it is
his own house. The master always pays him happily even more
than his normal salary. It is a matter of principles in this material
world. Similarly there must be some principles of God too.
When meditating on Thy name, Almighty will surely bestow
benefaction on us. As Kabir ji says:
Kabeer Kayso Kayso Kookee-ai Na So-ee-ai Asaar ||
Raat Divas Kay Kooknay Kabhoo Kay Sunai Pukaar ||223||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1376)

Thus he got a hut prepared for him after getting permission
from Maharaj ji. Thereafter he pledged to observe silence for
six months. It was a rule of it that not to point signal to anyone
without any purpose not to see into anybody’s eyes and also
not to converse with anyone in writing. One day Sant Puran
Singh ji Gayian wala came to meet him. He paid regards from
a distance, which was reciprocated by Virkat ji with folded
hands & bowing his head. Sant ji could follow that Virkat ji
was observing silence. He sat there for sometime, took his
bath. The villagers, who had their field nearby – as Bhai
Charanjit Singh Dhaliwal, Bhai Karnail Singh Sarpanch, were
always keeping an eye on the visitors, so that they might not
disturb Sant ji (Virkat ji). They would stop them at a distance.
But they knew that Sant Puran Singh was well known to Virkat
ji. He belonged to Mehlan Khurd, so they served him with
meals. After a long time, two-three persons decided to meet
the Sant. They included Sant Puran Singh, Sant Teja Singh
Doctor, a self absorbed carefree monk. He stayed with Sant
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Jasbir Singh of Kalemala. Third person was Giani Narain Singh.
They thought that this lonely place was best suitable for
performing meditation, because the state of mind depends on
what we see and think around us. There is verse in Gurbani in
this context:
Bin Daykhay Upjai Nahee Aasaa ||
Jo Deesai So Ho-ay Binaasaa ||
Baran Sahith Jo Jaapai Naam ||
So Jogee Kayval Nihkaam ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1167)

This place was such that each devotec wished to practicse
meditation here, may be one may be half- heartedly interested
in meditation. The whistling sound of wind passing through the
thick grown elephant grass was serving the purpose of
melodious tune for devotional songs. It is natural that such a
place is infested with poisonous creatures. The rope-length
long snakes were wandering about here freely. The people get
afraid to see these snakes, but they did not harm any body. So
the three Sants stayed there together and enjoyed worshipping
and meditating. They left after staying there for a few days
now it was time of breaking silence by Virkat ji. He then asked
Bhai Mukand Singh, “Please bring a bicycle we are to go to
Rara Sahib tomorrow in the morning.” He reached Rara Sahib
taking Mukand Singh with him. There he prayed to Maharaj ji,
“Cherisher of the poor”! the place where we live, there is a
thickly grown elephant grass all around and snakes are in
abundance there. Sometimes they enter my hut, but they never
cause any harm to me. They sit under my mat or even sometime
on the mat with their hood one it. I get scared to see them.”
Maharaj ji said, “you are to see the Ultimate Reality (The God)
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is all. You are not to see that creature (of God) in the form of a
snake. It is appearance of God, who can acquire his
appearance in the form of any of the living creature”.:
Braham Deesai Braham Suneeai ek ek Wakhaaneeai ||
Aatam Pasaaraa Karanhaaraa Prabh Binaa Nahee
Jaaneeai ||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 846)

Then Maharaj ji uttered with smile, “you know those who
keep watch on you, Snake can see them, but your eye cannot.
The martyr Singhs guard and watch you.” Afterward Virkat ji
told many times that when he was living at Baple and got late
to meditation, some Singh used to wake him up by flicking
their fingers. He further said, “One day when I was sitting in
front of my cavern, a large, poisonous snake was moving about
with his hood up, I asked the snake; why was it threatening
me? If someone comes here to threaten you what will you do?
You will not even find a place to run.” Virkat ji just said this to
snake that a peacock came there and sat on the acacia tree.
The snake left the place immediately on looking the peacock.
Next day the snake come again at the same time. Virkat ji then
recollected the utterances of Maharaj ji that it is Almighty who
comes before you in the form of any appearance, sometimes a
king, sometimes a begger. A verse in gurbani in the reference
is :
Eekai Roop Anoop Saroopa ? Raanka Bhayo Raav Kaheen
Bhoopa ||
Aandaja Jeraja Setaja Keenee ? Autabhuja Khaan Bahur
Rach Deenee ||394||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1467)
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When he was reciting this hymn, the snake settled down
quiety. It was strange to see that when Virkat ji closed his eyes
and got absorbed in deep meditation without any utterance,
snake again started snorting. Meanwhile Bhai Dalip singh came
there with musk-melons in his hand. He noticed a large snake
sitting there and started trembling, thus his musk-melon got
scattered. Virkat ji laughed at it and asked, “What happened,
Dalip Singh?” Dalip Singh asked Virkat ji to stand up
immediately & leave that place as there was a large snake
sitting in front of him. Virkat ji said, “I am under His control
there are many such snakes moving about here by His will, so
do not get scared.”

Fountain Episode
Virkat ji remained completely engrossed in meditation as
usual; taking his meals once a day and remained always happy
in singing devotional songs and worshipping. The following
verse describes such a stage of devotion as:
Gurmukh Antar Sahj Hai Man Charhi-aa Dasvai Aakaas ||
Tithai Oonagh Na Bhukh Hai Har Amrit Naam Sukh Vaas||
Naanak Dukh Sukh Vi-aapat Nahee Jithai Aatam Raam
Pargaas ||16||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1414)

He was sleeping too less and did not take much rest. When
he left he would proceed to Rara Sahib on foot. One day he
reached the abode of Sant Maharaj ji in Dhablan in the evening
moving on foot. Next day only he could have glimpse of
Maharaj ji at the time of discourse only. He prayed, “Maharaj
ji sometimes I do not get fully involved in the shabad. He
explained this state of mind to His Holiness.” Maharaj ji asked,
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“What and how do you do? How much time do you devote to
meditation?” He told his schedule in details “I sit for recitation
of Thy name repeatedly at 00.30 A.M. and remain sitting there
upto 9-10 A.M. Somebody places meals there, I just take a
little of it and them complete my ablutions & then again sit
there till the evening. I sit for meditation in the morning with the
support of the tree in such a way that when shadow comes
there in the noon, I may not have to change my place. After
sunset and relieving myself from personal hygiene. I enter my
hut and recite Rehras. I sing devotional songs till 11 P.M. and
then go to sleep.”
Maharaj ji, on hearing all this, uttered, “A person who
himself gets up early in the morning, lives all alone is like beating
a lion in this age of darkness” and instructed him, “when mind
gets exhausted, you must start reading & reciting gurubani. If
the mind is not fully concentrated and gets scattered, you must
shift from meditation to reading gurubani. As a stubborn horse
is controlled by whirling it, similarly a wavering mind (in the
form of a stubborn horse) is released from useless thoughts by
involving it in recitation of gurubani by wisdom again and again.
After two-three attempts unwanted thoughts will start vanishing.
Once you get absorbed in meditation your concentration of
mind will automatically develop. It is the characteristic of mind
that if one does not do any effort to control it, it gets spoiled.
Mind is like a snake, if one says that I can kill the snake by
blowing puff from my mouth, it does not die one needs a rod
to kill it.” According to gurubani:
Ghooghar Baadh Bajaaveh Taalaa ||
Antar Kapat Fireh Baytaalaa ||
Varmee Maaree Saap Na Moo-aa ||
Parabh Sabh Kichh Jaanai Jin Too Kee-aa ||3||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1347, 1348)
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In this way Maharaj ji gave him many religious instructions
to follow. After this he returned back to Baple and started
practicing hard again. On one day in summer, when it was very
hot, he was sitting in deep meditation on a high mound. He
used to sit for meditation for quite a long time, sometimes for
14 hours a day continuously. Sant Baba Teja Singh Doctor, of
Damdami Taksal, narrates, “whenever we come to see Virkat
ji at Baple, he would say us to sit for meditation for a while,
we could immediately sense that it is not known to anybody
that when he would free us, because he used to sit in the early
morning till evening. He can sit unperturbed in deep meditation,
as it appeared that meditator, meditation and (Almighty) on
whom he meditates are become indistinguishable. In such a
stage his concentration of mind acquired microscopic spheres
leaving the macroscopic ones.
The place where he was sitting, a hot wind was blowing
over the burning hot sand. This hot wind was compelling every
passer by to find some shelter under a shady tree. The villagers
take their cattle to nearby pond, birds were also seeking place
near water, but Virkat ji was completely absorbed and focused
his mind on His Holiness in this scorching heat of the months of
June-July (Jeth & Aharh) at about 1.30 PM, he realized that
somebody was showering water on him. He was feeling cool
as if a sikh (devotee) has fascinated his guru by bonds of love.
This continued for 1 PM. to 3-4 PM. He got up by about 6
PM. While himself from his personal hygene, he was
continuously thinking of this incidence and then laid on the cot.
He was of the view that his beloved (Maharaj ji) has done him
this miracle. After about two days he again went to Maharaj ji
at Dhablan. He paid his respects and sat with Babu ji. In fact
Babu was very distinguished personality in Dhablan. His real
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name was Rala Singh. He did a great contribution to this holy
place. All the followers called him Babu ji. Even Maharaj ji
also called him Babu ji. Babu ji enquired about well-being of
Virkat ji, During conversation between them he (Virkat ji) asked
Babu ji, “was Maharaj ji here or gone somewhere else 4-5
days earlier.” Babu ji told, “Maharaj ji remained in the bath
room on that day, sitting under the fountain shower all the time.”
He could immediately follow that this miracle was done by his
beloved His Holiness.
He stayed busy in service, there for two days. He
requested to Maharaj ji, when on his religious seat , “Kindly
allow me to observe silence for six months.” Maharaj ji asked
him, “Do you know how many types of silence are?” He kept
mum. His Highness again uttered, “Donot observe silence as
others do. What people do that after pledging to keep silent,
they will go on writing on paper to communicate with others.
We are to live life according to dictates in gurbani. These are
many examples in history, and we are to follow them.” Virkat
ji asked, “How should I do?”
Maharaj ji explained the first type of silence as –
1) First type of silence is to be observed by tongue. Your
mind may not bring the tongue under your control. By in
vilification, false malicious talks, back biting etc. He does
not feel jealous, enmity tempered. A person who observes
silence in the way is better than those who do not keep
quiet. But it does not mean that tongue is locked, he still
communicated by giving signals, by fingers or by writing
on paper:
Ma 1
Likh Likh Parriaa ||
Tetaa Kariaa ||
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Bahu Teerath Bhaviaa ||
Teto Laviaa ||
Bahu Bhekh Keeaa Dehee Dukh Deeaa ||
Sahu Vae Jeeaa Apnaa Keeaa ||
Ann Na Khaa-i-aa Saad Gavaa-i-aa ||
Bahu Dukh Paa-i-aa Doojaa Bhaa-i-aa ||
Bastar Na Pahirai ||
Ahinis Kaharai ||
Mon Wigoothaa ||
Kio Jaagai Gur Bin Sootaa ||
Pag Upetaanaa ||
Apnaa Keeaa Kamaanaa ||
Al Mal Khaaee Sir Chhaaee Paaee ||
Moorakh Andhai Pat Gavaaee ||
Win Naavai Kichh Thaae Na Paaee ||
Rahai Bebaanee Maree Masaanee ||
Andh Na Jaanai Phir Pachhuthaanee ||
Satguru Bhete So Sukh Paae ||
Har Kaa Naam Man-ne Wasaaee ||
Naanak Nadar Kare So Paaeae ||
Aas Andaese Te Nihkeval Haomai Sabad Jalaae ||2||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 467, 468)

Maaroo Mehalaa 5
Bayd Pukaarai Mukh Tay Pandat Kaamaaman Kaa
Maathaa ||
Monee Ho-ay Baithaa ikaantee Hirdai Kalpan Gaathaa ||
Ho-ay Udaasee Garihu Taj Chali-o Chhutkai Naahee
Naathaa ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1003)
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2) Second type of silence is to keep your senses under control.
Prevent them from getting attracted towards doing evils.
Do not allow your eyes to see heither and theither. Keep
you ears dumb so that they should not listen to vulgar songs,
vilification etc. Close your nose not to feel foul smell or
pleasant fragrance. Keep your tongue away from tastes,
not to talk ill-will and not to be harsh to others, because
state of mind expresses the desire of enjoyment of material
pleasures through these sensory organs. Detach your mind
from the senses and attach it with God. Observance of
this type of silence is thousand times more fruitful than the
first type of silence.
3) Maharaj ji described the third type of silence to
contemplate on guru’s word, always keeping in mind the
appearance of guru:
Gur Kee Moorat Man Mah Dhiaan ||
Gur Kai Sabad Mantara Man Maan ||
Gur Kae Charan Ridai Lai Dhaarao ||
Gur Paarbraham Sadaa Namasakaarao ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 864)

Thus focus your mind on guru’s appearance and do not
allow it to deviate from it, because if your mind is
concentrated on guru’s photo, it will never think of other
worldly affairs. No thoughts will develop in your mind. To
think of past deeds and to apprehend about the future one
is always harmful that leads to detraction of mind. This
chain should not be broken in dreams too. Neither think ill
of others nor have any bad dream. You are to resolve
that :
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Mann Toon Jot Saroop Hai Aapnaa Mool Pachhaan ||
Man Har Jee Terai Naal Hai Gurmatee Rang Maan ||
Mool Pachhaanah Taan Sah Jaanah Maran Jeevan Kee
Sojhee Hoee ||
Gur Parsaadee eko Jaanah Taan Dojaa Bhaao Na Hoee ||
Man Saant Aaee Wajee Wadhaaee Taa Hoaa Parvaan ||
io Kahai Naanak Man Toon Jot Saroop Hai Apnaa Mool
Pachhaan ||5||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 441)

4) The forth type of silence is to enquire religious knowledge.
When a devotee practises according to the instructions
given by his guru, he attains this fourth stage of observing
silence. According to verse in gurubani :
Giaan Anjan Gur Deeaa Agiaan Andher Binaas ||
Har Kirpaa Tae Sant Bhetiaa Naanak Man Pargaas ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 293)

Always sleep in mind that God is omnipresent. Always
wish welfare of every one realizing that he/she is your own
replica. That is why it is said that a person who has attained
feels arrogant, whatsoever he looks, he finds himself present
in it. One has arrogance only if we think others as different
from us. In this state mind remains calm and well concentrated
and always prays for the welfare of others. This is the superiormost mode of silence. But this stage of silence is achieved only
one practises the first type of silence successfully. As we go on
practising, the scattered mind gets under control.”
He then prayed to His Holiness that this would be only
possible By the grace fo his holiness. Maharaj ji uttered “No
matter, if you are determined, you will succeed in your mission.
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If one wants to become a wrestler, he should be a perfect one.
If you are to learn something, must learn it properly, not halfheartedly. Such people are only respected in the world. Thus
if one is to become a Sadhu, he must be a perfect one. Those
who start any work and leave it mid way to do another one
never succeed.”
He fell in Maharaj ji’s feet and said, “Maharaj ji, the ideas
which have now developed in my mind, can bring fruit only by
your grace.”
He then returned back to Bapla after seeking permission
from Maharaj ji. He informed all the devotees in Thapla, and
started performing silence telling its mode to all senior devotees
viz. Bhai Lal Singh, Bhai Mukand Singh, Bhai Kaka Singh,
Bhai Amar Singh, Bhai Gajja Singh etc. He always used to
take food once a day after taking bath. He would stroll in the
darkness of night so that nobody could see him. He got very
weak, but the enjoyment of spiritual bliss always kept him in
high spirits. As per guru’s words :
Jhim Jhim Varsai Amrit Dhaaraa ||
Man Peevai Sune Sabad Beechaaraa ||
Anad Binod Kare Din Raatee Sadaa Sadhaa Har Kelaa
Jeeo ||2||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 102)

During this practice of silence, he suffered from prolepses
of the naval (stretching or Umbilicus muscles). The body
became dry and warm. The pleasure due to recitation of Name
was increasing day by day but he did not care for his health.
Maharaj ji handed over one rosary, one photo (of Maharaj ji)
and one handkerchief to Baba Narian Singh and said, “go to
Baple; give these three articles to Virkat and tell him not to be
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too much preserving, any target is achieved only at the
appropriate time. He must take light meals at least twice a
day.” When Baba Narain Singh came to Bapla from Rara
Sahib, he observed that:
Physique of Virkat ji appeared very frugal. He was
delighted to see Baba ji. He spread a sheet for Baba ji to sit
and very humbly bowed his head before him and requested
him “Let us take some refreshment. I am also to take my meals.”
Meanwhile followers from Baple brought some meals for them.
Both enjoyed the meals and went inside the hut. Baba Narain
Singh handed over the offerings given by His Holiness to Virkat
ji and narrated the whole incident and told him that Maharaj ji
had instructed him, “not to take this attachment and love for
His Holiness as a stubbornness. Take it normally.”

Mai Mastani Visited Bapla
When Maharaj ji came to deliver the sermons in Brahmpur,
the followers from all the neighboring villages reached there.
The followers of the region used to go to listen discoursed in a
group. The roving mendicants (Bihangam) and women
devotees, who were staying at Rara Sahib, always had the
desire to attend all the congregations whenever these may be
organized and to listen to the discourses by His Holiness. Virkat
ji also reached there. It was always a big crowd there, so he
used to return back immediately after the congregation was
over. After the conclusion of congregation Mai Mastani made
up her mind to see Virkat ji. She expressed her desire to some
devotees of the area. They also wished to accompany Mai
Mastani to see Virkat ji. Thus they came to Bapla and asked
about his whereabouts when the family of Bhai Amar Singh
came to know about arrival of some devotee from Rara Sahib,
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they greeted them and extended good hospitality to them. Then
they proceeded towards Sodhis’ pond, where Virkat ji and
one more hut for Baba Narain Singh ji. Both of them used to
perform meditation in these huts. They did not have any other
activity there. It was quite a lonely place that any other who
visited that spot, got scared, but these two souls were enjoying
their blissful life here. Mai Mastani, along with many cofollowers, came to see him at this place. Both were followers
of same guru; hence they exchanged regards. There was no
cot etc. to sit, so a mat was spread on which all of them were
seated. He shared well wishes for each other. During their
conversation, Virkat ji enquired about all the holy places related
to Maharaj ji and said, “Bibi ji, it is my good luck that you
have come here.” Mai Mastani told him that she was always
anxious to see ascetic Sant. She said that she had already
showed this desire to everybody in Dhablan to visit his
(Virkat’s ) hermitage.
Many people had doubts in their minds about Sant Ranjit
Singh that why Virkat ji was residing away from Maharaj ji,
because latter had great affection and love for him, which caused
others to feel jealous of Virkat ji. Mai ji also told him that
people were saying that he could never have glimpse of His
Holiness. There were many such matters they discussed,
because they were co-followers of same guru and remained
together under the palronage of Maharaj ji. They exchanged
many memories of the days they passed in Rara Sahib. When
Mai gave all such information, he said, “As we know there
were many milk-maids (female companions) of Shri Krishna.
One day all the milk maids were talking with each other and
one of them said, “Shri Krishna was with me in my house”, the
other said, “Why are you gossiping? He stayed with me for
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the whole night”. Third said, “Both of you are lying, God was
in my room.” Thus they all started making sarcastic remarks
at each other. Then Rukmani explained them, “why do the
people worship us? It is all due to Shri Krishna. It does not
look nice that we should fight with each other.” They said,
“We are not fighting, but are telling other but they were telling
lies,”: Rukmani said, “It is all due to your foolishness. You have
taken God as a human being. When we consider Him as
Almighty, who is omnipresent, you can realize His presence
everywhere.”
Rani Jhala wished to serve meals to Ravidass she made
all the Brahmins to sit in a row and seat for Ravidass was set a
little higher. The Brahmins objected to it that Ravidass belonged
to a low caste and was untouchable, so they would not share
meals with him. They said, “Our religions will get polluted”.
Bhagat Ravidass was omniscient & hence knew all this before
hand. He was seated at a separate place. When after prayers,
the Brahmin, who took his first morsel in his month, stopped.
When asked he told, “Bhagat ji is sharing meals with me”.
Similarly it happened with all the Brahmins. Each of them was
heard saying, “Bhagat ji is sharing food with me also”. The
God made his appearance to be seen by every one. So he said
to Mai Mastani, “Maharaj ji is always living with me in this
thickly grown elephant grass”. Mai Mastani and other devotees
were surprised to know about his unbelievable tolerance and
patience as well as love for Maharaj ji.

Bibi Harbans Kaur
Bibi Harbans Kaur who is now popularly known as Bhain
(sister) Harbans Kaur went to see Virkat ji for the first time,
Mata Bibi Nihal Kaur was also accompanying her. She realized
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a feeling of extra ordinary peace to have glimpse of Mahatma
(Virkat ji) In fact, Bibi Harbans Kaur was keenly interested in
religious prayers and meditation from the very beginning. She
always loved to listen discourses of His Holiness Sant Attar
Singh ji Maharaj of Rara Sahib, who initiated her to recite
mystical formula and recitation of Sukhmani Sahib once a day.
She was regularly performing it with deep devotion.
She would try to listen to all the discourses delivered in
congregations organized in nearby villages. She would oftenly
go there on foot. She used to do the service at the holy tank
along her mother. The site of the pond was kuccha, where the
women devotees gathered to danb the ground with
and soil to give it a beautiful look. Virkat ji also used such
service at this sacred place. At that time he was very reserve
person. He used to talk to Baba Narain Singh only and remained
in his company only to do such services of holy places. Bibi
Harbans Kaur told him that she had been initiated by His
Holiness himself, then Virkat ji said, “every person is living
with a specific purpose. As you have taken birth, you are related
to this physical body. You consider those as your parents who
brought this mortal frame on earth. The brother, sister, wealth,
property, your honour, respect etc. are all boons because of
this physique. If you so desire, you can discharge duties of
enjoying this life and what we gain out of this is named as
sensuality. Practising like this in sensuality we forget our
physical appearance. As a drunkard person loses his mental
faculties after consuming some intoxicant and then get addicted
to it. They want to see the world as they wish it to be. These
sensualities become causes of their rebirth. They make notions
& conceptions according to their sensual feeling in the present
life. One works according to his conceptions. He gets good
reward for virtuous deeds white bad rewards for evils.”
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Bibi Harbans Kaur started to look after the great persons
after this advice by Virkat ji, whose utterance touched her
inner-conscions. She prayed, “Baba ji, kindly librate me from
cycle of births and rebirths.”
Bibi ji stayed at this holy place since then to meditate and
serve. She is still staying at this place.

Vehengi Baba Ji's Episode
Sant Virkat ji had a deep faith in his father-like guru- His
Holiness. Many instances can be quoted from his life describing
this faith. He was always having in mind the appearance of
Maharaj ji, thinking about him and his utterances, which were
always resounding in his mind. He had a blind faith in his sayings
and acted upon them with cent percent belief. He would reach
the site of religious congregation of Maharaj ji, held anywhere,
at all costs. He never objected to any of the order and word
from His Holiness. Once His Holiness Sant Maharaj ji of Rara
Sahib was to deliver discourse in Chandigarh for fifteen days.
Virkat ji started from Ludhiana to Chandigarh on foot, although
he had the fare to pay upto Chandigarh in his pocket. He stayed
for the night at Chamkaur Sahib on the way. There is a bridge
of Poth at the backside of Chamkaur Sahib. This bridge is
near the gurdwara Jharh Sahib. An old aged Baba was staying
on this bridge. He was popularly known as ‘Vehngi Wala Baba
(Sant having contrivance). He used to look after the shoes of
devotees attending the religious congregations of Sant of Rara
Sahib held at Delhi and Rara Sahib. There were three kiosks
on this bridge. In one kiosk Guru Granth Sahib was respectfully
installed, in second he served food to devotees while in the
third kiosk he stayed himself. He always distributed meals to
devotees going to Anandpur Sahib on this bridge Virkat ji also
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made halt beneath the mango tree while going to Chandigarh.
The Baba come to him and asked for food. Virkat ji replied in
assertive to provide him if the former had. Baba gave him a
Missi Roti with a nugget of jaggery on it. After some times
Baba again asked Virkat ji if he needed tea, who expressed
his unwillingness to take tea. Then Baba requested him to stay
there for night. Virkat said, “I never stay for the night with
anyone”.
Baba:
Where you want to go?
Virkat ji : I am going to Chandigarh to attend the religious
congregation of His Holiness of Rara Sahib.
Baba:
Are you going to that cheat?
Virkat ji:
Baba, you have installed Guru Granth Sahib. Do
you want to keep your tongue pure or polluted?
Baba:
My tongue gets purified when I talk against him.
Virkat ji:
Does your tongue get purified to talk against the
Sants?
Baba:
Yes, it becomes, He is the man who chastises and
cuts the hair-braids of nubile girls, puts collyrium
powder in his eyes, uses Nylon socks, uses so
many cosmetics for his facial make up. Above all
he has a vadiant forhead. He has such a handsome
personality that anybody can be fascinated and
attracted towards him. If a girl comes near him,
he cuts her pigtail. He has no control on such acts?
Virkat ji:
Baba, never talk ill of God.
Baba:
Do you consider him God? All right He kept silent
for a while and said again laughingly, “I was just
testing your faith in your guru. I have nothing to
get anything out of it, just make people confused.
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Virkat ji:

Baba:

Virkat ji:
Baba:

Baba, when a customer comes to a shopkeeper
to buy something, does the shopkeeper keep
anything hidden from him.
I was just kidding and testing the state of your
mind. You are wearing a gunny rob. Whether your
attachment with the guru is a reality or not. I can
not even stand with those who are allowed to lick
the dust of feet of the devotees with their who
serve in the Bhora Sahib of His Holiness. I just
put the followers of Maharaj ji to test, their faith
in him. I myself am a servant of his servants. To
get blessing of such a great spiritual soul is a big
achievement in life.
You have described all the cosmetics of Maharaj
ji.”
Why should not I mention all that because he is
my husband (master) and a wife in supposed to
know about the adornments of her husband. He
is husband of my whole family.”
Baba then requested Virkat with folded hands to
stay there for the night but the latter left saying, “ I
am to attend the congregation now and promise
to stay at some other time. Later on the palpitated
this promise by staying for 2-3 days with Baba
whenever they met they discussed about the
benevalences of His Holiness. Virakat ji had such
deep faith in Maharaj ji that he could never listen
any word against him, rather he always gave
examples of spirituality from life of such a highly
religious and pious personality.
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Going to Reru Sahib
S. Ujaggar Singh informed that during his stay at Baple,
one day Virkat made up his mind to go the Reru Sahib. His
Holiness Maharaj ji of Rara Sahib also stayed for sometimes
at Rara Sahib, Baba Natha Singh was installed on this seat of
spiritual anthority at that time. He had the desire to shave
glimpse of Baba Natha Singh. When he reached Reru Sahib,
he saw Baba ji was pulling a rehri and was going to the field to
cut the fodder for the cattle with a sickle in his hand. Virkat ji
paid his respects to Baba ji and requested, “Baba ji, Please
hand over the sickle and rehri to me, I will go to the field to
take fodder.” Baba ji placed his hand on his (Virkat’s) Shoulder
and said, “You are a Sant - a pious person, you please be
seated, we are to serve you sweet paranthas.” Baba ji caught
hold of his hand and took him to community kitchen hall and
asked the cook to serve sweet paranthas with ghee and raw
sugar. After some time Baba ji came with fodder. Baba ji sat
on the cot and said, “A child met me on the bank of the canal.
I asked him” whether my cycle of rebirth will terminate in this
birth or I will have to take more human birth.” He replied “I
will tell you in your dream.” Then during my meditation in early
morning he said, “you have missed one order by your guru, so
you will have to take one more human birth in the appearance
of a Sant. and will become a great Mahatma (Spiritual soul).”:
Virkat ji asked, “Baba ji, what was this utterance?”
Baba Natha Singh - Mahatma was riding the horse, he
ordered, “Natha Sing! sow this field.” I said that this field was
to be planghed two times more. Again one day Mahatama ji
was possing on his horse and said, “Natha Singh! Plough this
field for two times”. I said the field in ready, but we have to
plough it again because of Mahatama’s order.”
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Baba Natha Singh belonged to Village Chhapa. He was
beptised by Baba Aya Singh. Then he came to Rara Sahib and
started ploughing field under the patronage of Baba Attar Singh.
Baba ji had ordered him, “If you have taken this service in
hand, never abondan it any time, you are to sow the fields
completely, too much which must be sufficient for community
kitchen.”
Baba ji said, “we have been cultivating fodder for the cattle
too.” Baba ji has donated all his fields and also sold his house
and offered all this to Rara Sahib.

Virkat Ji in Panjgarian
One day when Virkat ji came to pay his respects to
Maharaj ji, Bhai Lachman Singh was also there. Virkat ji had
become very weak and his body was looking like a moving
skelton due to his heavy involvement in deep meditation. Seeing
him, Maharaj ji uttered, “Virkat, your duty is now over. You
have proved to be very stubborn, your had completed your
mission three and a half years ago.” After this Bhai Lachman
Singh used to go to see Virkat ji at Panjgarian. After passing
away of His Holiness Sant Ishar Singh ji of Rara Sahib Bhai
Lachman Singh visited Panjgarian more frequently. He paid
his visit to Virkat ji at least twice a year to discuss about
religious activities and meditation.
After returning from Rara Sahib, Virkat ji started preaching
guru’s precepts. When some devotee would arrange for
uninterrupted continuous recitation of Guru Granth Sahib, he
would go there to deliver sermon at the concluding ceremony.
He was also delivering discourse at any celebration organized
in gurudwara. Master Balbir Singh of Panjgarian arranged for
non-stop recital of Guru Granth Sahib at his own residence
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and invited all the devotees. He made up his mind to invite the
Sant of Sodhi’s pond also. Virkat ji delivered the sermon. During
the discourse he emphasised on service to mankind and
company of holy persons. He explained the state of liberation
as described by great pious souls. He said that first stage of
libration is to free oneself from desires of mind. This stage is
like the one that a librated people get satiated by taking his
meals once. He never desires for more food, may it very
delicious. The second stage is to keep the feeling of touch
under control. One should be too mature to understand that all
the pleasures due to one’s physique, sensual joys are all shortlived and are not permanent. Their permanency is an illusion.
Hence one must always keep in mind, the ultimate end is death,
which is unavoidable. It means one should detach one’s mind
from the worldly pleasures. One can visualize all the aspects
of one’s life on looking a dead body. Man gets completely
grieved to see the end of his intelligence, wealth, youth etc. He
narrated
Farid’s verdict as———
Fareedhaa Raath Kathhooree Vanddeeai Suthiaa Milai Na
Bhaao ||
Jinnhaa Nain Neendhraavalae Thinnhaa Milan
Kuaao ||80||
But the illusionary mesh is so strong that it can detract
one’s mind very easily and he starts wandering about in search
of short-lived pleasures. We see that a farmer first captures
the land of neighboring farmer by demolishing the boundaries
and then claiming it as his own property, but he forgets that the
life is decaying moment by moment. We are attaining
youthfulness from childhood, and then becoming old. Night is
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followed by the day, autumn comes after spring, similarly there
is always an end to this life also. But the man entangled in the
grip of illusions does not think of utilizing this temporary stay
of a few days of his life for doing something for a good cause.
Because this period is to pass on one day. Sun is not to stop,
it goes on with its own speed, but the fast speed of our breath
is not to get slow. It is very difficult to fight against the
accumulative efforts of these evils, by spiritual and virtuous
deeds. Ultimately man is to flee this life. Hence it is extremely
difficult to win over these powerful evils. This needs very strong
arrows of guru’s words. Gurubani is a fort. As a strong and
large fort gives protection to the brave warriors, similarly
utterances of the True Master, which can be received only
through the company of pious followers, protect the
concentration of mind from being detracted towards evil doings.
A person who surrenders completely whole of his life to the
True Master, can only enjoy this spiritual bliss.
He delivered such discourses of 2-3 hours. All the
followers were highly fascinated. Master Balvir Singh, his
brother Rajinder Singh, Gurnam Singh, Mohinder Singh, who
already were his devotees, were also highly impressed by his
utterances. Their family members were baptized by him and
started attending his discourses regularly. Baba Harbans Singh
of Kar Sewa, Harbhajan Singh also listened to his sermons
and were highly impressed.
Bhai Gurdial Singh Sandhu also decided to have non-stop
recital of Shri Guru Granth Sahib at his residence. He wished
that Akhand Path and Kirtan be performed by the great spiritual
soul. (Virkat Ji), although he, himself, was a follower of Baba
Harnam Dass, who was having the highest spiritual knowledge.
A large number of families were their devotees. The family
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decided to both of these pious souls for the evening
congregation. Bhai Baldev Singh was requested to bring Virkat
ji on the tractor. Virkat ji reached their house by the tractor,
On reaching there he asked them that Bhai Baldev Singh should
not be asked to ply the tractor. Allow him to study, engage
someone else in farming. Now Baldev Singh is a senior 1RS
officer. Saying this he entered the hall of congregation. During
his discourse he advised the followers to listen as per dictates
of Gurbani. He said, “My dear followers of Sikhism, the
foremost worship is the listening. Those followers of Guru Nanak
Dev, who listen to Guru’s word with pure hearts, attain
knowledge, because one’s mind becomes pure by listening to
Guru’s word with devotion and acting according to it. More is
purity of mind, the more is its concentration. More is
concentration of mind, the more is enjoyment and pleasure in
one’s life.” Giving such advice he went back to Sodhi’s pond.

Kirtan in Bapla
In Bapla many congregations were held in the Gurdwara
as well as the residences of Bhai Amar Singh, Bhai Kaka Singh
and Bhai Nanj Singh. The villagers had a great affection for
him. The senior people of village viz- Bhai Amar Singh, Pritam
Singh, Dalip Singh, Kaka Singh, Charanjeet Singh, Lal Singh,
Karnail Singh etc. were always desirous of inviting both the
spiritual souls to their homes. One day, Baba Narain Singh
asked the followers, “You people show affection to us, that is
why we love you,” Baba Narain Singh used to call Virkat ji as
Mahatma. Baba Narain Singh told the followers, “when
sometimes Mahatma snubs you, you never feel relieved till you
apologise. As we apply soap on a dirty cloth, rub it, then it
gets cleaned, similarly a rebuke by Mahatma purifies the hearts
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of the devotees. All of you serve the humanity, you must practise
on Thy name. There are many people in this village who are
involved in distilling illicit liquor. They also go for hunting. The
place, where this pond is located, is a very holy place. This is
a place where meditation and worshipping is done. Hunting at
this site is a great sin. Here a rabbit was killed by a family
belonging to this village. They suffered too much and ultimately
came to us saying that all of their children were critically ill. On
asking they told that they had killed a rabbit at this place and
took it their home. We heard sound of horses’ hooves at that
time and our children fell sick.” Baba ji said, “Never do such
sinful act again. You should bow your head to pay regards to
thin sacred place.”
Virkat ji had been either preaching the importance of Guru’s
word or was busy in deep meditation. Devotees from Bapla
informed that one day he was meditating in the scorching heat
in the noon, a rabbit came there to seek refuse as it was being
chased by dogs. The rabbit entered in a sheaf of grass. When
rabbit found no other safe place, it jumped into the lap of Virkat
ji. The dogs saw it, became calm and sat aside in front of him.
Baba Narain Singh was astonished to see all this. He sat in
such a posture and direction for meditation that the sun of noon
would not disturb him.
His co-followers of Guru say, “When Virkat asked us to
perform meditation for a while, it would mean that he would
meditate from dawn to dusk. It was his style of meditating.”
Many followers from Rara Sahib and Dhablan say, “Sometimes
we had to check whether he was breathing or not, by bringing
a feather of a peacock near his nose, but even then he would
never show any movement.” He got himself deeply engrossed
in meditation. Such a situation is attained only when one gets
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the ultimate stage of concentration. In such a situation one is
completely ignorant about his physical, existence, people and
time. He cannot feel the presence of anything around him. The
followers say that sometimes snakes would creep into the mat
on which he was sitting to meditate, but Virkat ji remained
unperturbed as he was not feeling their presence there. On
that day also the dogs and rabbit remained sitting there quietly.
Baba Narain Singh said, “Look, Malkeet singh, these creatures
possessing the evil characteristics have become calm due to
power of meditation. So you should not do any such evil deeds.
By paying regards and doing service at this place you will surely
prosperous.”

Religious Congregation in Maur Mandi
The interest and involvement of devotees was increasing
day by day. They would go to the other places on the invitation
of lovers of Gurbani. Bhai Sukhdev Singh of Baple was residing
at Panjgarian. His maternal grandmother’s family was settled
in Maur Mandi. He expressed his desire to Virkat ji to visit
their residence at Maur Mandi, which the latter accepted to
hold the religious congregation there. They (Virkat ji & Baba
Narain Singh) went to Maur Mandi. People asked then on the
first day of the congregation, “What type of programm will
you perform here?” The people of the area did not know much
about the religious congregation. They thought that it would be
a rally or a meeting. They were quite unaware of tradition of
Sikhism. When the stage for the congregation was set, the
villagers started coming to the venue, but nobody was paying
obeisance to Shri Guru Granth Sahib and sat on the boundary
wall. Virkat ji told them that it was not a rally, it was a get
together for singing in the praise of Almighty. He asked them
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to cover their heads first, but nobody had clothes to put on
their heads. They put their vests on their heads. He again asked
them to come forward to bow their heads to Shri Guru Granth
Sahib and sit in front of us. It will be disrespect to our Guru if
you sit on the wall, while it is considered very respectful when
one sits in front of Guru Granth Sahib. Now you listen to
Gurbani attentively and repeat the verse of singing loudly. By
doing so, your life will be a fruitful boon for you.” He then
narrated the tale of Rishi when he was a robber. They were
moved by this narration. They then requested the holy souls to
deliver discourse for one day more. The accompanists of Virkat
ji for singing hymns were Mithu Singh Dholkiwala, Hari Singh
of Thaple, Swaran Singh, Baljinder Singh, Baldev Singh and
Bhola Singh. All of them were always accompanying the pious
souls for religious congregation. At that time he did not have
any vehicle of his own. He had to go on tractor-trolley or by
bus. In this way both the great persons (Virkat ji and Baba
Narain Singh) preached Guru’s precepts in the neighboring
villages.

Visiting Mumbai
Bhai Mohinder Singh was residing at Panjgarian and his
sister was in Mumbai. He requested to Virkat Ji, “Maharaj ji,
my sister is staying in Mumbai. Kindly both of you pay a visit
to Mumbai to deliver sermons there.” He (Virkat ji) discussed
with Baba Narain Singh and then accepted his invitation. They
sought permission from His Holiness in 1973 AD to go to
Mumbai for preaching there on the invitation of devotees. They
reached Mumbai by train from Ludhiana. They were given warm
reception at the Mumbai railway station. Those people got
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Akhand Path (un interrupted continuous recitation of Guru
Granth Sahib) recitation by the two holy persons and also
arranged for the discourses by them. They were also taken to
sea-shore for a walk. Virkat ji told that he had come to Mumbai
earlier as an athlete. Next day the followers took them to a
very beautiful park. They were delighted to see the beauty of
nature. The gardener of the park came there to pay regards to
them and garlanded them. The followers paid him five rupees.
The Sants asked mali, “What do you do here?” He replied, “I
am a gardener of this park.” He told his name as Mani Ram.
Both the Mahatmas sat beneath a tree in the park. Mani Ram
also sat with them and asked.” Some one among the followers
told that they have come from Punjab. Mani Ram
spontaneously said, “Once His Holiness of Rara Sahib also
visited this place. I also greeted him with a garland. He also
gave me some money. He was very handsome.” Mani Ram
narrated more virtues of His Holiness and then he requested
with folded hands, “Maharaj ji, I have a daughter, but no male
baby. Kindly do a favor to me.” Baba ji our said with a smile,
“you have already been blessed by our spiritual preceptor.”
Mani Ram said, “That is all ok, but I have a great desire for a
son.” Baba Narain Singh then asked him, “Recite the MoolMantra (the basic holy hymn) early in the morning daily. You
will be blessed with a son. You will be bestowed with everything
by Thy Grace.” They left this place after saying these words.
Mani Ram performed the recitation regularly on the advice
of the great spiritual souls. He was blessed with a son on 5th
May, 1974. After some time Mani Ram came to Thaple along
his wife and the baby to pay regards and was blessed by
Virkat ji.
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Passing away of His Holiness Sant Ishar Singh
ji Maharaj
Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji used to say in the congregation
held during his last days, “Let us have discourse for 5-10
minutes more for those devotees who have come late.” He
would utter these words inadvertently. The intrinsic devotees
had apprehensions to listen this because they knew that great
spiritual souls always gave hints mysteriously and never disclose
the secret very clearly. In the huge gathering of followers at
Rara Sahib His Holiness delivered many such apathetic sermons.
When His Holiness was seated on his seat of spiritual
authority, there a huge gathering of devotees. Everybody was
very anxiously waiting for their turn to pay his/her regards.
They were feeling a strange type of uneasiness. It was an
extremely hot day. His Holiness told Sant Maharaj Kishan Singh
ji, “I wish to go abroad. The devotees of England are waiting
for me.” Sant Kishan Singh ji requested His Holiness to cancel
the foreign visit this time. Maharaj ji said, “Let me go this time.
I will not be visiting England after this. Sant Kishan Singh ji
Maharaj became speechless and emotional with a lump in his
throat. Both the spiritual souls embraced each other. Sant
Maharaj Attar Singh ji had asked Sant Kishan Singh, “My dear
soldier, you are to take care of Sant Ishar singh ji Maharaj and
keep company with him till the end.” This was reason that
former was asked to resign the service from army so that he
could always remain with Sant Ishar Singh ji. When these two
souls were hugging each other, these words of His Holiness
Sant Attar Singh ji Maharaj resounded in the mind of Sant
Kishan Singh, who could realise now that the duty assigned to
him was being completed. The two Sants stood mute after
meeting each other. The followers were astonished to view
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this scene. Sant Kishan Singh ji became very sentimental and
his body was benumbed. Both were looking at each other and
were thinking that they remained together by the Grace of His
Holiness Sant Attar Singh ji Maharaj and now one of them
was departing. They had such conflicting ideas in their minds.
They thought, “If they spell out something, the devotees will
be disappointed and become sad at this moment.” Sant
Maharaj ji sat in the car and departed for Delhi in such a sad
atmosphere. There was a great rush of devotees at Delhi also
to receive him. He had one sitting of discourse there and on
11th May, 1975, he left for airport. A large number of devotees
from UP and Punjab thronged the airport. Everyone had a
desire to have a glimpse of His Holiness. There was a peculiar
type of happiness in this state of detachment too. Each one
was getting ahead of the other. The staff of the airport was
surprised to see this scene. This episode has been narrated by
Bhai Lachhman Singh Sharma and Bhai Mohinder Singh Mattoo
many times. The friendship and affection between Bhai
Lachhman Singh Sharma and Bhai Mohinder Singh Mattoo
was just like that among classfellows of a school. Both of them
used to attend the congregations by His Holiness together. At
the time of departure of His Holiness for England, Mohinder
Singh Mattoo was working as a security officer at the airport.
He retired as an S.P.
Bibi Gurjeet Kaur wife of Bhai Mohinder Singh Mattoo
was also among in the gathering. She was too much moved
that she started crying loudly while paying her respect to
Maharaj ji. Her mind was not within her control. Sant Maharaj
ji asked, “what is the matter?” and placed his hand on her
head. Bibi ji prayed, “Maharaj ji, be kind to me, I am issueless.”
Maharaj ji did hot lift his hand from her head and uttered,
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“Have trust in guru, everything will be all right.” She was blessed
with three daughters after these blessings of Maharaj ji. Nowa-day this family is enjoying their life following the principles of
Sikhism strictly. Besides this many other devotees requested
Maharaj ji for their desires to be fulfilled. Even the employees
of airport also put forth their wishes. Blessing all of them and
advising them to have patience, he boarded the plane of
England.
In England he passed away on 26th August, 1975. This
sad news was broadcast by radio immediately and was also
published in many newspapers. Everybody in Punjab, India
and abroad was stunned to listen this saddest news.
When Virkat ji was informed about it at Baple by the
devotees, he was shaken and became numb. He fell
unconscious. Immediately doctor was called, who administered
him some medicine in his mouth and after sometime he came
to his senses, but he was completely broken by heart. He was
excessively depressed with grief. He was thinking only that –
Ma 2 ||
Jis Piaare Sio Neh Tis Aagai Mar Chaleeai ||
Dhrig Jeevan Sansaar Taa Kai Paachhai Jeevanaa ||2||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 83)

Meanwhile the followers from Panjgarian and Baple
reached the holy pond. They all asked, “Maharaj ji, what
should we do now? We will serve as per your desire.” He
uttered, “I had already pledged in front of His Holiness in my
mind that I must be assigned some duty during your last days.”
So both the Sants told the devotees to collect the ration. When
the coffin of His Holiness reaches the bank of Satluj from Rara
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Sahib, we should arrange for Langer (the community kitchen)
there for all. He further said, “let us first go to see the site.”
After discussion with the followers, both the Sants reached
Vibhor Sahib on the bank of Satluj by the motor cycle of Bhai
Kaur Singh of Kuthala with Bhai Mastan Singh. They paid
obeisance at the Gurdwara Chaupai Sahib built in memory of
the Tenth Master. He had an overview of place all around to
select the place for preparing food for the Langer. He got
permission for the site, they selected for Langer, from the
administration. This they returned back after finalizing the place.
The large numbers of followers were waiting for them at the
pond. When Bhai Joginder Singh Dhaliwal, Sarpanch of the
village, offered Rs. 500. For the Langar, Virkat ji said, “I do
not need any money, you just arrange for Langer collectively.”
The devotees like Bhai Surjit Singh Head master, Harnek Singh
Pardhan, Jarnail Singh Zaildar etc. were all sitting besides Virkat
ji. They all came to know that the holy corpse of His Holiness
was to be immersed in water currents of Satluj near Vibhor
Sahib and the Langer for all was to be arranged by Baba Narain
Singh and Virkat ji, so all the devotees were united to take this
challenge. They were now taking it as their own responsibility.
It was due to dedication and faith of the two great Sants that a
huge quantity of ration was collected at the floor mill of Bhai
Mastan Singh. They loaded this ration on tractor-trolleys and
marched for Vibhor Sahib. Bhai Jagdev Singh, Bhai Mukand
Singh Khera, Bhag Singh Sandhu took the followers in their
trolleys to Vibhor Sahib. Bhai Mastan Singh and Mistary Kaur
Singh took Baba Narain singh and Virkat ji to the site on their
motor-cycles. They erected tents at site where food was to be
cooked. A separate enclosure was made for women devotees.
The young followers were engaged in uprooting the shrubs
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and reed plants. The arrangement for supply of water, the tapfittings were done by the government officials. Everything which
was required for the Langer was available there. This was all
being done due to grace of His Holiness. The women devotees
started baking loaves on the large hot plates, while the cooks
were busy in cooking vegetable dishes.
Virkat ji took some followers with him and marched
towards the river to see whether the passage on which the
coffin of His Holiness is to be carried was clear or not. It was
found to be very uneven and full of shrubs etc.
It was decided to clear it immediately, otherwise the vehicle
carrying the corpse of His Holiness will have to be stopped far
away from the river-bank. So the followers were asked to
level it so that coffin could reach as nearer to the river as
possible. Immediately the young people came into action, they
used tractors, spades, hoes etc. to level the pathway. They put
the stones on the sides of the passage, every body did his duty
with great responsibility. It was evening by now. Virkat ji was
sitting on a rock in the hills & was talking with Satluj in his
mind, “you are to take care of ‘My Beloved’ now. We will
have his glimpse for tomorrow only, after that you are to keep
him in your lap forever.” He then got up and was returning
towards the tent where the followers were camping. He noticed
a black snake crawling at the snail’s pace. He stopped there
looked at it very deeply and uttered, “You are also feeling
pang of separation of my beloved.”
He then moved towards the followers with tears in his
eyes. He asked the followers, sit as many persons as you can
in trolley of tractor, move it to and fro on the pathway so that
it is leveled and may not yield when the vehicle carrying the
coffin of His Holiness crossed over this passage. After getting
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fully satisfied, he came back to the devotees and saw that Baba
Narain Singh was doing service in the Langer. Baba Narain
Singh told him, “Maharaj ji, I noticed that all women got tired
so I have asked them to take rest for some time.” Virkat ji
asked the women followers to divide themselves in groups to
do the remaining work. A lot of work is still left to be done.”
Thus women were divided in different groups. Meanwhile a
carvan of vehicles was seen coming from Rara Sahib carrying
the coffin in a well decorated vehicle. As the car van reached
Vibhor Sahib, there was unpretended huge rush of people all
around, even on the hills. These two Sants were worried about
the distribution of Langer to this ocean of humanity. Till then
33 quintal of floor had been baked. All the followers were
extremely sad and grieved. They were hungry for the last many
days. After immersing the corpse of His Holiness Sant Ishar
Singh ji Maharaj ji in the sacred water of Satluj, it was
announced that every body should take meals. The distribution
of Langer was started, which was carried out among all the
followers within a short time. The followers were taking their
meals and moving forward in a very disciplined way. Those
devotees, who came to know that the arrangement of Langer
was done by Virkat ji, thought that there were such highly
religious and pious persons among the devotees of Maharaj ji
but others could not think of it as they were highly depressed
and grieved. Thus a faquir weaving a gunny rob and residing in
a kutcha hermit could do such a fine arrangement, but it was
all by grace of Satguru. According to Gurbani————
Pourree
Saa Sevaa Keethee Safal Hai Jit Satgur Kaa Man Man-ne ||
Jaa Satgur Kaa Man Man-ne Taa Paap Kasammal Bhanne ||
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Updes Je Ditaa Satguroo So Suniaa Sikhee Kan-ne ||
Jin Satgur Kaa Bhaanaa Man-ne Tin Charee Chavgan Wanne ||
ih Chaal Niraalee Gurmukhee Gur Deekhiaa Sun Man
Bhin-ne ||25||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 314)

After this incident Virkat ji started living in a state of
complete asceticism. Two sikhs from Baple were always in his
attendance. Akhand Path was performed after the sad depature
of Sant Maharaj ji. Sant Maharaj Kishan Singh ji was installed
as a successor to this seat of spiritual authority. There was a
huge gathering of followers from Punjab and outside. Nearly
all ministers, Sadhus, intellectuals attended this ceremony. The
followers form Baple, Panjgarian, Mitthewal, were also present
there. After the Bhog ceremony, everybody returned to their
homes. Virkat ji also came back to his hut on the pond. Next
day followers requested him to have Akhand Path at Baple
also, which was spontaneously accepted by Virkat ji. The
Akhand Path was started the next day and congregations were
also planned. He was so moved by departure of Sant Maharaj
ji that the former was squirming like a rain bird longing for rain.
He was calmed only when some body would discuss with him
about the utterances of His Holiness Sant Maharaj ji. Langer
was served uninterrupted for all the three days during the
Akhand Path. All the devotees from the area did untiring service
to attain blessings of His Holiness. Among these were his friends
of childhood namely Bhai Harnek Singh Pardhan, Bhai Joginder
Singh Sarpanch etc. They have also been working with him for
the development of village school, holy shrine etc. But all of
them respected Virkat ji as a holy Sant. This is the reason
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when Virkat ji was highly depressed feeling pangs of separation
of His Holiness, these friends always stood by him.

Construction of Holy Place in Panjgarian
Virkat ji had been saying oftenly, “Whenever I happen to
pass through this place, I feel it is a very peaceful site fit for
meditation. The senior persons of Panjgarian say, “There was
a small well at this place, which still exists infront of the entrance
gate. The villagers who happen to come here to graze their
cattle used to take water from this well. There was a jujube
tree, a banyan tree, wild bushes, weeds and other small trees
near it. Two three villagers have committed suicide by hanging
themselves from this jujube tree. Their spirits are always
wandering here. They cause trouble to the farmers of nearby
fields.” Gurcharan Singh Waraich told, “Once his elder son
was plaughing the field with tractor. When we came here to
give him the meals, we saw the tractor was on but not moving
at all and our son was lying unconscious in the fields of
groundnuts. We put him in the tractor and took to the doctor.
After treatment he got consciousness.” Similarly sometimes the
oxes ploughing the field would not move further, as they were
afraid but they moved backward. Occurrence of such incidents
was very common at this place. Everybody was scared if any
young boy passes through this place, the people would
apprehend that he may not hang himself from the tree, thus
people were very much afraid of this place. It is said, “On one
lucky day, a Sant came here to drink water from this well. A
villager, who was grazing his buffalos there, gave him water
taken out of this well. After taking water Mahatma said to him,
“There will be a sound of musical instruments at this place. A
perfect Sant will come here within forty years, who will
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populate this place. There will be singing of hymns in praise of
Almighty here in the morning as well as in the evening daily.
The langer will also be served.”
This forecast by the Sant was conveyed to villagers by
the cattle grazer.
Such utterance were also made by a muslim-faquir. It is
said that the faquir was visiting Pangarain frequently and used
to stay at this place, where a bus-stop is built now. The villagers
respected the faquir. One day faquir told Bhai Niranjan Singh
Sarpanch that he was listening musical sound from that place.
He explained it meaning as “There will be kirtan (singing of
religious hymns) at this place twice a day. Langer will be
continuously served here.” Such forecasts about this place have
also been made by various religious and pious souls visiting off
and on. It was all by coincidence that the mind of Virkat ji was
dejected from Baple. He wished to leave that place. Since
followers of Baple have served him too much and were very
affectionate to him, so he asked the followers, “you always
stood by me, ask for whatever you desire from me. I am ready
to give it to you. I am not to stay have any more. You have
loved me too much so you can demand whatever you like.
Now I want to go somewhere else.” Gajja Singh, among the
followers, stood and requested with folded hands, “Maharaj
ji, I offer you one acre of land from my fields for you and will
construct a beautiful house for you to reside,” similarly the
followers from the Sandhu-Patti (ward) said, “we also leave
land for you. Kindly stay with us.” He (Virkat Ji) said, “There
is no dearth of land here, but I donot wish to stay anymore
here.” Then Bhai Niranjan Singh Sarpanch with folded hands
said, “Baba ji, you have asked us to demand anything we desire,
so all the people of the area have gathered here. We offer you
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four-five pieces of land. You have the option to select any one,
but you must built a permanent holy place within you the revenue
limit of the village.” After listening to feelings of the Panchayat,
Virkat ji asked his most confident attendant Bhai Mukand Singh
to go around and see the requisite piece of land for the holy
place to stay. A poor follower Bhai Dharam Singh requested,
“Baba ji, I also offer you one acre of Land. Kindly stay in my
fields. He replied, “No problem, we will discuss it later, first all
of you go to have Langer (community meals).” When the
followers went for Langer, Bhai Gurcharan Singh Waraich
prayed, “Baba ji you will favour those people and evil spirits
will still prevail in our fields.” Saying this his eyes were filled
with tears and again said that Bhai Dharam Singh was a very
poor fellow. Meanwhile all the followers came back after taking
Langer and started discussing among themselves. Virkat ji
asked all of them with great affection, “You all have shown me
too much attachment and regards for me but I decide to stay
in the fields of Dharm Singh.”
Next day whole of the Panchayet including Bhai Niranjan
Singh Sarpanch, Bhai Sajan Singh, Bhai Mall Singh Panch,
Bhai Gurdial Singh Panch (Member Village Panchayat) Bhai
Jeet inder Singh, Bhai Harnek Singh, Bhai Rama Singh, Bahai
Gurcharan Singh Waraich, Bhai Jarnail Singh, Bhai Gurdev
Singh, Bhai Gurnam Singh Chahal and other prominent
personalities of the village took both the Sants to the site on
their tractor. He took Mithu Pandit with him, went straight to
the fields of Dharam Singh and spreed his mat and sat on it.
Next day a devotee Bhai Gurdial Singh was sitting with
Baba Narain Singh. Baba ji told, “One day this pond-site will
develop very much, but I won’t be there to see it.” These words
became true. Now it this place, free eye camps are organized
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twice a year. A huge elegenent Gurdwara and a community
kitchen hall have been constructed at this place.
Baba Ranjit Singh and Baba Narain Singh came to this
place at 5 PM in the month of October 1976 ten days after
Diwali. Mithu Pandit and some devotees were accompanying
them. Mithu Pandit was holding Garhwa (metelic pitcher like
medium sized vessal) of Virkat ji. He went straight to the
mounds in the fields and recited this verse in memory of His
Holiness Sant Maharaj Isher Singh ji Rara Sahib –

“s?ƒ i' b~rD r~bK uzrhnK ;'Jh wBI{o wkbek]”
Initially he resided in a tent and later on two Kutcha rooms
were made, one for installing Guru Granth Sahib and the other
for the two Sants. A large varandah for Langer was also
constructed. Both the Sants sat there cross-legged Completely
engrossed in meditation. Baba Narain Singh was taking care
of some odd duties also while Virkat ji was always involved in
worshipping and meditation only. The practice of code of socioreligious conduct, which he learnt at Dhablan and Rara Sahib
was followed here too. The bell was rung at about 2 - 2.30
am. All the followers staying there would gather at a place
within 15-20 minutes after taking their bath. Virkat ji would
already be seated there. The followers would come and sit
there in front of him and meditate upon Thy name. After
meditation was completed, Shri Guru Granth Sahib was
respectfully installed. The sikh priest will start reciting spiritual
text of Shri Guru Granth Sahib. Meanwhile devotees could
take light refreshment if they so desired. After completion of
Nitnem, every body would go to the holy shrine. There the
recitation of Asa Di War was performed. After the kirtan, they
will go to do their routine work. Then they were again made to
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sit for mediation from 9 am to 11 am. around his hermit. Then
they were served lunch and were asked to take rest. The bell
was again rung at 3 pm for taking tea. They gathered again
after taking tea and sit in the holy room to listen to recitation
from the spiritual text of Shri Guru Granth Sahib for one hour.
Then the Nitnem for evening, started. He would ask the follower
to meditate for two hours in the night after the kirtan. He was
thus involving the devotees in such a hectic daily routine that
was no chance of a follower to be lazy or sleep at unscheduled
time. If any body relaxed or slept during this these hours of
daily routine of worship, water was sprinkled on him. He was
taught that if they had renunciated their families, they should
not involve themselves in pleasure-makings rather they were
advised to become somewhat different from others. Many
people started working hard to meditate properly following
these instructions. Those who got lazy or slept untimingly water
was putted on turn engrossed completed in meditation. Thus
they were being benefitted by company of these great Sants.
As a black bee gets attached towards to flower due to its
fragrance, similarly devotees got attracted to the great pious
souls because of their dedication and meditation. Thus the
followers got benefitted by his (Virkat Ji) utterances.
`

First Death Anniversary of His Holiness
The month of saavan passed and it was Bhadon now. He
called Kaur Singh Mistary of Kuthal in the evening. He
discussed with Baba Narain Singh, “We must go to Rara Sahib
to seek permission from Sant Maharaj Kishan Singh ji for
celebration of the anniversary in memory of His Holiness. They
then went to Rara Sahib on the motorcycle of Kaur Singh early
in the morning next day. Sant Maharaj was seated in the hall
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and Aasa Di Waar was being recited. They took light
refreshment there, meanwhile Sant Maharaj ji entered his room.
He requested Sant Partap Singh ji in front of room of Sant
Maharaj ji to meet the latter. Sant Partap Singh got permission
from Sant Maharaj and informed Virkat ji. As soon as Virkat ji
entered the room, he found such a light there that he realised
having glimpse of His Holiness Sant Isher Singh ji Maharaj.
He paid his obeisance, and offered Parsad to Sant Maharaj
and sat there. He prayed to sant Maharaj, Maharaj ji “I am to
request you....” Maharaj ji uttered to ask him unhesitatingly.
He stood up and requested, “Kindly give us a date for
celebration of anniversary of His Holiness and for the religious
congregation.” Sant Maharaj replied, “Bravo! The anniversaries
are celebrated by the obedient sons only.”
Sant Kishan Singh ji informed that it is be celebrated on
24, 25 and 26th in Rara Sahib. You can fix the programme on
26, 27 and 28 th in Panjgarian. He also told that he himself
would be present in the function. Virkat ji further requested,
“Kindly allow us to celebrate this anniversary annually forever.”
Sant Maharaj ji uttered, “you have earned all the pleasures
from both of us (His Holiness Sant Ishar Singh ji and Sant
Maharaj Kishan Singh Ji). We have never concealed anything
from you. You are our responsibility. You have been bestowed
with all the pleasures and bliss. You did not care for your
physique; simply obeyed our words.” Then Virkat ji requested
very humbly, “Maharaj ji there will be huge rush here in Rara
Sahib on 26th, Kindly give us a date after a gap of 1-2 days.”
Maharaj ji said, “You do not worry, I will come definitely” and
then asked him to pick up the appointment register so that
date could be confirmed for the anniversary.
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Virkat ji returned to his holy place in Panjgarian happily
and engaged the followers in the preparation. Sant Kishan Singh
ji Maharaj visited this place on August 28, 1976 and continued
to attend the anniversary every year till 1982.
When Sant Kishan Singh ji Maharaj was scheduled to
come to Panjgarian, Virkat ji was very much delightd and elated.
The roads were cleaned, new beddings were spread on cots.
Many kind of dishes were prepared. He instructed the devotees
to stand after a gap of 10 steps each, along the passage from
the main road up to Gurdwara Sahib, holding incenses sticks
and flowers in their hands. He had the following views about
the Sants, __
Sorath Mahalaa 5
Mirtak Kou Paa-io Tan Saasaa Bichhrat Aan Milaa-i-a ||
Pasoo Paret Mugadh Bhae Srote Hari Naamaa Mukh
Gaa-i-aa ||1||
Poore Gur Kee Dekh Waddaaee ||
Taa Kee Keemat Kahan Na Jaaee || Rahaao ||
Dookh Sog Kaa Dhaahio Deraa Anad Mangal
Bisaraamaa ||
Man Baanchhat Phal Mile Achintaa Pooran Hoe
Kaamaa ||2||
Eehaa Sukh Aagai Mukh Oojal Mit Gae Aavan Jaane ||
Nirabhao Bhae Hirdai Naam Wasiaa Apune Satgur Kai
Man Bhaanai ||3||
Oothat Baithat Har Gun Gaavai Dookh Darad Bhram
Bhaagaa ||
Kah Naanak Taa Ke Poor Karammaa Jaa Kaa Gur
Charanee Man Laagaa ||4||10||21||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 614)
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A person with theist mind can keep in mind and know the
importance of virtues of Guru, his memories, his beneficences
and kindness. According to Guru’s words_____
Guru Parmesar eko Jaan ||
Jo Tis Bhaavai So Parvaan ||1|| Rahaao ||
Gur Charnee Jaa Kaa Man Laagai ||
Dookh Darad Bhram Taa Kaa Bhaagai ||
Gur Kee Sevaa Paae Maan ||
Gur Oopar Sadaa Kurbaan ||2||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 864)

Only a supreme devotee meditates on Guru considering
him as an attribute of God and then singing in His praise. If one
gets information about his arrival in his town or in his home he
must gather all the requisite materials with love in his honour.
Guru says, ________
"Nagar Puri Baikunth Vidhi"
Which means that he must decorate the town or his house
to look like a paradise. He should cook meals with love and
devotion. The entrance must be decorated with flowers. He
must dedicate his body, mind and wealth to Guru because it is
the Guru who can unite us with Almighty.
In this context the verse is _________
Jap Tap Sanjam Deo Jatee Ree ||
ik Nimakh Milaavah Mohi Praanpatee Ree ||3||
Maan Taan Ahanbudh Hatee Ree ||
Saa Naanak Sohaagavatee Ree ||4||4||10||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 739)
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He must have humbleness even doing all this and should
not consider his worshipping and meditation in lieu of to what
the Guru has bestowed you by “Name”, because a devotee
can never pay in return to guru, what latter has bestowed on
the devotee. He should only express love, devotion for the
giver. One should always express his gratitude to guru who
has bestowed his with name. Virkat ji was busy in the
arrangements, meanwhile the carvan of Sant Maharaj was
approaching the site of congregation. The followers, who were
holding incense sticks and flowers in their hands, showered
flowers on Sant Maharaj ji and followed their car. The car
stopped in front of the Kutcha hermit. The decorated seat was
set for Sant Maharaj to be seated, which he adorned. The
devotees came forward to pay respect to Sant Maharaj ji.
Both the great religious Sants (Virkat ji & Baba Narain Singh
Ji) garlanded Sant Maharaj and paid their respect to him. Sant
Maharaj ji uttered while pointing towards the fields “Is this
land owned by us ?” Virkat ji replied, “Since you have said so
it is ours now.” Both the Sants (Virkat ji & Baba Narain Singh)
offered siropas and robs to Sant Maharaj ji, who uttered, “You
will be blessed with high respect.” And patted both of them
and blessed all the devotees before leaving for Rara Sahib.

Visiting Hazoor Sahib
When Virkat ji was living at Bapla, many Sadhus, roving
mendicants etc, who came to know about him, used to come
to see him. This is the reason, it has become a beautiful holy
place these days. Here many Sikhs sacrificed their lives in
massacre. This place is blessed with power due to meditation
being continuously performed here. Now a days, the Langer is
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served without any intruption. A fine elegent gurdwara and
sacred pond have been built here. The followers come here to
make vow of an offering to guru on fulfillment of their desires
and these vows are fulfilled here. The family of Kaka Singh of
Bapla organize eye-camp here every year. Nearly eight hundred
eyes are operated each year. It is all by grace of Almighty. The
news of strenuous performance of self-mortification by Virkat
spread in the nearby villages, that a devotee of Sant Maharaj
of Rara Sahib was meditating upon Thy name here with great
devotion in his own village. It is always very difficult to become
a Sant in one’s own village. He was known for his firm
determination that once he pledged to do something, he would
only leave till it was completed. Many Sadhus and roving
mendicants were visiting him viz – Baba Puran Singh ji of
Mahilan Khurd, Baba Teja Singh and Sant Mohinder Singh of
Dhamot, Sant Sukhdev Singh of Manki. Many other devotees
from various villages, who came to know about his devotion
used to visit him.
Once two Mahatmas came to him accompanied by Sant
Puran Singh ji. The latter said that they were going to pay
obeisance at Hazoor Sahib and asked Virkat ji to accompany
them. He said after keeping quiet for some time, “we are having
the supreme pilgrimage here, which gives us the best rewards.
A person having faith in many is not a happy person. I am
doing my pilgrimage at this holy place. If The Timeless One
Almighty so desired I will have my dip in it only”. He further
said, “The pilgrimage of soul is supreme of all pilgrimages.”
and also narrated,
Sach Taan Par Jaaneeai Jaa Aatam Teerath Kare Nivaas ||
Satguroo No Puchh Kai Bah Rahai Kare Nivaas ||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 468)
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means the soul is centre of all pilgrimages.” Sant Puran
Singh Said, “ no matter, if you do not wish to go with us, but
we have made up our mind to visit the soil of the Tenth Master.
Had you accompanied us, it would be nice. “Virkat ji said,” I
agree with you that one should pay obeisance to the soil which
is blessed with the touch of holy feet of The Tenth Master, but
I would have to seek permission from Rara Sahib of his.” Sant
Puran Singh said, “OK, let us arrange money for the expenses
on journey.” He (Virkat Ji) said, “Will we beg money from
others?” Sant Puran Singh who was also an ascetic Sant said,
“No, we will not demand from anyone, but will earn it by doing
labour.” Virkat ji asked, “which kind of virtuous earning?” He
said, “you see these fields of cotton are to be hoed. The owner
will get it hoed from any daily worker and will pay its wages to
him. If we hoe these fields, we will get the money. When the
money becomes sufficient for tickets and other expenses we
will stop doing this labour.”
They started hoeing without asking the owner of the land.
When farmer noticed that Sants are hoeing his field, he
requested the Sants with folded hands, “Maharaj ji, why are
you doing this? By this we are being burden with sins.” The
Sants said, “We are to go to meet our Father. We are to earn
money for purchasing tickets, When amount of wages become
sufficient for the ticket we will stop hoeing.” The devotee farmer
requested, “Maharaj ji, I offer money without doing all this.”
But Sant did not agree and said, “We are to earn it by our hard
labour and our visit will be fruitful only if we spend this hard
earned money. The Sants hoed a large piece of land. Bhai
Amar singh came along his brother Bhai Kaka Singh in the
evening and offered money to the Sants and asked them to get
more money if they needed for their pilgrimage. In old days
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such were the pure hearted great personalities who never
believed in demanding anything from anyone. They were always
happy to earn by their virtuous doings. The Sants were not
lacking the resources, in spite of this, they had firm
determination of renunciation.

Visiting UP
The religious congregation to be addressed by His Holiness
was organized at Hapur. A very elegent holy place has been
constructed here. It is being looked after by Bibi Santosh Kaur;
who has devoted whole of her life for this noble cause inspired
by Sant Maharaj. She also persuaded many other followers to
follow this religious cause. Virkat ji also reached where the
religious congregations were arranged. He listened to the
discourses of His Holiness for 4-5 days and returned back
with a calm and peaceful mind. On return he told his followers
about this visit of U.P. , then Bibi Harbans Kaur told him,
“Maharaj ji, my brother is also staying in U.P. Kindly do a
favour to him also, So that his business may flourish and he
may do some progress.” Maharaj ji said, “Where does your
brother reside?” “Bibi Harbans Kaur said, “He lives in a small
town of Samparna Nagar next to Palia in Lakhimpur district.”
Sant ji thought that this place was very far off and on the other
hand, the desire of Bibi was also selfless and benevolent. She
must be helped. Both the Sants (Virakkt ji & Baba Narain
Singh) discussed the issue and decided that they would fix the
date to go there after getting permission of Sant Maharaj ji
from Rara Sahib. They went to Rara Sahib after a few days
and requested His Holiness Maharaj ji and told about the desire
of Bibi Harbans Kaur. His Holiness uttered, “You are now
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destined to your devotees, you are to follow them, so you will
have to go there.”
Then he went to Sant Kishan Singh ji and narrated him
the same story, who also told him, “you will have to go to
places where there is any relation of your followers. Wherever
you go, they will listen to Gurbani and will be benefited.”
They then returned to Baple after seeking permission from
both the great spiritual souls and informed Bibi Harbans Kaur,
“Initially we felt that U.P. is very far off but now we have been
permitted by our spiritual Gurus so we will definitely oblige
you and go there at the appropriate time.”
Kabeer sayvaa ka-o du-ay bhalay ayk sant ik Raam]
Raam jo daataa mukat ko sant japaavai naam ]
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1373)

After a few months, they reached U.P. for the first time.
The two Sants stayed at the residence of Bhai Manjeet Singh
Matharu, who now resides in Ludhiana. He had a workshop
there in Sampurne Nagar. Earlier The religion congregation
were arranged in the workshop. Both the Sants Sant Ranjit
Singh and Sant Narain Singh ji went together to U.P. on
October 23, 1975. Some musicians also accompanied them.
He delivered discourse for 3 days there in the workshop. The
followers were new to him and hence they were totally ignorant
about such congregations. On the first day he uttered this
verse_____
Jah Maat Pitaa sut meet na bhaee
Man Ooha naam terai sang sahaaee]
Jah maha bha-i-a dot jam dalei]
Teh keval naam sang terai chalei]
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Jah muskal hovai aat bhaaree]
Har ko naam khin maah udhaaree]
Anik punahcharn kart nahee tarrai]
Har ko naam kot paap parharai]
Gurmukh naam japah man mere]
Naanak Paavah sookh ghanere]
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 264)

& then Virkat Ji read this verse to make it easier
Tere naam ne sahayta karni
Jithe na koi mat pita]

s/oh Bkw B/ ;jkfJsk eoBh j?
fi~E/ Bk e'Jh wks fgsk.
When he sang this, all the devotees were highly moved.
They were thinking about the place “where parents cannot help
us while Thy name only comes for our rescue.” When this
confusion was in the mind of the followers, he uttered, “Look,
there is one more life beyond this. The person dies after living
this life but individual’s soul never dies. The Name always
accompanies the soul of the individual.” This idea was clearly
understood by many followers. On the second day, before he
started to deliver the sermon, some of the devotees asked him,
“Maharaj ji, kindly tell us about that place where only Almighty
helps us.” He uttered, “It is His name, meditating upon which
you can reform your life.”
He stayed in Balpur for about 26 days. The house of Bhai
Manjit Singh was not so big, it was difficult for the two Sants
to stay there. They stayed there for first night and he said on
next day, “Bhai Manjit Singh ! look for some other place for
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our stay.” The former immediately replied, “Maharaj ji, I will
make some other arrangement.” He went to Balpur village on
his motor cycle at the residence of Bhai Sucha Singh Tiwana,
who hailed from the village Dittupur in district Patiala of Punjab.
He discussed the problem with Bhai Sucha Singh, “The great
religious Sants have come here from Punjab, we are to make
arrangement for their stay.” Bhai Sucha Singh offered his house
for it and said, “If they can adjust here, they are welcome.”
Bhai Manjit Singh, Bhai Kartar Singh and Sant Maharaj ji with
Baba Narain Singh came to the residence of Bhai Sucha Singh.
But Bhai Sucha Singh was non-vegetarian in those days. The
non-vegetarian food was cooked in his house more frequently.
Even pickles were prepared from non-vegearian stuff. The
Sants asked Bhai Sucha Singh, “They can stay here only if he
could give up the use of all these.” Bhai Sucha Singh agreed
immediately and all the meat etc. stored in his house was thrown
in the river and drums filled with liquor were spilled over in the
fields.
The wife of Bhai Sucha Singh belonged to Village Dhamot
situated near Rara Sahib. Many other women from Dhamot
were married here in Balpur. These women greeted Maharaj ji
with great affection and devotion. They told that they had been
listening to the discourses delivered by His Holiness Sant Ishar
Singh ji Maharaj of Rara Sahib and were lucky to have glimpse
of His Holiness many times. Wife of Bhai Sucha Singh told,
“Maharaj ji, one day I prayed His Holiness of Rara Sahib that
there was much use of non-vegetarian food in her house, kindly
do favour to us. His Holiness uttered that it was not the proper
time yet. It will be all set at the appropriate time when I myself
will be kind to you. Now you have come here to fulfill the
utterance of Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh Ji.”
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Many other women expressed their intimacy with His
Holiness, as they were from Dhamot (near Rara Sahib). Intially
Bhai Sucha Singh was attending on Maharaj ji very hesitatingly,
but he come closer to him very soon. The devotees used to
come to his residence for glimpses of Maharaj ji, as the latter
was staying there. So whole of his family used to pay regards
to Maharaj ji and offer hospitality to all the followers. Maharaj
ji stayed here for 26 days during his first visit to U.P. He then
returned to his holy place in Fatehgarh Panjgarian in Punjab.
One day Maharaj ji was strolling in the fields of Balpur.
Now there exists a Gurdwara built in memory of his visit to
this place. Initially this place was uninhabited and uncultivated
and was infasted with wild elephant grass and thorny bushes.
The great religious and pious Sants discussed that it would be
better if they made the huts for their stay there. When the
villagers came to know about this idea of Maharaj ji that the
Sants loved this place for stay, every villager requested them
to live in his field; but Maharaj ji said, “This site is a lonely
place, moreover it is a barren land, it will not affect agricultural
farming.” These fields belonged to Bhai Gurdev Singh, who
said, “Maharaj ji, I offer you an acre of the land.” When
Maharaj ji informed it to all the followers that this place was to
be inhabited, it was done immediately by villagers. One room
was constructed for Baba Narain Singh and one kutcha hut
was made for Virkat ji. Apart from this one thatched hut was
prepared for stay of sikhs accompanying them Sants. A large
room with the roof made of tin sheets for Langer was also
erected. In between them a room to install Shri Guru Granth
Sahib was made with brick-walls and roof of the thatched straw
etc. When the place was ready, many religious congregations
were held there. The devotees from far off places used to come
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to listen to his discourses from many neighboring villages viz.
Sampurn Nagar, Mirchia, Krishna Nagar, Rani Nagar, Bhup
Nagar, Hans Nagar, Dal Nagar, Man Nagar etc, where a large
number of Punjabi Sikhs were living. The followers used to
come to this place to seek the spiritual bliss by listening to
utterances of Maharaj ji. Maharaj ji baptized many followers
at this place.
Bhai Kartar Singh of Balpur told, “When Maharaj ji
administered sacred nectar for the first time, about 75 followers
were baptized. Those devotees who desired to practise to
meditate upon Thy name were made to stay here and follow
the code for this also.
When Maharaj ji visiting this place for second time, there
were daily congregations. The evening meal for Sants was
always served by Bhai Sucha Singh. If any other person wished
to offer the food he would first inform the family of Bhai Sucha
Singh. This tradition continued for many years. This type of
relation of Maharaj ji with UP continued till his life.
Maharaj ji sparingly visited UP but usually stayed at the
sacred place in Panjgarian. In Balpur he used to make the
followers to practise meditation on Thy name. Ultimately the
devotees became perfect in the procedure of meditation.
Once when Maharaj ji was in UP, a follower named
Bachittar Singh came to him prior to start of discourse and
said that he had come from Rara Sahib. He further asked
Maharaj ji to discuss some matter with the latter. He remarked,
“Baba ji there is always a big hustle and bustle around you,
why?” Maharaj ji asked him, “Are you a follower of Sant
Maharaj of Kaleran?” He again said, “I live in Rara Sahib.”
Sant Maharaj could immediately follow that who he was and
said, “You have come here after attacking on His Holiness
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Sant Maharaj Kishan Singh Ji of Rara Sahib. Get lost, I am
not to see your face even, and never come before me again.”
When Maharaj ji said this to him, he went away quietly at that
time but later on he made a band of unsocial elements and
started threatening Maharaj ji saying , “we will harm you, and
will shoot you.” Maharaj ji uttered very politely, “You have
been cursed by gurus, better you go and beg pardon from
Sant Maharaj Kishan Singh Ji.” He replied, “I am not to beg
pardon.” Maharaj ji said, “Then you should not come to me
again.”
One day Maharaj ji was addressing the followers in a
congregation in Palia town. There was also another programme
nearby. He wished to cause disrespect to Maharaj ji. He and
his group of unsocial elements were heavily drunk, so they
entered the place where other programme was being held and
tore the sacred robes of Shri Guru Granth Sahib there. The
organizers thrashed them very much and thus they ran away.
Next day Sant Maharaj ji informed followers in congregation,
“we were to go to Punjab tomorrow, but now we have decided
to stay here for one year. I am not afraid of anyone here.” And
also said smilingly, “Now it is fight between virtues and vices,
only truth will win.” (The horns of cattle have got entangled,
only the one that is fed with cotton seed, will only win.) He
said, “you know who gets cotton seeds. Only those cattle which
remain tied with the peg of the owner is fed cotton seed, the
others are beaten with sticks.”
Those bad elements even prepared some women to level
many baseless allegations to defame and insult the great religious
personality. But the devotees always kept a strict watch on
their disgraceful and scandalous activities. The opposite party
tried their utmost to harm Maharaj ji, but all in vain.
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Many more people joined this gang of goons, who spread
many misleading rumours against the Sants. They distributed
pamphlets among people describing that those who were living
hand to mouth one day have become so called Sants. One day
the leader of this gang met Maharaj ji while going on his cycle.
Maharaj ji warned him, “listen! whatever you wish to say, talk
to us face to face, why are you befooling the innocent people?”
When Maharaj ji said these words he stopped and fell in
the feet of the former and said, “Maharaj ji, I am sorry. I had
come to know that you have five tubewells and a lot of
agricultural land”. Maharaj ji said, “It is useless to talk about
tubewells etc, let us discuss about what you are doing. You are
going to city to instigate the public there.” He got ashamed and
begged pardon from Maharaj Ji, who said, “The heart of a
Sant is just like a line drawn on water, clear and unbiased.
Forsake all such sinful acts and worship God. You must attend
the congregation where Thy praise was being sung.”

Conducting tests of the devotees by Sant
Maharaj ji's at different timings:
When Sant Maharaj ji started making Darbar Sahib at
Panjgrahiyan, then Sant Maharaj ji said the disciples who used to
serve that whatever they can donate as per their devotion, please
donate as all this will help to make Darbar Sahib.
Now those disciples, who were fully devoted, took everything
and placed it against the feet of Maharaj ji and those were only
devoted superficially, never returned at Sant Maharaj ji’s place.
Now when such ten days passed, those devotional people who
donated whole heartedly who donated all their wealth, jewelry
etc, Sant Maharaj ji returned back their entire possession to them
and said that your donation is acceptable in the holy feet of Guru
Nanak Dev ji.
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The people who were devotional superficially, those people
were called gradually via conveying message through other
disciples, the gist is that Sant Maharaj ji was conducting test of
the disciples, the disciples who without any doubt donated
everything to Sant Maharaj ji passed in the examination and those
who flew away on the name of donation, failed in the examination.

Sant Maharaj ji's services to Elderly People
while living at Dhablan Sahib:
When Maharaj lived at Dhablan Sahib, there also lived many
aged people, who often say that neither anybody takes us to the
discourse of Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji nor anyone gets us
glimpse at the time of placing his chair.
Then Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh did not ignore those aged
people rather took them on to their shoulders and drop them in
the discourse of Maharaj ji and also show them the glimpse of
Maharaj ji at the time of placement of his chair and later he also
dropped those elderly people at their places. Sant Maharaj Ranjit
Singh performed this service happily and he also performed this
service at Rara Sahib.

Incidence while serving at the food feast in
Dhablan Sahib:
Once Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh was serving in the food feast
at Dhablan sahib and were distributing the sacrament among the
disciples, at that time, two people (disciples) who were present in
the feast only slapped Sant Maharaj ji, on this Sant Maharaj ji
remained calm and asked them the reason of being angry and
what misconception you have and according to me, there is no
issues then why you people are getting so sad, you both think
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over this and tell me later. Both of them came to ask for apology
at 11’0 clock at night that other people raised misconception in
us. The gist of saying is that there was much patience and peace in
Sant Maharaj ji, he reached at heights in his physical form and
were united with God and do not had hunger of fame and respect.
He surrendered everything to God.

Incidence of a holy servant at the place of
Panjgarian
There was a holy servant at the place of Panjgrahiyan. One,
there is a disease which gets cured with medicine and the other is
illness due to bad actions which only gets cured with holy service.
There must be some illness of that person due to his actions,
so Sant Maharaj ji asked him to perform service. Now that person
very well knows reading Guruvani, narrating story, and doing
prayers in holy hymns. Sant Maharaj ji told him that you do the
service of playing tongs and then he started feeling ashamed of
himself that I am the master of many things and I have bigger
study than this, will I remain playing tongs only, so he left playing
tongs, this increased its illness again and then he said that I have to
take medicine for my disease, on this, Sant Maharaj ji asked from
where you have to get the medicine, the real medicine is received
from Guru Nanak’s home. You now do one thing, do this service
for minimum one month and fifteen days and then your illness will
be cured. That person did not believed on these words of Sant
Maharaj ji but he did not took medicine, after this he did the duty
of cleaning utensils for three days, but then again he started feeling
ashamed that I am such a learned who performs prayers in holy
hymns, why should I do the service of cleaning utensils.
On this, Sant Maharaj ji again said that ok, if you still feel
shy from people and even if you cannot do this, then you do the
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service of picking dung of cows and buffaloes, it will also cure
your disease. Then one day he did the service of picking the dung
and then it came to his mind that I am such a learned person and
Sant Maharaj ji is making me do such a cheap task of picking the
cow dung, that means he could not follow Sant Maharaj ji’s words
till the end and he remained ill till his last time.

Conducting examination of Baba Mohan Ji
There was a incident of a time when Baba Mohan said that
this time we have to make very good arrangements of the feast
but Baba Mohan did not took permission for this from Sant
Maharaj ji and prepared the feast but the prepared feast finished
till 1’0 clock in the afternoon and the feast which was supposed
to go till evening, shall not worked. On this, a plea was made in
front of Sant Maharaj ji informing him that the feast is finished, on
which Maharaj ji asked them to prepare more food. The meaning
of the saying is the person who works according to his desire
despite of being the holy servant of Sant Maharaj ji and did not
takes his permission, that person had to face difficulties and finally
had to apologize from Sant Maharaj ji that Maharaj ji, I against
my own will did this task without taking your due permission using
my own brain, and I have to face many difficulties.
When Sant Maharaj ji went to U.P, there few affluent people
had pride that we are big chiefs. One among them was Sardar
Suchcha Singh and the other’s name was Sardar Nakshatra Singh.
They had two daughters, one was Harjeet Kaur and the other’s
name was Bibi Charanjeet Kaur, these people used to serve at
the place in U.P. Sant Maharaj ji took their examination that these
are very big Sardars and also perform service, let us see do they
have real feeling of service in their minds or not.
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For this, Sant Maharaj ji said that Bhai today I have to have
the feast accumulated from various disciples’ homes and asked
Bibi Harjeet Kaur and Bibi Charanjeet Kaur that there are in total
seven homes nearby, and you people shall visit all homes and
collect all that which is cooked in one utensil at a place.
Any pulse, vegetable, sweet, get them collected in one vessel
only and sent both of them to gather food.
Now these girls belong from very rich family, so when they
visit some disciple’s home, the disciples also becomes shocked
that such a rich man’s daughters are collecting the feast from homes
and both the girls also felt a bit shy that we belong from such a
affluent family and that Sant Maharaj ji has sent us to gather the
food.
Seeing both the girls, even the family members asked that
who has sent them, both answered that Maharaj ji has sent us, so
people remained quiet as they were also afraid from Sant Maharaj
ji that he shall not say hard words.
So the meaning is that Sant Maharaj used to conduct test of
the disciples that the delegated task is accomplished whole
heartedly by a person or not or he is doing the task out of shyness
and public shame. So in this way Sant Maharaj ji used to test the
people.

Raju Baba ji's (Baba Balkar Singh ji) visiting
few days at home in year 1986:
This incidence is of year 1986 near Diwali when Raju Baba
ji (Sant Maharaj Balkaar Singh ji) went to his home for a week
and holy servant Dev’s duty (of Kuthala) was fixed as Ardali with
Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh ji. Till the time of holy servant Dev’s
duty, Sant Maharaj ji did not had feast in proper way and neither
holy servant Dev cleansed the bathroom properly, due to which
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the bathroom’s floor was slippery. One day Sant Maharaj Ranjit
Singh slipped in bathroom because of this.
When Raju Baba ji (Sant Maharaj Baba Balkaar Singh ji)
returned after a week from their home, Sant Maharaj ji said that
now you have not to do the service of Ardali, you shall go the
feast and do cleaning work, and perform the duty of serving
sacrament and cleaning utensils. Then Raju Baba ji (Sant Maharaj
Baba Balkaar Singh ji) started doing that service with complete
devotion as before and do very well cleaning of the food hall and
utensils and place them after making the utensils very clean and
shiny.
Then one day when Raju Baba ji (Sant Baba Balkaar Singh
ji) went to greet Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh ji, Sant Maharaj ji
asked him to again take hold of his previous service of Ardali and
told him that now it’s been seven days, I’ve not yet changed my
clothes, whenever I ask them to do that, then only they pay heed
else they do not bother. So in this way Sant Maharaj ji assigned
the duty of Ardali to Raju Baba ji (Sant Maharaj Balkaar Singh
ji).
After many years of this incidence, one day Sant Maharaj ji
was getting ready to go to Pilibheet from Balpur. Sant Maharaj
Ranjit Singh ji Virkat said that here a sharp edged shoe was kept;
today I have to wear that shoes, therefore go and get it, then Raju
Baba ji (Sant Maharaj Balkaar Singh ji) brought all the shoes one
by one, but Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh said that I do not want any
among these, I only want that sharp edged shoes and in this way,
Sant Maharaj ji did not liked any shoes and said that you have
given those shoes to someone.
Then Raju Baba ji (Sant Baba Balkaar Singh ji) said that
Maharaj ji we brought all shoes here only from Punjab and there
were no shoes left. Then again Sant Maharaj ji said that you have
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given those shoes to anyone and now I’ll go to the discourse only
when you give me those shoes else I won’t go in the discourse.
Then Raju Baba ji (Sant Baba Balkaar Singh ji) again started
the search but he could not find those pair of shoes and at last he
returned being sad and said that Maharaj ji I searched a lot but
could not find and if I am lying, I take oath that I’ll end my life if
we get those shoes within this week according to the truth and lie,
then at the same time, Sant Maharaj ji became very happy and
embraced him.

Incidence of 23rd August 2002
This incidence is of 23rd August 2002 when it was 3’0
clock in the evening, then Sant Maharaj ji called Baba Fateh Singh
and Baba Raju (Sant Baba Balkaar Singh ji) at Bhora Sahib (place
of residence) and said that I only worry for you two and Sant
Maharaj used to say that, “someone should wake up”. The gist is
that even if one person achieves the designation of awakened soul
after following his spiritual master’s orders, then a sage life becomes
successful.

Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh’s words with
Didaar Singh Bains in America
Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Virkat ji once in America said to
Didaar Singh Bains that I carry a heavy load on my brain, and
then Didaar Singh said that Maharaj ji you used to unburden our
minds then how come your mind is heavy with a load? Then Sant
Maharaj ji said that if we build a trust, I am afraid that the trustees
won’t trouble our holy servants.
Then Didaar Singh said that Maharaj ji we will make such a
trust whose trustees are such members who won’t trouble your
holy disciples.
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Sukhdev Singh (Goods Minister):
This incidence is of twenty years ago, if someone shows
extreme devotion among the disciples of Sant Maharaj ji, they
used to conduct a test in different way (or fix criterion for them)
whose idea was not at all in that person’s mind.
It is the incidence of one day, there was a biogas plant at the
back of food hall in Panjgrahiyan place. There is a squared shape
place in cow dung gas plant where the cow dung accumulates, so
the person deployed to rear cows and buffaloes, he was moving
the stick in that squared place of biogas plant (where cow dung
was filled) and was trying to search something.
At this time only, Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh came outside
for a walk and reached at that place and asked, Kale! What are
you doing here? Then Kala (who take care of the animals) said
Maharaj ji that the trowel (instrument to dig earth) has fallen in it
and I am trying to find it.
In the meanwhile, seeing Sant Maharaj ji standing there,
Sukhdev Singh (Goods Minister) and few other holy servants came
there, so when other holy servants also reached there, then Sant
Maharaj ji said Sukhdev Singh (Goods Minister) that this poor
Kala does not knows how and where to find, and now you remove
your clothes and get inside this squared place (where the cow
dung is accumulated). Sukhdev Singh became a bit shocked and
a bit surprised on hearing this, then again Maharaj ji said quickly
remove your clothes and get into it and then you will be completely
ok.
Sukhdev Singh immediately removed his clothes and went
inside.
The moment he get inside, Sant Maharaj ji said now dive
into it, on diving, the cow dung stick to all his body parts, then
Sant Maharaj ji asked him to find out from his hands what has
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fallen inside. Sukhdev Singh did not find anything when he searched,
Sant Maharaj ji made Sukhdev Singh dive thrice in it.
The gist is that Sant Maharaj ji used to conduct test of holy
servants at various time in these ways, all this was to follow the
order and had Sukhdev Singh felt guilty then he might not have
obtained the blessings of Sant Maharaj ji.
And finally Sant Maharaj ji immediately said Sukhdev Singh
that now everything of yours will be set right.
So in this way, Sant Maharaj ji takes examination of holy
servants and his disciples at various times.

Visiting Pilibhit
Bhai Surjit Singh, popularly known as Jagir, was among
the team of Singhs accompanying him since long. After leaving
his (Virkat Ji’s) company he started narrating religious tale to
followers at various places. Whenever there was a discussion
about practising on Thy name, following the path of religious
pursuit or any other invisible adversity he would say that this
concept can be clarified only by Maharaj ji. When Jagir Singh
came for recitation of holy text at the residence of Sohan Singh
in Jara Kothi, he came across such problems. One member of
Sohan Singh's family died every year. They had visited many
religious places to get rid of this calamity, but could not be
relieved of this adversity. Jagir Singh informed the family about
Maharaj ji (Virkat Ji), On his persuasion they came to Bhora
Sahib in Balpur to see Sant Maharaj and requested him for
recitation of Akhand Path at their residence. They also narrated
their grief to Maharaj ji, who after listening to them patiently
fixed the date for Akhand Path and said, “we will also have
religious congregation too.” The Akhand Path was started on
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the schedule day and the congregation was to be held in the
evening. On the first night, people from nearby villages heard
the voice of discourse being delivered by Sant Maharaj. Those
people who were devotees of Sant Ishar Singh ji of Rara Sahib
and of Sant Maharaj Karan Singh ji came to attend on the
second day. The people realized that they were very fortunate
to listen to discourse by Maharah ji. Many more devotees
gathered next day.
Virkat ji was staying at the residence of Bhai Sohan Singh,
but he would sit, on a white sheet spread in the garden near his
house for most of time and was engrossed in meditation. The
devotees started pouring in there also to have glimpse of their
beloved Sant. The garden was situated a little away from
residence of Bhai Sohan Singh. It was the temperament of
Maharaj ji to live in a lonely place; so he preferred to spend
most of the time in the garden and meditated on Thy name
there. The tents were erected in the garden for his stay. Looking
on these tents people thought, that some king or any royal
personality must be staying there. Inspired by this schedule of
Virkat ji Bhai Sohan Singh also started meditating at this place
continuously for many hours. He should meditate from twelve
in midnight to 10 am next morning. The mother of Baba Sohan
Singh would come to garden and always request, “Maharaj ji,
have mercy on my son. You are to liberate him from the cycle
of birth & death”.
Meditation become a regular routine for Bhai Sohan Singh,
may it be winter, summer or rains. He would do his routine
work in the remaining time. Bhai Sohan Singh & his family was
already very much religious minded.
This family donated a piece of land to a Sant Baba
Gurbaksh Singh and made a room for his stay there. They
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offered all services to him. After some time this spiritual soul
passed away. This Akhand Path was arranged on the eve of
anniversary of Sant Gurbaksh Singh and Maharaj ji delivered
sermons during these days of Akhand Path.

Baba Narain Singh Passed away
Virkat ji has been visiting Balpur off end on. While Baba
Narain Singh, popularly known as elderly Baba ji was taking
care of holy place at Panjgarian. He got sick and was attended
by Dr. Balbir Singh of Kuthal, who asked the followers to
send for Sant Maharaj (Virkat Ji), because Baba Narain Singh
was very old and getting weak. His condition was critical and
& any breathe could be his last moment. Mithoo Pandit was
asked by the devotees of Panjgarian to proceed for UP to
bring Sant Maharaj ji. Mithoo Pandit reached Gurdwara in
Balpur, UP. He was continuously crying. Virkat ji said, “Pandit
ji what is the matter?” He replied, “Maharaj ji Baba Narain
Singh is not well and is remembering you.” On hearing this
news, Maharaj ji immediately thought of leaving for Punjab.
Many followers of UP wished to accompany him so that they
could have glimpse of Baba ji. He said, “I am to take him here.
Seat for Bhain Harbans Kaur is also to be kept. She will also
come here with us.” On reaching the holy place of Panjgarian
he directly went to the room of Baba Narain Singh and asked
for his well-being. Baba ji was quite well at that time. After
taking bath and the meals he asked, “Baba ji let us go to Rara
Sahib to pay our regards to Sant Maharaj Kishan Singh ji.”
He informed Sant Maharaj, “Maharaj ji, I was away to UP,
Baba Narain Singh got sick and I have to come back.” Sant
Maharaj ji said, “Take him also with you to UP because you
have already made up your mind to do so.” He said, “we were
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In Houston (America) Sant Virkat Ji, Baba Balkar Singh Ji
& Baba Mohan Singh Ji during Kirtan in Gurudwara Sahib.

Sant Virkat Ji, Baba Balkar Singh Ji & Head of
Gurudwara Sahib, standing outside after Kirtan in Calgary.

Sant Virkat Ji, Baba Mohan Singh Ji & Baba Balkar Singh Ji
during Kirtan at Fushing Gurudwara Sahib in Newyork.
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Virkat Ji with Devotee’s in Silliguri Gurudwara Sahib
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Virkat Ji doing Kirtan with His ‘Jatha’ in Newyork
(Richmond Hills) Gurudwara Sahib.
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Virkat Ji during Kirtan in Manilla

At Manilla Airport Sangat bading ‘Goodbye’
to Sant Virkat Ji
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Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Ji Virkat in Manilla

Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Ji Virkat in Singapore.
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Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Virkat Ji
in Canada with Devotee’s

Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Ji Virkat with
Bhai Didar Singh Bains Family

In Sant Ashram Isharsar, Panjgarian Gurudwara Sahib
Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Ji, Disciple Raju Baba Ji
(Baba Balkar Singh Ji) Rabbi Singh Ji, & at Right Side of
Baba Ji Jathedar Mohan Singh Ji.
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Last Dewan Picture of Sant Maharaj Ji in
Village ‘Jahangir’ near Panjgarian.
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to seek permission from you, you have always been kind
enough to us.” Then he went to UP taking along Baba ji and
Bhain Harbans Kaur.
Bhain Harbans Kaur informed, “At the holy place in UP,
Sant Ranjit Singh Ji had instructed followers to practise
meditation on Thy name regularly for forty days. The devotees
used to come to Gurdwara daily. When Bhai Sucha Singh,
Bhai Kartar Singh, Bhai Bhag Singh came to shrine, Baba ji
asked, “How many days are still left for completion of “forty
days medition.?” They told Baba ji that fifteen days were still
left. Next morning when devotees came to pay respect to Baba
ji, the latter again asked, “How many days are still left?” After
a few days again he asked the same question to the followers.
The devotees though that Baba ji was now loosing memory.
One day Bibi Bholi daughter of Bhai Dhanwant Singh asked
Baba to any service she could do for him. Baba ji advised her,
“Now I do not need this, you should obey Maharaj ji (Virkat
Ji) you must follow his advice, Guru will bless you.” He became
mum after saying this. After some time he said to Bibi Harbans
Kaur, “Maharaj ji had instructed us during his discourse last
night not to sleep for the whole night. Continue meditation upon.
Thy name for the whole night, there will an eclipse tonight. All
the devotees should stay at this holy place. No body is to leave
for their homes.”
Baba ji asked Bibi Harbans Kaur “We must also go there.”
Sant of Mallpur had organized congregations in memory of the
Tenth Master. Two sittings of discourses are to be held there.
Sant Harchand Singh was very much affectionate to Baba
Narain Singh Ji. They were meeting each other more frequently.
Baba ji told Bibi Harbans Kaur, “Let us see how two ascetic
Sants meet each other.” Bibi Harbans Kaur asked Baba ji that
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they can meditate here and may not go there as the latter was
very weak. Thus Baba ji sent a message to Sant Harchand
Singh to see the former, before going back. So Sant Ranjit
Singh went to the congregation with his followers. Baba Narain
Singh then asked Bibi Harbans Kaur to ask Mahatma ji (Sant
Ranjit Singh) to take the dinner with him (Baba Narain Singh).
When Mahatma ji returned from the congregation, Bibi
Harbans Kaur told him that Baba ji had not still taken his food
and wished to eat with him (Mahatma ji). Both the great spiritual
souls took their food together. After the meals Baba Narain
Singh took out keys of his truck and a cash of Rupees 300
from below his pillow and handed over to Virkat ji and asked
to bless this “baby” pointing towards Bibi Harbans Kaur.
Mahatma ji caught hold of his hand and asked, “Do you have
some problem?” The latter immediately replied, “I do not have
any problem, but this mortal physique has completed his life. It
is already very late. One must pray final ‘Ardas’ only once,
not again and again. Now allow me to leave this world happily.”
Virkat ji said, “Baba ji, your presence was a great encouragement to me.” Saying this he proceeded toward his Bhora Sahib
after seeking permission from Baba ji. It was about 11.30 pm
Bibi Harbans Kaur, Bibi Gian Kaur and other women followers
were taking care of Baba ji turn by turn. Baba ji said, “Give
me medicine at 1.30 am.” Bibi Harbans Kaur ji said, “Baba ji,
you are to take medicine in the day time and we had never
administered this medicine during night.” Then he again insisted
to have medicine at 1.30 am only. At 1.30 am, he got up and
wrapped the blanket around as it was very cold. At 1.45 am
he demanded water. As Bibi Harbans Kaur stood up to bring
water, he asked her to stay there and asked Bibi Gian Kaur to
fetch water. After few minutes he concentrated his mind in His
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Holiness Sant Isher Singh ji. Maharaj of Rara Sahib and spread
his body flat. He then uttered Dhan, Dhan, Guru Nanak Dev
ji, then recited Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji three times and
after this he uttered Dhan Waheguru three times before
breathing his last. Virakat ji was highly grieved as both lived
together for long. His body was cremated as per the tradition
of Sikhim. Recitation of Shri Guru Granth Sahib was done an
his behalf. He went to Kiratpur Sahib in Punjab to immerse his
remains. Before immersion of remains he went to Sant Maharaj
Kishan ji at Rara Sahib and offered him clothes and a pair of
shoes. After paying regards to Maharaj ji he prayed, “Maharaj
ji; kindly be kind to your devotee. His remains are to be
immersed in Kiratpur Sahib.” He also narrated the whole
sequence how Baba ji breathed his last. Sant Maharaj ji uttered,
“He is leaving after winning the battle of his life.” And also
allowed Virkat ji to go to Kiratpur Sahib. Sant Maharaj ji took
off a garland from his neck and placed it an the pinnacle
containing the remains and uttered, “He is leaving this mortal
world after becoming a dutiful and obedient son from a ordinary
son. He has completed the purpose of his human life.
Sant Ranjit Singh went to Kirtpur Sahib with a large
number of followers and immersed the remains respectfully in
the Satluj.

Passing away of Sant Maharaj Kishan Ji
Virkat ji was away in Ludhiana. He desired to have glimpse
of Sant Maharaj Kishan Singh ji. It was the resting time of
Sant Maharaj ji to have nap after lunch. On that day it happened
that when Bhai Partap Singh who was always in his attendance
requested Sant Maharaj ji to take rest, but the latter did not
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pay any attention to his request. After sometimes Bhai Partap
Singh closed the curtains in the Varandah so that Sant Maharaj
might take some rest, but latter stopped him from closing the
curtains. Meanwhile Virkat ji entered the room. He paid his
regards to Maharaj ji and offered a bouquet of flowers. Bhai
Partap Singh told Virkat ji that Sant Maharaj ji was waiting for
him. Meanwhile Sant Maharaj ji coughed lightly to draw
attention. All the Singhs accompaning Virkat ji paid their regards
and got seated. After sometimes Bhai Partap Singh again
requested Sant Maharaj ji to take rest. Sant ji went to inner
room for rest, Sant Ranjit Singh also accompanied him. When
the latter was coming out of the room, Sant Maharaj ji again
coughed. It took no time for Virkat ji to understand that Sant ji
was preventing him from going out of the room. Bhai Partap
Singh started massaging Maharaj ji. Virkat ji also followed to
massage. While massaging he was thinking that Maharaj ji
needed us to do this service, that is why he (Virkat Ji) was
asked not to leave the room. After massaging for sometime,
the clothes were put on Maharaj ji. Then an attendant brought
meals for Sant Maharaj ji. Now Virkat ji again wanted to go
out so that Maharaj ji could take his meals, the latter again
coughed. Bhai Partap Singh asked Virkat ji to remain staying
there. After taking meals, the Singhs who accompanied Virkat
ji were given some food and some subzi put on a loave was
also offered to Virkat ji, who thought that they were being
asked to stay for this kindness. After taking meals, Virkat ji
again came to Maharaj ji. He asked Bhai Partap Singh to call
the Singhs sitting outside so that all of them could seek
permission to leave for Ludhiana after paying regards.
Meanwhile he came inside along his groups of Singhs. Maharaj
ji pocked him the stick which former always had with him.
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Maharaj ji continued doing such small acts. When Virkat ji
paid his obeisance before him, Maharaj ji placed his hand on
former's head. Virkat ji thought that it might be the reason to
prevent him from going so that Maharaj ji could bestow
blessings on him.
He then returned back with his companions. On the way
he thought in his mind that it was the time when Maharaj ji
might breath his last. He also told, that he had requested Sant
Maharaj Kishan Singh ji, “If I die before you, It is all right,
otherwise you should leave this mortal world by blessing me
and putting your hand on my head.” He, thus, fulfilled these
words. This incidence was narrated to his devotees many times.
After 2-3 days Sant Maharaj ji united with the eternal light
(Supreme Soul).

Visit to Manila
Bhai Amar Singh of Baple was living in Manila with his
elder son Bhupinder Singh alias Raja and two sons (Surjan
Singh and Logi) of his brother Bhai Kaka Singh. There was a
dispute between sons of Kaka Singh and son of Amar Singh.
The dispute took serious turn of do or die. Bhai Amar Singh
wrote a letter to Maharaj ji in this regard. Bhai Surjit Singh of
Pandori son of his father’s sister also requested, “Maharaj ji
you will have to go to Manila to settle their dispute. They are
not to agree to our requests. They will obey your instructions.
They have already spent about Rupees 15-20 Lakhs. God
knows how much more they will have to pay for it. Bhai
Kuldeep Singh son of Bhai Kaka Singh also made a request,
“Maharaj ji please pay a visit to Manila. They do not agree to
our proposals, but they can’t dare to disobey you.” Sant
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Maharaj ji thus agreed to go and asked Bhai Surjit Singh and
Bhai Kuldeep Singh to accompany him. Maharaj ji boarded
the plane of Singapore Airline in May 1995 to Manila. He
took his three Singhs with him. A large number of followers
were present at Manila airport to greet him. Many followers
from menila had also come there. Although both the parties
also came to receive Maharaj ji, yet there was no love lost
between them. Maharaj ji went to the residence of son of Bhai
Amar Singh from airport. He gathered the followers there.
Akhand Path was started at the residence of Bhai Amar Singh.
All the followers were present at the concluding ceremony. He
sang many hymns in they praise and asked them to live united
with love and affection. All of them bowed their heads before
Maharaj ji and pledged not to indulge in fighting again. Thus he
could have compromise between the two warring groups.
As the followers who believed in Sikhism were keen
to listen to Guru’s words in their own mother tongue and that
too in a very simple way, so they took keen interest in discourses
by Maharaj ji. Virkat ji told them the procedure of practising
meditation on Thy name. Thus they were highly benefited by
this visit of Maharaj ji to Manila. After sorting out the conflict
between the two groups, he returned back to Panjgarian, India.
This he could do by reciting the hymns in Thy praise and
inspiring them to meditate.

Visit to Delhi
Bhai Ujaggar Singh requested Maharaj ji in 1982 to pay
a visit to his mohalla Partap Nagar in Delhi, which the latter
accepted very gladly and said, “We are for this holy cause,
you should have the spirit.” Then Bhai Ujaggar Singh, Bhai
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Sudarshan Singh, Bhai Bhajan Singh, Bhai Ajit Singh, Bhai
Ajaib Singh etc, all requested for time for congregation there.
All arrangements were made. Initially Maharaj ji had seven
congregations there between 6 to 12th October in the Central
Park of Partap Nagar. More and more followers started
attending these congregations. During this period Maharaj ji
was staying at the residence of Ujaggar Singh. Bhai Ujaggar
Singh and Bhai Amar Singh were followers of His Holiness
Sant Ishar Singh ji Maharaj of Rara Sahib. All the doors and
windows for Gurdwara in Rara Sahib were donated by Bhai
Amar Singh. He was offered a siropa (Robe of honour) by
Sant Ishar Singh ji Maharaj at Rara Sahib. Inspired by the
interest of followers Virkat ji held 12 more congregations during
22nd and 30th October. After this there was a series of 16
congregations in 1989 and 21 congregations in 1991 and again
21 more were held in 1992. Inspired by the faith of Bhai
Sudershan Singh in Virkat ji many more devotees came to his
fold. They requested for more and more congregations for them.
Maharaj ji never disappointed any one on this account. He
would reach the place whenever devotees wanted for this
spiritual cause. He used to say, “This is only path which could
librate the individual souls from the cycle of birth, death and
then rebirth. I am given this duty by Almighty, thus I feel myself
fortunate to discharge it very faithfully.” He further said, “As
we sow so shall we get the fruit. We will have to reap the
harvest what we have sowed. We are bound to face the
consequences of our deeds, because deeds of this life are
burdened by the acts we have done in our pervious birth, no
body can be spared from their effects. But the meditation and
singing Thy praise is the only weapon which can librate us from
bondages birth, death and rebirth again and again. The meditaion
and other librating methods can be applied only in the guise of
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human birth.” He further said, “All other births are inferior to
human birth. They are more engrossed in deeds as they are
not free to do so at their will and neither they can obtain the
blessings of Guru. Thus it is the only human being, who can
only reform their deeds by having company of the pious
persons.”
When a person thinks himself/herself as the doer that he
himself is doing the said work, he remains engrossed in the
bondage of deeds. Once he gets out of this ideology, he is
librated from the prison of deeds. Thus first of all one will have
to offer this type of ideology to one’s guru, and to the Almighty.
This is first step towards devotional path. The devotees of
Delhi became very much affectionate and attached with
Maharaj ji. Earlier there used to be religious congregations by
His Holiness Sant Maharaj Isher Singh ji at Delhi. All The
devotees who were followers of His Holiness got attached
with Virkat ji. Bhai Pritam Singh Matharu used to be the stage
secretary of His Holiness in his congregations at Delhi. Now
he started discharging duties of stage secretary in congregation
of Virkat ji too. Bhai Pritam Singh Matharu did the service of
maintaining shoes in congregations for many years in Vishanu
Garden. Sant Maharaj ji thus delivered a large number of
sermons to the devotees in Delhi. Many of followers from Delhi
are now still attached with holy shrine in Panjgarian. Many
Singhs to reate devotional songs have been produced among
these followers of Delhi.
When you were offering your servicesto Baba Ishar Singh
ji at Dablan there a strange episode happened. There was a
sikh living near by town. He requested that I hae come to Dablan
for Amritpaan. He said, "I was going to Takht Shri Hajoor
Sahib, it has been ordered to me that I should take Amritpaan
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from Dablan Sahib. "Virakkat ji said, "Bhai, If you are going to
Hajoor Sahib, why don't you have Amritpaan from there on
the tenth day." But he again requested for the Amrit paan and
said, "I has been ordered that I should have Amrit paan, from
Dablan Sahib and then go." Virakkat ji told these words that,
"We five sikhs together gave a Amritpaan to him." After that
when we visited Hajoor Sahib later then somebody from the
Sangat told us that the person who had come from Dablan
Sahib after having Amritpaan he offered Prasad (Deg) at the
Takht Sahib and then went to Baba Nidhan Singh's Gurudwara
for offering the Prasad (Deg) and after that took bath and he
was just combing his hair that he took heavenly abode on the
ninth day.

Visit to America
Bhai Bhupinder Singh Gill of Manal was the president of
Gurdwara in Bareen. He sponsored Maharaj ji for the first
time to visit America. In America many sikhs became followers
of Virkat ji, who got much popularity among them. He held
congregations there for twenty five days. He also visited New
York for five days. Bhai Devinder Singh invited him to New
York, where he stayed at the residence of Bhai Surinder Paul
Singh, who hailed from Jallandhar. After holding congregations
in Richmand Hill, he delivered sermons for 2-3 days in Huston
too before leaving for India. Many followers in America got
inspired, when they came to know about his fame. Once Bhai
Charanjit Singh Sandhu went to Bhai Bhupinder Singh Gill and
requested him, “I also wish to have glimpse of this great
religious soul. Kindly connect me to him on the telephone.”
Bhai Bhupinder Singh said, “It is the will of spiritual Sant.”
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Bhai Charanjit Singh Sandhu then said, “I am to request
Maharaj ji to stay at my residence whenever he visits America
again. I will do my utmost in his honour.” Next time when
Maharaj ji visited United States he stayed at the residence of
Bhai Charanjeet Singh. All the devotees attended his
congregation with great devotion. The man theme of his
discourse was “the importance of Thy name.” Many followers
invited him to their residences and honoured him with great
hospitality. Bhai Charanjit Singh prayed to Maharaj ji, “we do
not have any issue, although, we have been married since long.”
This request was made by him in presence of all devotees, so
Maharaj ji instructed him in their presence, “Meditate upon
Thy name. When you do this for forty days continuously, you
will be surely blessed by Guru Nanak Dev ji. After completion
of meditation for forty days, perform the Ardass. After this
you are also to continue this practice. Do not leave it.” When
next year again Sant Maharaj ji visited U.S, Bhai Charanjit
Singh had been blessed with a male child. The devotees were
highly impressed by this miracle of Maharaj ji. This episode
has been have narrated and got written in this book by Bhai
Charanjit Singh Sandhu himself.
Maharaj ji never uttered any word in privacy. He always
advised and gave instructions in presence of all. One Bhai
Charanjeet Singh Sandhu said, “Maharaj ji, I am being harassed
by Income Tex Authorities. Kindly be kind to me.” Sant
Maharaj ji said, “Meditate on Thy name for a period of two
spans of forty days each very strictly. Everything will be all
right by His grace.” He did accordingly and was relieved of
the harassment of income tax officials and everything was
settled. All the documents which were proofs against him were
found missing from the files. Bhai Charanjeet Singh Sandhu
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narrated all this to Baba Balkar Singh ji, “Initially I could not
save a penny, but after practising forty-day meditation on the
advice of Maharaj ji, I could save much and my business is
flourishing very much.”
When Bhai Bhupinder Singh came to India, he took
Maharaj ji to his village Manaal. Akhand Path was recited by
accompanist of Maharaj ji, who also sang humns in praise of
Almighty at the concluding ceremony of Akhand Path. Bhai
Bhupinder Singh was highly impressed to listen to his spiritual
utterance. He requested Maharaj ji, “Kindly do pay a visit to
my residence whenever you happen to visit America again.”
Next time when Maharaj ji was on his way to U.S., he
met a Sikh in the airplane, who indulged in discussion with the
former. The passangers generally exchange their views in plane.
He took keen interest in Maharaj ji as the latter was in the
robes of a Sant. He said, “Maharaj ji, my name is Didar Singh.
I have a flourishing business in America. I have a few hundred
acres of agricultural land there. Please you must visit my
residence. I will donate you as much as you wish.” Maharaj ji,
“I am not that kind of Baba, who visit abroad for collection of
donations. If you need to listen about Thy praise and importance
of guru’s word, you are welcome to the place where I would
stay.” Didar singh further expressed that mostly the Sants, who
come from Punjab, have only one mission that is of collecting
money. Most of them do not even have the basic knowledge
of spiritualism. They simply befool the public.” Virkat ji listened
to him very patiently and did not react to his comments. But
after sometimes Bhai Didar Singh met Maharaj ji with a clear
heart and had a longing for union with Almighty. Noting this
change in him. Virkat ji initiated him with guru’s word and told
him the techniques of meditation making him sit in front of
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himself (Virkat ji) This has been narrated by Maharaj ji himself,
“Bhai Didar Singh crossed the three phases of spiritualism sitting
in front of me.” Bhai Didar Singh and his family used to come
oftenly to Maharaj ji during his stay in U.S. He took Maharaj
ji to his form house also His Mexican wife also had faith in
Sikhism. Maharaj ji told smilingly, “Didar Singh is such a simple
person, one can’t judge that he was very rich man. His wife
was always seen cleaning the utensils in Gurdwara. She also
was not proud of their wealth and fame.”

Sant Maharaj ji getting Fever
Maharaj ji had a complain of chest pain in 1997. Dr.
Nirmal Singh who was doing practice in Sampurn a Nagar in
Palia, gave him medicine for many days, but the former was
not getting any relief from the chest pain, which was rather on
the increasing side. One day, Bhai Tara Singh requested,
“Maharaj ji, Dr. Kapoor in Palia is a specialist in cardiology,
let us consult him. “Maharaj ji agreed to the proposal and sat
in the car to go to the doctor. Bhai Harjit Singh of Panjgarian,
who was first of Maharaj ji, Bhai Tara Singh, Bhai Kartar
Singh also accompanied him to the doctor at Palia. On
investigation doctor said, “Maharaj ji had a severe heart attack
and you have been taking his ailmerit non-seriously. He is in a
very critical stage, anything could happen at any time. I give
medicine for him but can not give any assurance about his life,
because you have brought him here too late. If he is survived
up to 4 pm today, further treatment can be started, nothing
else could be done at this stage.” He also asked the followers,
who accompanied him, “If he is survived by 4 pm, then give
me a call, I will immediately reach there, otherwise it will be of
no use.” Saying this the doctor left but the followers were
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shocked to know all this and they thought that it was not
advisable to take Maharaj ji to his Bhora Sahib in Balpur. He
was thus taken to the residence of the devotee Bhai Sohan
Singh, whose house was nearby. Wife of Bhai Sohan Singh
got perturbed to here about the condition of Maharaj ji. She
prayed in her mind that nothing should happen to Maharaj ji at
their house. Meanwhile the followers viz Bhai started meditation
for Maharaj ji’s good health (well-being) in the Gurdwara. After
sometimes all the devotees came to see Virkat ji in his room
and the latter uttered smilingly.” You should keep it in mind
that nothing would happen to me. Do not take notice of advice
of this doctor. My doctor is someone else.” Still he was feeling
pain in his chest, when the pain subsided a little, he got asleep.
He had a dream during this sleep at about 3 am. He immediately
informed Bhai Harjit Singh, “Look, my doctor has arrived.”
He asked, “How did you feel his presence?” Virkat ji said,
“Look, I do not feel any pain now.” But Bhai Harjit Singh told
that there was no doctor present there. Maharaj ji said, “I had
glimple of Sant Maharaj ji of Rara Sahib who had instructed
me to sing hymn in Thy praise. Ok, I do kirtan and you take
rest.” Meanwhile he was awake. He informed about his dream
to Bhai Suchan Singh and Bhai Harjit Singh, “My real doctor
(His Holiness Sanj Maharaj ji of Rara Sahib) has come.” Next
morning when doctor came to investigate him, he saw Virkat ji
sitting with the turban on head. The doctor got worried and
said, “You were asked not to make any movement, but you
are sitting as if you are ready to go for a war.” The doctor
checked him and found about 10 percent improvement and
was very much satisfied. Virkat ji said, “Doctor Sahib, my doctor
is some one else. You have been given the service to treat me.
As soon as I had glimpse of His Holiness Sant Maharaj ji, I
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was relieved of my pain. You are to get credit of all this.” The
doctor started investigating him thoroughly and found that a
sound saying ‘Waheguru’,Waheguru’ was heard from the point
on his body where so ever he touched his stethoscope. He
asked Virkat ji to hold on this sound. Sant Maharaj ji said,
“These sounds will not cause any obstruction to functioning of
your instruments. It is very difficult to start such sounds and
when started no one can stop it. As the springs of water can
not be stopped by anyone.”
Doctor again requested Virkat ji to hold on the breathing
and hence this unique sound for some moments so that
investigations could be done properly. Dr. Nirmal Singh
informed Dr. Kapoor, “the patient is not an ordinary Sant, he
is a great religious and pious person. Whatever is uttered by
this spiritual soul is final, you should continue your clinical tests,
these sounds will not hinder your process of observations and
investigation.” Dr. Kapoor became more and more devotional
to Maharaj ji.
Maharaj ji was staying the residence of father in law of
Bhai Gurbachan Singh. As the followers came to know about
the illness of Maharaj ji, they started pouring in to ask for his
well-being. They were offering buckets of fruit to him. Free
Langer was being distributed not among the followers only,
but to every passerby also. Bhai Sohan Singh was of very kind
nature. He was always happy to serve the Sants and the
followers. He served them till Maharaj ji stayed in his house.
After some days Maharaj ji told the doctor, “There is a road
near by, Many vehicles cross the road and I get disturbed by
the sound of their horns etc. If you can came to Gurdwara for
check up, so that we can shift to the sacred place.” Initially
doctor hesitated to go there as it was very far, but when Maharaj
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ji said that the former would be provided with a conveyance
for this purpose, the doctor agreed. After one week the doctor
developed too much faith in Maharaj ji that he did not charge
any consultation fee. One day doctor went inside the Bhora
Sahib. He saw the photo of His Holiness Sant Ishar Singh ji
Maharaj of Rara Sahib and asked about this religious soul and
said, “When Maharaj ji came to my clinic first time for
treatment, this was the great religious soul, who appeared to
me in dreams and instructed me “no stone should be left
unturned in the treatment of Virkat ji”. He also offered me two
oranges. Virkat ji asked doctor, “How many children do you
have?” Doctor replied that he was blessed with two daughters.
Sant Maharaj said, “Now His Holiness has bestowed blessing
on you to have two sons also.” Doctor said that it would be
due to His kind grace.
After this doctor referred Maharaj ji to Lucknow for
further investigations, because there was a knot of the size of
seed of maize in the abdomen which was formed due to clotting
of blood. The doctors at Lucknow gave him medicine to dilate
the clot lest it may block a few of vains. After administering the
medicine a machine was fitted on Maharaj ji for 72 hours. He
was advised by the doctor to do maximum movement and not
to take rest at all, so that the clot got dissolved. Maharaj ji
went to Labyrinth (Bhool-Bhulayian) of Lucknow for strolling,
where when a person enters in, can not come out without the
help of a person well know to this Labyrinth. One may keep
as many indicaters/signals on the path, he is bound to get
entrapped in it and remains wandering within it. Sant Maharaj
ji advised his followers while wandering in this maze, “This
material world is also like this. Labyrinth, whosoever does not
keep Almighty in his mind gets entrapped in it and can never
be relieved without His help.”
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After the check up, he returned to his place. Doctor told
him that he would be fit to play harmonium after 3 months,
because he always loved singing the hymns and could not live
without it. After two and a half months, he told the doctor that
he was still feeling very weak and might not be able to play
harmonium within three months period as described by him.
Doctor said, “You just take rest for one month more. You will
be perfectly fit.” On completion of 3 months, Virkat ji told his
followers, “Today, I am to perform kirtan in Darbar Sahib, may
it be for 5-10 minutes.” Followers requested him to take rest
and not to take risk of singing as he was still very weak, but he
said, “I am to start my duty as early as possible. I have come in
this world to do my duty assigned by Almighty.” He sang on
Harmonium, the religious hymns in Thy praise for 15-20 minutes.
He went on increasing the duration of performance of Kirtan
day by day and within a week’s time, it was all as usual.

Visit to Darjiling
Bhai Mohinder Singh told Maharaj ji that one of his
relatives lived in Kishan Ganj Nagar in Bihar. He has a transport
business. He frequently visited this place. One day he requested
Maharaj ji to pay a visit to his house in Kishan Ganj. Maharaj
ji accepted his invitation and made up his mind to go there.
This programme was planned in 2000 AD. He was very weak
during those days and was convulsing after suffering from heart
attack, so he had to cancel this visit. He was admitted to
Escort’s Hospital in Delhi for treatment. He planned to visit
Kishan Ganj on March 25-26, 2001. Though he was still not
very well. He, only, knew the hidden secret behind it that what
was compelling him to go there and who were to be benefitted
by this visit.
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He reached upto Bagdogre airport by plane, while all his
accompanists reached there by rail. Bhai Gurdial Singh came
there to receive him in his car. He was profusely garlanded
there. The family of Bhai Gurdial Singh was highly delighted
and excited to see Maharaj ji in their house. Akhand Path was
arranged in their house. The grand hospitality provided to
Maharaj ji and his accompanists is beyond description. He
delivered sermon there by arranging two congregations. The
followers were mostly Sindhi Sikhs. Many families served him
tea and meals by inviting him at their residences.
There is a MBBS College in Kishan Ganj in which 25%
seats were kept reserved for Punjabi Sikhs. The State
Government did not recognize that college. When Virkat ji
performed kirtan there, all the Punjabi students of the college
came to him and informed “Our college has 25% seats reserved
for us, but State Government is not according recognition to it.
It is our final year of MBBS, If the college is not recognized,
no institute will give credit to our degree and we will not be
able get any job. Our carreer will be spoiled.” Sant Maharaj ji
said, “Do not worry. God will do good to all.” And he also
instructed all the students to meditate on Guru’s word
continuously for forty days. He also recited two Akhand Path
in the college. These children took very keen interest in all
these religious activities. Meanwhile some Minister of Punjab
Government visited that place. They also narrated their aweful
story to the Minister, the latter discussed with authorities of
Bihar Government and ultimately the recognition was granted.
After this Virkat ji went to Siliguri and a congregation was
arranged in the gurdwara during the night. Bhai Kartar Singh
of Balpur was accompanying him. He (Kartar Singh) told that
during congregation, a large amount of money was offered to
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Maharaj ji, who gathered these notes and inserted in the
donation box placed in front of Shri Guru Granth Sahib. The
organizers said, “Maharaj ji this money is for you. You are to
keep it with you.” Maharaj ji replied, “I am not here to collect
the money, I am just to develop relation with the devotees
through Guru’s word, so I have come here from such a far off
place. There also all the offerings are for the holy place, and
thus these offerings should also be for this sacred shrine.”
Next day, on his departure he was forcibly presented with
a siropa and amount of Rupees 25000/- . He reached Darjiling
by car and then reached Patna Sahib, the birth place of the
Tenth Master by train. All the Singhs were with him. The
present head of the seat, Baba Balkar singh ji and Bhai Mohan
Singh ji were also with him. He was greeted by Bhai Iqbal
Singh, the Jathedar of the Takhat and was presented a siropa.
From here, he returned to Delhi by air.

Last days of Sant Maharaj in this Mortal
world
After the congregation he paid good-bye to all the
followers. He has given time for congregation to devotees of
Delhi. He has been very kind to the Delhi followers and held
congregation there very frequently, but this time he gave time
for limited number of sittings there, as if he was not to discourage
them. He was always giving indications during these days that
this might be his last visit to their place. After this he went to
deliver sermons in Ludhiana where he again pointed out for his
last visit there too. The followers from Rara Sahib also attended
these congregation. Doctor Gurmeet Singh also came for the
first time along Bhai Shingara Singh. He was a homeopath. He
noticed that Maharaj ji was coughing. He said, “My medicine
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will cure you if you are kind to me.” Virkat ji said smilingly,
“Shingara Singh, from where have you brought this doctor who
can cure me if I am kind to him?” Bhai Shingara Singh told
Maharaj ji that his family had been serving the holy shrine since
the time of His Holiness Sant Maharaj ji of Rara Sahib. Maharaj
ji got some more information from the doctor and asked him
to give medicine at least once a week to the devotees of
Panjgarian.
After this he had his congregation in U.P.. He delivered
discourses for twenty one days at Sakaria in Pilibhit district.
There used to be a huge rush in these congregations. It was his
specific characteristic that wherever he stayed, he would involve
his followers in meditation after telling the techniques of its
practice. Here also in Sakeria, the male devotee were practising
meditation during night while the women followers practised
during day time. So in this way, the meditation was continuously
performed for 24 hours a day. Many times he would go to see
their method of meditation, He would also tell the technique to
be followed who needed it. This practice is still in vogue these
days also. He asked owner of that land (Principal Bhai Gurdeep
Singh), “You must celebrate the anniversary of His Holiness
Sant Ishar Singh ji Maharaj every year and distribute free
‘Langer’ to all, you will never face any financial problem.” This
celebration is still held annually there.
On the eithteenth day, Maharaj ji pointed out to the late
comes to come in time and get proper benefit of singing hymns
in Thy praise. Time once lost can never be recalled back.
When Maharaj ji uttered such words, the followers were
having apprehensions, “Why was he saying like that?” It
appeared to them as if he was to leave this mortal world forever.
After this Bhai Gurdeep Singh went to Maharaj ji and started
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crying very loudly and said, “Why are you always pointing
towards the end of your life?” Maharaj ji replied, “Almighty
has related us with this physique, which is controlled according
to His will, so who knows when this relationship is broken.
That is why I remind you all to get as much benefit from it as
possible and practise meditation with more devotion.”
One the last day of congregation, he asked all the followers
in the audience hall to distribute blankets or clothes very
respectfully to all the Sants of that area.
After this he held five sittings of discourses in Hardaspur
near Nanak Matta. There also he preached meditation But
there he realized that the followers in that area believed more
in rituals.
An aged person came to him on the concluding day of
congregation and requested for “Naam”. On listening this Virkat
ji laughed and said, “I thought no customer will be found here
for my product (meditation) It is better you have came. My
visit is now fruitful”. The old man was told the technique of
“Simran”. Maharaj ji said, “At least one person has followed
it. It is an initiation here, so I have sowed the seed here.” After
this he had congregation is Dudhia. Here Bhai Rajpal Singh
and Bibi Sukhwant Kaur requested Maharaj ji, “We wish to
donate one acre of land to you for a holy shrine to be built for
you. As this is a place just on the highway, it will be easily
accessible to many followers, so kindly accept it.” Maharaj ji
asked them to show the land. He inspected that place and
liked it very much and said, “A place is nice which is surrounded
by canal.” Now a days a gurudwara after the name of Dhanna
Bhagat exists there.
He then returned to Dudhia and asked Bhai Karam Singh,
“I wish congregation be held in your garden as this piece of
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land needs company and presence of spiritual soul as well as
devotees. He arranged three sitting of discourses there. He
then came to the house of Bhai Sohan Singh in Kashipur and
showered blessings by delivering sermons there also. He came
back to Punjab via train form Muradabad. He was to hold
congregation is khurad also. After this congregations were
arranged in Khurad, Jahangir, Kheharu, Rajo Majra, Upoki
and then in Thaska near Gajju Majra and Chauhane for two
days.
After Thaska, there was congregation at Maha Singh wala.
There, he sent a follower to call Mohan Singh. When Baba
Mohan Singh and Baba Fateh Singh came, they appeared to
be very much grieved and informed that Baba Hazoora Sigh
who was serving at Dhablan Sahib had expired. Maharaj ji
expressed that it was better he could see him (Hazoora Singh)
earlier.
In the evening he went to stroll on the bank of Bhakra
Canal along with his followers. Mohan Singh had already
reached the spot with his accompanists. He asked his
accompanists not to take Bhai Mohan Singh here and also
instructed them to keep him away from water. After the
discourse at this place, he asked all of them to recite Rehiras
individually.
Next day during the congregation he recited,
He performed ‘Kirtan’ for about one and a half hour. After
this when he was coming back he called for Bhai Mohan singh
and said, “You must reach Panjgarian after paying regards at
Darbar Sahib tomorrow.” He also warned him “not to allow
anyone to go towards canal. You are to take care of all. Giving
these instructions he left that place by car. The Singhs insisted
to stroll nearby. Mohan Singh also accompanied him and
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proceeded towards canal. He entered the canal and was swept
away by water currents. All the followers tried to save him but
all in vain. Meanwhile Virkat ji had just reached Panjgarian
and got the telephonic call about his death. He told the
followers, “I knew about this to happen that is why I forgot
oral recitation of Rahiras 2-3 times.”
After cremation of Mohan Singh, a congregation was
arranged to console the followers. He uttered, “The death is
inevitable, every body, however mighty, he may be, has to face
it.” He then narrated the example of Mata Jeeto. Mata Jetto
asked the Tenth Master, “I have seen, when sitting in meditation,
that your younger sons are being bricked in the walls, and elder
ones sacrifice their living fighting at Chamkaur Sahib. Is it a
truth? “Guru Gobind Singh ji replied,” “It is as per will of the
Timeless One (Almighty) and it is a must to happen, Nobody
can escape it.” One hearing this Mata ji said, “It is impossible
for me to see all this with my eyes.” So he breathed her lost
before the happening of such a tyranny. Virkat ji told the
devotees, “I have been telling Mohan Singh since February
10th to stay still at one place and meditate for forty days. Thus
his mental unrest will be calmed down and everything will be
set right, but he thought that somebody had complained against
him and had the misunderstanding that Maharaj ji was demoting
him from a senior member of His Jatha to a junior one.” When
such an unwise feeling is developed in one’s mind, he/she looses
faith in guru’s utterances. Mohan singh paid no head to these
words of Maharaj ji and this misunderstanding developed too
much and this untoward incident occurred.
After this Virkat ji made up his mind not to appoint anyone
as Jathedar and will get the service from anyone as and when
needed.
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He got many telephonic calls inviting him to visit America,
Canada, England and Manila. He simply replied to his followers
there, “Please wait, I will plan to come” But he would say to
his followers here in India, “I am not to go anywhere during
the remaining period of my life. I am to just involve completely
in singing of hymns in Thy praise only. All of you should also
meditate as much as you can.” In the first week of July he told
the followers that he wished to go to UP for his treatment by
Dr. Kapoor. All the devotees requested him, “you can get best
treatment here in Punjab as there are many expert doctors
here also.” He smilingly said, “Raju will decide about it.” He
sent for Baba Balkar Singh and asked him, “These people insist
on getting treatment here, what should be done?” Baba Balkar
Singh has told us that he requested with folded hands, “Maharaj
ji, I do not know whether you are to go there for treatment or
you have some other project in your mind. But I visualize some
other intention which you do not wish to disclose to all the
followers. I feel you are finding an excuse to meet and help an
indigent devotee who had great love and affection for you, but
does not have a penny to pay for fare to come to you.” One
hearing this Virkat ji laughed and said to the follower, “Now
you suggest a solution to this problem.” He then talked with
his followers happily. The followers who have gathered there
apprehendad that he might breath his last as Baba Naran Singh
did there in UP.
He then went to UP but returned after 5 days. During this
period, wherever he went, there was a gathering in large
number of devotees within no time. He would distribute
“Parsad” by stopping his car whenever he saw a gathering of
followers on his way. He had instructed his driver, “If he finds
anyone left without receiving parsad, he must be brought to his
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notice. When a person meets on the road, car must be stopped
aside.” Doing all then he reached Panjgarian.
Anniversary of His Holiness Sant Maharaj ji was due in
August. He taught many codes of Sikhism to his followers. He
used to say again and again, “I am here to meditate and get the
meditation performed by all of you during the time left with
me. He used to sit on a cot beneath a gul mohur tree (Painciana
regia) at the site where his Angeetha Sahib is now situated. On
the 29th day of the month, the followers of UP were to leave
for their villages. Bibi Kuldeep Kaur, Bhai Kartar Singh, Bhai
Gurmeet Singh of Khandepur came to Maharaj ji for seeking
permission to leave, Maharaj ji said to then, “All the site plan
is now complete expect the place where I am sitting, what
should we construct here, “All of then replied with folded hands,
“What can we say Maharaj ji,” He further said, “Ok I will ask
Raju about its further paln.” All the devotees had left after
receiving ‘Parsad’ from Maharaj ji. He remained at that palce
sitting or sometimes sleeping and was completely engrossed in
the enjoyment of the basis of. The Timeless One (Almighty).
He would sometime stand on one leg holding a branch of mango
tree for the whole night. His eyes reflected the transcendental
love for his beloved (The Almighty).
When he was to go to Dhablan on the anniversary day of
His Holiness, he first went to the room of Baba Narain Singh,
Bibi Harbans Kaur and many other women devotees were
sitting there. I (Baba Balkar Singh) was also present in the
room. He paid respect to the photo of Baba Narain Singh
placed on the cot. He came in a sense of detachment from this
world & started crying. All the followers present there also got
grieved and sad. There was pin drop silence all around Baba
Balkar Singh thought that he was realizing the pang of
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separation of his co-follower of guru, but no body could
understand the inner secret. After this he moved slowly and
slowly towards his car. On reaching Dhablan he met many Sant
and other spiritual souls, also perform ‘Kirtan”. He uttered,
Then he narrated many events regarding His Holiness Sant
Maharaj ji, which happened with him during his stay at Dhablan.
After this he came back to Panjgarian. Eleven congregations
were organized there. It was harvesting season of paddy and
wheat was to be sown. He asked his followers to complete
the sowing quickly. He said, “Much work is left to be done
and there is shortage of time.” He also asked to call the
followers of UP on telephone and ask then to send one truck
fully loaded with sugar to Panjgarian. “A grand religious festival
is to be held here.” The followers were compelled to think that
this time anniversary was planned to be celebrated in UP and
Maharaj ji, with his followes, was to go to UP. “Why were
they being called to Panjgarian now?” On the other hand he
told followers of Panjgarian, “you were always complaining
that I go to UP in November every year, so I will be with you
this time.”
A deputation comprising of one member from each family
in Balpur (UP) came to Panjgarian to know why Maharaj ji
was not visiting UP this time. He (Virkat Ji) told Sawan Singh,
“O! ascetic, you were always demanding for winter time, so it
is the best opportunity for you to perform meditation.” He said
to Baba Fateh Singh, “We are to start forty-day meditation
continuously, so assign duties to all. “Baba Fateh Singh asked”
What ‘Ardas’ should we do! “He instructed Baba Feteh Singh,
“Let it be free time for all, do as much meditation and service
as anybody could do voluntarily. So perform Ardas with no
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binding of time.” Thus performing such a prayer, the forty-day
celebration was started.

Last Time of Sant Maharaj ji
He went to Rara Sahib in August 2002 on the eve of
Anniversary of His Holiness. He had light refreshment in the
room of his co-follower, Baba Harnek Singh. Another great
religious personality Shri Arjan Muni ji of Himachal Pardesh
had also came there to attend the anniversary celebrations of
His Holiness. He was staying with Baba Harnek Singh. Virkat
ji had already met him at Rara Sahib in 1975, when they
returned from Vibhaur Sahib after the immersion of holy body
of His Holiness in Satluj there. Arjan Muni ji also came to see
Virkat ji at holy shrine of Panjgarian in December 2002. Many
followers from Raikot were also with him. After taking
refreshment and meals, they discussed about religious pursuits.
After this Shri Arjan Muni ji left the place. Virkat ji could
always discuss without any hesistation his personal matters with
Baba Balkar Singh ji. When Arjan Muni ji left, he asked Baba
Balkar Singh, “Raju, you know what was this great religious
soul asking me? He advised me to detach myself completely
from everything.” Baba ji replied spontaneously that he knew
about this conversation between them. Virkat ji again asserted
that Arjan Muni ji has asked specially to him (Virkat Ji) to
have no attachment with anyone.
In the year 2002, the congregations were arranged during
night time. Many followers from UP had also arrived there.
The congregations were held on nights of December 1, 2, 3,
and 4. He delivered sermons during these congregations, “I
have completed my mission. His Holiness Sant Maharaj ji of
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Rara Sahib has bestowed this honour to me and uttered that
my voice roar like a lion and I should not give up performing
‘Kirtan’. So whatsoever was bestowed to me by His Holiness,
I have relayed that same to my followers. Nothing had been
concealed.”
Although he was not feeling well these days, yet he was
not avoiding performance. His voice appeared to be a unique
one and the breathing was also of different kind. On 4th of
December, Toni of Ludhiana had also come to see Maharaj ji.
He asked Maharaj ji to accompany the former to Ludhiana for
treatment. Maharaj ji said “I am not to go to any doctor, neither
I am to get my pulse checked by anyone.
Next day on 5th of December, when singing of hymns was
to start, he sent for Baba Fateh Singh and said, “Fateh Singh !
please postpone the recitation of Akhand Path which was to
be started tomorrow.” Baba Fateh Singh kept quiet and started
thinking about his utterance. Maharaj ji said, “I thought you
will have to exert more as the continuous recitation of Thy
name was also going on.” Baba Fateh Singh said, “Maharaj ji
the devotees are ready to perform all this.” Upon this Virkat ji
said, “Ok then announce it after the congregation.” Fateh Singh
again asked whether he would deliver sermons to the followers
in the congregation. Virkat ji declined to attend and asked him
to narrate religious anecdote.”
When Baba Fateh Singh came out after paying his respect
to Maharaj ji, he thought that he had committed a mistake. He
was to seek permission from Maharaj ji to perform ‘Ardas’
for the improvement of his health, so he went to Bhain Harbans
Kaur, who said, “when Bhai Swaran Singh and Bhai Baljinder
Singh came, you should take both of them with you to request
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Maharaj ji again that we all wished to recite Akhand Path for
your good health.”
Bhai Swaran Singh, Bhai Baljinder Singh, Bhai Sukhdev
Singh & Bhai Harbans Kaur all went to Maharaj ji. When all
of them paid their regards collectively to Maharaj ji, he was
very much delighted and said, “It is good all of you have come
together.” Bhain ji requested, “Maharaj ji, we are to initiate
recitation of Akhand Path tomorrow morning, kindly permit us
to perform this sacred act. It is to be recited for betterment
your of health.”
Maharaj ji uttered, “No, on eighth of this month there is
martyrdom day of the Ninth Master Guru Teg Bahadur ji, This
Akhand Path should be dedicated to the memory of the Guru.
Everything will be covered in it.” He also discussed many other
issues with them. All of them again requested, “If you donot
wish to get the clinical investigatory tests to be done, please
you should at least take the medicine.” He again said, “You
should not worry about my physique and focus only on Akhand
Path in memory of Guru Teg Bahadur ji. I am blessed by Guru.
You know, the cattle that remain tied to the peg of its master, is
always fed with cottonseed, while the one, that gives away
from the post is not even given any fodder by its owner. So I
am also not afraid of anything. Nothing can harm me. He
delivered such sermons at least for one hour continuously on
that day.
Next day on 6th December, he was taking rest near the
Darbar Sahib of Bhora Sahib. He asked Baba Balkar Singh to
massage the former for some time, so that he could take his
bath. Bhai Sukhdev Singh, Bhai Paramjit Singh, Bhai Mohinder
Singh of Dhandari Kalan and Bhai Hare Ram (Hari Singh) came
to him to pay their regards. He then called Baba Balkar Singh,
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who had gone inside the Bhora Sahib for some work, to bring
water. He took bath there, outside the bath room. He changed
his cloths and then slept on his bedstead. At that time he was
breathing very briskly, which became stable only when laid
down on his bed. He was scheduled to get himself checked up
by the doctor to Ludhiana at about 3 pm. Before proceeding
to Ludhiana, he called for Baba Dyal ji, Baba Sukhdev Singh,
Bibi Harbans Kaur and a few other devotees. He asked Baba
Sukhdev Singh, “It is all you responsibility.” He instructed Baba
Dyal, “The practice of meditation which we have started, you
are to be sure of its continuation, with no exception. The daily
routine of getting up at 2-2.30 am, taking bath, meditating and
doing the regular recitation of Gurubani is to be maintained at
all costs, in a simple way as we have been practising on the
mounds of sand.” Meanwhile Baba Rabbi also entered in. All
of them paid their respects to Maharaj ji and agreed to obey
all his instructions. Bibi Harbans Kaur asked Maharaj ji, “Why
are you talking like this today?” He replied, “It may take more
times to get the medicine, so it may not be very late to give you
these directions.”
Jaswant Singh of Momanabad was also with him. He again
asked everyone to keep going the continuous practice of which
he has initiated. He then pointed towards Darbar Sahib, “These
buildings are not only our holy shrines, nor they should they be
yours. These may or may not remain, you are not to be attached
to these buildings.” Bibi Harbans Kaur again requested Maharaj
ji not to utter such demoralizing words again and again. He
replied, “It is my duty to make you understand all your
responsibilitities and duties.” He then called Bhai Baljinder
Singh from his house on the telephone.
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He proceeded to Ludhiana by car. According to narration
by Bhai Baljinder Singh, while leaving the main gate of
Gurdwara Sahib, he asked welfare of his followers right from
Bhai Bant Singh of this village to all the devotees of UP, Punjab
and of foreign countries as if he was present among all these
devotees. He recalled them all just like the parents do for their
lovable kids.
The love for the devotees was being reflected
spontaneously from his face again and again. He narrated many
memorable moments with the followers and many praiseworthy
events enjoyed with His Holiness Sant Ishar Singh ji Maharaj.
When he crossed Kuthala, he was deeply depressed and
sad, “We have suffered unbearable loss due to demise of Mohan
Singh.” Thus remembering all he reached Ludhiana. The car
stopped outside the gate of Dayanand Medical College &
Hospital. He remained sitting in the car and the doctor was
called there. The doctor was told about his breathing problem,
who said, “It is not a serious illness. It is a simple problem of
Phlegm. You may come in the morning, we will clear all this
phlegm.” The doctor left without feeling the pulse of Maharaj
ji. Here, again, he kept his word of not making his pulse felt by
any doctor.
He then went to the house of Bhai Manjit Singh, who is
brother of Bhain Harbans Kaur. At about 8 pm, Maharaj ji
asked Baba Balkar Singh to go to Gurdwara Sahib to tell the
followers there that he was all right now. Baba Balkar Singh
came down the stairs and looked for any vehicle but could not
arrange for any and returned back to Maharaj Ji, who asked
Baba Balkar Singh, “Have you not gone yet?” Baba Balkar
Singh said that no vehicle could be arranged to go to Panjgarian.
He further said, “You are to drive this vehicle yourself now,
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never think of fuel etc. The fuel is automatically filled in your
vehicle. Whenever you wish to go anywhere, you must take
this vehicle. Nobody will prevent you from doing so, Now the
time has passed. Never do such dilly-dally again.”
Now Bhai Dr. Pawan Upadhaya of Delhi ranged up that
he had reached holy shrine at Panjgarian. Bhai Baldev Singh
informed this about 9.30 pm to Maharaj ji. Maharaj ji talked
on phone and asked Baldev Singh to thank the doctor. He
then asked Baba Balkar singh, “The picture of His Holiness
wearing red coloured scarf (loose long garment worn by holy
men and mendicants) fixed over your bed, is of the state when
His Holiness would sit in posture of deep meditation. The same
picture now always appears in my mind. Each devotee must
always keep his beloved in his mind.” He fixed his gaze upon
this picture. He further said, “One should always keep looking
at his Guru’s photo in mind as a redlegged partridge (the lover)
intently looks at the moon his beloved .
Always keep seated the photo of one’s beloved (the guru)
in mind. He then uttered, “Tonight we are not to sleep. We are
to sing the hymns for the whole night. At about 1.30 am, he
asked about the time and said, “Keep the light on.” After
about 20 minutes he said, “I am to ease myself.” Baba Balkar
Singh said, “Maharaj ji, light is on, let me take you to the
bathroom.” But he refused to go to bath room. Baba ji brought
a pot, but he did not ease in it. He asked to call Toni, lest he
may complain of not informing him. Baba ji called Toni. It took
about 5-7 minutes for the latter to reach there. Maharaj ji
breathed long and fixed his eyes on Bhai Baljinder Singh came
and asked whether Maharaj ji was feeling any problem. He
nodded his head in negative and breathed his last keeping the
eyes gazed at the photo of His Holiness Sant Ishar Singh ji
Maharaj.
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Sooraj Kiran Milae Jal Kaa Jal Hooaa Raam ||
Jothee Joth Ralee Sampooran Thheeaa Raam ||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 846)

Immediately the followers who were attached with him
through the spiritual path of meditation were informed on phone.
All the devotees from Punjab, UP, America, Canada, Manila,
England etc. were also told about this sad news. Bhai Mukand
Singh and his wife Bibi Surjit Kaur were away to America to
see their daughter Doli. When Doli was informed on telephone,
she handed over the telephone to her father Bhai Mukand Singh,
who said, “I already apprehended that this unforeseen has
happened.” Baba ji had visited their house in America. The
information was conveyed in village Panjgarian, the phone was
picked up by Bhai Balwant Singh, son of his (Maharaj ji’s)
brother captain Rajinder Singh, who became numb. On listening
to this news. He called his father, who said, “I knew about
that, this was to happen.” I was very much nervous since he
left for Ludhiana and I apprehended that he would not return
alive from there. Then Bhai Kartar Singh was also informed in
UP. He said, “I was already wandering about in my courtyard
impatiently, when the bell of my phone rang and I was stunned
to know about this sad news. I was perplexed, what to do.”
He also said that he was perturbed for the last two days and
was feeling without any energy in my body.
Bhai Gurdeep Singh of Chandigarh was also informed, he
was already awaken. He told that his five years old daughter.
Gurleen Kaur got up immediately and said that Maharaj ji had
just crossed her, meanwhile this information was received on
the phone.
The followers from various places rushed to Ludhiana by
their vehicles. Sant Baba Sadhu Singh of Chhaharh Sant Baba
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Mohinder Singh of Patiala also reached house of Bhai Manjit
Singh Matharoo at Ludhiana, where Maharaj ji breathed his
last. Some of the followers were busy in preparing a box with
glass-walls for his body to be kept for glimpses by devotees,
so that a large number of them can have glimpse of their
beloved more easily. The box was prepared by the evening
large number of devotees have gathered there. His corpse was
brought to Panjgarian in this glass box by the evening. Here
also a huge rush of devotees form neighbouring villages had
gathered to have last glimpse of Maharaj ji. Next day Bhai
Sawaran Singh shaked the body and noticed that it had become
stiff and said, “Body has become very stiff, how will we bathe
the corpse?” one of the devotee said, “Do not worry, the great
religious and pious personalities automatically soften their dead
body for taking bath.” Next day during the bathing ritual, they
noticed that the body was very flexible and could be turned in
any direction. No chemical was applied to the body and it was
found to very flexible smooth and fresh. After bath the clothes
were put on and condolence gathering was arranged in an open
‘Pandal’. The box containing the body was kept in front of
Shri Guru Granth Sahib ji. All the religious persons, Sants and
monks of other sects who attended this condolence meeting
spoke, “This great spiritual soul was perfect in saying and
doing.” After giving time to all the Sants to pay homage to the
departed soul Baba Harjinder singh ji of Dhablan was asked
to pay tributes to Virkat ji. He also performed the concluding
prayer. After the edict from Shri Guru Granth Sahib, the body
was taken in procession for cremation at about 3 pm. The
devotees offered ‘showls’ and paid their tributes to Maharaj
ji. The villagers fired many gun-shots in air in his honour. Baba
Harjinder Singh, Baba Harnek Singh and many other sadhus
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accompanied the procession upto the site of cremation. The
devotees from other cities brought sandlewood with them to
offer. Baba Harnek Singh also brought some sacred material
with him. Everything was placed on the pyre very respectfully
and the funeral pyre was lit.
The next day Teja Singh of Damdami Taksal collected
holy remains (ashes) from the cremation site and applied on
his forehead. Other devotees and Sants made arrangement to
proceed towards Kiratpur Sahib and Vibhaur Sahib to immerse
the ashes of Maharaj ji in Sutlej. After collection of ashes, they
came to Darbar Sahib, performed Ardas, went to Rara Sahib
and then to Vibhaur Sahib, Kiratpur Sahib and Anandpur Sahib.
Meanwhile arrangement of ‘Langer (community kitchen)’ was
also made at Vibhaur Sahib. After this the tenth day ceremony
was performed. Baba Harnek Singh from Rara Sahib, Baba
Harjinder Singh from Dhablan and many other Sants attended
this ceremony. Many representatives from Government and
leaders of Akali Party and congress also reached there. All of
them paid their tributes to Maharaj ji. Most of them said, that
Virkat ji led a life of complete detachment from worldly affairs.
After conclusion of this ceremony the custom of wearing turban
was performed at about 2 - 2.30 pm. The turban was tied on
Baba Balkar Singh ji, the closest and sincere Singh of Sant
Baba Ranjit Singh (Virkat Ji). This ceremony was performed
by sant Baba Harjinder Singh ji of Dhablan, Baba Nidhan
Singh, Baba Sadhu Singh of Chhahar, Baba Baljinder Singh of
Rara Singh and his companion. Baba Bhagwan Singh ji. Now
a day Baba Balkar Singh ji is installed on this seat of spiritual
authority.
All the followers from far and near were extremely sad.
Most of them were crying, Sant Maharaj has been advising us
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again and again, “I am not a physique. I am engrossed in guru’s
word, that is why I am the word. Do not attach yourself with
my physical body, but with its form as word.” Recalling these
sayings of Maharaj ji, all the devotees went back to their
respective homes.
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Diwan and Thoughts of Virkat Ji

DIWAN AND THOUGHTS OF VIRKAT JI
Virkat ji who got habit of name recitation and making the
name recited from big Maharaj ji, that he took forward in a well
meant way. Till the time he lived in the five element body on this
earth, he remain publicizing only and only the name. To explain
this issue as an example Aap ji (respectfully His) used to take
support of small stories. At times he makes ancient stories a medium
to make others understand his words. Taking forward the custom
adopted from big Maharaj ji, he made the spiritual inspiration
reach till the ordinary public via storytelling and vocal devotional
songs. Discussion of Virkat ji’s few lovers is an evidence that how
he inspires for remembrance.
Aap ji said in the beginning of one Diwan, “param satikar
yog sadh sangat ji. All disciples while stopping their thoughts, try
to hear the thoughts of spiritual master words as till the time any
eatable will not come in front of the mouth of eater and eater’s
mouth not comes in front of the bite, the eater’s tongue will remain
deprived from that eatable’s qualities. When the eatable is kept
on tongue then only its qualities can be inferred. The thoughts are
like this. As tongue infers things for the body, like this, inside our
body, the subtle body’s tongue is mind’s nature. When our thoughts
are compounded with thoughts of spiritual master’s voice and our
mind’s nature understands him with its inference, then the devotion
forms in the devotee who is listening. Then only he realized that
how much happiness lies in this knowledge.
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If something touches the taste bud only for six days, then one
gets to know that what does the eatable tastes like. Like this even
for a moment, mind’s nature attaches with the word, then the
happiness in it is inferred. If this is understood then mind does not
leaves it. Therefore with such practice, turning mind from all
materialistic things, sitting in holy company, happiness of spiritual
master’s voice is formed. The biggest supporter among all types
of supporter is God. When human come n the company of sages
and holy people and trusts on God, God’s help starts from that
moment only. Mandate of spiritual master’s voice isAsattapadhee
Jah Maat Pitaa sut meet na bhaee
Man Ooha naam terai sang sahaaee]
Jah maha bha-i-a dot jam dalei]
Teh keval naam sang terai chalei]
Jah muskal hovai aat bhaaree]
Har ko naam khin maah udhaaree]
Anik punahcharn kart nahee tarrai]
Har ko naam kot paap parharai]
Gurmukh naam japah man mere]
Naanak Paavah sookh ghanere]
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 264)

The man stands (forms) his supporters’ throughout his life.
Some on collecting money thinks that this will help me in difficult
times.
Few on making his relatives happy, thinks that these people
will help me in difficult times but at the last time, neither motherfather, nor any material, or rule helps. The action which is inside is
the most nearest. No one can bear the wound of our action (what
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we did). Whatever action earned previously, between the destinies
when that comes to give result, that action’s power is greater.
That action’s limit is bigger than all the help of the world. Human
keep on travelling, pirates also comes on the way; at places
policemen were also standing which protects all. At times, summer
or winter also comes to traveler. In this way when the body travels
and similarly, human has to cross through many types of happiness
and unhappiness while travelling. Whether someone is sleeping
then also he is set on the life’s travel. The symptoms of sleeping
man that he is travelling between his bodies since the time he has
taken birth. He has experienced his previous births’ good and
bad actions known as predestined/ predetermined on the path
decided. Human gets body on the formation of predestined. His
life is based on predestined actions. The happiness and sorrow
coming in life are also based on predestined actions. As an action
comes in destiny, it gives its result. As a squib is there, when it is lit
at one end, then those sticks start producing sparkles. What are
these sparkles made of? Somewhere it gives blue light, somewhere
red, and somewhere white light. Stick is one and even fire is one
but why these colorful sparkles? This is as our predestined actions
are. His actions attached with it, those are somewhere small
pleasures or somewhere big pleasures and likewise somewhere
small sorrow and somewhere big sorrows. Somewhere respect
and somewhere disrespect. All this is not under someone’s
influence. All this happens due to our predestined actions. When
the death of a man occurs then predestined actions finishes off. If
forgiveness and protection can be gained somewhere while
experiencing all this, then that can only be gained by the recitation
of God’s name.
No one else can be helpful in this matter. The name of God
can neither be separated from us nor goes away leaving us behind.
As it is said
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Aasaa Mehalaa 5
Kar Kirapaa Har Paragatee Aae-i-aa ||
Mil Satgur Dhan Pooraa Paa-i-aa ||1||
Aisaa Har Dhan Sancheeai Bhaaee ||
Bhaahe Na Jaalai Jal Nehee Ddoobai Sang Chhod Kar
Katah Na Jaaee ||1|| Rahaao ||
Tot Na Aavai Nikhat Na Jaae ||
Khaae Kharache Man Rahiaa Aghaae ||2||
So Sach Saah Jis Ghar Har Dhan Sanchaanaa ||
Is Dhan Te Sabh Jag Warasaanaa ||3||
Tin Har Dhan Paa-i-aa Jis Purab Likhe Kaa Lahnaa ||
Jan Naanak Ant Vaar Naam Gahanaa ||4||18||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 375)

But the other friends on shaking the hand say that I have
come and hence should visit home; who knows my home is
attacked behind me. Some say that I should convey message to
other. But the result of enchanting God’s name is neither conveyed
as message to someone, nor does he goes off leaving it. God’s
name is always helpful, in whose heart once his remembrance
came that became evergreen plant. Its gist is that it forms into an
immortal tree which always gives fruit. God always lives with him,
near him at his service. Whenever need for his help arises, that
helper is standing besides. As spiritual master’s mandate isDhanaasaree Mehalaa 5 Ghar 8 Dupade
Ik Ongaar Satgur Prasaad ||
Simroa Simar Simar Sukh Paavao Saas Saas Samaale ||
ih Lok Parlok Sang Sahaaee Jat Kat Mohe Rakhavaale ||1||
Gur Kaa Bachan Basai Jeea Naale ||
Jal Nahee Doobai Tasakar Nahee Levai Bhaahe Na Saakai
Jaale ||1|| Rahaao ||
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Nirdhan Kao Dhan Andhule Kao tik Maat Doodh Jaise
Baale ||
Saagar Mah Bohith Paa-io Har Naanak Karee Kripaa
Kirpaale ||2||1||32||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 679)

True master Nanak Dev ji reached at some city while taking
the report of world. That city’s people get to know that spiritual
master Nanak Dev ji has reached near their town, and then all
disciples collected and urged that Maharaj ji! Shower your grace
on out town, place your foot in our town and impart us knowledge.
The spiritual master accepted their plea and walked away with
them to their town. Spiritual master freed a big house from them.
The disciples made arrangement there for the feast. Bhai Mardana
ji was also with him. Mardana ji plays sitar and spiritual master
Nanak ji chants gave discourse on the name of God.
All disciples assembled together listen to spiritual master
words while sitting at the holy feet of Guru Sahib. The spiritual
master began holy preaching by constructing a shelter home in
that town. For few days, Aap ji remained there. Spiritual master’s
made the discourse of followers affirm and then moved ahead. It
is said that as we pierce into leather, taking out needle from leather
makes a hole, which neither increases nor decreases. Second is
felt which is known as rubber or is often called as rhinoceros skin.
If it is pierced with needle in the middle, then hole will be made
but as the needle will be taken out then that hole will again closes.
Third as two drops of oil thrown in pond or lake, then it mixes
with the entire lake immediately.
It appears as if oil is dispersed in the whole lake. In this way
Sikhs mind is alike. It remembers the spiritual master’s discourse
till the time it hears it, but when separated, he forgets what was
told, and what was explained, while rubbing off that. As piercing
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hold in felt and needle taken out, then the hold again closes. Second
hold is of leather. Te intelligence is according to the words, that
much method is remembered. He has not that much intelligence to
survey it and move ahead. The amount of teaching gained by spiritual
master, he keeps that mature only. That much power and light of
intelligence is not there that he moves ahead with its light. As two
drops of oil is dispersed in some lake, it scatters everywhere; the
Sikh’s brain is like that only. In this way a Sikh has three types of
intelligence-a felt intelligence, leather intelligence, and an oily
(greasy) intelligence. One having oily intelligence succeeds very
fast. The one having oily intelligence do not have a stable
intelligence, he keeps on searching. He gets power from the words
of spiritual master. He chants spiritual master words simultaneously
and moves the thoughts ahead at the same time. There are three
powers in between few words which helps us. The first one builds
trust. This is gained in beginning with which the mind becomes a
bit stable. This comes with the power to practicing the name. The
influence of scratches on mind, the words heard from people starts
ending, tense mind becomes peaceful. The second power is of
fruit. As money is collected by selling something, when spiritual
master word is chanted, its prosperity occurs and the sign of
prosperity’s is greater willingness to chant. As a powerful person
eats more fat and makes others also loose and doing this gives fun
to him, in the same way, the power of spiritual master words is
also like this. The third power is one which enlightens the disciple,
from where the mind’s nature has to go holding the word.
As when there is light in front of our eyes, then the path is
clear and we run. In this way light of word is there in front of
intelligence which is known as knowledge. This only keeps
travelling with that light and surveys at its own. This curious seeker
conceiving these three qualities is the one with oily intelligence. He
understands on telling a few things.
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One Sikh of that town was of oily intelligence. He was a
daily wager and serves the spiritual master Sikhs. He nourishes
his children with daily wages. He does not talk much except the
name of God. A rich man came to that the same town. It was
summer time. Landlord’s grains were ready and crop of monsoon
has come. He walked 20-25 miles away from his town while
balancing the accounts. The postman delivered a letter of his family
members. Day finished. He read the letter. The message of his
family members were written in the letter that come home
immediately after reading this letter. You are very much required.
The rich man was worried extremely. He thought that its dark and
who should I take along. He went to the village panchayat and
told his grief and asked to fulfill his requirement. The rich man
asked to end some labor with him and I will pay him. He will leave
my bedding, my luggage and even me at my home. He was the
rich man of that area. He was known to the world that he keeps
on accumulating the money. Therefore no one said yes that who
will be beaten away from him at the night. Who knows who will
surround him at night? All refused. At the end all people reached
that Sikh who was Guru Nanak’s Sikh. They said Bhai Guru Sikh!
This rich man is worried. Some hotchpotch is there at his home.
He wants to go home, but no one is going along with him, if you
will go then this rich man will give you double money. Your
departure, for night and you need to do any work when you return
tomorrow, he will then also give you all the money. Go with him
and leave his luggage.
That spiritual master Sikh started saying that. “My Guru
Nanak Dev does not give such teaching to work less and earn
more. For us without our right, accepting anything is disrespect of
our spiritual master. For a daily wage and double money, shall
loose the teaching of mu spiritual master. This cannot happen. I’ll
take amount of whatever I do. Rest my condition is that no one
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shall talk to me while their way to home. He either listens from me
tales of some Sant-disciples and great personalities or tells or
keeps silent. This is my condition.” That rich man stated that I do
not know anything. I never had holy preaching. When I have not
heard then how can I recite? But I promise you that I’ll keep
hearing and you keep telling. The spiritual master’s Sikh asked on
the way that you have never done holy preaching? Have you never
reached any great personality? You are walking without the spiritual
master. That rich man stated that I do not have time. My business
is very vast. I am the rich man of this town. That is why I do not
have time. Spiritual master Sikh said that mandate for such people
in spiritual master voice isSalok ||
Aavan Aa-e Srist Mah Bin Boojhe Pasu Dhor ||
Naanak Gurmukh So Bujhai Jaa Kai Bhaag Mathor ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 251)

How he knows who even does not know his duty? These
way even animals feed and nourish their children. If you give in
your children’s mouth the chewed chapattis and have not done
enchanted devotional songs of God, then you are also just like an
animal. This way chanting words of God, they both reached the
rich man’s home. The rich man respectfully said that spiritual
master’s Sikh has helped me a lot; he goes to give him farewell
from his town. When he was going to leave, then spiritual master
Sikh again said that O rich man concentrate on the God’s name.
The rich man again started saying that my business is vast. I
have very less time to take the God’s name. Guru Sikh said that
responsibility is of human only. It has taken human birth to improve
its actions only. Omniscient Wahe Guru has given human body by
showering grace on this creature. This cycle of 84 never ends
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without human body. If some human body starts studying religious
good then only he gets salvation, it does not happen that any
method is used according to one’s wish and entry of salvation is
opened. That rich man fell into trouble.
The spiritual master’s Sikh explained him that when you have
become human, rich man then there is no difference in you and the
species of animals when power of human body is not put into any
use. When human body’s right ad rights are not made to use that
are the functions of human body:
Aasaa Mehalaa 5
Bhaee Paraapat Maanukh Dehureeaa ||
Gobind Miln Kee Ih Teree Bareeaa ||
Avar Kaaj Terai Kitai Na Kaam ||
Mil Saadh sangat Bhaj Kewal Naam ||1||
Saranjaam Laag Bhavjal Tarn Kai ||
Janam Brithaa Jaath Rang Maa-i-aa Kai ||1|| Rahaao ||
Jap Tap Sanjam Dharm Na Kamaa-i-aa ||
Sewaa Saadh Na Jaaniaa Har Raa-i-aa ||
Kah Naanak Ham Neech Karamaa ||
Saran Pare Kee Raakhah Sarmaa ||2||4||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 12)

When you do not understand and think anything, then you
are like them only as animals wander so as you wander.
Spiritual master Sikh stated that the money you are
accumulating and say everyone that see my income. When your
task is different than how come your income is put to right use.
Guru Sikh says that the result of such income is that your soles
only will be beaten up by the stick. No one will accompany you.
Your son, daughter, wife who appreciates you now will not bear
the punishment at your place. When he smashed him in this way,
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then the rich man asked what order is for him. Guru Sikh told that
only four days of your life are remaining. Whatever we have recited
about the God while coming, where the tasks of your trickery and
deceiving are written, there this action of yours is also written.
This action is also registered in your destiny. In this way, from the
ears we hear, speak from tongue, do from hands and feet, all
these actions are active. When we experience them, they also
become predestined actions. These are being written. As when
one’s attendance is marked, he definitely gets his salary. These
operative tasks are attendance. Human keeps on doing lively work
after making up mind. Think someone’s good or bad, sees from
eyes, and gets to know the mystery inside him at his own from his
activities. The actions done every time are known as operative
actions. Their result has to be bore. Guru Sikh said that these
lively actions are written in your destiny. Your life breath force
goes off after four days. The Carrier of death beating takes out
the life breath force of people like you who has predestined actions.
They will not comprise with a person like you as your liberation is
of that a sinful. The spiritual master mandates for those having
sinful liberationJit Dihaarhai Dhan Varee Saahay La-ay Likhaa-ay ||
Malak Je Kannee Suneedaa Muhu Daykhaalay Aa-ay ||
Jind Nimaanee Kadhee-ai Hadaa Koo Karhkaa-ay ||
Saahay Likhay Na Chalnee Jindoo Koon Samjhaa-ay ||
Jind Vahutee Maran Var Lai Jaasee Parnaa-ay ||
Aapan Hathee Jol Kai Kai Gal Lagai Dhaa-ay ||
Vaalahu Nikee Puraslaat Kannee Na Sunee Aa-ay ||
Fareedaa Kirhee Pavandee-ee Kharhaa Na Aap
Muhaa-ay ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1377)
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This death like groom will take everyone after marriage. But
this kind of behavior will be done with you. Maharaj ji’s principle
says:

k`F lYxgy inmwxI ijMd qyrI h`fIAW nMU BMn BMn ky [
As type of study someone does, its results are also like that.
Outcome of sinful acts is sorrow. That rich man became frightened
and started saying Guru Sikh that Bhai if you know all this, then
tell the way to rescue, Guru Sikh told the rich man that since
today, four phases have started, when you go to god of death
after death, then first Yam will take away you after killing. God of
death will then ask you what all have you done in this life? These
are your good deeds and these re your bad deeds. Then you will
be asked whether you have to take the result of good deeds first
or later. The god of death will give you lure afterwards that you
first bear the result of bad deeds but you should not agree. In this
way the punishment will not go away from your head as you have
done very bad deeds. Your punishment will only be over when
you will say that Bhai first give the result of my good religious
deeds that is holy preaching of God’s name done for four phases.
Then your arrangement will be made automatically. After that Guru
Sikh walks to the way of his home and the rich man goes to his
home. The rich man leaves the work on being depressed. The
rich man also started doing small charity. In the meanwhile within
four days, carrier of death surrounded the rich man. Took him
away by killing him and presented him in front of the God of death.
The God of death saw his ledger, and said on seeing, that rich
man remaining of all your deeds lead you towards the hell, but
only you have accompanied dear spiritual master’s Sikh for four
phases. You heard God’s discourse with your eyes and it also
made impact on you, this has become your auspicious deed.
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Tell me would you like to take the result of this auspicious
deed first or of sinful deeds first? He was strengthened by spiritual
master Sikh before. He believed on spiritual master Sikh’s words
that Yam will kill me. The rich man said that first give me the result
of holy company of four phases. The rich man said that send me in
the true world where holy preaching goes on. First give me this
result. Then God of death asked his messengers that wear him
handcuff and go and drop this rich man in the true world. Leave
him from outside and do not go inside, as carriers of death are not
allowed to go in holy preaching. The mandate of spiritual master’s
voice isJah Saadhhoo Gobidd Bhajan Keertan Naanak Neet ||
Naa Hau Naa Toon Nah Chhuttah Nikat Na Jaaeeah
Doot ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 256)

The god of death advised his messengers that Bhai do not go
to catch him. If you will go then you will also be trapped and
nothing remains of me as well. Only send him inside by telling the
time. He went. As he was beaten and got wounded, likewise the
moment he went near the true world, his sorrows ended due to
the effect of that atmosphere. The rich man went inside and that
spiritual master Sikh before him was present inside sacrificing his
body. This is why he told this technique to the rich man. The rich
man seated by greeting the illuminated character but his attention
remained stuck at the door only. Those carriers of death were
standing outside. They were showing hands and fist asking him to
come outside as his time is over. The rich man was not getting
relief. He was thinking that too much time has passed; now I should
go. That spiritual master Sikh told him that where are you going?
You will again be trapped there. They cannot come here. You sit
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peacefully. In the meanwhile the carriers of death went away, Bhai
I won’t come now. They came back to the God of death. The
carriers of death threw away the handcuffs at the door of the God
of death.
The God of death asked- Where is the rich man? They replied
that he had not stand from there. The God of death said that now
he will never return from there. If he is not there then what is the
use of his ledger? Then the God of death crossed his ledger. In
this way the God of death tore off his ledger. In this way God’s
name helped him. Where that rich man through trickery filled his
house, there no one helped him out. Only God’s name helped that
rich man. His entire ledger was torn away. The rich man was
released. He was released from the cycle of birth-death with God’s
devotion. However that rich man himself did not chanted God’s
name, only spiritual master’s Sikh helped him, had mercy on him
by benevolence, made the rich man’s fate by talking about God’s
name only for four phases. The result of such good deed is that he
went to the true world. This is why the mandate in spiritual master’s
voice isKabeer Lootnaa Hai Ta Loot Lai Raam Naam Hai
Loot ||
Fir Paachhai Pachhutaahugay Paraan Jaahingay
chhoot ||41||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1366)

Maharaj ji said that among the disciples, the only sale is of
God’s name as no fees, ticket, price and tax is levied on it. Only
come in holy company and sit with crossed legs. And derive the
pleasure of Gods stories and tales.
Asattapadhee
Jah Maat Pitaa sut meet na bhaee
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Man Ooha naam terai sang sahaaee]
Jah maha bha-i-a dot jam dalei]
Teh keval naam sang terai chalei]
Jah muskal hovai aat bhaaree]
Har ko naam khin maah udhaaree]
Anik punahcharn kart nahee tarrai]
Har ko naam kot paap parharai]
Gurmukh naam japah man mere]
Naanak Paavah sookh ghanere]
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 264)

Any material, whose extent is till distance, one is any weak
person who is restricted to his home and village or area and his
words are valued, one is any king whose control is on entire
kingdom, one who is more powerful walks together with the King
and the King helps him till the King’s kingdom extends. Similarly
Wahe Guru is the King of all Kings. There is no one except him till
the planets and universe. Those who need his help, that God helps
him at all places, as his rule is in all four directions. He is complete
everywhere. The one who chants God’s name takes his help
everywhere. Not at a single place, but the God is present at every
place. He is not like that as message is delivered to him or any
person has to be sent. He will help on his own. There is no need
to say anything to him. Only his companionship has to be
maintained. Those who chants his name, he helps them at every
place.
Once upon a time, Guru Arjun Dev ji Maharaj was
enlightened in Amritsar. Guru Sikh Beant ji give discourse taking
support of spiritual master’s holy feet as the relation with spiritual
master is relation with God. The discourse tells teaching to chant
the Almighty’s name. Therefore taking discourse makes the relation
with God. That human becomes of God.
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That Wahe Guru becomes his protector. All take discourse.
As interest is there, devotion is there and third live is there. With
these three principles, a Sikh derives benefit from the spiritual
master and God. The spiritual master mandates that there is not a
point difference between the Lord and the spiritual master.
Gur Govind Govind Guroo Hai Naanak Bhed Na Bhaaee
||4||1||8||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 442)

For the time this spiritual master and that abstract God is not
visible, his caste-creed cannot be presumed that Bhai he belongs
to which caste, which color, where he lives, what is his structure,
how are his features. He is away from all this. All features are
created by him only. As the bubbles of water are, foam of eater is,
its face is different. Bubbles look is different. The waves which
arise, their look is different. But it is water only. Without water, the
wave cannot be formed. They are formed of water only, and they
rest in water only. The one, who trusts, trusts on the water. He
does not trust on the tides and foam. Water is etrnal. The tides,
foam and bubbles are for a moment only. The trust is on that thing
which is more and eternal. In this way that formless Wahe Guru is
complete at every place. The greater the origin, what is seen,
internal and external of all of this, he is like that as between water
and foam, and bubbles, only water is there. When this thing breaks
from the middle of heart, Bhai spiritual master is with qualities and
without qualities formless Wahe Guru. When this with qualities,
breaks the knot from inside, then both becomes united. As on
seeing that whether it is water, those bubbles are also water, and
the foam is also water. Then the belief comes that neither the bubble
is aloof nor the water is.
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In this way one with virtue feeling has birth and one with
virtue less feeling has release. Virtue character is one which believes
n the spiritual master’s character, who considers spiritual master
only causal body and gets birth and death. There is no problem if
he continues worship, but he gets confinement. The salvation occurs
when the mind’s nature goes into the formless.
When Guru Nanak Dev ji visits his in-laws home, then a
person names Ajita Randhawa was his holy servant. As long as
the Guru ji lived at in-laws house, Guru ji stays with him near the
well. One day becoming eligible of Guru’s grace, he urged
“Maharaj ji when this cycle of birth and death come to an end,
kindly mandate and explain way ad grant wisdom in order to get
rid of this vicious cycle”. Guru ji said,” Bhai Ajita! As long as the
disciple practices remembrance and devotional songs believing
the spiritual master’s character, worships the virtue form of spiritual
master, bows head, desire to see him is maintained, till that time
his birth-death cycle retains and he is virtuous and in form. The
one, who has form, gets form. When while chanting devotional
song, Sikh’s mind nature goes into the formless, then he will get
salvation.”
Once Anandpur Sahib ji’s disciples requested the tenth master
ji Guru Gobind Singh ji , “ Maharaj ji! There is no other character
as the spiritual master’s character for a Sikh. By which his life is
retained and the mind rests in peace? On seeing the spiritual master,
mind of Sikh becomes happy”. He spoke this loudly:Soohee Mahalaa 5
Darsan Dekh Jeevaa Gur Teraa ||
Pooran Karam Hoe Prabh Meraa ||1||
ih Banantee Sun Prabh Mere ||
Dehe Naam Kar Apne Chere ||1|| Rahaao ||
Apnee Saran Raakh Prabh Daate ||
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Gur Prasaad Kinai Wirlai Jaate ||2||
Sunah Bino Prabh Mere Meetaa ||
Charan Kamal Wasah Merai Cheetaa ||3||
Naanak ek Karai Aradaas ||
Wisar Naahee Pooran Guntaas ||4||18||24||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 741, 742)

When Sikhs said all this then Guru ji said:
Salok Ma 3
Satgur No Sabh Ko Wekhdaa Jetaa Jagat Sansaar ||
Dithai Mukat Na Hovaee Jichar Sabad Na Kare
Weechaar ||
Haomai Mail Na Chukaee Naam Na Lagai Piaar ||
ik Aape Bakhas Milaa-i-an Dubidhaa Taj Wikaar ||
Naanak ik Darsan Dekh Mar Mile Satgur Heth Piaar ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 594)

Liberation from feelings will be achieved from spiritual words.
The spiritual master’s words will be given by the spiritual master.
Without meeting Godly spiritual master, its next path does not
become clear. Such designations of the Sikhs are of three typesA Sikh, A devoted Sikh, A suicide volunteer Sikh (Marjiwade
Sikh), all these three designations are of Sikh only. First adopted
Sikhism, took discourse from the spiritual master, and start doing
daily practice. Kept doing as possible. That is known as Sikh. All
your means told by the spiritual master, spend life living in those
principles, and earn spiritual master words by being spiritual
master’s Sikh, daily practicing, doing charity, giving off things,
taking bath, and earning from good intention is known as Sikh.
Do not go here or there from the stage of your Sikhism. Second
spiritual master’s Sikh is devotee Sikh, who keeps complete
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devotion on his spiritual master. That spiritual master’s Sikh is
believed to be devotee Sikh. Third spiritual master Sikh is suicide
volunteer (Marjiwade) Sikh who has given body, mind and wealth,
everything to the spiritual master. He works according to the wish
of his mater. Guru Sahib talks about thisJe Ko Sikh Guroo Setee Sanmukh Hovai ||
Hovai Ta Sanmukh Sikh Koee Jeeah Rahai Gur Naale ||
Gur Ke Charan Hiradai Dhiaae Antar Aatmai Samaale ||
Aap Chhad Sadaa Rahai Parnai Gur Bin Avar Na Jaani
Koe ||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 919)

One who’s thought do not stay without the spiritual master,
his thought is maintained with the holy feet of spiritual master. The
spiritual master’s holy feet and word settles in the heart. As it is
said:Aap Chhad Sadaa Rahai Paranai
Gur Bin Avar Na Jaanai Koe ||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 919)

In this way understand that Bhai there is no other God except
the spiritual master. Leaving all your intelligence, be in the love of
God in such a way as a few days child is. He does not have his
responsibility, neither has he remembered that my mother is picking
me up or my father is. The child does not know anything. This
stage is of suicide volunteers Sikh. There is oneness between suicide
volunteer Sikh and spiritual master, they have no difference. When
everything is given to the spiritual master, then the spiritual master
becomes responsible for it. That Sikh is known as Mureed-efidaai (disciple of martyrdom), one is disciple, one devotee, and
one is disciple of martyrdom. These three designations are of Guru
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Sikhs. Achievement of God is for suicide volunteers Sikh. Second
Sikh is in middle. Like this, the spiritual master mandates:Raag Bilaaval Mahalaa 5 Dupade Ghar 8
Ik Ongkaar Satgur Prasaad ||
Mai Naahee Prabh Sabh Kichh Teraa ||
Eeghai Nirgun Ooghai Sargun Kel Karat Bich Suaamee
Meraa ||1|| Rahaao ||
Nagar Mah Aap Baahar hun Aapan Prabh Mere Ko Sagal
Baseraa ||
Aape Hee Raajan Aape Hee Raa-i-aa Kah Kah Thaakur
Kah Kah Cheraa ||1||
Kaa Kao Duraao Kaa Sio Balbanchaa Jah Jah Pekho Tah
Tah Neraa ||
Saadh Moorat Gur Bhetio Naanak Mil Saagar Boond
Nahee An Heraa ||2||1||117||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 827)

Inside and outside in towns, King’s kingdom, in spiritual
master, one who is complete in all, he is inside all. When the spiritual
master gives sight, it happens outside, all that is under his virtuous
form.
Those Sikh who present everything to that virtuous form that
is known as Mureed-e-fidaai (disciple of martyrdom). That is
written in Guruvaani that Marjivade Sikh remain in the wish and
order of their spiritual master. Marjivade achieves the divine.
Such Sikh was Madho Das Guru Arjun Dev ji. Deriving
happiness from the spiritual master, surrendering everything to the
spiritual master, after achieving the grant of the divine knowledge,
Bhai Madho Das ji became enlightened soul. The spiritual master
saw that people are engaged in rituals and formalities but do not
understand the actual right, so he ordered and Madho go to Sanket
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Mandi and going amongst the mountains, publicize the words of
Guru Nanak Dev ji. With your tongue make the people chant
God’s name by giving the name discourse. Those who will follow
your words, their generation get successful. The spiritual master
sent him Sanket Mandi after giving discourse.
The spiritual master separating from those actions, complete
faith on those actions as boring well, planting plants, giving off
cloth to people, constructing roads, doing yagyas (rituals), all these
are religious deeds, those who trust on them, the spiritual master
says that it empties while going to the shrine as on the way, jagatiya
(tax taking person) is sitting, as outside the city, tax taking people
are sitting. In this way that person takes away their actions there
and then as they are not very important. One cannot go to the
shrine along with these virtuous deeds, it goes on being vacant.
What will an empty gets? The spiritual master says that necessarily
perform action, but the first is perform action going beyond their
result, and secondly have faith that these actions do not go with
us. Which is that action that goes with us? That is earning the
words of Sants. As the mandate of Kabir jiKabeer Sayvaa Ka-o Du-ay Bhalay ayk Sant ik Raam ||
Raam Jo Daataa Mukat Ko Sant Japaavai Naam ||164||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1373)

What is the discourse of Sants? That is Bhai you chant the
name and leave this action. Have faith on it. If we keep in mind
then no one says anything in this shrine. Then what a toll tax taking
person will do, even the God of death will also greet on reaching
the shrine. The god of death also serves the one who serves the
Sants. As the toll tax people cannot surround the Government
vehicle, in this way, it becomes the Government heart. In whose
heart along with spiritual master’s grace, name settles, that
becomes Government heart. The spiritual master therefore
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mandates that Bhai chant the name of God. The release is from
this only. Everywhere the name of God is important. The spiritual
master sent Madho Das ji to Sanket Mandi. That is hilly area;
Madho Das lodged outside the town as he wanted to derive
pleasure of isolation staying at some distance from the town, and
following the order of spiritual master, has to benefit the disciples
as well. There the spiritual master’s disciples are with him. There
he made plates for the feast of disciples and began storytelling
and devotional songs regularly at both times. Those people who
came to know, they started bringing ration, doing service and began
taking discourse from Madho Das ji. Series of name started with
God’s lover’s tongue, if heart is full of devotion then like in barren
land, if some capable landlord sows the seed then the harvest
doubles. In this way the devoted heart and discourse is company
of God’s name. As a farmer gives borax powder so that animals
do not eat the grains, similarly even on achieving name, fence of
satisfaction and politeness has to be constructed. With trowels of
love, bad qualities are extracted out. Quality like fertilizers is added.
The God’s name prospers in curious seeker’s heart in such a way
and his life transforms. Infinite world took advantage of this path.
Among them a boy of 13-14 years was also there. He also
became interested because of previous birth’s worship. He on
taking out free time from his shop reaches to the holy preaching.
Other disciple also goes there. He also hears Guruvani’s discourse
and devotional songs in the holy company of Guru Madho Das ji.
He understood that life’s beautification is discourse of spiritual
master. If that discourse settles in the heart then human himself
enjoys, and if he proceeds on that way, he also reforms his
generations. Those who accompany holy Sants by heart he gets
what not, on this Arjun Dev ji mandate-
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Saadh Kai Sang Sabh Kul udhaarai ||
Saadhsang Saajan Meet Kutamb Nistaarai ||
Saadhoo Kai Sang So Dhan Paavai ||
Jis Dhan Te Sabh Ko Warsaavai ||
Saadhsang Dharam Raae Kare Sevaa ||
Saadh Kai Sang Sobhaa Surdevaa ||
Saadhoo Kai Sang Paap Palaa-in ||
Saadhsang Amrit Gun Gaa-in ||
Saadh Kai Sang Sarb Thaan Gam ||
Naanak Saadhh Kai Sang safal janam ||5||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 271)

Those who abide the words of Sants words, his near ones,
and friends also gets benefitted and his clan related also gets
through.
One abiding the Sant’s words himself becomes Sant “there
is a lot of difference in touchstone and Sant, the touchstone
turns the iron into gold and the Sant turns the person like
him” meaning that the touchstone on touching the eight metals
can turn them into gold but not touchstone however the one who
attaches with Sants, great personalities, they turn him like them
only.” It is written in Japuji Sahib that Jinni Naam…..
Giving off name’s wealth to world makes them rich, also tides
over the clan of others, in this way spiritual master explains the
result of Sants holy company. That boy also started being in the
holy company of Madho Das ji. He started spending time of
sleeping at night, playing, jumping etc, in the holy company. He
comes and washes the utensils, distributes sacrament, places mat
for the seating of disciples, and after that does holy preaching and
then goes at his home. The family people came to know that our
son has started going to Sants and doubted that he may not close
the shop. When his family members asked about this from the
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boy then he said that see Bhai that I sit on the shop at its time,
when it is time to close the shop and customers are not coming
then only instead of gossiping in the street, I go to the holy
company.
I benefit Sant’s words by going to the holy company. He
developed faith like devotes on doing this repeatedly. The family
members scared him of if something goes opposite, and the Sant’s
lodging is far and its hilly area, if you get surrounded for the sake
of any theft or you are trapped somewhere then we will not be
able to help you out. In this way he was threatened. But he started
saying that I trust on my master, they can help me in till that place.
But help is required at every place. He believed that wherever I
go there with the grace of God, I’ve got to know thatAsattapadhee ||
Jah Maat Pitaa sut meet na bhaee
Man Ooha naam terai sang sahaaee]
Jah maha bha-i-a dot jam dalei]
Teh keval naam sang terai chalei]
Jah muskal hovai aat bhaaree]
Har ko naam khin maah udhaaree]
Anik punahcharn kart nahee tarrai]
Har ko naam kot paap parharai]
Gurmukh naam japah man mere]
Naanak Paavah sookh ghanere]
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 264)

When he spoke his decision then his family members said
that alright, we will see that who will help you except us. There is
no relation between the devotees and worldly people. They never
meet. The light of thoughts of worldly people falls upon them, light
of feeling of selfishness. In the similar way, light of thoughts of
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devotees falls on all four directions. They stand at the place of
faith. In this way the boy had a clash with his family members.
They stopped talking to each other. But that boy considered this
situation good as he gets separated from that restriction. Their
attachment is false, for their selfishness. They stop me for going in
holy preaching. He now spends more time in the company of
Sants. He comes home rarely. They think that he comes home,
takes food and leave. Different works were carried out in both.
One such day came, when the all disciples from the town, came
to holy preaching.
After that in the King’s palace of Sanket Mandi, a thief
burglarized and stole all the jewelry of Queen. All disciples return
to their respective homes after the holy preaching. Now what
happened that policemen were running to catch the thief in each
street of town. In the meanwhile that boy was coming from the
holy preaching after everyone went. As he was coming alone, the
policemen caught him suspecting him as a thief. He was coming in
the middle of night from a barren wild area. He said that Bhai I am
coming after serving the Sants; I am the holy servant of Madho
das ji. I study Guruvani taking discourse from him and now after
doing holy service and washing the utensils of disciples, I am coming
back. For this reason, the disciples came first and then I am coming
later. I am not a thief. But they arrested him and put him behind
the bars. After the day passed they told the whole story to the
King that a 13-14 years old boy was coming from the middle of
mountains. He must know about the thieves. Otherwise what is
his need to go outside the town? The King called him and asked.
He said that I come after being in the holy company of Sants. I am
their holy servant. I do not know about theft. I am a shopkeeper
and my father’s name is this. The King sent his staff. They asked
his parents and they got feared that something wrong has happened.
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If we said yes then they will arrest us. They answered at that time
that this boy is ours but does not abides us. We are responsible
for him whether the theft has occurred or not. The king believed
that if someone’s family member gives proof then that boy is
certainly aligned with someone. The King ordered that if he does
not agree then taking him at barren place give him death sentence
and give him death. When he has not stolen, how shall he agree?
That is why he was commanded the sentence of death. When the
time came to hang him they reached him taking to barren land.
The King also stood seeing and the subjects also were seeing.
When the time of punishment arrived, then that boy was asked,
“Desire to meet someone?”
Want to eat something? We will fulfill your desire. That boy
said that give me a bath. He was taken to bath. His hands were
locked by handcuffs; he asked to meet the holy spiritual master’s
people. Madho Das was called. The spiritual master’s sikh called
enlightened Madho Das and he met him. The Sant asked that boy
not to worry. Guru Maharaj is near us, you have not stolen, and
they are in illusion. The thief will get punishment, you won’t get it.
They have prepared to crucify according to their timing. We pray
in the holy feet of spiritual master. They prayed that, the O! The
most powerful Guru Nanak Dev ji! Shower your grace, here is a
question of a Sikh and the charity of spiritual mater is in question.
Madho Das has only been sent to do benevolence by his spiritual
master. He got so much tuned because of this benevolence only.
So many burdens shall not come over the holy servants of those
who do benevolence. You kindly help the true master! Now
maintain the respect and your name is associated with us, along
with this the Sikh will also be benefitted, appreciation of Spiritual
master will also be there, Bhai spiritual master is near his Sikh as
the spiritual master was near to him. For this reason, the spiritual
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master helped him in order to save him. When he saw that Sant
Madho Das has taken his responsibility, he was released as he
was of spiritual master and he did not feared the dark night on
order to go to spiritual master’s holy company and left his everything
on the support of his spiritual master. Big Maharaj ji of Rade,
mandates that holy company is like a fort. When the disciples
become resident of that fort boldly, then any worldly fear cannot
touch him.

3-12-2002 Diwan’s
This holy preaching was done on December 3, 2002. In this
Virkat ji mandated that all talks about only his glory.
His glory and methods of his glory are all written that how to
do it. This world is dull without his glory. All the materials, all
pleasures, all abodes beginning from the earth to the world of
deities, world of Brahma, world of Shiva, Elysium, world of Vishnu,
all are dull without Wahe Guru’s name, their virtuous deeds are
lesser. The man only goes away after listening. All these materialistic
things betray here as well. From earth till all abodes is a forest. As
forests are there on earth in the world like the forests with beautiful
gardens, somewhere trees with dark shadow, somewhere thorns,
shrub, bamboo tree etc. are there in forest of deserted area. Our
mind and psyche wanders in such forests. From this body all the
abodes in our soul, leaving behind the body, wear the body
according to its actions. With this desire to be happy, it keeps on
wandering in these dry forests. Do not know when it gets cheated,
the spiritual master teaches usBilaaval Mahalaa 5 ||
Bikhai Ban Pheekaa Tiaag Ree Sakhee-e Naam Mahaa Ras
Peeo ||
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Bin Ras Chaakhe Bud Gee Saglee Sukhee Na Hovat Jeeo ||
Maan Mehat Na Sakat Hee Kaaee Saadhaa Daasee
Theeo ||
Naanak Se Dar Sobhaavante Jo Prabh Apunai
Keeo ||1||
Harichandaoree Chit Bhram Sakhee-e Mrig Trisnaa Dram
Chhaa-i-aa ||
Chanchal Sang Na Chaaltee Sakhee-e Ant Taj Jaavat
Maa-i-aa ||
Ras Bhogan Ath Roop Ras Maath in Sang Sookh Na
Paa-i-aa ||
Dhann Dhann Har Saadh Jan Sakhee-e Naanak Jinee
Naam Dhiaa-i-aa ||2||
Jaae Basah Wadbhaagnee Sakhee-e Santhaa Sang
Samaaeeai ||
Tah Dookh Na Bhookh Na Rog Biaapai Charan Kamal
Liv Laaeeai ||
Tah Janam Na Maran Na Aavan Jaanaa Nihachal Saranee
Paaeeai ||
Prem Bichhoh Na Moh Biaapai Naanak Har ek
Dhiaaeai ||3||
Drisat Dhaar Man Bedhiaa Piaare Ratre Sahaj Subhaae ||
Sej Suhaavee Sang Mil Preetam Anad Mangal Gun Gaae ||
Sakhee Sehaelee Raam Rang Raatee Man Tan ichh
Pujaae ||
Naanak Achraj Achraj Sio Miliaa Kahanaa Kachhoo Na
Jaae ||4||2||5||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 802)

Its consequence if eaten or drank something then what do
we get from it. As elderly people says that why you took bland
taste in your mouth, Bhai it has no taste as the mouth is filled with
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tasteless. We have wasted our life in these faded tastes, but did
not achieve anything. Drink this juice leaving it, you will get
satisfaction, one will get to meet with God and gets through with
the hunger of such dull forests. The sign of getting though with this
hunger is that a man gets satisfaction forever. The spiritual master
tells us the wandering of mind in these fainted tastes. Whether
someone becomes the King of all world’s materials, whether goes
to the heaven, there lot many materials are there but no one is
satisfied there as the dull mind is inside everyone, is inside every
individual. As there are trees on the earth and animals live with
those trees.
When man wore this body then whether it is the body of an
animal, be it of a man, or any bird or animal, even be it of any
King of the heaven. There is a forest inside this body. The five
giant trees are there, their names are- desire of sex, anger, greed,
attachment and ego. A spider makes its web with these trees. As
we see the spider makes its web on the trees outside at night that
is known as expectation. As doing some work gives pleasure, this
spider makes its web of hunger with these trees. It takes out cotton
from its mouth and puts it on the web. See it is even smaller than
a corn grain. How does it get that much cotton inside? We see
threads of web from distance, they are seen till upside. The web
making cotton never ends in that spider. In this way our expectation
never ends. Our hunger keeps on increasing. The King (mind)
gets trapped in that hunger. The mind’s king is emperor, he is the
King of his internal garden, but the spider which webs on the five
trees, that King gets trapped in that hunger like web. The third
spiritual master mandates like thisJaisee Agan Oudhar Mehi Thaisee Baahar Maaeiaa ||
Maaeiaa Agan Sabh Eiko Jaehee Karathai Khael
Rachaaeiaa ||
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Jaa This Bhaanaa Thaa Janmiaa Paravaar Bhalaa
Bhaaeiaa ||
Liv Shhurrakee Lagee Thrisanaa Maaeiaa Amar
Varathaaeiaa ||
Eaeh Maaeiaa Jith Har Visarai Mohu Oupajai Bhaao
Dhoojaa Laaeiaa ||
Kehai Naanak Gur Parasaadhee Jinaa Liv Laagee Thinee
Vichae Maaeiaa Paaeiaa ||29||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 921)

Such a big obstacle? He chants name at each breath in
mother’s womb. There was no sign of illusion anywhere.
As when there is no curtain in front of man’s eyes then the
man can see distances. The one, whose intelligence is not alluded
or dark, sees clearly at distance. He chants the name at each
breath in the womb of mother, it is aware of one hundred and one
births. While hanging upside down in mother’s womb, while
chanting name, the one who has come after experiencing one
hundred and one births is aware of the whole births that Bhai
what was he, whether I’ve done good or bad deeds, that all is
seen to a man just like an Indian gooseberry is placed on the
hand. It is seen because he chants name at each breath. All the
illusions fade away while chanting name and the knowledge also
comes because of chanting name. Chanting name is an action
practice. And achievement of knowledge is throne. If the
knowledge is achieved then it merges with the name. Then there is
no use of chanting the name. Example is given that when the flowers
come on any tree or crop, they come because after the flower, the
fruit comes. The flower sheds off when it becomes fruit. Then the
flower is not required. In this way, the intelligence purifies with the
name of God. For this reason, so much is seen in the mother’s
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womb but due to the influence of illusion, it cannot be seen on
coming outside. BecauseLiv Shhurrakee Lagee Thrisanaa Maaeiaa Amar
Varathaaeiaa ||
Now when the child coming to the world, plays in the hands
of family, at that time it realizes than I am taking someone’s lullabies.
The one giving lullabies draws him towards himself. He says that I
am this of yours, I give you this to eat, he on forgetting the God
when gets trapped in this attachment and illusion filled spider’s
web, then the whole life spends wandering. He never gets satisfied
and dies ultimately and then goes to the subsequent birth but cannot
come out of that web. The spiritual master mandates to come out
of the web.
The man wanders in such a way to become happy. But how
will he become happy? How will the sweet extract come out of
dull things? In this way he gets trapped in the web of fantasies.
Not only has this that he gets trapped in this world, but also in
heaven, that heaven which the world calls treasure of happiness,
there also he is not able to come out of this web.
There was a King Hanosh in the Era of Truth (Satyug). All
the Kings of heaven used to meditate on the earth prior than that.
They kept on doing horse sacrifice rituals for forty old days. When
one hundred and one days are passed then they become the king
of heaven. After severe meditation, Hanosh become the King of
heaven. He sits on the majestic throne of heaven. The age of King
of other heaven were about to expire. He thinks that he does not
capture me somewhere. He hid near the throne of heaven due to
fright. Hanosh and complete preparation to let him sit on throne
with all pomp and show, big music and instruments started and he
achieved the royal throne. When take to heaven whether anyone
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has to become the King, or angel, or deity, or eunuch, or gets the
designation of celestial minstrel (husbands of the apsaras) all these
are steps to the heaven. From all that when this person of virtuous
deed, goes to the earth, then taking the garland, the King of heaven
stood besides the door of heaven. On entering the heaven
respectfully wear this garland in his neck. The numbers of flowers
in the garland are of the number of years the person has to stay
there. But there days, months and years are bigger than of ours.
Two kings of heaven rule in a worldly four cornered area (Sanasari
chokdi). Sanasari chokdi means all eras goes thousand times each.
Thousand times era of truth (Satyug) passes through whose age
are seventeen millions and twenty eight years. Then after that
thousand times era of mankind (Treta yug) passes through, whose
age is twelve millions ninety six thousand years, and then thousand
times era of divided Vedas (Dwapar yug) crosses through whose
age is eight million sixty four thousand years. After that age of
vices (Kalyug) passes through whose age is four million thirty two
thousand years.
Combining all, its single cycle becomes of forty three million
and twenty thousand years. All of them if passed for thousand
times each, then one Chokdi are formed. The two kings of heaven
rule in Sanasar Chokdi. How long age? That is why the garland is
worn in their neck. When one year completes there then one flower
dries up from the garland. Two flowers dry up on completion of
two years. When all these flowers and the whole garland dries up,
then that situation’s King, angels come to the door with which he
entered to bid a farewell to him. Wear garland on his entry but
strike act his back while letting him out. In this way, creature goes
to the world of Indra and heaven by doing slight meditation and
holy rituals. When their result ends, then they are thrown out. For
this reason, the God’s lovers have not kept the desire of either the
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heaven or the fear of hell. They have only kept the love of God’s
name. The spiritual master mandates:
Kavan narak kiya surag bichara santan dohu raade
Ham kaahu ke kaan na kadate apne gur parsade
etB[ Boe[ fenk ;[or[ fpukok ;zsB d'T{ okd/..
jw ekj{ eh ekfD B eYs/ ngB/ r[o go;kd/..5..
The disciple Kabir ji says and I have no dependence after
being careless on my spiritual master’s words neither of the hell
nor of heaven. He says:Gourree Poorabee ||
Surag Baas Na Baachheeai Dareeai Na Nark Nivaas ||
Honaa Hai So Hoee Hai Manah Na Keejai Aas ||1||
Ramaaeeaa Gun Gaaeeai ||
Jaa Te Paaeeai Param Nidhhaan ||1|| Rahaao ||
Kiaa Jap Kiaa ap Sanjamo Kiaa Bart Kiaa isnaan ||
Jab Lag Jugat Na Jaaneeai Bhaao Bhagat Bhagwaan ||2||
Sampai Dekh Na Harkheeai Bipat Dekh Na Roe ||
Jio Sampai Tio Bipat Hai Bidh Ne Rachiaa So
Ho-e ||3||
Kah Kabeer Ab Jaaniaa Santan Ridai Majhaar ||
Sevak So Sevaa Bhale Jih Ghat Basai Muraar ||4||1||12||63||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 337)

There is no fear of hell, no desire of heaven, where is the
influence of heaven? The material be it of heaven, be it of world of
Brahma, whether substances are from outside, till how long its
relation is?
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Till eyes, till ears, till tongue, till nostrils, but the great
personalities are above this position as the bliss of God’s name
has to come from inside as this is inside the God. Nothing can
happen with these sensual organs, and activity organs. These are
a cottage. Till the time the mind and psyche goes with their mouth
filled with ash, cannot be happy till then. What is that name which
you enchant? Associate your mind and psyche with that name
Bhai how much distant goes the taste of body, the thing which is
far away does not make its effect. The influence is of a thing whose
near we are, and it finishes off wandering. King Hanosh sat on the
throne by becoming the King of the heaven. There are two things
in these materials- first happiness and second sorrow. All the
materials be it from heaven or from here, everything comes within
the things. Genesis has come, our body has come, the relatives of
body have come, appreciations and rulers have come, and they
are known as materials. He comes in ego if they come closer.
Those who have come have to give their heat; they have to give
power, appreciation for sure. For this reason, the ego comes at
that time only. When they crosses nearby then they fall off by
taking a cold sigh. In this way the spiritual master mandates:
Pourree
Sooray ayhi Na Aakhee-ahi Ahankaar Mareh Dukh
Paavahi||
Andhay Aap Na Pachhaannee Doojai Pach Jaaveh ||
At Karodhh Si-o Loojh-day Agai Pichhai Dukh Paavahi ||
Har Jee-o Ahankaar Na Bhaav-ee Vayd Kook Sunaaveh ||
Ahankaar Mu-ay Say Vigtee Ga-ay Mar Janmeh Fir Aavahi
||9||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1089)
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This is why that God is considered to give birth to all. He
gives birth to the eldest at home from whom all the family confines.
His importance, his intelligence, his appreciation occurs. In this
way all creatures have taken birth from God. He is the one who
gave confinement to all. Do his glory to escape from this web.
This is right as it is very dangerous web. After how many
meditations and yagyas he becomes the King.
But he gets trapped in the web on the first day only, all being
fruitless, sees on sitting the throne that his own queens who went
with him, are sitting beside him as angels. The previous heaven’s
queen of the King was Padmini. He started calling off brother
where she is, find her, now I’ve become the King of heaven. Now
at every part of the Kingdom of heaven, is my rule. No place is
beyond my ruling; neither any eunuch nor any celestial minster is
beyond my ruling. Where is the first queen? The previous King
ran away, his queen was at her palace. He said that bring her to
me. She will become my queen consort. This ego came in his
mind; he was trapped in the web. He gets trapped in the web of
hunger of five trees. He went making such a big intelligence. He
again became the King of heaven but his hunger did not satisfy.
The spiritual master mandate like thisBhukhiaa Bhukh Na utree Je Bannaa Pureeaa Bhaar ||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1)

In this way spiritual master’s indication is towards those
abodes, heaven. After getting the kingdom of the abodes, the
hungry mind keep on wandering and does not comes out of those
forests. It will come out of them if the God’s name is chanted. The
patience comes when the psyche stick to God’s extract. Hanosh
gave the message while seating on the throne, brother as my rule
is on this entire place, for this reason the queen of previous King
should be brought to me. The king’s servant on reaching the palace
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of queen said- respectful queen, now the King of heaven Indra is
now Hanosh. He is calling you in his palace. She said what is his
right over me? My husband is still alive. I am a faithful woman
dedicated to my husband. What relation does he have with me?
She said that I do not want to go. There is no meaning with me.
Saying this she sent those servants back. Then the King again sent
people, brother, you come with them, I give you one chance, else
I will take you away by making you sit on my carriage.
You have no protector. I have right on this entire abode and
all on deities, angels, palaces, gardens. When the King said this,
the queen became scared. She thinks that what solution can be
done. The Brahaspati (Lord of prayer or devotion) is the spiritual
master of deities. She started requesting going to him that King
got addicted of his kingdom. He has started uttering wrong words.
He is spoiling his designation of Indra. He compels me to come to
his palace. What is his motive to compel me to call at his palace?
You are the spiritual master of all of us, and his also. You please
grant him wisdom and help me out. He said that brother he shall
be punished. Such egoistic should be given punishment. The
spirituals master’s duty is to decide. That is why you should give
punishment to his ego. He does not know that I am the King of
heaven. I am the master of this kingdom of heaven. Throughout
the life, they give feast in elder age in the era of truth, perform holy
rituals, and have forgotten this danger. She stated that Maharaj
please tell some solution. The lord of prayer stated that alright
brother you send him a message from your end that if he come to
my palace while getting the bed lifted from the seven sages, then
she will make him as her husband. They went and told this to the
King that she is calling you in her palace. But go after getting the
bed lifted from the seven sages. The king was in ego that where
does the sage stand in front of me and he gathered the sages and
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asked them to lift the bed as this subjective mind is dull but its
attraction is too much. That King’s mind was in hurry to go to the
queen. These sages walk slowly. They move the bed slowly so
that he will get wisdom even at this point of time, then also it is
good. He thought that he is doing a big cruelty. Pressure was
going inside the King, this pressure be of attachment, desire of
sex or of greed. Pressure be of anything is wrong. If such flow
starts in a human, its intelligence is destroyed. The king’s intelligence
was destroyed. Among those sages who were lifting their bed,
one sage was blind and is height is also less.
His feet being small, he was leaping small steps. But the king
was in hurry to reach the queen’s palace. The King started saying
that sage that why you do not walk with the these sages, why not
you walk fast. I have to quickly reach the queen’s palace. The
kings lapped over the sage’s head and said walk Sarp. Sarp word
in Sanskrit means to walk swiftly. Doing this, that king slapped
two-three times to that sage. There all sages throw away his bed
on the ground and said that you hopeless creature go and become
a snake. At that time only, the king of heaven came to the earth
and crawled on earth while rubbing his belly by becoming snake
throughout the period. Such bad quality person gets such results
only as he was not able to come out of dull forests. The forest of
five trees, web of spider is on earth only. This also exists even if
the man goes inside the heaven. This is inside all. One with these
signs, waste life and goes away from here. He remains aloof from
the God’s taste. When the God’s extract is achieved, then human
body is required to him. There is no God’s extract in heaven. That
is place of enjoyment. Enjoyment place is that place where
someone enjoys luxury at his home after earning money, where no
work has to be done. But he comes out of the street when the
money finishes off. This is work place on the earth. If he can get
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away from these dull forests then it gets human body, be it received
to some poor or rich. Holy preaching begins and taste of God
develops. His understanding is gained that brother I’ve to come
out of this dull forest and get pleasure of God’s extract. Then it
does not remains incomplete, it becomes complete. The mandate
of spiritual masters isBilaaval Mehalaa 5
Bikhai Ban Feekaa Thiaag Ree Sakheeeae Naam Mehaa
Ras Peeou ||
Bin Ras Chaakhae Budd Gaee Sagalee Sukhee Na Hovath
Jeeou ||
Maan Mehath Na Sakath Hee Kaaee Saadhhaa Dhaasee
Thheeou ||
Naanak Sae Dhar Sobhaavanthae Jo Prabh Apunai Keeou
||1||
Harichandhouree Chith Bhram Sakheeeae Mrig Thrisanaa
Dhraam Shhaaeiaa ||
Chanchal Sang Na Chaalathee Sakheeeae Anth Thaj
Jaavath Maaeiaa ||
Ras Bhogan Ath Roop Ras Maathae Ein Sang Sookh Na
Paaeiaa ||
Dhhann Dhhann Har Saadhh Jan Sakheeeae Naanak Jinee
Naam Dhhiaaeiaa ||2||
Jaae Basahu Vaddabhaaganee Sakheeeae Santhaa Sang
Samaaeeai ||
Theh Dhookh Na Bhookh N Rog Biaapai Charan Kamal
Liv Laaeeai ||
Theh Janam Na Maran Na Aavan Jaanaa Nihachal
Saranee Paaeeai ||
Praem Bishhohu Na Mohu Biaapai Naanak Har Eaek
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Dhhiaaeeai ||3||
Dhrisatt Dhhaar Man Baedhhiaa Piaarae Ratharrae Sehaj
Subhaaeae ||
Saej Suhaavee Sang Mil Preetham Anadh Mangal Gun
Gaaeae ||
Sakhee Sehaelee Raam Rang Raathee Man Than Eishh
Pujaaeae ||
Naanak Acharaj Acharaj Sio Miliaa Kehanaa Kashhoo Na
Jaaeae ||4||2||5||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 802)

What is that name that is enchanted by the disciples? When
leaving the thought, the word is connected with your mind and
psyche, then slowly this extract starts coming out of them. Mind
and psyche will start becoming stable. These signs are when a
person closes eyes while sitting and chants. Slowly and gradually
his mind and thoughts starts smashed by it. Its peace starts covering
its mind and psyche. Word like extract begins. This is why this is
the chance to chant the name of God. The king of all extracts,
treasure of all pleasures is the God’s name. See that the King of
heaven was not able to spend even a single day. The result of his
wrong deeds is to spend like a snake on earth. The words of
great personalities made him a serpent. He says sarp-sarp brother
walk fast. The great personalities said that O wicked, you be a
snake then. There his bed was thrown. The spiritual master of the
queen, the master of deities told this solution as firstly he was
preparing for bad deed and secondly he was disrespecting the
great personalities. The great personalities had thrown arrows from
their tongue. From the mouth of great personalities, the King was
cursed that go and become the snake. He spent rubbing his belly
on earth for ages and got rid falling from the post of heaven’s king.
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The art of living this human body
Human body is that material in exchange of which God,
formless, spiritual master can be attained. It is also an expensive
material that if competition among the spiritual master’s happiness
and human body is made, then like that attaining pearl of kingdom
in exchange of sand. If the spiritual master values it then its selling
value becomes costlier than the materials of three worlds, fourteen
palaces, nine segments, seven islands, ten million universes. The
spirituals master’s happiness cannot be attained in exchange of
numerous materials and substances. The spiritual master’s
happiness can be achieved only in human body. It can only be
attained in exchange of human body.
There are three expensive things in human body which are
valued. The spiritual master’s Sikh attains happiness. Blessed are
those whose body this wealth is associated no matter it is greater
or lesser. Body is there, and mind with in body, presenting these
three to the spiritual master is its value. Give off the detachment
from these three then it is not that expensive. Finding three is
different altogether. As someone earns less money and the other
earns more money out of the three materials available with a landlord
or selling merchant. Someone earns more than them. In this way
the price of these three are not the same. There is no importance
of money there. As the wealth gives rise to ego. As ulcer comes
out of someone’s body, in this way this ulcer comes out. Brother
this wealth is mine, if this is not ulcer over the mind then what it is?
That is called a fool whose heart is proud over the wealth and
possession. As the mandate of Guru Sahib:Asattapadhee
Jis Kai Antar Raj Abhimaan ||
So Narkpaatee Hovat Suaan ||
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Jo Jaanai Mai Jobanavant ||
So Hovat Bistaa Kaa Jant ||
Aapas Ko Karamvant Kahaavai ||
Janam Marai Bahu Jon Bhramaavai ||
Dhan Bhoom Kaa Jo Karai Gumaan ||
So Moorakh Andhaa Agiaan ||
Kar Kirpaa Jis Kai Hirdai Gareebee Basaavai ||
Naanak Eehaa Mukat Aagai Sukh Paavai ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 278)

A foolish person can never remain happy. He dose actions
with the body, brother I do good actions, I meditate, I do holy
service, I do charity, I do bath, the pride of these make us wander
in eighty four million species. If this is not ulcer of sorrow then
what is it? Mind is the root of all problems. The mind neither stays
nor let us stays, it keeps us restless. What the spiritual master got
to do with such notorious dacoit and thief? Leaving the attachment
of these three makes all the three calm. These three gives sorrow
to sorrowful things, but after being valued attains the spiritual
master’s happiness, what else deal can be cheaper than it? Nothing
else. The spiritual master mandates in spiritual master voice:Satgur Kee Sevaa Gaakharree Sir Deejai Aap Gavaae ||
Sabad Milahe Taa Har Milai Sewaa Pavai Sabh Thaae ||
Paaras Parasiai Paaras Hoe Jotee Jot Samaae ||
Jin Kao Poorab Likhiaa Tin Satguru Miliaa Aae ||4||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 27)

After sacrificing the head this ego should not persist inside
that I had given the head (I’ve sacrificed myself), forgets as you
forget after keeping anything, he gets the bliss of spiritual master.
Brother Manjh who surrendered everything to the spiritual master,
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at last the spiritual master granted him happiness while hugging
him. These three were valued. Brother Manjh became eligible for
the happiness of spiritual master. In return, happiness was achieved
by brother Manjh. What did brother Manjh sold to his master? In
return of what he got the spiritual master’s happiness, which is of
three worlds, legacy of fourteen palaces?
Aavahu Santh Piaariho Akathh Kee Kareh Kehaanee ||
Kareh Kehaanee Akathh Kaeree Kith Dhuaarai Paaeeai ||
Than Man Dhhan Sabh Soup Gur Ko Hukam Manniai
Paaeeai ||
Hukam Mannihu Guroo Kaeraa Gaavahu Sachee
Baanee ||
Kehai Naanak Sunahu Santhahu Kathhihu Akathh
Kehaanee ||9||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 918)

He did not keep it inside his mind that brother this is my
legacy, or this is my mind. If the mind comes ahead of the words
of spiritual master, and if the words of spiritual master enters into
it then the peace of mind does not remain of its won. If you hide
from the spiritual master then it is like that as a bottle, whether it is
empty but its lid is placed its opening and if it is thrown into water
for even hundred years, then also not a single drop of water enters
into it then what is the question of being filled. If the Sikh’s mind
keeps curtain from the spiritual master, then the spiritual master
also keeps curtain. Brother Manjh spent this life being in front.
Brother Manjh was initially the servant of Lala Wale who beats
the drum, carry out devotional programs on Thursday, play iron
organs, and dance throughout the night. He was asked that brother
he carries out the devotional programs on behalf of Lala wale.
People go often in such works. They take whatever is with them,
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brother we will give this off there. Money comes to the one who
dances, he gets confidence. The one who arranges the devotional
program brother my body‘s force has filled my home from materials
and it dances and jumps more. Such work is several miles away
from the art of living, it is not known that what value can be of this
human body and what will we get in return of it.
A Sikh of the spiritual master stays in that village only. On
seeing the love of Brother Manjh, he used to think that so much
devoted is Brother Manjh as is craze, that is craze only and its
result is unknown. Brother the value of this craze is not known.
Brother Manjh had craze of this, brother I arrange the devotional
program of our Lala wale, the world comes and worships me;
they make a pile of things at my home on the eighth day. Whether
he was not greedy but he serves his master with devotion. That
Sikh thought that if his attention is diverted towards the spiritual
master, his generations will be through. This much live is required
but this is not the price of his love. What will he get where there is
no value of love? The love is valued at the entrance of God, meeting
with God occurs, this is the value of love. Material is not the value
of love. That Sikh one day took Brother Manjh outside. After
taking him outside, that Guru Arjun Dev Ji’s disciple make Brother
Manjh understand that see Brother Manjh that every single part
of your body is filled with love. Your love is extreme but there is
no value in front. Brother Manjh stated that why it is not in front?
See that, there are a number of buffaloes, horses, clothing heaps
on the eighth day at my home. I make use of them and I have no
deficiency and is there any value more than that? That Sikh stated
that O mad! This is not the price. If you have cloth, buffalo-horses
have come, or people have given, at your home, the riches also
have them. Then their love must be greater than them. This is not
the value of love with God. Brother Manjh remained hearing slowly
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and gradually. The spiritual master’s Sikh started giving him advice
that brother this love will be values only at the door of Guru Nanak
Dev ji. The love is valued with the happiness of the spiritual master.
Brother Manjh had heard about Guru Arjun Dev Ji. He started
saying am I to leave my master? That Sikh said there is no
requirement of ascetic there. Its gist is that a girl turned into an
empress has what to do with a watchman? It is the value of a
watchman.
You be attached with spiritual master Nanak Dev ji. You will
yourself get to know. The things which you consider beneficial for
you and these are the result of my love, these will get smashed
under your feet and these appear bad to me. If Sikh is in love with
the spiritual master then its addiction is like that only. Its prosperity
is that much and its pleasure is like this, When Sikh said this then
Brother Manjh put second query that look my master has filled
my home. If my master will get angry from me then all this will be
destroyed. What if people stop bowing head to me? Talking like
this, he started thinking in other direction that brother if I’ll get
ruined or my master will be angry with me, then what will happen
to my family? Then that Sikh stated that there is no requirement of
these things. These have to be thrown far away. Whatever is there,
it lies in the happiness of the spiritual master only. All materials are
in the happiness of spiritual master. Brother Manjh said that if my
master will stop me in the way while walking, then who will get me
released? Sikh stated that the spiritual master exist everywhere.
You can never be unhappy in the presence of the spiritual master.
You prepare argument and thought, all attachments of this master
will come out from your inside. The right of your master is only in
your heart. It will remain there only. You remember the spiritual
master and come with me tomorrow. Brother Manjh’s deeds were
good, and the previous deeds were enlightened. When the destiny
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is illuminated then there can be no obstacle in between. It was
already written in his destiny. Brother Manjh stated that look I’ll
at least keep my master’s sign with me. If my master’s symbol
will remain with me then he will not surround me on the way. One
he took iron beads instrument and wore one leather jacket over
his shoulders. Now both of them started walked.
In the country of Malwa, area of Laila Batana was the birth
place of Brother Manjh. They started off from there. Satluj came
after Ludhiana. They started sitting on a boat. That spiritual master
Sikh asked Brother Manjh to throw it away far. Brother Manjh
started saying that alright I’ll keep this till half distance.
If my master did not stop us when we reach till the middle of
river, then I’ll throw these things there and then. Brother Manjh
had instrument and is wearing the jacket and they both go while
sitting in the boat. When half way came, then the spiritual master’s
Sikh stated that at least throw them now. Brother Manjh threw
them immediately. The delay was to do this and immediately the
devotion of spiritual master entered into him. So much difference
is there and hindrance is there because of something in mind. A
hundred percent devotion came in Brother Manjh at that time
only that my spiritual master is near and around me. The curtain of
mind was removed by the spiritual master. There is no curtain
from the spiritual master to the Sikh; curtain is from the end of
Sikh only. Sikh’s himself creates the curtain. He remains seated in
his darkness only. At that time only so much craze developed in
the heart of Brother Manjh that he was awaiting that when should
I go and fall off in the holy feet of spiritual master. Both of them
reached Amritsar. The holy master Maharaj ji is granting visit to
the holy disciples. He is giving discourse to the disciples of the
master. The spiritual master Sikh greets while taking along Brother
Manjh. The spiritual master’s Sikh said Brother Manjh that see
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the sight of the spiritual master ahead and do it with complete
devotion. Go and surrender the heap of love in you on the very
first day at his holy feet. When love is surrendered, then all the
three things will be presented. Then neither your body, or home
legacy, or your mind will ever influence you. You surrender this to
your spiritual master on the first day itself. If even one remains, it
will trouble you a lot.
Once upon a time mother Mastani was standing. Big Sant
Maharaj ji came to sit on the chair. We both are standing. There
were dirt roads ahead. Sant Maharaj ji when passed by then mother
Mastani took a fist of sand and rubbed on her chest raising the
suit and then rubbed on her face, where Maharaj Ji kept his holy
feet. She started saying that he transformed my color from inside
as well as outside. How much beautiful I’ve become, after applying
my beloved’s holy dust on my forehead, my mind has become so
peaceful.
O disciples, this is called devotion. I (Virkat ji) said Mother!
You did not bow your head! She said forehead? That I bowed
earlier only. I did not kept anything with me from the very first
day. She started saying that on first day, when I visited Maharaj ji,
then I surrendered everything which was mine. Brother who knows
that this mad woman shall do any mistake, then the forehead will
be bowed or not. I said that Maharaj ji I had bowed it at one time
only. I told you in loud voice, that I did not kept anything with me.
In this way that Sikh made Brother Manjh understand everything
that brother keeping mind in between, one time only give up
everything while bowing the head, brother mind is also yours,
body is also yours, whatever is mine is yours only. Do not keep it
with you. With these feeling, bow your head on the very first day
so that you will clear your way for being happy. Without this state
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the happiness of spiritual master cannot enter. The spiritual master
mandates:
Kabeer Mayraa Mujh Meh Kichh Nahee Jo Kichh Hai So
Tayraa ||
Tayraa Tujh Ka-o Sa-upatay Ki-aa Laagai Mayraa ||203||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1375)

The spiritual master started saying first whatever I made
myself, I got attached with that me, when on reaching the holy feet
of my spiritual master, I surrendered everything onto his feet, then
my attachment destroyed. Then I have no relation with the mind,
body and wealth.
Once Ramanand ji while giving some example to Kabir ji
gave a lesson that whose mind and psyche’s devotional way has
requirement in it. That does not get to know without telling brother
which mind and psyche is needed. That is of humbleness. One
type is ego nature. Other type is humble nature. In Guruvani, ego
nature is called as elephant and humble nature is called as ant.
In order to make devotee Kabir ji understand, Ramanaand ji
on filling the plate with sugar thrown at the Ganges riverside on
the sand. Disciple Kabir ji was watching it. It is no way that an
eatable is to be thrown on the sand. Disciple Kabir ji was watching
it that this is a suggestion to give me a teaching. Swami ji asked
Kabir that Kabir! Go and bring the elephant from the lodge. The
disciple asked the mahout that my Swami ji is asking for the
elephant. He brought the elephant. The spiritual mater stated,
Kabir! Ask mahout that the sugar is scattered in this sand, this
elephant should collect the sugar. Kabir ji asked the mahout that
the sugar is dispersed in sand from my master; this elephant should
eat up this sugar. Now the trunk of elephant occupies huge place,
if even one bit of sugar come the remaining will get filled up with
sand. The sugar cannot be pecked. He asked that Maharaj, how
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will the sugar be pecked? Minute grains are there, elephant’s trunk
is huge. If he hits on the ground, then it occupies the space of a
leg. Only few grains will come but mostly the sand will come. The
elephant’s trunk is fat. The place where he puts his mouth, he
takes everything from that place. No matter what comes in
between. Ramanand ji asked to get it at the back. He called three
ants. He left four five ants there. They are pecking grains individually.
Even a bit of sand does not touch their mouth. The disciple Kabir
ji there told the symptoms that whosoever wants to do devotion,
those who has to peck the sweet like the spiritual master’s words,
within this body, within this nature, preserve these precious gems
and sweets, they have to wear ant like psyche and feeling of
humbleness. If he be in ego, then he will remain empty like an
elephant. Kabir says:Har hai khaand rayt meh bikhree
Haathee chunee na jaa-ay
Kahi Kabeer Gur bhalee bujhaa-ee keetee ho-ay kai
khaa-ay
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1377)

As sugar is scattered in the sand, likewise the spiritual master’s
words are scattered between this characters. Near about pressures
on the character are affection, greed, sexual desire, anger, hunger,
attachment and jealous. Word, touch, form, extract, fragrance all
are sand. These habits are which are inside our mind. Within these
symptoms, how can one peck the words of spiritual master. How
will an elephant peck? The ants quickly pecked sugary granules.
They do not eat even a bit of sand but nothing goes in the mind of
an elephant. The mind which is egoistic is called egoistic, that
cannot hold the words of spiritual master. The one with humbleness
will preserve words only. The other things are not visible to them.
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The ant cannot see the sand. The psyche with humbleness
understands the words of spiritual master. The egoistic elephant
do not understand. This examples has been given by the disciple
Kabir ji, so much humbleness that if body, mind and wealth heaped
on the very first day itself then what is left behind, nothing is left
behind.
When Brother Manjh greeted then the spiritual master said
while smiling, Brother Manjh you took a long time to reach her.
When it was stated then he became more joyous that brother the
spiritual master was waiting for me. I made so much excuses but
the Spiritual master’s Sikh with the grace of my master, took me
here out of benevolence. I was not agreeing to come, he silently
requested while joining hands, all this is due to the grace of
respected Maharaj ji. He started saying that Brother Manjh you
have come, if your master killed your animals and made you
bankrupt, and demolished your home then? Then spiritual master
questioned like that, as those thoughts were already coming to his
mind. He started saying that Maharaj ji I do not need anyone. I
have come weaponless to your holy feet. Neither my mind’s wish,
nor I have wish of my home, or desire of any material, I have
surrendered everything onto your holy feet. The mind wants all
things. Mind is piled in your holy feet, now shower your grace and
grant me Sikhism.
The spiritual master gave discourse. When the heart is so
much pure, the discourse made its home in the heart immediately.
He engrossed himself in holy service. The spiritual master said
look, serve the disciple and earn the spiritual word, do service as
regular rule and with love. If you have come of time then derive
full benefit. Brother Manjh does whatever service he gets with full
interest. Bring the wooden logs in the home of spiritual master and
do holy service.
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Life in Spiritual Element
Maharaj ji while telling the next spiritual path stated, the path
may be different but the destination is same. Knowledge can vary,
its interpretation can vary, but there is no difference in the principle
and that is indifference (impermeability) in dearly God Lord. The
destination can only be achieved by making simplest state of self,
removing ego, and completely engrossed in him. The paths may
differ to reach this state but the destination is one. These paths are
action, worship, knowledge and science.

Action
Under actions, all those auspicious deeds come which
provides purity to our mind and behavior, doing which no bad
feeling remains in our mind. In this state the man hesitates to do all
defamatory actions under which, anyone’s backbiting, complaint,
defamation, doing bad of someone and thinking about it etc., all
prohibited actions are involved. The actions have to be performed
according to our mind’s psyche connected with the order of spiritual
master. Disconnecting our mind’s psyche from the attachment of
worldly relations, affix it in the holy love of spiritual master. The
love has to be same for spiritual master as for worldly things and
relations. He told that attachment of any worldly material or relation
is the biggest sin of world. Move by keeping oneself away from
that sin. All the materials and creatures of the world are made up
of five lifeless elements. Those lifeless elements are sand, water,
fire, air and sky.
That human who make its mind wander in any type of worldly
means; he only make it wander only in lifeless elements. All actions
are carried out in these five elements only. Connecting mind with
lifeless elements only leads to deviation but the sixth element is
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conscious element. That is self reality. It is known with the grace
of the spiritual master. For this reason, distending mind from lifeless
elements, according to the teaching of spiritual master and
performing actions while deviating mind towards the self element
is known as auspicious deed. It is like that performing all your
actions being surrendered to God. If you have to eat something
then considering the God’s presence everywhere, eat while
thanking him. If you have to wear anything then wear by thanking
the one who has given it that O beloved! You have given such
beautiful clothes. If something has to be enjoyed then enjoy by
thanking that provider O Lord! All these pleasures are with only
your grace. Auspicious deeds are those which are carried out
while keeping away from lifeless elements and uniting with the
supreme self element (God). Those are carried out by feeling his
presence everywhere. In this way those deeds becomes auspicious.
While doing actions diverting the mind’s nature inside, consider
the God’s presence always inside and outside, position the mind
in between, doing those activities which are according to the
teaching of spiritual master for twenty four hours. It is known as
living in self reality. This is the most auspicious deed. This is greatest
virtuous deed. The human has been doing deeds since births. He
never lived without doing action. But the mental and spiritual state
forms only after doing the actions. And he wanders in the cycle of
births because of their influence only. His nature also forms
according to his actions. His character is also formed according
to his actions. Every man’s character is because of his deeds as
the actions twist around its soul due to which this shadow element
of these twisted actions is called spirit. For this reason his soul
wanders in birth according to actions. The consequence is that
the man’s spiritual state exists because of its actions.
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Those deeds which he does while connecting his mind with
God, are auspicious deeds, and those deeds which he performs
while segregating from God are inauspicious deeds. Stopping the
mind’s nature outside, the mind has to made stable by making it
introvert, its concentration has to be maintained. For this reason
in order to always position in self reality, concentration in true
spiritual master’s nature is extremely necessary as while seeing
that character, disciple does not think anything else and this is why
his concentration does not get distorted. Its complete gist is to
hesitate doing such actions which hinders the method to help
reaching on the path of almighty.

Worship (Easy Passage)
In this state while uttering the word given by spiritual master
by the tongue, worship the God. Do not leave the tip of word
even if thought wanders anywhere. Word retains its power. As if
someone abuses the other and says that I will break your head
then the one who is listening gets angry immediately. If analyzed,
he has not yet broken the head but the words spoken by him
influences. This is why hesitate before using the words. Disciple’s
journey and destination is based upon the usage of auspicious and
inauspicious words. Uttering auspicious words by tongue firstly
cleanses the tongue. As we first pick the big things while cleaning
the home like as we clean refrigerator, bed, furniture etc first and
when they are cleaned then we clean small things. After that only
the things kept in cupboard, suitcases etc are cleaned. Likewise,
the biggest part of our body is tongue. Therefore tongue is cleaned
primarily as the actions we do, continuously twist around our soul
which determines the form of our body. For this reason our body
is the form of accumulated actions of several births. The body
does not have its own liberated existence. Our nature becomes as
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per the actions we have. Our existence is only of self reality. Actions
are twisted around us. Our psyche is according to our actions
only and our birth is according to our psyche only. Our current
birth is as per the result of our several previous births. For this
reason, our actions get cleaned by worship, which is extremely
necessary.
As word has to be chanted by the tongue then primarily the
tongue has to be cleaned. The word goes with tongue automatically
while standing or sitting. When this state is formed then the next
stage is of chanting by the throat. In this state the word has to be
taken to the throat. While doing worldly activities, the lips move
and no noise comes and the word has to be chanted in throat.
Slowly and gradually this practice will also matures. The word
automatically settles in throat even without recalling. When this
state matures, then practice the word in posture and keep the
spinal cord erect. Then nothing wrong if it goes somewhat above
from being erect, as the chin progresses towards the chest, the
soul moves to dream state not being in awakened state. Settle the
spiritual master’s character in heart. As live spiritual master’s
character and his picture is seen, that form has to be taken inside
the heart, this form primarily will be like a picture and in a bit
darkness then this picture will come into light and finally become
live. Considering oneself in very small character, sitting in front of
the holy feet of spiritual master, chant has to be done. All this is
being done for the purification of mind and psyche. In the presence
of complete great personality, when at this place, the stage matures
then it is felt that consciousness of one art of rocks, mountains and
complete darkness will be inside, the word will be stopped and
when the state will not be awakened then when we sleep, this soul
when comes in heart, then becomes the state of sound sleep in
which nothing about the physical or subtle body is known but
while doing worship, here if darkness, awakened state and word
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closes automatically or suddenly, then concentrate on navel point
afterwards. This form of spiritual master and the word given by
spiritual master has to be chanted. As Maharaj ji told,
“Concentrating in this state will make turn specks into tongue . As
there is tank over the house.
Its water will get supplied in the whole house, if nectar is
added in the tank; it will be supplied in the whole house. Navel is
type of tank of the body. In this way concentrating on navel,
worship the God with the help of word or it can be said that
concentrating on the navel point with God’s meditation of, all
specks of body aligns in mediation of God.
Gurmukh’s every particle from every meditation to the journey
of Ida, Pingla and Sushumna arteries, it is written in Guruvaani
thatGuramukh Saachae Kaa Bho Paavai ||
Guramukh Baanee Agharr Gharraavai ||
Guramukh Niramal Har Gun Gaavai ||
Guramukh Pavithra Param Padh Paavai ||
Guramukh Rom Rom Har Dhhiaavai ||
Naanak Guramukh Saach Samaavai ||27||
Guramukh Parachai Baedh Beechaaree ||
Guramukh Parachai Thareeai Thaaree ||
Guramukh Parachai S Sabadh Giaanee ||
Guramukh Parachai Anthar Bidhh Jaanee ||
Guramukh Paaeeai Alakh Apaar ||
Naanak Guramukh Mukath Dhuaar ||28||
Guramukh Akathh Kathhai Beechaar ||
Guramukh Nibehai Saparavaar ||
Guramukh Japeeai Anthar Piaar ||
Guramukh Paaeeai Sabadh Achaar ||
Sabadh Bhaedh Jaanai Jaanaaee ||
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Naanak Houmai Jaal Samaaee ||29||
Guramukh Dhharathee Saachai Saajee ||
This Mehi Oupath Khapath S Baajee ||
Gur Kai Sabadh Rapai Rang Laae ||
Saach Ratho Path Sio Ghar Jaae ||
Saach Sabadh Bin Path Nehee Paavai ||
Naanak Bin Naavai Kio Saach Samaavai ||30||
Guramukh Asatt Sidhhee Sabh Budhhee ||
Guramukh Bhavajal Thareeai Sach Sudhhee ||
Guramukh Sar Apasar Bidhh Jaanai ||
Guramukh Paravirath Naravirath Pashhaanai ||
Guramukh Thaarae Paar Outhaarae ||
Naanak Guramukh Sabadh Nisathaarae ||31||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 941)

Su Sabadh Kaa Kehaa Vaas Kathheealae Jith Thareeai
Bhavajal Sansaaro ||
Thrai Sath Angul Vaaee Keheeai This Kahu Kavan
Adhhaaro ||
Bolai Khaelai Asathhir Hovai Kio Kar Alakh Lakhaaeae ||
Sun Suaamee Sach Naanak Pranavai Apanae Man
Samajhaaeae ||
Guramukh Sabadhae Sach Liv Laagai Kar Nadharee Mael
Milaaeae ||
Aapae Dhaanaa Aapae Beenaa Poorai Bhaag Samaaeae
||58||
Su Sabadh Ko Niranthar Vaas Alakhan Jeh Dhaekhaa
Theh Soee ||
Pavan Kaa Vaasaa Sunn Nivaasaa Akal Kalaa Dhhar Soee||
Nadar Karae Sabadh Ghatt Mehi Vasai Vichahu Bharam
Gavaaeae ||
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Than Man Niramal Niramal Baanee Naamuo Mann
Vasaaeae ||
Sabadh Guroo Bhavasaagar Thareeai Eith Outh Eaeko
Jaanai ||
Chihan Varan Nehee Shhaaeiaa Maaeiaa Naanak Sabadh
Pashhaanai ||59||
Thrai Sath Angul Vaaee Aoudhhoo Sunn Sach Aahaaro ||
Guramukh Bolai Thath Birolai Cheenai Alakh Apaaro ||
Thrai Gun Maettai Sabadh Vasaaeae Thaa Man Chookai
Ahankaaro ||
Anthar Baahar Eaeko Jaanai Thaa Har Naam Lagai
Piaaro||
Sukhamanaa Eirraa Pingulaa Boojhai Jaa Aapae Alakh
Lakhaaeae ||
Naanak Thihu Thae Oopar Saachaa Sathigur Sabadh
Samaaeae ||60||
After that concentrating two fingers down below the navel
point, forming respect in that structure of spiritual master, enchant
the word given by the spiritual master. The devotee should do
more and more holy service in this stage as every particle of his
body is remembering the God. The Gods name is so pure that to
engrave it in heart, proportionate holy service is required as the
mind and body purifies with the holy service. For this reason, too
much holy service is required in this stage. More and more and
heaviest holy service has to be done during this stage. When the
body gets tired, then only refrain from holy service. It’s better to
cover this stage as soon as possible. Following this enchant the
word by concentrating over the structure of spiritual master below
then that, down below the spine at the extreme corner. Here
extremely heavy lifeless like body will be formed and as the extent
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of lifelessness will be, similar extent of extreme simplicity will be
obtained and the burden gets away from the word that means
while speaking the word, not even a single force has to be exerted.
When this concentration matures, then cleanliness will occur here.
As once heavy material is cleaned, then only small materials are
cleaned.
Similarly, when big parts are cleansed, then only small arteries
will be cleaned. Therefore, after cleansing from here, take the
concentration in middle of eyes. Here too much subtle arteries are
there among which three are major channels. One Ida, one Pingla
and the middle artery is known as Sushumna (divine artery). Ida
and Pingla are arteries of illusion, for this reason the concentration
should not be stuck here. Hold firmly the middle artery known as
Sushumna. Concentrate attention on it only. Enchant that word at
that place while concentrating in the character of spiritual master.
Light will occur at this place. Coldness will be there in that light
and not heat.
After that, concentrate on forehead from where hair starts.
Maharaj ji has strictly advised the disciple must necessarily
accompany some great personality to roam in forehead and stage
above forehead as many powers surrounds there and tries to
obstruct the way. The spiritual master protects his disciple there;
do not let those powers come near the disciple. After that celestial
music is heard. That runs continuously, do not stops. The disciple
should not concentrate in that direction and continue walking ahead
by ignoring it. The next stage is- concentrating between the head
while starting from the middle of both ears. This is known as three
prominences (causal region). Concentrate using the same technique
at this place as well. That is the structure of spiritual master and
that is word only. Here neither light nor music will be heard but
lifeless will be felt. Stableness comes in mind. Body’s power of
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stableness increases. For many hours there is no movement in the
body, here word and structure will close, and the causal region is
engrossed means the three-meditator, meditation and the material
becomes one. And in between numb meditation will occur which
has been told in Guruvani like thisAnthar Sunnan Baahar Sunnan Thribhavan Sunn
Masunnan ||
Chouthhae Sunnai Jo Nar Jaanai Thaa Ko Paap Na
Punnan ||
Ghatt Ghatt Sunn Kaa Jaanai Bhaeo ||
Aadh Purakh Niranjan Dhaeo ||
Jo Jan Naam Niranjan Raathaa ||
Naanak Soee Purakh Bidhhaathaa ||51||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 943)

In the middle of two eyes, journey of the practice from
where there is Ida, Pingla and Sushumna artery to the tenth door
is written in Guruvani asRaamakalee Baanee Baenee Jeeo Kee
Ik Oankaar Sathigur Prasaadh ||
Eirraa Pingulaa Aour Sukhamanaa Theen Basehi Eik
Thaaee ||
Baenee Sangam Theh Piraag Man Majan Karae
Thithhaaee ||1||
Santhahu Thehaa Niranjan Raam Hai ||
Gur Gam Cheenai Biralaa Koe ||
Thehaan Niranjan Rameeaa Hoe ||1|| Rehaao ||
Dhaev Sathhaanai Kiaa Neesaanee ||
Theh Baajae Sabadh Anaahadh Baanee ||
Theh Chandh Na Sooraj Poun Na Paanee ||
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Saakhee Jaagee Guramukh Jaanee ||2||
Oupajai Giaan Dhuramath Shheejai ||
Anmrith Ras Gagananthar Bheejai ||
Eaes Kalaa Jo Jaanai Bhaeo ||
Bhaettai Thaas Param Guradhaeo ||3||
Dhasam Dhuaaraa Agam Apaaraa Param Purakh Kee
Ghaattee ||
Oopar Haatt Haatt Par Aalaa Aalae Bheethar
Thhaathee ||4||
Jaagath Rehai S Kabahu Na Sovai ||
Theen Thilok Samaadhh Palovai ||
Beej Manthra Lai Hiradhai Rehai ||
Manooaa Oulatt Sunn Mehi Gehai ||5||
Jaagath Rehai Na Aleeaa Bhaakhai ||
Paacho Eindhree Bas Kar Raakhai ||
Gur Kee Saakhee Raakhai Cheeth ||
Man Than Arapai Kirasan Pareeth ||6||
Kar Palav Saakhaa Beechaarae ||
Apanaa Janam Na Jooai Haarae ||
Asur Nadhee Kaa Bandhhai Mool ||
Pashhim Faer Charraavai Soor ||
Ajar Jarai Su Nijhar Jharai ||
Jagannaathh Sio Gosatt Karai ||7||
Choumukh Dheevaa Joth Dhuaar ||
Paloo Anath Mool Bichakaar ||
Sarab Kalaa Lae Aapae Rehai ||
Man Maanak Rathanaa Mehi Guhai ||8||
Masathak Padham Dhuaalai Manee ||
Maahi Niranjan Thribhavan Dhhanee ||
Panch Sabadh Niramaaeil Baajae ||
Dtulakae Chavar Sankh Ghan Gaajae ||
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Dhal Mal Dhaithahu Guramukh Giaan ||
Baenee Jaachai Thaeraa Naam ||9||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 974)

In the middle of two eyes, journey of the practice from where
there is Ida, Pingla and Sushumna artery to the tenth door is written
in Guruvani. It is said :Dasam dwar agam apara param purakh ki
ghati”. This place is where the plait of Pandit is. Here concentrate
in the similar way and spiritual master’s structure has to be stick
to mind and that love has to be maintained. Reach the tenth door
being headstrong, after that do not be stubborn, cover the remaining
path with love. While situating our mind in lovingly God, while
stopping mind’s psyche by going outside, the concentration has to
be focused inside. There should not be any kind of thought and
here that spiritual master great personality Guru Granth Sahib Ji’s
structure became live, with that our self while sitting evidentiary
and chanting holy songs, make the structure of own self and great
personality smaller. Only remember that word should continue
and heard clearly, and reduce in such a way as the structure of
great personality like the tip of needle and our evidentiary structure
even smaller than that and word be heard loud and clear. This is
simple stage. Cover the next path by situating self in this. If forcefully
rush be made then the man can also become mad. This is the way
of doer. His nearness is achieved with his grace only. It cannot be
deceived forcefully, cannot be rushed. Maharaj ji told that doing
meditation is very difficult at this place. In any circumstance, doing
meditation without spiritual master or great personality at this place
is strictly prohibited, as this is a stage where the curious seeker
has to cross through the way as the bluntness of sword and thinness
of hair. For this reason, the disciple cannot move ahead of this
place with his power. Only capable spiritual master can take him
ahead of this path. In actual, this is the journey of subtle body.
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The situation is just lie as of death. No doubt death does not
occur, but it appears as if the last time has come. Meaning that
crossing this stage becomes very difficult. At this place means
tenth door, it is necessary for the curious seeker to consider him
different from the almighty but keep on earning like him only. That
word and structure of spiritual master should be there to bear
meditation. But simultaneously maintain complete love with God
as well. Darkness comes at this place. This is the darkness of
conscious element.
Do not be afraid of the darkness. The way we see darkness
after closing our eyes, it is similar to the darkness of the subtle and
causal realm. Where there are lakhs of suns and moons present in
their gross forms but which cannot spread any light because it is
only the light of experience which will spread light here, which are
written in Gurbani. (jeso chanda ugavey suraj chadey hajar heitey
chanan hundeya guru bin ghor andaar) because these three realms
of the gross, subtle and causal remain within each other and even
though interacting with each other do not enter easily and purely
into each other's realm. Though it enters the realm of the other it
has to come back in its own realm. Same as in the three realms
and the bodies within, though separate are incorporated into one.
Like the three qualities of (Tamo, Rajo and Sato) remain present
in the body of the individual together, and work in different ways.
Forbearance is we see what is there in its true form, and we take
it for truth and deal with it in our dreams daily. But the practise
with worship.
While doing so we leave the gross physical body and look at
tour subtle body and get petrified, because we cannot take it as
the truth and we start searching fot he skeletal and muscular body.
The meaning of the subtle body itself is a body without weight. It
is as when we see at anyhting from far off we wonder as to what
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it may be but as it draws closer we come to know what it definitely
is. This is known as purity, like in the subtle body at first it is dark
all around but as the purity increases the same darkness turns into
darkness of experience. Now in the subtle realm of the body if
one keeps searching for thephysical form of the body, which is
impurity. In whatever is seen is the truth and is seen with ease. By
purity where the realm of the body becomes common. So that we
do not stagnate there and we move ahead and reach our home,
because it keeps guiding us that No. 1 "Situation" whatever we
are doing is true, and tells us what we are doing, how is it going,
by taking us away No. 2 "Target" from the materialistic world and
to reach us in the truly contented and conscious body and shows
us in which direction we are walking in and the stage we have
reahed in. We should check this realm and direction twice every
day.
No. 1. When we sit in this Asana for a long time, we should
not get up from that position, but lie down for 5 minutes.
No. 2 Before we get up in the mornign, we should just lie
down for 15 minutes an set up a senate on ourselves to check that
all the obstacles and hindrances coming out way, should clearly
present themselves in front of us and the solutions can be searched
for in this book Life of Spiritual Element, or then you should discuss
it with your Revered, so that the state and direction canbe collected
correctly.
Like a valuable red or a very costly diamond or a very costly
thing is packed in three heavy and thick boxes and on the second
hand the same kind of thing is enclosed in another heavy and thick
box then which is the closest or farthest form free atmosphere
means is the one in three boes or one the one in the single box,
which is the closest or farthest from the clean and pure atmosphere.
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In Gurbani says "Roop Na Rang, Narekh kich trey gun tey Prab
Bhinn tisey bujai Nanaka jis hove suprasann"
God has no figure, colour or shpae. Likewise if you are sitting
in the gross physical body with your eyes open and your recite
verbally then it's like sitting in the third container. And if you sit
with closed eyes in harmony with the Guru and reciting in your
mind then you are in the second container. And those who meditate
without any form and without keeping God in any form can feel
the actual proof of self, the form of God and the atmosphere.
Then these are in the first container.
Are known as the devotee in body and they are very close to
their actual bodies and the realm, they should not get scared that
they will go beyond their reality, because a few years back the
face we have now that was not there and in the previous birth our
face was different. At last we are here today after having taken
the forms of the mountains, trees, birds and animals. Please keep
in mind that this is the time when the nature will take our test, and
if we lack in any one of the three qualities, then it will open up and
magnify it and take us from the subtle body to the gross physical
body. This is a testing time so we shouldn't be weak, we should
make the transcend. We will become permanent, very subtle,
awak,e without any bias and pure. We will achieve the love of our
lover. After having travelled so far and high with so much of effort,
I will not waste my precious time waiting on any of these three
qualities.
For how long can a foreigner stay away from his land weeping,
screaming, shossssssssuting and floundering ? So we should be
happy that we are near our treu realm and our true form which is
never going to be destroyed.
This darkness can be crossed with the help of only capable
spiritual master. After that this light scatters. The light is seen inside
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as well as outside. The disciple is aware about this light that this
light belongs of which power. As and when a person practices
while focusing at a place between word and spiritual master’s
idol, likewise firstly external and then internal light ends up. This
stage of oneness is the stage of bliss. Both external and internal
light are only bliss however this is very elementary and visionary
as in both of them, that truth is only him. He himself is lifeless and
is subtle. Lifeless, subtle and conscious are its elements only.
Lifeless is its nature and conscious being is he own. Its nature is
blissful form. If the one hundredth billionth part of its bliss is
sprinkled on somebody, then even its power is so much that cannot
be tolerated. After that the stage of one essence bliss of curious
seeker is formed. But enchanting practice has to be done in this
stage as well. Be one in the realization of Waheguru while sitting
there in meditation. Previously the darkness and light seen is near
to the divine in elementary form and this light is white on color.
When this removes, then the stage of bliss does not remains white,
no doubt it is illuminated. Reaching their, one gets to know about
the super consul body, we go there by ourselves.
In that super consul body, worship at that time, then gradually
we leave that super consul body, then we reach the divine form of
God at its entirety. First when the curious seeker unites in nature,
then he stays in miseries but he realizes actual bliss when he unites
in the conscious element. After that only, he gets to know that
Who I am? What is my real existence? When he realizes that I am
the conscious element and neither am I the nature, nor the nature
can influence over me. He becomes capable in this stage that he
does not let the nature sticking around him to influence over him.
As spider’s web can be cleaned with hands, likewise the curious
seeker enlightens his pure form on its own by removing the nature
around it. He gets to know that there is not a single nature in the
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almighty after reaching that stage. Nature is only his created play
but he himself is above that play. A person remains overflowing
with nature by considering it as truth. Due to this he forgets God
because of its effect. But it crosses through the nature when it
worships pure form conscious element God beyond the nature.
From here we reach till the live divine. To reach eternal, blissful
conscious beyond divine, after the devotional love path, easy path
and knowledge path, to reach live God after these three, Sant
Ishar Singh ji Maharaj has spoken like this about the next stage“those people who meet holy company and Santly people because
of the force of devotion of previous births in youth or childhood,
those people do devotion meditation with complete force in youth.
The outcome of that devotional means is achieving God or
enlightened soul, obtaining which one gets relieved from all
sorrows.
Knowledge- Knowing, identifying and following the unity of
human divine.
Science- Situating in it.)
Guramukh Saachae Kaa Bho Paavai ||
Guramukh Baanee Agharr Gharraavai ||
Guramukh Niramal Har Gun Gaavai ||
Guramukh Pavithra Param Padh Paavai ||
Guramukh Rom Rom Har Dhhiaavai ||
Naanak Guramukh Saach Samaavai ||27||
Guramukh Parachai Baedh Beechaaree ||
Guramukh Parachai Thareeai Thaaree ||
Guramukh Parachai S Sabadh Giaanee ||
Guramukh Parachai Anthar Bidhh Jaanee ||
Guramukh Paaeeai Alakh Apaar ||
Naanak Guramukh Mukath Dhuaar ||28||
Guramukh Akathh Kathhai Beechaar ||
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Guramukh Nibehai Saparavaar ||
Guramukh Japeeai Anthar Piaar ||
Guramukh Paaeeai Sabadh Achaar ||
Sabadh Bhaedh Jaanai Jaanaaee ||
Naanak Houmai Jaal Samaaee ||29||
Guramukh Dhharathee Saachai Saajee ||
This Mehi Oupath Khapath S Baajee ||
Gur Kai Sabadh Rapai Rang Laae ||
Saach Ratho Path Sio Ghar Jaae ||
Saach Sabadh Bin Path Nehee Paavai ||
Naanak Bin Naavai Kio Saach Samaavai ||30||
Guramukh Asatt Sidhhee Sabh Budhhee ||
Guramukh Bhavajal Thareeai Sach Sudhhee ||
Guramukh Sar Apasar Bidhh Jaanai ||
Guramukh Paravirath Naravirath Pashhaanai ||
Guramukh Thaarae Paar Outhaarae ||
Naanak Guramukh Sabadh Nisathaarae ||31||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 941)

Su Sabadh Kaa Kehaa Vaas Kathheealae Jith Thareeai
Bhavajal Sansaaro ||
Thrai Sath Angul Vaaee Keheeai This Kahu Kavan
Adhhaaro ||
Bolai Khaelai Asathhir Hovai Kio Kar Alakh Lakhaaeae ||
Sun Suaamee Sach Naanak Pranavai Apanae Man
Samajhaaeae ||
Guramukh Sabadhae Sach Liv Laagai Kar Nadharee Mael
Milaaeae ||
Aapae Dhaanaa Aapae Beenaa Poorai Bhaag Samaaeae
||58||
Su Sabadh Ko Niranthar Vaas Alakhan Jeh Dhaekhaa
Theh Soee ||
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Pavan Kaa Vaasaa Sunn Nivaasaa Akal Kalaa Dhhar
Soee ||
Nadar Karae Sabadh Ghatt Mehi Vasai Vichahu Bharam
Gavaaeae ||
Than Man Niramal Niramal Baanee Naamuo Mann
Vasaaeae ||
Sabadh Guroo Bhavasaagar Thareeai Eith Outh Eaeko
Jaanai ||
Chihan Varan Nehee Shhaaeiaa Maaeiaa Naanak Sabadh
Pashhaanai ||59||
Thrai Sath Angul Vaaee Aoudhhoo Sunn Sach Aahaaro ||
Guramukh Bolai Thath Birolai Cheenai Alakh Apaaro ||
Thrai Gun Maettai Sabadh Vasaaeae Thaa Man Chookai
Ahankaaro ||
Anthar Baahar Eaeko Jaanai Thaa Har Naam Lagai
Piaaro ||
Sukhamanaa Eirraa Pingulaa Boojhai Jaa Aapae Alakh
Lakhaaeae ||
Naanak Thihu Thae Oopar Saachaa Sathigur Sabadh
Samaaeae ||60||
Anthar Sunnan Baahar Sunnan Thribhavan Sunn
Masunnan ||
Chouthhae Sunnai Jo Nar Jaanai Thaa Ko Paap Na
Punnan ||
Ghatt Ghatt Sunn Kaa Jaanai Bhaeo ||
Aadh Purakh Niranjan Dhaeo ||
Jo Jan Naam Niranjan Raathaa ||
Naanak Soee Purakh Bidhhaathaa ||51||
Raamakalee Baanee Baenee Jeeo Kee
Ik Oankaar Sathigur Prasaadh ||
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Eirraa Pingulaa Aour Sukhamanaa Theen Basehi Eik
Thaaee ||
Baenee Sangam Theh Piraag Man Majan Karae
Thithhaaee ||1||
Santhahu Thehaa Niranjan Raam Hai ||
Gur Gam Cheenai Biralaa Koe ||
Thehaan Niranjan Rameeaa Hoe ||1|| Rehaao ||
Dhaev Sathhaanai Kiaa Neesaanee ||
Theh Baajae Sabadh Anaahadh Baanee ||
Theh Chandh Na Sooraj Poun Na Paanee ||
Saakhee Jaagee Guramukh Jaanee ||2||
Oupajai Giaan Dhuramath Shheejai ||
Anmrith Ras Gagananthar Bheejai ||
Eaes Kalaa Jo Jaanai Bhaeo ||
Bhaettai Thaas Param Guradhaeo ||3||
Dhasam Dhuaaraa Agam Apaaraa Param Purakh Kee
Ghaattee ||
Oopar Haatt Haatt Par Aalaa Aalae Bheethar
Thhaathee ||4||
Jaagath Rehai S Kabahu Na Sovai ||
Theen Thilok Samaadhh Palovai ||
Beej Manthra Lai Hiradhai Rehai ||
Manooaa Oulatt Sunn Mehi Gehai ||5||
Jaagath Rehai Na Aleeaa Bhaakhai ||
Paacho Eindhree Bas Kar Raakhai ||
Gur Kee Saakhee Raakhai Cheeth ||
Man Than Arapai Kirasan Pareeth ||6||
Kar Palav Saakhaa Beechaarae ||
Apanaa Janam Na Jooai Haarae ||
Asur Nadhee Kaa Bandhhai Mool ||
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Pashhim Faer Charraavai Soor ||
Ajar Jarai Su Nijhar Jharai ||
Jagannaathh Sio Gosatt Karai ||7||
Choumukh Dheevaa Joth Dhuaar ||
Paloo Anath Mool Bichakaar ||
Sarab Kalaa Lae Aapae Rehai ||
Man Maanak Rathanaa Mehi Guhai ||8||
Masathak Padham Dhuaalai Manee ||
Maahi Niranjan Thribhavan Dhhanee ||
Panch Sabadh Niramaaeil Baajae ||
Dtulakae Chavar Sankh Ghan Gaajae ||
Dhal Mal Dhaithahu Guramukh Giaan ||
Baenee Jaachai Thaeraa Naam ||9||1||

Interpretation of Nature
God’s creation of this whole universe is extension of nature
and allure. All mountains, trees and plants, birds and animals, human
and the deity are roaming in the nature. All these creations that are
form of nature have conscious entity present in them; however its
level differs in each creation. Like conscious entity is available in
mountains but its level is minimum and it is maximum in nature.
The source product is mountains only since it possess the least
level of conscious entity, it is of an art. Second level is of trees and
plants which has conscious entity more than mountains. They take
food, sway and swing, and grow, they are of two arts. The birds
and animals come on next level. Their conscious entity level is on
third number. They take feed, behave to some extent, reproduce
babies, and realize happiness and sadness, they are of three arts.
The level of conscious entity is greater than in an ordinary human
that is in between four and five arts. The level of conscious entity
varies up to five and seven in specialized people. Their intelligence
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and activity power is more than that of an ordinary man. After
that, the conscious entity level is between seven and nine in all
Sants, sages, colossus and great personalities. After that, the level
of conscious entity among incarnated people lies between nine
and eleven. In the human soul, this element is at its maximum at
sixty fourth arts. Those sages which are below this divine entity
will continuously and unanimously aggravate their affection towards
the almighty. Like a kid plays near his father similarly His souls
play besides Him. They take birth and follow towards Him and all
that is carried out in their own whim. They do not arrive in world
being entangled with any worldly pleasure but for the welfare of
the worldly beings and to connect them with salutation of their
supreme Father.
They message of God is being conveyed to human through
them only. For this reason, the Sants and sages are like spiritual
masters, are precocious forms.Any ordinary man who serves Sants
and sages believing their precocious forms of actually serves the
almighty. Over and above those greatly Sants arrives that have
acquired freedom of soul. They do not fall under the vicious circle
of life. They are with God. They do not fall under nature. They
considered nature as garbage. They have bliss while living in
proximity of the God and are engrossed in that realistic bliss as it is
the real self in its own attire. They themselves are in the character of
almighty God that is blissful structure in its own. For this reason, by
being with him and closer to the almighty God, they derive bliss.

Reasons of sorrow: mess, deflection and body
The elderly Sant said while explaining all this that “a human is
a small form of pure conscious entity however it has departed
from it. In its real entity it had been a blissful character and therefore
on separation from its real being, it is engrossed in miseries. He
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does not himself realize the reason of its soul’s sadness due to its
ignorance. He keeps on carrying out activities due to ignorance as
a consequence of which he deeply engrosses himself in miseries.
Like this since births this situation remains, but in actual, to be
blissful is its real nature. This is why it always attempts to be happy
but what is that which keeping him happy at its entirety? It does
not realize this at its own. Like he eats few things, experiences
few delights, he thinks that on doing this, he experiences enjoyment
however it is not true. Maharaj ji said, “Happiness and sadness
depends on the stage of our mind. Like when we eat something
then it tastes delicious while eating for the first time but on eating
repeatedly, it appears tasteless.
A situation also comes when it feels like vomiting even on
taking that dish in mouth. He tells us that it is the same thing and
even the taste also remains same but to experience its extract due
to our mind concentration that thing first tastes very delicious then
as and when our concentration decreases in it, its taste lessens
and at the end that thing appears tasteless to us. This situation in
actual arises from a illusion because when human performed any
activity for the first time with full concentration of mind then he
realized happiness but indeed that was not the taste of that material
, rather it was the feeling of happiness on performing that activity
with fully concentrated mind. This was an image of its own soul
due to which he thought that he meted out this delight because of
eating that thing. But it happened otherwise. This is mind’s
concentration. There are three reasons of keeping away the mind
from its inner consciousness viz. mess, deflection and body.

Mess:
He explained, “we are pious1 form and blissful in our own
attire. For such reasons when our mind is completely concentrated
then we are close to our pious form. We experience bliss due to
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concentration. Bliss exists in mind’s concentration only. But when
we link ourselves with the myths scattered in nature and proceeds
further, those activities get then imbibed in our mind. Those become
our sacraments. They are carried on with us since births. Like
someone feels good on tasting a particular thing in out birth he
develops a liking of the same thing across several births since it
has become its nature and character because nature arises from
feeling and activities are strengthened by nature only. It is named
enculturation and when those rituals are practiced with absolute
absorption then it is known as sacrament as a consequence of
which the grounds of subsequent births are shaped.
In this way, our sacrament only determines the stage of our
soul. Due to our psyche’s forfeit, the stage of our soul is determined
and our birth is also according to that state. The happiness and
unhappiness are also according to it in the following births. This
form of state remains as it is during millions of births, as mind runs
behind the happiness according to its nature but the real state of
ecstasy is nothing other than but the concentration of its own mind
which lies inside him. He remains desolated with him. Secondly,
on believing extrovert happiness as real happiness, he undertakes
wrong decisions in order to achieve it. In this way those activities
deposits mess on its own mind which desolates him from its real
self. As and when he runs after the worldly pleasures, likewise he
performs sinful acts to attain them. Whichever deed the human
performs being desolated from his real source and being extrovert
is sin, when he derives ecstasy from any external activity then a
wrong decision that the happiness lies in doing this activity, engraves
in his heart. Such eternal eras leading to infinite incorrect verdicts
are known as mess and to lead them repeatedly the human is tied
up in deflections and which dumps the scum over his mind. This
scum sets down over generations. This is termed as mess.
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Deflection and body:
In other words, activities performed since last million
generations are known as mess. The deeds in the form of decisions
carried out during past generations which were performed out of
ignorance gave birth to deflection. This deflection does not let the
mind concentrate. Because of this he is wrapped with illusion and
considers him as a different entity that that of God, the almighty.
Incidentally is God is extremely nearer. He is even nearer than
our hand. He is equally inside the human just as outside.
Like the body runs as there is soul in it, in the same way, a
soul has its own soul and that is almighty, the divine soul. But
ignorant people assume that may be God is farther than from them.
If mess is cleared, then deflection also gets cleared automatically.
Then the desire of happiness no longer remains. Therefore the
man does not get entangled with the bond of acts in order to attain
happiness. It has been said that once upon a time a queen went to
the riverside to take bath. She kept her necklace at the edge of
river and started taking bath in the river. Bird came and tried to
fly away with her necklace. But as the necklace was quite heavy,
it fell down over a tree at the riverside from the bird’s mouth and
kept hanging on it. When the queen came out after taking bath in
the river, she saw there was no necklace. She screamed but nobody
was able to search that necklace. When the King came to know
about those, he himself came at the site. He ordered his servants
to search for the necklace but of no good. He called for the divers.
They dived deep into the sea but of no good. Everyone was
watching while standing besides the riverside that water of the
river became stagnant. Then a wise man told the king that the
necklace is not in water, it is hanging on the tree. It is merely the
shadow of necklace in water. In the same way, in order to attain
happiness, the man performs external activities and reaches beyond
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his inner self while doing such activities, that happiness actually
lies within. He remains searching happiness at an incorrect place.
The happiness doesn’t lies at that place in real where he keeps on
finding; it is actually the shadow of happiness like the necklace
hanging on the tree. The shadow of necklace was falling on the
stagnant clear water whose mud was deposited underneath, in
the same way, as the man performs any act depending upon the
level of concentrated mind he has, the shadow of happiness falls
proportionately to the same extent which is indeed the blissful
nature but the ignorant considers such actions as the reason of
pleasure that is actually the shadow of its happiness.
Note:
Although, this truth has to be searched within yourself but its
initiation at the right path also requires an awakened soul. Else, it
does not lead to accomplishment even if one remains to search
for the divine for years.

Release from grief:
There is a lot of difference between the acts performed through
the living beings in the physical world, subtle world and causal
world, and acts unconsciously done by them. Whether it’s a demon
or deity, mountains, trees or plants, birds or animals, or man all
are tied with good as well as bad deeds. No one can remain
action less even for a while as human soul is absolutely blissfully
conscious being an element of the divine soul. But on meeting with
nature, it has lost its actual bliss and in order to achieve it again the
search via actions is on. No matter that search is through organs,
mind or intelligence or a collective effort of these three. There
shall be no action without a cause. It works on a regular basis.
The human soul acts to a point till it attains its original source of
absolute consciousness. The human soul had lost itself under
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ignorance but when it becomes aware then it will remain like this
forever. Like the child primarily depends on his parents and he is
unaware of everything. But as and when he gains awareness, he
becomes knowledgeable and starts taking his own decisions.
Those decisions do not harm him even without taking his parents
into cognizance rather comforts him. Likewise, the human soul
exists in that body wherein the divine soul akin its parents lives.
But on the confinement of the human soul, two mothers are made
after deviating from one’s original source akin parents i.e. Allure1
(clay, fire, water, air and sky) and illiteracy (tamas, rajas, satav)
as two mothers and being (virtual element) and God (Gods virtual
element) as two fake fathers. From here the journey of actions
begins. Since this human soul start searching its blissful form of
real parent’s that is body and country without bothering of its fake
parents, therefore bringing lifelessness to deflection from mountains
and rocks, the creation of plants and trees, birds and animals and
human begins. As and when, the deflection increases with
lifelessness, likewise the lust also increases which thereby increases
the productivity of knowledge. The image or shadow of oneself
or of God is also forged. This is truth, this is not and this way will
lead to the path of happiness or not, this gets inscribed in his
intelligence. Like the God has never ended up nor will end ever.
In the similar way, human soul, whose real parent is God, will
never die. The individuality of the human soul will uniquely remain
outstanding even if, it will get salvation of divine knowledge ever
since for the engrossment in the divine knowledge. Likewise the
human soul has attained its life for its being. It will keep on leading
its life according to the extent of its knowledge. However neither
its soul knowledge will ever diminish nor can be destroyed again
or grasped by the allusion or ignorance ever. Like Rishi Gautam’s
wife Ahilya turned into a stone, and even after she was turned
alive when touched by Lord Raama, she remembered her existence
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before she turned into a stone, similarly, the deity of heaven,
Ashwini Kumar, turned to a tree because of a curse, remembered
his existence that what was he before the curse, and later went to
the heaven on release of the curse. Like every child has to learn
A, B, C after taking birth no matter he was a magistrate, a Doctor
or an Engineer in the last birth. However our human soul never
forgets the knowledge which develops our soul.
The study continues from the point where it stopped earlier
in the preceding birth. The process of gaining knowledge by human
soul continues as it is eternal. The three bodies are mortal (physical,
subtle and causal) due to which every time we have to start
(temporal studies) from beginning.
The awareness and exploration of human soul’s blissful world
and body completes in the state of divine knowledge due to which
none of its acts are for its own sake. It remains as devotional love
and servant forever and be knowledgeable forever. Consequently,
its two fake mothers (illiteracy and allure) and two fathers (human
and God) are destroyed everlastingly. The search to achieve such
infinite period’s blissful life again is yet on. Then no matter the
search is carried out through organs, through mind or intelligence
or compound of these. The human soul performs tasks regularly
till it acquires its original form of eternal blissful consciousness.
Its source action remains the same while wandering in diverse
bodies, and performing diverse actions and that is to achieve
happiness. Neither anyone has taught it to someone nor made him
to learn or not even asked you to seek the happiness for yourself.
Just as the way, the direction of the flame remains towards the sky
even if turned reverse as its source (parents) is Sun, likewise,
spilling water flows through the slope as its source (parents) is
ocean. In the similar way, the child reproduced from his parents
gets attracted towards them likewise being an element of the
absolute blissful conscious divine soul, the human soul, naturally
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attempts to head towards happiness. The human soul’s journey of
sorrow will not come to an end till it acquires its real self.
There are two types of liberation from sorrows1. Temporary release from sorrows.
2. Permanent release from sorrows.
1. Infinite actions while engaged in attractions have been
performed since infinite generations, to eliminate sadness
from the temporary technique to release the sorrows,
however the sorrows arises again after that.
2. Permanent release from sorrows- This only comes with
the attainment of God. There wasn’t any other way, nor
available, and will never be available except it.
3. Likewise, these three things are omniscient, infinite and
eternal. These are divinity, creature and allure. Neither any
one has created another among these three nor it could
destroy, on contrary, creature ad allure are two powers of
divinity that subsides in it.

Brahm- the divine
These are of three types as the great Sants say that it has
three forms viz. wise, poor and the Supreme. These are one yet
but act differently in three ways. Like a magistrate while seated on
his chair in the courtroom gives his decision that everyone has to
abide, his decisions does hold no significance while the same
magistrate is seated among his friends. His kid pulls his beard and
piss off in his lap when the same magistrate reaches at his home
and make his children sit on his lap, his external demanding nature
does not implements there. The divine soul even being one is
wise as well as poor yet it is one in fact.
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(1) Wise/ Virtuous
That which exists in truth unit and lies within every human
and gives result/fruit while taking down his good and bad
deeds. It even comes as an incarnation as a whole or as
part.
(2) Poor
The poor is a form of absolute bliss consciousness. Eternal
truth that existed always will exist forever. Mind is a conscious
form. Bliss- this blissful body, unlike a sweet sugar ball which
is made up of two components- the sugary extract and ball
has been given different definitions by the disciples of various
religions. The two main qualities of this blissful divine soul
are truth and psyche. That is why it is well known as eternal
blissful consciousness.
(3) Supreme
It gives existence to all and also protects it.
4.

The almighty’s definition is one from where the world
originates, subsists and nurtures and tunes in it at the end.
The attraction of life never ends even when the world perishes
and not even the form of human soul terminates. Materialistic
things such as the country, time or substance perishes like
the body, era, house, shop etc.

5.

The divine soul can hold everything and reach anywhere
despite of no hands and no legs of its own respectively. It
can see the whole creation despite of no eyes. It is aware of
everything despite of not having mind or intelligence.

6.

God only can know, see or hear itself. The god only can
know itself implies to the fact that such activities are feasible
only with God’s grace. One cannot reach at his destination
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even with human soul’s material or physical power or despite
of lot many prayers. The disciple can only reach at his
destination with Guru’s grace.
Creature
Human soul is less learned, bound with attractions, very small
but is regular, conscious blissful form.
Like sun and the sun’s rays are yet one though two in number
however sun remains sun and rays remains rays only. Sun’s power
lies in its rays and this is why rays direct connection is with the Sun
however any one ray is not connected with other ray. In the similar
way divine soul’s element is human soul and this is why human
soul is directly connected to the divine soul. However human souls
are not interrelated with each other.
7.

Similarities and differences between the divine soul and
human soul.
The divine soul lies within the human soul and it is the true
well wisher of human soul. God has a big heart and the human
soul and divine soul exists at a place i.e. heart of God. The
only difference is that God is facing towards the human soul
and the human soul in turn is inclined towards the worldly
allure.

8.

Allure
This is of two types- Yog illusion and inanimate illusion.

Yog illusion
This is an inner power of God. Through this power God can
do anything, can cease something or can reverse some act as
well. This all is carried out with the power of Yog illusion.
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Inanimate illusion
This being dead acts as conscious form. This also is of three
types- inanimate illusion, subtle illusion, and conscious illusion.
This works only with the authority of God. Like our body works.
Till the time soul dwells in our body, our inert body works
being conscious following which when human soul emanates of
our body then our body again becomes lifeless. Someone burns
it; others bury it and flush it in the water or hang it reverse while
dabbing yoghurt on it so that the birds can feed upon it. But these
three (Visible World, Invisible World & Cause World) is not out
of the universe.
There are five types of tribulation in physical world, subtle
world, causal world:· Illiteracy (ignorance)
· Egotism (Vanity)
· Attachment (affinity)
· Bitterness (enmity)
· Persistence (fear of death)
Three types of heat:
· Spiritual
· Gothic/Divine
· Physical
Three types of body:
· Physical body
· Subtle body
· Causal body
Three types of actions:
· Accumulated actions
· Predestined actions
· Current actions
Five types of treasure:
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· Physical body
· Bioplasmic body
· Astral body
· Consul body
· Super Consul body
Three types of quality:
· Quality of truth
· Quality of enjoyment
· Quality of darkness
Five elements:
· Sand
· Water
· Fire
· Air
· Sky

Nature of Inanimate illusion:
It is illuminated by the God although God is present at a place
where it cannot reach and it does hold no significance in the absence
of God. Like the shadow cannot survive without the Sun, however
shadow lies in opposite direction of the sun’s light. Nevertheless,
the shadow cannot reach where sun’s light is there. God is the
director of man and allure.
9. Human soul even being an entity of the divine soul is not
capable to derive happiness due to –ignorance. As and when
its knowledge enhances, there and subsequently it protects
itself from sins because of religious preaching and begins
performing auspicious deeds. With the grace of spiritual
preaching while performing good deeds, whenever success
happens while progressing on this path, parting from the hell
etc, one becomes the master of heaven. Additionally, when
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one gets companionship of holy Sants and preaching
afterward it begins worshipping. Consequently, the human
soul gets liberation in five kinds.
Saakhya Mukti
Saarupya Mukti
Saalokya Mukti
Saayuj Mukti
Saayukt Mukti
Afterwards human soul gets liberation from detachment. In
salvation of detachment, human soul gets integrated with the
divine soul. After obtaining integrity, the soul appears into
the world as holy Sants and great personality to carry out
devotional love. No human soul can devastate its own real
inner character like any human in the world makes his body
inactive on committing suicide however cannot overlook
himself while existing in Sayukt mukti God. This is the
destination of awakened people. They keep on originating
in the world even after achieving it. If the soul gets absorbed
in the liberation of detachment everlastingly then they cannot
arrive in the world being holy Sants and great personalities.
10. There are four kinds of personalities in the world. Of which
two are Mayadheen (illusion bound) and two are Mayateet
(beyond illusion).

Maya bound soul
Those souls under the bondage of illusion such as moth
considering happiness in the fire or searching the pleasure from
fire, bumble bee owing to the delight of flower passes away after
tormenting likewise this human soul also perishes while searching
happiness in worldly attractions and glamour.
The second type are souls beyond illusion that continuously
attempt to achieve their eternal blissful consciousness while sitting
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in the lap of holy preaching like mother and listening truth akin
lullabies (songs) while conquering their true nature.
Life beyond Maya
These souls have become holy Sants and great personalities
after reaching the peak of devotional love and always remain lively
in the eternal blissful conscious God.
This human soul which has neither looked towards illusion
since primordial times nor ever left God’s absolute blissful
conscious form were never required to appear in this glamorous
world.
11. Before worshipping God three things are extremely necessary
to know:
Relation, Objective and strategy
Relation
What relation do we share with our God and what are the
similarities and differences among us.
Objective
How do we get it from him, several bounded by their
knowledge are travelling in four directions, few are enchanting
mantras, and few gaining pleasure from mantras and engrossed in
them do not wish to listen or comprehend anything else that is
incorrect. It is required to listen and understand till the end while
on this path.
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Strategy
What shall we claim from the God? Few are treating God
like the commercial shop, and try to claim whatever they do not
get from the world and pretend as worship. If at all something has
to be asked then one should call off granting awareness while
worship so as to keep us happy in his happiness and gets success
in devotion.
12. There are two kinds of happiness in this world- true
happiness and fake happiness.
True happiness
That is in increasing order.
That is available at every moment.
That it gives benefit now and then.
False happiness
That is always in decreasing order.
That is not available at every moment.
That it gives unhappiness now and then definitely.
True happiness
True happiness lies where great personalities and good
devotees experience peace and happiness when they get absorbed
in God. The extent of happiness increases proportionately on an
increase in concentration.
The disciple gets real divine pleasure on the very moment
when they recall God with full concentration. The disciple not
only gets happiness from worship but also approaches towards
the blissful natured God.
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Fake happiness
Whenever a creature performs any action with absolute
desire (any action such as eating, studying, hearing one’s own
appreciation, wealth, and opulence) and the happiness achieved
from it for the first time, does not gives the same happiness on
performing the same task at the dame place for the second time.
It reduces when carried out for the third time. It further reduces
on the fourth, fifth and sixth time even and repeatedly doing that
task does not at all gives happiness rather we start experiencing
unhappiness. Like on eating the sugary ball, we get pleasure on
eating for the first time, less pleasure on eating for the second and
third time and further less pleasure on eating it for the fifth and
sixth time and the pleasure further reduces on eating for the seventh
time. That pleasure should have increased seven times on eating
for the seventh time however it gives us the feeling of nausea which
is a form of unhappiness and this happiness is increasing in the
descending order.
The same amount of happiness cannot be achieved if we
remember the contentment we derived while doing any act for the
first time.
The supremacy generated inside us while doing any worldly
activity is unproductive for the time being as such actions were
not performed being surrendered to God, on contrary, our steps
are moving towards illusion. As an outcome of such actions,
subsequently traps are formed which further gets accumulated in
the form of sorrows at our initiation. The presence of three primal
and endless authorities i.e. divine, creature, illusion also establishes
the fact that there are only two ways of finding happiness by human
soul i.e. the Almighty’s path and the path of illusion, there is no
third way to achieve God, neither it was, nor it is, nor it will.
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Seven roles of aware ones
These seven roles are stages of the success of soul and
superior than one another.
These seven roles are: 1. Ignorance 2. Illusion 3. Body
4. Invisible knowledge 5. Visible knowledge 6. Release from
sorrows 7. Satisfaction
If the disciple without devotional love, without complete
knowledge and with physical, mental and spiritual practices achieves
God then the God becomes inferior and his Physical worship and
knowledge becomes superior which is not possible and any
material of God is not limited.
For this reason they are told to an extent that his devotees,
Sants, incarnated souls can well understand. No one has been
able to know him at his entirety till date. He can be fully known by
one that is equivalent to or bigger than his own supremacy. As
there is no one equivalent to God even, there shall not be anyone
who can be bigger. Therefore he cannot ever be known by anyone
at its fullest.
14. There are three types of human character:
Grant, receive and only desire to receive- this induces greed.
Give and take induces behavior
Grant, grant and merely grant induces love. Only true love is
supportive in the worship of Lord.
It has several forms such as1. Servitude
2. Friend’s love
3. Parental’s affection
4. Calm Love
5. Attractiveness love
6. Blissful love etc.
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15. Likewise actions are also if three types:
1. Accumulated Karma
2. Predestined Karma
3. Current Karma.

Accumulated Karma
That is the outcome of actions performed by human soul since
infinite period.

Predestined Karma
The end results of accumulated actions or an assembly of
elementary actions that the human soul is experiencing presently.
This predestined period has to be experienced by the Sants, great
personalities and incarnated souls as well. Like Lord Krishna
departed the body on getting hurt by an arrow in his feet.

Current Karma
What we get now is predestined; we have to prepare the
subsequent destiny by good or bad deeds.
16. The pleasure a cow derives while feeding on green grass or
a rich man gets on seeing the plate of food in front of him or
Indra gets while eating the food in heaven , the happiness is
equivalent n these stages even if the position and appearance
of body differs in each case. There exists not a single
difference in each case.
17. Happiness is of four types:
Lifeless + lifeless human union happiness
Lifeless + alive human union happiness
Alive + alive union happiness
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Alive + alive love combination happiness

Lifeless + lifeless human union happiness or
worldly pleasure
This happiness is a compound mixture of quality of darkness
and truth

Lifeless + alive human union happiness or
happiness of the soul
Since mind is lifeless and soul is alive and the soul in it is the
element of divinity therefore there is some realization of the Supreme
Being. But this is not real bliss which can be experience by quality
of truth.

Alive + alive union happiness, divine
happiness, bliss of virtue less and formless
This happiness belongs to the enlightened and awakened
souls since directly the soul unites with the God and worships him.
This happiness cannot be achieved without the spiritual master’s
grace. This bliss is infinite and endless where words like Ram,
Krishna, Wahe Guru and Allah cannot reach even.

Alive + alive love combination happiness or
devotional love happiness
On attaining happiness from divine love and gaining true
and celestial love from God, its consciousness signifies its existence
after transformation. Whether residing in forests or world, it keeps
on worshipping daily as God’s servant and that human soul devotes
itself for its own sake as anything related to God is infinite be it the
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authority, devotion or love. The God two folds the amount of love
we devote during worship in the fourth stage and returns to us.
And as anything related to the Supreme Being is infinite, in the
same way, his love is also infinite. Therefore his disciples and great
personalities remain engrossed in his infinite love on a daily basis.
18. The Supreme Being is so vast that millions of Brahma, Vishnu,
Mahesh, major deity’s of their own land, and several identical
universe, lie in one speck of the foot of God, this much vast
is the God. He is that subtle like those microorganisms which
can not even be seen with the help of a microscope. In this
context it is told” Sarvnivasi sada alepa tu hi sang samayee “
(God is Omnipresent and always inbuilt).
The god sits inside even those who experience the whole life
(childhood, youth and old age) and traverse to the next birth
within a minute, and note down their each moment and action
and gives the result accordingly. It is that subtle. If there is a
minutest thing in the world of emotions ,then that is God and
if there is something biggest, then that is also God whose
end no one can find.
19. Four types of devotion
The devotion is of four types-

Lethargic (relaxed) devotion
Worshipping while worldly sins like violence, killing others,
enacting and several types as ultimate aim.
Enjoyment devotion
Worshipping while making ultimate aim beginning from
worldly materials till pleasures of heaven
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True devotion
Worshiping with an objective to cut the bond of actions and
to completely destroy sins (with their root), and achieving
happiness without actions for infinite period.
Devotion without qualities
Worshipping while continuous, selfless devotion only to attain
eternal blissful consciousness ad wandering in true love and
with an objective to be his servant.
20. God gives their complete bliss and knowledge to the
enlightened or great personalities. However, the God does
not gives authority of controlling universe, its nurture and
protection and noting down the activities of each individual;
and giving end result to people. This task is accomplished
by the God himself.
21. No person can understand anything after reading the holy
books like a parrot chants something while sitting on a tree,
a wrestler thinks that it is saying exercise, warming up, a
shopkeeper thinks as it is saying dry ginger, chilly, ginger; a
devotee thinks as it is saying Ram, Sita, Dashrath. Any person
cannot understand since in four types of flaws are found in
each individual’s conscience.

Governing pPrinciples of illusion
Considering oneself as body and keep on realizing body even
being a soul.

Negligence governing principles
This mind being very restless, changes very quickly. Even the
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meaning towards the spiritual master, the almighty and holy books,
changes.

Pretension
Due to this defect, an individual hides his weaknesses and
presents them in some other way and make believe or pretend.

Explaining the reason
The mind of an individual bounded by illusion is restricted.
And this human soul is ignorant, not omnipresent and visionary
due to which mind and intelligence created by illusion celestial
knowledge, where illusion could not arrive, tries to explain it
according to itself, which it cannot do. That is why holy Sants and
sages are required to understand any sacred volume. As also
written in Guruvani (Sant’s way is a step to religion), listening and
understanding Sants and sages is paramount since they deliver
preaching after properly knowing the state of our soul. Guru
Gobind has written for such holy souls that“Aatam ras jih jaanhi so hai khalas dev
Prabh mein Moh mein daas rachak nahi bhed
This is why there should not be a single difference in the
devotion towards spiritual master and God. These two seem
different to us even being one.
22. Such spiritual master is known as Guru Brahma, Vishnu and
Mahesh.

Spiritual master Brahma
One which makes us aware of eternal blissful conscious nature
of God and shows us the path.
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Spiritual master Vishnu
They protect our knowledge and make it fruitful for the path
of truth.

Spiritual master Maheshwar
That does not let the ignorance accompanying knowledge to
survive through which our conscience becomes purified as the
individuals bound by glamour are not able to recognize a Sant or
great personality then how they can reach to the God.
23. Illusion is the authority of God only and the almighty’s power
is equivalent to the mighty itself. This is why when the worship
of human soul reaches to a wise phase and its conscience is
completely purified then the spiritual master showering his
grace himself enables the disciple to experience bliss and
true love with the divine. Like the branches, leaves, fruit
and flower of a tree are parts of that tree only likewise human
soul is eternal servant of the divine soul. Its duty is only to
serve the almighty and it not asking anything except true
love. Like in Narsimha incarnation, God asked Prahlad to
wish something then Prahlad thought that there must be some
desire remaining in me because of which God is asking to
express my wish, then Prahlad uttered that if you would like
to fulfill my desire then grant me that I shall posses no desire
except true love towards you.
24. The God is so much absolute that if total is extracted out of
it, total remains. If a smaller thing is added into something
then it keeps on wiggling however God is absolute to such
an extent that it does not have even a little space to wiggle as
it is in its entirety everything due to which it is consistent and
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immovable. That is why the great personalities, spiritual
masters, keep on advising people to be intense while
worshipping. Since God being completely consistent and
immovable, is consistently bright at all places. By taking
learned people’s eternal blissful conscious form and the form
of disciples for this reason, the amount at which mind gains
concentration power and holds consistency, the realization
of complete divine happens likewise, provided that
concentration must not be of any worldly materialistic object
or glamour. That is why concentration is an important part
of our life. This concentration is also a requisite even for the
path of worship. Whether this concentration lies in the words
of God or in his meditation or in love towards the almighty,
in case if we are suddenly getting or forming any type of
concentration we should strive to hold and enhance it, then
while studying, cooking or eating, behaving in a certain way
realization of happiness is maintained while in full
concentration. The happiness is also experienced in full
concentration if at that period of time there exists no decision
and alternative in mind. Mind is static only on a particular
point. In absence of materialistic glamour and word
meditation or feelings, and by whatsoever means, mind holds
concentration, it should be increased. In this way,
concentration also keeps on increasing in God which together
with actions and feeling is termed as worship.
Since humanly mind is of three types:
Conscious Mind
Sub Conscious Mind
Un Conscious Mind
When any act is repeatedly and continuously performed by
human then that action keeps on happening firstly in
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conscious mind, then in sub conscious mind and lastly in
unconscious mind. The humanly mind acts appropriately on
reaching that place. In these three stages of mind when it is
felt that mind or conscience without the naked eyes or it can
also be said that mind is consistent after getting parted from
external worldly materialistic attractions or greed, then such
concentration is extremely helpful for the path of worship.
Lot many powers are hidden in the concentration of mind. It
is mentioned in history that someone emptied the river by
filling two and a half handful of water, changes the epochs,
created a new heaven in heaven and hell. All these authorities
were generated by concentration.
25. This illusion like world is as vast as God himself. But till the
time we unite with God, the vicious circle of human soul
does not end. Combination of several epochs constitute into
a half day of Brahma. In these epochs as there is no high
ambition and great motto created because of the lack of the
holy preaching, sorrows and miseries are faced in subsequent
births, confining from a drop we traverse towards the journey
of ash. In every action, our reason remains the same and
that is to achieve happiness and there shall be no happiness
greater than that and no one can snatch it one got and it
should be infinite which will never end up. But till the time
we do not know what and how it has to be done, we keep
on making that target into a perishable act due to ignorance.
As the king of entire earth, King Bharat, was attracted
towards a deer and turned into a deer in next birth and then
turned into an idle Brahmin Bharat who was thrown out of
his home in his third birth and that deer reared by him in his
following birth was made into a King and considering
Brahmin Bharat as stray man, asked to lift his palanquin.
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This all series of events happened as no eminent goal was
set in the absence of holy company. Likewise we keep on
doing action during the half day of Brahma and when the
eve of Great dissolution arrives then the divine’s half night
remains as great dissolution only due to which for several
thousand eras God keeps all human souls inside in the case
of Brahma. When the morning of Brahma (the creator of
universe) occurs, then it wakes up for the unveiling divine
and arrives, while seated inside the being. It notes down his
actions and accordingly gives results. He makes the state of
human soul outside as it was inside the God. It gradually
presents the world in the same way as it were prior to the
catastrophe and nothing persists except the God when Great
Dissolution occurs.
Therefore, Sants, sages and great personalities cannot help
to achieve the eternal bliss till the time the human soul does
not purifies its conscience according to them and, considering
the state of nations, material or circumstance of the followers,
the Sants and sages differentiates between knowledge and
interpretation so that the curious seeker comprehends this
teaching in a simplified manner. But there is no difference in
reaching to their principle (attained objective) because
everyone’s realization of truth is alike whether the methods
or ways are different. The illusion is eliminated from the
enlightened soul due to the grace of spiritual master but it is
not wiped out and the God cannot destroy this illusion even
being its authority. This world perishes in great dissolution
and not the lifeless glamour and human soul. That is why the
tasks full of devotional love can lead to heaven or hell and
knowledge without devotional love and Yog can lead to
enlightenment of inner self whose stage extends till the world
of Brahma. Without attaining the absolute blissful conscious
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God, the disciples reach till sacchkhand or Elysium forever
but this stage is not complete in itself. Though the human
soul can survive in the true world of heaven after attaining
four types of liberation however the great holy personalities
can move there whenever they wish so. They need not go
anywhere in the liberation of detachment but to dwell and
wander only within God. Few souls on coming to earth with
the wish of God, worship since they are enlightened already,
such souls arrive into the world as per the wish of God as his
servant. The curious seeker himself has to purify his
conscience whether through devotional love or Yogsadhna.
Like digging the well of Harminder Sahib a yogi under the
ground was sitting in meditation. He ceasing the tenth entrance
of mind, without any decision or choice, concentrated his
mind completely. Later Guru Arjun Dev by imparting life in
him enlightened him by his holy preaching and eye-sight.
The greater the mind concentrates from worshipping without
any decision and choice the more one becomes eligible of
achieving God.
26. Non-doer behaviour is only in sages and incarnated souls.
Like once upon a time on the Karvachauth fast in evening
all the queens of Krishna said that Maharaj if we give feast
to a Brahmin on this day then it is considered to be very
lucky and if spiritual master is given feast then it is equivalent
to the feast of thousand Brahmins. For this reason, we wish
to serve feast to our spiritual master therefore kindly make
some provision to cross the river. Shri Krishna said currently
no provision can be made but you can ask the river that if
I’ve not touched or seen any woman with wrong intention,
then give way else not. All queens started laughing on hearing
thinking how this is possible when Shri Krishna lives with us
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and even have children. However when they said to river
which was told by Shri Krishna, the river gave a way to
cross and the queens were surprised by this. When they
reached to Guru Durvasa Rishi then keeping their respective
plates in front of Rishi, requested him to accept the feast. He
took a small bite and said that I have tasted the food. On
hearing this all the empresses urged to accept their feast as
well. When Rishi Durvasa had the feast from all empresses
then the queens said that we do not have any provision to
return, Lord Krishna made a provision while we came now
we request you to make some provision, then Guru Durvasa
Rishi said that tell the river that if I’ve not eaten anything
except thin grass throughout my life, then give way else not.
All the queens on hearing this were again surprised that in
front of us Guru ji has had all the food then how it is possible
that he has not eaten anything except the thin grass. But they
said whatever Rishi Durvasa asked then to say on
approaching the river. Then the river gave them a way. The
essence is that one who does not feels happiness in happiness
and unhappiness in unhappiness and maintains a neutral state;
his non-doing state is to be considered as sentiment. The
duties are of those who are doer; there are no duties of a
non-doer.
Any act of those sages is created by themselves only for the
sake of amusement. Whether they illuminate the whole world
like Guru Nanak Dev ji or fight like Guri Gobind ji.
27. The more we deceive the God or spiritual master, the more
we get deceived by them. No relation works for other’s
happiness neither it can do since that relation is newly made
however the human soul is infinite and eternal and each human
soul is striving to gain happiness only. All fake beloved,
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pretending as well wisher strives to accumulate their happiness
only. The true beloved and well wisher is one and only a
Sant who has achieved abundant happiness everlastingly.
Each human soul is searching for that happiness but it is
trying to find the real happiness behind its worldly relationships
which is not there. Since the real motive of human soul is not
to achieve worldly materialistic pleasure but to achieve bliss.
The great personalities have already attained the bliss. This
is why on attaining the bliss, bond of actions has been cut off
and finished off and they are not inspired towards attaining
happiness and now any action of theirs is not for their selves.
They even benefit the world by telling them the way to achieve
bliss. That is why each action of an enlightened soul is for
world or society. Like it is written in Gurbaani- “Brahamgyani
Paropkaar Umaha”.
Like it is written at the end in Japuji Sahib “ Changayain,
Buraiyan bajey dharma adhurey”. A good or bad deed
depends on its religious nature. Like the religious nature of
ice is to be cold or to keep cold, “Karmi aapo aapni ke
need ke door” whatever acts are done as per its intelligence
or nature, accordingly he attains the distance or closeness
with God. That is why it is said in Gurbaani “Jinni naam
dhyaya gaye musshaqat ghaal”.
Those who enchanted making high devotion of name, faith,
high objective became liberated “Nanak Te Mukh Ujale Keti
Chhuti Naal” and they also helped others.
Few people say that” Karan Kaaran God is one and not
anyone else” it means that in the absence of divine power, human
soul is dead like the body is lifeless without the soul. This is the
reason that human soul is a component of the divine soul and any
activity performed by it is carried out by the God’s authority. Like
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the electricity remains the same whether utilized by taking cold
current of air from fan, or heat your room with the help of heater,
he surely gives power to perform an activity however “karmi aapo
apni” means that activities are carried out though with God’s power
but the direction is created by man’s intelligence only. Ignorant
says that the God is the doer and also responsible for doing of
that deed however sacraments of bad character are formed by
the man only. Like this, one who keeps the soul alive and the
deeds done with its power, the way the man uses his intelligence,
likewise, he gets departed or near to the God. And if everything is
being done by God himself then what is the need of sitting inside
each individual and noting down his deeds and give results? God
sends us being the doer and he also comes then why not he
eliminating miseries from everyone’s life and dip them in sea of
bliss. Till the time the curious seeker does not purifies his conscience
with the Guru’s grace, any number of sages meeting the curious
seeker cannot let him attain the bliss. First on possessing, the Guru
gives guidance and discourse to us, following which he supports
us in between and removes our doubts with his knowledge,
provided our mind, intelligence and behavior is according to our
Guru and finally, when the inner conscience is purified then the
Guru only gives celestial love and bliss. Our effort is only till
cleansing of inner conscience and then the disciple shall not say
anything and the Guru do the whole thing automatically.

Meditation
In beginning it was told that the divine has infinite powers and
everything related to the divine is eternal but there are two major
powers of divine-Human power and illusion power. Earlier it was
told that powers are of two types- Inanimate illusion and Yog
illusion, Bhaav-bhay (emotions) and inner strength. It has already
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been told about Jad maya. The existence of soul is enhanced in
Yog Maya. As Guru Nanak Dev ji showed his illusion when
strongly insisted by Multani Mal, in the same way, strongly insisted
by Arjun, Shri Krishna showed his powers to Arjun. Similarly,
Baghdad’s Sant Dastgir asked Guru Nanak Dev ji that Hazrat
Sahib in our Kuran-e-Paak mentions about three skies and three
deep hells and Hindu religion mentions about seven skies and
seven deep hells, then is your saying false when you mention about
millions of skies and millions of deep hells? On this Guru Nanak
Dev ji said that one speaks according to one understands. When
Guruji said that you walk with me and I can show you then Dastgir
asked to take away his son. I’ll be satisfied if he sees millions of
skies and deep hells. Then Guruji asked Dastgir’s son to close his
eyes. He climbed to the sky when he closed his eyes and showed
him millions of skies and deep hells. He saw several disciples
assembled at one place while returning from deep hells. There
sacrament (Prasad) was being distributed then Guru Nanak Dev
ji filled the sacrament (Prasad) in an earthenware vessel and gave
it to him and took a seat after returning. The Sant’s son told his
father that he saw millions of skies and deep hells along with Guruji
and placed the vessel filled with sacrament in front of him. All this
happened with a blink of eyes in few seconds.
In the similar way, when Shri Krishna sat in meditation then
someone told that Brahma has come to visit them. Then the usher
(door keeper) asked to disclose his identity to inform Shri Krishna.
Then Brahma ji said to tell Shri Krishna that Brahma has come.
When the usher returned after informing Shri Krishna then he told
Brahma that Shri Krishna has asked Who Brahma? Then Brahma
said that there is only one Brahma with four faces, go and tell him.
The usher then took away Brahma to Shri Krishna after telling
him this. At that time Shri Krishna said that you are not the only
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Brahma. Sit and close your eyes and I’ll show you how many
Brahmas are there. When Brahma closed his eyes he was shown
a number of Brahmas. Someone is having ten faces, other is having
fifty faces, one is having hundred faces, other is of thousand faces,
and other is having million faces. This is the smallest universe among
several hundred universes where you are dwelling. That is why
you are only four faced Brahma. Further, certain rules and
regulations of every universe are unique to itself. Then Shri Krishna
asked to open the eyes and Brahma begin apologizing by bowing
head in Shri Krishna’s foot “Please forgive me, I was talking out
of my ego.”
Shri Krishna and Guru Nanak Dev ji whatever showed was
due to their super natural power. When Guru Nanak Dev ji was
seated outside Ayodhya then few grand quality pundits were talking
to them. Guru Nanak Dev ji was asked that how should be the
spiritual masters and sages so that we can act according to them.
Then Guru nanak Dev ji told that the spiritual master and sage
should be such that, that they could make use of the appropriate
words to remove all doubts of both Brahmnishtha (knower of
Brahm) and one who conveys about the Brahm. In this way that
great personality is complete and we are fully devoted on him.
For example, there should be light where we want to see and our
eyesight is good. Make our work as worship and worship as
explained before.

Charity and Selfishness
If gained sense of benevolence (Parmaarth) then selfishness
stands nowhere. Is this selfishness if you are intelligent? Is this
selfishness if you are healthy? If the sense of benevolence is gained,
then eating, drinking, wearing, sleeping, awaking, doing all types
of activities is benevolence. Everything is benevolent since birth
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till death. The god says that submit the result after doing each
activity, along with which I will impart Gyan yog (path of knowledge)
and Karam yog (path of actions) to you so that your inner
conscience gets purified automatically. Like render the energy
received by eating food, product received by giving charity,
outcome in the form of virtue of worship, satisfaction gained by
teaching a child, to God. In the sense that render the result of any
activity to God. The work will become worship when you render
the result of each activity to God. The wife and husband are not
made for each other but to run the generation and to fulfill the
motive of God. The son and father are not made for each other
but to execute the aim of God. The grain and I are not made for
each other but to fulfill the motive of one who gave birth to both.
To work selflessly for him is benevolence. Those activities tie us in
bonds which are not meant for benevolence. In this way render
the result of all activities to God. The detachment and unselfishness
felt like prayer, gained after rendering it, is yours remaining is of
God. Like mountains, trees and plants, birds and animals, river,
seas etc, even since working for the universe cannot render it.
The nature of knowledge of soul, worship of lord, service of nation
and welfare of others has to be preserved.
The shopkeeper’s interest in wealth, politicians interest in
power, foolish person’s interest in insignificant pleasure is such
that as to catch hold of your own shadow. A intellect’s way of
computation is unique in itself. It should have self benefit; it should
not care for materialistic gains in exchange of it. Or it can be said
that enlightenment can be gained on devoting ourselves in this
work leaving behind everything at once and regard derived from
all. After that anything stays or not, but state of infinity,
consciousness and blissfulness persists. The soul neither sleeps
nor awakes but remains conscious forever.
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One Sant used to say thatThodi Thodi Masti Le Lo
Humne to li hai apna sab kuch dekar
Aap humse thodi sasti lelo
He asks to search the difference between selfishness and
benevolence. Take out me from any activity you do. That
selfishness transforms into benevolence. Like the trees do. The
shade of tree is not for itself. The leaves, flowers and fruit come to
fulfill the motive of God. They reach where they are required.
After all the tree’s wood is utilized for the purpose it is made. In
this way if we act without affection, I and ego and render its fruit
to God then it supports the universe of God that has confined us
and simultaneously, our work like worship will also be carried
out.
As the task of powerful is to take care of the weak, and
wealthy man is to take care of the poor likewise the leaves, flowers,
fruits etc cooperates the motive of God but since not being
conscience, cannot render themselves as human since human is
the only being that can render the fruit of all its activities to God.

Path of devotional love
The worship at its peak occurs from mind, be it of any type.
Make a very big palace in mind. In which many enlightened and
doer lives, make few holy Sants, ten spiritual masters and Guru
Granth Sahib dwell in it and pay due respect by considering yourself
as minor and it as your real family. Communicate with them in
such a way that whatever happening outside was like a dream
only. Do not let the actions, meditation and feelings move on their
own while worship. So that you situate there continuously in
awakened form, as we are growing in subsequent births that only
is happening through activities in awakened form since we are
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sieving easily through those activities. In this way, activities,
meditation and feelings change continuously to some extent.
Karma- Like eating, feeding, wearing jewels and rituals of
worship etc.
Meditation- Thinking extensively about the enlightened and
doers prevailing since infinite eras on infinite lands while enchanting
holy songs so that our thoughtfulness should also progress.
Emotion- Emotions also keep changing continuously and does
not remain same each day. The biggest pageant (leela) between
the God and devotee which is filled with complete devotion and
love. Dive in emotions while recalling him and what kind of true
association and love between the enlightened doer and God. It
will be this series; first the sentiment will be very horrifying in which
many types of mental and physical sorrows will keep troubling.
While believing and making progress, the sentiment will become
stimulating satiating the curiosity of many who are inquisitive. The
God kept protecting them and their belief also kept increasing. In
the third stage the sentiment will progress towards reality in which
the Me of the soul and Mine form of the equality and inequality
and the characteristics of God will become the live proofs. The
sentiment should progress in this way. Thinking about him and
enchanting holy songs keep on going and no interruption should
come in between. So that everyday’s growth is fixed. While
transforming activity, meditation and feeling, the target should be
fized on these three points.
Purity and concentration keeps on increasing and keeps on
associating with devotion and knowledge so that we should firmly
believe on our devotion. Karma is word or holy song which we
practice. Meditation is to see any figure or form. Emotion is to
know the relation between that me and that character and lovingly
affirm that and try to know the love of disciples of infinite eras.
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Due to which the Lord gave relief to Sudama by pressing his legs,
grazed the cow of Dhanna Jat and while in army, Karam Singh
Baba Ji when went down to riverside for meditatation, a British
officer on receiving his complaint went to see Karam Singh, then
he found Karam Singh Baba Ji saluting a British official while
standing at his position and meditating riverside as well. This means
that God himself was giving salutation in place of Karam Singh
Baba ji. Similarly, activity, meditation and emotion are three kinds
of bullock carts. While driving these bullock carts, wherever the
concentration diverts while doing meditation and then when the
concentration retreats in meditation, then drive the three bullock
carts from somewhat a prior stage, so that not only this cart moves
ahead but also makes its own way. Like we perform activities like
chain, on time and count, and we hold it from behind similarly we
need to hold meditation also from behind as emotion also diverts
when concentration diverts during worship. Repeat that feeling
again which was flowing towards the God. Till the time next feeling
and meditation is not clearly and properly caught, so not leave the
previous mature feeling or meditation. Due to which these three
roads are formed and whenever next time during worshipping
somewhere the road is broken where you have reached currently,
reaching there will take least time from where the journey of action,
meditation and feeling was reached last time. Since the actions
carries a value of 10 percent, then mediation carries a value of 40
percent and emotion carries a value of 50 percent.
Since it becomes subtle and affirms with meditation. Those
enlightened Sants have turned into doer; have become master of
supreme emotions after passing through these three stages, where
that omniscient is worshipped without these three natural
materialistic illusion activities, meditation, and feelings, where we
have to reach. However if can feed with such a supreme emotion,
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then we can also be enlightened. Therefore we have to associate
our feelings with their feelings. Their bodies are like the curves of
a burnt rope as it were before burning. There seems no difference
on seeing but when touched by hand it flies away as ash. As here
in these Sants, losing their selves, only visible abstract God exists
since we are extremely restless. Being bounded with illusion, our
mind and intelligence does not remain stable at one place. When
we keep on worshipping various characters from activities,
meditation and feelings, then restfulness converts into concentration
and finally realize that supreme conscious divine entity. Whenever
we bow head to great personalities or spiritual master, then while
remembering the nearby surroundings meditating, heave deep
breaths three to four times, as at times we have to take help of
subtle body when the physical body do not cooperates. And after
cleaning the face and mouth of these great holy Sants, lit incense
sticks (dhoop-batti) and keep the Guru Granth Sahib with it. Make
these wear nice garlands of flowers or jewels as one likes. Offer
them feast as you like. Wash their hands when the feast is over.
Gather their used utensils at a place. Now when the time of
meditation of the ten Sants and great personality comes, then wish
their grace while bowing your head for your ability to concentrate
while enchanting holy songs and sit in a meditative posture.
Meditate till you can. Then when the meditation finishes, bow
your head to all spiritual masters and depart by taking their
blessings.
Now gradually open up your eyes. Extend this activity from
fifteen minutes to one hour. But keep this in mind that till the time
you are inside; do not think about the dreamy world even for a
second. We have to forget about how much time is left, where we
are sitting, and what is lying besides us. Nine types of worship is
done while doing such type of worshipping following which we
will get entry in the last worship which is surrender (Aatm nivedan).
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This activity is exemplary. Whichever suits you among these
can be performed. But everything should be practiced in limit.
Since two types of families exist in this world, one is of illusion and
other is of divine. Like the members of illusion family, being
emotionally involved with each other cannot survive without each
other, likewise the family of God is also there. Like the mother
lives in mind in worldly family and never says that she will live in
your mind, but do not feel bad by keeping other relations like
grandmother, sister, daughter etc. in her mind. Likewise God also
has its family. But both these families are against each other. Like
it does not feel bad while keeping worldly relations in mind and
subsiding in one heart but mother gets afraid if she comes to know
that her son is going to become a recluse (saadhu) after leaving
the worldly relations. Likewise in the world of divine, if we pray
to God to settle inside where the mother, father, brother, sister are
already seated, then the God will come but cannot stay inside and
will go away thinking that the smell of desires, anger, attraction,
greed, ego, expectations-thirst, worry, glamour, touch, smell,
addiction, lure, addiction of beauty, youth, education, attachment,
jealous, etc. is coming. On contrary of this, when Sant, great
personalities, disciples, incarnated souls dwell in mind and a big
door is locked from outside then the God comes in even breaking
it and starts living inside.
Since the God states that it is my family. I can’t live without
them even for a single moment. Doing this activity from fifteen
minutes to an hour makes us feel proud that a huge family of God
lives within us. Whenever we get time in a day, we should sit for a
while and glance at this family for around 14-15 times as the God
not only makes us worth but also dear to him. The worth gets
worshipped once and it’s over but the dear has to be kept near
and along with us forever. But doing this activity shall not give
birth to any kind of worldly ego as it is the cause of destruction.
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Doing this will let the human enter from the lower stage of
devotion (apara or abheda bhakti) to supreme devotion (para
bhakti), doing which fulfillment of seventh role is reached where it
starts worshipping the divine. On reaching two mothers ignorance
and illusion and two fathers- realization of human soul and God
(element of realization and shadow of God) destroy everlastingly
and the soul gets enlightened for infinite period. The soul living
part from the God never again becomes captive of ignorance.
You can add whatever you want in this technique due to which
your association with the God can strengthen. But do not reduce
anything as worldly power, physical power and soul power are
different to each other similarly the influence of remembrance,
devotion, love and bowing head, love also differs with each other.
All these activities are added with due care and are therefore very
important.
Foundation and limit are two different things. Foundation
maintains its existence and limit reflects its basis and everthing
does have its source and limit as sand's source is lifelessness and
its limit is water. Water's basis is liquid and its limit is fire, fire's
basis is heat and wind is its limit. Wind's basis is flow and sky is its
limit and sky's limit is emptiness and God is its limit. Likewise
subtle body and subtle world are foundation and limit of physical
body and physical world respectively. Similarly, causal body and
causal world are the foundation and limit of subtle body and subtle
world resppectively. In this way the foundation and limit of causal
body adn causal world is each soul. And the foundation and limit
of soul is God, virtue less adn God. And foundation and limit of
God is he himself. In this way, if someone crosses his limit, then he
enters into a place great and bigger than himself. As nothing happens
when sweet is eaten to a limit and diseases strike if eaten beyond
the limit. And when he does not sees or visits pure form great
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personalities, God and spiritual masters and only keeps seeing
impure form bad things which are beyond thier limit then he takes
his eyes beyond his limit. Then in the next birth, he takes birth with
weak vision or blindness as the foundation of pure form is divine,
divine soul and God and the foundation of impure form is illusion.
In this way when the limit of pure deed passes through the causal
world, then our meditation matures and become inhabitant of subtle
word. As our meditation crosses its limit being pure then love like
feeling begins making its existence in causal world which itself is
God like form and them it will become the peak of love then it
after crossing this causal world, it will become capable to know
its self form and that love when increases more, then it will become
capable to know the God. And when he crosses this limit of love,
then it obtains blissful world and bliss like body whose foundation
and limit is bliss like God itself. In the similar way, righteous deed
and auspicious deed is the foundation and limit of meditation. And
pure and auspicious meditation is foundation and limit of live like
God. Gradually the love in God develops with this series. Likewise,
divine is the foundation and limit of purity and auspicious and the
foundation and limit of illusion is inauspiciousness and impurity.
And the abode of soul is divine and illusion and not an third abode
however lifeless like illusion has no other world of its own.
However live like blissful form God is its father. If any type of an
activity carries meditation, feeling, purity and auspiciousness, then
it is love towards God as you collect, the indication of purity and
auspiciousness signifies from the progress in our devotion.
1. Till the time we do not know our pure and conscience form,
our confinement remains unproductive. Our destination is
where illusion bound, happiness and sorrow, profit and loss,
birth and death etc. cannot reach, where the God himself
prevails.
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2. We have to worship with what material, in that, devotion,
promptness, patience and flower of concentration should be
there and the more beautiful, firm, impacted these flowers
are, the more their result can be greater than thousands or
millions times.
3. Meditation should not be done while holy preaching.
4. Listen to the holy preaching in such a way as your biggest
critic is criticizing you. The more the concentration at the time
of hearing, millions time greater than that has to be in holy
preaching.
5. Attachment and jealous appears in intelligence, happiness and
sorrow appears in mind and the illness strikes the body. One
which is identified from body, mind and intelligence, but which
is not in body, I am the immortal soul.
6. The learned need not to examine the feeling, his action is
carried out with full sincerity and promptness. But its mind
does not do any activity in its outcome as it considers the
internal and external view only as a dream.
7. The disciple in world, when request in front of God then he
appeals for meditation and to remain in unforced stage. God
makes us happy by giving us success and also develops us
by giving failure. This is why we should not fall in sorrows
and trapped in happiness and considering both of them as
one, make God as ultimate aim. The essence of all literatures
is to detach our mind from the worldly pleasures and divert it
towards the real happiness.
8. Satya ke samaan tap nahi, Jhoot ke saman paap nahi Jinka
hriday shudh hai unke hriday aap
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9. The sex disorder reduces on recalling any illness or problem
of ours. The power through which Mahatama Budh became
Budh and Ram became Ram, exists in all of us. We will get
relief finally only after attaining that authority like God.
10. Non-doing is the neutral state maintained while happiness
and unhappiness.
11. Chalo Chalo Sabko Kahe Birla Pahunche Koi
Maya Kamini Ke Sang Ghat Pe Gote khaye
Taqat Lagaye Jo Apni Maya Toh Kamini Ko Taji Jaye
Maan-Badai Aur Irshya Virla Hi Koi Taj Paye
12. The journey which began from drops of water ends up in a
handful of sand. The journey of character (nature) runs infinitely
without final destination.
13. If we think to be someone then we need to part from God to
make our existence which is not feasible as said in GurbaaniSabhu Gobind Hain Sabhu Gobind Hain Gobind Binu
Nahi Koi
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 485)

For that we need to serve the God as we are his daily
servant. We do not have any existence after getting separated
from the Almighty as we are his entity only. When we cannot
part from God then existence part from him does hold no
meaning. Indeed all human souls are daily servant of God.
14. The great personalities and spiritual masters shower their grace
in four ways. These are- 1. With eyes, 2. With sacrament
(Prasad), 3. With aura (Vibrations), 4. With determination.
15. Bring balance in thoughts when they compete with each other,
be patient while sorrows, develop the feeling of abandonment
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while in happiness, develop the feeling of congeniality in
adverse times. Leap the steps of life while heading on the
circumstances.
16. If the mind does not fuses in fame and insult, profit and loss,
sorrow and happiness and does not remain rigid in holy
company and preaching then it eases the path of worship.
17. There is a strong connection between meditation and five life
forces
.
There are three breath channels in whole body viz. Ingla,
Pingla and Sushumna. Among these Sushumna breath channel
is also known as divine channel. The devotion simplifies and
becomes noble when this breath channel is activated. To make
it more active, we must practice Yoga like alom-vilom, or
kapaalbhati or jump over right and left on each foot or exercise
vigorously with both hands and both feet. When breath flows
equally in both nostrils of nose while breath expands, then his
divine breath channel becomes active at that time. Meditation
at this time is very influential. The divine breath channel remains
active at 12’o clock at night, 12’o clock at noon, in morning
when its dawn from dark or in evening when it becomes dark
from light. Enchanting holy songs at this period of time is also
extremely beneficial.
18. Whose devotion has to be done? Who has to do the devotion?
Why it has to be done? How it has to be done? Primarily, this
knowledge has to be gained and then the knowledge of how
to remove the issues troubling this worship like mother has to
be achieved. That is why it is said that foundation of worship
like mother should be purity that means increasing mind’s
purity is called devotion. And to tender it, its two children
should remain healthy-wealthy and young. These two children
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are detachment and knowledge. The more the person
accompanies holy Sants with due respect and devotion, the
more the benefit increases.
19. Pilgrimages are of three types -1. Real pilgrim; is the one
which dwells spiritual master or God 2. Movable pilgrimHoly Sants, sages and great personalities are movable pilgrims
3. Self pilgrimage-to enhance the speed of self pilgrimage,
we make use of its elements. The elements of self pilgrim are:
forgiveness, sacrifice, patience, truth, peace, satiety,
detachment, celibacy etc.
20. We do not get to know the ultimate mission in the absence of
holy company and state of mind to achieve it, does not forms
and due to this reason, there is no progress on this path.
As like Bharat, the King of Ajnabh Khand, even being
such a grand emperor was made deer in consecutive birth
and idle Brahmin who was thrown out of home in his third
birth.
21. The realization of truth is one however the paths may differ.
Leave the fascination, affection, lust of the one which we cannot
retain with us. The exhaustion of several births will be eliminated
if we realize that God which cannot be detached from us
even after several hard attempts.
22. Jaise niyat haram pe waise hari par hoye
Chale jaye baikunth me baah na pakde koy
Once when the typhoon came, its whirlpool destroyed
several things taking inside it. While a great personality was
standing besides few people, the people observed the typhoon
approaching towards them and started running to save their
lives however the Sant stood at the same place. When the
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typhoon went away and people returned, they asked the Sant
that we all ran away out of fear but why didn’t you run? Then
the Sant said that even I ran but the difference is that you ran
out and I ran inside towards my God.
23. The more respect of the material given by Sants and sages, a
curious seeker will do, the greater the amount of result he
gets.
24. The knowledge is of three types -1. Academic studies- this is
to earn livelihood. 2. Study of Yoga-This study is of subtle
world and subtle powers. 3. Self study- This power enables
the Academic studies and study of yoga to proliferate.
Once in a seminary, several students were studying
academic, yoga and self studies. There the batch of students
doing self study consider the batch of students doing yoga as
inferior and make fun of them. Then there a bald student who
had a small tail was going to take bath in the river.
That student came to study the course of Yoga. There
one more student arrived who used to do course of self study.
He while making the fun of the student studying yoga, dabbed
his thumb over his head. Suddenly their master arrived there.
The master came to the student doing the course f self study
and said that you are proud of self study. Till the time the
student studying yoga shall not attain divine knowledge, you
will either not attain the divine knowledge and this student
shall become his master and will give divine knowledge to
him. Then these two students kept on studying in the seminary.
They both went into heaven after death. The heaven is a place
of rest for such students. Their virtue does not lower in the
heaven. Following this that yoga student came into the womb
of Sujata, wife of Kuhal Brahmin and daughter of Rishi
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Udalak. One day Kuhal Brahmin was giving discourse of
Vedic literature to his eight month pregnant wife then from
inside the womb, that student of yoga was pointing at his
father’s mistakes. He was telling that you have not so far
known the last discourse of this literature whose meaning is
theology where the Vedic literature ends and confrontation
with God happens. This was not done however Vedic literature
is used as a means to earn the bread. This made Kuhal
Brahmin extremely angry and he said that you are trying to
find out my flaws, I curse you that you will bear eight flaws in
your body. But the child said from foetus that your curse will
affect my body but my soul will remain unaffected. The student
of self study became the King Janak in consecutive birth and
the student of Yoga with eight corners became Ashtavakra
who in the age of twelve gave discourse of divine knowledge
to King Janak.

Path of knowledge
We need to choose one path among devotional love,
spontaneous path and knowledge path which seems simple at the
level of one’s mind and body.
There is no need to hold all three as there are several ways to
arrive at any city of a country similarly; these three paths lead to
one place whether you chose any path. Nowadays studies are
carried out to become a doctor, lawyer, or engineer however these
studies return nothing except the money. Even this divine
knowledge is one among 14 types of knowledge but this goes in
subsequent births and its greatest benefit is till the class you pass
through in one birth, it carries forward from the same class in the
subsequent births and not to be initiated again each time. All this
was said by Sant Ishwar Singh Ji Maharaj. After gaining academic
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knowledge, from next birth we have to begin with A, B, C, and D
and if we do not get birth as human, one has to wander in 84 lakhs
species (yoniya).
25. The circle of time influences on academic studies, cosmic
world, and physical body but does not influences the world
of Yoga, and world of souls. Worldly studies can influence up
to mind and intelligence only. After possessing spiritual master,
a human’s power of prayers increases three fold as God’s
grace along with spiritual master’s grace combines in it.
26. Microorganisms are present in every drop of blood and God
lives in each organism and writes down their actions and gives
them their result.
27. Uncontrollable breath increase tension which diverts the
concentration. Therefore Pranayaam has to be done.
28. While meditation, you will laugh at times, or wish to dance
and start seeing the sight of Sants. The result will be thousand
times if prayer of spiritual master is carried out in serene
atmosphere and the result increase million times if carried out
at spiritual master’s place in front of him.
29. Purification of grain is of four types -1. The money from which
food has come has been earned with sincerity and hard work
or not? 2. Whether the food to be cooked is meat, egg or
grain, butter etc. 3. Who is cooking the food? One with
weak thoughts, or one with wise thoughts or one with pure
thoughts? 4. The food is cooked in clean utensils or used
ones?
30. Prior to body, I am the being and prior to being, I am the
divine.
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31. Creation and destruction is the trait of earthenware and not
of sand. Likewise God dwells in everyone, it has to be realized
inside and not attained.
32. The God has such power that he can liberate a human from
his world with his grace but cannot make him learned. Like a
small kid gets lap of mother similarly an enlightened person
cannot get liberation in humanly form without the discourse
of spiritual master.
33. Both eye and spectacles are necessary. If there are no eyes
and only spectacles, then nothing is visible. Similarly, anything
cannot be seen in the presence of eyes and absence of
spectacles. Even if both are present then also what see is our
eyes only and not spectacles. In the same way, body and
being both are there but who see is divine that is inside us.
34. The pure form of seer is divine.
35. Seer and divine are two different entities. God’s component
and realization component are different. God’s grace and
spiritual master’s knowledge only takes us to the divine. Each
soul is divine.

A Journey from myself to mine
This journey of me to mine was of different perspective while
we were mountains, the perspective changed when we became
plants and trees. The viewpoint changed when we became birds
or animals. Likewise the point of view varied while human entered
into the soul. The mind and intelligence was different in fetus than
that at the time of birth. The childhood vividness, ego-filled youth,
a warehouse full of desires and passions at such elderly stage
were also seen.
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When the entire life came across the eyes while we were
dying, it made us remember the infinite, the endless. However the
series of my extermination did not changed, the only thing which
remains unchanged is my inner self which cannot be deviated by
my confinement or demise. The mind and intelligence of sorrow in
hell differs than that of aberration in heaven and serene appearance
in divine world. The stage of love was different in the region of
grace. The stage of pure knowledge form of me was unlike in
pure and enlightened divine knowledge sited in meticulous
appearance. Prior to this mind and intelligence was different in
Satya yug (age of truth and morality). The mind, intelligence
transformed in Treta Yug. It was different in Dwapar. It changed
in Kal-yug (Age of Vice). However even after these, one which
remains unchanged is pure and enlightened wise immortal entity in
which impure knowledge keep rising and falling. Since infinite
period, natural predisposition of ignorance and wisdom takes birth
and dies in me. I used to see as a seer witness and stroll in the
demeanor of wise intellect, balance, thoroughness, and stagnancy.
Then I get to know that I never died and understood the meaning
of truth, false and untruth, an ingenuous truth which can never be
eliminated like the divine. False which exists at times and does not
exists at other times just like this world and body, untruth which
never existed and will not even exist ever such that presence of
horns over the head of man.
The mind and intelligence was different during regular
catastrophe in which leaving behind the gross body or physical
body, subtle body or mind and causal body or spirit regularly we
derive energy from our Lord and we retreat and pervade back
to our three bodies. The mind and intelligence changed after the
intended catastrophe in which hundreds and thousands die together
and even it changed after disastrous catastrophe where few suns
together beat down on the earth, making even all the metals melt
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besides the body and when the rain falls on earth after being
evaporated then even the earth cannot be seen. During great
dissolution, the mind and intelligence changed in which what to
talk of hell or heaven, even the Brahm lok, Vishnu lok, Shankar
lok also amalgamated. But which remains unchanged was my “me”
which has faced so many catastrophes being poise, unattached,
unaffected and gets aware that it is traversing this journey from
the catastrophe to the great dissolution since the infinite period. It
is me who is aware of the transformations before and after that
period.
I have kept roaming as the one that is pious and enlightened,
resting in peace, having intellect, in a stage of no alternatives. I am
eternal soul that is never ending, neither took birth nor died. Neither
anyone could burn, nor could anyone eliminate that spiritual
appearance is me. The meaning of mine changed on knowing me.
The power that has seen all this realized it and did not get destroyed.
That power is my own and that power being my soul’s spiritual
appearance is lying inside me as God just as wetness in the water,
firmness in the stone, heat in the fire, grease in the oil are present,
similarly my God lives with me as a unit. He is mine, rest organs,
mind, and intelligence wherever moves and sees is illusion. And
the soul knowing all this (I) (God), is existing together. When the
great dissolution occurs, then it gives us energy in its spacious
form and keeps us in its psyche vault of heaven such that a mother
comforts the child in her lap, one who keeps me alive in this situation
is my eternal God. “Me” is adorable as it is my own spiritual
appearance but more adorable is my God who has to be sustained
infinitely.

fJe fPt GJ/ fJZe rJ/ fJe c/o GJ/
okw uzdo feqPD d/ ntsko th nB/e j?ˆ
pqjwk ns/ ftPD e/s/ t/d ns/ g[okD
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e/s/ ;fwqs ;w{jB d/ j'J/ j'J/ wb: j?ˆ
w[zdh w[zdko e/s/
jz;Bh e[wko e/s/ jz;k ntsko e/s/
ekb t; gfJ j? gho ns/ g?rzpo
e/s/ rD/ B gos e/s/ G{w jh
s/ j'J/ e/ G{w jh wb: j?
Bk fe;d/ xo pko fe;/ dh Bk J/ d[fBnK
36. Primarily sit inside and starts getting awake and then try to
understand, know and experience yourself in three sections.
Keep on doing all activities and get yourself awakened
from inside. The face of creature created in this body is
towards the world after coming out of body. That creature
has to divert and take away himself towards the divine and
establish it there. Like 6 is the unit of 666 which is body,
second is tenth which is being and last 6 is divine. Now sixes
have to be made into a single 6. Being in divine like human
character and performing activities while out of body is
meditation.
37. Experiment (1)
Inhale the breath and exhale, like the man do right and
left while walking similarly inhale and exhale. Then stop and
sit in peaceful atmosphere and ask yourself that everything
shall cease. Each action of body stops. The respiration is
also stopped naturally, only awake from inside. Now the
respiration progresses rapidly and then stops. Then the body,
mind and respiration are stopped but awakened from inside.
Do not keep your body firm. Now gradually, the respiration
goes on while continue seeing inside. To see is important,
what is being seen has no relevance. As and when we meditate
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from organs, its flaws will prop up. As celestial light will be
seen while mediating with eyes, celestial music will be heard
if meditating through the ear organ, celestial touch will be
experienced if meditating with touch, and peculiar or nice
fragrance will be realized if the concentration is over the nose.
If meditate through extract then celestial sap and peculiar
sweetness is realized. Those which combine organs here and
become deity go to the world of deities (devlok), whether
that enjoyment is materialistic or of divine organs.
Experiencing of all types of enjoyments and like divine way
of every organ can be opened. That we are able to see because
of meditation is not material, however the power with which
it is seen is evident form of God and we should continue
seeing inside having faith and firm belief.
Considering the visible power as personified God, love
it in such a way which will switch into celestial love and true
love after meditating for a long time. There is restfulness,
steadiness in meditation but we continue watching, our work
is to watch only. We are only watching from inside. Organs
are there, subjects are there but we have no barrier, and no
attachment and jealous towards it. At that time free the whole
world from attachment and jealous. Since attachment and
jealous only make us think about each subject. Only watch.
Meditation is spoiled by attachment and jealous. When you
sit in meditation, you will feel that things should happen like
this or that. Whatever happens let it happen. First restfulness
will come and then steadiness will come. Then, restfulness
followed by steadiness. After practicing for some time, you
will know that restfulness is false and steadiness is real. Since
some subject and material has to be combined for restfulness
but not for steadiness. Do not consider real whatever is attained
by resource; consider whatever is simple, as real. Sacrifice
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subject and mind like organ. What is visible is not important.
The power which sees that is itself God, the master of millions
of universes, lovable to disciples and is our parent. Only with
his support, try to achieve the unitary. If the desire of
meditation arises then give up that desire as well.
Now be awakened towards mind for few seconds. If
this happens then ne awakened towards mind for few minutes.
Only one concentration shall be maintained that there shall be
no combination of any subject-material and organs in it. Only
be awakened and conscious. Mother-father, husband-wife
and children are there, even the whole world is there but I am
still awake. No one has any desire then also be awake and
try to be without any expectation. I have no expectation, be
without expectations for a few moments; we have been
messed up with expectations throughout our life. Be happy
today that there is no burden of any expectation or desire on
our mind and resting inside in peace and awake. Then the
desire will not come in straight way.
It will take a twisting excuse and set to stand. In such a
situation, do not run after the desire, only keep watching. Try
to devote one or two hours in this whole experiment. When
get awakening inside without expectations, we will get to know
the reason of not realizing love at our home and our soul.
With which the third sixth (Physical, subtle and causal body)
starts positioning with second six (soul). The realization of
body, whether it is physical or subtle, starts ending off. Like
the ladies if keep on sitting lonely at home, they won’t feel
good and they go to meet their neighbors. Till the time human
is willing to meet subject and disorders, he cannot realize the
love of his peaceful soul. This is why desires have to be given
up. You will feel relaxed without desires. If you rest in peace
without desires, being a non doer and conscious, your seer
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nature will be experienced. If once the seer nature is
experienced, it will be easier to come again as experience
makes hold. Along this, two sixes are remaining in three, and
both sixes have to be positioned in the previous six which is
divine. Since body has come in life and now it has to be
positioned in its first six. From where this divine, taking the
structure of human, then the structure of body, enjoys external
subjects.
If you get pleasure without desires then you will be
compelled to repeat it. You will not let go of the work but will
do considering it as a duty and catch again and again the
nature of being without expectations from inside. Ashtavakra
ji says at last, meditation is also a bond; the soul must rest in
peace forever. Be seated and wake yourself being in conscious
nature from inside while everything is available and everything
is being done. Not considering you as human, positioned in
divine, keep on doing all activities. After knowing and
identifying our live divine, meditation at last also becomes the
bond of six.
Perform activities being in real and not in imagination.
This means that there shall be no desire of heaven and
salvation. You should be free from desires. Then desire of
God shall not be there even as God element is useful for
human element and the main motive of Godly element is also
to make reach till divine.
Now open your eyes slowly and make this more firm
experiment because the next experiment depends only on it.
38. We need eyes to see the sun, mind to see the eyes, intelligence
to see the mind, me to see the intelligence and no one to see
me. That means eyes, mind, intelligence and me is required to
see the sun. Mind, intelligence and me is required to see our
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own eye. If only mind has to be seen than intelligence and me
is required. If only intelligence is to be seen that only me is
required. To see me only, nothing is required. We have to
traverse the inside journey in this series.
39. If the soul wanders more in Annmay Kosh (wrapper of food
–body) and Pranmay Kosh (cover of life breath force) then
outer pilgrimage is necessary, if soul wanders in Manomay
Kosh (cover of mind), outer pilgrimage and inner pilgrimage
both are necessary. But those who made the expectations of
their mind understand by Knowledge matter and overpowered
them and controlled them to move on the path of devotion, in
other words, whose soul starts wandering in scientific treasure/
sac and blissful treasure, self pilgrimage is ideal for them. We
can see them after divine them into four parts. The cage of
bone and flesh (physical body), the cage of energy, fire and
power (Bioplasmic body) desire (Astral body) internal
experience intuitions (Consul Body). Aming them despite of
having all four, one will be major in us. The maximum amount
of the treasure we have in our body, our soul is likewise
wandering in that treasure only. The elements to help that self
pilgrim are following- holy preaching, satisfaction, peace,
forgiveness, patience, attachment, Yoga and knowledge.
These elementary pilgrims extract the dirt of soul’s inner
conscience and helps in quickly purifying and with the help of
some great personality simultaneously the voyage of grand
pilgrim, self pilgrim is going on.
40. Once in Horse sacrifice Yagna (Ashvamegh Yagya) Shri
Krishna while respecting Sants and sages were washing their
feet and making them sit on their positions. Then a third eye
seer Sant (trikaal drashtha-who can see three timelines) said
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that what is needed by you that you are washing the feet and
paying respect to the Sants?
Then also Krishna answered that whatever I am doing
is being bound by love but few other people will also follow
me on looking at me. That ignorance and dust of mind,
intelligence is not removed even after without expectations
and innocent worship of fifty years, purifies their inner
conscience by paying due respect to Sants by them and few
moments of holy preaching.
41. When it does not makes any difference of having this body or
not in humanism then this creature that is mere realization,
starts positioning in the soul in seer, in static entity (elementary
nature). There is a nerve named Hitey in neck which on entry
of soul while sleeping, dreams begin. In which realization sake
that creature enters into subtle body which trees and plants
spend their whole life in that stage only. Following that when
human element arrives into mind, means there is no dream
while in sound sleep then subtle body holds no significance.
There in causal body mere realization of creature exists. This
is the state of rocks and mountains. When human element
moves ahead in body then like sound sleep in causal body,
the causal body exists there but only that sound sleep is not
available. The human element there is thoughtful. When it
situates there and has no relation with the awakened, dreamy,
and sleeping state, then that human element also starts
positioning in the seer. Experience body and organs from
which it has emerges, its basis is also seer, and just as any
light’s nature is room, bulb or electricity, what is it? Then after
thinking it is realized light’s own control is electricity and not
bulb or room. In the same way, body belongs from lifeless
species, mind and organs also belongs from lifeless species,
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our conscience in which we exist and he is ours with whom
our regular eternal relation exists, is conscious and therefore
we both are of same species.
42. Fourth mirror (Physical and subtle body) third mirror (mind
which experiences happiness and sorrow) second mirror
(mind in which attachment and jealous prevails), are qualities
of compounded characters of quality of darkness (tamogun),
quality of enjoyment and amusement (quality of strength and
glory-Rajogun), and quality of sacredness or truth (satogun).
Just as sun’s light crossing through one mirror enters
into another, from second to third and further to fourth mirror.
Whether the mirrors are four in number but the rays of light
which reaches are of the sun only. Like this physical body is
not there or does not feel during dream.
43. In this way, divine light parting from the physical body that
means parting from the fourth mirror comes into the third
mirror. Likewise when we are in sound sleep where there is
no dream and no do not know of the physical body there our
divine light comes in second mirror from the third one. Rest
the work of second and first mirror keeps on going n the
same way as before. This means that light drawing from first
to second mirror positions itself in the third mirror. In the
similar fashion, the state of sound sleep should remain as it is
but the external entity must remain awake. While resting in
peace then realization sake human element means getting part
from the organs of physical and subtle body comes to third
mirror from the fourth one when divine light comes into mind
which is a storehouse of the desires. Afterwards, when the
divine love from mind comes into intelligence then it comes
into third mirror from the second one. This means that organs
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and mind have existence but no experiences. In the same
way when our divine love reaches in our experience element
or human element parting from intelligence then it arrives into
the first mirror and enters into the second mirror from the first
one. This means it does not reach till mind and intelligence
(where attachment and jealous prevails). The difference
between this first mirror and divine is that the first mirror is
changeable, it keeps on changing since infinite births taking
the nature of every birth on itself and no transformation occurs
in the divine.
44. Now like this perform second experiment and then third
experiment but each experiment is similar to each other.
But the better the first experiment is, success will be
achieved from the second one. The higher the preparedness,
activeness and patience with which the second experiment is
done, the more the success achieved in the third experiment.
Experiment (2)
Take a long breath, and then breathe out, after doing
this for few moments, breath out slowly without any noise
and then breath out. After that, take small breaths as in
kapalbhati. Now let the natural breathing takes place. Only
see the breaths. When breath comes, call with respect and
when it goes, send with love. One can enchant the name of
“Waheguru’ or ‘Ram’ or ‘God’ after doing it for twenty-thirty
times. Speak ‘Wahe’ while breathing out and speak ‘Guru’
while breathing in. The word should be connected with the
breaths. It should appear as if the breaths are not going inside
but the words are which keeps us alive. If this process of
breath does not works then start the other process.
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Do not let the breath go on its own in this process of
breathing. Breathe in and out. Bring energy in breaths. Breathe
slowly while inhaling and breathe out with jerk while exhaling.
After doing this for few moments let everything stop from
inside. There shall be no disturbance of breath, body and
mind as if at rest. Now when exhausted by taking rest then
take deep breath and breathe out with jerk. Stop after doing
for 25-30 times. Mind, body is stopped or 4-6 times
difference comes in breathing means cannot breathe for 4-6
times. This is a big rest but pleasure should come while
breathing in and when tired while breathing, stopping the
breath, there shall be equal pleasure in both breathing in and
stopping the breath. When breathing out with jerk while
shrinking inside the urine outlet, intestines should come up.
No matter if some sweat comes while doing this. The posture
can be changed so that there is no pain in the body, sit in a
way that you shall be free from pain. As if we insist for doing
meditation, then pain draws us. That is to be seated in a way
helpful for meditation. Keep enchanting “waheguru” or any
other mantra and if the attention deviates from the word then
the concentration should focus on the breath. The meditation
is good on doing this. Keep on watching even if nothing is
seen that currently nothing is visible except blurredness,
blackness, darkness and slowly rest in concentration. Do not
think, just watch. Keep hand, fingers or fist over the eyes, or
cross legs, whichever way is helpful for meditation. But those
who are awakened with full concentration and activeness from
inside do not need to do anything. No change has to be done
because be awake and keep on watching. Whether while
closing the eyes, you see darkness, light, any point, blueyellow sun, moon, god-goddess is seen, or any other magic,
seeing is more important and the visual does not hold any
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value. Keep on watching and be in your senses without asking
anything from anyone, without expectations, without ambition,
and without desires.
No other effort, giving off desires, all strategies failed,
keep on watching, this is the strategy. Being conscience is the
determination. This strategy also ends off if gets mastered in
the skill of being seer. If awaken from inside and the process
of watching simplifies then the determination to see also ends
up. This will lead us to third body from the fourth one. Now
we have to continue this experiment and progress it in order
to reach second mirror from the third one. Doing this will
invoke consciousness and to some extent, psyche will
recreate in the sky. Many times, take the breath with jerk.
This can invoke the waking up of the serpent power and
inner infinity (state of emptiness). There can be heaviness or
lightness in body as well. There can be any external and
internal experience but we are awake. It is right if enchanting
is occurring else if not occuring then also its right. Only keep
on watching inside uniformly. The consciousness travels
second mirror from the third mirror through this physical body,
life breath body, and mind body. No choice or decision, you
have come ahead from every type of thought. There is no
tension, fear or sorrow. There is no lack of realization that
I’ve returned at my home and the remaining garbage is thrown
out and mind like house is cleaned. Keep on watching and
hearing the word in mind progressing with pure, peaceful and
uniform breath. The love in word should be such that, that
infinite types of love from infinite period sacrifice on it. Mind
should be refine and quiet. Kabir ji said on thisKabeer man nirmal bha-i-aa jaisaa gangaa neer
Paachhai laago har firai kahat kabeer kabeer
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1367)
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All types of disturbance ends. A love like word uniting
with necklace like breath creates a divine extract. Rest is
obtained from eyes, ears, nose, skin, and tongue, be it internal
or external
Give away the calculation of a shopkeeper; there is no
value of profit and loss here. Only watch and be awakened.
Not with practice but with consciousness and activeness are
inside in seer form. Now continuing this experiment enters in
second mirror from the third one. Repeat this process even in
third number experiment.
45. Touching the feet where gives many benefits, there it reduces
the ego and melts it. It may or may not give happiness while
we enchant the holy songs. But we will definitely get bliss and
love when we enchant holy songs for the love of God.
46. Each individual is trying to increase his me (mine i.e. ego).
This way everyone’s ego is increasing. If that person attached
with the divine, then it’s me (being) will progress extensively.
Each individual is living in worldly attachments. Living in
husband, wife, children, brother and sister. But this individual
giving off his own ego will take his pride into alertness, then
how much vast he will become. Like conscious reaches to
the divine by turning organs into body, mind into body, from
mind to intelligence, and intelligence to conscious. There
perform all activities being seer and also understand that there
is only on seer. Identify our qualities, religion, activities etc.
To identify one, we have to part with these fake five veils.
Veil (Kosh) means curtain or cover. Even the cover of
happiness is also a wrapping. This cover has to be removed,
and then only reality will be understood.
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47. Secondly there is no dream without the seer but the dream is
necessarily there in thoughts but there is no seer. Like currently
in state of awareness I am the organ, mind, intelligence like
body. This I am able to understand but cannot realize myself
as seer witness who runs the body.
48. God’s quality cannot make imperishable to perishable.
God cannot destroy the immortal. God no matter how
much angry, cannot depart from the human as he has taken
birth, is taken care of and leading life from his power only.
Finally he will rest in God itself at the end. The God is not to
be achieved but only to realize as he exists everywhere.
49. Seer itself is full of light. If realization is not considered as
realization and fiction not considered as fiction in meditation,
then the meditation or resting in peace shall remain incomplete
and if realization element of seer is fake then the mind and
intelligence working for realization element is also fake which
ever happened or never happened or was never there forever
and will never be there. As there is a difference between
shadow (first mirror) and the seer similarly there is difference
between seer and the divine. Seer is not your pure nature;
your pure nature is divine. This means that you are divine and
not a seer.
50. As here shadow element is false similarly God element is also
false. Truth is only the divine. Like our body and shadow
element never finishes off, they gather in the divine and unites
in that, this is why creation of universe is in Godly element
and not in divine element. But to reach the divine, worship of
incarnated souls, spiritual masters, and great holy personalities
has to be done and to be capable for them to shower their
grace, so that they send us to the divine.
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51. Both the shadow element of spiritual master and human being
dies then what is the difference in these two?
The shadow element in spiritual master positions in the
divine after the death and the shadow element of human being
creates few more births if it does not reaches to the divine.
The shadow of element is created as the way the birth is.
52. The element of shadow means the first mirror and conscience.
When it situates in sun like divine then at times it comes out of
the sun and gets awakened towards the body and at times
awakens towards the sun by going inside it.
At times remains unaware by separating from both of
them. In this Sant Ranjit Singh at times remaining in his virtual
factor keep on stroking and combing his beard and hairs. In
unawareness and at times remain situated in eternal blissful
consciousness. His characteristics are being told.

Sant Maharaj Ji in remaining jolly in his own
self and engrossed in meditation:
There are many examples where Sant Maharaj ji remains
engrossed in him and it appears that meditation is going on inside
him and it does not make any difference to Sant Maharaj Ji that
anyone is seeing him or not.
There are several examples of Sant Maharaj ji when it is
seen that whenever Sant Maharaj ji starts doing any activity then
he keeps on doing that activity for a long period of time and it
appears that there is deep meditation going inside Sant Maharaj ji
and he is enjoying it and the work he is doing outside from his
body doe s make no difference to them neither he realizes that
what is he doing.
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All these can be understood deeply through various examples
like once upon a time Sant Maharaj ji was staying at the place of
Kulwinder Singh Bhindi, son of Charanveer Singh (Village Bapla)
who lives in Gold city. So Bhai Kulwinder Singh Bhindi’s duty
was to serve tea to Sant Maharaj ji in the morning as Raju baba ji
goes to take bath after giving bath and dressing up Sant Maharaj
ji in the morning. In the meanwhile till Raju Baba ji (Baba Balkaar
Singh ji) washes off fabrics of Sant Maharaj ji and takes his bath,
Bhai Kulwinder Singh ji comes into the room of Sant Ranjit Singh
Maharaj ji to serve the tea.
Then Bhai Kulwinder Singh’s own experience which he told
Raju baba ji (Baba balkaar Singh Ji) that he has seen that for ten
odd minutes, Sant Maharaj ji keep on stroking his hand over his
beard and straightening his beard with the brush.
Ad whenever begin combing his hair, keeps on doing the
same for a long period and Kulwinder Singh stood beside him
taking tea till that time. Then a lay man does not understands the
show of Sant Maharahj ji when indeed Sant Maharaj ji remain so
much absorbed and immersed in his inner meditation at that time
that he does not realizes and external body activity like what is he
doing with his body externally.
So there are many examples like this as when any part of
Raju Baba ji (Baba Balkaar Singh Ji) is touched and while some
fabric of that place was rinsed out then Sant Maharaj ji, diverting
his attaention, looked at Raju to know what he wants, else Sant
Maharaj ji always remain engrossed in his meditative posture
whether anything happens outside.
There are several other examples like this which Baba Balkar
Singh Ji tells that when Sant Maharaj ji takes the offered food
(sacrament-Prasada), he keeps on taking the sacrament and Baba
Balkaar Singh ji has to himself stop Maharaj ji at that time that
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you have already taken a lot of sacrament and this is why please
stop now and do not take much of the sacrament.
Like this many times when Sant Maharaj Ji extremely liked
the vegetable of cauliflower, then Sant Maharaj ji kept on eating
the vegetable of cauliflower along with sacrament for the whole
week.
Like these there are many other incidents like when Sant
Maharaj ji whenever wear their headgear (pagri or turban) and if
he does not likes it then changes many headgears and keep on
doing this for a long period of time, so like this many shows of
Sant Maharaj Ji were entirely unique which every person cannot
understand.
Like these many times in the morning, Raju Baba Ji (Baba
Balkaar Singh Ji) goes to Sant Maharaj Ji and whether Sant
Maharaj Ji were sitting, lying, at that time, it appears as if Sant
Maharaj Ji was engrossed in sleep but in actual, Sant Maharaj Ji
were not sleeping but engrossed in meditative posture at that period
of time. Neither any of his body part moves at that time, nor any
movement is seen in his body and for long durations, Sant Maharaj
Ji remains in this posture. Then Raju Baba Ji (Baba Balkaar Singh
Ji) Sant Maharaj Ji while in this posture when start massaing his
feet, then on moving the feet Sant Maharaj Ji asks if he has any
work?
So like this Sant Maharaj Ji has to be taken out slowly from
his state of meditation that only was carried out by his real servant
like Baba Balkar Singh Ji who remained at his duty for twenty
four hours.
So whenever at the morning time, disciples came to visit Sant
Maharaj Ji, then Raju Baba Ji (Baba Balkaar Singh Ji) one hour
prior, start taking out Maharaj Ji from his state of meditation like if
Sant Maharaj Ji was supposed to see the disciples at morning 10
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am, then Raju Baba Ji (Baba Balkaar Singh Ji) tries to take out
Sant Maharaj Ji from his state of meditation since 9 am, and he
has to make around trip to Sant Maharaj Ji in an interval of every
15 minutes and in one way, he compels Sant Mahraj Ji to come
out that he has to now see the disciples.
So it implies that Sant Maharaj Ji always remains in his blissful
state of meditation and does not wants to come out of it and
therefore whenever Raju Baba Ji (Baba Balkaar Singh Ji) and
disciples ask the time of holy preaching or any other thing related
with the programme of holy preaching, then Sant Maharaj Ji always
direct to ask Raju Baba Ji (Baba Balkaar Singh Ji) stating that he
does not remember anything and forgets everything and due to
this all work has been managed by Raju Baba Ji (Balkar Singh Ji)
and if Sant Maharaj Ji has to go at someone’s house and the
disciples ask about the time, then also Maharaj Ji asks them to fix
time with Raju (Balkar Singh Ji) , as he will tell them, whatever
time, and Sant Maharaj Ji will come according to it.
There are several examples like this, as Sant Maharaj Ji us
travelling by car then also Maharaj Ji remain in the blissful state of
meditation and in case something comes in front of the car and
when the volunteer helpers (sevadaar) tells Sant Maharaj Ji that
something came ahead the car then also Sant Maharaj Ji says that
Bhai, I do not get to know.
At times, it happens like when Sant Maharaj Ji starts giving
discourse, he keeps on giving discourse for a long period of time
in which at times several hours passes, at that time Raju Baba Ji
(Balkar Singh Ji) has to tell Sant Maharaj Ji that now much of the
times has crossed and you please take rest then Sant Maharaj Ji
say words that Yes, Bhai too much time has passed, why did you
not tell me earlier. This is why Sant Maharaj ji always keep Raju
Baba Ji (Baba Balkar Singh Ji) along with him.
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So the gist is that Sant Maharaj Ji always remains in his blissful
state of meditation and he was rarely bothered by the outside
activities.
Firstly, the organs assembling with mind and intelligence
arrives into the first mirror. Then understand the difference between
the seer (one who sees) and being. The first mirror is also that
much fake as the fourth mirror (Organic body). It functions the
like our physical body does. When seer was understand, it was
known, that there is one seer at every place and it was also known
that there are numerous seers in a fragment of four each but
everyone’s seer is one.
53. If passing via fourth, third and second mirror sits in the first
mirror and carries out work of fourth, third and second mirror
while sitting there, then it becomes the state of rise and on
contrary, if we do all activities while living in fourth mirror,
and second from first, third from second, fourth from third,
then it becomes the state of fall. This means that if we carry
on all activities while living in the first mirror, then the image of
that Sun which is there in first mirror, that light will gradually
begin positioning in its real light like sun. Then we will be
aware that there is no other conscience in the world, but only
one. Like the Almighty says that it’s me in everyone, at each
kind. There are infinite human like light which say me-me. If
the real me is attained among the four fake ones, then the
second me does not remains. Divine is only one, which is
truth, rest is fake, only seems to be.
54. If restfulness ends then think that mind is calm and now the
stage of deciding also ends that what is this? What is it like?
Why it is? Who has done it? As there are thoughts wrapped
with happiness and sorrow in mind and thoughts wrapped
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with attachment and jealous in intelligence and both the types
of questions ends up and if you are awake in peaceful internal
state then you can believe that your intelligence has also given
up the thoughts. Now it is the shadow element of a being
where you are awake.
55. Where we are awaken after the intelligence gives up, if we
will keep on waking there after practicing, then we will get to
know that this actually is the shadow form of my soul, in
actual I am the soul. Seer form has to be maintained, as the
axis does not rotate while the wheel does.
Several types of odd characters appear in the seven
roles of learned. Like one demands food in a role, other will
eat or remain hungry. He will behave like a small kid in any
role. But the fourth role is like a weighing machine that few
grains if placed on one side, it will make it heavy and if placed
at the other side, the other side will be heavy. It keeps on
wandering here and there in the fourth stage. The knowledge
of those which such roles do not destroys and it never appears
in the first, second and third role. It will move ahead only
even in hotchpotch.
It will reach in the fifth role at the time of death. His role
progresses towards the success if he becomes old or weak,
the feelings will change. Sex, anger, greed, attachment, ego
etc. instincts keep on working in nature. When we leave sex
then we will get relieved from the instinct of sex. It works
according to its instinct even on the enlightened soul. Like on
touching the touchstone (elixir), the needle, sword, scissor
etc. will become of gold however the needle will remain as
needle, and the sword will remain as a sword only. Like the
shoulders of a warrior enlightened soul will also start flickering
to see a fight going somewhere in front of him. People identify
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the nature of man from his dreams as the dreams will be
according to his nature. The nature of human does not change
even if the thoughts are infected.
56. Worship, name, meditation, knowledge, science all this is are
to connect with God and celestial love extract is invoked. At
last, pleasure attained or not, activeness remains or not, the
feeling of seer comes or not, psyche in regular conscious is
charged element. Consciousness is charged along with
lifelessness. The remaining are lifeless elements which are told
above. Truth is that conscience in which nothing has to be
known, that is complete state in itself, which is forever. That
which is present and at times absent or achieved by some
attempt is not truth. The motive is not to destroy the disorders,
it is t destroy the roots of the disorder.
57. Knowledge- By knowledge alone, the human soul can
become the divine demon and can know on which page, which
Mantras are written in Vedic literature, can comment upon it
but where the Vedas end, is not able to position itself in the
eternal blissful conscious form.
Detachment-And with sole detachment, to release our sorrow
forever and to achieve the supreme happiness everlastingly
with hard labor, one can become broken legged insect after
being the King of Indralok for 14 times (the King of 33 crore
god and goddesses,) but without knowledge, cannot situate
himself in bliss like God.
Experiment (3)
When on reducing the time of experiment previously told,
becomes half an hour, then the third experiment has to be
carried out. Word is becoming inactive, do not stop anywhere
only watch. Your external and internal knowledge are told to
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be different, however both are one. There is no burden of
anything, only conscience. If it stresses, then only watch, there
is no desire. Watch while sitting inside that is there any desire
or only seeing. End up all desires. There is no desire while
seeing only watching. No desire. If mind went anywhere and
then returned for few moments and you are awake. Then
thoughts arose and calms down for few moments, everything
stopped.
Body became an idol. Then mind went somewhere and
came back. Pay effort to your eyes. Be so much engrossed
in this work of staying out that remaining work shall not remain
like work. The work which has to be accomplished by taking
confinement from beginning to end is being done today and
now. Only watch in eyes with love while gathering affection
of the subjects of all organs and senses.
It is said thereforeEk hi…
..jaye
Its gist is that everything will be achieved on achieving one.
As where worldly education and education of Yoga arises
those are doing grand pilgrim or self study. Body is there,
world is there, but there is no obstacle. Only be conscious.
Attempt to see at first and then give up this attempt as well.
Seeing will ease up by giving up attempting only, and do not
give up seeing. At first, concentration, then it is not required,
only activeness consciousness). If your wish then keep your
eyes closed, or open your eyes, you are still awakened from
inside and watching. Change leg posture, and change sitting
posture if you want to change but remain awakened from
inside and keep watching. Be calm and there shall be no
difference from the external stage. Be conscious from inside.
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If there is obstacle, interruption or any other noise in this state,
then also keep watching it silently. You need not to see
sorrowfully or being detached. Now it does not matter
whether the visual is of outside or inside, now both these
visuals are alike. Be it external or internal visual, but the one
which sees both these visuals is me, the seer. Keep watching
peacefully without any attachment and jealous. Difference rubs
off and the power comes. Whether any external incidence or
internal, whether any external world or internal, all are visuals.
Only I am the seer of all. It is known asIk Oankaar Sathigur Prasaadh ||

Dhanaasaree Mahalaa 9
Kaahe Re Ban Khojan Jaaee ||
Sarab Nivaasee Sadaa Alepa Tohee Sang Samaaee ||1||
Rahaao ||
Puhap Madh Jio Baas Basat Hai Mukar Maahe Jaise
Chhaaee ||
Taise Hee Har Base Nirantar Ghat Hee Khojah Bhaaee ||1||
Baahar Bheetar eko Jaanah ihu Gur Giaan Bataaee ||
Jan Naanak Bin Aapaa Cheenai Mitai Na Bhram Kee
Kaaee ||2||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 684)

Now the difference of inside and outside rubs off. You
are the one who is seeing the interior of body and you are the
one that knows the external world. I am not the second one.
Whether there is other outside and inside. I am the same
whether visuals are different. The world is physical and subtle.
External or internal, materialistic and immaterialistic, but the
watching seer is only one.
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Now we have entered into the second mirror from the
third one. Now we enter into the first mirror from the second
one. This stability, lifelessness, awareness, activeness should
be maintained. Doing this way shall invoke, increase
consciousness, and the psyche starts wandering in the sky.
Like the way you are a psychical sky, infinite sky, conscious
sky, consciousness, infinity should be maintained. You are
only conscious and awakened from inner self. Art of being
witness is awake, consciousness is awake, and art of being
seer is awake. Leave consciousness and be the emperor of
lazy people. Do not attempt. No seer, vision or imagination is
there. Only what is there is of its type. Step into the emptiness
of inside, and vacuum. Now you are situated in your first
mirror now. All differences will be erased if you keep on
awaken here for a long period of time. Everything is lifeless
and only you are alive. Everything has to be known and you
are the only one that knows. One that is known, seen, or felt
is all visual, only you are the seer. You are the conscious,
detached, without disorders, peaceful, and now there is no
attempt despite of it, everything is alright. With liberation from
the act of doing, experience completeness inside. Keep
watching like this. There is no importance of any act or visual.
You be only the seer. You are awake from inside while walking,
moving or doing any activity.
Then we keep on immersing in peaceful state, unvoiced
state, stagnant state, conscious state, released state, awakened
state. If that one way is learnt then many similar questions will
be solved. Now we are learning to awaken while seeing,
hearing and doing everything. If we do not have any outside
relationship, we will be released, if we have learnt to know
without attachments, learn to see without attachments, learn
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to be awaken without attachments, learn to touch without
attachments, learn to hear without attachments, knew without
being attached, and experience everyone’s presence and
carrying out all activities without being attached. This is the
last stage which leads us to the element of shadow (realization).
From this element of realization, we have to reach the seer
form by practicing and then to divine from this seer form.
We have to practice meditation in the same way in order
to reach the abovementioned stages and in least time period
in whatsoever manner. Reaching the state of activeness,
concentration, consciousness, infiniteness, and lack and if few
moments or minutes reduces while reaching here each day,
then one day will come when the stage of detachment appears
immediately on sitting, try to maintain this stage for three to
three and a half hours at that time. First catch hold of the state
of without disorder or detachment from inside while watching
television or communicating with someone. Then at home,
while walking, sitting or standing or doing minor activities so
that work is not at loss, try to maintain the state of detachment
while doing all homely activities. And a good meditation is
that keep on lying while you try to wake up, with your eyes
closed and traverse through four mirrors beginning from the
fourth to third and then to physical body and lastly in mind.
From third to second mirror (in intelligence), from second to
first mirror (in the realization element) and in the similar way,
in reverse order gradually from first mirror to second one,
then third one and then fourth one, bring your emotions back
to this physical body. Try to reach your seer form or the divine.
This is very simple as in order to catch hold of mind or
concentrate mind, the required breath or name process takes
even a longer period of time in order to make the mind calm
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and concentrate, however, here while lying down, it happens
without any labor.
60. When the control of organs weakens then those subjects
attained by human, now being not attainable experience
poorness and inferiority. We should be made such that we
should not even need anything before this happens. Through
body, the requirement of body shall pertain but in old age
according to the capability, body need keeps on decreasing.
But body be incapable, desires be strong, then the individual
experiences unhappiness. This is named as old age. Body
and organs become incapable and mind keeps on becoming
strong. The desire to again achieve what was achieved from
outside is mind. The behavior formed to achieve something
from outside since previous births retains in old age as well.
When body and organs become incapable then the mind
becomes greedy for it and when those materials are not
attained, the mind dreams of them or takes second birth to
fulfill those desires. Human before death if get released from
desires, then will not take the second birth. If previously told
three experiments will be carried out for few moments and
remember experiences if successful and will implement this
practice into the behavior. So that slowly and gradually the
desires will degenerate. Whenever someone increases the
desires, whatever received through organs gets engraved in
his mind. The desire of that is not organs will not take birth
but the desire will not get destroyed even if organs will become
incapable on enjoying through them. Shri Krishna say this “
Vishay……….nirvtante” .
Organs on stopping from subjects or being inefficient
and being capable, organs on stopping from subjects, or being
inefficient and being incapable to achieve materialistic things,
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attachment will not sustain. Attachment will go off only after
attainment of the supreme (paramdrashta nirvtante). Whether
we should be achieved by that nectar, be achieved by that
unaffected state, knows to wander in charged psyche feelings,
then the outside need, other needs to be enjoyed by other
mediums does not sustains.
So when primarily behavior has been formed, they will
keep on degrading slowly and gradually. For example, if you
eat something before then there is desire to eat and derive its
taste. Now it also harms with the age but we have been eating
it with tongue. This is why its attraction is there. Whether
there are any organs or taste of things have been taken from
any organs then it comes to our intelligence, and knowledge
that what happiness is in it, what if there are no teeth, no
eyes, no ears, what if it has weaken, what if old age comes,
the desire will prop up more inside the man than the animal.
Animal is slightly different from the man, if the animal becomes
weak from body, its organs will also be weak, so its
requirement will also reduces. Animal, in state of inefficiency
does not desire much. When subjects are not there and organs
are inefficient then it is not troubled by requirements. Human
is only one that desires of non available subjects that is why
elderly age is sorrowful. But human is fateful because they
can experience the lack. The body is inefficient and lust is
strong, if material is not achieved, and then will experience
the pain. Therefore determination to release from those desires
can be only done by human, and not an animal. One, who
does not know the agony of the desires of lust, will resolve
for their release. When organs become incapable in animals
then it does not have desires of the subjects does not remains
them much of the sorrow is not realized. Animals do not feel
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that much pain, and sorrow as humans feel. As there is
knowledge inside the human, it thinks even being inefficient.
It tries even being incapable.
61. Whatever it does even in deficiency, keeps on searching from
mind. This is also helpful in its state of rise and fall Therefore
the intelligent falls and rises to the extreme state. Animal can
neither become back slide and not even elevated that is why
human is called great, and place of devotion as the chance of
uplift and fall are there within it.
The human will degrade while falling from the desires and
then the need of second body arouses. The desire of another set
of organs arouses when the organs degrade. Again body is required
and materials are required. In animals, if the youth goes off then its
requirement also goes off. The desires will strengthen when the
youth ho man goes off. The desire to see will be strong when
there is no vision. One will fight more in elderly age even if not
capable to fight. The external fight of an incapable person stops
from outside but continues inside. The anger of mind at times
appears on tongue even if the outer fight is stopped. The body is
sleeping while dreaming but this tongue is active for children and
other people.
Like aged, ill, weak, mad are inefficient from their body, the
illness and agedness is taken to the mind. Dreams also took away
in mind and then body completely leaves, the mind made its own
shape in dreams and keep on doing all activities in imagination or
fantasies. Aged, dream and illness all is one thing. The imagination
strengthens where the body left or became inefficient. Now
meditation is being relived from the fantasies. This is resting in
peace. This is beginning. Assume what will you do if this physical
body does not exist? Prepare from now to meditate while free
from physical and subtle body and attempt to achieve
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consciousness. Keep on watching inside. Keep watching where
the mind goes and gradually end up the doing of mind. Be free
from desires. You are the conscious. There shall be no desire
except being in you and there shall be no desire of some material
except you. There shall be a state of no-disorder, state of
meditation, presence of soul and no requirement of someone
available or not available. If there is no desire except you and
your pure knowledge form, then you are free. I am in meditation,
aware, and we have become servant in an attempt to achieve
something.
(First) If it does not remains then keep on yearning for it.
(Second) Then also if lust does not finishes, then a long journey to
attain human body. (Third) Added oil of it decreases, therefore
mosquitoes like subjects are in habit to eat light like body. The
habit to achieve worldly subjects lies in human. That light which
wants to eat mosquitoes and will not agree to blow out lamp like
body will keep on adding oil like strategy. Oil will be added, burnt,
and eat away mosquitoes. Primarily the relief is attained from
mosquitoes as what to give or take from them. Then if mosquitoes
are not to be eaten off then what is the requirement of these
imaginative plans like oil. When the reason, desire and any hunger
did not remain then the requirement of planned imaginations will
even not remain gradually and the remaining oil will get burned on
its own. That oil is burning, each moment is burning, and there
cannot be any light without burning. The process of adding the oil
which continues after the burning of oil shall stop oil in the form of
strategies, this will happen when no requirement prevails. The lamp
will blow off. Blowing off the lamp is an indicator of achievement
of state of nirvana (enlightenment). First finishes of me and I’ll
become weak at the end. The wandering starts only in no choice
state.
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The lifelessness of mind destroys with it. The destination of
body of doctrine (manjil-e-shariat) will enable to do pure task
and make us in habit along with which purifies the physical body
and while purifying the feelings gets released even from it.
The destination of order (Manjil-e-tariqat) will let us achieve
infinite powers of the subtle world which is beyond thoughts but
even they have to be given off as minor while concentrating on the
target. Destination of moronic (manjil-e-himakat) purifies this casual
body which is a mere collection of only three qualities. The soul
gives information of the country where it dwells. The human will
begin to dwell in the destination of reality (Manjil-e-haqiqat) and
will become its inhabitant at the end.
At last, the soul like bird gets free on releasing from the prison
of these three cages like body and wanders freely in God like sky
in open air. Now consider God as the mother and son knows and
understand each other well. It has be taken into perspective that
in the whole nature the soul crosses through this body (wrapper
of food store), life breath force curtain, wrapper of mind store,
wrapper of science store and at last wrapper of blissful store and
separates itself from each of them considering them a lifeless thing.
But this way will cross through them only, whether it comes only
for a momentary glance for the fateful people. But it will come
momentarily to those who give due importance while considering
the Godly love as the biggest. Prior to this practice, placing your
spiritual master, God or any other awakened soul or doer or Guru
Granth Sahib Ji (who you believe) with meditation at a place and
holding a nice flame in your hands, do their prayer lovingly. That
prayer should be such that it discloses your complete love. Then
this meditation should be started with three experiments. It should
be seen in between that which mirror is being practiced by me.
Visible body or invisible body in which fantasies, form, colour,
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shape, and subject remains as such or practicing on the third mirror
in which organs associated with subjects or natural world whether
external or internal, subtle or physical should not come in our
meditation and not create obstacle. Slowly and gradually here
experience of happiness and unhappiness ends off. Or in third
mirror in which any type of attachment and jealous is not inside us
or in first mirror, above all of them, in which deep state of sleepiness
is there, we are continuously watching in that stage being awakened
and in complete practice. Keep on increasing three things, supervise
at each moment.
1. Lifelessness
2. Concentration
3. Subtleness
1. Lifelessness
Lifelessness refers to as the wall is lifeless entity in its complete
form. In this lifelessness is uniform from inside to outside. There
shall be no difference in lifelessness, from inside to outside as in
those three experiments, it means the same as when asked to stop
the breath in between while doing the process of breathing. Physical
bosy (Annmay Kosh), bioplasmic body (Pranmay Kosh), and
astral body (Manomay Kosh) gets stable or inert completely so
that our inner power can be put easily from these coverings. Since
all things that can be seen and felt in super consul body (Anandmay
Kosh), in actual are lifeless form. Due to our human element
intelligence, we are taught the Godly element, for the greed of
happiness, peace and bliss. The easier our practice of lifelessness
becomes, the simpler our concentration will be held.
2. Concentration
Consciousness, state of awakening is a thing which is helpful
in knowing the reality of invisible knowledge and secular
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knowledge. Due to this concentration only we can increase our
state. Like Sant Ishar Singh Ji Maharaj says that curious seeker
do prayer sitting on that place, has to cross the destination next to
that place. Concentration is extremely beneficial to position in the
next step from the step where we are situated presently.
3. Subtleness
This is a celestial instrument through which crossing the body,
cover of mind, cover of life breath force, cover of scientific store,
and cover of blissful store, can reach up to our real self.
From body to cover of blissful store, as the cover becomes
very subtle one by one, the power keeps on proportionately
increases in it. Due to which in order to identify and sacrifice each
wrapper, we need very subtle measure. Otherwise neither we will
be able to recognize them nor be able to sacrifice them. This is a
measure of subtleness which is visible to us. If we do not give
importance to it then our secondary power is only that through
which we can see all the things. Even if physical body is not there,
we see through our subtle body, and even if subtle body does not
remains with us then we are seeing with the causal body and even
if detached from causal body then also we are seeing with our
soul or through seer form. When we extremely adore this power
of sight then we get to know that even this power of sight does not
belong to us. That is our soul’s soul which is divine form in itself
and maintaining our soul.
We are regularly doing two types of journey together, since
infinite period in which the first journey is of body. That body
whether got from any circumstance or due to some reason. Few
are rich, few are poor, few are lacking the money, few have no
child, few are having deformed child, few need family and few are
unhappy while living in family. But one thing is for sure that no one
can remain completely happy in the journey of humanly body. If
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completely happy then he will not begin his second journey, the
journey of soul and not even attain force to walk in self journey
because of his body illnesses. At last, the body problems become
the reason of situating in oneself at the end of self journey. So like
this whenever we sit in prayers and recitation then again and again
this body’s agony, troubles, attachment and affection, desires will
trouble us. At that time we have to make our mind understand that
currently our bodily journey is action less. Now we are sitting in
self journey.
These two journeys must be kept different. However there
are several reasons made in bodily journey. Their unhappiness
will only benefit in our self journey. But the greater the progress of
our self journey will be, more the wisdom will be received by this
bodily journey. As the more our soul will be liquefied towards
God, nearer it goes, the more realization of God, the greater the
message director messenger it becomes. Before commencing the
recitation we should fragment the time duration of recitation into
three segments.
In the first segment whether the meditation of God’s form
and the number of reason of its infinite qualitative love, its
protection, its softness, paying heed to them in evidentiary feeling
form but our major concentration should be in enchanting
(remembrance-simran) which has to be enchanted loudly in high
pitch. It is whether carried out from any place inside the body or
from the tongue. This should be the first fragment of time and we
have to emphasize on the meditative power during the second
fragment of time. In this attempt should be made to firmly hold the
character power. The spiritual master’s form must be clearly visible
and slowly and gradually that being not a picture, it should be
visible live as it is. This will first happen in darkness and then
slowly the light shall increase. Now when two parts of deed and
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patience of meditation end up then feeling should be majorly held
in the third fragment. At that place whatever quality or pageant
occurs, it should be as grand, extensive and wonderful that while
doing prayers and recitation this bodily journey should be felt as
very small, colorless and hapless in front of that pageant. Through
which some time is received for self journey, in that journey of
body does not do any harm. Like the reflection of sun becomes
not only difficult but impossible when the water gets polluted due
to swift flow in any river similarly if we try to do prayers and
recitation while direct holding the feeling, then it becomes difficult
to hold and worldly journey while becoming stronger repeatedly
comes ahead.
As currently water is mixed with sand due to which it is difficult
to catch sun like meditation. Even after catching hold slightly deflect
like concentration of self journey swallows much of the time. That
is why firstly, river’s water should be still which will develop through
act like patience. Like the sand sediments in water similarly holding
the meditative form of spiritual master’s character also simplifies.
Like seeing and presence of the sun’s reflection in sediment sand
of still water is one. As from infinite births, we have been seeing
great personalities like Ram, Krishna, Guru Nanak Dev ji, Gautam
Budh ji. But we are not able to derive any benefit from them as
we were not aware of their quality-pageant. What relationship do
we share with them? And what benefit we can derive from them?
Similarly in still water and sediment sand, character of sun’s
reflection like God will be clearly seen. Then we have to make
association with him. What is the relation between us and him as
he is regular and we are also regular? He is conscious and we are
also conscious. He is of vast psyche and we have a molecular
psyche. We are his components and he is our only one. Separated
from him while travelling through infinite bodies, we have kept on
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experiencing the sorrows and problems, today so much knowledge
has been gained in this body because of extreme grace of God,
and compassion, that journey of body appears incomplete but
also useless without the journey of soul. One that is keeping our
soul alive is with us since infinite period and he is one only. The
infinite bodies which we got and separated since infinite periods
and since infinite periods, numerous physical relations were made
and broken. But the relation with God will remain eternal and we
confined through it and it will stay with us forever. He is the master
of billions of universes; billions of Brahma, Mahesh worships him
only.
His heart is as big as him. Knowing all this along with
recitation, meditation in third segment of time, this feeling should
be attached that great personalities can be get in any form but we
have to request for their grace only and not to take them in any
type of deflection. As Sant Ishar Singh Ji Maharaj tells that a
Vedanti (knower of the Vedas) came to sage Karam Singh ji was
asking repeatedly from him the difference between human and
God? Sage Karam Singh Ji at the first time told him to ask this
from any scholar (knower of Shastras or Shastragyani). On the
second day that Vedanti came to ask the same thing. Then sage
Karam Singh excused him by saying something. On third day, the
same thing was asked again then Baba Ji said that you are mad.
Saying this made that Vedanti mad and died after being mad for
few years. In this way he keep on running after the word knowledge
however that word knowledge had only one objective that self
realization should occur. If he had asked the grace from such
determination then it may be possible that grace would have
occurred. But he remained stick on word knowledge considering
experienced knowledge as nothing.
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Devotee Kabir ji, Ravidas ji, Baba Farid ji, and several other
devotees gave discourse and showered their grace even being
illiterate. That is why one should not stop/stick on words with any
great personality. Only try to be eligible to get grace as it is written
in GurbaniSaadh Kee Mahimaa Bhed Na Jaanah ||
Jetaa Sunah Tetaa Bakhiaanah ||
Saadh Kee upmaa Thi Gun Te Door ||
Saadh Kee upmaa Rahee Bharpoor ||
Saadh Kee Sobhaa Kaa Naahee Anth ||
Saadh Kee Sobhaa Sadhaa Beant ||
Saadh Kee Sobhaa Ooch Te Oochee ||
Saadh Kee Sobhaa Mooch Te Moochee ||
Saadh Kee Sobhaa Saadh Ban Aaee ||
Naanak Saadh Prabh Bhed Na Bhaaee ||8||7||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 272)

The sages are above Vedic literature and if get the solution of
our work through grace only, then we should not stick on words,
and we should harm ourselves by getting adamant on words. As
there can be difference in knowledge, in interpretation but there
shall not be any difference in principles as realization of truth occurs
to all great personalities in one way only.
As God is one and even being million time subtle than sky
(vacant space), his character is one that means while practicing
we have to catch hold of complete lifelessness. Organs, mind,
intelligence and shadow of element have to be made completely
inert. Develop the ability to argument so that there is no movement
in that and it shall stop or cease. After that one which has become
completely inactive changing in its subtle form or make everything
in the shape of air. Then it is completely formed in the shape of
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air, later converts into sky like subtleness in which any type of
color, form, and shape is not there, only a nature like soul is situated.
When it is completely done then practice to convert this complete
state into consciousness as we were watching in lifelessness then
be that visible power itself is God. Then he only was visible to us
in subtleness. Likewise when we convert into consciousness, it
will also be seen there. But there the storehouse of this behavior
like quality of enjoyment, darkness and truth compounded from
slightly more or less quantity will not be able to reach. Situating
there and be concentrated is the only practice to will reach there,
then soul will start realizing the divine and the realization will become
the messenger of the divine however attention should not be paid
to this messenger, only stability, concentration, consciousness and
subtleness, and to realize our self till that must be there, we have
to abide the three paths explained earlier, as a long distance traveler
travels then before that voyage commences he make his stay at
each place like rest house is made, during the voyage where shall
he stop to eat and to rest , in the same way we should not bother
while we practice devotion and sometime after our activity,
concentration and feeling deviates, as this is natural, since our
mind becomes exhausted at this place and is not able to
concentrate, then we need not step inside in devotion and keep
on doing the devotion with activity, concentration and feeling as
the way it is done earlier and affirms that step only as the stay of
next step demands more power than the current step which we
do not have, due to which the concentration is deflecting, but in
daily practice, note down such places and slowly reduce the
amount of rest at such places.
At last activity, concentration and feeling will run united so
that it completes within mere three and a half hours instead of 1010 hours, 12-12 hours practice.
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Respect
We should respect as complete universe is as lively as Bharat,
son of God Rishabh Dev due to this mistake turned deer from
human and then again turned into human. This happened in animals.
Few deities in heaven being shameless were doing vulgar activities
and were disturbing the decorum of Deity’s world. Then Narad
muni cursed those deities that go and enjoy the species of trees,
plants and rocks so that it does not make any difference if someone
sees them or not. As you are saying here. It came in trees, plants
and rocks. Rishi Gautam made his wife Ahilya stone due to her
carelessness. Whom in Treta yug, Lord Rama turned human
(Ahilya) from stone with a touch of his feet. Therefore any human
in any circumstance is soul. Whether it is stone, trees or plants,
bird or animals or man we should not laugh on anyone or make
fun of anyone ad should respect everyone from inside.

Elementary Knowledge- Divine knowledge
1. Prior to this, it has been tried to explain the techniques of
simple way, devotional love way and knowledge way from
which state of divine love feeling release from detachment
can be reached.
Following that few mere indicators are being written with
which incapable curious seeker should not do that type of
practice and practical else bad outcomes can be there. For
its next stage, keep on visiting the sage and they will their self
form the next stage on being in their proximity.
2. If the dog earns knowledge throughout its life for bread that
from where it will get and how will it get and pig earns
knowledge for its whole life to eat the garbage that from where
it will get to eat, and how will it get so by this method man
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also earns knowledge throughout his life for shelter, clothing
and bread that what is best way he can get it. If this is so, then
what is the difference between man and animal?
3. There are virtues or sin for man, but not for animals. This
animal like man who keeps on doing gossips of here and
there throughout their lives but when the topic of God is
discussed then stood up and leaves. However there is only
one major difference between animal and man that man can
know about the God. What relationship is between him and
the God, he can try to know about it. Besides this he can also
try that in what way I can be happy forever? What has to be
done for it? However this topic cannot be told or explained
in any way to the animal. Millionaire or beggar, intelligent or
foolish, healthy or ill, any type of any man, but if he is hungry
from any kind, then unhappy and the one whose hunger ends
up will achieve extreme happiness. There is one human soul
in everybody who is depriving from its blissful character and
hungry. Till the time it will not achieve the blissful form and
country, by that time every individual will remain unhappy.
Those trying to attain easy and simple liberation are
disturbed and will remain like that. The one, who has become
regular servant, is the Sant. It has no strategy of its own and
those who are disturbed have their own strategies.
4. Those people who think regarding the God and want to attain
him after killing the mind, achievement of God is difficult for
them. There are many troubles and tensions for those people.
Those people who gain knowledge about the God be it from
any ritual, as in the form of master-student or Sant-disciple.
In this way achievement of God becomes very easy and is
achieved in very simple way.
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5. Below mentioned are few main questions which are very
difficult to be known by curious seeker as what is knowledge?
Is God any material? What is science? Is there God in real?
How can we meet him? How can we talk to him? And how
can we take directions from him?
6. We are lifeless Self nature (para prakriti) and worldly nature
(apara prakriti) of God in which sand, water, fire, air and sky
exists but only man is the God.
7. To reach the thoughtless meditation, progress has to be made
by practicing step by step. First of all devotion on God and
then slowly the holy companionship of Sants begins. As a
result, one start doing prayers and recitation and at its next
step on spiritual level, the companionship of those with narrow
thinking decreases or ends up. After that he smiles at times
on seeing the God in his heart. In the next step interest to gain
knowledge about the God (who is he, how is he) keep on
increasing. In the step ahead he tries to link a real bond with
the God and form the desire to achieve him only. This finally
transforms into thoughtless meditation and converts into feeling
devotion.
8. God dwells in each heart. He is everywhere in the divine
form. Can we be or are we everywhere? No. There is millions
of ton salt in ocean. That ocean is also in a drop but there
cannot be millions of ton salt in one single drop. But in one
drop of an ocean and ocean’s abundant water entities are
alike but there is a difference in the quantity. Like this one
who once from God has taken birth and became human soul,
will remain human soul only forever. Therefore it is best to go
and live in the shelter of God.
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9. The instinct of food, criticism, sex and protection from enemy
is similar in animals and man, if something different that is to
derive knowledge about “me” and meditate to change
behaviors according to it and attain pure character ‘me” at
the end.
10. As and when we gather activities filled with the quality of
enjoyment, darkness and truth, we will get subsequent births
according to those elements only.
11. We have to take up ne body on leaving the other and keep
on taking till the time we are free from illusion. The birth and
death is fixed in each body and sorrows, troubles and tensions
keep on occurring in between.
12. We have to reach experienced knowledge from word
knowledge. Experienced knowledge only can make us reach
there as experienced knowledge is not only emotional but
also a mixture of science. Those whose vision is worldly even
while living with Sants and sages, oversees them, while
considering the Sants like them. Those whose sight with the
God’s grace has become spiritual, they comes from far away
distances merely to see the Sants.
13. The main topic is that we are conscious and captive of the
lifelessness of sand, water, fire, air and sky.
14. Knowledge is referred to principle (theoretical) words and
science is referred to experimental words.
As great scientists states that these are made up of
different substances and any one substance can be extracted
by fragmenting various different substances, all these are
experimented in a laboratory.
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15. The God will be known from unnatural organs only. As God
has organs, similarly we also have organs.
16. What is lifeless thing and what is live thing? We should know
its difference. Divine is truth then world is also truth as these
five elements have come from the divine whether these are
lifeless form.
17. Three qualities of illusion do not let visit the light by covering
our spirit as sun hides away when clouds come into the sky
and cannot be seen but this does not happens that sun has
finished up. Similarly these three qualities though cover the
human soul but these three qualities are not that much capable
that they can cover the God or hide him.
18. Elementary knowledge is there in divine knowledge. God
knowledge has more knowledge than divine knowledge and
complete knowledge comes from knowledge of God which
is also known as absolute blissful consciousness form.
19. In complete knowledge, state of complete threesome of
absolute blissful conscious is achieved. Therefore God can
also be known of three types-eatable (Bhogya), one who
eats (Bhogta), who gives inspiration to one who eats
(Prerikaaram). About this, it has been said in Gurvaani thatBreham Dheesai Breham Suneeai Eaek Eaek
Vakhaaneeai ||
Aatham Pasaaraa Karanehaaraa Prabh Binaa Nehee
Jaaneeai ||
Aap Karathaa Aap Bhugathaa Aap Kaaran Keeaa ||
Binavanth Naanak Saeee Jaanehi Jinhee Har Ras Peeaa
||4||2||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 846)
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God works in three forms even being one-solid, liquid
and gas.
The three names which are told above, divine like solid,
Almighty like liquid, and God like gas. God’s three forms
Bhogya, Bhogta and Prerikaaram can also be understood
like this:
Bhogya -eatable
Bhogta- one who eats
Prerikaaram -who gives inspiration to one who eats
That is why it is said that in whole world there is nothing
without the God but only speaking or it can be said that we
cannot attaint that eternal, blissful conscious knowledge state
only with word knowledge. Neither experienced knowledge
will take place without science nor will situation occur in it.
Leaving these three bodies and reaching the Almighty’s word
personified is not possible without practical.
20. Few people stop by attaining the divine knowledge and start
engaging themselves in their worldly behavior as there is shred
of happiness in it. Psyche like consciousness is so much
dumped in it that its own identity dissolves in it. Undoubtedly
the released or awakened state is there. As while doing
practical in heart whatever is elementary, a slightly greater
than that, reaches to the third eye (trikuti) and pure state. But
the state of completion is only achieved in release from
detachment. In that destiny meets forever and it does not
increases or decrease. Any decision, choice or thought does
not remain. State of emptiness stays. Several people similarly
leave while considering release from detachment as everything
that we have achieved everything. But whatever we achieve,
as God is of three types similarly this state is also of three
types.
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First state is state of knowledge of Brahm : As the stage
attained from third eye, is attained in very deep and vast form,
our identity remain suppressed, but this stage has also reached
crossing the sheath of pleasure (Anandmay Kosh). When we
are in sheath of pleasure then we are tied with someone but in
self divine our own body is there and we get farther away
from five covers.
Second stage of knowledge of Almighty : In which we
spend life as dream, so much consciousness is there in us and
consciousness from divine knowledge to the knowledge of
Almighty is very productive and live. But in this stage our
complexion, form; shape is not like our natural body.
Third stage of truth in the knowledge of God : Bliss of
Complete power of truth together with the complete
consciousness of the knowledge of almighty, our body
becomes pleasure like forever. But this is entirely different
from the sheath of pleasure. Therefore whatever practice has
been done earlier that can also be done vu curious seeker on
their own. But here support of Sant, great personalities and
spiritual people has to be maintained. Therefore it is not
explained extensively so that any person will not get into illusion
by this and those people who have not read till fifth, sixth
class, they also try to sit and study in these senior classes due
to which it also gives bad results. This is why taking permission
from Sants and great personalities and practicing while
following their orders, otherwise as a small wire burns if a
higher voltage electric current is passed in it similarly any type
of harm is possible. As Sant Ishar Singh Ji Maharaj says that
lioness milk only stays in golden bowl and punctures any other
utensil. Eligible can be made capable with teaching, it destroys
non-eligible. As mandate in Gurvani that-
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Giaan Khand Mah Giaan Parachand ||
Tithai Naad Binod Kod Anand ||
Saram Khand Kee Baanee Roop ||
Tithai Ghaarat Ghareeai Bahut Anoop ||
Taa Keeaa Galaa Katheeaa Naa Jaahe ||
Je Ko Kahai Pichhai Pachhutaae ||
Tithai Ghareeai Surat Mat Man Budh ||
Tithai Ghareeai Suraa Sidhaa Kee Sudh ||36||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 7, 8)

When the curious seeker reaches at the third stage so at
that time in his stage neither Brahm like body will be there nor
will dream like world be felt. In which he can run at time or
cannot run fast.
Ever can hold anything or cannot hold anything ever.
But it will be a stage alike our awakened state in this world
and we are watching and recognizing what is there near us
and what not in a right manner. But this natural body cannot
go in that unnatural country this means that external illusion
cannot reach in the world of formless.
21. In knowledge of Brahm, identity of body remains suppressed
and on reaching the eternal blissful conscious and getting
knowledge of Almighty, this illuminated and pleasurable body
becomes visible and live.
22. We can see the glorified Almighty from illuminated body only
else it is the sweet of speechless sweet. It becomes very
difficult to tell about this to one who has reached and the
curious seeker does not have that much broad wire through
which this current flows.
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23. Purity and concentration is extremely necessary for this, the
goal cannot be reached without both of them. As the
concentration increases, likewise he situates in God but will
not be able to comprehend him and as purity increases likewise
his vision clears to see and know live absolute blissful conscious
Almighty’s character.
24. As written in Gurvani that everythinh is under the command
and whatever nt under the command that is –Ikna Hukumi
bakshish. It’s gist is-Blessingand curse does not falls under
the command, with which no time is taken to change the life.
Therefore before giving blessing or curse, extensive thinking
must be done as in this some of the element comes out from
your soul and spiritual power.
25. Worshipping in the stage of divine knowledge (release from
detachment or salvation), no form, complexion, shape and
word cannot reach which is written in Gurvaani “Roop….
Prasann”.
The three types of practice explained earlier, the man
reaches (progresses) to this divine knowledge, salvation based
on those layers of experiences. In which he understand
properly that worship of the divine, the Almighty , the God
can be carried out with three flowers, viz. Saam, sam and
Bodh.
Saam- even vision
Sam- Concentration of the psyche
Bodh- Knowledge of theory (Tatva Gyan)
Such vision is received in extremely pure state with which
that ultimate fact can be known and identified. As Sant Ishar
Singh Ji Maharaj says that the curious seeker has to get rid of
his three flaws only-mess (dirt), deflection (Vikshep) and cover
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(Avaran). As the dirt (mess) finishes off likewise even vision
develops and fragrance increases in Saam (even vision) and
Sam (Concentration of the psyche) flower as well and
concentration of sight like psyche increases automatically.
Knowledge of theory will be gained.
26. By the way, we talk about that place where any natural
material cannot reach so in this way only an attempt by making
the equation of words with which purity, concentration and
stability will get nice strength. For that, a small technique told
here is just like an indicator, as few stars are very small in the
sky, their light is so less that can be seen only after careful
observing that there is some star twinkling in the sky. If attention
is not paid then it is not known however if that star is seen
from the level of sky, then it is million times bigger even than
the moon. But being too much far away, it appears very
small. Similarly the method told here is just also like a glimpse.
However even this glimpse is also million times far by that
method. In this two or three things have to be taken care ofmixture of matter, concrete, characters (mixture of qualities
of ignorance, passion and goodness) - matter, abstract and
formless.
Any type of body whether made up of matter, or air like
shape or mass like quality, make them idol then only these
bodies will be given up and will reach near divine like God.

Method (1)
1. Firstly sitting at a place while enchanting devotional songs
keep your eyes closed and again and again keep on doing
while keeping in mind your body and body activities. Now
slowly make this body just like an idol or statue. Make three
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sections in this process. My body and its process, me and
one who inspires me. As leaving human there are 84 million
species. Be it is nurtured in air, water, animal or bird, tree or
plants. It tells about the everyday’s food that where is it? If
someone has fallen ill bodily, God inspires him from inside
him to eat this or not to eat this. This is harmful for you. Desires
are kept by all humans and animals but God inspires us while
sitting inside about how and from where these are fulfilled.
These cannot earn or keep the collected food. They have to
daily search the food while coming out of their homes. To
inspire and nurture everyone is God this is why one of its
names is also propeller.
2. Now while sitting inside meditation and knowing the activities
of our body is the first step. In second, knowing myself different
from “me” and from third “me” ten million time subtle my
inspirer who is sitting inside the third “me”, seeing and knowing
these three, ever realize our body turning into an idol. After
this “me” and the holy song which continues that is will continue
only for worship of inspirer inside “me”. But serial wise some
time can be divided into these three.
For example feel the body and its process for 10 minutes,
keep on enchanting devotional songs while feeling sign which
has become idol and while seeing and knowing “me” in others
which are different from this matter and shape like idol body,
keep on enchanting hymns while sitting in this “me”. In third,
forgetting even these two, enchant devotional songs of
everyone’s inspirer who is seated inside. Divide three into
thirty minutes- body in first 10 minutes, “me” in second 10
minutes and inspirer in third 10 minutes.
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3. Slowly and gradually end up this idol like body’s burden and
its quality sign religion of very small (size of any insect) body
of air has to be made. Now keep on enchanting devotional
songs and pray in it but the devotional songs should be loud
enough. Now place yourself and feel this extremely subtle
body with the shape of air. Now the burden of this body is
removed. While sitting inside this body, and seeing and
knowing the body’s sign, process and your shape, enchant
devotional songs at that place. After that, situate in “me” sitting
inside. Then worship for 10 minutes. Then worship while
feeling proximity with the fosterer inspirer of all man and
animals sitting in that “me”. When ten-ten minutes are over
for these three, then in fortieth minute, worship while seeing
and knowing the body of that first minute without any load
(small sized). In fiftieth minute, again worship on “me”.
Worship inspirer in sixtieth minute. In seventieth minute, again
that body, in eightieth minute “me”, gain inspirer in ninetieth
minute. In hundredth, again body, “me” in one hundred and
tenth minute, again inspirer in one hundred and twentieth
minute. The worship has to be done in this serial only. Whether
you are doing this for half an hour or an hour, or for four to
five hours.
4. Now after this when before that load like body was removed,
now that small looking airy subtle body, seeing and knowing
whose sign and nature, we were doing, this shape has also to
be finished slowly and gradually.
A shape of our nature formed in which feet, hand, mouth,
and head nothing is there as you are seeing darkness and
realizing your nature while studying when you close your eyes
for a minute, in this except your sight and thought nothing is
there. But in this there is no shape of yours. Like this finishing
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off this shape like body, sitting in this behavior like shape,
worship there in the tenth minute, getting separated from it,
worship that “me” in the twentieth minute that is different from
lifelessness of behaviors. In thirtieth minute, the inspirer sitting
inside that infinite “me” like human soul be it rock, animalbird, or in between man or any creature, only helps. In this
thirtieth minute, this inspirer has to be worshipped. Then
worship in fortieth minute, while sitting in that behavioral body.
Again worship “me”, in the fiftieth minute. Again inspirer in
sixtieth minute, again worship while sitting in behavior like
shape in the seventieth minute. Worship “me” in eightieth and
inspirer again in ninetieth. Worship has to be done in this serial,
no matter for how much period it is done.
5. Now “me” is clearly recognizable in this behavior like body
as this behavior is mine. After separating from that behavior
like shape “me” is clearly identified however this nature is not
mine. This is natural. This is a mixture of quality of darkness,
ignorance and goodness. Now first of all extreme most
lifelessness giving quality is quality of darkness, slowly and
gradually its particles are to be felt. We are taking out and
giving off quality of darkness from our character. Now when
in complete stage these heavy loaded lifeless form quality of
darkness is taken out, then now here worship for 10 minutes,
this is not identity that what, how much has come out and
how has it come out as this word is dependent on nature and
sky however we are trying to be close to formless.
Worship in the twentieth minute which is “me”, in thirtieth
minute the one who runs all “me” i.e. that inspirer, worship
while associating and knowing our true relationship with him.
In fortieth minute sitting besides those who possess quality of
passion and goodness. “Me” in fiftieth, again inspirer in sixtieth
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minute, in seventieth minute, worship, retrieved from collection
of three qualities- quality of ignorance and remaining quality
of passion and goodness. In eightieth which is different from
these three types of quality, has to worship in the one that is
beyond qualities (me). In ninetieth that is inside this “me”, an
inspirer, one who keeps this “me” alive, has to unify with him
and worship him.
6. Now like this quality of passion has to be taken out from
compounded “me” and quality of passion and goodness, as it
is light than the quality of ignorance and only worship while
sitting in the quality of goodness. In third minute, the inspirer
who runs “me” is to be worshipped. Then sitting in the quality
of goodness in fourth minute, “me” in fifth minute, inspirer in
sixth minute is to be worshipped.
7. Now this quality of goodness has also to be taken off and
now worship is to be done for ten minutes while sitting in
“me” only. Where there is no quality, religion, nature, only
consciousness and vision is there and as while studying and
knowing the nearby things we are feeling the atmosphere as
live likewise that atmospheres’ consciousness also to be
realized as live. After that in twentieth minute the worship of
this ultimate father God sitting inside “me” has to be done. In
thirtieth minute again has to be done in “me” which is extremely
lifeless form. Now everything is stagnant and stopped.
Everything is pointed. In fortieth minute even from this “me”,
illuminate from infinite, subtle, stable and complete conscious
form. Worship again “me” in fiftieth, inspirer in sixtieth, again
“me” in seventieth, again inspirer in eightieth.
Then slowly break the four sided boundary like shape
around “me”. While finishing off your existence, only that
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ultimate father God who is everywhere and who at each
moment is present, awake, who is everyone’s supporter,
everyone’s life provider, everyone’s fosterer and loves
everyone, only and only worship him. That is no matter done
for any duration of time. When in this some interruption comes
(deflection occurs) then slowly start worshipping on the sixth
number and after worshipping here for a few minutes, begin
worshipping at the fifth number. Then, do on fourth, third,
second and first number. That means as in the way practiced
till the seventh number, similarly one has to come back in the
reverse order following the similar way. Then while closing
eyes in the direction and state you were feeling your character
on the seventh number, consider it truth and consider this
visible body as its cover. If not doing any activity throughout
the day and sitting somewhere peacefully, then feel your own
state in practice of the seventh number. This should be at
least for half or one minute.
Feel this half or one minute at least eight, ten times in a
day. Now open your eyes slowly. Now always bow your
head to the structure of spiritual master ahead and say thanks
(flame) to them. Before doing this activity, if you cannot present
any live radiance to the spiritual master, then pray once while
illuminating radiance in meditation only.
8. This is for mere example only. The real method is only told to
Yog disciples by great personalities as in their experiences,
as he has experienced live that how he gets parted from his
five treasures/ sheaths and three qualities, is easier to explain
and understand that. As in youth, sorrows and problems of
elderly age are not understood and as plants do not get
experience of fruits hanging on the tall trees, plants and trees
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do not understand how animals and birds move or fly, in the
same way without reaching till divine, one cannot understand
that afterwards the how is the knowledge of Almighty and
God and meeting (realization) takes place.
Note:
Keep on doing these seven stages each day. When the day
comes for seventh stage then again start from first stage on the
eighth day. When done till seventh stage, and when the eighth day
arrives than again start in the first stage. In this, as in each simplicity
and fluency comes to 50-60 per cent; keep on doing like this
only. Then when simplicity and fluency develops then, do these
two stages each on each day. When too much simplicity and
smoothness come, then there times in a day and try to complete
four stages on the second day and when too much subtleness,
smoothness, simplicity, purity, and concentration increases, then
try to do all seven in one day only. But necessarily, this time should
at least range from three and a half hours to seven hours.
Smoothness and simplicity is also must. Sant Ishar Singh Ji Maharaj
used to say that whatever task may be carried regularly,
smoothness and simplicity comes on its own in that task, and only
that task has to be performed with deep core of heart. This path
of devotion is a subject of love, humbleness, smoothness, purity
since beginning till end; the progress would be slower and stops if
one is farther away from them. We have to make our mind as the
mind of a small kid having purity, smoothness, innocence and nonenmity. We have to maintain lifelessness like a rock. Sant Ishar
Singh Ji Maharaj used to say that to point out weaknesses is under
control of everyone but one gets to now when one has to control
and tame one’s mind where determination stops completely. Real
power is known at that time.
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Note:
While doing practice, the time should be a minimum of three
and a half hours to seven hours a day. Then at that time you may
practice one stage, there stages or seven stages together.
These below mentioned sentences inspires one or other
specific subject-

(1) "bu`q pRsqI krdy-krdy Kudw pRsq bx gey
Kudw pRsqI krdy-krdy Kud pRsq bx gey
Kud pRsqI krdy-krdy Kud msq bx gey ["
( 2) "imtw dy AwpnI hsqI ko gr Kud kuC bnnw cwhy
ikauNik dwnw Kwk myN iml kr guly gulzwr hoqw hY ["
(3) "jw kI rhI Bwvnw jYsI
iqs ko hovq pRwpq vYsI ["
(4) "eyk hI swDy sB sDy
sB swDy sB jwey ["
(5) "pRym n Solw hY n Sbnm,
pRym AWKoN kI msqI nhIN hY,
pRym Awqmw sy hoqw hY pYdw,
AOr pRym kI koeI bsqI nhIN hY [" idvX pRym Swsvq
fdt: PkPts gq/w

Knowledge of theory (Tatva Gyan): Fence:
To make devotion like mother and its two children
(knowledge and dispassion) healthy, its fence has to be made.
We will take this in two forms. One attempts to sit in body and
mind form and when seated then worshipping while making
physical, subtle and causal body as one.
A person strives throughout his life for those materials, people,
society, houses and shops, after death, nothing goes along but
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their affection goes with, and due to this affection, the man again
and again comes into that same environment, same place, and
keeps on taking birth out of attachment near those things and
people. If he does not gets human birth than he takes birth in the
form of animals or birds. He tries to recollect the happiness out of
ignorance which he didn’t get. For the whole life, man strives to
collect minor pleasures and at the end, only unhappiness and
responsibility is left in his hands. After spending life for thirty-forty
years, collects car, shop and house, which has to be left at last. If
he returns everything then also he will not get one percent of his
spent time.
If in world, great and famous people become enemy then at
maximum, what is the outcome, death will come soon. It’s better
to die moving and walking than by hanging and wandering. If
famous people of the world will also become very friendly, then
the maximum it can do is to fatten the body of a person, slightly
more rest will be given, but in both these circumstances, whatever
relation is made, is of this perishable body only, we remained
bankrupt only.
Sitting and eating with low thinkers is not good. Driving cells
of our devotion destroys with it. It’s necessary to keep a slight
prevention. Do not cut off from the society. As the devotion
increases, precaution should also increases thereby, as compared
to those who walk on the ground those who climbs till the length
of tree, will get wounded accordingly on falling from the tree.
There are two types of power- demoniac and divinely.
Collecting demoniac powers is the path of deterioration.
Collecting divinely powers is the path of elevation that finally reaches
till God. Maximum negative power is in earth. As its distance
increases from above, likewise the positive power increases. As
we don’t broom, wipe off, the table, bed or other furniture likewise
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we should not wipe off the place of worship from the cloth used
for the cleaning of furniture. There should be separate cloth for it.
Trees of Nilgiri should not be planted nearby; they should be
cut and thrown in case they are planted there. The sign of that tree
is that no bird sits or makes its nest on its branches. Rats, mongoose
etc even does not make their home in its roots. Such poisonous
winds come from this tree that tuberculosis occurs to those who
loves near it. In this way English Babul tree, English grass, English
spinach, etc. are there which only harms the body.
When you do activities selflessly, then God inspires from
inside.
Name and meditation is subtle and along with making it subtle
it’s protector, life breath force outward breath, upward breath,
balancing air etc, the raw extract interfering in blood arteries due
to which we are never able to concentrate and too much force is
exerted in enchanting devotional songs, the hindrance settles while
making the life breath force as subtle.
Whatever visible is all illusion (allure). Only the seer is the
soul. You are not the bone, flesh, skin, blood, pit, saliva, hair,
excreta, or urine. You are the God’s joyful good son. All these
things are made up of five elements. Here the man could become
movable pilgrimage but he has become beggar to collect minor
pleasures since infinite period.
As a great man of any institution comes and sits on his chair
then the remaining people starts working in an organized manner
at their own, similarly when we start staying in God while enchanting
hymns and remembering him, the God will administer our wellbeing.
The meaning of Yog is whatever happiness and means we have,
the God will protect us, meaning of Kshem (security) is surveying
the approaching harm and in let it happen in whatever we are
benefitted. As on sun rise, oxygen level increases automatically in
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atmosphere, birds’ starts chirping, germs start dying, fear of ghosts
reduces and finishes off.
Now before sitting in meditation we have to do some physical
exercise due to which our life breath force comes in subtle passages
and sushumna artery (duct). The more our mind concentrates, the
more positive energy comes into our heart.
Perform few exercises with both hands and feet. Then jump
while keeping one leg down. Now release breath quickly by back
bending your neck so that any liquid stopping in the arteries of
brain, that compels the brain to work slowly, then that interruption
by which the intelligence develops, will also be removed. Quality
of ignorance will turn into the quality of goodness. While doing
this exercise, only fist of hands should be closed and attached to
the body. Bending the neck forward, and touching the chin to
chest, closing the fist of hands and straightening the shoulders,
breath in and out for 15-20 times. With this the person will also
become brilliant and the remembrance power will also increase.
Also perform Kapaalbhati and Anulom-Vilom for 5-6 times. It is
not necessary that doing all this is surely beneficial for the path of
devotion but if this is done before prayer and recitation then it will
really help. But one exercise which is more important, if done then
it will be good.
While closing both fists, arms straight towards the floor, placing
chin on right shoulder, bend both arms towards right and take
deep breath. After that, like this move both arms while closing fist
towards left and exhale with jerk on reaching there. Then from
there taking deep breath turn your arm on the other side and touch
neck and chin to the shoulder and release breath. In this way,
while doing from right to left, left to right, take deep breath and
release. Do this at least for 25-30 times. Our main reason for
doing all these exercises is that raw extract in body and brain
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arteries should not block and life breath force moves in Sushumna
artery. The indication of moving in the artery Sushumna is that
respiration occurs equally from both nostrils. It will not happen
that nostril will inhale and exhale from one side. Life breath force
becomes subtly with this and protects name and concentration.
Now sit on your posture in which none of the body part
touches with the ground. Now start devotional songs. If the mind
still does not concentrates then breath in for 20-25 times from
nose and properly breath out completely till the belly goes in. But
the mouth shall be kept wide open while breathing out. The gist is
to take deep breath from nose and breathe out from mouth. All
these programs are to concentrate the mind and if the mind is
concentrated, then there is no need to do anything.
If not able to concentrate mind with the first number method
then the second number is remembrance and love of God. As
once Ram ji was tied in serpent loop in the battle of Lanka. To get
rid from the snakes of Meghnad, Hanuman ji prayed to Garud ji
to release Ram ji from snakes. When Garud ji was coming, a
thought came to his mind, that what type of God is he who is
himself tied with snakes. If I’ll not go then what will happen to
Lord Ram. Then with his claws, from which rays protrude to kill
snakes, with which few of them died as he reached there, and he
killed a few through his beak but since then the mind of Garud ji
became restless.
Then he went to Lord Shankar and said that his mind is
restless. Then Shankar ji asked that, since how long your mind
has been restless, Garud ji then told that, I saw the fault of Lord.
Then Shankar ji said, “I can’t do anything for you. You go to Kak
(crow) Bhushundi and Garud went to Kak Bhushundi, Kak then
lovingly told the story of Ram and Garud heard it with devotion.
His mind rested at peace since then. This means that the God’s
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presence everywhere is not that pleasurable as his remembrance
and knowledge is. This is why seeing the flaws of God and great
personality’s leads to restlessness in mind on its own. Likewise
peace comes on its own by adorably hearing the stories of God
and great personalities and keeping devotion in them. And obstacle
and interruption also gets removed on its own. The gist is that
after sitting in posture, if the method of breathing in and out does
not work, then this second method can be implemented. Their
story and tale should be recalled adorably.
The power of mind shall be put to use. As one person was
sentenced to death in America, then a psychologist friend of a
magistrate took permission from the magistrate to perform an
experiment. The magistrate permitted him at his responsibility. Now
that psychologist went to the offender at 4’o clock. His death
sentenced was supposed to be at 5’o clock. While going at 4’o
clock, he told three types of execution punishment to the offender
and fourth, he told about two types of water that first type of
water is very bitter in this, drinking which one dies within half an
hour to forty five minutes after a great torment. The second water
which tastes as normal water, on drinking which one dies
immediately without any yearning. That offender thought why I
shall die by drinking bitter water after a long yearning. It’s better
to drink water of normal taste and die without any torment. Then
at 5’o clock, that psychologist pretending, took water from the
bottle and gave it to the offender stating that he will die immediately
after drinking this.
The offender drank that water and immediately died. After
his death, that psychologist asked all those judges if someone like
to drink this water, and then all judges fearing said no, stating that
we do not want to die right now. Then the psychologist opened
the lid of that bottle and drank all water. He then told that this
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water was not poisonous. This was normal water. This news spread
in America at that time and came in their newspaper as well. The
gist is that his mind power had made this assumption that I will die
on drinking this water and he died. That is why before doing prayer,
we shall make our mind power as strong like mountains that we
will do very nice recitation no matter what the state of our body is.
No obstacle can block our way. Fix some time and some
calculation for few points and for each point. As in order to break
one bond, other bonds are required. The mind itself gets released
from ties on reaching there. All these were attempts to achieve
concentration.

Meditation Begins
No matter who does the meditation, one must try to stop the
mind and make it stable in beginning and at the end. First we will
deviate more. In this three sections of activity, concentration and
feeling will be created. Sant Ishar Singh Maharaj Ji tells that the
first stage is devotee Sundhe. In this whenever any activity with
happiness and detachment filled with love, decision arises with
concentration and feeling, then certainly deflection will occur as
crying, laughing and enjoying. As Sundhe sees from distance that
at what place? How much people? It becomes happy and unhappy
on seeing these minor things.
Slowly and gradually in the second stage, fickleness like birds
and animals and the hymns goes off inside. The devotee will be
able to speak anything only on getting more happiness and
unhappiness. As how an elephant can speak continuously like
humans. There are many other animals who can speak very less
however their connection strengthens with their inspirer inside.
The second stage is told to devotee just like the first stage. It
is of devotee Khunge in which if the mind does not concentrates,
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then concentrate into itching and cough in middle. But one who
keeps even our soul alive and is sitting inside it, if he will not come
outside for deflection then he is near the God without doing
anything. Just like a lifeless thing is held in the hand by any method,
till the time that thing is in your hand, and you break deflection like
ties then leave that thing which is held then that thing is drawn
towards the earth with lieu to its gravitational force.
The third stage comes of trees and plants. Extreme happiness
on getting success and love like attachment, as trees and plants
do not get deflected while speaking something and if try hard then
only can sway its leaves and branches. But as God is stagnant
inside, that stability will also be of devotees. Stability of
concentration and feeling will happen inside. As the third stage of
devotees is devotee Unge in which any happiness or sorrow comes
in mind and intelligence, the deflection is equal to nil. As these
lifeless things, organs, mind, intelligence keeps on becoming lifeless
in actual. Due to which rest occurs in the other direction, the worries
of devotee finishes off, by which the sleep comes.
Then the state of deflection become zero, here no choice or
decision will exist.
Each has its own technique to stop thoughts while recitation
however. Few make their mind understand by prayer and few
like calming a noise making child, staring it, keeping finger on
mouth, as extrovert environment is isolated thus making the speech
inside while recitation clearly heard and thereby deviates mind.
Then also it is clearly visible what our mind shows to us? Isolated
environment is must for all this mediation, so that task of years can
be accomplished within few months. Then slowly and gradually
no such thought arises. If at all arises on reaching this stage, at the
very next moment, the curious seeker ceases them automatically.
It drinks the happiness and love extract received from God in a
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way as it is his routine normal diet. Its stage is just like mountains
with the other side. The only difference being that the stage of
mountains is of complete lifelessness and the curious seeker is of
complete consciousness. Now, concentration as that of mountains
and purity such that of a child’s mind, honest and clear is there. If
things are in this way then cover like curtain between the human
soul and divine soul starts removing and there shall be no delay in
achieving goal.
Here the fourth state of devotees is known as devotee
Chunge as the person who studies carefully, concentrating full mind,
he not only reads the words but also sips the words, this is known
as devotee Chunge. The cover removes quickly while sitting at
this stage. Whenever worship has to be done in posture as if
attempted to stop the mind and intelligence in beginning, then for
some time like this here inside after finishing off the worship, again
after sometime mind and intelligence should be completely stopped
for some time. After that one should lie down for 5-10 minutes
near that place, and do inspection (analysis) of our complete
practice. Whatever problems or success gained, both should be
thought over by recording them to know how greater success can
be achieved on them.
Now bowing head down, when we stand from this posture,
finish your small tasks being alone for some time so that the
recitation and prayers digest. Only after this, someone should be
met.
Earlier we tried to worship all three-physical, subtle and causal
body one by one and in fourth stage-even vision, mind’s
concentration, knowledge of theory that are the methods of
worship for enlightened , worship begins and then slowly n gradually
even vision, mind’s concentration, knowledge of theory will also
become one just like our three bodies appear one. However our
body is formed by all three-physical, subtle and causal body.
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Every activity and material has invisible rays of its own. With
which those rays unites in our mind in subtle form. Now whether
those rays are good or bad, the time tells, as change comes in our
mind. This change harms and benefits our path of devotion. By
this one comes to know that which activities were good or bad
for us. Sant Baba Ranjit Singh ji says in Diwan that Bhai! The
definition of any formula is leaving and holding something. The
devotee keeps on analyzing his activities with this formula due to
which he gets proximity with God. As we are saying in materialistic
way, that someone is remembering you if you sneeze, hiccoughs
come of someone is talking about you. When in worldly manner,
one body knows about its relatives and near and dear ones with
other body in the form of memento, likewise the divine soul is
sitting inside by becoming the soul’s soul. This is not a big issue if
one gets true inspirational direction from him. But it is extremely
difficult task for an ignorant person to find out the difference that
whether this is an illusion of my mind or true inspiration of God.
As catching the reason of one’s nature becoming narrow
because of being in company of a narrow thinker and narrow
0natured person, is difficult.
As one sage granted the power of speech by giving his power
to an ass, and asked that why are you eating dry grass and not go
in green farm of tobacco which is not even fenced? Then that ass
told him that in his last birth, he was human and eats spicy oily
food and was an addict, because of whom I have got this dark,
lazy species of ass, if I’ll start eating even now then I do not know
how much deep species of laziness and darkness I’ll get.
In this way if we do passionate work more than ignorant
work, tehn it should convert into good work. This helps our path
of devotion a lot. If some ignorant kept on doing some lazy, illmannered work and eating oily, spicy food at one end and keep
on devoting at the other end, then for them, Gurvaani says-
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Kabeer Chaturaa-ee At Ghanee Har Jap Hiradai
Maahi ||
Sooree Oopar Khaylnaa Girai Ta Thaahar Naahi ||109||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1370)

This means that there is no way ahead with the quality of
ignorance but if mind is impure, then whatever energy is
accumulated with prayers and recitation, it create demons and
ghosts and spend the energies accumulated while prayers and
recitation. When all its energy finishes off then only it will get some
natural body. Therefore it is said to start praying while keeping
your mind pure, since childhood. If it is not carried out in childhood,
then hard labor and remembrance has to be done in youth so that
bad character in absence of prayer, recitation and holy preaching
since childhood, will also washes off simultaneously. If no worship
has been done in childhood and youth, then the mind has developed
into a sac of desires in elderly age.
Mind should be attached with selfless and good deeds. Like
one should try to stop the illnesses of society, revolt against dowry
system, raise voice against exploitation with girl child and drug
addiction and help weak people. The almighty sitting inside will
inspire us with this and keeps on giving and increasing love.
In our home one day should be allotted to isolation. In this,
keeping your mouth closed, enchanting devotional songs, reading
the autobiography of great personalities when tired, and try to
listen and understand the diwan of Baba ji, preparing and eating
very less right and nutritious food which does not makes one sleepy
and does not makes one go out of the room, and even with this if
mind does not concentrates then keep on doing physical exercise
as Sant Baba Ishar Singh Ji Maharaj used to tell that the five
elements of the physical body are the same as the subtle form of
mind but as we have studied earlier, that the three- brahm, human
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and illusion even being endless eternal, are element of illusion and
human divine. But illusion (fire, water, sand, air, sky) lifeless form
be it of physical, subtle and causal world but human even being
God’s conscious power works in these three bodies as if some
person wears a green spectacle then its vision power that green
color will be predominant in what is seen, if any such colored
spectacle is wore, then everything will be seen with that color
being predominant, however that visible color is not real flame.
Real flame is that of divine, that is one being the conscious form of
human soul. So while remembrance devotion, our mind is not
able to concentrate, leaving it, exercise while making the body
tight, as a consequence of which playfulness and fatigue of mind
also goes off thus making it easier to sit again and get good ease
and analyze our devotion, mind’s nature and activities. Doing like
this in every fourth month, visit your Sant and remain isolated for
3-4 days.
If this cannot happen, then visit your Sant in every 6 months.
Remain alone for 5-6 days. Try to do hard labor and remembrance.
If this also seems difficult, then some 10-12 days have to be taken
out in a year in which going at our Sant’s or spiritual master’s
home, do hard labor and remembrance. Whenever thoughts
deviates, this should then be seen that which thought is bigger that
means which thought’s value is more-thought of that master who
is the master of ten million universe which is true and will remain
true or the value of second thought is greater. Those who have
the thought of world made up of sand, water, air, fire and sky, that
is lifeless form, and which without master cannot do any activity
means like a dead body. Worldly thought will extend only up to
this bone-flesh body only and neither this world nor these thoughts
will remain when this body ends but the master who was
worshipping by the devotees, that has never changed and even
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being the repository of infinite powers is awakened each moment
and is inhabiting in and outside us. In this way, value of two thoughts
should be negotiated. Previously not only ordinary man, but also
great king and emperor go to recluse (ascetic) monasteries when
aged. But the body was free from illnesses at that time because of
which they were able to do severe meditation even in elderly age
but nowadays the state of body is not like that. After half life
passes, the bodies descend and become loose. The body becomes
a temple of illnesses in elderly age and further for this material
world and body, we keep on doing severe meditation and bear so
many problems for so many years. Throughout our life, we keep
on earning that art by which method our food, clothing and shelter
can improve, but no one becomes happy. It only appears that he
is a great rich man and is that much happy. We do severe meditation
to collect the material happiness, if we take out only twenty five
percent of time for that life which is the life of our infinite period,
as we will not get any other time for it, then also it is good for us.
Your deeds should be such that the opposite person,
according to our thinking, is getting benefitted currently and will
get benefit in future as well. Our mind also gets cleaned along with
it. Then whether one has to run the wheel as Krishna or give
discourse.
Subtleness holds a significant value in the path of devotion.
The more subtle it is, the more extensive it is, and the more
influencing it wil be. From body to areteries, arteries to mind,
mind to intelligence, intelligence to human, human to soul, soul to
God are also extensive and subtle in this serial.
It is well said in this matter:
Ik Oankaar Sathigur Prasaadh ||
Dhhanaasaree Mehalaa 9 ||
Kaahe Re Ban Khojan Jaaee ||
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Sarab Nivaasee Sadaa Alepa Tohee Sang Samaaee ||1||
Rahaao ||
Puhap Madh Jio Baas Basat Hai Mukar Maahe Jaise
Chhaaee ||
Taise Hee Har Base Nirantar Ghat Hee Khojah Bhaaee ||1||
Baahar Bheetar eko Jaanah ihu Gur Giaan Bataaee ||
Jan Naanak Bin Aapaa Cheenai Mitai Na Bhram Kee
Kaaee ||2||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 684)

There are two types of indicators of this state- auspicious
(good) and inauspicious (bad).
Auspicious indicators:
Way of rise: Satisfaction starts increasing in this state and the
disciple starts doing each activity with ease. The thought of the in
and virtue starts increasing. The thought of correct-incorrect will
start running inside us. Progress in work also begins. Easiness in
life style will star coming.
Inauspicious indicators:
Way of fall: The opportunity of unscrupulousness starts
coming, greed stars increasing, work load starts increasing, in which
duration for devotional song has to be reduce or finished. One
has to work at that time when we used to enchant the hymns.
The meaning is that dirt and deflection of mind is increasing.
The auspicious indicators have be catch hold among these two,
leaving behind the inauspicious indicators after being recognized.
Objective:
We have to make our mind understand at this point of time
that if you start getting rest then due to whom? After searching,
one will get to know that all this happened due to the devotional
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songs. Then if after leaving devotional songs you start doing the
devotional songs of inauspicious indicators, and ratify happiness
and sorrow then you will not be benefitted as the great personalities
say that whosoever is a human now has at least once remained
the King of heaven. Anyone king of entire earth, young, having
complete luxury, complete fame, healthy from body, everyone is
obedient and if the subjects consider him as its father. Even after
so much charisma, that King’s happiness is yet not equal to people
of low category living in heaven.
Three types of heaven are there- High category medium
category and low category heaven. That there is so much difference
among the happiness of the king of entire earth and low category
people living in heaven just like a ball of excreta and ball of sweet.
The King’s happiness is like an excreta ball and the happiness of
low category people living in heaven is like sweet ball. Sant Ishar
Singh ji Maharaj tells in one story that after fourteen times being
the King of world of Indra, he was made an ant with two broken
legs at the back. In this way, Sant Ishar Singh ji Maharaj was
wandering at the place of animals (cows, buffaloes). A straw of
grass stick to his shoes, when a disciple was about to take it out,
then Maharaj ji said I’ll take it out. Taking it hand he mashed that
straw. When he was asked, he told them he is the King of the
world of Indra which has now become the grass. Now it will be
able to go in the stomach of some cow and it will become milk.
In this series, after a long cycle, it has to become a human but
now it will directly take birth in house of a man. The gist is from
happiness of low category people of the world of heaven,
happiness of entire planet’s king is million miles distant. We have
all remained the king of heaven. When this great happiness never
remained even then this happiness of achieving millions and trillions
will remain? In this way understand your mind. This birth is like a
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mere dream. Only attaining our objective by devotional songs is
our achievement. As teachers tell in school that he is a dumb boy
and make him sit among the smart boys and make him friends
with them then he will also become smart. I this way before peeling
cucumber, one edge is cut and rubbed on the cucumber then its
bitterness comes out. In this way we are not to make our life low
at the spiritual level by accompanying the one with light thoughts,
light vision, fond of eating and drinking light. Like butter comes
out by beating the cream and ghee comes out afterwards, in this
way at the spiritual level accompanying higher category people
and while remaining in the shadow of knowledge, one should
achieve his objective. The devotion cannot keep away from God
as it is written in Guruvani:-

ijvyN mwvW nMU ny pu`qr ipAwry Bgq ipAwry rb nMU ]
kilXug ivc bhuq Awswn BgqI mwrg hY Aqy auh hY kIrqn[
In the age of vices, the path of worship is very easy and that
is prayer. That is why Guru Nanak Dev ji who gives speech, by
singing later expressed in Guruvani. Like this, holy service is very
much required for chanting and prayer is very much required for
holy service. As prayer is the mother of holy service and chant. As
while chewing food, saliva comes out of mouth and it helps in
digesting food while getting mixed with food. Likewise any flaws
in holy service and prayers, that took birth in egoistic mind form
from it in many forms and burning all of them and to digest the
chanting, prayer is a very beneficial medicine.
Its quantity is such that the time which you want to invest has
to be on three types of paths told i.e. forty percent of it in prayers,
thirty five percent and twenty five percent of it in chanting. As the
progress occurs in chanting, the sages accordingly will decrease
the holy service done by us and slowly and gradually according
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the spiritual achievement, decrease the devotional prayers as well.
But these devotional prayer and holy service will continue till the
last achievement. This is true that selfishness helps till the last step
of devotion to achieve which the man remains in devotion
continuously but there is a difference in one and other selfishness.
From homely things to five liberations is all selfishness of lower
category. Asking God from God and demanding true love from
God is the higher category of selfishness. Some part of devotion
can be done selflessly and keeping higher category selfishness as
devotional prayer, holy service, chanting then do its last part while
saying the God sitting inside that I am doing this selflessly and
selfishness of higher category for some time, grant me grace. As
one will bring the selfless feeling, likewise the path will become
easier, else fall is definite from the path of decline.
Suicide is very big sin in this life doing which one attains evil
state only. He gets into the species of ghosts and evil spirits, monster.
But still if he wants to die then he should die like disciple Dhruv.
The young boys and girls fallen for suicide and depression, must
go in their spiritual master’s home and perform hard holy service
and meditation so that they get release from this thought. In boys
and girls with narrow understanding and where the amount of lust
is greater because of which delay does not occurs in carrying
away with lust of any person or material thus destroying unknown
number of years of life. They require putting this attraction towards
almighty God and acquiring complete stage as Meera, Dhanna
Jatt. Only this thing has to be remembered that in each spiritual
home, both very nice and bad people are there.
The disciple acquires humbleness and gets engaged in holy
service and chanting while seeing his safety. Complete intelligent
is only the enlightened one who is not found everywhere.
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However it’s also sinful having ill intention over Sants and
great personalities as firstly here the human is destroying himself
and secondly by bringing ill intention over the sage. Faith in life is
our culture. Anything deprived of truth is not acceptable. It is our
lifestyle. Till the time we safeguard the truth, culture will protect
us. We have faith in truth and have to reach till our objective with
truth only.
Belief has to be the basis of truth. The paths to reach the
truth may vary, community may vary but the targets do not vary.
Meditation is between the target and disciple. Meditation of
followers of one spiritual master may vary as meditation is also
the path. The objective is not indifferent because of the differences
in meditation and communities. In this our thought should be there,
with which we can fully survive materialistic and spiritual lifestyle.
There is nothing baseless in this universe, it is different that
we understand what is visible and we consider baseless that is not
visible. As gold is the base of gold jewelry. Glass is the base of
glass utensils. Clay is the base of clay utensils. Subtle world is the
basis of physical world; causal world is the basis of subtle world.
As subtle world cannot be without causal world and the causal
world cannot exist without the spirit.
Just like it all great personalities which call the almighty
absolute blissful conscious form. As if nothing lies in the room we
call that room vacant and we cannot name anything. But if there is
anything, then only it can be named. As sand, water and fire is
visible but the air is named even after not seen and its infinite times
subtle sky which is not even felt, is also named. That sky in which
infinite types of gases are there and from those gases, the ones
traced by scientists were named but those who are not yet traced
have no names. This is not the case that other types of gases do
not exist. But they were not named because of not being traced.
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In this way all sages speak one thing only that God is absolute
blissful conscious form, this means, that the sand which has lifeless
form is lifeless in subtle world as well and subtle world which is
the most subtle form of lifeless sand is lifeless even in causal world
and the lifelessness found in causal world is within infinite times
subtle soul which is narrated by making truth, likewise the
consciousness of the physical world bodies is of most subtle form
in subtle bodies. The consciousness of ghosts, evil spirits and
gods-goddesses is also as that of physical bodies. This subtle
body’s conscience is also in causal bodies. The conscience of
most subtle form and causal bodies is ultimately own conscience
of the soul that is known as psyche and that becomes blissful by
doing various types of actions in the material world. Whether good
or bad, that bliss which passes from subtle to causal body is of
that soul only. That because of dirt and deflection is achieved
under the actions only and is eternal blissful conscious form being
the soul an entity of God. The sages have termed the pure self
form as eternal blissful conscious form by reaching there and after
knowing the pure form of God.
The vision while being subtle and pure becomes supreme.
This becomes truth nature body in the formless world. As this
body has become truth nature in this world. Like this only, when
the feeling becomes extremely subtle and pure, it becomes the
conscious form of that world. When it attains God’s true and pure
light like love, it becomes the blissful form. In this way every human
soul leaving its humanity, attains its pure eternal blissful conscious
nature and eternal blissful conscious like body. That becomes
illuminated, glorious, neutral, unperceivable, unborn, always
enlightened, very serious, bright, inexpressible, undefeatable,
invisible, bondless, size less, imperceptible, imperishable, divine
element, impermeable, fearless, bliss form, homely, supreme man,
pure, unmatchable, grand, world-weary, endless, ulterior, writable,
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inconceivable, surprising, immortal, supreme, beautiful, wonderful,
unvoiced always live, self form, detached supreme entity. There is
no designation of human soul above this and that is why the spiritual
masters had said “atamras jin janeh so hai khalas deh, prabh
mei, mohe mei, daas mei ranchak nahi bhed.”
No difference remains between the soul and God after
reaching here. That is why it is said that only God can see the
God, only God can feel God, only God can understand God, as
Sant Ishar Singh Ji Maharaj used to tell that politics of some King
can be known by that King only. Like this, those who are
positioned n their supreme entity are worship able, if we can try to
concentrate on any light, darkness, or any word, then better
concentrate on divine Sant, great personalities, spiritual masters
and Guru Granth Sahib. As they are supreme purest form than
darkness, light and words. This is how it is known that nothing is
formless. Everything is concrete. When we see the wind, we only
feel it and cannot see it. Then it does not means that wind does
not exist.
Several microorganisms in that wind are like whose
childhood, youth and elderly age passes in one hour. If we cannot
see them then it does not mean that they are formless. Now we
cannot see the microorganisms but these microorganisms creates
universe and enjoys with each other by uniting with one another.
They do that as one microorganism knows the other one very
well as one person very well knows the other person. In this way
the God knowing human soul meaning its eternal blissful conscious
form is absolute blissful conscious form and knows in the way as
a person knows the person or a microorganism knows other
microorganism that creates universe in the air. Secondly scientists
see microorganisms using microscope and if we disobey to know
the concrete then a big example is in front of us. Baba Budda ji
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whose speech gave birth to Guru Hargobind ji but at the end time
of Baba Budda ji, he prayed that Guru Hargobind ji, my time has
come, please give me your sight while sitting in front of me. When
the enlightened great soul is keeping absolute form of God in front
of him then it is not appropriate if we do not believe in concrete
form of God. Similarly there was a Muslim in Rada Sahib who
guards lemons as he was Muslim, he was restrained to have water
and feast in food hall. When his last time came, he was praying
Sant Ishar Singh ji while laying in his room that Baba ji come and
visit me. Then baba ji coming out of Bhora sahib came in his front,
then that Muslim said that Maharaj please come towards my feet
as my neck is not moving so that I can visit you, then Baba ji
stood besides his feet and Baba ji said that although you visit me
daily then why being so stubborn that come and visit me. But now
if I have come, I ‘ll not let it go, wish something from me then
Muslim said that I longed for your sight which is fulfilled on your
arrival, I do not need anything.
Then Baba ji said I’ll not let go like this. The service you did
to spiritual home for 10-12 years while staying at the spiritual
home if you need kingdom in exchange of it, then even being entire
earth’s king will be smaller, we shall grant you the designation f the
world of Indra. Then that Muslim said Maharaj, I do not want
anything, I only longed for your sight which is now fulfilled. Then
Baba ji said for the third time, brother I’ll not let you go like this,
wish something, then that Muslim said if you have arrived in grace
like feeling home and want to shower your grace then grant that I
was not able to distribute feast in your home to your disciples
during the current birth then I shall serve water and feast to disciples
while coming to your home in the next birth. Then after so many
years when the meditation of Baba Ranjit Singh (Virkat ji)
completed then he was doing holy service in the spiritual master’s
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home then big Baba ji came and asked Virkat ji that brother do
you know who is that Sikh who is distributing the feast who is
very lovingly feeding the disciples, then Virkat ji said that Maharaj
ji I know. Then Baba ji asked tell me who is he, then he told that
Sikh serving feast was born in Himachal and have come in this
spiritual home after studying for few years. Baba ji said say tell me
something else about him, then Virkat ji aid that I am sorry but I
know this only, you please tell, then Maharaj Ji told that he is that
Muslim which guards lemons at our Gurudwara earlier. Now the
suspicious people doubt that why did he not asked enlightenment
straight away. Then enlightenment is the name of a spiritual state,
which the curious seeker has to reach him, by doing hard labor.
As the extent of disciples’ chanting and holy service, on its force,
likewise the sages form the amount of grace like direction. No
one gets anything without right. Else a number of awakened souls
have born.
Where they do such a hard labor, chanting, gives visit, runs
chanting and holy service practice, then they need not to do any
hard labor and gives enlightenment to all at one time only, then
spiritual journey of human soul ends at one time only but this is self
labor of curious seeker that it labors till what extent, this all is
given to the rightful. If we will say that we do not concentrate on
any form then what is outside the form. If we stay on word, then
word is also a form, darkness is also a form, and light is also a
form. Attainment of concrete is possible from the formless only as
the God kept eating and talking with Namdev ji and gave concrete
sight for 72 times, even after that when the topic of spiritual progress
appeared, and then God said that a great personality lives at that
place, take initiation from him and then start your work. Then
disciple Namdev ji went there to meet him. Then Namdev ji saw
that great personality who is sitting while keeping his foot over the
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iconic stone of Vishnu (called form like God only In Hindu religion).
When he start moving back, then that great personality called
Namdev ji and asked, that you have been sent by God, come
inside. When he came inside, he asked that how are you sitting
while keeping your foot over the God? Then he said that this was
God to me till the time m eyes were not open, when my celestial
eyes opened then I get to know that there is no place and thing
without the God, means everywhere there is God. Now this is
only a stone for me. When concrete form of formless is understood,
then this form of absolute world does not hold any meaning. As a
big mountain is broken into small pieces, from it a precious gem
like diamond is attained, after that this mountain like dust which is
formed of three types of world (physical, subtle and causal world),
from it like this mountain only, leaving that precious gem (our self
spirit) remaining all appears like a burden, untruth, lifeless sorrowful
momentary form to the curious seeker.
Those who practice in the proximity of spiritual master like
sages, the sages makes them perform chant devotion while
analyzing the actions, meditation and feeling like energy. And when
inner conscience purifies completely, then that inner conscience
will be made into celestial inner conscience by the sages only. And
while maintaining that celestial love gained by them, place it into
celestial inner conscience so that curious seeker will become
resident of that country as one lit lamp lightens the other lamp.
And from this celestial love, timeless being is worshipped.
Such your own self true being is met and one becomes the
resident of that country, there is no fall again from there. Where
there is no scope of country, time and material. The spiritual masters
and great personalities told about that country.

suK mhl jw ky aUc duAwry ]
qw mih vwsih sMq ipAwry ]
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shj kQw pRB kI Aiq mITI ]
ivrlY kwhU nyqRhu fITI ]
qh gIq nwd AKwry sMgw ]
aUhw sMq krih hir rMgw ]
qh mrxu n jIvxu sogu n hrKw ]
swc nwm kI AMimRq brKw ]
guhj kQw ieh gur qy jwxI ]
nwnku bo l y hir hir bwxI ]
The devotee Kabir ji have said:
hm vwsI aus dyS ky
jhw pwrbR h m kw Ky l ]
dIAw jlY AgMm kw
ibn bwqI ibnu qyl ]
The devotee Ravidas ji have said:
by g mpu r w shr ko nwau
dUKu AMdohu nhI iqih Twau ]
nw qsvIs iKrwju nw mwlu
KauPu n Kqw n qrsu jvwlu ]
Ab moih KUb vqn gh pweI ]
aUhw KYir sdw myry BweI ]
kwiemu dwiemu sdw pwqswhI ]
dom n sym eyk su AwhI ]
Awbwdwn sdw mshU r
aUhw gnI bsih mwmUr ]
iqaU iqaU sYl krih ijaU BwvY
mhrm mhl n ko AtkwvY ]
kih rivdws Klws cmwrw [
jo hm shrI su mIqu hmwrw ]
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The excellent Sikh has to acquire patience and thankfulness
and if some type of spiritual experience occurs then it has be
considered extremely ordinary and if some inner happiness or
powers are obtained, digest them in such a way as water digests
immediately when taken down the neck. A Sikh with such a
philosophy covers this journey very quickly, attains state of
awakening by considering all dualities the same meaning “sukh
dukh dohe sam kar jaano aur maan-apmaana, harsh shok
se rahe ateeta” teen jag tat pachana, kaho nanak eh khel
kathin hai kino gurmukh jana.
At last, the liberations told earlier, they are also biggest last
bond as in Salokya (planet where the God resides), forever situates
in his world and in detachment liberation forever situates in that
country of Brahma.
However the soul has not done labor like practice to finally
get bonded in a big bond for infinite period by leaving a small
bond. As Sant Ishar Singh Maharaj ji used to tell that the study of
divine knowledge finishes in four meditations only.
1. Word like with choice meditation (triad will be felt)
2. No words like with choice meditation ( triad will be felt)
3. No words like without choice meditation (triad will be
engrossed)
4. No words blissful place like without choice meditation
(triad will be engrossed)
Triangle means the meditator, meditation and object of
meditation. The first two stages are of curious seeker and the last
two stages are of enlightened soul. First two stages let the curious
seeker reaches the destination of path to reach Lord that is the
last step of devotional love path, easy path and knowledge path.
The curious seeker reaches till the world of Brahma and detachment
release state in the third stage. All these places till this are because
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of the bonds, infinite ten million universes “that is formed of five
elements sand, water, fire, air and sky, its small form is with us
which is segmented in four portions. Body (organs), mind,
intelligence and realization are elements. Knowing all of them and
after knowing them well, while separating from these natural sand,
water, fire, air and sky, and in order to know your own self and
ending spiritual journey, we need complete knowledge and
detachment. That is attained by four types-spiritual master’s voice,
great personalities, nature and own experience, but we hundred
percent believe on our own experienced knowledge only. As uniting
this natural like body (organs) mind, intelligence and shadow
element and to recognize our own self parting from them, the great
personalities or Guru Granth Sahib has accumulated them in three
parts. The meditator- one who meditates, meditation-whose
meditation we are doing, object of meditation- engrossing in the
mediator that is mashed by image and word.
That is known as word form own choice meditation. In it
country (at which place) time (what time is going on) material (our
body shape like in which material). In the second stage of without
words form own choice meditation, the concentration of meditator,
meditation and the object of meditation increases greatly. In which
word does not work but only image is there. But that image is also
not this and country, time and thing are realized in that as well.
Sant Ishar Singh ji Maharaj tells that these two meditations are of
curious seeker. The next two stages are of enlightened souls in
which third stage no word form without choice meditation state is
there in which meditator, meditation and the object of meditation
becomes one. Where the God and nature is mixed like as grease
in Ghee, reaching here our form has to be identified by parting
one’s character from the nature. Here there is no scope of country,
time and material. Only image exists but that is also without look,
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color and shape. In fourth stage of no word blissful place form no
choice state, concentrating over our meditation like image, Guru
Granth Sahib and Sants are with us only. However they sit by
dressing up as the country is. And when we get entry in this bliss
like country where the nature cannot enter then one does not get
to know about this country but the last limit of bliss then when
slowly and gradually, one gets to know the difference between
this country and myself then from here the formless is worshipped
with very subtle flowers of equality, even realization. The spiritual
journey stops while reaching there, do not leave image and word
before the situation occurs whether it stops a number of times as
a person very well knows the difference between less and more
money, with this type of mind if a curious seeker remaining inactive
(not doing any type of work from mind, intelligence and body)
desire to attain very big profit and bliss awakens then understand
that we achieved the real knowledge. Now from here, the spiritual
journey of a human begins. Be there is any type of any activity; the
soul is punished to acquire the body.
As soul being the element of divine soul itself is blissful form
however the sand, water, fire, air and sky together forms three
types of body-causal body, physical body, and subtle body
because of being natural, and do not let it remain inactive as sand,
fire, air and sky each element is rival of one another. Therefore it
never let the soul peaceful and stable. But when the curious seeker
reaches in the fourth meditation that is called no word blissful
place form no choice meditation, here in complete stage with full
conscience, he reaches in that bliss like world while plying flight of
self country, the human soul has kept on doing actions whether
good or bad at each moment since the ages.
1. The fourth sepulchre which is the place of joy a feeling of
non-duality is a form of non-admitting alternative sepulchre.
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2.

To reach there, the actual experiences at the final stages of
the previous three sepulchres, have to be in activated form.
For e.g. when we are sleeping we leave the physical body
and live in the dream form of the body. When we are in
deep sleep, even if we are sleeping next to a dead body, we
do not shy away from putting our legs or hands over the
dead body, as we are awake in the realm of the causal body
and far away from the physical and the functional body. This
experience is through our unconsciousness and which is
unknown to us, but in all the three previous stages we meditate
sitting in an erect posture and reach and experience the
epitome of the three stages in a highly awakened state. Based
on these experiences we have to study the fourth level of
sepulchre, While stabilising in this stage one has to become
a resident of that realm, which is the final lesson of this study.
As a matter of fact there are 11 religions in the world; the
main aim of all these religions is to educate the human race
up to the fourth level of sepulchre.
Continuously studying these four sepulchres and getting the
experiences in an awakened state, we have to alleviate. We
will give the Blissful world and body of all these four
experiences, one by one, and then in the reverse order by
alleviating in the four states, we will come back to the physical
body because there is no place for I in the fourth sepulchre.
This is why in every sepulchre, we have to accept every
state as one and the only God and revere Him. Because this
path can be achieved, only by humility and love. Finally we
will stabilize in one experience, where we will discover joyful
realm and peace for which we have undergone all this study.
In this, only in the first sepulchre, there is a study of 11 religions
of human race. The other three sepulchres are similar because
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there is no study of the dressing up and give and take in
them. Purity, functionality, simplicity and spontaneity are the
main feelings. Therefore the experiences of everyone are
also similar.
3. As you attain maturity in the second, third and the fourth
sepulchres, the word will automatically close and that state
of attainment will remain as it is. One by one all the parts of
the body will relax and along with it our thoughts,
temperaments and attractions will fade inside. There will be
a harmony in this fading process. According to a scientist’s
third law, if you apply the required force to break anything
then that thing will break, or else your power will just strike
against it and come back to you.This will happen because of
the law of action reaction, our power will return to us. In this
process of continuously trial, our power will increase steadily
and we will reach a state of pure attainment, and then the
fourth sepulchre will be achieved. Here the going and coming
of a man will become common; he fills with the seven arts.
As the Guruvani says “Gyan Anjan Gur Diya Agyan
Andher Binas Har Kirpa Te Sant Bhetia Nanak Man
Pargas”.
By the eternal, blissful and conscious, these three are in one
design in one another. But detachment liberation is attained in divine
like truth which is like that eye is wide open but the body and
mind is not working. However this bliss is also very big as it does
not have five covered curtain like burden, in this pure character of
human soul exists. However in this psyche like consciousness is
insignificant and bliss like God is also in very les quantity, in this
the state of body is of sound sleep in which no determinationchoice is there, the difference is only that much that in that state,
the human soul is in sleeping mode and in this state, the human
soul is in awakened stage every moment and in vision form. Ahead
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that, when he reaches to the God’s planet then there, truth like its
shape and his psyche like consciousness is in full amount. This
stage is like as human soul acts by considering its shape ditto and
that country as live in its dream. However its full control does not
exerts there. From here, the curious seeker reaches to the final
stage or meditation that is no word blissful form place no choice
meditation. Reaching here, his entire body is blissful and truth like
vision is also live and psyche like consciousness and the power to
jiggle is also complete with him and he wanders in that bliss like
world as we all live in our country freely.
Here illusion and anything like illusion cannot reach near this
country. Here since when the human soul keep desire of more
than seven arts for its progress, then it worships its formless bliss
like God with the flowers of equality, even realization in the world
of death.
While walking on this devotional path, haphazardness and
negligence may come. But the curious seeker’s own labor is
required not to convert it into proud and cleverness. As it is said:
Pourree
Sooray ayhi Na Aakhee-ahi Ahankaar Mareh Dukh
Paavahi||
Andhay Aap Na Pachhaannee Doojai Pach Jaaveh ||
At Karodh Si-o Loojh-day Agai Pichhai Dukh Paavahi ||
Har Jee-o Ahankaar Na Bhaav-ee Vayd Kook Sunaaveh ||
Ahankaar Mu-ay Say Vigtee Ga-ay Mar Janmeh Fir Aavahi
||9||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 1089)

Attempt to reach the divine from the previous three paths;
here is an attempt to each to the divine, divine soul and God.
Where entire character is clarified, and is also known as absolute
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blissful consciousness. But we have started it with causal body to
reach casual world. Situating prior in the causal world, when
reflection of cover of bliss falls, then try to situate in it. Then
reflection of county of Brahma falls, try to situate you in it where
one’s true self that is nature (free from all three illusions) but
elementary and stable. Then when the reflection of divine soul like
world falls, then situate in it where one’s psyche like conscience
will get illuminated. Then when living here after extremely easy
feeling, reflection of bliss like country’s falls, then try to situate
where the physical light of this nature as this world’s sun and moon,
does not falls. There only experienced light exists. Since we kept
on concentrating our mind by falling in the destination of external
practices, destination of way and destination of foolishness, this is
why this word will not be left so easily however this word is not
even required now. Here only worship of eternal blissful conscious
form like formless is being carried out by equal, even realization.
That is not natural, it is own behavior of the soul as while sitting in
the real self only, the love of that formless God has to be exchanged
which is the height of bliss.
This bliss cannot be tolerated without celestial body. Reflection
of mere single drop fall of whose one hundredth billion part makes
a person mad out of happiness and says out of ignorance that I
have passed my exam, I have got a job, a boy took birth at my
home, my business is growing well. We are dying after great
torment since infinite ages in this non persistent happiness. But we
consider burden the journey to attain the state full of bliss that is
without any torment .The God’s external power which is said in
three parts- lifeless, subtle, conscious and physical. Subtle causal
world are a type of quality of ignorance, enjoyment and goodness
that will go forward considering any class smaller and will not
clear its examination. Then when the last time approaches to get
entry in the world of formless, while practicing the quality whose
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examination was not given and which was retained inside among
those three qualities, that quality does not get released completely.
At last in that character only power central god-goddesses will be
made. Examinations did not mean at the level of experiences. Many
which says that we do not feel any experience, they can keep a
record of each week or month at their mind level that what
difference has occurred in their limitations of desire to sex, anger,
greed, attachment and ego. All this will explain about spiritual purity,
simplicity and subtleness through which divine qualities will keep
on increasing which from hell to heaven, heaven to world of
Brahma, from the world of Brahma to Elysium and if too much
supremacy of divine qualities will be there, then he will reach till
the state of enlightenment at the spiritual level. As the divine qualities
keep increasing, thereby cutting and selection (what is right and
what is wrong) of limitations at mind level will keep on doing
according to the thought power. Without experience also one gets
to know how much progress has been made in our devotion or
are we stuck there or have come down.

Method (1)
Brahma Divine soul God
When we come out by finishing destination of path then
we reach that world where there is no shape. But our vision like
thought shape like conscience is as such there. There we will be
as our vision like thought and understanding is working here and
conscience like shape is also there. In this way the body will also
be there but instead of that body we will realize that body which
will be like this only. And if we worship while knowing our self,
knowing and recognizing our vision like thought and conscience
like body and shape and considering this country as timeless being
along with it first reaches to white type like country then our white
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like shape and then at very fresh and white like country. There our
vision, conscience and thought will be live from all types. And
carrying emptiness as the fish torments without water likewise
when we keep on worshipping then as the state of fish while
choking, similarly our state of love will be there, then we will reach
in the super consul body where body is subtle from the previous
body but a similar vision like understanding and conscience like
shape will be there. But this will not be understood straight. And
that country will not be understood completely. But that complete
country will be blissful. There only and only bliss and bliss exists
from top to bottom, from forward to backward from inside to
outside, only bliss is there. Here first of all one will not realize
himself, except bliss. Here the number of creatures are not to do
anything, here there is no type of action, neither any word, nor
any design or shape and not any feeling have to be made. Like
this one extract of happiness is flowing in all types. But one has to
reach here and in there is difference between the light of eternal
blissful conscious and light of super consul body. This super consul
body is also a last curtain on human soul; it is last country of
nature which we called super consul body.
Before engrossing in that formless and attaining our real eternal
blissful conscious character, practice for 10 minutes after knowing
this country and knowing our self and we worship that country
considering it as a timeless being and then slowly and gradually
worship the inspirer sitting inside. When we lovingly enchant the
inspirer and when the live knowledge of these three states occur
individually and when after knowledge, again unity of three states
is granted then we will reach in that world of Brahma which is
known as truth. That was forever true character and will remain
ever like that only. That has been told in previous pages that
ordinary person on reaching the stage of divine knowledge speaks
that he has got everything and leaving this study engages him in the
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worldly behavior. But this is semi-form as we keep on worshipping
this country considering it as live timeless being. From equal vision
after that, separating from it, while sitting in vision like truth, this
timeless being will be worshipped. Where there is no type of even
a scintilla jiggle. That means psyche power or consciousness is
not there, as our target is not only that. For which while situating
us there, the great personalities will take us to the next destination.
And the one which is outside is also onside us. We keep on
worshipping that great personality with even vision. The great
personality will be the same but he will be sitting in his true character.
That character will not be there in which we have cleared
destination of path, this is why he will make us worship according
to that so that we can reach to next stage only. In which there is no
difference inside and outside. In actual that being in invisible form
while holding our mind and intelligence, understanding his
responsibility, he is taking u as that great personality is the resident
of that country and he has good knowledge of that way. When we
keep on worshipping our true character with our even vision in
divine like country and slowly this whole world will appear
conscious form which is jiggle form, then considering this country
as timeless being, we will pray for 10 minutes.
Our conscious form and after that that true and conscious
form and while knowing our vision and thought, understanding
and conscience like body, will worship here for 10 minutes, which
in very minute form is named as true and psyche and this country
is named as divine soul character. After that while sitting in this
true, psyche like body, worship of our timeless being or it can be
said that equality and even vision will be worshipped. Then slowly
according to calculation our vision like thought, psyche like
conscious form is seen, like wise all this gathering true like vision
towards timeless being, conscious form its own body will realize
who first after knowing himself, reaching from complete true like
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vision to divine like country , like that elementary and true form of
its body is gained. Conscious like jiggle which is known as psyche,
you will get to know and believe and will realize live which is the
same inside and outside but our real body is curtained by five
covers or treasures. Because of which we are not able to know
our mind. And considering this bone and flesh as me, we are doing
worship from infinite eras out of ignorance. Devotion means giving
speed to fear. That means fear should never come to us and that
happiness is attained after which no sorrow is gained, that happiness
which cannot be snatched by anyone, that happiness from which
any other happiness does not exceed, that happiness once attained
is attained forever, that happiness for which any action has not to
be done. But to attain that happiness we are searching in sand,
water, fire, air and sky like nature in various forests by various
tasks. Where he is not, Sant Ishar Singh ji used to say that brother
that what is kept at a place, is found at that place only as the place
of flour in home is kitchen, but the ignorant man doing labor by
tasks keep searching in bathroom, toilet, rooms or terrace then
his labor is useless, similarly like this only the human soul is searching
for happiness in the nature from infinite eras however even after
doing labor since infinite period, happiness can still be not
accumulated.
Several types of fear are there even today itself. It is like that
seeing other persons, one person collected millions billion rupees,
collected many types of cars, servants, factories, now to take out
its expenditure he keeps thinking to earn millions billion rupees to
manage them so that they won’t get snatched. Like that the human
soul has got this body. Till then in order to manage this body and
for arranging its food, clothing and shelter, continuously is burning
to find happiness in the river like sexual desire, anger, greed,
affection, ego and expectation-hunger, worry, form, extract, touch,
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smell, word etc. Where he is finding in the river by actions from
last so many births, see while walking on the spiritual path for a
birth then its benefit is much that biggest worldly pleasures will not
be able to stay for more than one to ten minutes. After that it starts
moving in decreasing order but the number of pages a person
reads during this education, the study from next page beings in the
next birth. During this birth as well the great personalities and
Guru Granth Sahib keep us under their monitoring and places in
the form of rest room of heaven till the next birth occurs. Therefore,
be attached with the great personalities and not bothering on their
scolding or appreciation, whatever they tell us about the spiritual
method and make us do review, we have to completely abide that
and now we have reached to eternal blissful conscious form which
has been explained in the previous pages, moving further to that
when we worship with equality and even realization while sitting in
our eternal blissful conscious form, then the pleasure like world
will be illuminated inside and outside us. Firstly for some time
worship that world with eternal blissful conscious meaning complete
concentration of equal, balanced vision and balanced mind, psyche
power and knowledge pleasure and love and theoretical
knowledge, body power, energy element is of art. From that only
we worship while considering that county as live timeless being
and slowly while coming in minute form our eternal blissful conscious
body will also be gripped, then after worshipping here for some
time, love will be exchanged with the inspirer sitting inside and
outside.
But all this will happen only with the flowers of equal, balance
and knowledge. Here illusion cannot enter. Because of which here
no natural design, color or shape does not exist. Now here that
human soul will be completely filled up with seven arts and will
become celestial character and body, following which it progresses
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by forming its subsequent births on any earth. In which giving
celestial love to God and taking celestial love from God to a greater
extent will be in the form which can lead us to 64.
As Dhanna Jatt tried to show Shri Krishna’s character to the
Pandits, then Shri Krishna said that they do not have this much
earning however they do my prayers and worship regularly then
said to Dhanna Jatt that I am grazing your holy service like cows
and doing so much work for you, tell me why am I doing this.
Then Dhanna Jatt said that what earning do I have which there
Pandits do not have? Then Shri Krishna asked to catch his stick
then he’ll show. When Dhanna jatt grasped the stick, he was shown
how big mountain of bones and skeletons was there, then Shri
Krishna told that for these many births you have worshipped to
get me and Meera remain unaffected even after drinking the poison,
then also it was the result of feeling of her previous births high
state of severe meditation. You great personalities cannot meditate
while concentrating on the ten spiritual masters and Guru Granth
Sahib, that are live supreme father Lord besides being extremely
pure character. That on their own responsibility by holding our
finger make us inhabitant of that country through their spiritual
power, that country means the resident of timeless being country.
Note:
As in childhood the great personalities say that beware if
some girl thinks or gains information about any boy and some boy
thinks or gains information about any girl. Those children when
become young, the great personality says marry while seeing the
eligible match, which is opposite to celibacy. There when parents
go older after nurturing children and getting them married, then
the great personalities says those parents that what work do you
have here now, go to a forest and you can come to meet your
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children and grand children after a year or two, which is opposite
of opposite. Gave birth to children, then got them married and
now leaving them have to go to the forest. Now in forest, husband
and wife worship together then the great personality comes and
asks what relation do you share will each other that you live
together? Then one said that I am his religious wife and the other
said that I am her husband. Then the great personality asked them
not to live under the ignorance. No one being someone else
husband or wife, every human soul only and only because of being
an element of that divine soul only with that relation is there and
any other soul does not have relation with the other soul. Like in
the last incident as the age progresses, knowledge and order
received opposite with which that human soul gets to meet with
the divine soul. Like that great personalities and Santly people
changes or strategy, way and method while seeing our mind’s
purity, concentration and subtleness. That is why we should not
suspect on it. Any type of worldly education first demands only
devotion, if the one taking medicine uses his mind that why not I
should get well by drinking full bottle at one time rather than having
one teaspoon morning-evening for next 6 days. Means we should
follow the strategy given by great personalities having complete
devotion.
As three paths to reach Object Enjoyed, passive enjoyer
and Prerikaaram like divine are told previously- simple path
devotional love path, and knowledge path.
Three different ways at tried to reach the divine like in this
way to reach eternal blissful conscious form from divine , first
method has been told in previous pages in which method 1 is
written.
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Method (2)
When we reach till causal body after finishing off destination
of path, chant devotional song for that causal body for 10 minutes
while knowing our self , after that worship here for 10 minutes
while considering this causal world as live God and bowing head,
worship the inspirer sitting inside for 10 minutes. If this can be
done for two and a half to three hours, it’s good. Otherwise at
least do it for half an hour daily in a day. Keep on doing all three
for equal time, a tie will come when the object enjoyed, passive
enjoyer and Prerikaram will all be one , then we enter into super
consul body. Here if one hundredth billion part of glimpse falls on
this bony fleshy cage then it cannot be tolerated. Like this we will
reach in super consul country. First recognize this country.
Whatever time taken on the first day at the time of worship,
recognize your form on the second day again for the time at the
time of worship. Know and understand your inspirer on the third
day for all the time in worship. Then country on the fourth day,
own self on the fifth and inspirer on the sixth day, then again a time
will come in which you will feel like the first day when we entered
in the super consul body. But that was state of ignorance. But
today it is the state of knowledge where we country, me, inspirer
are being known while being one form. Following this, our great
personality and spiritual master will make us enter in their country
that is known as divine. Its name is also truth; here natural light of
sun, moon etc. will not be there. Here experienced light will be
there. Worship this country for 10 minutes considering this timeless
being according to the previous method and in next 10 minutes
worship while knowing your own self, then worship your inspirer
for 10 minutes who keeps zero movement, there is no movement
in these three as concentration is in our word because of which
conscious element is connected to our word like concentration.
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When these three in true world and the inspirer sitting inside
me unites, then some of our element chanting devotional songs
while feeling it will enter into the next country. We get entry into
the psyche’s country and God and enjoyable world in which same
vision like truth and sense like conscious element will be there.
When it identifies itself, worship this timeless Lord who is
everywhere while recognizing its vision like truth and movement
like psyche. Will worship this truth, psyche like country. After that
worship for 10 minutes identifying truth, psyche like character
and then inside you worship that truth psyche like inspirer, the
time devoted in a day, will divide 10 minutes each into country,
me and inspirer. A time will come when all three will become one.
There, will get entry into bliss like country. As practiced earlier,
likewise worship truth, psyche, and bliss like timeless Lord for 10
minutes. Then worship for 10 minutes while recognizing truth,
psyche, and bliss like me and then worship truth, psyche and bliss
like inspirer inside us for 10 minutes who is filled with extremely
tender love emotion. Now when these three will become one form
then understand that you have situated in this truth, psyche and
bliss like country. Here is the fourth stage of divine knowledge,
experience occurs in the third stage and self has to be situated
there at the fourth stage.
And it is mentioned in the Guruvani about the previous world:
Kaal Purakha Kee Dehi Mo Kottika Bisana Mahesa ||
Kott Eiandara Barahamaa Kite Rav Sas Karora Jalesa ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 490)

Raamakalee Mehalaa 5
Mehimaa Na Jaanehi Baedh ||
Brehamae Nehee Jaanehi Bhaedh ||
Avathaar Na Jaanehi Anth ||
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Paramaesar Paarabreham Baeanth ||1||
Apanee Gath Aap Jaanai ||
Sun Sun Avar Vakhaanai ||1|| Rehaao ||
Sankaraa Nehee Jaanehi Bhaev ||
Khojath Haarae Dhaev ||
Dhaeveeaa Nehee Jaanai Maram ||
Sabh Oopar Alakh Paarabreham ||2||
Apanai Rang Karathaa Kael ||
Aap Bishhorai Aapae Mael ||
Eik Bharamae Eik Bhagathee Laaeae ||
Apanaa Keeaa Aap Janaaeae ||3||
Santhan Kee Sun Saachee Saakhee ||
So Bolehi Jo Paekhehi Aakhee ||
Nehee Laep This Punn Na Paap ||
Naanak Kaa Prabh Aapae Aap ||4||25||36||
Note:
Special attention to be paid that this practice has to be carried
out in the presence of complete great personality else doing this
practice according to our wish does not gives an benefit, several
people are doing this practice as per their own mind’s wish but
no benefit was gained by them. For this reason no spiritual growth
occurs, the people who are doing this as per their own wish may
feel bliss but they do not cover their journey towards their
destination. They are roaming there only however doing in
proximity of great personalities, makes its direction like grace
whether he showers grace from words, sacrament, blessing or
from his vision.
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Health of body
Shivering of hands, weakness of nerves, such illness cures
with gold, this means, properly wash gold and silver together,
pour a glass of water in pure and clean utensil, warm properly.
When this water becomes 25 percent after boiling, then drink it.
The source of all illnesses is decreased digestive capacity
(Mandagni). Those who eat when hunger is less in body it also
becomes toxic, if the digestive capacity and hunger is go din body
then whatever we eats gets digested.
Weak nerves make impact on eyes as well.
Eat pistachio and almonds at night according to your hunger,
as it burdens kidney and increases cholesterol. Eating raw almonds
increases the stone. Do not eat American almonds as all nutrients
come out because of its heat. Almonds should be soaked ad then
eaten.
The ones who worship must eat the soaked almonds as it
makes Tarpaka Kapha (subdosha/ body fluid principle, tarpaka
kapha protects the delicate sinus tissue membrane) which maintains
the technique to calm the brains nerves and vessels.
The amount of turmeric we are eating currently in our food
should be doubled. It fills the wear and tear of inside and outside
body. It also acts as a disease antibiotic.
Eating garlic does not burn the throat. This keeps the blood
clean and thin, heart healthy, and also helps the kidney. Two cloves
of garlic in summers and four in winter should be eaten.
Every Saturday one teaspoon of thyme should be eaten with
warm water at night.
Sesame seed oil should never be used in new moon and full
moon.
The water of gold and silver contains almost all metals which
is a tonic.
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Ginger should not be eaten on Sunday.
On getting heart attack, hold and press the nail of smallest
finger due to which the air and fiber stuck in the vessels of heart
releases. The blood circulation works properly with it.
Indian gooseberry cures the problem of bile.
Eating spicy within two hours of drinking milk may result into
Leprosy. It can arise even from one to five or till ten years. That
means salty things should not be eaten with milk.
Cough should not be swallowed as it comes out by being
body’s garbage. Swallowing this leads body to do a labor again
for 24 to 36 hours.
Eating cucumber in greater amounts leads to pain in spine.
More pulses should be taken for the first twenty years. The
quantity of pulses and vegetables should be equal in next twenty
years. After that in the subsequent years that is between the age of
40 to 60, more vegetables should be eaten.
Season’s fruits and vegetables must be eaten. The sign of
season’s pulses and vegetables is that they are inexpensive and
easily available everywhere.
Take the heat of morning sun rays in front and at the back for
10 minutes as the bacteria of cholera which do not dies even in
boiling water gets destroyed in the sunlight rays of the morning
within 15-20 minutes.
Soak fruits and vegetables in water for 15-20 minutes so
that the maximum amount of spice with which fruits and vegetables
were ripe, comes out. Only this thing to keep in mind, that more
fluid fruit or vegetable has to retain in water for lesser time and the
less fluid a fruit or vegetable has, can be retained more in water.
If the milk gets digested then alright else it gives rise to fiber
and air, and if it gets digested then it even finishes fiber and air.
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Night’s food should be eaten 25 percent lesser so that it is
easy to wake in morning and mind concentrates in chanting. Dinner
should be taken at proper timing so that stomach cleanses before
sitting in devotional songs. Before sleeping if someone chants
devotional songs before then his anther few others are written
under devotion. For this reason sleep after recitation of at least 20
minutes.
Uncontrolled life breath increases the tension to control which
Pranayam (extension of life force) and Anulom-Vilom (alternate
nostril breathing) should be done.
Each boy and girl should wear their own dressing within their
limitations from which no deflection occurs in others mind.
Note:
1. Diner should be taken before the sun falls when possible.
As the night progresses, the hunger fire to digest food
decreases thereby.
2. Eating or drinking should never be done in darkness as it
has more bacteria in it.
3. Such food should be taken at least once in four-six months
which causes loose motions and let them come openly.
4. Non-concentration of mind, or unable to chant devotional
song or chant forcefully, its main reason is flatulence in
stomach raw juice or cough stuck in throat causes
problem which can be treated according to our calculation.
All these types of treatments are only of those on devotional
path. Even all treatments among them are not for all sa everyone’s
body is not alike. Few majorly have bile. Some eat more sugar,
some eat sourer and some eat spicier. Some are of ignorance
quality, some are of enjoyment quality and in some majorly is truth
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quality. Some live in cold place, some live at hot place and some
live near the ocean. Same is there in devotional way. Nerves dry
up. As Doctors tell us that some addiction is dry cold, some are
dry hot that means it is at least dry. Like this in this when words
scrubbing of words, meditation and feelings for purity occurs then
it is natural to dry up due to which the one with devotional path
seeing his health, kindly eat and also apply on head whatever
thinks is beneficial among milk, ghee, curd, butter meaning in white
color. Every treatment has to be done according to one’s body,
the quantity can be reduced. Try all these experiments in less
quantity. Do them if they increase or preserve the health of your
body. Their purpose is to not to obstruct our motive because of
any ailment of the body.
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Testimonials of Holy Disciples of Saint Maharaj Ji

TESTIMONIALS OF HOLY DISCIPLES OF
SANT MAHARAJ JI
Sant Maharaj ji often said that tricks and use of prosperityspiritual power are obstacles in the spiritual path. Their usage
hinders the way to meet God as the disciple considers him a doer
while using them which thereby arises ego in him. They used to
say that name, voice, devotional songs and worship seldom
develop few powers in a person in a natural manner however
using these powers only for show or to deify one, render these
powers as a play or stunt only. His belief was that if the common
public has to be diverted towards a special direction then the
great personalities have to make use of few powers, but they do
not use such powers to establish their ego or to make influence of
being doer but to solve the complex mysteries of spiritualism of
masses. If any devotee by understanding their miracle talks to
them then Maharaj ji says that all this is because of God’s worship
grace, you should also pray to God and you will also be entitled
to the same. He never admits that he has done something rather
he says that all this is grace of God. This is the house of Guru
Nanak, here no one is big only God’s name is supreme.
Brother, it has to be taught to make someone chant his name.
If any follower insisted on asking then happily he tells that brother
seldom “we have to please our own people”.
Sant Maharaj ji have himself never told that he has done
some welfare of a special holy servant with some special miracle
but these mysteries were revealed gradually after Sant Maharaj ji
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left for his heavenly abode. As the holy servants of Sant Maharaj
ji gathered and revealed their individual experiences after his expiry,
likewise surprising experiences came ahead. Today standing at
this turn, it is repented that we kept on considering such spiritual
power as a common man. It is not possible to accurately state all
the instances related with Sant Maharaj ji but an attempt has been
made in this book to codify the individual experiences of their
holy servants with good intentions wherever possible. Following
are few incidences which are time and again asked by the holy
servants of Sant Maharaj ji and noted:

Emergence of Martyrs
This incident is of that time when Sant Maharaj ji were
meditating deeply on the bank of Sodhi pond. He made his hut
below the Jand karir tree. There was no home nearby till distance.
Sand from the nearby dunes used to irritate eyes, but Sant Maharaj
ji remain engrossed in his meditation, they remain careless. The
gossip started in the area people about this that some great
personality is doing deep meditation on the pond. Few disciples
started coming to visit him with the passage of time. When Maharaj
ji comes out of meditation, he talked about spiritualism with his
followers.
Sodi pond is a place where now 'Gurudwara Shahidan' is
constructed.
This place is between Panjgrayian and Village Bapla. The
history tells that life of around 35,000 Sikh men and women were
sacrificed when big massacre occurred. There was probably no
family rendered unaffected by this religious war. This place is near
to the place of big massacre. It has been said that Sant Maharaj ji
used to tell about these martyrs when followers started coming to
him. One day a follower asked that whether you have seen these
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martyrs? On this he kept mum and did not speak. But he repeatedly
insisted and demanded to have a glimpse of the martyrs. Maharaj
ji shirked but he remained adamant. Finally Sant Maharaj ji said
“Alright brother. Come to me on the morning of next full moon
night and we will let you see the martyrs”.
On the morning of full moon light, this follower set out for the
place of Sants. In those days, the path was not clear as today. Lot of
turns has to be taken from the road. High sand dunes were there.
When this holy beloved was nearby the Sant’s place, then suddenly
cool breeze started flowing. The color of sky was also not appearing
as before. Sun was not risen yet. Sound of unworldly holy chants
began coming from distance. Along with he heard the chant of
“Bole so Nihaal”. At a distance few young men dressed in white
were seen in the direction of field, there was a glow on their faces.
That follower was feeling surprised but he thought that these horse
riders must be some travelers and the sound of this holy chanting
might be coming from the distant village Gurudwara. While walking,
this follower reached to Maharaj ji. Sant ji sat in meditation at that
time. When that follower joined his hands and greeted Sant Maharaj
ji then Maharaj ji said, “Brother have you had a glimpse of martyrs”
but the follower refused. When Sants remind him off the horse
riding people on the way, then he said yes he met them. Then they
said, “Brother, they were the martyrs only which were going for
holy chanting after taking bath from the pond.”
The follower was totally overwhelmed to see this miracle.

Increase in the food served
One day a Singh donated two hundred and fifty rupees for
sacrament. The cook prepared a serving of two and a half kilos.
What happened was that Sant Maharaj ji was chanting. Whenever
he used to chant, it positively affect the ambience of nearby
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surroundings as well, a unique atmosphere develops at all four
sides. Respectfully his tones were heard from all sides. Even in
the wilds of sand dunes sweet sound of chants were noticeable.
Few stranger travelers were passing through the abode were drawn
inside. They thought that they should visit the Sant who is doing
such sweet chanting and prayers. They came and seated. There
was already big gathering of followers. A lot of time had passed.
As the chanting continued, gathering also increased. At the time of
food service, many cattle grazers also joined having food along
with the followers. When Langri Singh was preparing food, he
did not even realized that disciples will increase to this extent.
Langri Singh got flummoxed. He was thinking that if all holy
disciples will not get sacrament, then spiritual master’s home will
be defamed much. Singhs requested unto the holy feet of Maharaj
ji stating that the food serving has been prepared insufficient and
we have to serve food from the serving itself. Sant Maharaj ji
gave his words “Do not worry. Maharaj would set everything
right.” After saying this, Maharaj ji covered the lid of food serving
with one of his neck scarf. All the holy disciples ate till full stomach
but the food did not finished. The food serving went for hours
continuously. Langri Singh distributed plates full of food. After
apse of sufficient time, Langri Singh requested Sant ji that
everybody had food but yet the sacrament is not finished. Then
Maharaj ji said that try to uncover the food serving and check.
When Singhs removed the cloth from serving, the vessel was
completely empty.

Baba Balkar Singh ji
Now current Sant Baba Balkar Singh ji came under the aegis
of Sants recently then few unnatural weaknesses were occupying
him. He was told not to do anything but only say that get us released
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by asking Maharaj ji. We are ready to do all favours of yours.
These unnatural weaknesses did not possessed power to come in
front of Maharaj ji but Sant Balkar Singh was terrified from these
being a young age child. On one day he told Maharaj ji that Sants
have seen from their celestial vision that some unnatural
weaknesses comes to him and among them, most influential is of
Indra Singh. Those unnatural powers also requested to do their
welfare and get us released from this species. After that it is
unknown what happened to them but Maharaj ji told Baba Balkar
Singh ji that these unnatural powers will not trouble you anymore.
Truly those unnatural powers were not seen thereafter.
The holy disciple visiting here believes that several sorrows
of miserable people are released at this place. The curious seekers
believe that several unsatisfied souls still moves around this earth.
When they meet some Singh or if they get to know that some
Singh is going towards the spiritual master’s home, they walk with
them. Instead of troubling the followers on the way, they rather
help them requesting to get them salvation from Maharaj ji.

Mitthu Pandit
One Mithu Pandit, son of a pandit, of village Panjgrahiyan
used to do service of playing drum, but he did not had any child at
home. One day this thought came into his mind that I do a lot of
service for Sants, I prepare sacraments from my own hands and
serve however the Sants have not given any fruit to me in return.
He pleaded in front of Sant ji for not giving him any fruit.
On this Sant ji laughed and told that “O Brahmin, you want
us to give you two sons” and he gave him two apples. At present,
Mithu pandit has two sons.
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Bhai Swarn Singh (Ludhiana)
Sardar Swaran Singh was the true follower of spiritual
master’s home. Around seventeen-eighteen years ago, his mother
started being unwell and depressed ever. She was admitted to
CMC Ludhiana twice but there was no improvement. His mother
was completely non-believer of God. She used to make fun of
spiritual master home and those who go to spiritual master home,
but her own son was a follower of the spiritual master. His mother
also refrain him to go to the spiritual master’s home. After seeing
the deteriorating condition of mother day by day, people started
saying that she is possessed by unnatural powers, but the actual
disease was unknown, There Swaran Singh ji pleaded unto the
holy feet of Sants that please shower your grace on my mother
and get her well. Sant ji made him understand while laughing, “
Bhai nothing has happened to Mata ji, go and fetch her.” Mata ji
was brought. Sant said that Mata ji this is the home of Guru Nanak
ji . Do not consider it as abode of any sage. With complete devotion
enchant the name of God for two and a half hours daily for forty
day and you will be alright. Nothing has happened to you. It has
been said that only eighteen days passed doing this and she was
totally recovered.

Bhai Lal Singh
As told earlier that words given by Virakt ji comes true. One
day a thought struck in Virakt ji’s mind to send Lal Singh to Dhablan
Sahib to know the well being of His Holiness. When Lal Singh
came he asked him “Bhai you must go to Dhablan, as my mind is
upset.”
Lal Singh said the truth. In the morning he went home but
due to some urgent work at home, he could not go. When he
went to Sant ji in the evening, Sant ji was standing in the dungeon.
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On seeing, said Lal Singh, “tell the message of my beloved? “ Lal
Singh folded his hands and pleaded that Maharaj ji I was not able
to go there. On this, he immediately changed his sight. He said at
that time, “You were sent somewhere but you did not go. Do you
have fever?” Only after saying this that al Singh got fever. He
could not get up from the need for a month because of this fever.
One day his wife said, “Maharaj ji you have placed him on bed, if
something happens to him what will happen to these children after
him?” On this Maharaj ji said, “Mai you don’t worry.” He has
never said no to any work, but when I specifically asked him to
go to His Holiness, he was not able to go. I am making him
stronger; you do not worry at all. He is our beloved and we love
him. We will not harm him.” One day condition of Lal Singh
deteriorated. Seeing this Shriman ji said “Please have mercy on
him. He has suffered a lot in this one month. On this Virakt ji said,
“Mahatama ji he had to suffer for four years, but we have finished
it in one month.” Now nothing can happen to him. Lal Singh could
not even talk due to the weakness because of this illness. His
family members remain worried but Maharaj ji used to say that
nothing will happen to him; he will get well on his own. One day
Maharaj ji said “Get up and sit Lal Singh, what happened to you?”
The only delay was saying this and Lal Singh started getting well
from that day. When he was completely recovered then on one
day His Holiness and Lal Singh were sitting together. Sant Maharaj
ji started telling other great personalities while laughing that we
have to play more with Lal Singh, we had almost brought him on
one side, and then Lal Singh said Maharaj ji please forgive me as
I had forgotten. Maharaj ji patted Lal Singh and said, “Lal Singh
if you want to fix on the mark, then it has to be analyzed by keeping
your vision on the material. You are my old holy servant. We are
not angry from you, we are extremely happy from you. Bhai when
a sage is angry from his servant then it is his good omen. Engross
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yourself in your service and devotion.” Virkat ji never put his
followers in difficulty.

Doctor Kapoor
There is one Doctor Kapoor in the Paaliya town of Lakhimpur
district. He is a very renowned doctor. He has that magic in his
hands that whose treatment he started, gets well and his disease
finishes off within a few days. People of the area, be Hindu, or Sikh
considers him a good doctor, he is gentleman from his behavior as
well. One day when for the first time, Sant Maharaj ji developed
heart problem then the holy company took Maharaj ji also to the
clinic of Doctor Kapoor. When doctor placed stethoscope to Sant
ji, he heard sound of Satnaam Waheguru but at that time the situation
was of emergency, he started doing the treatment as soon as possible
but he understood internally that he is surely some great personality.
After few days, when he visited Mahatama ji at his abode, he asked
about the Sant by seeing the picture of Sant Ishar Singh ji? Maharaj
ji told that he is Sant Ishar Singh ji Maharaj from Rare Sahib. Then
he got very surprised and said when you got ill and came to my
clinic, on that night this Sant appeared into my dream and said that
there should not be any deficiency in your treatment.
Doctor Kapoor became very surprised on seeing the same
picture in the room of Sant Maharaj ji. Doctor Kapoor earlier
had two daughters, and desired for a son as well.
Sant Maharaj ji has showered such grave that now he has a
son too. Doctor was so much impressed from Sant Maharaj ji
that he said that till now, he has not seen any sage equivalent to
Sant Maharaj ji. Doctor told that Maharaj ji had given him a watch.
Whenever I pray while wearing that watch, my work is fulfilled.
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Bhai Wazir Singh (U.P.)
When Sant Maharaj ji gave discourse while going U.P, a
Singh named Wazir Singh used to daily come to hear the discourse.
On one day he was crossing by the home of Sardar Karam Singh
of Piparia Karam village, the legally wedded wife of Karam Singh
was standing in front. Wazir Singh when asked the well being of
children, then Bibi said what to ask brother, we all are extremely
unhappy. There is no intelligent doctor, Brahmin, Sant or sage is
not left for us who can treat us. We have seen visiting many places;
our house is in pitiable condition. There is only bricks in house,
rest nothing is there. Wazir Singh when heard the sad story of
Bibi, he said “brother, I know one Sant who can help you out.”
Bibi said let me have a glimpse of him. Wazir Singh walked towards
Balpur to the abode of Sant Maharaj ji carrying along the Bibi
with him. Along with Bibi’s elder son Daljeet was also there. When
they reached there, they get to know that Sant’s health is little
disturbed. Daljeet Singh said that we did not feel like eating the
sacrament even. We were eager to meet Sant Maharaj ji as soon
as possible. We were sitting sadly when Sant ji indicated and
called us near him. We were not able to tell the misery, only went
on crying. Sant Maharaj ji on his own understood the miserable
story and said a while after closing the eyes that “It’s alright brother,
Wahe Guru will set everything right. You clearly tell what your
grievance is.” Then Mata ji started telling her story.
She told, in my maternal home, an oil lamp in the name of
wishful snake was lit. This snake has given a lot many things to our
house. Sometimes I also used to light this oil lamp. , I stopped
lighting this lamp when the children grew young. After my marriage,
this snake came to Pipariya Karam and ruined my maternal home
completely. My only brother who was very educated, he also
expired in an accident. Parents also passed away. Entire home
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was destroyed. This wishful snake filled Pipariya Karam mai’s
house with happiness. But bad times come without an invitation.
Sardar Karam Singh does not believe in the talks of Mata ji. One
day Mai went somewhere. Sardar Karam Singh saw a snake. He
tried to kill the snake with weapon, it divided from middle. Only
from that day, devastation started at home. Each member of family
started having one problem or the other.
After hearing all these talks, Sant ji said Bibi, “God’s worship
is the only means to get rid of all problems.” Whatever we face in
this birth is the outcome of our own deeds. Only purify our actions,
remaining all works will be carried out automatically. Maharaj ji
told them that you do enchanting for two and half hours daily for
forty days in the morning so that God removes all your miseries
on his own by showering his grace over your home. We can only
pray, your problems will only be solved by God. They requested
Sant Maharaj ji to hold discourse at their home and purify their
home. Maharaj ji hold discourse and as he started preaching, all
their difficulties started going off slowly. The entire family started
chanting and worship according to the dictates of Sant ji and got
connected with spiritual master whole heartedly.
One day after holding the discourse, Sant ji was having rest
in his place, the disciples had sacrament. It was around 2 am at
night. Whole family of Sant Karam Singh was busy in their work,
all of a sudden, a pant coat clad man, who was bleeding from his
mouth, came to their house and pointed towards the cottage of
Sant ji and said “I want to go there.” But family member of Karam
Singh did not want someone to disturb the Sant ji at that time.
They stopped him and he said, I have met an accident and police
is after me, let me go. When Sardar Baljeet Singh saw his face, it
was covered with blood. They did not let him go towards Sant ji,
but send him in the other direction. Next day they got to know
there was no accident on that road at all. The entire incidence was
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narrated to Sant ji and then Sant ji told Karam Singh’s wife Bibi
that mother, he was your brother. He did not attained salvation,
now he is released.
Bhai Gurdip Singh earlier did not believed in Sants being
educated. One day when Sants shown him a glimpse of ten gurus,
only then he realized that Sant ji has integrated with Guru sahib.
This is nothing but the glory of Sants. This type of glimpse has also
been experienced by other natives of U.P as well. After this, Karam
Singh’s family developed indeterminate faith in the voice of Sants
with their inspiration. Today there is Sant’s fixed dungeon in the
house of Karam Singh, where sometime Sants have performed
the holy songs. According to Sardar Baljeet Singh, Sant ji used to
meditate in this dungeon throughout the day, without mothering
for summer or winters. At times, Sardar Baljeet Singh used to
cover the roof of this cottage and pour water on it so that Sant ji
will not be disturbed by the heat.
Now full grace of Sant Maharaj ji is there on this family.
One day son of Baljeet Singh came under the tractor but
nothing happened to him. When that boy was taken to doctor, the
doctor was not ready to believe that such a heavy tractor had
crushed him. The family believes that the life of the boy has been
saved by the grace of Sant Maharaj Ji. Else how can one survive
after being crushed by such a heavy thing?
A similar incidence occurred when another son of this family
fell down in biogas plant and remained there for long period. No
one expected his survival however nothing happened to him with
the blessings of Sant Maharaj ji.
Sant Maharaj’s discourse often held at night only. There is
lot of noiselessness in this area at night. In U.P when almost all
people are attending the discourse, then normally the possibility
of theft increases. It has been said that when all people are in
discourse, then he himself watch guards the homes of disciples.
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Even if someone attempts to steal, then it is told that thieves used
to see some person dressed in white, seeing who the thieves leave
without stealing. There are other evidences which prove that so
much grace of Sant Maharaj ji is there on the devotees of this
area. Due to such miracles, the faith of inhabitants of surrounding
areas of Puranpur increased day by day.

Mata Jaswant Kaur
Mata Jaswant Kaur is the resident of Uday Karanpur.
She is in the service of Sant ji from last fifteen to sixteen years.
Her house is being attacked by some external force. Domestic
animals of house started dying.
Family members are keeping ill. Situation of house turned
from bad to worse. Whenever someone told about the place where
the problem can be solved, they went to that place. Then this
family came in contact with Sant Maharaj ji. Mata Jaswant Kaur
requested Sant Maharaj ji. A quality of Sant Maharaj ji is that he
does not consider himself a doer. Instead, he asked to perform
chanting when any miserable person approaches him. All the
problems can be removed by chanting. All the family members
were told this. When the family started chanting according to Sant
ji, then once Mata ji dreamed that all her family members are
covered in white sheet. All of a sudden a witch appeared there.
She pushed Sant Maharaj ji also. But after a while Sant Maharaj
ji badly beaten that witch and she left the house forever and after
that the family members lived happily.
One day Mata Jaswant Kaur met an accident. When taken
to hospital, Maharaj ji gave a glimpse to Mata ji and said “your
death bed has turned into a flower bed”. Now convey thanks to
God and chant his name. Like this on one day, Jaswant Kaur’s
husband’s hand came under a truck filled with sugarcane but when
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seen, his hand was unaffected. This family believes that all this is
because of the grace of Sant Maharaj ji. Else if a trolley of fifty
quintals crosses over someone then how come his hand is saved?
It was some curse on the land of Pipariya Karam village that
few external forces exist there which used to create a variety of
problems to the people of this area. Here Sant Maharaj ji showed
several miracles that happiness started dwelling in that place instead
of unhappiness. However, Sant Maharaj ji do not play any magic
but with the practice of God’s worship and name voice, he showed
the way to disciples to come out of the miseries.
They never used to say that their sorrows are removed by
Sant Maharaj ji but only say that God’s worship is so powerful
that it can remove anyone’s sorrows. They never placed their
disciples in illusion, never even said that whatever happened has
been done by him, but only used to say that this house belongs to
Guru Nanak, here every problem is treated with the tip of Guru
Nanak and the way towards that tip initiates from God’s devotional
songs and holy service. This story is of several families and not
one family which came in contact with Sant Maharaj ji. Their
problems were of different kinds but all the problems were treated
with one medicine by Sant Maharaj ji and that is prayer and holy
service only. There are many such instances which signify that
whenever any person in difficulty approaches Sant Maharaj ji,
and reveals his problem then Sant Maharaj ji used to say “Bhai
chant and prayer for forty days in the morning, God will set
everything right.” (Chaliya is to get up early in the morning with
purity of mind and body to chant and after completion of forty
days, go and pay tribute to the Guru Granth Sahib.). He got the
chaliya completed in forty days without any disturbance. Using
this technique, he got many people attached to Guru Granth Sahib
by removing the pains and sorrows.
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Once it is said a disciple came from Vanganj. This follower’s
name was Budh Singh. His son was extremely ill. Doctors left the
hope of his survival. Bhai Budh Singh became distressed and came
to Sant Maharaj ji and requested Maharaj ji to save his child and
shower grace upon him. After being silent for a while, Maharaj ji
asked him to pray before the God, he will set everything right. He
asked him to get up early and chant using proper technique for
forty days. As the name prayers started, the boy started recovering.

Bhai Buta Singh
In the year 1988, Sardar Buta Singh’s family requested to
invite Sant Maharaj ji at their home. This family is a big devotee of
Sant Maharaj ji. While going Sant Maharaj ji observed that there
is no proper way to reach their home. The rough alley which goes
towards the home was a stray path till many kilometers to the
forest. It was difficult for a lone traveler to pass through that
passage. The condition worsened during the rainy days. Sant
Maharaj ji really liked that place after visiting their home as it was
a lonely place for chanting. This family made a small cottage for
Sant Maharaj ji. Sant Maharaj ji started living in this hatched
cottage. One day Sant ji was about to hold Shakriya Dewan, so
he told a disciple brother Resham Singh, “Bhai put soil at the
bank of forest to make a passage”. Resham Singh agreed to
execute the task however started thinking that where to put the
soil as there is no place at all. Still following him, placed the soil.
Many homes collectively made the passage by putting soil at the
side of forest. After that they gave application for a well built road.
That also got approved. Only 27 roads were approved for
Puranpur Tehsil from Lucknow of which that was one. The road
construction survey committee did not approve this road as there
was no adjacent village touching it. They sent report to cancel the
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approval of construction of this road but again after a few days,
the order of its construction came from Lucknow. When higher
officials again came for survey in this are, they told Bhai Buta
Singh, that they tried hard not to get this road constructed but
God knows what power gets it approved again and again. Bhai
Buta Singh showed higher officials the cottage of Sant Maharaj ji
and told that brother, we have only this power with whose grace
this road is constructed.
Those officials got very surprised and bowed their head
towards that cottage.

Bhai Pyara Singh of Nurmahal
Sardar Pyara Singh is the resident of village Shyampur
Jalandhar. He spent a distress life before meeting Sant Maharaj ji.
According to him if he had not met Sant Maharaj ji then everything
would have been destroyed till now. His story started many years
ago. There was a hole of snakes near his house. A lady put fire in
the hole which burnt the hatchlings of snake. Consequently, the
buffalo’s milk dried up. When asked from someone, it was
suggested that pour milk in the hole for forty days, lit oil lamp so
that hole goes into the well. They followed the same. The hole
went to well. Everything was set right. Younger brother Resham
Singh also got a job.
After a passage of time, they planned to construct home over
the well. See the destiny, the place where snake hole was situated
was appropriate to make the home. The household people were
not ready to dig the hole but their maternal uncle told to dig the
snake hole. As such the place is useless, so it’s better to demolish
the snake hole. When snake hole was demolished, a snake came
out of it which was killed by the old lady. After some time, the
maternal uncle passed away. Reverse order started at the home.
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Several incidents occurred at home after the death of maternal
uncle. Conditions worsened at home. Brother also lost his job.
The entire family started living in distress. A brother went to
Germany, but got ill there only. Afterwards, they themselves write
their story which is as follows:We met Sant Maharj ji for the first time at the place of Sardar
Buta Singh in Damgadi. We requested them that we are very
unhappy. He asked us to openly reveal our problem. We told the
entire story to Maharaj ji. We had met several Sants and sages
before meeting him. As the way Maharaj ji heard our story, any
Sant or sage rarely listened to our story like that. My brother was
not getting relief from anywhere. We have not left any wise person
in Punjab, but to no relief. Someone told us about a woman in
Hoshiarpur who can treat him, we also fetched her. She said I’ll
set him alright and the snake will surely abide me, but I need
Rupees five thousand. She started taming the snake. Entire troop
was with her. They all sat for two hours but no effect was seen.
That lady lost. Finally she said he cannot be alright. If someone
sets him right in the whole world, do let me know. She said if
snake has not abided her, then it will not abide anyone else as
well. We became more disappointed. Several other wise men
tried but of no use. At last, we approached Sant ji. We told them
that we visited several places, but did not get relief and now we
are disappointed. Maharaj ji laughingly said, “Try pouring more
milk.” They said Maharaj ji we are now tired; now you please
shower your grace. Maharaj ji said that we will not let you spend
anything. You only utter this word five times after me. We five
times that major spell after him. Then he said pray this word after
taking bath and washing hairs for forty days in the morning.
Following his word, I started doing prayer for forty days. The
effect started from that day onwards. It was only Sant Maharaj ji
who showed mustard growing on the hands.
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The reality needs no proof. We consider him equivalent to
God. We feel that whether he is not exiting physically with us
however it’s our belief that he has gone nowhere. He is standing
besides us in every happiness or sadness and helping us.

Welfare of the evil spirit in Kuthala
Nothing remains hidden from Sant Maharaj ji. He was
knower of all. One day a follower of Village Kuthala requested
Sant ji to hold dimple path since he was having several difficulties
at his home. Maharaj ji asked his holy servant Harjeet Singh to
enlighten that disciples’s home. When Harjeet Singh started praying
while going at his home, then his mother started saying that do this
prayer without telling Sant ji as I have to get my brother benefited
of it. When Bhai Harjeet Singh completed that prayer, then the
old lady’s brother who died long back stood besides the dungeon
of Sant Maharaj ji. He was only wearing the underwear. Sant ji
asked him what brought him here. He was asking Maharaj ji to
do his welfare. Sant Maharaj ji immediately stood up from the
chair and asked him to leave the door. Then he told Maharaj ji
that, “he is brother of the old lady of Kuthala whose home you
have organized the discourse. Your servant has prayed for my
salvation. That is why I have come. I believe that only you can do
my welfare.” Maharaj ji called harjeet Singh and asked him, Harjeet
Singh told the truth. Maharaj ji called the old lady and asked why
not you told earlier, your brother was standing naked in front of
me. He was only wearing the underwear. Maharaj ji told all his
marks. The old lady started crying and said that my brother
committed suicide after jumping from the bridge of Jadali canal;
he was only wearing underwear at that time. Maharaj ji said he
has attained salvation and will not trouble anyone now.
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Ardas for the drought
Once it was the time of Bade Sant Maharaj ji Ishar Singh’s
anniversary from Rara. The holy disciples started its preparation
long back. The rainfall was very scanty for a year. The condition
of drought emerged all around. Most of disciples of Sant Maharaj
ji do farming because of which they were very disappointed. Here
due to the anniversary approaching, more disciples were required
at the home of spiritual master. Because of less electricity service,
the holy servants have to stay at their fields only. The followers
adopted serial order to perform services in spiritual master’s home.
On one day Sant Maharaj ji asked simply, “brother, why all
disciples do not turn up? Simultaneously taunted while saying that
perform the holy service whole heartedly else keep doing your
own work only. On this Bhai Jarnail Singh Jaildar stood up. He
replied with low voice that Maharaj ji, how to perform the service?
There is no rainfall. If it rains, take as much service you want. Sant
Maharaj ji said, “Rain is no big deal”. Then pointing towards Guru
Granth Sahib, he said that request in front of Guru Granth Sahib
and rains will definitely come.
This incident was of around 12’o clock. The bell for food
rang at 12:30. Follower Singhs took five baths. Singh Bhai Jarnail
Singh, Bhai Ravinder Kumar, Bhai Sarvan Singh, Bhai Baljinder
Singh, Bhai Kulwant Singh etc. offered prayers in the Darbar Sahib.
Nature performed miracle and after some time, heavy rains
showered. There was knee deep water everywhere. Followers
were stunned to see the miracle of Sant Maharaj ji.

Bhai Dalbir Singh (U.P.)
Learned Dalbir Singh resident of village Katpur (Pilibhit) told
his experiences and there were changes in his outlook since the
time he started attending the spiritual discourses at Karam Singh’s
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house at Village Pipariya Karam. The servant started going in the
holy company because of very good relations with the family. This
is why Bhai Baljeet Singh placed me on the security of Maharaj ji.
Great personalities also called me as guard many times, at that
time there was no limit of my happiness. On one day three
integrated discourse has to be organized at the home of Baljeet
Singh that is why I was assigned the duty of Japuji sahib. Along
with the prayers, the discourse also goes at the night. One day
two comrade brothers requested to hear the preaching in holy
company. At that time they started speaking against Maharaj ji.
Started saying why Sants let us bow down. If some young woman
attired silky clothes comes to visit Sants, does it not arises the
feeling of lust and attraction in their mind? It raised suspicions in
the mind of holy servants. It is rightly said that bad company makes
its impact faster, but Sant Maharaj ji was aware of everything. He
got to know the weakness of holy servant from his vision and
treated this on his own while stressing this issue in the discourse.
On the second day of preaching, I realized that I am very
happy. The reason of happiness was unknown. My body does
not feel any fatigue. Body appears light like a flower. The distance
from my home to Baljeet Singh’s residence was around fifteen to
twenty minutes. I have to go on duty at night. At times, the travelling
time ends even before I started from home and I was unaware.
This was grace of Sant only. He only knows this.
Another change took place when I got to serve the body of
Baba ji. Touching him for the first time was such an experience
which cannot be expressed in words. It can only be felt. I felt that
worldly lust and glamour cannot draw my attention towards it.
Even if the most beautiful worldly fairies walk in front of him, it will
not make any effect over my mind. A different kind of extract
filled in my mind which is not even exemplary. I felt as if the master
of entire world, the King. A moment of that bliss cannot be received
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in exchange of that bliss. I had lost control of myself. It was 8 at
night, my subtle body started flying thousands mile in the sky leaving
behind my physical body. Suddenly, a thought struck that I will
expire one day. But what will happen t my wife and children?
Then immediately I came back to my body. Then I woke up my
wife and told her that she would not discuss worldly issues with
me nor she will criticize others else I am rising above. Then I
narrated everything to Bhai Baljeet Singh, then to Sant Maharaj
ji. He told, “Brother, these things are not to be told to all. Then
that experience stopped happening. After that it happened only
once or twice but it was clear that follower’s belief strengthened
in him. Now I think he was equivalent to God or say God itself. It
is difficult to say anything about him.
One Babaji’s discourse was held in Pilibhit. I was sleeping at
my home. It was around 2 am at night when I felt that Babaji is
standing besides my pillow and asking me to wake up since it is
the time of name prayers. I got up and sit. When I told this to my
wife, she said your consciousness at the time of sleeping might be
lying in him because of which such dream came. He woke me up
in same way on the second day as well. He hit my bed with stick
and said, “Get up and pray the name Bhai” We have taken the
service to wake you up? This voice of Maharaj ji was heard loud
and clear.
Then I told this to my wife. She said that indeed this is grace
of Maharaj ji on you. If he now comes, request him to give a
glimpse. On the third day also he hit the stick on to my bed and
loudly said get up and chant devotional songs. It’s time for prayer.
We have not taken the service to wake you up daily. On that day
only Bhai Baljeet Singh and Bhai Mangal Singh told me that Babaji
is holding the discourse at Pilibhit and remembering you and
enquiring why the guard does not come to the discourse.
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One day a medicine reacted to the holy servant. I felt as if
flames of fire are coming out of my body. I was admitted with Dr.
Talwar at Pilibhit. After some time the Doctor answered that there
is no hope for his survival. After that I was taken to Dr.
S.K.Agarwal. I got well. Now it is a fact for world that I was
saved by Dr Agarwal but the reality is something else. What
happened is that when I was taken from home till the way to
hospital, on one side Sant Ranjeet Singh Virakt and at the other
side Sant Variyam Singh ji and Biji continuously visited me and
remaining with me throughout.
Once upon a time Sant Maharaj ji were going to hold discourse
in U.P. He was travelling in car with Baba Baljeet Singh and one
other great personality. Maharaj ji while pointing finger towards a
broken road asked them to “turn the car towards that direction.”
The followers sitting along with Maharaj ji were surprised of what
Maharaj ji is doing? But no one has courage to question. The driver
turned the car according to Maharaj ji. For the first 2-4 kilometers,
the way was well built, after that rough road started. Sant Maharaj
ji kept on pointing and car kept moving. After covering a long
distance, they reached a village.After reaching the village, Maharaj
ji asked to enquire the address of Svaran Singh.
An old lady was seen there. When asked from her, she told
that his home is still far. The old requested Maharaj ji to have tea.
Maharaj ji pointing his finger towards a fig tress told the lady, “Mai,
we will take rest here.” Down below the fig, Maharaj ji had water
and tea and then went on journey after returning. Seeing the
opportunity, the followers questioned Maharaj ji, Maharaj ji what
was this pageant? Then Maharaj ji told, “Bhai, in the ages of mankind,
a sage used to worship under this fig tree. Although he worshipped
a lot but his instincts were controlled by greed and lust and his spirit
kept wandering here.” He was wandering here for last so many
eras. Today I was directed by Sant Ishar Singh, Rare wale to help
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attain salvation that is why we went here. Now he has attained
salvation. Bhai we had gone there to fulfill our duties.”

Sacrificing body by Sant Kishan Singh ji
This incident belongs to year 1989. Maharaj ji had gone to
have a glimpse of Rara Sahib. Chair of Sant Baba Kishan Singh
was kept there. The time limit of that chair was over. In spite of
Ardali Singh ‘s request, Baba was not going in then he thought to
cover the curtain. When Ardali was about to put the curtain down,
car of Virakt ji came inside the hallway. Baba Kishan Singh ji
Maharaj asked Khalsa ji to stop for a moment. He started saying
Premi Singh Maharaj ji (Virakt) that I was not aware of your
arrival. Maharaj ji was not getting up. Sant Baba Virakt ji greeted
Baba ji. Baba ji then loudly said, “You have come.” Following
this, Ardali Singh took Baba ji inside. After that when Sant Maharaj
ji went to have food, and then Baba Kishan Singh called. Then
Bhai Pratap Singh called and asked Virakt ji to come in. Maharaj
ji is calling.
Sant ji came back and sat near Baba ji and Bhai Pratap Singh
stating giving massage to Baba ji. After that when Virakt ji was
about to leave, Baba ji called him and Virakt ji sat there with his
eyes towards the ground. Baba Kishan Singh ji when again pointed
towards Sant Maharaj ji then Ardali Singh said, “Virakt ji you are
being called by Baba ji.” When Maharaj came closer, Baba ji
kept his hand over his head. After that Sant maharaj ji again made
gesture. If any other follower came closer, then Maharaj ji said,
“he, not you.”This gesture was for baba Balkar singh. Baba ji
called him near and kept hand over his head. After this, he blessed
other followers who came along with Virakt ji.
After that it is unknown why Sant Maharaj ji looked sad. He
had given time to the holy disciples in U.P but he did not want to go.
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Internally Virakt ji knew the fact of Baba Kishan singh’s going to the
realm of truth therefore he was evasive. After the holy disciples
insisted, Sant ji started travelling towards U.P. It was the month of
December. It was very foggy. Sant ji was repeatedly saying he did
not want to go. The compulsion by holy disciples finally took Maharaj
ji to Balpur Ashram as he never disappoints his disciples. Here
disciples started intact prayers to celebrate the incarnation day of
Ten Gurus. On the second day at around 4’o clock, Bhai Gurvinder
Singh Tony, a follower entered the Gurudwara Sahib’s gate while
crying. At that time Sant ji was in his dungeon (basement). He went
to him in the basement and was crying even there. With great difficulty
he could tell that Baba Kishan singh ji Rare Wale has been absorbed
in God (released).At that time only, Maharaj ji asked Bhai Gurcharan
ji to take out the car.
Maharaj ji left for Punjab at that time only. The path was not
even clearly visible due to dense fog in the month of January.
Maharaj ji has to reach for the creamation of Kishan Singh ji. But
in the given scenario, it seems difficult to reach at time. After
travelling for some time, Maharaj ji asked to stop the car near
sugarcane mill in Sampurn village, and prayed before the Akal
Purakh for some time and started the journey again. It was dense
fog on the way and the road was not clearly visible. Somehow
with the grace of God, they reached Delhi. After reaching Delhi,
where the car was going was not known. After travelling for some
mote time, while they were enquiring the way to Punjab from a
checkpost, all of a sudden lighting occurred and from nowhere a
car came in front. The car driver made a policeman sit inside and
signaled the followers to follow him. That car was driving through
the fog. In few moments this car escorted Babaji’s car to New
Delhi Bus stand and went back. When it was difficult to take one
step in such a dense fog, the question arises who was the one who
was driving it fearlessly and why he came late. That is why all of
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us were very surprised. But Maharaj ji knew about this and we all
headed towards Punjab.
After reaching Ambala, Maharaj ji asked to turn the car
towards Kharad. When they reached Kurali, the road was closed
ahead but policeman opened the road when the driver told him
that this car belongs to Sant ji. There was a caravan of infinite cars
moving head to pay visit to Baba Kishan Singh ji. The car having
the corpse (body) of Sant Kishan Singh was a way ahead. Maharaj
ji closed his eyes for a while and in the meanwhile Maharaj ji’s car
approached near to the car having body of Baba Kishan Singh.
Sant Maharaj ji told driver to align his car behind Sant Mahender
Singh’s car as he is elder to Sant ji.
Moving ahead, the disciples of Panjgrahiyan also joined.
Among them Bhai Manjeet Singh was enquired by the Sants about
the provisions made for this program. At that time Bhai Manjeet
Singh informed that food service is on behalf of Panjgrahiyan.
Baba Kishan Singh was spiritual master brother (Same spiritual
masters’ disciples) of Sant Maharaj ji. Although Sant Maharaj ji
was depressed internally but he told the disciples, “see brothers!
The great personalities when leave the world, at that time instead
of crying we shall celebrate as they go back to their original home
to have bliss in the lap of their true father God.

Bhai Gurucharan Singh from Uppoki
Apprising about the accident while going Delhi, Maharaj ji’s
driver Bhai Gurcharan Singh told, “This is an incident of 1989.
Sant Maharaj had to go for a discourse in Delhi.”Sant Maharaj ji
asked the holy servants whether they are ready after he got ready.
The holy servants told all are prepared however Bhai Gurcharan
Singh has not arrived yet. They all said that if he has not come we
will also not go today. Next day passing through Dablan and bowing
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head before His Holiness, we went to Delhi. Sant Maharaj ji read
the safety dictate from Guru Granth Sahib before the journey
commenced:
Bilaaval Mehalaa 5
Thaathee Vaao Na Lagaee Paarabreham Saranaaee ||
Chougiradh Hamaarai Raam Kaar Dhukh Lagai Na
Bhaaee ||1||
Sathigur Pooraa Bhaettiaa Jin Banath Banaaee ||
Raam Naam Aoukhadhh Dheeaa Eaekaa Liv Laaee ||1||
Rehaao ||
Raakh Leeeae Thin Rakhanehaar Sabh Biaadhh
Mittaaee ||
Kahu Naanak Kirapaa Bhaee Prabh Bheae Sehaaee
||2||15||79||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 819)

Although everything seemed normal but the Sants words and
gestures indicated towards a tragedy.
When the car reached Shahbad (Markanda) Haryana then
Sants asked to stop the car for a while. Sant Maharaj ji signaled
the Jatha’s car to lead. The car was moving slowly but suddenly
the car started speeding up. The speed was increased more to
cross a loaded truck going ahead. When our car nearly passed
the truck, it collided with the tanker coming from the other side. A
loud noise came and one side of our car completely flew off.
Tanker fell at distance but none of the passenger got hurt. Sant
Balkar Singh and Bhai Dalip Singh Cheema were also travelling in
the car along with Maharaj ji. No one got to know what’s
happening. After that Maharaj ji said now my mind has attained
peace and unburdened because this incidence has to take place. I
could foresee this from the last day and then collected all stuff and
placed it in the car. In the meanwhile Jathe Wali car also came
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back. Now the problem was that whether car will move or not as
it was badly damaged. But with the blessing of Maharaj ji, the car
did not pose any problem while starting. The car was stopped at
a food outlet moving ahead where the entire group ate food. While
returning, some follower recognized Maharaj ji’s car and told the
disciples that Maharaj ji’s car met with an accident. When Maharaj
ji reached to visit Sardar Darshan Singh from Delhi, there was a
huge gathering of disciples. After seeing the condition of car no
one could say that nobody is hurt however with Maharaj ji’s grace
no one was hurt. Driver Gurcharan Singh told Maharaj ji in the
evening that Maharaj ji today you have saved us else there was
no hope for our survival. If you had not been there, God knows
what will happen? Then Maharaj ji said it is the grace of His
Holiness who was with us.
Then he told that the time completely pressurized but His
Holiness (Sant Ishar Singh) was saying, “You are free to do
whatever you want to, I’ll save them.” On the second day Maharaj
ji told that yesterday’s evil spirit turned up today and he has been
released.
Bhai Gurcharan Singh had bought a car in Rajasthan. A person
was killed by his driver. When the case was going, he was required
to attend the hearing. He many times requested into the feet of
Sant Maharaj ji to shower grace so that he be released from this
case. He had to travel so long to attend the hearing. Sant ji said
“This all is related with our actions. Gradually everything will be
alright.” After that, Sant ji went to the realm of truth in year 2002.
It came to the mind of Bhai Gurcharan Singh ji that what to do
now, how everything will be alright? He started running here and
there in the difficulty. He went to one or other for his problem. His
mind was not stable at a place. His mind was very worried so one
day Sant Maharaj ji gave him a glimpse in his dream. He said you
had to meet your death in 1989 when you met with an accident.
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You had to take birth in Rajasthan, all this is give and take
relationship. Now all that is covered in this only. Then he
understood the responsibility of spiritual master.
Like this only, several such incidences are associated with
Sant Maharaj ji whose narration was done after his abode to
heaven by his disciples however Sant Maharaj ji himself never
chased those incidents. Whenever such a topic was chased or
queried by the disciples, the Sant Maharaj used to say, “Brother it
is the power of God’s name else who asks for us Sants.” Many of
his words were not even understood by the general public but
their difficulties be removed. He never makes others to chant his
name rather say, “Brother, chant devotional songs of God. He will
solve all your problems.” He asks to do prayer and recall for forty
days to anyone who gets a lot of happiness.
Whosoever had interest and will to do chanting and had desire
of selfless service worship, he with his grace makes him understand
the technique of doing chanting. Whenever he flows in joy, then
with great live he used to tell the incidences related with His
Holiness. At times his eyes become wet while he talks about them
as a small child does while remembering his father. He used to say
many times, “Brother as mother and father I got, May God give
such parents to all.” While saying this, his indication is towards
His Holiness. Whenever idle, either he talks of benevolence or of
His Holiness. He was not at all interested in other topics.

Mata Sada Kaur
This lady is among one the families visiting Maharaj ji, she
was possessed by an evil spirit before coming to Maharaj ji. The
evil spirit used to possess her anytime. One comes to know when
she while revolving her head starts playing. The lady went to many
places to solve the problem. Several places were asked but no
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solution was found . Few say martyrs, few say sages, but the
relief comes from nowhere. That lady told the real story after
coming to Maharaj ji. She said that “a tomb of a Sant was there at
her home.” Earlier her family used to worship that Sant, but later
on it was broken. After this, the family started facing many
problems. When this family learnt about Maharaj ji, they then
requested for their help. But Maharaj ji said only one thing to that
lady, do holy service and chant, and make request to God,
everything will be fine.” One day Maharaj ji remove his head cover
and gave it to the lady. On that day onwards, everything started to
be fine.
Sant Maharaj ji prohibited the use of meat and liquor in their
home. After that, happiness came to their house. Now the milk
never finishes off in the house where members were earlier were
deprived for a drop of milk.

Sant Maharaj ji’s going himself to get a
blanket
The influence of Sant Maharaj ji’s personality was such that,
that normally their holy servants used to fear him. But Sant Maharaj
ji was very kind hearted. But the hard look over his face does not
allow anyone to talk in vain. Everybody has to think twice even
before gifting anything to Sant Maharaj ji. There is a village named
Bagiya. One follower bought a Kashmiri blanket for Sant Maharaj
ji. Two and half montsh passed but he was not able to muster the
courage to gift this blanket. In this village only, Maharaj ji came to
hold a discourse in the house of Bhai Bhupinder Singh. One day
after holding discourse, Sant Maharaj ji wet to the home of the
follower having blanket. See the play of Sants that even in the
month of January; he was not wearing any blanket or cardigan.
When he reached the home of that follower having the blanket,
then that holy servant lady recalled all of a sudden that Maharaj ji
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respect her devotion and that is why he has himself come to collect
the blanket. She took out the blanket purchased two and half
years back and gifted Sant ji. Maharaj ji laughed and said, “Mata
you have purchased this blanket for us but was it to be kept with
you.” Mata and the other holy servants knowing this were very
happy as well as surprised that in what manner Sant Maharaj ji
fulfill the wishes of his followers.

Lotus in the feet of Maharaj Ji
One holy servant has head from someone that there is a lotus
in the feet of Maharaj ji.
He desired in mind to first see the lotus in the feet of Sant
Maharaj ji, if any, before attending the discourse, only then he will
believes Sant Maharaj ji as complete and true Sant. He reached
to Sant Maharaj ji with his desire. Sant Maharaj ji was sitting on a
chair. When that holy servant greeted
Sant Maharaj ji and sat in the front, then deliberately Sant
Maharaj ji lifted his right leg and showed him the lotus. Seeing
this, he got surprised and felt that he suspected the real being of
Sants.

Bhai Harinder Singh (U.P.)
Bhai Harinder Singh was true devotee of spiritual home
at Village Balpur in U.P. One day he got wounded while doing the
holy service. It was a minor injury which got fixed after a few
days. Some follower told Maharaj ji about the injury of Harinder
Singh, and then Maharaj ji started laughing loudly and said, “Bhai,
it’s good he got injured.” That follower was surprised to see that
Maharaj ji laughed on the statement of injury. Later that follower
fearfully asked Maharaj ji then he told, “Bhai he was destined to
death, its good his tragedy passed on. This was moving in front of
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my eyes from last so many days.” Maharaj ji took the difficulty of
Harinder Singh over his body and protected him.

Bhai Trilochan Singh Nagra
This gentle man is resident of Delhi. He was completely
unbeliever (atheist) before being the holy servant of Sant Maharaj
ji. In spite of being non believer, he was at least this much devoted
that he never visited the spiritual master’s home or tent after having
liquor and meat. His daughter was a firm believer of the spiritual
home. Seeing her, he also developed devotion to the spiritual
master. After some time, he met with Sant Maharaj ji. He was
greatly influenced by the personality of Sant Maharaj ji. Gradually
the words said by Maharaj ji affected him.
He became the firm devotee of spiritual master’s home and
start chanting as per Maharaj ji. His financial status was not alright
before the he touched the holy feet of Maharaj ji. It was hard to
bear the expenses of home. One day Maharaj ji told Trilochan
Singh ji while laughing, “You will be known to people at each
place.” Maharaj ji showered such grace that his life changes and
now he is having affluent business and financially well off.

Incidence of Jara Kothi Nishan
Amongst the followers of Sant ji, one was Bhai Surjeet Singh
alias Jagir Singh. He stated in the troop of Sant Maharaj ji for
some time. He used to preach at many places after going from
here. Whenever any topic on the name or way to God or over
any invisible disaster is initiated, he used t say that I can’t talk on
it, the correct way on this will be shown by some great personality
only. When Jagir Singh Kothi came to give discourse at Sohan
Singh’s home, there was a similar problem in his home. One or
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the other family member dies in every year at his home. They
went to many places for this but did not get a solution. The problem
remained like that. He was told about Sants and great personality
by Jagir Singh. After being told by Bhai Jagir Singh, they came to
Balpur Bhora Sahib to meet Sant Maharaj ji and request for intact
prayers. They narrated whole problem to Maharaj ji. After hearing
their problem, Sant Maharaj ji gave him a date for intact prayer
and said that they will also hold a discourse on the said date. The
intact prayers were started when the time arrived. The discourse
was also there in the same night. When people heard the sound of
discourse, then all devotes of Sant Ishar Singh Rara Sahib and
Sant Karam Singh ji approached to the discourse. On this the
fortune of people brightened.
Not only one rather several devoted starts attending the
discourse. Sant Maharaj ji was staying at the place of Sohan Singh
but most of the time he spends chanting while sitting on the sheet
laid at the garden. The holy disciples used to have his glimpse.
The garden is at distance from their home. His nature was such
that he liked loneliness from beginning that is why he spends noer
and more time in that garden. He asked to place tents to stay
there in that garden only for the days he reamined there. It’s has
been said that few people thought as if some royal people are
residing after looking at the tents.
Inspired by Sant ji, Sohan Singh started spending hours in
prayers and chanting. Bhai Sohan Singh sits in remembrance since
12’o clock at night till 10 am continuously in the morning. Whenever
his mother visits Maharaj ji, she requests to shower his grace onto
her son. His reformation has to be done by you only. This rule
remained as it is whether summer or winters. He prays in between
12 to 10 and spends the rest of time doing household chores.
Bhai Sohan Singh and his family were spiritual mindset since
beginning.
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Another Sant was Baba Gurubaksh Singh. Bhai Sohan Singh
and his family donated some place and constructed a cottage for
Baba Gurubanksh Singh and kept serving him. After sometime,
that great personality left for his heavenly abode. The intact prayers
and discourse were held by Sant Maharaj ji only on his death
anniversary. The Sant ji held three discourses. On the last day of
intact prayer, followers of Jathe wale were chanting devotional
songs. After that when Sant ji came on the stage and sat taking
harmonium, he asked the holy disciples doing service to come
and sit in the hall. Only leave behind the ladies and men preparing
sacrament, rest no one should remain outside the hall.
Then Sant ji played the tune of “tu hi tu” on harmonium and
read the words of prayer ‘Tu Parvat mera Aola” and after that
expressed his thoughts. But again he asked all the disciples to
come in hall and later perform the service. He said, “The thoughts
of spiritual master are like land full of sand and as if someone
follows an animal to hunt. Swift wind flows and even if some animal
has crossed ahead with that swift wind then the hunter has to be
very careful as the wind can erase the pug marks of an animal. All
holy disciples have to be careful like this. Try to understand what
we are saying. The service can be performed even after two hours.”
Many disciples came and sit in the hall. Few pretend to be very
responsible and say that firstly we perform service of Nishane
sahib as no one will stay after the discourse is over. When two
people said this then 5- 7 other people also stayed back. They
themselves started serving Nishan sahib. Here only 45 minutes
passed in the discourse, that the color of Sant ji’s face started
changing. At time shis face appeared red or black. When disciples
standing outsie the hall started ascending Nishan sahib, because
of electric current the fire came out from the legs of that follower
and he fell down cold. After that those people who never met
Sant ji taunted that why this thing happened in the Sant’s discourse
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on which the disciples replied that Sant ji asked these followers
earlier to attend the discourse but they did not obey him. They did
not obey the order of Sant. He was signaling repeatedly but it
does not strike his mind. He was asking to come and sit in the hall
only and remember the God. When the Sant was asked by disciples
that what has happened then Sant told that “It was the command
of doer which could not be avoided. Their mind became like that
when he did not obey what was said.”

Principal Gurdeep Singh (U.P.)
Principal Gurdeep Singh was the middle son of Baba Karam
Singh of Pipariya Karam. He has set up an Ishar Academy as per
the dictates of Sant Maharaj and in the name of His Holiness Sant
Ishar Singh ji rare wale. He told that, “When Sant Maharaj ji used
to visit our home; I remain occupied in my school works. I did not
have much devotion for Sant ranjit Singh ji. I was not aware that
he is complete enlightened soul. Once, Maharaj ji’s discourse was
going on at Village Shahgad. I was also sitting at back to guard
the discourse and my attention was towards Sant Maharaj ji. I
saw that first Guru Nanak dev ji game me a glimpse in the sky,
then Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji, then Sant Maharaj Kishan Singh
ji, Then Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh ji one by one gave a glimpse to
me and after that a glitter last for much time. Following this he
developed full devotion and he started considering him as God.
As it is narrated in GurbaaniGaorree Mahalaa 5
Da-i-aa Ma-i-aa Kar Praanpat More Moh Anaath Sarn
Prabh Toree ||
Andh Koop Mah Haath De Raakhah Kachhoo Siaanap ukat
Na Moree ||1|| Rahaao ||
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Karn Karaavan Sabh Kich Tum Hee Thum Samrath Naahee
An Horee ||
Tumree Gat Mit Tum Hee Jaanee Se Sewak Jin Bhaag
Mathoree ||1||
Apune Sewak Sang Tum Prabh Raate Ot Pot Bhagtan Sang
Joree ||
Prio Prio Naam Teraa Darsan Chaahai Jaise Drist Oh
Chand Chakoree ||2||
Raam Sant Mah Bhed Kichh Naahee ek Jan Kaee Mah
Laakh Karoree ||
Jaa Kai Heeai Pragat Prabh Hoaa Anadin Keertan Rasan
Ramoree ||3||
Tum Samrath Apaar At Ooche Sukhdaate Prabh Praan
Adhoree ||
Naanak Kao Prabh Keejai Kirpaa un Santan Kai Sang
Sangoree ||4||13||134||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 208)

Initially, Bhai Gurdeep Singh was running a public school on
rent in Shivalik. He held the discourses of Sant Maharaj ji at this
place as well. Bhai Gurdeep Singh desired to construct his own
school on his own land. But he was unable to find land from
anywhere. One day he learnt that Bhajan Singh is selling the land.
He decided to purchase that land from him. At that time Sant
Maharaj was in America. He rang Sant Maharaj ji and requested,
“Maharaj ji , Bhajan Singh is selling the land, should I buy? Maharaj
ji said go towards east and see if you get something.” This land
belonged to Soldier Pyara Singh.
The son of Bhai Pyara singh was called and asked, he said
that we will discuss at hoem and inform you. Sant Maharaj ji gave
glimpse to Pyara Singh in the early morning on that night only and
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inspired him to sell the land. Pyara Singh soldier on the next day
only came and told Bhai Gurdeep Singh that “Purchase as much
land as you require, it has to be given to you only.” Bhai Gurdeep
Singh purchased two acres of land with the grace of Sant Maharaj
ji. The Sant held discourse in the year 2002 on this land only.
When soldier Pyara Singh came in the discourse and had a glimpse
of Sant Maharaj ji, then he hold Bhai Gurdeep Singh that, “This
great personality visited me at 2 AM at night. Please let me know
where he lives and let me visit. Bhai Gurdeep Singh told, “The
place of this great men is made at our home, he is staying at our
home only. Bhai Pyara Singh came at Bhai Gurdeep Singh’s home
to visit Sant ji. He greeted them and told that you only gave me a
glimpse at 2 am in night.” Earlier Maharaj ji ignored that we were
in America in the month of September 1999. But Pyara Singh
insisted that he only gave a glimpse then Maharaj ji admitted and
said what is there in these talk, talk of something else. Sant Maharaj
ji with his holy hands inaugurated Ishar academy made on this
land, on 3rd March of year 2000. The Sant ji only kept the name
of this academy as Ishar Academy.
Sant Maharaj ji again gave a glimpse to area people in
February 2001. One day Sant Maharaj ji was going to held
discourse in a home. Bhai Baljeet Singh was also with him. Sant
Maharaj ji said that, “Bhai Baljeet Singh, if you agree to hold food
service, then we celebrate the anniversary of Maharaj Kishan Singh
ji.” Baljeet Singh accepted and discussed with brother Gurdeep
Singh on his return and both the brothers requested in the feet of
Maharaj ji to shower the grace and both the brothers will take
care of the food service for the anniversary of Sant Maharaj ji.”
Sant Maharaj ji asked again. “Bhai, will you be able to do
that.” Bhai Gurdeep Singh admitted that we will be able to do
with your grace. Maharaj ji said, “Then take Mohan Singh along
and get the advertisement published.” Bhai Gurdeip Singh got the
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advertisement published from Puranpur. Sant Maharaj ji initiated
the anniversary on the next day and gave tip to fifteen followers as
well. Series of respectful intact prayers were also initiated in the
memory of Kishan Singh ji and remembrance prayers were also
carried out simultaneously by Sant Maharaj ji. In these days, the
area people performed the holy service with great enthusiasm and
fully devoted mind, body and wealth. Whenever Sant Maharaj ji
holds discourse in this area, every time nectar was distributed
during the food service. Like this, several people possessed the
spiritual master and get associated with words and remembrance.
After the discourse concluded, Bhai Khel Singh from Nadah
requested and shared the enjoyment disciples had in this discourse.
Sant Maharaj ji told that this was not the anniversary of an ordinary
man; this is the anniversary of great personality like the God. The
discussion is of earning. How much earning does Sant Maharaj
has made, he used to sit in meditation; he does not get up for 18
odd hours. Termite used to set in his garments. Like this Huzur
Maharaj ji used to live in Village Panjgrahiyan Baple pond, he
never missed his prayer at 2 am. At dawn he had half a chapatti
and go and sit over the sand dune. He used to keep a vessel of
water along with him. In the month of June-July, sun scorches,
heat waves blow, vessel’s water dries up but Sant ji sits in
meditation maintaining uniformity and gets up after the sun fall in
the evening. After getting up, he used to recite Rehras lessons,
and had half a chapatti prior to sitting on the Bhora Sahib.
According to Baba ji, he used to sleep only for 35 minutes.
Such a great ascetic he was. When, in 2002, Maharaj ji came
back to Piapariya Karam after organizing the death anniversary
of Baba Narain Singh ji, he gave blessings to twenty one
discourses and intact prayers to the followers of this area. The
sacrament and chanting also went on for twenty one days. On the
eighteenth day of discourse, Maharaj ji stated, “Bhai! You will
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never get this time again.” Gurdeep Singh became very sad on
hearing this. He fell in the feet of Maharaj ji while crying and asked
him as to why he had said so. On this Maharaj ji said, “Do not
worry brother, everything happens with his command only.”

Master Gurdial Singh
Master Gurudyal Singh told that, “He went in the discourse
of Sant Maharaj ji in 1998. He started the holy service with the
inspiration of Sant Maharaj ji.” They performed the service of
sacrament. When Sant Maharaj ji came in sacrament, he asked
the well-being of master ji. I said, “Your blessings.” Maharaj ji
asked, “What do you do now?” I said, “I perform the duty of
food service.” Maharaj ji said perform the service while joining
the hands together, everyone will be benefitted from this. I said,
“Alright, Maharaj ji.”I used to run a tailor shop but be available to
perform service while the discourse of Maharaj ji was held in
Sakriya. I was engrossed in the holy duty for day and night however
the work of my shop goes off smoothly with the grace of Maharaj
ji. Once I got ill. One liver stopped functioning; the second one
also stopped functioning. Liver swell up, Doctors lost the hope of
my survival. We came back home and I was very sad. While lying
at home, I recalled the feet of Sant Maharaj ji and said if I get
well, I will conduct an intact prayer at his place.
The grace of Maharaj ji was showered from that time
onwards. I started recovering gradually. The urine pipe was also
removed. Urine also started coming normally. Then I conducted
two intact prayers- one at my home and the other at Panjgrahiyan.

Baba Gurbachan Singh
When he met Baba ji, he took him to his home and held the
discourse. An attraction was drawn when Maharaj ji stated his
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discourse. When a lot of days passed, then the holy servant was
called by Baba ji at Bhora sahib and said, “Gurbachan Singh!
Prosperity and spiritual power lies beneath the foot of sages, these
are different things.” Till then even the mind had transformed by
hearing discourses, I requested before Maharaj ji, “Please grant
the grace of name to this servant.” Sant ji asked to recite the first
stanza. I said true word. Get associated with the holy company
but getting knowledge is not a small thing. Then got one the children
married due to brotherhood in family life, then one son married,
then demanded meat and flesh from the girl side and threw the
party. Then one day Maharaj ji went to have tea in the home of
Karnail Singh , when Sardu Singh greeted there, then Maharaj ji
said, “Bachan Singh;s thigh has grown fat by eating goat’s milk.”
Immediately after such words of Maharaj ji, my thiugh started
burning. Then I pleaded, “Maharaj ji had improved several sinners,
kindly shower your grace on me as well.” Then Maharaj ji graced
him. I got well.
After that I got unwell again. Maharaj ji’s discourse was held
at Haripur. The servant was sitting t back with closed eyes. I first
yawed and then saw a very beautiful net in which pearls were
sparkling.
Then the sky came ahead. On the causal region, in front of
the forehead, a glimpse of Guru Nanak Dev has been received.
After experiencing all this, my happiness had no bar. I weas not
able to control myself and narrated everything to Maharaj ji.
Maharaj ji said you should not have told us. Then I understood
what is written in Guruvani:
Satsang Antar Prabh Deetaa ||
Naam Prabho Kaa Laagaa Metha ||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 293)
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I believed when Maharaj ji shown all to me. Then got the
children married, and got unwell again when committed mistakes
during the chores. I remained unwell for two years. I spent a lot.
Family got annoyed. Then Paramjeet Kaur, the mother of children
and kids requested Maharaj ji to shower grace of dedicated prayers
over him. Maharaj ji said that now we are proceeding to the village
Mala. The discourse was held there. The entire family reached
there and requested again. Maharaj ji said, we will do purification
rituals near Panjgrahiyan.” My condition became worse. I was
admitted into a hospital of Barreily. I did not gel relief even there.
We took discharge from there and reached Panjgrahiyan. Sant
Maharaj ji met us on gate and said, “They used to say that Bachan
Singh is unwell, however he is coming while making noise.” My
mind became very happy on hearing his words. When I greeted
him, he asked Bhai Mohan Singh and Bhai Dasonda Singh to
prepare for the recitation of sacred sound. I requested that I see a
young girl. Besides this, I see animals and home burning in flames.
Maharaj ji asked Bhai Mohan Singh to pray before Guru Granth
Sahib. After the end of the recitation of sacred sound, I started
recovering. When after the end of recitation, we went to greet
Maharaj ji then he said that Bhai Bachan Singh! Pray for the name
of Sati.
I started chanting that word only. Later I requested Maharaj
ji to shower his grace so that I may not ever forget this name and
this mantra keeps on repeating with every breath. Then Maharaj
ji asked to chant more and more. It will itself start repeated with
every breath. After that several times, accident also took place
but Maharaj ji himself saves him while giving his hand.
Mata Paramjeet Kaur, Gurbachan Singh’s wife told, “We
used to deity Sati Mata and scarified goat. An argument took
place over this. Mata Paramjeet Kaur said that she will sacrifice
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the goat however Gurbachan Singh denied fir it. After a lot of
hassle at home, Mata Paramjeet Kaur went to Maharaj ji to state
that she want to sacrifice the goat however Gurbachan Singh denies.
Maharaj ji said, “Mata, you demand for the son, those goats are
also someone’s kid.” Hearing this, Mata accepted and the thought
of sacrificing the goat did not came to her mind again.

Bhai Lakhwinder Singh
Bhai Lakhwinder Singh’s father was Baba Swaran Singh and
mother was Sada Kaur. When they first time heard the discourse
at the home of Baba Karam Singh in June 1997 then they requested
Sant Maharaj ji in those days to organize intact prayers at their
residence. Ranjit Kaur Rano, sister of Bhai Lakhwinder Singh
told that when Sant Maharaj ji came to hold the discourse at the
residence of Karam Singh, we were at the food service. When
we greeted Sant Maharaj ji, he asked, “Have you possessed the
discourse and possessed the name?” She said, “Maharaj, no we
have not possessed the name.” Maharaj ji said come tomorrow
after taking bath and washing hairs. Next day when we went to
Sant Maharaj ji, he said while preaching, “Recite this for two and
half hours and remember the form of spiritual master.”
She said that I chanted like this for a long time and then Maharaj
ji ordered to chant Ek Onkaar Satnam after changing the word. A
lot of grace was showered on this Bibi by Sant Maharaj ji. She
learnt the recitation of Guruvani with the blessing of Sant Maharaj
ji only. A lot of interest was developed in Guru Granth Sahib
Maharaj ji and service and remembrance in God with the grace of
Sant Maharaj ji. Sant Maharaj ji used to love her so much that he
said, “She is our daughter. We will get her married.” No matter
whether she was engaged for Mata Sada Kaur, but when the time
for marriage arrived, Sant Maharaj ji said we will get her married
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by our self, you do not do anything. But the groom side demanded
for meat. Bibi Ranjit Kaur cried a lot in the feet of Sant Maharaj ji
on her marriage. Sant Maharaj ji consoled her and said, “Do not
worry. They will themselves improve but if you will not follow
then, they all will say that you denied just because you used to
visit the Sants.” After Bibi’s marriage, the groom side who demands
liquor and meat, within a few days became the disciple of spiritual
master and tasted the nectar. Bibi Ranjit Kaur made them associate
with the Sants. To children took birth in the home of this Bibi. Her
father requested Maharaj ji to grant her a son. Sant Maharaj ji
dictated them to organize intact recitation on the anniversary of
Baba Narain Singh. They organized intact recitation in Balpur
Bhore. After that when the third child of Bibi took birth, her
husband’s brother Nardip Singh felt current eight days prior to
the birth, he was saved rarely with the grace of Maharaj ji. After
eight days, when a baby girl took birth, then Bhai Swarn Singh
got annoyed that baby boy was not born. At that time, Sant Maharaj
ji was holding the discourse in Delhi. Sant Maharaj ji called Swarn
Singh to Delhi.
When he went to Delhi, Maharaj ji said, “Bhai, if something
happens to your son-in law, then what would you have done?
“ You are annoyed of having baby girl that baby boy was not
born.” Bhai Swarn Singh bowed down on the feet of Maharaj ji
and said, “Maharaj ji I apologize for my mistake.”

Bibi Harjit Kaur (U.P.)
Bibi Harjit Kaur was a resident of Pipariya Karam. She served
a lot in the feet of Maharaj ji and obtained the teaching of name
and remembrance from Sant Maharaj ji. She prayed in the feet of
Maharaj ji, “Grant the teaching of Maharaj ji’s name.” On these
days, Maharaj ji was giving glimpse to holy disciples in the village
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Balpur. At that time, this Bibi used to study in standard four. While
going with holy disciple’s she requested to grant the grace of name.
Sant Maharaj ji gave the teaching spiritual master’s recommended
name to chant and gave her a prayer bead of 108 beads. He said,
“Chant the name recommended by spiritual master for 6 times.”
Bibi Harjit Kaur did school studies and along with it, also carried
out holy service and remembrance too. When gets up in early
morning and sits in meditation then a thought of whom to
concentrate remained in mind? Should I concentrate over Guru
Nanak Dev ji? When thinks about this and Sant Maharaj ji gave
glimpse then Sant Maharaj ji‘s thought turned into Guru Nanak
Dev ji’s thought. Bibi Harjit Kaur tells that, “I used to think in
mind that Sant Maharaj ji is the form of Guru Nanak Dev ji only.”
Bibi told us, “We have made a cottage for Sant Maharaj ji at our
home.” Sant Maharaj ji did intact recitation and also held three
discourses at their home. For the three days, Sant Maharaj ji
lived in the cottage. Sant Maharaj ji dictated Bibi to do
remembrance in the cottage only. She kept reciting Sukhmani sahib
early morning in the cottage only. Bibi told that she asked her
family members not to marry her, but they refused and got me
married finally. When the first daughter took birth after marriage
she was dead in the womb only.
I had no possibility to survive. Sant Maharaj ji saved me
himself granting the grace and held intact recitations at Bhora Sahib
and Pipariya Karam. Bibi ji’s husband Bhai Sukhdev Singh ji
works in army, he eas transferred to Kolkata from Ramgarh and
Bibi was along with him. After going Kolkata, Bibi told, “my
headache started and vision was lost.”Doctors recommended the
operation of head; I ranged up Maharaj ji and told that doctors
are asking of head operation as it had come in the reports.” Sant
Maharaj ji said, “Tell me what comes in the next report of
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morning.”When the morning report came, Doctors said there will
be no operation. They gave medicine for ten days. The gist is that
Bibi’s operation did not take place only with the grace of Sant
Maharaj ji. Then she reached to the feet of Sant Maharaj ji to
Panjgrahiyan straight away from Kolkata after taking the medicine.
When I reached Panjgrahiyan abode, my vision was alright and I
was able to see clearly. Then I requested Sant Maharaj ji that I
have recovered with your blessings only. Medicine did not have
any effect then kept intact recitation at Panjgrahiyan.

Baba Karam Singh (U.P.)
Baba Karam Singh is the resident of Village Baghiya. They
told, ‘earlier we visited many places.” Then discourses of Sant
Maharaj ji were held at Bhai Jasbir Singh’s residence. Then Bhai
Manjeet Singh, elder son of Baba Karam Singh said, “There is a
discourse held at Bhai Jasbir Singh’s residence. Great personalities
have arrived from Punjab, get ready. Let’s go to the discourse.”
When we went to the discourse and had a glimpse of Sant Maharaj
ji, then truly speaking, I lost my consciousness. Baba Karam Singh
statement is that we have got those great personalities whom we
were searching. It rained during the discourse. The water from
the sewage passed from nearby. But we did not know anything.
Such miracle was shown by Sant Maharaj ji. When it was very
dark, then Sant Maharaj ji said, “Now go to your home.” We said,
Maharaj ji, grant grace, you please visit our home. Then only we
will be satisfied. Sant Maharaj ji said, do not worry, we will come
tomorrow. On the next day, Maharaj ji came to the home, he drank
water and we requested him to take us into his feet. Maharaj ji said,
“It is not that easy to be with us. First we will conduct your test as
we have to bail you. We have to deposit your bail in the court.” We
said, “As you wish.” Number of days the discourse was being held
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at Bhai Jasbir Singh’s residence, our entire family kept on attending
the discourse and performing the duty. Time kept on going. Finally
my wise brother Ajmail Singh told his father, “I am very afraid, I do
either wish to live here.” Fortunately, the discourse was near Khakra
village. Here Sant Maharaj ji’s five to seven or even more discourses
used to be held. On the last day of discourse, he used to distribute
the nectar. Here ten days discourse of Sant Maharaj ji was held.
Sant Maharaj ji sent from Village Khakra to Village Badhiya via
motorcycle. Asked, “Go and fetch Baba Karam Singh and his
mother. We have to give him the nectar. Both of us reached to the
feet of Sant Maharaj ji. We requested to the feet of Sant Maharaj ji
that, “Our children fear too much. Shower grace.” Maharaj ji said,
“Bhai, he is your brother only who frightens your children. He says
that I have to hear intact recitation from Karam.” Bhai Karam Singh
pleaded Maharaj ji, “Does he says like that? Does he even not call
Karam Singh?” Sant Maharaj ji said, “No! He says this only. Karam
Singh had a lot of legacy and my sons are poor. I need to hear
recitation from him. See, if you can spend, he will get salvation.”
Even if you cannot spend, then also we will take the fear out
of your children.” We said, “We will organize intact recitation.” In
these days, there were ten discourses of Sant Maharaj ji in Village
Khakra. They stayed there and head the discourse and drank the
nectar. Sant Maharaj ji gave teaching and said, “Brother, maintain
the nectar and be fearful. Do not take it for granted. We have to
deposit your bail.” Then Sant Maharaj ji preached, “Bhai, for the
recitation of purified voice, cow’s ghee is required, go and get it.”
Their son, Bhai Manjeet Singh, brought cow’s ghee from Rara
Sahib. After that recitation of purified voice took place in their
home. When it was final day, then Sant Maharaj ji said, “Bhai
Karam Singh, do not say that we did not get to know anything,
we will show you if you wish to see.” Then they said, “Sant
Maharaj ji, we completely trust you.” We do not wish to see
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anything.” Sant Maharaj ji aid, “there are 7 evil spirits along with
your brother, tell me what shall we do for them”. Please do
whatever you think is right. Maharaj ji said, “Let us do their welfare
as well.” Baba Karam Singh organized another intact recitation.
After this, no one feared in their home and no obstacle came in
between. Sant Maharaj ji granted pleasures and said, “We have
to make Baba Karam Singh as Baba with prayer beads. We have
to give you prayer beads from Guru Nanak’s home and you
maintain its dignity.” Then after purifying the prayer beads himself,
he put prayer beads of 108 beads in the neck of Baba Karam
Singh and asked him to chant the name recommended by the
spiritual master. He told, “Chant this name for two and half hours
daily after washing your hairs.” He did as being told by Maharaj ji
but it was only performed as Maharaj ji kept his hand over his
head. Baba Karam Singh ji told, “The day when his hand did not
remain on my head, I was not able to concentrate my mind in
chanting. When hand is was kept over my head, the time passes
while giggling.” Then one day Sant Maharaj ji had to give a glimpse
in Balpur, we also went there.
We requested in the feet of Sant Maharaj ji that get me
admitted into the second class now. Sant Maharaj ji said, ok,
does it also happen. Many holy disciples were sitting with Sant ji.
When all holy disciples went, then Sant ji signaled and made me
sit. I remained sitting. Sant Maharaj ji said, “Now it’s your time,
as whatever you want to. Take whatever you want to.” I said my
head aches a lot and heat comes out from my head. Sant Maharaj
ji said, “Dust from many births is sticking on your head. Tell me
from where should I take it out? From ears or eyes?” I said,
“Maharaj ji, then how will it happen?” Maharaj ji said, “Alright,
come here and tell me from where does the heat comes? Sant
Maharaj ji kept his hand over my head and asked me to tell when
this heat stop coming out. I kept watching time in the clock. I said,
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“Now the heat has stopped coming out.” Maharaj ji said, “Do not
lie.” He graced me at that time. He changes my words and said
now I have promoted you to second class. From now onwards,
don’t do only listen, talk less and if something has to be talked
with someone then keep watching at his feet. When you have
talked, then again start hearing. The gist is that he ordered him to
chant Onkar.
Baba Karam Singh told that there is a lot of grace of Maharaj
ji on us. Once, Maharaj ji came from Sampurna Nagar. There
was a place of Sants near Baba Karam Singh’s residence. Sant
Maharaj ji asked his driver, “Stop the car.” And he got down
from the car. Baba Karam Singh told, “The things here stopped
us.” They said, “Get us liberated. Organize holy discourse here.
Tell me how shall we do that” I said, “Maharaj ji! Now what
should we do? Whatever you order” Sant Maharaj ji did five
discourses here. When two holy discourses were held hen Sant
Maharaj ji said, “Baba yours is the only home here and there was
a huge expense from your end. Now the remaining expenditure
will be done by us. I said, Maharaj ji you are spending till now, I
have not spent anything so far.”
Maharaj ji said, “What do we do?” I said, “Maharaj ji, you
got three sacks of flour grinded, so far not even one has finished.
You got three sacks full of sugar, not even one has finished so far.
Then who else does if you don’t do? Then Sant Maharaj ji aid,
“now these sacks will never end, neither of flour nor of sugar. But
you shall never disclose about this to anybody. Do not discuss
even after going to village. If you will disclose, it will harm you
only. After that a lot of sacrament went on, many disciples came
but those sacks did not finished. Give discourses took place.”
When Maharaj ji asked, “Are you happy now?” I said, “Maharaj
ji, it’s your grace.” Then I requested, “Please tell the expense to
get the oil filled in cars.” Maharaj ji said, “You are the builder for
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which we work. He knows his work; he will himself meet the
expense.” In the meanwhile, a devotee came. He bowed him head
while giving Rupees thirty three hundred to Sant Maharaj ji. Then
Maharj I said, “The God has sent him.” When I used to visit
Panjgrahiyan, then Maharaj ji’s affection towards me was different
than other worldly people. Ask Bhai Dayal Singh in food service,
“Serve milk to Mala Wale Baba in the evening.” Then Maharaj ji
asks me, “Mala Wale Baba, do you get milk?” I said, “Yes Maharaj
ji! I do.” He said, “Alright then be strong and perform chanting
and devotion. I want that I should do your welfare if you leave
home but you do not seem to leave your home.”
One day, Sant Maharaj ji was living in the double storied
home of Bhupinder Singh of Village Baghiye. While going upstairs,
I was thinking that they have multiple boys, if they give one to me
then what’s wrong? But I did not possess name. When I sat after
bowing the head, then Maharaj ji said, “Mala Wale Baba! You
need son.”
I did not say that I do not need a boy. My grandsons have
grown up. Maharaj ji said, “Did you not say that their home is
filled with several boys, if they give one?” I said Maharaj ji, I said
this for Manjeet. Maharaj ji said whosoever needs, make his
arrangement own. You should not think of it. One of my sons,
Ajmail Singh came to Mirpur. Mirpur is in village district Amritsar.
His spine injured after coming to the village. The spine broke away.
Doctors lose hope that he will not be able to get up from bed
throughout his life. When I get to know, I prepared to go to Punjab.
I straight away went to Panjgrahiyan. Sant Maharaj ji met and
said, “Mala Wale Baba, you have come.” I said, yes maharaj ji. I
was crying in the feet of Maharaj ji. Sant Maharaj ji said, “Your
dearly one has got injured. But do not cry today. You do not go to
the village today, go tomorrow. Tomorrow when you wil get down
at Jhanbaal, your dearly one will be in front of you.” Sant Maharaj
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ji said these words. When I went, the same happened. When we
get down at Jhanbaal, we met our son, when we asked what has
happened, and then Ajmail Singh said that I got badly injured and
my spine cracked. Doctors refused that I’ll be alright, but Sant
Maharaj ji gave me a glimpse. He himself joined my spine and I
got well. Bhai Ajmail Singh told the incidence after Sant Maharaj
ji left for heavenly abode that I got an attack. The artery of my
brain blasted and there was no hope of survival. The Doctors lost
hope of my survival when I got admitted in the hospital. It was the
time of early morning, just like the lightning takes place in the
similar way lightning occurred on the hospital. I got a glimpse of
Sant Maharaj ji in the brightness. Life came to the body since
then. Now these are breath granted by Sant Maharaj ji which we
are enjoying. All this is his grace only.
One Bhai Kuldip Singh was maternal son of Mala Wale Baba
Karam Singh. He used to live at his home only. Mala Wale Baba
told us that when Sant Maharaj ji has to arrive at our home then
Kuldip Singh said, “You all have to greet the great personality, but
I will not bow my head to him. I only bow my head before Guru
Granth Sahib.” I said, “Why don’t you bow your head before the
Sant?” I said, “Alright brother! Be strong let us see whether you
bow your head or not?” When Sant Maharaj ji’s car came, then
Sant Maharaj ji got down from the car. Bhai Kuldeep Singh
immeditaley got into the feet of Sant Maharaj ji. I said, “You used
to say that I will not bow my head? Now what happened to you?
You were not getting up from the feet of Maharaj ji.” Then Sant
Maharaj ji got him up. I asked Sant Maharaj ji, “Maharaj ji you
have showered a lot grace over him.” Sant Maharaj ji said, “He
has earned a lot on the name. He has passed two classes. Now
we will make him clear the third class.” Then Sant Maharaj ji
showered grace on him and kept his hand over his head make him
move ahead lit the realization light. Then I asked Kuldip Singh,
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‘You used to say that I do not bow head before the Sant, now
what happened to you” Kuldip Singh said, “I could not see the
Sant. I felt that real Guru Nanak Dev is coming. That is why I
stick to their feet.” Kuldip Singh’s mother also had nectar from
Maharaj ji. They got basis after getting the teaching from Sant
Maharaj ji. Now they have kept the form of Sant Maharaj ji at
home. Whenever any difficulty comes, then we pray before his
form and the prayer gets fulfilled.

Bhai Ram Singh (U.P.)
Bhai Ram Singh is the son of Bhai Bakshish Singh. His village
is in Shahgad. When the discourse of Sant Maharaj ji were held
at Jara Kothi Baba Sohan Singh ji’s residence then during those
discourses, he met Sant Maharaj ji and from that day onwards,
wherever the discourses were held, they got the fortune to get his
glimpse while going there and performing his duty.
When the discourses of Sant Maharaj ji were held at the
place of Jara Kothi Baba Sohan Singh then he get to meet Sant
Maharj ji in those discourses, and from that day onwards wherever
the discourses of Sant Maharaj ji were held, he used to visit them
and got the fortune to perform holy service there. At that time,
Bhai Ram Singh use to study in the seventh standard. One day he
requested Sant Maharaj ji to place his holy feet at his home. When
Sant Maharaj ji placed his holy feet at his place then all devotees
served tea and water. Bhai Bakshish Singh’s wife Bibi Balwant
Kaur remained ill. He requested Maharaj ji to shower his grace
on her. Sant Maharaj ji dictated to organize recitation of pure
voice as she was possessed by external power.
They got time in the second year, when the recitation of pure
voice began that Mata got well. Bhai Bakshish Singh also took
teaching from Sant Maharaj ji and performed recitation for forty
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days. When anniversary of His Holiness was held at Rara sahib,
Bhai Bakshish Singh performs service for forty long days in those
days at Panjgrahiyan. Keeping his conscience in name and
remembrance, he used to satisfy the motive of his birth. Bhai Ram
Singh, elder son of Bhai Bakshish Singh got married with Sant
Maharaj Singh’s brother Bhai Manjeet Singh’s daughter Harjinder
Kaur and this family was blessed with infinite happiness.

Bhai Shamsher Singh Sonu
Bhai Shamsher Singh Sonu was the son of Bhai Karnail Singh.
His village is Grunt number 2. He took preaching from Sant Maharaj
ji in the year 1998. Sant Maharaj ji asked him to chant name for
one hour and fifteen minutes. Bhai Shamsher Singh Sonu told that
I did the chanting in the way Sant Mahraj ji told me to do. I came
across several difficulties but I was rescued with the grace of Sant
maharaj ji.. Once when Sant Maharaj ji were in America, in those
days when someone dropped a drop over me then Sant Maharj ji
came and helped me. He gave lively glimpse to me at that time
only. When the drop was pouring, then Sant maharaj ji held me
and dragged me twordas him and turned that drop backwards
with his hand and said angrily that do not ever come back.
Bhai Sonu told that it is the incident after he left for heavenly
abode that my father stayed in Germany. He used to abuse us all
when he comes to home. He blames us for being after sages. One
Sant Maharaj ji visited his father in Germany and communicated
with him for an hour. This incidence is after Sant Maharaj ji left for
the realm of truth. Sant Maharaj ji made him undersand a lot.
Then my father called me up. He told that the way he got glimpse
of Sant Maharaj ji. He gained a lot of pleasure by being visited by
Sant Maharaj ji and hearing his words. Since then, my father also
has become the devotee of Sant Maharaj ji.
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This incident was of December 1, year 2002 when Sant
Maharaj Ranjit Singh Virakt signaled for leaving his body to the
holy disciples.
This incidence of morning 10 AM, when Sant Maharaj ji
ordered to root out the Neem tree on the way.
Shamsher Singh and Budh Singh rooted out the neem tree
by following the order and then bowed down at the feet of Sant
Maharaj ji.
Sant Maharaj ji gave sacrament to both of them and asked
all of them to be together and dictated that, “my body has now
grown old and now I will leave.”
On hearing this, both Shamsher Singh and Budh Singh came
to have a glimpse of Sant Maharaj ji at Rara Sahib and began the
journey to their home, but when Sant Maharaj ji dictated the words
of being old, were still making both of their minds restless.
Shamsher Singh went to Baba Sukhdev Singh with this and
narrated him the words of Sant Maharaj ji.
On this Baba Sukhdev Singh said that Sant Maharaj ji is
God himself and we can only pray in his feet to give glimpse to the
holy disciples in this physical body form.
Taking this in mind, both of them decided to hold chant and
simple recitation for forty days and pray before his feet to keep
visiting the holy disciples in physical body, this things were kept in
the heart by both of them and did not discussed with anyone.
But the power of awakened men like Sant Maharaj ji is
extreme and Sant Maharaj ji alluded both of them in such a way
that both were neither able to begin chant nor recitation.
This incident is of night 10 pm, 30 November year 2002,
when Sant Maharaj ji came to Bhora Sahib after completion of
the discourse. At this time, Shamsher Singh (Sonu) was giving
massage to Maharaj ji.
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During this, Sant Maharaj ji dictated the words that now I
have become very aged and my age has grown over 70 years and
said that even His Holiness (Sant Ishar Singh ji Maharaj) left his
body at the age of 70 and I’ve become elder and now I shall
leave.
Then this incidence is of December 6, 2002 when Sant
Maharaj ji came out of Bhora sahib then Baba Balkar Singh ji
placed bed for Sant Maharaj ji. Then Sant Maharaj ji seated on
the bed and came in the position of rest, then Baba Rabbi Singh
asked Sant Maharaj ji that if he you give permission, then they
have to get the log of wood to burn. Maharaj ji said the words
that “There is a big program ahead, go after completing it.”

Bhai Jagmohan Sharma (Delhi)
Bhai Narata Ram’s relation was with Bade Mahraj ji from
Punjab.He gifted a horse to Bade Maharaj Sant Ishar Singh ji. He
had intact devotion in Bade Maharj ji and with his grace only, he
got son in law like Bhai Laxman Singh, who kept unbreakable
devotion in Sant Maharaj ji and was employed with Coca-Cola
Company of Bhai Charanjit Singh. Bhai Laxman Singh used to
arrange for trucks and buses for the disciples during the discourses
held in Delhi. There was a lot of grace on Bhai laxman Singh. He
also chant devotional songs and worship with full devotion with
the grace of His Holiness. His Holiness definitely visited their home
to keep his holy feet when in Delhi. At the place where Sant Ranjit
Singh ji (Virakt ji) did meditation then start bowing head to His
Holiness, his body became so weak due to meditation that bones
were visible then His Holiness said that you came out to be very
adamant, you finished your work three and a half years earlier.
Then Virkat ji said that I laid down but could not collect these
bones, please get them collected. Then Sant Maharaj ji got him
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massaged with things like ghee and used to give him many things
mixed together in a spoon so that his digestion power and blood
circulation sets again. Then Virakt ji came back to Rara Sahib
and kept on doing holy service wearing a sack. Then my father
used to remain with His Holiness, then along with him Bhai Laxman
Singh ji was also standing besides then Bhai Laxman Singh ji said
that Maharaj ji if his (Virakt ji’s) work has been completed, then
wear him the holy dress. After heavenly abode of His Holiness
Ishar Singh ji Rade Wale, Bhai Laxman Singh often visited Virakt
ji. He used to go to Panjgrahiyan at least twice in a year and
discuss about devotional songs and devotion with him.
He and his entire family were inspired by bhai laxman singh
towards devotional songs and worship. The atmosphere at his
home was entirely of spiritualism, there devotional songs and
worship prayers were held regularly. With the grace of His Holiness
and in order to diver small children towards discourse, Japuji sahib
and Sukhmani sahib, a competition was held among them. Due to
the spiritual atmosphere at home, and with the grace of His
Holiness, Bhai Laxman Singh’s son Jagmohan Singh also got
inflicted towards the spiritual master’s home and got inspiration
for devotional songs and worshiping. With the inspiration from his
father and due to character from previous births, he was devoted
towards spiritual master’s home initially but with the glimpse of
Sant Maharaj ji, he also got inspiration and strength to walk towards
the worship of way to God. He got such a grace that whatever
being taught by Sant Maharaj ji was understood simply and the
devotional songs and remembrance began. As Maharaj ji told the
technique of chanting devotional songs, he used to chant devotional
songs with full devotion using that technique only. Bhai Jagmohan
Singh used to spend a lot of time in worship and prayers with his
blessing. For him Maharaj ji was live Sant according to him.
However he did not went anywhere even after leaving for heavenly
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abode. He has only curtained himself from the sight of an ordinary
man. Even after his heavenly abode, I used to chant devotional
songs as the way he told to chant devotional songs. I used to ask
Baba Balkar Singh ji whenever required.

Bibi Kuldeep Kaur (U.P.)
Bibi Kuldeep Kaur is the daughter of Bhai Dayal Singh soldier.
Their city is Uday Karanpur Bagia district Pilibheet. Bibi Kuldeep
Kaur told that Sant Maharaj ji came at the residence of Bhai
Manjeet Singh in September, 1975 from Punjab to Sampurna
nagar, and then Sant Maharaj ji held discourse before the workshop
of Bhai Manjeet Singh.
When we went to the second discourse, then Sant Maharaj
ji expressed his thoughts.
Jah Maat Pitaa Sut Meeth Na Bhaaee ||
Man Oohaa Naam Terai Sang Sahaaee ||
Jah Mahaa Bha-i-aan Dooth Jam Dalai ||
Tah Keval Naam Sang Terai Chalai ||
Jah Muskal Hovai Ath Bhaaree ||
Har Ko Naam Khin Maah udhaaree ||
Anik Punahcharan Karath Nehee Tarai ||
Har Ko Naam Kot Paap Parharai ||
Gurmukh Naam Japahu Man Mere ||
Naanak Paavah Sookh Ghanere ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang )

He dictated the words that name is going to be helpful at the
place where parents do not help. I was drawn a lot that which
name it is wherein not even parents are helpful. After the end of
discourse, I pleaded before the Sant Maharaj ji that please tell me
about that name, about which you were telling in the discourse.
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Sant Maharaj ji told that brother this is not the right time to posess
the name. The right time to possess name is early morning. I then
mark my attendance in the discourse regularly. I used to go
wherever I get the holy company of Sant Maharaj. I developed
complete faith after having the glimpse of Sant Maharaj ji and the
faith that Sant Maharaj ji is a form of Guru Nanak Dev ji developed
in my mind as in Bhai Bale Walu Janam Sakhi, Guru Nanak Dev
ji said, “Ajitiya, we will come as spiritual master for ten births and
as Sant devotee for 74 more births.” As a mandate in Guruvani:Jeea Praan Maan Sukhdaataa Toon Karah Soee Sukh
Paavaniaa ||1||
Hou Vaaree Jeeo Vaaree Gurmukh Man Tan Bhaavaniaa ||
Toon Meraa Parbat Toon Meraa Olaa Tum Sang Lavai Na
Laavaniaa ||1|| Rahaao ||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 131)

Har Raam Raam Mere Baabolaa Pir Mil Dhan Vel
Vadhandee ||
Har Jugah Jugo-Jug Jugah Jugo Sadh Peeree Guroo
Chalandee ||
Jug Jug Peerree Chalai Satgur Kee Jinee Gurmukh Naam
Dhiaa-i-aa ||
Har Purkh Na Kab-Hee Binsai Jaavai Nit Devai Charai
Savaa-i-aa ||
Naanak Sant Sant Har Eko Jap Har Har Naam
Sohandee ||
Har Raam Raam Mere Baabulaa Pir Mil Dhan Vel
Vadhandee ||5||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 79)

Again, once Sant Maharaj ji came from U.P Balpur along
with his disciples to visit the Nanak Mate Gurudwara.
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Baba Narain Singh was also along with him. When Nanak
came back from Mate and stopped on the way, then the disciples
kept chair for Sant Maharaj ji. I also sat at besides Maharj ji and
requested him to give me the name. Here also he denied that it is
not the time. Nanak when returned from Mata Sahib Gurudwara,
then Sant Maharaj ji’ discourse was at Sampurna Nagar only.
After the discourse, again I requested one day tha Maharaj ji!
When will you give me name! At that time Maharaj ji said that “In
early morning when Bibi Harbans Kaur and Bhai Manjeet Singh
will come, you may also come along with.” Then I went to the
residence where Sant Maharaj ji was staying i.e. the home of
Bhai Suchcha Singh along with them. I made a request and then
Sant Maharaj ji graced me with the name. The time passed on as
per the grace of name. My mind was inflicted with the holy feet of
Sant Maharaj ji. My mind was not of getting married. But my
father did not follow and got me married. But blessing me, he has
associated me with his holy feet.
This incidence is of Bibi Kuldeep Kaur’s life, she never wanted
to be entangled in the family life and Sant Maharaj ji also not
wanted that Bibi Kuldeep Kaur should get into the circle of family
life. But as per previous actions, she has to be in family life. At the
time of marriage, Sant Maharaj ji gave the sacrament of sugar
cube to Bibi Kuldeep Kaur and dictated that now you have to
spend your life according to your past actions. Kuldeep Kaur
held Maharaj ji’s feet on hearing these words and said that it si a
bog thing to spend life according to my actions. I do not have this
much courage and without your grace it is impossible. On hearing
this, Sant Maharaj ji sad the words, you need not worry; there is
a lot many grace of Guru Nanak Dev ji. Then like this, Bibi Kuldeep
kaur spent struggling life after marriage.
After this, this incidence is after 12 days of expiry of Bibi
Kuldeep Kaur’s husband. There was a program of intact recitation
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at their sister’s residence in Village Bagiya then when Kuldeep
Kaur went to greet Sant Maharaj ji, he asked whether any message
has come from Bagiya or not. Kuldeep Kaur felt surprised then
Sant Maharaj ji said it is ok. If the message has not arrived yet, it
will come. After this, Sant Maharaj ji said that if you think that
your husband is going to take care of your children, and then
nothing like this is going to happen, Kuldeep Kaur kept mum on
hearing this.
After this, Sant Maharaj ji said the words that it’s ok if you
want to marry someone else, then we will find another person for
you. Kuldeep Kaur immediately responded on hearinh this, that
maharj ji I never wanted to get into the mess of familial life and she
held the feet of Sant maharaj ji and suddenly she was graced by
Sant Maharaj ji, and Kuldeep Kaur at sudden said that leaving
this holy feet, I will not get any other God’s beloved. On hearing
this, Sant maharj ji statd that it is ok now, and asked Raju Baba ji
(Sant Maharaj Balkaar Singh ji) to get the blanket from inside
and that blanket was of Sant Maharaj ji himself which he wore
over Bibi Kuldeep Kaur and stated that now there is no need to
worry. Now your life will be spent as a elephant spends and walks
joyfully without any tension.
Once when Sant Maharaj ji stayed at the place of Kuldeep
Kaur for 19 days, then they stated that other women may say a
lot to you that your husband passed away in such a young age.
Further he stated that you need not bother on what other women
says and tell them what all you know, my husband is the master of
three worlds.
On hearing these words by Sant Maharaj ji, her mind became
very happy that she was extremely graced by Sant Maharaj ji.
After this Bibi Kuldeep Kaur’s life went happily and their
children also grew older and it was the word of Sant Maharaj ji
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that you need not worry for children, The God will take care of
them at his own.
Once Bibi Kuldeep Kaur went to Panjgrahiyan in the month
of December and greeted by standing in front of Angitha sahib,
then a subtle desire arose in her mind that Maharaj ji you stated
that do not worry about the children and now when both of the
children have grown young, you please shower your grace.
Such a grace was showered that while returning from
Panjgrahiyan, she got a proposal for her daughter in the month of
January, at that time the financial status of Kuldeep Kaur was not
good but with the grace of Sant Mahraj ji, the groom side did not
demanded anything and at this time, their daughter is spending life
happily with her husband and family and besides this, her son
Daljeet Singh got proposal after a month and got married in the
month of November after an year and Daljeet Singh was blessed
with the wealth of baby boy by Maharj ji.
Further, Bibi Kuldeep Kaur says that Sant Maharaj ji after
celebrating the anniversary in August 2002, went to Dhablan Singh
and Raju Baba ji (Sant Maharaj Balkaar Singh ji), Baba Kartaar
Singh ji and Baba Fateh Singh ji also reached along with Sant
Maharaj ji, after reaching there, Sant Maharaj ji held discourse
for 15 minutes and later Bibi Kuldeep Kaur asked her son Daljeet
Singh that we have to greet Maharaj ji wherever he is, and it also
seems that Maharaj ji had to talk something important with Bibi
Kuldeep Kaur.
Bibi Kuldeep Kaur asked Raju Baba ji (Sant Maharaj Balkar
Singh) that where Sant Maharaj is ji, then Raju baba ji signaled
that he must be in big hall. All the disciples reached at big hall, and
the moment Bibi Kuldeep Kaur reached there, Sant Maharaj ji
became very excited and he became so happy that he asked Bibi
Kuldeep Kaur to sit on his bed sheet. On this, Bibi Kuldeep Kaur
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in spite of sitting over the bed sheet, sat at a bit distance. Then
Sant Maharj ji stated that when I am asking you to sit on the bed
sheet, instead you are going backwards. I need to say something
very important to you. In the meanwhile, the moment Sant Maharaj
ji started to say something, a girl named Savitri came in between
and started talking about past with Maharaj ji. It seemed that
Maharaj ji did not like to talk with Savitri. As Sant Maharaj ji
wanted to say something to Bibi Kuldeep Kaur and his tiem was
wasted in talking with Savitri. After that Sant Maharaj ji even did
not have tea properly and ad stated to move fast and he then
came outside, where he was surrounded by the disciples and all
started greeting, on this Sant Maharaj ji suddenly asked Kartar
Singh to stop the disciples, Sant Maharaj ji while saying this moved
towards the lobby and asked Raju Baba ji (Sant Maharaj Balkar
Singh ji) to come to him and also asked for Kuldeep Kaur, and
stated that see Kuldeep I’ve investigated and thought completely
and after signaling towards Raju Baba ji (Sant Maharaj Balkaar
Singh ji) that “he is alright” and do not think anything else and my
complete grace is on Raju (Sant Maharaj Baba Balkar Singh ji).
Bibi Kuldeep Kaur said that Maharaj ji rightly said, things
will happen as you ordered and said; now you maintain your grace,
on this Sant Maharaj ji held beads in that hand, kept that hand
over the head of Kuldeep Kaur and stated that it’s alright and
after stating this, Maharaj ji got into his car.

Mukund Singh’s son Gurjar Singh
Mukund Singh is the resident of Mangewaliyan Panjgrahiyan,
his father’s name was Gurjar Singh who was having duty bound
feeling and he used to read Guruvani a lot. He has pleaded for
101 prayers before Shri Guru Granth sahib which he was not able
to fulfill.
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There was also a place of Sikh martyrs at his place, where
there was a fig tree; he cut that fig tree and kept it at his home.
After few days, this person died.
After few days, a person who loved near Panjgrahiyan died.
This person was known as “Mahime”. When the messengers of
God of death were taking away the soul of this person to God of
death, then God of death said it is not this person and take him
back.
When the messengers of God of death were taking back the
soul of that person, then Gurjar Singh was tied to the fig tree by
martyr Sikhs on the way, then Gurjar Singh shouted loudly on
seeing “Mahime” that O Mahime! These martyrs have tied med
from the fig tree which is there at my home and please donate that
cut fig tree to some Gurudwara then only these martyr Sikhs will
leave me and secondly I’ve prayed for 101 intact recitation before
Guru Granth sahib, which I was not able to fulfill and therefore
ask my son Mukund Singh that get my 101 intact recitation
completed, only then I’ll be able to complete my journey ahead
and I will be able to get the passage ahead

Bhai Surjeet Singh (U.P.)
Bhai Surjeet Singh is the resident of village Nanak farms U.P.
His previous village was near Village Dangad Dhanole. He also
took preaching from Sant Maharaj ji and became master’s disciple
by having nectar. Mata Pritam Kaur from his family also had nectar
and took spiritual master’s preaching. Sant Maharaj ji ordered
Mata ji to do six prayer beads of the name recommended by the
spiritual master. This family became devotee of Sant Maharaj ji
since the year 1980-82.Whenveer Sant Maharaj ji held discourse
at Balpur; this family attends the discourse and performs the duty.
At the residence of Bhai Surjeet Singh, Sant Maharaj ji held intact
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recitation in the month of February and organized three discourses.
They had three sons and one daughter. All the family was duty
bound. Bibi Indrajit Kaur belonged from the family of the middle
brother Bhai Harjinder Singh. This Bibi was elder sister of Sant
Baba Balkaar Singh ji. She is the daughter of Baba Gyan Singh of
Balpur. This Bibi told that, “When I was young, I used to come at
Sant Maharaj ji’s home for serving him. One day a thought came
to my mind that when it is said that regularly name has to be taken,
then how has it to be done. What is daily name taking? While
thinking this, when I went to the feet of Sant Maharaj ji then he
asked, whether you do daily name taking? I said I do not know
what is name taking? Sant Maharaj ji at that time gave me the
prayer beads which was in hand at that time and kept his hand
over my head and said that you have to perform this prayer beads
for the name recommended by the spiritual master for 6 times.
Sant Maharaj ji gave this grace. He performed holy service
after coming him only with the grace of Sant Maharaj ji. He learnt
the recitation of Shri Guru Granth Sahib and during continuous
recitation, he number wise does the reading duty as well. On 5th
April 1993, Bhai Harjinder Singh got him married at Baba Gyan
Singh’s village Farm. A daughter took birth after their marriage.
Sant Maharaj ji gave a white cloth to Indrajeet Kaur and asked to
stitch a cloth from this fabric and make your baby wear this. This
is a baby with extreme auspicious deeds. Likewise the younger
son of Bhai Surjeet Singh is Dr Kulwinder singh, when the baby
got birth at their home then the mother Harpreet Kaur took away
the baby and kept in the holy feet of Sant Maharaj ji and told that
he is the son of Doctor. Sant Maharaj ji graced him and rubbed
the dust of his holy feet thrice over the forehead of the child and
graced on the kid. The mother told that there is a lot of dandruff in
his head. The dandruff was gone away from the hairs and the
insect went off from the brain. Now this baby is completely well.
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After sometime, a baby girl was born so Dr Kulwinder took him
to Sant Maharaj ji, Sant Maharaj ji said that you brought sweets
on the birth of baby boy; will you not distribute sweets on the
birth of a baby girl? Then Dr Kulwinder Singh went to the city and
brought sweets.
Bibi Sukhjinder Kaur was from the residence of Dr Kulwinder
Singh, her hands were unwell. She could not even break the chapatti
from her hands. She got treated by various doctors but of n relief.
Finally Bibi Sukhjinder Kaur was taken to Sant Maharaj ji. Sant
Maharaj ji blessed her and asked her to chant the name
recommended by spiritual master for 40 days. When she began
the recitation, only 15 days passed and her hands got well
completely which were not fixed by any Doctor.
When this recitation was over, she offered the prayer in
Gurudwara Sahib. Even after that, Bibi recited the remembrance.
Even Dr Kulwinder Singh also performed several recitations as
being told by Sant Maharaj ji. When he opened the Doctors clinic
then Sant Maharaj ji asked him not to take the fees from poor
people. If it has to be taken anyways, take the minimum amount
and Dr Kulwinder Singh accepted. As told by Sant Maharaj ji, he
did not take fees from poor people even now. He is graced by
Sant Maharaj ji. Dr Kuljunder Singh’s brother in law was Gurpreet
who had no child, he requested for a child in the holy feet of Sant
Maharaj ji. Sant Maharaj ji dropped fruits in his lap and after a
passage if time a baby took birth in their home.
In the home of Bhai Harjinder Singh and Bibi Indrajeet Kaur,
a baby boy was born after a baby girl, whose name was kept
Bhupinder Singh. Once, their neighbors brought a wise man to treat
the external forces which possessed their home and to perform
recitation. He screwed the nails at their home and left all things there
it while going away. These became very distressed. Then their home
was influenced by external forces. They got several treatments but
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of no use. Finally they went to Panjgrahiyan to Sant Maharaj ji. This
Bibi Indrajeet Kaur starts playing while rotating her head at the
place of Panjgrahiyan itself. The supernatural powers at her home
start speaking lines. Few say I am this, few said I am Kukku. Some
said this, some said that. Finally they performed recitation of pure
voice and then she got relief.
Bibi Indrajeet Kaur performed several recitations of name and
remembrance even before her marriage. She kept on reciting
remembrance even after marriage. When Sant Maharaj ji gave away
his body in the year 2002, then also this Bibi has started the recitation
of name and remembrance. Bibi performed the chanting of the name
recommended by spiritual master. Once while she was chanting,
Sant Maharaj ji himself gave a glimpse and said that now you start
taking the name of Wahe Guru with each breath. Then Bibi told
Sant Balkaar Singh that Maharaj ji has asked me to do this. Sant
Baba Balkar Singh explained this technique to Bibi.

Bhai Kulwinder Singh
His shop was at Panjgrahiyan. He later went to Australia.
This entire family visits Rara Sahib to perform the holy duty. They
had no child at home and he offered prayer that if a baby boy will
be born at my home, I will mark my attendance here for 10
seasons. Then with the grace of Sants, a baby boy was born at
their home. The boy took birth on 31 December 2003. This boy
was only for three months that Sant Maharaj ji gave a glimpse in
the dreams. Sant Maharaj ji gave this child to Kulwinder Singh
from his own hands and said take this child, it is yours. His eyes
immediately opened on seeing this dream. When he saw, that child
was lying down. But he does not know how that child was fallen.
This incidence is after one year of Virakt ji’s going to the realm of
truth. He thanked Sant Maharaj ji that his child was found alright.
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This devotee also comes to the place of Panjgrahiyan and he
narrated this story to Baba Balkar Singh as well.

Bhai Pyara Singh
When Shriman Baba Narain Singh’s death anniversary
programs were held in Balpur Ashram, then Sant Maharaj ji used
to organise discourses at least a month before, in which a lot many
holy disciples derive benefit while commuting long distances. Due
to heavy attraction of holy company, lot many disciples used to
reach there. The grace of holy company scattered more in this
area. In this area lives Bhai Pyara Singh, who went from Suhali
which is near village Kuhali in Punjab. He purchased land in Balpura
U.P. after selling from Punjab but the possession of his land was
not on his name due to some reasons. This work was stopped for
around two years. He was worried. He tried to take shelter at
several places, but of no use. Then someone told Bhai Pyara Singh
that nothing will happen like this, you better go to the Sant Maharaj
of Balpura. Some Sant was giving discourse in Balpura. Only
then, Bhai Pyara Singh told Sant’s holy servant Bhai Kartaar Singh
that, “I want to have a glimpse of Sants.
Please take me to them.” As Bhai Pyara Singh did not know
much people of this area, so Bhai Kartaar Singh took him to the
Sant ji. Bhai Pyara Singh went and requested, the Sants said,
“Perform recitation and holy service, God shall himself grant the
grace.”
Bhai Pyara Singh started doing the service to board and drop
the holy disciples which come to hear the discourse. Along with
Bhai Pyara Singh, his brother Bhai Kesar singh also accompanied
him. Any place where the holy disciples were of, these brothers
perform the duty to drop and bring them even at12’0 clock at
midnight; they go wherever the disciples order them to go. They
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started doing this duty very lovingly. They behave very respectfully
with all disciples. They do not get irritated even if they had to drop
or bring the disciples at the same place many times.
At time their tractor-trolleys were fully occupied then also
without bothering, they perform the duty of holy disciples in the
discourse of Sant Maharaj ji. With the grace of Sant Maharaj ji
and duty of the disciples, their land problem was solved within
days. No type of worry was there in mind, all was solved. Bhai
Pyara Singh’s son Gurdeep Singh told that once our tractor was
going from a new way. There a deep bridge was broken. They
were not able to see the bridge from distance, but as the speed of
tractor was fast, they all got terrified that now what will happen,
how to control the tractor as it is going on a very fast pace. It was
the month of January, slight foggy. In the meanwhile their attention
got diverted towards the Sants. They offered prayer internally to
Maharaj ji to shower his grace. He began chanting the name given
by spiritual masters. At that time, do not know what happened
but the tractor turned in opposite direction and I was saved.

Bhai Mahender Singh
Bhai Mahender Singh’s previous village was Dhandhari Kalan.
There his land was stopped from Government’s end therefore he
was searching for the land. He used to follow Baba Bhag Singh
whose Ashram is towards the village Kothe near Ramnagar. Baba
Bhag Singh was the follower of His Holiness if Rara Sahib. Bhai
Mahender Singh when asked Baba Bhag Singh about the land,
“Baba ji, now I am wishing to take the land in U.P. He refused at
that time and said,” purchase the land from sun fall side and not in
the direction of sun rise.” We were not able to understand his
words however we made a deal of land in U.P. The God played
such a game that our deal did not mature. Because of the help of
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our relative brother Bhai Balwinder Singh, we got a deal in
Panjgrahiyan and we purchased the land. This incidence is of May
1971. Our family was not related to Sant Ranjit Singh ji. He settled
this place in the year 1976 where now that place is developed.
People from village Panjgrahiyan used to visit him at this place.
Gradually our family also started visiting him. Our mother Mata
Gurdyal Kaur was a unique devotee of spiritual master’s home.
She used to perform the holy duty with complete devotion while
visiting this place. She went to heavenly abode on 19 March 1993.
At this time, Sant Maharaj was in U.P. When he returned at that
place, then we went to greet him and shared the sorrow of Mata
ji’s death. Then we performed the simple recitation on behalf of
our mother. Two discourses were organized one night earlier to
the ending day of recitation and then on the final day. At that time
we said that Maharaj ji! We never heard the name of this village.
Now we have come here with your grace and whatever we said
to Baba Bhag Singh in the context of land, we also told you that,
then Maharaj ji said, “These are the actions of previous births.”
As a mandate in Gurbani:Gaoree Mahalaa - 5
Prabh Milbe Kao Preet Man Laagee ||
Paa-e Lagao Moh Karo Bentee Ko-oo Sant Milai
Wadbhaagee ||1|| Rahaao ||
Man Arapo Dhan Raakhao Aagai Man Kee Mat Mohe Sagal
Tiaagee ||
Jo Prabh Kee Har Kathaa Sunaavai Andin Firao Tis
Pichhai Viraagee ||1||
Poorab Karm Ankur Jab Pragate Bhetio Purkh Rasik
Bairaagee ||
Mittio Andher Milat Har Naanak Janam Janam Kee Soee
Jaagee ||2||2||119||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 204)
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Our son Balraj Singh got married in January and a baby girl
was born in their home in the year 2001. That girl started speaking
from very small age. When it’s time for the discourse at Bhora
sahib, then she drags everyone to move fast and reach to the
discourse. She started speaking in the voice of elder when in
discourse. When Sant Maharaj ji concentrated, she speaks loudly.
One day when I (Mahender Singh) asked her, where you live
earlier then she said earlier in Dhandhari Kalan and then I lived in
Panjgrahiyan. Then she told about her going to the realm of truth
and told everything about her birthplace Village Kusa district Moga.
Sant Maharaj ji went to the realm of truth on 7th December 2002.
I asked her how you came here now. Then she signaled towards
the picture of Sant Maharaj ji and said that he has taken birth and
now you go to your home.
Whenever they visit the place of Panjgrahiyan, she drag us
and make us bow our head first to Darbar sahib, then Bhora
sahib and then on the chair of Sant Maharaj ji. She remained
telling about her previous birth till the age of five.

Bhai Pritam Singh and Bhai Saroop Singh
Their family continuously served Sant Maharaj ji for many
years. Following Sant Maharaj ji’s order, the entire family devoted
their life towards God. They themselves used to visit Panjgrahiyan
from Patiala.When Bhai Pritam singh and Bhai Saroop Singh first
time got a glimpse of Maharaj ji then at that time had purchased a
land in U.P. Balpur. Here this family was devoted to Baba Narain
Singh ji. They used to gain knowledge of benevolence in their
holy company. But they sold their land of U.P in some time. After
that they bought a house at Sarhind Road in U.P. The entire family
stayed at Patiala but few mysterious spirits remained in the house
they purchased. These spirits used to trouble them a lot. They
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used to say that this place belongs to us and go and leave this
place. When this remain happening for some time, then Bhai Pritam
Singh reached Panjgrahiyan and requested from Sant Maharaj ji,
“We have purchased this flat after seling the entire land, we are
deceived.” Maharaj ji said, “Why do you worry, the entire universe
if belongs to that divine soul only. Trust him; he will set everything
right on his own.” Bhai Pritam Singh said, “Maharaj ji! It even
does not let us take the name of God. They stand besides us at
that time only.” Then Maharaj ji said, “You start the recitation of
name given by spiritual master for forty days.” Two people from
their home together started the recitation. Bhai Pritam Singh took
along his daughter as well.
When two-three days passed, then those mysterious souls
start troubling again. Bhai Pritam Singh again reached Panjgrahiyan
and requested, ‘Maharaj ji! They have started troubling us again.”
But Maharj ji said, “Remember God with great force, do not fear
even if they are seen and chant more if so. The one, that protects
you, sees everything. You only do remembrance with devotional
feeling. Now they can frighten you standing far away but cannot
come closer to you.” Then they were not seen after 33 days.
After the completion of 40 days, Bhai Pritam Singh offered food
after coming to Panjgrahiyan and donated silken cloth on Guru
Granth Sahib. In this way he performed recitation for four times
and performed service carrying along the disciples. Now Bhai
Pritam Singh is no longer but his entire family performs a lot service
with devotional feeling at the place of Panjgrahiyan. Service and
remembrance has imbibed in the nature of this family now. Bhai
Pritam Singh’s brother’s son Gurlal Singh when completed his
education, then Bhai Pritam Singh requested with Sant Maharaj
ji, “Maharaj ji! If he settles abroad, then well. My brother’s children
are my responsibility.”Being bitter he said, “You only demand for
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worldly things. So much time has spent in holy company, still you
are demanding for worldly things.” He asked him to leave angrily
and asked him to perform service outside. Bhai Pritam Singh went
to the food service, performed duty for some time, washed utensils
and then came again after an hour and said, “Maharaj ji! I have
come after performing the service.” When he went again, then
Bibi Harbans Kaur was also sitting along with him. Maharaj ji
again asked him to leave, and then Bibi Harbans Kaur said,
“Maharaj ji! He has to only to greet him.” Maharaj ji said these
people are very stubborn, He came back after doing a little service.”
Then said again, “Go and increase the time of daily name taking
and then he will never fail in his life.” Now that boy is a big business
tycoon in America and is associated with service and remembrance
with the grace of Maharaj ji.

Bhai Swaran Singh
It is the incidence of year 1980 when Sant Maharaj ji’s discourse
was held in village Shergad Cheemen. Few people of his village
were associated with Sant Baba Meehan Singh of Siyad. When
Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh performed discourse at the place of
Bhai Amarjit Singh, then Bhai Swaran Singh also reached there.
Maharaj ji expressed thoughts about the deep mysteries of God’s
worship in the discourse according to Guruvani. As Maharaj ji said
whenever any disciple gets associated with the holy company then
he must listen the words carefully to make his life successful. He
expressed other deep thoughts like this as well. When Bhai Swaran
Singh heard these thoughts, it made a profound impact on him, He
determined in mind that he has to make this Sant’s holy feet touch
my home for sure. Then he disclosed this desire in front of Bhai
Sadhu Singh Vaid. Sadhu Singh Vaid is a unique devotee of spiritual
master’s home and he has a doctor’s clinic near the village Dulamma.
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He was a very spiritual person and remains in company of Sants
and sages. Bhai Swaran Singh asked Bhai Vaid ji to bring Sant
Maharaj ji at our home and tell us what has to be gifted. Vaid ji said
do according to your wish. After a few days, Sant Maharaj ji visited
the place of Swaran Singh. He became so happy that he even forgot
to gift any cloth or fabric to Maharaj ji. Vaid ji asked Bhai Swaran
Singh ji, “Get whatever you want to gift.” He said, “I only had five
rupees.” Maharaj ji kept his hand over his head while smiling. He
became very happy. Then after few days, he went to Delhi on full
moon night then the Sant from Siyad said in the discourse that a
sage who has reached to a destination, any ordinary man can
accompany that sage. Then he was firm that it was his illusion and he
should not visit any other sage.
But Sant Maharaj ji also removed another doubt that those
devotees of Sants who prays Shri Guru Granth Sahib and abides
Guru Nanak Dev ji, his company is beneficial to each man. After
that whenever discourse was held at the place of Panjgrahiyan, he
attends it with full devotional feeling. He used to recite and
remember while sitting by keeping the picture of Sants and Guru
Granth Sahib in front of him. He curtains the photograph after
completing the recitation.
One day what happened is when after chanting and recitation,
he was covering the photographs; a sound asked him to chant for
one more hour. When after chanting, he was covering the photograph,
again a sound came which asked him to chant throughout the night.
When this happened, he chanted for some time. Then he thought it
will be difficult to chant throughout the night. He took bath, wear the
clothes and walk towards Panjgrahiyan at night. To have a glimpse
of Maharaj ji, the head of village was watering the peanut plant. He
thought who has come this time? On coming near, he identified and
asked as to where is he going like mad people at this point of time?
On this, Swaran Singh said that we will talk about this in morning. In
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the meanwhile he reached near Panjgrahiyan while chanting. It was
deep darkness at that time. No light was lit. He thought in mind that
something else is said in discourses, now these people are sleeping,
when he turned towards the camp from road, he saw that a light is lit
at Bhora sahib. When he came nearby, he saw Sant Ishar Singh
from Rara is standing besides the lemon tree of tank. He was
surprised to see that thanks to such a spiritual master who is guarding
at the place of their disciples. He kept on watching this for a long
time and then stepped ahead and greeted him. When he lifted his
head, he found that a light is lit in Bhora Sahib. Then he returned to
Cheema from there and told everyone in village that Maharaj ji ws
chanting while sitting outside near the tank at Panjgarian.
He told that it was light everywhere around Maharaj ji. I
kept on seeing for a long time. Seeing this, his devotion towards
Maharaj ji increased.

Baba Gyan Singh (U.P.)
It is the incidence of 1998 winters, Sant Maharaj ji came to
Balpur from Punjab. In those days, the death anniversary of Baba
Narain Singh was celebrated. A lot of disciples come for your
glimpse. All people used to come with their determinations and
will. After two days Baba Gyan Singh ji who was the father of
present holy servant Baba Balkar Singh, also came to visit Maharaj
ji. Baba Gyan Singh arrived at Bhora Sahib at 10’o clock, so
Maharaj ji said, “Gyan Singh take the plough and weed the chilly
plant.” Although he said alright, but he came out because of having
fever but a fear of not following Maharaj ji’s order came into his
mind. When he went again after 1 or 2 days, then Maharaj ji again
asked that Baba ji why you did not weeded the chiily plant. Then
Baba ji told that I was suffering from fever. This is why I was
unable to weed it. On this Maharaj ji said, I thought that I shall
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give you something else, but you did not make yourself capable of
taking it.” He said, “Maharaj ji, I was having fever.” Maharaj ji
said, “What did I say? You have not done that, I wanted to remove
your fever only.” Then Baba Gyan Singh and Chajju Singh both
began weeding. At that time only, Baba Gyan Singh’s fever got
well. The thought came into his mind that if I would have followed
his order earlier, what grace he would have given. Baba Gyan
Singh ji daily brought milk from his home and performed service
of spiritual master’s home. One day when Baba ji brought milk,
then Virakt ji was wandering around Bhora sahib. When Baba ji
gave milk in food service and came back to greet, then Virakt ji
sat on a chair and said, “Gyan Singh, shall we make you Gyan
Singh from Rara Sahib?”
Baba ji said, “Maharaj ji! What has to be taken?” Maharaj ji
said, “You perform a lot of service. Tell me whatever you desire
today, I will grant you. Baba ji said, whatever I have is sufficient
for living. The time should pass only.” Such words were spoken
after coming home. Later he got his daughters married. All the
desires meted at home itself, neither any deficiency came, nor
money has to be borrowed from outside.” Such grace was
showered that no scarcity was there during any task. When Baba
Gyan Singh got unwell and left for heavenly abode, at the final
time, Baba Balkar Singh took him to Panjgrahiyan. Baba ji met all
relatives and returned to his place. Then after getting some illness,
he left for heavenly abode. Baba Balkar Singh told eldest son of
Baba Gyan Singh that sages never scold, but they do welfare for
sure. Baba ji told while leaving the body that on his one side tenth
spiritual master is standing and on other side, Maharaj ji from
Bhora Sahib was standing. Those who accompany Santly people’s
go like this from the world.
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Weird time of 1984
In 1984, when Akaal Takht Sahib was being attacked, at
that time Sikhs were given horrible problems in Hindustan. Besides
Delhi, at many other places, several innocent female Sikhs and
children were surrounded and brutally killed. Sant Maharaj ji had
come to U.P. Lakhmipur district Khiri in Gurudwara Balpur during
that time. Other caste people used to see Sikhs very
disrespectfully. This area’s spiritual places devotees also had a lot
of anger in them. Due to the ban from Government’s end, no one
shall reveal that revenge. Then also all disciples were praying for
happiness and peace. In the meanwhile Indira Gandhi massacre
took place. At that time, a discourse was held. The disciples were
performing remembrance and God’s chanting.
In the meantime, a Sikh from nearby came and said, “Maharaj
ji! You please end the chanting. Indira Gandhi has been killed.”
Sant ji said, “Bhai, we are not doing any wrong act, we are only
worshipping God. Prayers must also be happening around her.
They said, sometime is remaining, then we will end it.”
Then a group of critics were met, they lodged a report in
police station. Other police men came with their force. He said,
“You send your car to me in police station, they will remain safe
there. The Sant ji discussed with people standing there and then
sent the car to police station. Here many Hindu families tried to
set fire in Sikh’s houses, even tried to do theft. The atmosphere of
terror was created. At many places, news of women were being
raped were coming. People were very terrified. Sant ji said, “Bhai
gather the women in the home of Bhai Suchcha Singh.” Women
were asked to collect bricks and stones. If someone comes to kill
or molest, then throw stones on bricks on them, do not fear. A lot
of Sikh guards were deployed around spiritual master’s home.
Those with weak heart, associated with other people out of fear
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cut their hairs from scissor. Bhai Manjit Singh guarded women
throughout the night taking rifle along outside Suchcha Singh’s
residence. Though the environment was very fearful in whole area
and spiritual master’s home but Sant ji continuously remained giving
courage. Many Sikhs were deployed at several places as there
was a lot of disturbance in many places of this area. In the area of
Khiri, on Nidhasan road, around two hundred and fifty people
attacked the Sikhs. When all became silent, then Sant ji asked
Kartar Singh to bring the car, but the police inspector refused to
give the car and threatened to make false cases. He prepared
such a report as he should be given money. Then Sikhs approached
Ministers and the inspector agreed to leave the car.
But he kept this condition that Baba ji should come to police
station and get the car. All the disciples gathered and said Maharaj
ji! We will not let you go to police station. Then Virakt ji said to
the police inspector, “Bhai if there is no case on the car, I will not
appear in police station, you give the car or not, decision is yours.”
Seeing Virakt ji’s stubbornness police inspector came and said,
“Baba ji, I have taken your car from past few days and kept in the
police station. Therefore you pleas kindly put signatures else I will
be trapped.” After that car was left and given. After that, the
discourse went for few days.
After that there were five discourses in Gajroli. There also
teaching of spiritual master’s words were given as the time was of
very unique type, a fearful atmosphere was maintained. Therefore
wireless was fixed from the end of police that whether they are
not doing the duty to invoke people? Or they do not talk wrong?
But the Sant ji neither talk anything except spiritual master’s
teaching nor talked about Indira Gandhi. Seven discourses were
organized in the Pilibheet town. There also the disciples gathered
in numbers and heard about God and performed service with fully
devoted mind, body and wealth. The Sant ji’s stay was at the
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home of contractor Baldev Singh. When discourses were held
there then many Hindu and Muslims collected there and start
watching what Sikhs are doing here, what will they say? But when
first discourse was heard, then a lot of people were influenced.
Then all Hindu, Sikh and Muslim collected in the discourse and
sat together. Till third discourse, police wireless was there to see if
they say wrong. But when they heard what Sant Maharaj ji says
then they asked if Maharj ji to will speak in Hindi then we will also
understand what all he says. As we rarely understand Punjabi.
Then they started to speak in Hindi during the discourses. On
hearing the words of benevolence their minds start becoming
happy. On hearing his words, these people started saying that
Maharaj ji! Very bad happened that the friendship of Hindu and
Sikh is broken and disputes took place.
They said Maharaj ji! We are unhappy that we are divided.
The Sant ji said, “Bhai stay away from the claws of these magicians
(Politicians). Worship the God uniformly. Then after some time
Sant ji came back to Panjgrahiyan.

Bhai Kuldeep Singh
He told us that he left school in the age of 9 in 4th standard.
Once, my uncle’s trolley was going. I thought to see where the old
lady was going? I also sat in trolley with her. She came and got
down at Sant Maharaj ji’s Gurudwara. Maharaj ji was sitting on
motor and was telling about Chapar’s fare to holy disciples. All
women staring bowing head before Maharaj ji one by one. When
my turn came, I feared from Maharaj ji as my hairs were cut. I
thought what the Sants will say so I went aloof. But Maharaj ji
very lovingly called me near him and said come brother, here comes
Dhattu sage, why do you fear from us? You belong to us only. He
loved me a lot. I felt very nice. Then I started visiting spiritual
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master’s home at times. One day Maharaj ji said, now you have
become old, do not go home, and stay here only. But as I have to
do farming at my home in so I come at times and at times I leave.
Whenever any obstacle comes in between household work or in
farming, I pray before the Sants and everything sets right. My
belief strengthened due to it. One day when I came to Panjgrahiyan
Gurudwara, then Maharaj ji said, “You belong to us and not them,
so come here forever.” In those days I go to dairy to collect milk
for food service.
Maharaj ji placed my duty at dairy. I used to go. One day
Maharaj said, Bhai also chant devotional songs side by side. They
told me to chant while joining both pedals of bicycle. Chant Wahe
Guru with one pedal and Ek Onkar with the other pedal. In this
way, my first teaching began. Slowly I started enjoying hymns.
After that, we started growing gradually. Other companions also
lived together. Sant ji used to keep us with more lovingly than
parents even. They scold us on any mistake.
It is an incident of a one day; Maharaj ji called me and said,
Bhai Singh! Let us go to U.P., there we have to celebrate birth
anniversary of Baba Narain Singh. I refused. Then he said Dhattu
come with me, it will be good for you. Still I denied. He asked me
for the third time but I refused. The God’s wish was such that all
disciples had to leave by 2:30 ‘o clock but the police picked me
at 1:30. I even did not have beard but someone in the village
lodged a fake complaint that I am terrorist and police arrested
me. They started saying that you are a terrorist. They beaten me
up and even cut my nails. They asked various questions that who
all comes to Gurudwara, who are all being preached by the sages?
But I did not have any relation with bad people nor did I know
any person like that in spiritual master’s home. They exploited me
then also. They broke my arms and legs. They used to give such
pain that I wished to die instead as it was unbearable, but during
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this time, I kept on reciting the first stanza as the technique told by
Maharaj ji, simultaneously I kept on brought the form of Maharaj
ji in my concentration. One day they took me to a forest in order
to kill me. They asked me to remove my shirt, but due to my
broken arm, I was unable to do so. They fired on me but with the
grace of Maharaj ji their gun did not work.
In the meanwhile they got a call that an attack has occurred
somewhere, please come fast. Thereafter they thought that we
tried to kill him but he was not killed, there must be some great
force behind him. I was lying conscious and they make me sit in a
tempo. I heard them talking among themselves that if this disciple
is so powerful what about his spiritual master. They feared and
got me treated very well and sent me back. After that someone
got it published in the newspapers that how policemen have
exploited an innocent person. People came to meet me and said
that you are very brave and you should take your revenge. They
insisted him to hold AK-47 and kill those police men and villagers
who have fabricated you in a false case. I said, “I will not take any
step without asking Maharaj ji.” In the meanwhile, Maharaj ji
called me by sending a person. I narrated him the whole story.
They said, “Bhai! You are with us, this is why, and this is not your
path. You do not worry about those who exploited you; they will
themselves die after a great torment under their sins. You only
keep on chanting, this will take you through. After two years of
this incidence, again police arrested me but they left me on the
second day only with Maharaj ji’s grace.
Maharaj ji always said this that whatever teaching of doing
chanting we have got from the great personalities of Rara Sahib,
we have to maintain it and keep it going. According to the rules of
spiritual master’s home, they make us sit for chanting during
morning and evening and explain us the ways of doing the chanting.
They used to love as well as exert strictness. They make us sit in
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early morning. The bell alarms at 2:30 am, all woke up, if someone
does not wake up, he used to pour water on him. After that all sit
in chant after having bath. During night between 8 -10 also, he
used to make us sit in Bhora Sahib and chant. He asks not to
leave chant and remembrance throughout the day and keep on
doing it. I keep on performing as the way Maharaj ji tells.
One day I requested Maharaj ji that I am not much educated,
in what way I would get salvation? He said, “Bhai, we get Salvation
because of God’s love, being educated or not does not makes much
difference. This way is right for you; you only keep doing the duty
and chanting. Everything will be alright. He said, “As we have to
write on slate to practice our words, this is why to practice words
and tongue, we have to chant the words while speaking them. Then
he told to stop the tongue and chant the words. Then he told to
practice the words under the tongue. He said that while concentrating
on front portion of tongue, practice words and concentrate on the
form of Guru Nanak Dev ji. For the next stage it was told to peep
inside from the centre of head. All the light will be seen there. After
that considering the causal region as well, bring the concentration of
the forms of spiritual master nearby. With this directly it will start
seeing inside. You will feel the tongue moving. Remembrance tune
will be there with simplicity. The Sant ji told that concentrate your
mind on your heart. All the arteries start from here. For this reason,
maintain this, rest everything will happen on its own.” Gradually the
concentration was maintained on the form. In this way while farming,
driving tractor, remembrance should go on. Now with his grace
and according to the order of Baba Balkaar Singh, I remain seated
for 24 hours. He ordered me to have daily hair bath. He has asked
to be ready every time. With his grace, such destination of chanting
has been obtained that I hear the echo of word from everything. I
do farming therefore before Sant ji leave for heavenly abode, he
was hurrying. I sent the grains hurriedly. One day he himself came
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along and sat on tractor with me. All the people were standing and
seeing what is happening, what happened to sages and Sant ji came
in the farms.
Sant ji sat on my tractor with me and started explaining me
about chanting in loneliness. He asked me how I chant. When I
told him, he said, yours is alright, then asked to take self of tractor,
when I hit the self, several colorful sparks of words came out of
the outlet from where the smoke comes. I was surprised to see.
Sant ji said, yours everything is fine now you chant the words in
rhythm with the tractor’s noise. He is the same to me after leaving
the body as were before leaving the body. He wakes up if we got
delayed in waking up in the morning. He changes the posture
softly while sitting in chanting. It is the incidence of a day of the
last year in year 2011; I sat in chanting for 48 hours. It was the
day of summers, I felt to the need to have bath. At that time, it is
unknown from where the Sant ji came and showered me bath
very lovingly as a mother does to her children. Even now at times
when I take bath, I feel that he is taking bath with me. If I ate
food, I feel as if he is sitting in my heart. While eating, any noise
also feels like the tune of name. Like this were my enlightened
Sant, like this is my enlightened soul.

Bibi Paramjeet Kaur
She told that many sores come out of her body during
childhood. When sores ripen, they become needles. Got treated
much but no there was no difference. If got operated, and remove
the needles from shoulders then the needles start coming out from
other side of legs. Then one day we requested from Maharaj ji
and he said, “Bhai these are the deeds of previous births which
are coming out as sores and giving trouble. You keep on chanting,
Guru Nanak Dev ji will himself set everything alright.” In this way,
she was given forty days recitation.
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When she recited for forty days, turn started coming. This
problem remained for much time but chanting finished off
everything. Even now there are big scars on her legs and arms.

Bibi Bhupinder Kaur
At that time there lived Bibi Bhupinder Kaur told that Virakt
ji performs a lot of chanting and service. He himself distributes the
sacrament and performs holy prayers. He chants with such
affection that even walls begin speaking. Sant ji even say while
chanting that do not touch with walls. He never stops doing the
prayers, Baba Narain Singh used to call Virakt ji as a great
personality since them as his meditation gloominess was too much.
Even the disciples bow their head towards him on seeing him.
Sant ji used to do a lot of prayers. He used to do prayers even in
the sacrament. Virakt ji spent most of his time in Dhablan while
doing service, prayers and intact recitation only. Sant ji became
very weak while doing chanting but he never leaves the service.
There were many other ladies in the sacrament like Pritam
Kaur, Sumitar Kaur, Tej Kaur, Jarnail Kaur, Paramajeet Kaur,
Gurdev Kaur and Bhupinder Kaur’s parents and sister. All
collectively serve during the food sacrament. Virakt ji administers
the responsibility of the feast. Virakt ji loves the ladies and pay
them a lot of respect. They call all of them as sisters, but were also
very strict and do not let any lady laugh without any reason. He
explains spiritual things besides preparing the feast. If some girl
has to leave in morning, then he himself drops her very responsibly
or shall send someone to drop her, but never allows them go
alone. Bibi told that in the presence of His Holiness, he takes
good care of us and showers love on us.
Bibi ji told that “When the topic of my marriage was discussed
then I refused to marry but Virakt ji made her agree for marriage.
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Bibi ji said thank you have to perform this joyful duty.” Then Virakt
ji said, “Sister, where shall we go if we do not come in your
celebrations.” Virakt ji gave this teaching to Bibi that you be strong,
do not deviate from the teachings of Rara Sahib Sants and do not
bow your head anywhere except Guru Granth Sahib.
That time was very good. That time will never come again.
We fear much from Maharaj ji but there was also a lot of love
towards him. Bibi ji narrated one incident that once she requested
His Holiness that my plea is to again take birth and come into your
holy feet. Virakt ji explained after hearing this that, “With auspicious
deeds of previous births, you have got the support of Sants grace,
whatever benefit you want to derive, derive in this birth only, what
will you do in case if such a thought will not arise in your mind in
the subsequent birth? Then there was such a play after sometime
that Virakt ji was sent to Panjgrahiyan by His Holiness. All disciples
along with Bibi ji felt very sad on this and requested why have he
sent him to Panjgrahiyan? Sant ji, kindly shower your grace and
call him back, then His Holiness said, “Who will do the benefit of
people living there?”

Bhai Kartar Singh (U.P.)
Bhai Kartar Singh is the holy servant of Maharaj ji since long
time. His farm is near Balpur. Before being the servant of Sant
Maharaj ji, he was unaware of the company of Santly people. When
Sant Maharaj ji for the first time went to Balpur in 1975, his entire
family used to go to hear the discourse of Sant Maharaj ji.
But he did not have any interest in him. His wife Mata Gyan
Kaur was also devoted to Sant Maharaj ji. She told that he
develops such a detachment by his prayers, that I could not stop
my tears. One day when Kartar Singh went to have a glimpse of
Sant Maharaj ji, then he asked, “Are you coming from the village
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in Punjab?” Bhai Kartar Singh replied, “He is the inhabitant of
Bachodi village”. There were other talks gradually. When Bhai
Kartar Singh went again, he was drawn by the intellectual talk of
Sant Maharaj ji. Then he also began attending discourse. Hearing
auspicious thoughts of Sant Maharaj ji regularly made a great
impact on his mind. When Sant Maharaj ji offered the nectar at
the place of Balpur, he also had the nectar. Among all the disciples
having nectar, whosoever asked for name, Sant Maharaj ji gave
name with its method to all of them and also gave them a garland.
He also gave him chant of first stanza to meditate. For this, Maharaj
ji ordered that whole turn of prayer beads has to be done for the
first stanza which comes to around two and half hours. He kept
on doing like this for much time.
Then one day Bhai Kartar Singh told about his progress in
chanting that the mind now concentrates so his word was changed
and he was given Satnam Wahe Guru to chant. Then after some
time, mind became more stable and the stability came so with the
grace of Wahe Guru, only the chanting of Wahe Guru’s name
started going. After that, the word Wahe Guru only remained, it
did not change. When he requested Maharaj ji in this context,
then Maharaj ji said, “Keep on doing this only.” Bhai Kartar Singh
did the work of farming. At times sleep when tired. If he does not
get awake in the early morning, he feels as if someone is trying to
wake him up by holding his arms. Then the devotion and faith of
Bhai Kartar Singh further strengthened. Gradually he got freed
from his household chores.
He got his children married because of which more and more
time is spent in the holy company of Sant Maharaj ji. He remained
with Sant Maharaj ji for twenty days all together during his
discourses in Delhi. Sant Maharaj ji shows the incidence in dream
whenever any crisis was about to come on him or his family.
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Bhai Kartar Singh told that gradually his practice and
concentration while meditation increased. Now he gets 5-7 hours
of practice with the grace of Maharaj ji. Word and form goes
together with his grace. As I practice the word by taking the holy
feet of spiritual master in my mind, my mind gets a lot of peace.
There is stability in my mind now. Before the grace and name
practice of Sant Maharaj ji my temper was very loose, now I do
not get angry on any topic. Family members and outsiders appear
alike. There is no attachment. Now there is no tension even. Now
I feel that if one concentrates on family or relatives, then one cannot
meditate. The chanting went on every day from 2 or 2:30 in the
morning till evening 6 or 7. As the thread goes in needle while
being stable, in the same way everything was going fine with his
grace. My situation is maintained after Maharaj ji left for heavenly
abode. I feel that when a person detaches himself from worldly
chores, then only his mind becomes stable.
When Sant Maharaj ji told the way to do meditation for the
first time then he asked to practice the word in the navel point.
Maharaj ji told that the echo of word is heard there only. But
when I did not felt anything then Maharaj ji, it is ok few do not feel
it. Then he asked to concentrate on the chest. Then he asked to
concentrate in the middle of forehead. I am practicing at that point
since long time. To affirm the concentration, I firmly hold the holy
feet of Sant Maharaj ji in my thoughts. With the stableness of
meditation, gradually I got the realization of the photograph of
Sant Maharaj ji.
After his form, the light coming from behind and his graceful
hand was seen. Even the lines of his hand were clearly visible. As
in the concentration stabilizes in the picture of Maharaj ji and
strengthens in his holy feet, likewise the heart asks to do more of
chanting. With this, the mind becomes peaceful but since when
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Maharaj ji has gone, a deficiency is felt. At times he used to say
about existing Baba Balkaar Singh that see your father is coming,
he used to be our friend. Many a times I made my mind to ask
about this, but whenever I go to ask he showers such grace that I
forget everything. I used to visit many places with Maharaj ji.
Once upon a time, Badey were our relatives. Three to four of his
family members always remained ill. They remained bedridden.
He did not have conscience of his own. When he requested to
Sant Maharaj ji, he said that we not hold any magic or trick, we
only have support of our spiritual master. Therefore to get your
problem rectified, organize the intact recitation of Guru Granth
Sahib, the spiritual master will help you out. They organized the
recitation of pure voice. They requested from the group of Sant
Maharaj ji. Sant Maharaj ji said, Bhai Kartar Singh! These are
your relatives. Therefore he also took me along. They organized
the intact recitation of pure voice. I saw a unique miracle in the
middle night. I saw a genie. He was wearing a long black jacket
on which small buttons were fixed which looked like 50 paise
coins. He angrily came and told Sant Maharaj ji that I’ll see you.
Then he stood besides the person who was reciting Guru Granth
Sahib but did not bow his head. The Sants have already told me
about this, therefore I was not afraid. The daughter of family who
has organized intact recitation was sitting after taking bath.
He was also seen to her and he threat and terrified her as
well. He said that I’ll see all of you whosoever has brought this
Sant. Besides this, I’ll also see the one who brought ghee for
cows. I’ll see all. His signal was towards me as I only brought the
ghee for cows. I’ll see all. But I had complete faith on Sant Maharaj
ji that he will protect me. Therefore I did not fear at all. When I
later told Maharaj ji, he said that the ones who do chanting should
not even fear from anyone. The peace of chanting is biggest of all.
External forces fear from the ones who chant. No matter how
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much they scream from outside, they are terrified from inside.
They get the heat of chant.
Sant Maharaj ji when went to Puranpur, a lady came to meet
him. A man was sticking with her. When she bowed the head,
that man said that she is my wife and I’ll take her along with me.
Sant Maharaj ji asked the family members of this lady to perform
the pure voice recitation. Sant Maharaj ji said that we will perform
recitation at Balpur only. The recitation was organized at Balpur.
When I went to visit Sant Maharaj ji, he asked me to watch guard
the intact recitation. Bhai Pyara Singh was also accompanying
me. Sant Maharaj ji said that Bhai Bhag Singh who was the guard
will remain seated while his head bowed. Therefore, he will not
be able to control it. This task is very bog. That is why you should
remain on security. We both had to go to the son’s wedding of
Gurmail Singh of Balpur. We went to greet Sant Maharaj ji before
going to the wedding. He said that this work is more important
than going to the wedding, therefore we both stayed for security
of intact recitation. When the beginning prayers started, he did
not let the intact recitation start. He was sticking to that lady and
start saying to her.
He said while pointing his finger, do not prayer, do not prayer.
I will not let this intact recitation to be completed. When we asked
him why he troubles her, he said that she is my wife. I’ll take her
along with me. After that when the middle prayer started, he held
the neck of the person conducting the prayer. He was not able to
speak while offering prayers. I was standing nearby. I had a sword
in my hand, I said; do the prayer, do it loudly, why do you fear? I
am standing behind you. Then I went to Maharaj ji and told that
this man troubles a lot, Then Maharaj ji said that your responsibility
is over now, now we will put the martyrs on security. After that we
heard the screams of that Muslim person only. Maharaj ji told that
martyrs pressed the Muslim man. He was pressed by rods and
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then beaten up. We said that now you should go, he said how I
should go, I am caught by martyrs in chains.
Then it is an incident of one day when Maharaj ji said to
organized a pure voice recitation at my home. Neither I refuse his
order nor do I ask the reason. Sant ji told that Bhai Ranjit Singh is
going to Punjab. Tell him to bring already grinded ingredients by
asking him. Sant’s ordered that the purity recitation be started as
soon as possible. Within few days, the materials came so the
recitation started. Sant Maharaj ji after a month told me in front of
Baba Balkar Singh ji that your son Harchand Singh was possessed
by some external force from whose nose, insects were shedding.
Maharaj ji told that it happened 4-5 days back, if he would have
stayed for few more days, then he would have made him as his
belonging. Therefore we held the pure voice recitation to get rid
of him.
In this way, Maharaj ji kept his grace over me and my family.
Several types of difficulties come in families, but each time he
saves while giving off his hand.
I keep on chanting inside and do not let others know.
According to him, whenever any problem arises, then I used to
recite at night and plea before Sant Maharaj ji then Sant Maharaj
ji solves my problem in my dream only.

Bhai pyara Singh Lohat Baddi
Bhai Pyara Singh told us that one day Maharaj ji went to
have tea at his home. When he was coming back from his home,
Sant ji asked Baba Balkar Singh, “Raju, the two boys were the
son of Charanjit (wife of Bhai Pyara Singh), who are the parents
of the third one”? Baba Balkar Singh told that he is also the son of
his sister. When after 2-4 days, Bhai Pyara Singh and his wife
Charanjit came to greet Sant maharaja ji then Sant ji asked Bhai
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Pyara Singh, is that third tall guy yours? He said, yes. At that time,
Sant Maharaj ji said ask him to donate bananas from his hand.
They bought three dozen bananas from Sandhod while their way
to home and ask Narinder Singh to distribute these bananas. There
few ladies were plucking the pulses in farms; he distributed the
bananas among them.
After one and half month of this incidence, Bhai Pyara Singh
came to Sant Maharaj ji, he was told to be positioned for the
cropping of eucalyptus by Bhai Mohan Singh. He told about the
cropping to Bhai Mohan Singh and then came and sat with Sant
Maharaj ji. On his arrival, Maharaj ji queried whether he is coming
from home or from duty. He told that I have come after enquiring
about the cropping for this place. Sant ji asked him to sit and said
the words that when the discourses of Sant Maharaj from Rara
sahib were held on Kalyan bridge, do you know anything about it?
He said that Maharaj ji though we were younger but very
intelligent. We were grazing the animals. There was a trance of a
simple sage near it. If someone plucks even a straw from there, he
was hanged up reverse. If someone pisses off at that place, he
also turns reverse. That place is so powerful. When the herbs
were rooted out from this place, I also performed the service. His
Holiness from Rara Sahib also organized the discourse at this
place. Sixth Patshah ji Maharaj came to this place. This sage whose
trance it is, met the spiritual master. When the spiritual master
came there, he said that please be seated here, I’ll bring the milk
for you from the Kalyan village. This sage went to the village and
told the villagers that sixth Patshah Maharaj ji has come, visit their
taking along the milk etc. Villagers asked what happened to you
sage, today there is a lot of brightness on your face. The sage told
them there is no significant brightness on my face, you come along
with me and I’ll show you someone who has 100 times more
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brightness on his face than me. Villagers brought milk, water and
sacraments. They served a lot the sixth Patshah Maharaj. When
the spiritual master was about to go after granting happiness to all
villagers, then this sage showed attachment and requested him to
stay for another 2-3 days and plea to grant more service. The
spiritual master told him that we will come some other time. The
sage asked, what will be your mark on your return? Then the
spiritual master dictated that we will come from the direction of
pole. When Sant Maharaj from Rara Sahib came to hold discourse
at Kalyan Bridge, he immediately asked to take the tent upside.
When Sant ji went away after commencement of discourse, the
learned Muslim who serves there saw a citation that sage woke
up the Muslim learned and said that request Sant Maharaj ji on
my behalf tomorrow that Sant ji should come and revolve around
my trance and then be seated after removing his shoes towards
my head.
That sage told that he has promised me that on his arrival, he
will surely visit the sage. This great personality is the form of sixth
Patshah Maharaj ji. When this was cited by the Muslim learned,
he told major two disciples that we have to request Maharaj ji
that I’ve been told by the sage that the Sant who discourses must
organize the discourse near my trance and revolving around my
trance, remove his shoes towards my head. When we prepared
for the discourse after removing all the herbs and made the land
leveled then Maharaj ji had tea and the learned Muslin was also
having tea while sitting with Maharaj ji. Sant ji asked the learned
Muslim about his citation and he narrated everything to him.
Besides dictating this, he also dictated that a sage from
Kolkata does a lot of service to cows. If he gets to know that
some cow is ill or is wounded, he does its first aid. This sage
attends the discourse of Rara Sahib wherever held. Then he
remained at Rara Sahib and started serving the cows there only.
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One day one of that sage’s hands was cut so he felt very sad, all
the disciples were also very sad as he does a lot of service and
what the God has done to him. When this thing came to the notice
of Sant Maharaj ji then he told that you are so much disappointed
from this incidence, do you have any knowledge about your
previous birth? The sage said that I do not know anything and
then Sant Maharaj ji kept the thumb of his right hand and pressed
hard it over his forehead, he felt sensation and started seeing his
past birth. At that time, Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh was also sitting
besides. Virakt ji saw this miracle from his eyes.
Later Sant ji asked the sage, “What was shown to you by
Sant Maharaj ji?” Maharaj ji has shown that my body was cut
into several pieces but Maharaj ji saved me. While dictating this,
Sant Maharaj ji told that “It has been a long time saying these
words.” It was around two hours passed.
Bhai Pyara Singh after greeting Sant ji came to Panjgrahiyan
before going on scooter. He has some relatives in thus village.
From there when he ranged up at home, he was told that his son
Narender Singh’s hand was cut. Bhai Pyara Singh went to his
home. When he reached home, he got to know that his son fell on
the roll form machine. His whole body was about to cut but with
the grace of Maharaj ji, the servant standing besides cut the belt
of machine immediately. From the rolling machine, Bhai Narender
Singh’s hand was cut but his life was saved. He was taken to
Sandhod when his hands were cut into two. When the Doctor
from Sandhod opened his hand, blood came out of his hand. That
Doctor refused so he was sent to Maler Kotla. Then there were
taken to Doctor Goel. His face turned white when they reached
Dr Goel. All his blood was drained. Here this boy was about to
die boy only hand was cut. With the grace of Sants, the crisis got
away only with a wound. He graces whom, saves them from biggest
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crisis. I later realized that today Maharaj ji was specially telling
the story of that sage for this reason only.”

Baba Fateh Singh ji
Sant Maharaj ji in 1977 held discourses of Guru Nanak Dev
ji in east Avlaat and Mirchia.
Sant ji while telling about the preaching of Guru Nanak Dev
ji read this conception that “Guru Nanak has come for the welfare
of world.” From small children to ladies and brothers all were
happy to say that as Guru Nanak Dev ji has come for the welfare
of world similarly Sant Maharaj ji also have brought the papers of
our destiny from God’s place. Everyone feels that Sant ji has come
to U.P to associate us with spiritual master’s place. Baba Fateh
Singh used to study in class 4 at that time. His brother studies in
class 7 in Sampurna Nagar.
He visits Lalpur Gurudwara from his school only where
Maharaj ji used to held discourse. One day he urged Maharaj ji!
Please hold discourse at our home as well. Aap ji said that we will
surely hold the discourse but send your parents first. Savran took
his parents to Aap ji. When they requested then Sant Maharaj ji
accepting their request told them to prepare for the discourse to
be held on the fourth day. Maharaj ji reached our home at the
time fixed. Aap ji came on the motorcycle of Bhai Manjeet Singh
and his group came on tractor trolley. It was the days of summer;
he placed his bed upside where our neighbors have put borax.
Aap ji had tea there only. This land came under our division. Aap
ji honored us by keeping his holy feet at us poor people’s home
and held the discourse. After that we attend the discourses of
Sant Maharaj ji, wherever they are held. We felt very pure nectar.
I failed in an examination of Class tenth in the year 1983. Then I
started doing household works. In winters when Aap ji came to
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Balpur, he holds discourse everyday and I also used to go there.
Baba Seetal Singh, disciple of same spiritual master as that of
Aap ji also came along from Punjab. He began inspiring me to
stay with him only. I also developed interest to serve Sants while
staying in their holy feet.
When Aap ji went to take bath in morning, then I keep on
filling the tub by starting the pump on and Aap ji keeps on taking
bath. One day he said while having bath, Fateh Singh now you
leave the worry of your family members, I said true word. Aap ji
broke my affection towards home with his grace and graced me
the service of his holy feet; the spiritual master himself approaches
that Sikh whose actions are excellent. If some Sikh’s actions are
mediocre, then that Sikh walks towards the spiritual master. I was
a person of rare intelligence. Aap ji graced the people from the
age of vice and grace with his hands and granted your duty to
them. Aap ji celebrated the death anniversary of Baba Narain
Singh in January 1984. I stayed there and evred in it for the first
time. After the death anniversary, Aap ji came to Punjab
Panjgrahiyan after celebrating Lohri in U.P. He also took me along
in car. Baba Satnam Singh and Baba Pyara Singh were also with
us. I serve this place from my body and mind since that time. I
learned recitation and playing musical instruments like tabla and
chimta with the grace of Aap ji. I was a character with less
intelligence. I did not have any intelligence. My service was taken
with the grace of Aap ji only. Now I am serving the duty of a head
person who reads the sacred book. If blessed, then this duty shall
be served till the end.

Bhai Gurmail Singh
Bhai Gurmail Singh is the resident of Khurd. Bibi Gurmeet
Kaur at his home remained ill. She got various treatments but did
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not get relief. The evilness increased and the body weakness also
increased, drinking and eating reduced. At last, Bhai Gurmail
requested Maharaj ji and told him about the illness of his wife. It
has been around two months now. She got several treatments but
of no use. You please shower your grace, Maharaj ji said, “I am
not a doctor. Bhai Gurmail Singh again requested Maharaj ji to
shower his grace as they are very disturbed.
Then Maharaj ji dictated that ask your wife to chant for forty
days. Bhai Gurmail Singh told that she is extremely ill and cannot
chant. Maharaj ji asked Gurmail Singh to chant for forty days on
her behalf. He said true word and began chanting. Aap ji gave
sacrament to Gurmail Singh to be given to his wife and said that
spiritual master will set everything right. Gradually his wife started
getting the medicinal effect and got relief. She was completely ok
after forty days.

Bhai Leader Singh Khanna wale
Bhai Leader Singh told that once upon a time many
honeybees surrounded me when I was on the way from U.P to
Sampurna Nagar. The whole body got injured by the sting of
honeybees. I fell unconscious. There a Doctor Bhai Nirmal Singh
and his wife Bibi Gurdeep Kaur served me a lot at that moment.
The kept me at their home only. They gave me bed in their home
and served me till the time I was out of danger and regained my
consciousness. I was overwhelmed towards them when I gained
my consciousness. I said, sister, you are my mother, my birth giver.
If you people would not have helped him, I could hardly survive.
After that day I treat Bibi Gurdeep Kaur as my real sister. I reached
Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh with their inspiration only and went to
had nectar. On that day after the end of intact prayer, nectar had
to be distributed in Balpur Bhora Sahib. Therefore I got the grace
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of nectar and besides this; Sant Maharaj ji gave me the teaching
of first stanza for taking name and remembrance.
After having nectar I sat in the discourse held on the same day.
When Maharaj ji started playing harmonium, I felt so joyous that I
lost my consciousness. My mind was lost. I did not felt there is life in
my body or not. I saw a citation that when His Holiness from Rara
Sahib open the door, there a person like peacock’s neck was seen
and a reflection was seen there. Maharaj ji’s face is as bright as that
of sun. Beard’s color is like the moon. Maharaj ji opens the door
and closes it. He did the same for second time too. After that he
opened the door when the sound of harmonium stopped. After that
I see that Sant Maharaj ji Virakt ji is playing harmonium, Baba
Mohan Singh ji is playing the drum, and Baba Balkar Singh ji is
playing the tongs. There were light coming out from the pages seen
from Guru Granth Sahib. At time I see that light then I see Maharaj
ji. I involved in prayer. After that I saw another citation. I see that
Bade Maharaj is sitting on a throne; there is knob near the base.
Servants are standing besides and bundle of papers re lying on the
nearby table as it is a small pack. Those papers were red in color as
the petals of a flower. Maharaj ji took some papers out of it and
places in my hand. Maharaj ji’s hands are appearing very beautiful.
They are shining like a sparkle. This form of his is very attractive.
Red color is leaving rays from his hands. I was thinking that these
papers which Maharaj ji is giving to me but my hands are very dirty,
I will not be able to hold such a beautiful thing, I shall not commit
some mistake as I work with herbs for the teeth. Along with all this,
the words of Baba Ranjit Singh Maharaj were also coming to my
ears that who was Ravidas?
He used to tear the skin of animals. You fear in vain. They
said that we will make you such a personality that you will break
the illusions of others. Name is not dirty, you should chant the
name. Then my eyes opened. After that prayer took place. People
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got away and went to their homes after the discourse, but I did
not go. I went at the place where name and remembrance were
going after getting away from there. I close my eyes while sitting
there. I am not feeling any tiredness as I have such vigor in my
mind. My mind wishes to see that citation again. After that 5followers were sitting in the chant. They kept on going after
spending some time. I am sitting but I do not know how to chant.
I am not aware of how to chant, how to rotate the prayer beads.
There is a fixed place for chanting in Diwan Dal. There one
photograph is of His Holiness. In that photograph, his mouth and
open and he was smiling. The scented sticks are lit in front of it.
One photograph was of Guru Nanak Dev ji. I do not have the
prayer beads. Sant Maharaj Virakt ji gave me chant but I was not
able to do it. I started chanting while seeing the photograph. It
was 11:30. I came into my room after bowing the head. I was not
sleepy. I was wishing to see that citation again which happened
earlier. I am thinking whom shall I ask about it? I took bath at 2
am in might. After that I again came to bow my head and thinking
which recitation to perform? Which pact to hold? I do not know
anything. One day earlier only Sant Maharaj ji told me to chant
after he does. That was the recitation of first stanza. Maharaj ji
made me chant the first stanza for five times but before making
me chant he told me that your eyes should be closed, lips should
be closed, throat shall not move, only experience whatever I am
saying with your heartbeat. Maharaj ji made me speak with heart
for five times, the need of five organs does not remain.
Then that thing given by Maharaj ji started moving in my heart.
After that I heard the prayer and slept being tired. After that I went
to have tea in the sacrament. I met Baba Mohan Singh while I was
coming back, he ordered, that whether I am able to recite. I said,
Maharaj ji I can recite Japuji Sahib’s recitation. Then he said go and
wash your hands and then recite Japuji Sahib. Baba Mohan Singh
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made me sit on the duty of Pothi Sahib. When I read 4-5 lines, the
words start disappearing, only black lines were seen. My eyes closed
automatically and yesterday’s preaching of Maharaj ji started coming
to my ears. I was feeling so joyous on hearing the preaching that I
did not wish to open my eyes. I even did not fear that I have been
deployed on the singing of intact recitation. Someone patted on my
shoulder and told, “You are sleeping, get up and recite.” Then I
opened eyes, read the sacred book but I was not able to read it.
Tears came into my eyes. I clapped to get up from here. They asked
to call Baba Mohan Singh as he was the group leader at that time.
Seeing water in my eyes, he called me and asked of my difficulty.
He asked me to read but I asked him to get me up from there. The
tune of word speeded up inside me. Baba Mohan Singh made
another follower sit at his place and got him up. When I stood up, he
asked, whether I am ill? I said, Maharaj ji neither I am ill nor I have
any difficulty. I am feeling that the tune of Maharaj ji’s preaching is
heard in my heart as someone has grasped my heart firmly. The
word is going inside me only. He said while smiling that you request
Baba ji after going to Patandra, your problem will be solved there
only. You will not be able to recite, you better visit him only.
It came out of my mouth to send me to Baba ji. Then I am
trying to tell everything to Maharaj ji but nothing is coming out of
my mouth. I am unable to tell what I want to tell, besides this I
was terrified of what to say in front of such great Sants. I bowed
my head while going to Bhora Sahib. He was holding prayer beads
in his hand. I was feeling very blissful while I was bowing my
head. I was not able to lift my hand from his holy feet. I remained
bowed for long time in their holy feet like that only. Then he hit his
two fingers on my forehead and asked me to chant the name. I
got up and came outside. I did not have money at that moment
but my devotion was to greet Maharaj ji from my earning.
Therefore I thought to work in the area and earn 10-20 rupees
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and then greet Maharaj ji. Therefore I went for work. I got 50
rupees from the first patient and I came to Maharaj ji to greet him.
Maharaj ji was sitting on the chair and was about to go inside to
Bhora. I also lifted his chair and went inside to Bhora. There a
person was sitting. He requested that Maharaj ji I’ve to go to
Thailand. Maharaj ji gave him a prayer bead. On seeing this, I
also placed my hands before him, seeing this Maharaj ji once
rotated the prayer beads in his hand and threw to my hands. After
that I never separated those prayer beads from myself.
After that I met an accident once. I was admitted to Patiala
Amar Hosiptal. I belong from a poor family. My father Bhai Seva
Singh and mother Shakuntala tried hard to arrange the money but
could only arrange a small amount. Doctor’s expense was much.
When the treatment was over and I got discharge, the worry
increased that how to arrange the fees, who knows how much
money the doctors will ask for. When my father came to the
payment counter, then Dr Gurdeep Singh who is orthopedic in
Patiala told that your payment has been paid already.
We were very surprised that who has made our payment?
But it was him only who keeping his hand over my head used to
remain around me.
After that several such incidents happened due to which I always
remain surprised and was sure that Maharaj ji always had helped
me. Once I made request to Maharaj ji in this context that all this has
happened then he asked me not to worry and only chant. After all,
we have to take care of the people who belong to us.

Bhai Bhupinder Singh
Bhupinder Singh was a inhabitant of Patiala whose life
transformed with the grace of Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Virakt ji
and Bhupinder Singh ji himself narrated his transformation.
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This is a incident of that time when once Bhupinder Singh
was stuck in a big problem as someone else illegal weapons which
were kept at the residence of Bhupinder Singh, were captured
and on this issue, Bhupinder Singh was trapped by law and a case
was lodged against him and his arrest was assures. Seeing himself
trapped in such a problem, Bhupinder Singh reached Panjgrahiyan
to meet Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh taking along Baba Balkar
Singh’s mother and made plea while holding his feet to save him
from such a crisis. On hearing this, Sant Maharaj ji came into
anger and said that first you do wrong task and then when trapped,
you people come to the place of spiritual master and apologize to
protect you.
On hearing this, instead of apologizing, Bhupinder Singh
become angry and returned to Patiala.
But later he realized that he did a mistake by showing his
anger in front of Sant Maharaj ji.
Realizing his mistake and with feeling of apology, he again
went to Sant Maharaj ji at Panjgrahiyan and then again made plea
as before that O God! Please save me. Om hearing this, Sant
Maharaj ji again filled with anger and again said those words that
first you do wrong tasks and then pray for apology.
But this time Bhupinder Singh remained quiet and while holding
the holy feet of Sant Maharaj ji, I realized my mistake and now as
you order; I’ll do that only and will never repeat anything wrong in
life.
On hearing this, Sant Maharaj ji became calm and said that
now you realize your mistake then, there is nothing scarce on the
God’s door in such a situation and dictated that now you should
leave these wrong acts and start the business of selling and purchasing
land and property and besides this, Sant Maharaj ji gave him the
order to chant the name recommended by spiritual master for forty
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days and asked that with full concentration and devotion, chant the
name in early morning for at least 2 hour 15 minutes.
He followed the word of Sant Maharaj ji and did like that
only and his life started transforming. Leaving behind all the wrong
acts, Bhupinder Singh now started progressing a lot and within a
span of time, he touched the heights of sky.
But even after following all the dictates of Sant Maharaj ji, he
was not able to leave one of his habits. Whenever he goes amongst
outside people, he surely had meat and liquor. His family members
were very disturbed on this and they started chanting t home itself
while concentrating on Sant Maharaj ji that this bad habit is left if
more grace of Sant Maharaj ji is showered.
But despite of this bad habit, Bhupinder Singh had a lot of
devotion for Sant Maharaj ji and he never forgets to pray in the
holy feet of Sant Maharaj ji every morning.
One day Bhupinder Singh was going towards Shimla and
there is a village named Cholta Kalan situated near Chandigarh
while going to Shimla. As Bhupinder Singh’s wife’s aunt used to
live in this village, he therefore stayed one night here while going
to Shimla and having meat and liquor in the evening, slept soundly.
When Bhupinder Singh was in sound sleep, then Sant Maharaj
ji himself gave him a glimpse, on seeing this Bhupinder Singh
realized his mistake so badly that he remained apologizing
throughout that night as he consumed meat and liquor and all this
is a serious sin for the disciple of spiritual master. Despite of this,
Sant Maharaj ji gave him a glimpse for his welfare and Bhupinder
Singh remained getting a glimpse of Sant Maharaj ji. However
Sant Maharaj ji left for heavenly abode. In this wasy, Bhupinder
Singh realized his mistake and he never had meat and liquor.
So at last the gist is that if some person follows the words of
his spiritual master, then there is not even a momentary delay in
improvement of his life as Bhupinder Singh’s life changes without
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any delay by following the words of Sant Maharaj ji and chanting
the name.

Savran Singh and Baljinder Singh
Savran Singh and Baljinder Singh were going towards the
village Bapla, while going they stopped at Gurcharan Singh’s place
and started talking to him that he has come and settled here and
there at spiritual master’s place, the work is not going in his absence.
At that moment there a person belonging from Panjgrahiyan
named Baldev Mojlakha who was washing utensils while sitting at
some distance. Savran Singh, Baljinder Singh and Gurcharan Singh
were talking with each other while sitting inside and this Baldev
Singh started hearing their communication while sitting outside.
After some days, a person from Panjgrahiyan whose name
was Bithlu, intact prayer was organized at his place and Baldev
Singh also came to serve at that place. When Sant Maharaj Ranjit
Singh take food and water for Virakt ji in Bhora Sahib, then Baldev
Singh narrated everything to Sant Maharaj ji that your holy servant
tells Gurcharan that our spiritual master’s place is not functioning
properly in your absence and you come with is. Then Savran
Singh and Baljinder Singh went to Sant Maharaj ji and Sant Maharaj
ji filled with anger that what all bullshit you speak after going outside,
Sant Maharaj ji spoke other things as well. Then for some time
these people did not kept any contact with Sant Maharaj ji. After
a long time when the treaty was made among Savran Singh,
Baljinder Singh and Sant Maharaj ji and again coming and going
began, then one day Sant Maharaj ji drawn a line in front of Bhora
Sahib (place of residence) and said that open your ears and listen
carefully, do you want to stay at this end of this line or at the end
of my side? The gist of his words was that if you people want to
go to Gurcharan then stay at the other end of the mark, and then
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there is no need to come to me and if you want to stay near me
then come at this end of the line.
On hearing those words, both of them came to the other end
of the mark near Sant Maharaj ji and besides this, both of them
drawn lines from their nose while feeling sorry that e will not go to
Gurcharan from today onwards.
All this were told by Bhai Harminder Singh and Bhai Gurpaal
Singh.

Sant Maharaj ji’s words about Raju Baba ji
from Savran Singh and Baljinder Singh
Sant Maharaj ji secretly signaled many times Bhai Savran
Singh and Baljinder Singh that if something happens to my body,
then Raju (Sant Baba Balkar singh) will see everything after me
and when Sant Maharaj ji got operated in Delhi, then even at that
time, Sant Maharaj ji said the words that of something happens to
my body, then after me Raju’s headgear will be tied that means he
will be my heir.
Sant Maharaj ji said the words that whosoever is the servant
of Sants, the throne goes to him only, this is why you shall not let
such a thought enter in your mind that any villager will take care of
this position.

Bhai Manjeet Singh Navdiya, Shivnagar
(Banganj)
21-4-2003- Manjeet Singh’s son Sukhbeer Singh whose age
was seven and half years got kidnapped on the way while he was
going to study in Ishwar Academy at 7’o clock in the morning.
The men took him to the forest. They tied up his hands and legs
while taking to the jungle and demanded Rupees One hundred
thousand to rescue him. Sukhbeer Singh began chanting the name
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while concentrating on Sant Maharaj ji. In the meanwhile Sant
Maharaj ji came ahead attired in a white dress and my ties opened
and in the meantime, police surrounded the jungle from all four
sides, those people went to drink water keeping their weapons
near me. After my ties were opened, a man grazing animals came
to me and took me to home from the jungle. After that those
people were killed by policemen and my spiritual master helped
me and I thanked him a lot.

Bhai Malkeet Singh (Baanganj)
Malkeet Singh’s son Gurpreet Singh was five year old, he
was suffering from brain fever and the treatment went for four
months. He did not eat anything for six months. He remained in
coma for one month, pipe was inserted in his body, food, water
and medicine were transmitted through that pipe only and finally
the psychiatrist told that his life is in danger. Even if he will be
saved, then what to talk of worldly things, he will even not be able
to recognize his own parents. Doctor asked them to serve him at
home; we will not be able to save his life.
When the worldly support was broken, then I went to Sukhdev
Singh from Garant, they told me to go to Sant Maharaj ji. They
asked me to take support of Sant Maharaj ji and they will shower
their grace. I went to Panjgrahiyan Gurudwara sahib. Maharaj ji
at that time was away to take medicine in Ludhiana hospital. I
stayed there for 2 days, I was very unhappy and it was difficult for
me to stay there. The people at duty told me to leave after making
request to Sant Maharaj ji once he is back. When Maharaj ji
came, he was sitting with disciples, on seeing me he asked the
well being of disciples from Garant. Then I requested that Maharaj
ji my son had got brain fever, he is my only son, and he did not
recovered even after several treatments. Maharaj ji smiled and
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asked what brain fever is, it also caught me, I have recovered
now. The spiritual master will shower grace, you chant for 40
days. I ranged up at home on hearing these words, then I got to
know that my son who had pipe inserted from past 6 months and
was lying unconscious, now those pipes were taken out when he
gained some consciousness and he drank some water from his
mouth ad his limbs started moving. The eyelashes which were not
blinking from past 6 months, with Maharaj ji’s dictate, chant was
started and my son started recovering.
He started walking and eating within 40 days. He is studying
in the 5th standard with the grace of Maharaj ji and his brain is
functioning fine, the doctor’s saying went opposite. He is ok with
the blessing of God. With this my entire family is very happy and
graceful.

Gurcharan Singh (Village Uppoki)
Bhai Gurcharan Singh was the driver of Sant Maharaj ji. This
incidence is of 1989. Sant Maharaj ji was staying in village Bagiya
(U.P) at the place of Bibi Kuldeep kaur.
It is the early morning time when Raju Baba (Sant Baba Balkar
Singh) was ironing the clothes of Sant Maharaj ji. Sant Maharaj ji
was engrossed in meditation at that time. When Gurcharan Singh
greeted Sant Maharaj ji, he opened his eyes a little bit, but did not
utter anything. When Gurcharan Singh came back after greeting
then the group leader Baba Mohan Sigh was going to greet
Maharaj ji, Baba Mohan Singh asked Gurcharan Singh to stay
there and he will return aftrer greeting Sant ji.
When Baba Mohan Singh ji went inside to greet, then Sant
Maharaj ji said that ask Gurcharan (from Upoki) to leave his home
as the pair is formed and take this sacrament and give it to him.
Mohan Singh came back and congratulated him, and then
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Gurcharan Singh asked the reason. Then Baba Mohan Singh ji
told that Sant ji has coupled you and this sacrament is been given
by Maharaj ji to you.
During this period, Gurcharan Singh served the disciples for
complete one month being remained in the holy company of Sant
Maharaj ji. Gurcharan Singh was the driver of Sant Maharaj ji
and he was well known as Gurcharan Singh driver to the disciples.
When Gurcharan Singh returned at his home, his family
members asked him to come to Doctor, when Gurcharan Singh
reached Malerkotla, then doctors told that his wife is pregnant.
Gurcharan Singh did not understood anything but he then ask his
family members to recall the words of Sant Maharaj ji. Sant
Maharaj ji dictated in village Bagiya that now we have coupled
and also gave sacrament.
After that, Gurcharan Singh’s wife gave birth to a boy on 20
November 1990 who had a mark of tail and hairs along. The
other child teased him and says him as the one with tail and also
pulls his hair at times. On seeing all this, family members of the kid
requested in the holy feet of Sant Maharaj ji that if you permit, we
shall cut his hairs. The child is unhappy and other children also
tease him for this. On hearing this, Sant Maharaj ji came into
anger and said, I warn you not to do this, are you aware what
these hairs are for?
Then once upon a time, this kid became very ill and his family
members left the hope of his survival. On seeing this, family
members took that child to Sant Maharaj ji where Maharaj ji was
dictating the disciples and Harbans kaur was also sitting there.
His family members laid the child down in front of Sant Maharaj ji
and prayed before Maharaj ji to take care of his belonging. We
cannot see his agony now. Then Sant Maharaj ji said will you ask
something else again? On this, the family members replied that
you please shower your grace, we do not need anything after this.
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Then Sant Maharaj ji asked them to chant for forty days.
Kid’s mother performed chanting for forty days and the child got
completely well. His name was kept Amrinder Singh by Sant
Maharaj ji himself.
Once, the disciples from U.P were sitting in front of Sant
Maharaj ji. Mata Gyan Kaur was also among the disciples; Sant
Maharaj ji dictated that Bhai Amrik Singh who was the driver of
Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh has expired and he has to serve his
place at Panjgrahiyan. Then Mata Gyan Kaur asked that Sant
Maharaj ji, how we will get to know that he is Amrik Singh. Sant
Maharaj ji answered that he will have a mark of tail on his body.
Gradually the time lapsed and on 7 December, year 2002,
Sant maharaj ji left for his heavenly abode.
After this discourses were about to be held on 17, 18, 19
March year 2003 by Sant Baba Balkar Singh. Then Sant Maharaj
Balkar Singh ji dictated that the last discourse will be held on 19
March year 2003 and then we will take our deposit from you,
remain prepared. Gurcharan Singh said true words Maharaj.
After that Sant Maharaj Balkar Singh took that boy Amrinder
Singh along with him. After this he took that boy to U.P at the
place of karam Singh where the residence of Baba Balkar Singh
at Bhora Sahib was there.
The disciples of U.P came to have a glimpse of Sant Baba
Balkar Singh ji and Mata Gyan Kaur was also present amongst
the disciples. Mata Gyan Kaur told those words of Sant Maharaj
ji to Sant Maharaj Baba Balkar Singh ji which were said by Sant
Maharaj Ranjit Singh Virakt. On hearing this Sant Maharj ji said,
that the words about which you are talking now has already been
fulfilled, that boy has already come. On this Mata Gyan Kaur
asked, “Where is that boy?”
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Then Sant Maharaj ji Balkar Singh said that, that boy is with
us only, then Mata Gyan Kaur asked them to show that boy to
her also.
Sant Maharaj Baba Balkar Singh accepted her request, at
this time, Amrinder Singh was taking bath, then Sant Maharj ji
knocked the door of bathroom and asked Amrinder to open the
door, then Amrinder Singh replied that Maharaj ji, I am taking
bath. On this Sant Maharaj ji said, do not worry, we are standing
beside you, you open the door, then Amrinder Singh opened the
bolt and saw that Sant Maharaj ji was standing along with all
disciples. On being asked by Sant Maharaj ji, Amrinder Singh
showed the tails of hair by straightening them. On seeing this mark,
all disciples started saying Thanks Maharaj, you are great and
Maharaj ji celebrated this issue.

Bhai Sukhdev Singh Cheena
Bhai Sukhdev Singh Cheena was the inhabitant of village
Harsinghpur. When once upon a time, Sukhdev Singh used to live
in Village Cheena, district Amritsar, Punjab, then Sukhdev Singh’s
wife Sukhwant Kaur fell ill and it appeared that if someone had
tricked her (black magic). Then at that time, Kuldeep Kaur asked
them to make a plea for her in the holy feet of Sant Maharaj Ranjit
Singh. At that time Sant Maharaj ji was present at the home of
Bhai Gurdeep Singh (Principal). When Sukhdev Singh reached
there, Sant Maharaj ji was way to roam in jungle at that time, then
Sukhdev Singh also started walking towards jungle only and
requested Sant Maharaj ji that his wife Sukhwant Kaur is extremely
ill. Sant Maharaj ji dictated that get the intact recitation of purity
performed. Sukhdev Singh got the recitation performed. Along
with this, Sant Maharaj ji organized three discourses at the place
of Sukhdev Singh; consequently Sukhwant Kaur recovered from
illness.
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Bhai Gulami Julaha
There was a lemon garden at the place of Rara Sahib,
residence of Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji. Gulami weaver used to
do service in that garden and one day he fell ill, so the disciples
asked him the reason of his body weakness, as you have served
the spiritual master’s home very much, tell us what your desire is.
He said that I wish to have a glimpse of Sant Maharaj ji, kindly
fulfill my desire.
In the meanwhile the disciples requested before Sant Maharaj
ji that Gulami weaver is aspiring for your glimpse. Accepting his
prayer, Sant Maharaj ji went and gave his glimpse to Gulami
weaver and said that your time is approaching and as you have
served the spiritual master’s home too much, tell me your desire,
shall I make you the king of heaven or I shall make you the king of
this world?
On hearing these words of Sant Maharaj ji, he said that I do
not required worldly materials, as I was a weaver in this birth, I
could not serve in sacrament, and therefore I wish that in my next
birth I shall serve in food service. Sant Maharaj ji said, it is ok you
shall serve in the food service.
After that Gulami weaver took birth again and being Granthi
(one who reads the sacred book) came to Dhablan Sahib and
now his name is Gurmail Singh.
Here at this place, Sant Ranjit Singh said that though you
read Guruvani, but you must also take the name and remember
the God.
But with the passage of time, Gurmail Singh fell into bad
company and he thought that I have everything. I have nice bicycle,
watch etc. Because of his wrong thinking, his service could not be
fruitful, and he went to Kolkata where he expired.
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After this, he again took birth in Delhi and now his name was
Jarnail Singh, he later came to Panjgrahiyan Gurudwara Sahib
and stayed for few days but due to being financial poor from
home, his father came to take him as he will earn something after
being on daily wages.
After this, Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh said the words that you
are Gulami weaver, you have already spent two births previously
and you shall not spend this birth in vain as before. You asked for
the service on request from Sant Maharaj ji, therefore you are
bound to do your duty.
Jae Ko Gur Thae Vaemukh Hovai Bin Sathgur Mukath Na
Paavai ||
Paavai Mukath Na Hor Thhai Koee Pushhahu Bibaekeeaa
Jaaeae ||
Anaek Joonee Bharam Aavai Vin Sathgur Mukath Na
Paaeae ||
Fir Mukath Paaeae Laag Charanee Sathguroo Sabadh
Sunaaeae ||
Kehai Naanak Veechaar Dhaekhahu Vin Sathgur Mukath
Na Paaeae ||22||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 920)

Words of Sant Maharaj ji to Bhai Bhupinder
Singh’s (from Calgry)
This incidence is of that time when Sant Maharaj ji went to
Calgry (Canada) to visit Bhupinder Singh. There Sant Maharaj ji
said the words to celebrate the remembrance of Dhanna Jatt, a
very well known devotee and great personality, and spoke that
even Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji from Rara Sahib also used to
say that the remembrance of Dhanna devotee has to be celebrated.
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And Sant Maharaj ji said that there is a place in U.P, we will
celebrate Dhanna devotee’s remembrance at that place and make
that place there in U.P, so shall you also collaborate in that and
donate something to celebrate his death anniversary, Bhupinder
Singh said true word and agreed.

Bibi from Binor (Lady) Gajrola
Bini ji told that Doctors refused me that I will not be able to
recover from my illness, I became disappointed and diverted my
attention in the holy feet of my spiritual master, then Sant Maharaj
ji appeared in my dreams once and told me that I have no illness,
since then my body recovered gradually. One day I got completely
well (This instance is after Sant Maharaj ji left for heavenly abode).

Bhai Narender Singh Damgarhi
When Sant Maharaj ji came to U.P in year 2002, in the month
of July, he took me then to Punjab where I kept on performing
service and doing chanting for two months, whenever I used to
take permission to leave for home, Maharaj ji denied. In those
days, Sant Maharaj ji used to test his disciples in various ways. At
times, he scolds, other times, he says something. I had some urgent
work and therefore I came back after taking permission from my
mind, without his information, then when I was coming out of
Gurudwara, then Baba Sukhdev Singh from Panoti came to see
me off to the road that Sant ji wants to grace happiness to you
rather you wanted to go home. But I came back to home and
Sant Maharaj ji left for heavenly abode after few days, I greeted
Maharaj ji only after he passed away.
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Sant Baba Mahender Singh Ji (from Patiala)
Sant Maharaj Mahender Singh used to perform service at
Rara Sahib, the once Sant Maharaj Mahender Singh assembling
the disciples of Rara Sahib, took them to village Mangewaal along
with the wood to burn. At this point of time, Sant Maharaj Ranjit
Singh Virakt ji used to stay at his home only.
When Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh get to know that disciples
of Rara Sahib have arrived to Mangewal, then Sant Maharaj ji
got various sacrament and foods at their home only to offer it to
the disciples of Rara Sahib. When Sant Baba Ranjeet Singh asked
Sant Baba Mahender Singh to accept the feast first and then move
ahead, then Sant Baba Mahender Singh told Virakt ji that you
shall also come along with us, and we will take the feast later. On
this, Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh said that it is your wish as nothing
is known about future, you shall get sacrament or not. Sant Baba
Mahender Singh did not pay heed on his words and compelled
Sant Baba Ranjit Singh and took him along. When they crossed
only four villages, their tractor did not start, then Sant Baba
Mahender Singh told Sant Baba Ranjit Singh that you are the true
disciple of your spiritual master as you said that it is not known
whether we will get food ahead or not, now we shall first go back
to your village and accept the food first.
After that all had food at the place of Sant Baba Ranjit Singh
and on the second day, Sant Baba Mahender Singh took Sant
Baba Ranjit Singh along with him to Rara Sahib and greeted Sant
Baba Ishar Singh Maharaj, Sant Baba Ishar Singh asked whether
you have brought the wood to burn. Then Sant Baba Mahender
Singh said yes Maharaj ji, yes we have brought the wood and
besides that, we have also brought this holy servant of yours (Sant
Maharaj Ranjit Singh), he is also in search of awakened soul as
Bhai Lehna was.
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Birth of baby boy Gurpreet Singh at the place
of Bhai Sardar Laabh Singh (Vill. Maghpur)
A baby took birth at the place of Sardar Laabh Singh, whose
name was kept Gurpreet Singh. The baby’s birth took place in
year 1996, and at the time of this incidence, the child’s age was
2.5 years. While in young age, this child was playing in his uncle’s
house along with other kids that he speak up few words and said
that I have been told by “Baba ji” of Panjgrahiyan that we have
dropped you at the home of Sardar Laabh Singh from Maghpur.
At this time, Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh was present in village
Bapla. The said words were spoken by the child all of a sudden
to his younger brothers.

Bhai Sukhdev Singh Grunt
This incidence is of 31st July, 2002 when Sukhdev Singh
from Grunt ranged up Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Virakt ji that
Maharaj ji had to come to U.P. Sant Maharaj ji said I am not
coming to U.P, you shall come to Punjab.
Then Sukhdev Singh walked from U.P on the way to Punjab
on 31st July only and reached Punjab on 1st August 2002. When
Sant Maharaj ji saw Sukhdev Singh, he said that I was about to
come to U.P. and you have come to Punjab.
Then Sukhdev Singh said that Maharaj ji, you please shower
your grace, all the disciples of U.P are willing to have your glimpse
and are waiting to see you. So, Maharaj ji you please come to
U.P. On hearing this, Maharaj ji said the words that alright, we
have prepared to go to U.P today only. After this, Sukhdev Singh
ji reached to food hall where many disciples were sitting which
were discussing amongst themselves to request Sant Maharaj ji
not to go to U,P as very less time is left for the death anniversary
to be celebrated in august.
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In the meanwhile Raju Baba ji (Sant Baba Balkar Singh)
was also standing in the food hall near to Sukhdev Singh ji and
said see what these fools are doing. Do they know that God never
keeps any desire in his mind and if he does so, will they be able to
remove that desire, on hearing this, Sukhdev Singh ji said that you
are talking right and the disciples of U.P are eagerly waiting to see
Maharaj ji.
In the meantime, all the disciples who were sitting in the food
hall, assembles and came to Maharaj ji and requested not to go to
U.P as the time to celebrate death anniversary is approaching and
requested to give his glance here only.
On this, Sant Maharaj ji said that I‘ll definitely go to U.P but
will surely return within 7 or 8 days.
After that Sant Maharaj ji departs for U.P on 1st august 2002
at around 3’o clock from Punjab and Sukhdev Singh ji also goes
to U.P with him.
At evening of 2nd August 2002, disciples are sitting in front
of Sant Maharaj ji at Bhora Sahib (place of residence). It was 6’o
clock and Sant Maharaj ji was dictating in context of Bade Maharaj
Sant Ishar Singh Maharaj ji that I am not only body. I am the one
which I have given you. The meaning is that I am not only body
form, I am name form. If I had been only body, I would have only
be stayed in Bhora Sahib (place of residence), but I exist
everywhere. These words were said by Maharaj ji in context of
Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji.
And then said words that a person who associated with the
word will remain happy and that one who only gets associated
with my body will remain unhappy. At that Baba Sukhdev Singh
thought that today Sant Maharaj ji is telling very deep things and
wanted to explain something specific to disciples.
In fact, Sant Maharaj ji was signaling the disciples that now
he will leave his body. So, Sukhdev Singh was thinking over this
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that these words have deeper meaning and the time lapsed gradually
and on 7 December 2002 Sant Maharaj ji left for heavenly abode
and all the disciples filled up with detachment from world when
they reached to Panjgrahiyan. Following this, Sukhdev Singh
reminded of those words said by Sant Maharaj ji on 2 August
2002 that I am the one which I have given you (The meaning is
that I am word form, do not consider me as body). Thinking this
my mind which has become detached now became stable
immediately and got consoled and then Sukhdev ji associated his
mind with word form.
This incidence is of that time when Sant Maharaj ji had already
left for his heavenly abode. After the final ceremonies, the mind of
Sukhdev Singh (from Grunt) became ascetic disinteresting and he
started requesting into the feet of Sant Maharaj ji that on whose
support you have left us behind and went for your heavenly abode?
Sukhdev Singh was travelling back to home via railway while
thinking all this but he had concentrated on Sant Maharaj ji in his
heart. Then Sant Maharaj ji made him realize that Sant Maharaj ji
was present and Raju Baba ji was also standing nearby and Sant
Maharaj ji said while pointing his finger towards Raju Baba ji
(Sant Baba Balkar Singh ji) that he will take care of everything in
my absence and now he is everything for you.
And when Sukhdev Singh again went to Panjgrahiya on the
tenth recitation, then the throne of Raju Baba ji (Sant Baba Balkar
Singh ji) was decorated and all his doubts of mind were removed
to see this.

Bhai Manjinder Singh Issi
This incidence is 7 years prior to the passing away of Sant
Maharaj ji. Bhai Manjinder Singh Issi said Sant Maharaj ji that I
will take Raju Baba ji (Sant Baba Balkar Singh ji) along with me,
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on this Sant Maharaj ji told him that he has to take care of
everything and you shall take care of him and refused to send him
along.

Sant Baba Sarabjeet Singh ji
This incidence is one year before passing of Sant Maharaj ji.
Sant Baba Sarabjeet Singh was in village Zara Kothi, at that time
Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh was in front of him and he said the
words that Raju (Sant Baba Balkar singh ji) will take care of all
the work after me.

28 November 2002
This incidence is of 28 November 2002 after which Sant
Maharaj ji left for heavenly abode on 7 December 2002.
Sant Maharaj ji constructed roads near Bhora Sahib and
laid the foundation of chair over there and said that here the chair
has to be constructed. Sant Maharaj ji hurriedly took work from
the royal artisans and Sant ji himself sits on the bed in middle and
gave glimpse to the disciples and made this work completed till 4
December 2002.
And besides this he also dictated on 28 November 2002
that this land should be made under the name of Raju (Sant Baba
Balkar Singh ji), so Raju Baba ji said that what shall I do with this
land, I do not wish to have this land on my name. You please
make it on the name of other old holy servants of this place.
On this, very strictly, Sant Maharaj ji said from his lotus mouth
that this is the asset of Guru Nanak Dev ji. On hearing this Raju
Baba’s felt very offended and pleaded onto his feet that I shall
maintain only with your body only and after Sant Maharaj ji left
for his heavenly abode, all his words became fulfilled.
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Sant Maharaj ji made all the work start on 4 December 2002
and said that all the work will be carried out by itself and these
rooms will also be constructed. Your work is only to tell the work
and then do chant and remembrance while sitting in room. Hearing
this, Raju Baba ji thought that earlier Sant Maharaj ji never said
such words to chant and do remembrance in room. Raju Baba ji
said that I had a prayer bead in this room by which my name and
remembrance starts automatically, on this, Sant Maharaj ji placed
his legs before Raju Baba ji and gave his own prayer bead to
Raju Baba ji and ordered to keep it with him and chant name and
do remembrance with it only.
As the prayer bead was very beautiful so a thought strike in
the mind of Raju Baba ji that this prayer bead most suits to Sant
Maharaj ji therefore I shall return him. Besides this, Sant Maharaj
ji said the word to Raju Baba ji that do not consider yourself
illiterate, you only offer prayer at Damdama sahib and everything
will occur automatically and there is no need to learn anything and
everything happened according to the Sant Maharaj ji’s words.

Bhai Virender Singh Das (Vishnu Garden,
Delhi)
As such our family was devoted in the service of sages and
Sants as my late mother Surjeet Singh Kaur took interest in
Guruvani couplets, recitation and holy enchanting and late father
Shri Balbeer Singh was also from the group of those who have
taken name from spiritual master and from the tradition of Bhaini
Sahib. My grandparents used to live in Lahore due to the posting
in railways. Because of which my father also got married in Lahore.
In those days, Sant Huzur Shri Ishar Singh ji Maharaj used
to hold discourses in Lahore, near Bagwan Pura Station in new
population in an open place, there my mother started attending
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the discourses of Sant Ishar Singh ji Maharaj and had his glimpse.
Later they came to Delhi from Lahore in 1947 after the formation
of Pakistan and situated in Paharganj in beginning days.
In the days of freedom, Huzur Sant ji started organizing his
discourses firstly at Ramnagar, area in Paharganj only which later
converted into various areas with time in which my mother and
elder brother takes me. Many discourses were also held behind
Birla Temple and later held in an open park near the petrol pump
(Irwin Road) in front of Gurudwara Bangla Sahib for next 7-8
years where I and my family attended the discourses. Their
attraction is known my all. A time came when there was much
crowd in the discourse of Sant Maharaj ji that people hear his
discourses after greeting in Bangla Sahib.
I was also available on a rainy day in that discourse. Bangla
Sahib Gurudwara remained vacant.
After 1975-76 Sant Maharaj ji left for heavenly abode, leaving
a few years, Sant Baba Mahender Singh also held discourse and
the discourses were also being held after 1984 which this servant
has attended in full along with his family and keep on attending.
We are also attending current group leader Balwinder Singh’s
discourses. (Till 2013, rest God knows).

Meeting with Supreme Lord Sant Baba Ranjit
Singh Maharaj
It is the incidence of year 1988, I went to Jail Road to drop
one of my relative that I heard some sound (Supreme Lord Sant
Baba Ranjit Singh Maharaj) as His Holiness chants, I was drawn
to the direction from where the sound was coming and I reached
the central park of Pratap Nagar, discourse was going there. On
the next day I took my wife along and went to attend the discourse,
it was the last day of the discourse.
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I did not ask someone about that Sant that who is this Sant,
from where he has come, what is his name; I felt relief while going
back to home after attending the discourse. It was peaceful; his
topic was discussed throughout the year. Next year again we went
to hear the discourse seeing the advertisements, my mind was so
drawn that I and my wife attended 30 discourses, we had nectar
on the last day, till then we were not aware where is Panjgrahiyan.
We never got any opportunity to visit that place in Punjab. After a
few months when I got an opportunity to visit Punjab that we
must visit those Sants then I said that we even do not know that
place, neither we asked somebody.
She said that how will we reach there, but I have heard people
saying that it is near to Malerkotla, so we asked the way to
Malerkotla after reaching Ludhiana, and reached to Panjgrahiyan
after asking many people. When we reached the abode, then
Huzur Maharaj ji was sitting on the bed outside Bhora Sahib and
called the current holder of the seat, Sant Baba Balkar Singh whose
name alias Raju, and asked who has come, Baba Balkar Singh
replied that the holy disciples from Delhi have arrived. Then at the
first time, Baba ji get to know my name and Baba ji asked Langri
Singh Baba Dyal ji (who prepared food) asked to prepare special
feast and we had it, we communicated after having the feast, he
enquired about my work, he asked us to stay there, we took his
blessing, took sacrament, taking his permission we begin going
towards our home, then he asked from which way you will take
to Delhi, I replied that we will go straight out and then from G T
Road, he said that do not take the way to G T Road, go via
Rohtak, you will reach early and easily.
We took permission and walked towards the route told by
him. We got too late to reach home being the way unknown.
Suspicions were raising in mind that which way Sant ji has told us,
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we finally reached home, night lapsed, in the morning after prayers,
when I read newspaper, the highlight was that several bombs
blasted on the bus terminal at Panipat and several people died, all
vehicles going towards Punjab were stopped and it was the
atmosphere of stampede but we were sitting comfortably at home.
Then the thought that we came from right way came into the
mind and we recalled the words of Sant Maharaj ji, since then our
devotion increased towards Sant Maharaj ji. A sage speaks
whatever even in simple manner should be taken very seriously,
he always saves his followers from the time of difficulty.
Later whatever chance we get, we keep on visiting
Panjgrahiyan, many times we got the opportunity to serve, service
remain going for several days.
Whenever we went in front of my Lord, we get to learn a
new thing always.
There were discussions beyond the religion, wealth, desire
of sex, salvation in his words.
Once I queried that Maharaj ji will we also get salvation
sometime as we often visit you?
Then My Lord Maharaj ji told that last catastrophe of all
beings which comes to me is predestined. Their salvation is assured.
But if you practice a lot of devotion, chanting and prayer then you
will be through in one birth only; else you will come across after
several births. It may take ten births for a being that does devotion
repeatedly but does not performs uniform (do or die) devotion. If
the human being does not gets rid of this life circle of birth and
death, then he may take births in good species and serves those
Sants, sages, abodes as cow, buffalo, dog, horse, pigeon, sparrows
etc.
Then he will come in the human species with the grace of
some enlightened soul else whatever the almighty will do, will be
for good.
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Hearing this made my mind extremely happy as with the grace
of Wahe Guru, we are blessed with the auspicious company of
great personalities and Sants.
In this way, this servant questioned Maharaj ji that we are
family people, will we get salvation, then Maharaj ji replied,
whether it is recluse or family person, both if follows the spiritual
master and leads life, serves the guests, leaves off lies and criticizing,
then one can cross through while even in family life.
On contrary, if one is recluse but have wrong intentions,
wicked minded, unclear earning, he then gets trapped in
treacherous world.
Whenever Maharaj communicated with this servant, he always
asks me to come alone as the happiness one gets while talking
alone never comes in others presence.
Once this servant directly queried Sant Maharaj ji that
Maharaj ji you would have certainly got a glimpse of Almighty or
God or Wahe Guru?
He laughingly said, come and sit, then he told while aligning
to the holy feet of His Holiness and worshipping that supreme
timeless being, I come and hide behind these sand dunes, without
even having food or taking water, while worshipping according to
the technique told and engrossed in his memories, one day in
summers I realized eternal bliss and while this realization, my
forehead’s nerve broke away and it started bleeding, the people
thought that it is nosebleed and took me to the hospital. He said,
that leave this, this realization is only known to the one who have
felt it; other people do not know anything about it. You chant
Wahe Guru and remain happy. The disciples who approach while
getting his inspiration or on hearing about Sant Maharaj ji, get
everything in the world itself.
There was an old devotee of Sant Maharaj ji who also attends
the discourses of supreme Sant Ishar Singh Ji Maharaj came to
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this servant and requested for Sant ji’s glimpse. I told him the way
to Pratap nagar. His first query was that earlier his mind
concentrates in devotion now he is not able to concentrate.
Maharaj ji laughed and said that you spent the entire principal
amount; interest did not come; now all your treasure is empty, it’s
alright, you shall start again and your treasure with interest will be
back.
I again met that follower after many months and I asked the
same query, he told that I spent 20—25 years in searching a legacy
which was given immediately to me by Sant Maharaj ji. My mind
is now stable. I am able to concentrate, his grace is maintained,
and he still remembers Maharaj ji. Other disciples from Delhi who
are rarely known and are graced by My Lord had nectar and
were blessed by tenth supreme Lord. In the last days, after
accepting request of Deewan Das from last 6 years, Maharaj ji
held discourses at the central park, Vishnu Garden, in Delhi. After
this they were not held. Many disciples gathered. Today this servant
is healthy with his grace only. When I got an attack of brain, Nagra
Sahib ranged up Maharaj ji from hospital itself and told that
Virender Singh has got ill. Maharaj ji talked to me over the phone
during illness and asked me not to worry and I will be strong
again. I recovered within 4-5 hours with his grace and now I am
completely well and had driven continuousyly upto 1000 miles. It
seems lesser even if you disclose more about him. Much has already
been narrated in this book. This servant will keep on writing other
thoughts as well in future.
The spiritual master shall shower his grace
Waheguru ji ka khalsa
Waheguru ji ki Fateh
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Bhai Surjeet Singh (Khurd)
Bhai Surjeet Singh told that this is the incidence of March
1995. Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh organized discourses at village
Khurd Daija. At that time, Bhai Surjeet Singh prepared five big
vessels of five colored rice.
And Sant Maharaj ji was requested to attend the feast. When
Sant Maharaj ji accepted the feast from his own hands, then on
his return he asked to send the group as soon as possible as he
had to return to Panjgrahiyan for the discourse.
With this, all disciples of village reached Panjgrahiyan for the
purpose of service and donation. At this point of time, Surjeet
Singh said to Sant Maharaj ji while holding his feet that Maharaj ji
I will not let you go till the time you forgive me for all my mistakes
committed so far. On this, Sant Maharaj ji said that we have to
cut our nails, go and get the nail cutter. On this, Gyani Karnail
Singh (Khurd) replied that today Surjeet Singh has brought a nail
cutter by sharpening its blades.
And then Surjeet Singh began cutting the nails of Maharaj ji,
at this time, Sant Maharaj ji asked how many vessels of rice were
prepared in the feast, on this Surjeet Singh answered five and
summing up all discourses, in total 22 vessels of rice were
prepared.
On this Sant Maharaj ji said that these are your auspicious
deeds, whether you sit inside seven locks or go in strange wild
forest, your food service will go on.
After that Surjeet Singh took one acre land for harvesting
from Bhai Makhar Singh Boprai and planted green bean in it.
When the time to harvest crop arrived, then Bhai Jangeer
Singh and his son tried to kill Surjeet Singh, Surjeet Singh fled
from there, later they filed a case against Surjeet Singh and 4
other people.
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On this, cops arrested Surjeet Singh and kept him without
the food behind the bars.
And when the time to give food came, then the cops took
Surjeet Singh and the other four men to police station Ranike
where the inspector was Charan Singh.
After spending the night, Bhai Manghar Singh asked Surjeet
Singh to enquire whether there is any arrangement of food or not.
On this Surjeet Singh asked the cop to open the lock, but he
did not agree. On this Surjeet Singh said that we have not
committed any crime, we only want to ask about the food
arrangement since we are hungry and thirsty.
On this the cop told him that our cook has gone away. Surjeet
Singh said that if you have ingredients, then I shall prepare the
food on my own, but when he went to the kitchen, he found that
there is nothing except three onions, small amount of Ghee and a
few potatoes. On this, Surjeet Singh became disappointed and
had to leave the food for next three days.
After three days, inspector Charan Singh called cop along
with Surjeet Singh, it was morning 9 am then. Charan Singh asked
Surjeet Singh that who serves you milk from Khurd Village? Surjeet
Singh relied that he is the milk vendor who gives 1.5 liters of milk
every day. Then Charan Singh asked that who keeps milk at my
place and from where does this milk arrives, at that time, Surjeet
Singh got a glimpse of Sant Maharaj ji, his confidence developed
and he responded that while serving Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji,
the third generation has arrived and therefore the milk never finishes
off in the feast.
On this, a cop told that I have even seen him cleaning the
milk vessel on the well, but when following the words of inspector,
a cop went to verify the same, but he did not found anything.
Then Surjeet Singh told that Sant Maharaj ji had dictated
that even if I get locked up behind seven locks or if I go to any
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wild strange forest, then also my feast will never end and if you do
not believe me, you can keep me here for as many days as you
want and till the time I remain here, milk will never finish at this
place.
On this, the inspector stood while joining his hands and said
that you are innocent and to keep you here was my obligation.
After a long time of this incidence, when police arrived at
one school of Khurd village due to some reason, Surjeet Singh
took all then for breakfast and the police inspector Charan Singh
told that Surjeet, milk never came after you went from the police
station.

Bhai Didaar Singh Bains
Once Sant Maharaj ji while going to America got held for
five hours at Paris.
At the airport one Sikh Person came to Sant Maharaj ji and
greated him.
Sant Maharaj ji asked him, 'Where do you live?' He then
replied that his name is Didaar Singh Bains and he has very close
relations with Prakash Singh Badal and on his (Prakash Singh
Badal) call he had visited Anandpur Sahib on the completion of
300 years of Khalsa Panth and now I am going back to my home
which is at Saeraminto (California). Sant Maharaj ji on this said
that he has heard his name at Radio and informed Mr. Bains that
his community belongs to Bhai Daya Singh in which mindwerd
thinking is attached with the 'Naam' and thus the eternal God is
seeked. At this Didar Singh asked Sant Maharaj ji to do the
blessings for the 'Naam Yukti.' At this Sant Maharaj ji replied that
for this, time is needed as 'Naam Yukti' is not a mango tree from
which one can have mangoes as per ones wish.
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Didaar Singh ji again requested to Sant Maharaj ji, "I wanted
to invite you to come and visit my house." At this Sant Maharaj ji
said, "At the right time I'll come" and he took the telephone no. of
Didaar Singh.
After sometime when Didaar Singh request Sant Maharaj ji
to visit his house then Sant Maharaj ji visited Didaar Singh's house
in Sancrominta (California). There Didaar Singh again requested
Sant Maharaj ji for 'Naam Yukti'. In the mean time Didaar Singh
use to have talks with Sant ji on the phone.
After a one year Didaar Singh sent a Air ticket for Sant
Maharaj ji and the Sant Maharaj ji along with Maharaj Mohan
Singh landed Los Angeles, and from there they came along with
Didaar Singh to Sacrominta by road.
Sant Maharaj ji stayed at Didaar Singh's house for seven
days. One evening when Didaar Singh again requested Sant
Maharaj ji for 'Naam Yukti' then Sant Maharaj ji taught him the
way of 'Naam Simran' and told him that he should first stop his
outward thinking, and press the tongue and say this 'word' for
fifteen minutes in the throat and next fifteen minutes in the heart
and said that if you'll do this in the same manner only then it'll
gradually increase day by day. The time as long as Sant Maharaj
ji resided at Didaar Singh's house Sant Maharaj ji used to make
him practice this 'word' and in this way Sant Maharaj ji taught
many ways for the 'Naam Simran'. For these seven days Baba
Mohan Singh ji, Bhupinder Singh (Bagia Wale) and Didaar Singh
wife herself did the Gurbani Path. On the completion Sant Maharaj
ji held the Diwaan himself.
On the day when Sant Maharaj ji had to come back, on that
day the whole Sangat gathered in Gurudwara Sahib. There Sant
Maharaj ji addressed, "This is for Didaar Singh that I have to
come here as I had no other work here. I have completed what I
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was supposed to do and I sowed a seed which you all have to
take care and to enhance that seed is your duty."

Disciples of Uttar Pradesh
This incidence is of December 1, 2002. Many disciples came
to have glimpse of Sant Maharaj ji.
Sant Maharaj ji took all of them to roam in nearby jungle and
then brought all of them back.
Now Sant Maharaj ji sat on the bed in front of Bhora Sahib
and all the disciples sat near his holy feet.
Sant Maharaj ji asked all the disciples that you should tell
that all of you are tired or we are tired. Your breath is going fast;
all the disciples said that Maharaj ji we are tired.
After this, Maharaj ji started telling the story of Bhai Diyale
Ragi, and said that once a man was going while loading all his
vegetables etc over an ass and he was also chanting a song while
he was on the way. That song was “Koi mil jaye dil mahiram, Koi
mode man diya banga, koi mil jaye dil mahiram, koi mode man
diya mange.” (I wish I shall get someone to love that turns the
direction of my mind).
Now such an act of God that one Sant Maharaj Attar Singh
ji from Mastuyane was roaming there while engrossed in the God’s
name and remembrance. On hearing that person’s song, Sant
Maharaj Attar Singh said the words that I do have a beloved to
turn the direction of your mind, but first you shall go and keep
these goods at your home and then we will turn the direction of
your mind.
The said words were being told by Sant Maharaj ji to the
disciples from U.P. After this, followers bowed their head in the
holy feet of Sant Maharaj ji and asked for the permission to return
their homes and all starting moving to their respective homes.
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When Baba Kartar Singh ji (of Balpur) asked the permission
to go back after bowing his head in the feet of Sant Maharaj ji, the
Maharaj ji said the words that you can stay if you want to stay but
Baba Kartar Singh said that Maharaj ji, not now, I shall come
later.
When Baba Gurdyal Singh (of Cheema) asked to leave while
bowing in front of Sant Maharaj ji, then Sant Maharaj ji stopped
Baba Gurdyal Singh and when the remaining disciples reached at
some distance, then Sant Maharaj ji said to Baba Gurdyal Singh ji
that I have to leave within 6-7 days, if you want to come you can.
On hearing this, Baba Gurdyal Singh refused and said I do not want
to go now. Later Baba Gurdyal Singh repented that it would have
been good had I followed the words of Sant Maharaj ji.

Bhai Baljeet Singh
I used to go to Punjab to have a glimpse. Once I desired to
visit the place of Bapla. Sant Maharaj ji blessed and I went to
Baple and saw that intact recitation Sahib was going even in a
small room and on the right side of Guru Maharaj ji I saw Sant
Maharaj ji and I became very surprised after having his glimpse
and thanked him from inside.
Once upon a time, Sant Maharaj ji’s discourse disciples were
going to Khakra Village of Banda at the place of S. Mukhtyar
Singh. I also went to hear the discourse. Now where I felt “sorrow
and hunger”, I wrote a request letter for that place and sent to
Sant Maharaj ji. Sant Maharaj ji asked Raju (Baba Balkar Singh)
to read it for him. When he read it, Sant Maharaj ji said this is
such a minor thing, you could have told it like that. I bowed myself
onto the holy fete of Sant Maharaj ji and went to attend the
discourse. First he had me a glimpse of Guru Nanak Dev ji in the
sky, then I got a glimpse of Sant Ishar Singh ji and besides this
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where we feel sorrow and hunger, there he made me feel the
God.
Sant Maharaj ji said while standing outside Pipariya Karam
Bhora sahib that Baljeet Singh, sages takes birth from sages.

Gurudwara Isharsar Balpur (Lakhimpur)
Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh came to this place and followed
and promoted the custom of Rara Sahib, according to which,
chanting during night, make the disciples perform remembrance,
name and chanting, and during the day time, making the disciples
sit on riverside and ask them to do chanting.
Sant Baba Narain Singh makes the ladies broom the jungle
and at that place, all the disciples spend their time in happiness
while forgetting their worldly chores and employment.

Panjgarian Gurudwara Sahib
Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Ji Virakt used to stay at his
temporary hut in Bhora Sahib. Sant Maharaj ji populated a forest
on accepting the request of his disciples. He himself also does
hard labour and made the disciples do the same. Sant Maharaj ji
wakes up at 2 am in morning and also awakes all the disciples. He
makes them sit to take name, remembrance and chanting.
From morning 5 am, chanting begins and then all disciples
read Guruvani and then take morning breakfast. After that the
story of sacred book starts from 3 to 4:30 which everyone has to
hear and then in one hour break, the disciples were free to roam
or execute their tasks.
Rahiras Sahib Recitation starts at 6 am and intact chanting
begins on its completion and then at 6 to 11 at night, everyone has
to sit for name and remembrance.
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In this way Sant ji ran the custom of spiritual master’s home
and make the disciples perform holy service. At that time, not
many arrangements were there, therefore Sant Maharaj ji make
them do any type of service.
Because of not many arrangements, disciples used to bring
the articles for feast on their own. Only have chapatti along with
buttermilk. Drink tea even without milk and Sant Maharaj ji
populated the whole place with forest. Root out the trees in forest
and make the land leveled.
While taking the Almighty’s name and in his remembrance,
time lapses happily on its own and minds psyche keeps wandering
in bliss.

Haridwar from Nagine
This incidence is of year 1988. Sant Maharaj ji was coming
to U.P and he had ambassador car at that time. Sant Maharaj ji
was going to Haridwar via Nagine village and Baba Charan Singh,
Baba Mohan Singh and Baba Mota Singh were also travelling
along with them.
In the meantime, Bhan Singh and Sant Maharaj ji said that
Savran Singh was the holy servant of Maharaj ji, therefore we
shall meet him. IN the meanwhile, a river came across and the car
has to be pushed in order to take it out from the water. Sant
Maharaj ji said that his house is beyond this forest. The holy
servants requested in holy feet of Sant Maharaj ji and asked that
whether he knows the location of house? ON this, Sant Maharaj
ji replied that we do not know but we will enquire ahead.
Sant Maharaj ji segregated all the disciples of the group and
asked them to gather near the fig tree after roaming around and
Sant Maharaj ji taking along with Raju Baba ji (Sant Maharaj
Baba Balkar Singh) while passing through the sugarcane field,
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stood under the fig tree planted in middle and asked Raju Baba to
go ahead and see the home if its nearby.
Raju Baba (Sant Baba Balkar Singh) saw an old woman
removing the husk of paddy, in the meanwhile she ran and greeted
into the feet of Sant Maharaj ji and said please come to our home
and accept the water. Sant Maharaj ji said that I have very small
children along with me, they may not be lost, and so you may
please bring the water here only.
Sant Baba ji (Sant Baba Balkar Singh ji) placed Sant
Maharaj’s bed there only and that elderly woman offered water
etc. to Sant Maharaj ji. In the meanwhile, all the disciples of the
group assembled there and as it was the time of evening, Sant
Maharaj ji made their way ahead and reached Savran Singh’s
home, who was very poor and was rearing the goats. All of them
took rest there only at night, however Baba Mota Singh said that
what good Sant Maharaj ji has done while keeping us in the goat
yard.
In morning, the vegetable of pumpkin was prepared along
with chapattis at Savran Singh’s home.
After this, Sant Maharaj ji reached Balpur which is near to
Lakhimpur.
On the next day, when Sant Maharj ji had hair bath and was
wandering, he asked Raju (Sant Maharaj Baba Balkar Singh ji)
that do you know why we went to Haridwar? On this, Raju Baba
ji replied that I do not know, kindly tell me.
Then Sant Maharaj ji dictated that a sage’s spirit used to live
on that fig tree that came to Panjgrahiyan and asked us to come to
him and rescue him, we went to fulfil his desire on hearing his
prayer.
Janam Maran Dhuhehoo Mehi Naahee Jan Paroupakaaree
Aaeae ||
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Jeea Dhaan Dhae Bhagathee Laaein Har Sio Lain
Milaaeae ||2||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 749)

Year 1999 February Sakriya Discourse (Satsang)
This incidence is of February 1999 when Sant Maharaj Ranjit
Singh was holding a discourse in Sakriya Village in U.P in the
memory of Sant Maharaj Kishan Singh ji. There was a fig tree
near the road on which lived two fat and long pythons.
They were seen to all the disciples when they pass through
that tree. One day Sonu (from Grunt) requested Sant Maharaj ji
that there are two large pythons that lived on the fig tree.
Sant Maharaj ji after the completion of discourse went to
that place while sitting in car and glared that fig tree continuously
for about five minutes and then dictated that now we shall move.
After this, those pythons were never seen on that tree.

27, 28 December 2009
This incidence is of 27, 28 December 2009 when Sant
Maharaj Ranjit Singh Virakt ji were holding discourse in Lakhimpur
Khiri (U.P) in the memory of four young martyr sons.
After the completion of discourse, Sant Maharaj ji was sitting
in the car and were about to leave, in the meanwhile a old man
aged 64-70 came near Sant Maharaj ji’s car and in the wave of
detachment, opened the car’s window and started crying and said,
“Maharaj ji, now I will not have your glimpse.” On hearing this,
Sant Maharaj ji kept his hand over his shoulder and said this should
be kept secret and do name and chanting, after this, in the second
year only, Maharaj ji left for heavenly abode and then that man
never physically had glimpse of Sant Maharaj ji.
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Bhai Jasveer Singh (Lohatbaddi)
This incidence is of that time when Sant Maharaj ji left for
heavenly abode. At that time Jasveer Singh’s mind became very
disappointed and he started thinking that on whose support
Maharaj ji is leaving us and how will our life rescue?
Next night, when Jasveer Singh was having sound sleep, he
dreamt that he had met an accident and when he feel down from
his car, Sant Maharaj ji picked him up from his own hands and
held Jasveer Singh’s hand in the hands of Baba Balkar Singh.
Seeing this, Jasveer Singh was satisfied.
Since then, Jasveer Singh narrated all this to his family
members and asked them to greet Raju Baba Ji (Sant Baba Balkar
Singh ji) from now onwards as now he is everything to us.

Bhai Jagwant Singh (Momnabaad)
Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh left for heavenly abode on 7
December 2002.
This incidence is of 6 December 2002, it was 7’0 clock in
the evening when Sant Maharaj ji was getting ready to go to
Ludhiana from his place, Panjgrahiyan.
Sant Maharaj ji’s car was preparing to leave, so Bhai Jagwant
Singh asked where Sant Maharaj ji is going. Then Driver replied
that Sant Maharaj ji has to visit Doctor in Ludhiana. On hearing
this, Jagwant Singh reached Sant Maharaj ji and asked what
physical problem are you suffering from? Then Sant Maharaj ji
replied that I do not have any difficulty except when I get up,
apart from this, I do not have any other difficulty.
In the meantime, Rabbi Baba came from the other end and
Raju Baba (Sant Baba Balkar Singh ji) was preparing to leave at
that time. This time, Sant Maharaj ji asked to ring up Baljinder
Singh to come early and asked Jagwant Singh to take me under
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that mango tree and he sat there. Harbans Kaur, Baba Shriman ji
and Baba Sukhdev ji also came from the other side and sat in the
holy feet of Sant Maharaj ji. Sant Maharaj ji dictated that we
have to popularize and promote the customs followed in Rara
Sahib at this place as well and maintain this custom in the same
way as it is now and make sure that nothing shall obstruct its way.
Whether our place will be of gold or sand, we must remember
what we had on the first day, when we arrived at this place. We
must not forget that sack on which we all seated here at the first
time.
Sant Maharaj ji again asked to ring up Baljinder Singh to
come early, in the meanwhile, Sant Maharaj ji got ready while
wearing his shoes and when all began greeting him while touching
his holy feet, Sant Maharaj ji said that now enough touching of
feet has occurred and now we are in hurry. Then he sat in his car
and moved towards Ludhiana.

Bhai Sham Singh (Village Kheri)
Bhai Sham Singh was an inhabitant of Village Kheri and Sant
Maharaj Ishar Singh ji (of Rara Sahib) held eleven discourses in
his village. At that time Sant Maharj Ranjit Singh Virakt ji used to
go for service from village Bapla to village Kheri at the place of
discourse. Sant Maharaj Ranjit used wore sack dress during that
period and he had a bottle (in which water is collected). Sant
Maharaj ji do the duty of sprinkling the water on the road and
broom and cleaning the road while holding this bottle over his
shoulders before the discourse.
Akhee Kaadt Dhharee Charanaa Thal Sabh Dhharathee
Fir Math Paaee ||7||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang 757)
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Shyam Singh also served in feast and there was another holy
servant in that feast and they communicated with each other that if
Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh see someone or graces someone, all
the problems of that man gets fixed and all his desires get fulfilled.
Then once upon a time, Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji (of Rara
Sahib) turned his neck and saw Shyam Singh and Shyam Singh
became very happy from this and he came and told that person
(who serves in feast with him) that today Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh
saw me.
Then it is an incident of a time when Shyam Singh went for a
wedding and in that wedding they have to go to a village named
Ber. Then they met Sant Maharaj Kishan Singh ji (Rara Sahib)
ahead and Shyam Singh and his companions do not know that he
is Sant Maharaj Kishan Singh ji.
Then Shyam Singh and his companions passed through Sant
Maharaj Kishan Singh ji, then Sant Maharaj ji was cleaning utensil
at that time, so Sant Maharaj Kishan Singh ji said that what are
you people doing here, go at that place where you have to go and
eat hot sweets there.
Then they all thought that how they have come to know about
this that we have come to eat sweets in the wedding, then Shyam
Singh and his companions told that we have to have glimpse of
Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji (Rara Sahib). Then Sant Maharaj
Ishar Singh ji (Rara Sahib) said that first you people go and eat
hot sweets and later have his glimpse. Then they all urged to have
his glimpse first, so Sant Maharaj Kishan Singh said that you all
may sit as Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh will come out at 10 ‘o clock.
Then there were three Pundits with Shyam Singh and they all
reached for the glimpse of Sant Maharaj ji at 10’o clock and
bowed their head before Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh’s holy feet.
So, Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji asked the people that why have
you come here, so the first person said that I’ve come for your
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glimpse. Then the next pundit asked Maharaj ji whether Sita Ram
is superior or Satnaam is superior, Maharaj ji replied that Sita
Ram is the way of deities which is covered by cycle and Satnaam
is the way which is covered by aircraft, if you need to go to
Chandigarh, how will you reach fast by cycle or aircraft?
After this, the third pundit said that Maharaj ji, I also came
for your glimpse.
Then the second pundit who was told about name and
worship, that pundit remain querying only, and was not able to
ask anything from Sant Maharaj ji.
After all of them, Shyam Singh’s turn came, and then Sant
Maharaj ji asked brother, why have you come, on which Shyam
Singh replied that I have no children at home, you please shower
your grace and bless me with a child.
Sant Maharaj ji said that do not worry, you will get a son and
we will take care of all your chores.
Then all of them came back at the place of wedding after
having glimpse and returned to their homes.
Then once when Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh went to
Panjgrahiyan, Shyam Singh that I had no sleep for a week and his
condition became like mad people and a lot of quarrel took place
at their home and therefore his family members asked him to go
and attend the discourse of Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh.
Then Sant Maharaj ji made this principle that “Papan da haar
parota, aur ganka ja rahi hai vimano ke upar chad ke”. Then this
principle settled in the mind of Shyam Singh and since then Shyam
Singh was asleep in night and the quarrel at his also ended. After
this, whenever and wherever Sant Ranjit Singh held discourse,
Shyam Singh pick up his bicycle and attends it.
Then after this, one day Shyam Singh reached Sant Ranjit
Maharaj ji for his glimpse and requested Maharaj ji to shower his
grace. Sant Maharaj ji asked him to chant name and do
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remembrance and also gave him recitation to do for forty days
and dictated that on the twenty second day from today, all your
works will be set. So, Shyam Singh started remembrance of forty
days and on the twenty second day, Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji
(of Rara Sahib) gave him a glimpse to Shyam Singh in his dream.
So, Shyam Singh said in his dream that Maharaj ji you are the
doer and please shower your grace on us, then Sant Maharaj ji
said that No, we have given our everything to Virakt (Sant Maharaj
Ranjit Singh) and that you have taken everything from him and he
will now execute all your tasks.
Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh hi removed all doubts of Shyam
Singh and made him believe that Virakt ji is our form only, after
this on all the chores associated with Shyam Singh, be it of land or
anything else, Sant Maharaj ji showered full grace on him.
And after this, Shyam Singh served the place of Panjgrahiyan
as well and whenever Shyam Singh give bath to Sant Maharaj
Ranjit Singh, then Sant ji Maharaj remain taking bath for 2 odd
hours, Shyam Singh cleans the body of Sant Maharaj ji and Sant
Maharaj ji remain seated in his joyful posture so Sant Maharaj
Ranjit Singh had deep affinity with Shyam Singh.

Bhai Major Singh (Khurd Fort)
Major Singh’s family was follower of spiritual master’s home
since beginning. They were mostly attached to Sant Maharaj Ishar
Singh ji (of Rara Sahib) as in earlier days, Sant Maharaj Ishar
Singh ji held discourse at a place in between village Khurd and
Village Cheema. Almost every year Sant Maharaj ji’s discourse
used to held, at times 10, at time 7 or even 5 discourses were
organized.
The disciples from around 8 to 10 villages used to come and
attend these discourses and Major Singh’s family serves the duty
to pick and drop the disciples from village Dulma Kala.
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Major Singh’s father used to heartily serves in the feast.
Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji whenever organizes the discourse,
the disciples joyously enjoys his discourse as a snake dances on
the lute.
And if Sant Maharaj ji speaks something normally, even that
saying also happens.
Then once Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji said while discourse
that Gurbani has such a power that where its discourse occurs,
the land at that place becomes sacred, and also said that at this
place where this discourse was being held, a day will come when
the destiny of this land will also brighten up, so as per the words
of Sant Maharaj ji, a Gurudwara has been built at this place.
When Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji left for heavenly abode,
then after some time, Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Virakt began
holding discourse at the place where Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji
holds discousrse.
And then as before, to hear the discourses of Sant Maharaj
Ranjit Singh ji Virakt, the disciples used to arrive from far places
and Major Singh also attends the discourse of Sant Maharaj ji
which made a major impact on his mind as the technique of
discourse of Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh was same as that of Sant
Maharaj Ishar Singh ji.
During the discourse, Major Singh’s duty was to guard the
place where ladies sit.
Once, Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh went at the home of Master
Karnail Singh to have milk. Major Singh was also present at the
Master ji’s home. When Sant Maharaj ji consumed milk, Major
Singh requested in the holy feet of Sant Maharaj ji that Maharaj ji
you please also visit my home and make it sacred with the dust of
your holy feet.
Sant Maharaj ji invited Major Singh to Panjgrahiyan while
accepting his request.
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Major Singh began visiting Panjgrahiyan then onwards. When
the death anniversary of Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh was celebrated
in Panjgrahiyan, then chanting, recitation and intact prayers went
for forty days and Major Sahib serves to read Japuji Sahib during
the intact recitation.
Five to seven years of Major Singh were lapsed while serving
in this way. Then one day Major thought that now he should
become one who does intact recitation, he discussed it with several
people but could find any solution.
It is the incidence of year 1996-97 that Major Singh’s wife
Jarnail Kaur maternal uncle’s son Bant Singh, head of the village,
got to know that Major and his family visits some Sant, knowing
this, Bant Singh came to Major Singh and asked whether they
have started going to some wicked sage or Sant, on which Major
Singh’s wife Jarnail Kaur asked him not to say like this. She said
that Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Virakt is very enlightened soul and
said
Sadhu bole sahaj subhay
Sadhu dou boliya birtha na jaye
(Whatever a sage says causally never goes in vain)
After this, Major Singh taking along Bant Singh reached
Panjgrahiyan to meet Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh ji, during that
time, Sant Maharaj ji was taking a walk in that farm which is
towards the direction of Village Maanki.
So when Major Singh taking along Bant Singh was about to
go to Maharaj ji, immediately Sant Maharaj ji said that if you dare
to come to us, you will be beaten by sticks and you people must
got to have feast right now, accepting his words, Major Singh
went towards the feast.
After some time when Sant Maharaj ji while on his way
reached to food hall via animal’s yard, Major Singh again started
moving towards Maharaj ji and Maharaj ji repeated his words
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that you will be beaten up by sticks if you come to us, you people
should go to Bhora Sahib. After some time when Sant Maharaj ji
reached Bhora Sahib, Sant Maharaj ji said that Major Singh, you
were fortunate to accept our orders else you will be insulted,
Maharaj ji said that kindly forgive me if I have committed some
mistake. Then Sant Maharaj ji said I was angry without any
particular reason.
After this, Sant Maharaj ji asked Raju (Sant Baba Balkar
Singh ji) to get a chair and lay a cloth over it. Sant Maharaj asked
Major to be seated and he also sat on the chair.
After this, Sant Maharaj ji asked the reason of their arrival,
on which Major Singh told him that there is some query of Bant
Singh, head of the village regarding name and remembrance.
After this, Sant Maharaj ji extensively told about name and
remembrance to Bant Singh and answered many of his queries
associated with it, with which Bant Singh was completely satisfied
and Sant Maharaj ji asked Bant Singh not to doubt on sages and
Sants, on which Bant Singh apologized.
After this, Sant Maharaj ji asked Major Singh what thought
is there in your mind, Major Singh thought that Sant Maharaj ji
knows everything and disclosed that when I left my home, the
only thought I had was that you make me the reader of intact
recitation.
So please fulfill my desire with your grace. On which Maharaj
ji said that now you want to become the reader of continuous
recitation however you are about to die now you can only become
the reader in your consequent birth. Major Singh said true word
Maharaj ji.
After this, Sant Maharaj ji asked them to leave after having
feast. Major Singh had barely gone till 100 steps that Maharaj ji
called him and said that you went away like that, come back.
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When major Singh turned to come back, Maharaj ji asked
whether you really want to become the reader of intact recitation,
Major Singh said Maharaj if you bless me, I shall become the
reader. Then Sant Maharaj ji said that go and now you will overnight
become the reader of continuous recitation.
After these words of Sant Maharaj ji, Major Singh dreamt
on the third night that speakers are fixed and he is reciting Guruvani,
when Major Singh got up, he found nothing like that, therefore he
slept again, and then he again dreamt the same thing. After this,
Major Singh took bath and reached Gurudwara at 3:30 in the
morning.
The reader Gurjant Singh Tajpur is associated with Damdami
Taksaal and is very learned person. And he has gained supreme
knowledge of Guruvani. Besides being the reader, he also is a
good narrator and when he narrates, it seems that the time has
stopped and the disciple very lovingly and compassionately hears
him.
In those days, Baba Gurjant Singh was the reader who serves
in Gurudwara.
So Gurjant Singh (baptized Sikh) performed the early
morning ceremony of Guru Grant Sahib and took sacred historical
order (hymn from the Guru Granth Sahib) and then he sat to take
daily name of five morning banis. At the other end, Major Singh
washed his hand and feet and sat at the service in attendance of
Shri Guru Granth Sahib ji and began reciting. When he saw that
he is able to recite, his happiness had no par, he then recited on
other Maharaj ji, and he was able to recite. On seeing this, Major
Singh was unable to control his happiness but he remembered
Maharaj ji’s words to keep his mouth shut.
After this, Major Singh asked Baba Gurjant Singh to teach
him recitation and Baba Gurjant Singh asked Major Singh to read
Japuji Sahib and Punjabi alphabet which Major Singh read and
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then Gurjant Singh said now sit in the attendance of Guru Granth
Sahib after washing your hands and feet and then Major Singh
began recitation and read 6-7 verses of the sacred scripture. Then
the reader Gurjant Singh asked Major Singh to put sacred
handkerchief over Guru Granth Sahib ji after hearing the recitation.
After this, reader Gurjant Singh enquired Major Singh that
from where he has learned reading the recitation as the recitation
read by Major Singh cannot be read by any ordinary man without
learning. Major Singh told him that he has not learned recitation
from anyone. Gurjant Singh asked him that you had nectar and
you are a baptized Sikh and therefore you cannot lie, tell me fast
from where you have learned this, on this it came out automatically
from Major Singh’s mouth that Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Virakt
has taught me and he has graced me.
On hearing this, Gurjant Singh said ok, no issues, I’ll not
disclose anyone that you are blessed by Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh
Virakt ji as Santly people never let anyone know about them and
keep everything secret, that is why if someone will ask me I’ll tell
them that I have taught you recitation.
After this, intact recitation were going in Major Singh’s village
and as usual, Major Singh was sitting at the service of reading
Japuji Sahib and it was time to change the reader of Guru Granth
Sahib at the other end, and the reader who has to come to read
Guru Granth Sahib was not available as he had some urgent work
and he left away.
On this the group leader Tatil Singh asked Gurjant Singh that
what to do because the reader is not available, then Gurjant Singh
said do not worry and arrange the reader for Japuji Sahib and I
have the arrangement of the reader for Guru Granth Sahib.
Then the group leader arranged the reader of Japuji Sahib
who took the service of Japuji Sahib from Major Singh. After
this, Gurjant Singh asked Major Singh to take the reader’s service
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of Guru Granth Sahib from the other reader and recite it aloud.
So Major Singh began speaking Guru Granth Sahib loudly. The
people sitting there kept hearing the recitation like this for 15-20
minutes, and then Gurjant Singh asked Major Singh to continue
reading like this as he is going to fix the speakers now. When the
speakers were attached, Major Singh’s voice spread in his village
and also reached to his family members.
When he reached home after finishing the recitation and when
other reader took the service to read, his daughter Sukhjinder
Kaur (who lives in Canada and Major Singh also lives with his
daughter nowadays) asked that were you reciting in the speaker
and asked how he became the reader all of a sudden? Then major
Singh replied it all became possible with the grace of Sant Maharaj
Ranjit Singh Virakt ji.
There is a village crossing the town Jagraon where only
Muslims inhabited before 1947. But now there lived only the
people of Sikh community and all Muslims had gone to Pakistan.
A family of this village was holy servant of Sant Maharaj Ranjit
Singh Virakt and was a great lover of Sant Maharaj ji. Nowadays
this family resides in Canada and whenever this family arrives to
India, they get the intact recitation performed only by the group of
Sant Maharaj ji. When this family came to India after Sant Maharaj
Ranjit Singh left for his heavenly abode, they got the intact recitation
performed by the group of Sant Baba Balkar Singh ji and Sant
Baba Balkar Singh ji also held discourse during this period.
Then Major Singh served as reader of Guru Granth Sahib
even during this intact recitation. When it was the first discourse
of Sant Maharaj Balkaar Singh ji, Major Singh could not hear it
as the tome to read Guru Grant Sahib was pre-fixed and he was
reading the Guru Granth Sahib even on the second day of discourse
due to which he could not make up for the discourse. When Sant
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Baba Balkar Singh ji enquired about him that where is he? On this
the chief reader, Fateh Singh replied that he is still in the service of
reading the Guru Granth Sahib. Sant Maharaj Baba Balkar Singh
ji then asked him to arrange for another reader and called Major
Singh to attend the discourse and Major Singh heard the discourse
and is astonished to see that how Sant Baba Balkar Singh knows
so much about me.
After this, Major Singh reached the place of Panjgrahiyan
after the intact recitation ended. He reached Sant Maharaj Baba
Balkar Singh at Bhora Sahib where he normally asked Sant Baba
Balkar Singh ji that how he got so much knowledge as I was
surprised to hear your discourses that how you got so much deep
knowledge.
Then Sant Maharaj Balkar Singh said that Sant Maharaj Ranjit
Singh made you the reader in 15 minutes and I am into the service
of his holy feet since my childhood,
So shall I not get anything? Then Sant Baba Balkar Singh
told him that I am fully blessed with the grace of Sant Maharaj
Ranjit Singh ji Virakt, when I began the discourse I did not know
anything. But the moment I started playing harmonium, the verses
lined up automatically and two verses remained even when it was
time for me to end the discourse. Then Sant Maharaj Baba Balkar
Singh said that all this is because of his grace.
On hearing this, I became overjoyed and aid that there isn’t
any end of the grace of such great personalities and nor there is
any limit to it.
Brahm Gyani ki miti kaun bakhan kare!!
Brahm Gyani ki gati Brahm Gyani jane!!
(Who can express the mindset of enlightened souls, only an
enlightened soul knows about them.)
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Bhai Daljeet Singh (Bagiya)
ntr[D pj[s/ fXnkB B efoT[
fJjBK ƒ nkg Gikt'.
jfo ihU[ jfo wzdo tk;h, wB ft~u v/ok bkt' ih.
w?A ;[fDnk j? ;~u/ xo tk; j? s/ok
g{oB pqjw frnkBh T[E/ ikg efozd/ s/ok.
;kE'A ;kc Bk j[zdk fJj wB, feogk dk g'uk wko' ih.
jfo ihU jfo wzdo tk;h, wB ft~u v/ok bkt' ih.
y[d jh s[;hA pDkJh f;qPNh, fi; ƒ efjzd/ wkfJnk.
eow pzXB dk u~eo fes/, s[;hA sK BjhA pDkfJnk.
i/ w?A nkgD/ eowK eoe/ pzfXnk, f|o nkg/ s[;hA Svkt' ih.
jfo ihU jfo wzdo tk;h, wB ft~u v/ok bkt' ih.
jfo ihU, y'bQ' ;[zB ;wkXh, n~yK y'bQ e/ doPB fdU.
iBw iBw s'A pD rJh jT[w?, ezX ƒ s'V fdU.
fBozeko i/ BjhA nkT[Dk, sK Pky;ks j' ikt' ih.
jfo ihU jfo wzdo tk;h, wB ft~u v/ok bkt' ih.
o{g ozr s'A go/ nrzw i', p[~Xh fet/A ikD ;e/.
dbihs fBwkDk fY~b'A s/ok, s/oh w{os dk fXnkB Xo/.
nkg nkgD/ b/y fbykJ/, j[D fJt/A jh ;theko' ih.
jfo ihU jfo wzdo tk;h, wB ft~u v/ok bkt' ih.

Incidence of Gurudwara Sahib Sant Ashram
Isharsar (Panjgarian) (Soldier Bahadur Singh)
This incidence is of the time when Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh
ji Virakt initiated an intact recitation. Mostly it happens in other
Gurudwaras that whosoever reader Singhs are there they usually
accept some gift after recitation.
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But whoever reader recites in the place of Sant Maharaj ji
who serves in the intact recitation, they never accept gifts and
always perform this as service of spiritual master’s home.
So Sant Maharaj ji initiated intact recitation, that disciples
from village Cheema came to perform duty. So there was a soldier
among those disciples whose name was Bahadur Singh. So this
soldier made the intact prayer began but when the time to read
the sacred scripture of Shri Guru Granth Sahib comes, he remains
unavailable and vanishes away. So Sant Maharaj ji asked whose
turn is to read the recitation, so the disciples replied Sant Maharaj
ji that it is the turn of soldier Bahadur Singh. But he is not getting
available for the service of recitation, when the disciples repeatedly
go and ask him for the reading service, he replies that whatever
curse Maharaj ji has to give me, it’s ok but I won’t do this service.
The disciples tried a lot to please him that today there are very
few readers, you kindly recite, but he refused. The other reader
complained for him to Sant Maharaj ji that he is not agreeing to
come, on which Maharaj ji told that you please bear with the
situation and cope with few number of readers somehow, and
leave him (Bahadur Singh) as now he will wander astray.
So after this, Bahadur Singh went to army, he could not even
stay there and returned. His condition today is such that he wanders
all alone and no one wishes to talk to him. Neither any of his
family member nor any brother of his is accompanying him.
One of his legs is melted at this point of time and no one got
his leg operated, they only made him consume drugs and alcohol
so that he may not feel the pain. And one day while he was laying
unconsciously, the dogs took away his leg. Even today he is alive
in such a condition.
Then all this incidence was narrated by his companions such
as Mukund Singh Munim, Doctor Jagjit Singh and Singara Singh
(village Cheema) and the entire village is aware that this man was
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cursed by Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh ji. All his family members
pray this today that whatever mistake Bahadur Singh has
committed, leave it, and now shower your grace on us.
So the meaning of these words is that never go against the
words of Sants and great personalities else its consequences are
very bad.

Bhai Gurdeep Singh
Once I and my mother went to the Gurudwara at
Panjgrahiyan, then Maharaj ji was sitting outside Bhora Sahib.
We sat after greeting him and he asked when have you come from
U.P? My mother asked while talking that where is the land of
Gurudwara Sahib. Maharaj ji told them that in those days Chote
Maharaj ji came and said come we will measure the land of
Gurudwara Sahib. He had raw thread of cotton in his hand and he
started measuring the land while walking ahead. While measuring,
I told him that Maharaj ji this land belongs to someone else, on
which he said that you do not know, you just follow me and after
measuring the entire land, he said that this land belongs to us.
Maharaj ji started telling us that this land has been already measured
by him.
When we went Gurudwara Sahib ten days before Maharaj ji
left for heavenly abode, Maharaj felt very happy. He chatted a lot
and enquired about everyone’s well being and said that you did
good to be here.
Once we were going to Panjgrahiyan to meet Maharaj ji. I
had Iqbal Singh from village Banbori with me. Iqbal Singh said on
the way that today we will ask the history of Rara Sahib from
Maharaj ji as no one knows the exact past. When we reached
Gurudwara Sahib, Maharaj ji was getting the room prepared at
the right side of Darbar Sahib for purity of intact recitation. We
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greeted him and sat in front of him; he asked our well being and
sent Bhai Dyala Singh to bring the tea. Without even being asked,
he started telling the history of Rara Sahib. He told us in two
hours how Chotey Maharaj ji arrived and how Baba Narain Singh
served him , how Maharaj ji meditated and how the holy service
begin, how the disciples served, for how much duration they lived
there and what miracles happened. He narrated the entire history
from beginning to the end. When we came outside, Iqbal Singh
said that today we had a glimpse of complete great personality.
After this Iqbal Singh many times came to hear the discourse of
Sant Maharaj ji.

Bhai Mahinder Pal Shandilya
Bhai Mahinder Pal told that he belongs from Shandilya family.
In his family, prayers are performed following Vedic customs. But
their desire was to get some spiritual master who guides the way
towards the God. He expressed this desire to one of my friend.
His family from beginning used to follow Sant of Rara Sahib and
Sant Ranjit Singh Virakt. They had taken preaching from Sant
Ranjit Singh and visit Panjgrahiyan twice or thrice in a year. He
also inspired me. I also came to Sant Maharaj ji and expressed
my desire to take the preaching. He gave me spiritual master’s
preaching in the year 1995. At that time, I was around 24 years of
age.
Prior to that, I remained in mental tension as my father expired
and we were four brothers and sisters. All were bachelors and I
was eldest among all. I was trapped in darkness from all the four
ends. I had a different type of burden over my mind. Neither there
was any source of income nor any knowledge of spiritual path
with which the mind become peaceful. However my maternal and
paternal family members were all involved in the scholarly work
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but they only were aware of ritualism on the name of knowledge.
Here my desire was resting in God’s love. My mind’s desire was
not ritualism; instead it wanted the way to reach God. I obtained
spiritual master’s preaching via Jagmohan Sharma. I realized earlier
that it is must to have a spiritual master but I was in dilemma that
from where I shall get the spiritual master? Jagmohan Sharma, my
friend, who was devotee of Sants from the beginning, took me to
Sant Maharaj Virakt ji. The moment I shook my head and sat in
front of him, he asked me what I want. I immediately asked for
the name recommended by the spiritual master. Baba ji asked me
to sit in front. I sat in his front, and then he gave me the spiritual
master’s name and told me the technique of chanting it. Maharaj ji
said, “Now you will not turn it, it will turn you.” Since then, I
started transforming from inside. The word which he gave has its
own power. I could not love without remembrance as it was the
preaching of an enlightened soul. With that preaching, he imparted
awareness of holy service and taught me love. His grace is that
earlier my mind never melted for anyone, gradually my situation
changed by worshipping and chanting devotional hymns, devotion
increased and politeness conceived and I started realizing my
mistakes.
With this, my emotions started becoming sacred. All this
happened with repeated glimpses of Sant Maharaj ji. Whenever I
get the opportunity to sit in his holy feet, he started imparting the
deep understanding of the devotional way.
They stay at Pratap Nagar whenever their discourses were
held in Delhi. When I daily visits to have his glimpse, he asks
whether I have taken an off? Are you able to incur your daily
expenses? That all was blessing in itself. Once when I was sitting
besides his holy feet, I requested Maharaj ji, much of the time is
spent in earning bread, he said that you are a fool who always
runs after earning bread, and your turn is to meet God. That
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scolding shaken me and my time of recitation increased. Then
also the man is filled up with bad qualities, they were accumulated
from last so many births. They are shedding off gradually with
Baba ji’s blessing.
Once when I took my mother for his glimpse, he said that
you should serve your mother well. When I said ok Babaji, he
said, hey! I am talking to you. In actual, it was the blessing for my
mother. Baba ji blesses along with replying if something is being
asked to him. I used to consider him as Baba ji in beginning as I
had no father or grandfather but later I realized that he is himself
God. One day a disciple of some sage asked me Bhai, what is the
type of spiritual master? Then it came from my mouth that spiritual
master is just like God, and his nature is also like that of God.
Baba ji often says that curtain is from the end of disciple and not
from spiritual master’s side. The spiritual master knows the internal
and external fact. I realized completely that how a human psyche
turns from animal to deity and evil spirit and how the mind comes
from the quality of darkness to quality of enjoyment and truth.

Solace to the Ghostly Soul
With the accordance and blessings of Sant Maharaj Ishar
Singh Ji Rarha Sahib Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Ji Virakt started
the holy jaap for forty days, as it is already been written earlier,
with passing of 26th day one ghostly soul eloped from Maharaj's
home. After this to give solace to that ghostly soul Paath and Puja
were done.
As the time passed away the same ghostly soul in the form of
a boy was borned to Baljinder Singh son of Captain Rajinder
Singh who is the elder brother of Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Ji
Virakt. This boy was christened as 'Amritpal' by the family. With
the grace of God Sant Maharaj ji always used to tell the family
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that this boy, who took birth is actually the 'Chacha' of the family
and this recarnation is to complete the pending account of property.
Whenever 'Amritpal Singh' used to visit Sant Maharaj ji's
place along with 'Sibo' the daughter of captain Rajinder Singh,
Sant Maharaj ji always use to ask him, "Bhai Gilla Tera Ki Haal
Hai?" (How are you) and sometimes he used to talk with him all
alone.
One day Amritpal visited Bhora Sahib along with Bibi Sibo.
Sant Maharaj requested Bibi Sibo to go out, so that he can talk to
the boy in silence. After that Bibi Sibo and Amritpal went back to
home. Sant Maharaj ji used to say after that, "Bhai Gilla da taan
Hisaab-Kitaab Hun Pura Ho Giya Hai."
On very next day Amritpal, fell seriously ill and was admitted
to Dayanand hospital. He was there for two days and then he left
for the heavenly abode. This was the month of August. At the time
of death he was only three years and eleven months old.
In the end we learn from the episode that who so ever took
birth 'Karma' plays a vital role and whatever is the accounts with
the family of the that soul that has to be accomplished.

Building of Bhora Sahib in Punjgarian
When the development of Punjgarain 'Bhora Sahib' started
for Sant Maharaj ji. Some weird episodes came in front as it was
made for six times. Every time when the Sangat made it ready
Sant Maharaj ji used to tell that he doesn't like the 'Bhora Sahib'
and therefore it should be demolished and announced to rebuild
the structure. This all was done; just to see that what comes in the
minds of Sangat ?
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Sardar Gurlal Singh Lali (America)
Sardar Gurlal Singh Lali resides in America these days , one
day he told that when he was 17 years old he went to panjgaraian.
There at Panjgaraian Sant Maharaj ji was meditating in Bhora
Sahib and Gurlal Singh kept waiting outside the Bhora Sahib to
meet Sant Maharaj ji . When Sant Maharaj ji was coming
downstairs he saw Gurlal singh sitting there and he asked “What
do you want son ?” In the answer Gurlal singh said that he belongs
to a poor family therefore send him to abroad some where to
Ausralia or anywhere else. Sant Maharaj ji replied O.K. if you
wanted togo you will be sent to most prosperous country of the
world i.e America. And then Gurlal singh told that exactly after
One and half year he got the visa for America and now he is
enjoying his better life over there with the God’s grace .
Gurlal singh further told us that he had visited Panjgaraian
many times and one day Sant Maharaj ji called him up and said,
“you and Raju (Baba Balkar singh) are good friends since
childhood i.e why Iam telling you that
You should meditate and from now onwards don’t forget to
do ‘simran’. On this Gurlal singh inquired that he doesn’t know
how to do ‘simran’ and at this Sant Maharaj ji replied don’t worry
do in whatever way you want to and when the time will come
God will teach you himself .
The above episode come to Gurlal’s singh mind when Baba
Balkar singh ji visited America and come to stay with Gurlal singh
on diwali night. Baba Balkar singh ji provoked Gurlal singh again
to sit for the ‘simran’ but as Gurlal singh had a friendly relationship
with Baba Balkar singh ji ,he started nagging and told Baba Balkar
singh ji to let’s talk about other things.But Baba Balkar singh made
Gurlal singh to sit for ‘simran’ forcibly and , at this Gurlal singh
remembered that , how Sant Ranjit singh ji had once told him that
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God will make you learn the process himself and this is the time
which he was mentioning.
Gurlal singh shared one more episode of his life that in America
he became busy because of his business which was growing day
by day .One night Sant Maharaj ji came in my dreams and said,
“if you cannot sit for the ‘simran’, you can do one thing, on your
next visit to India take blue covered ‘ Gutka Sahib ‘ from Raju
(Baba Balkar Singh Ji) at Panjgarahian and from that ‘Gutka
Sahib’ do nitnem of panj banihan.” He further told when I came
to India and visited Panjgarahian to seikh the blessings from Baba
Balkar Singh Ji I was shocked to see that Baba Balkar Singh Ji
offered me the same Gutka Sahib with blue color without any
exchange of talk. Baba Balkar Singh ji further told me never take
this gutka lightly as this is the one with which I myself used to do
the nitnem in front of Sant Maharaj ji . “I have obeyed the orders
of Sant ji in giving you the most precious thing of my life & now
you can also have to fulfil the sacred instructions of Sant Maharaj
ji & do the nitnem.”
Gurlal singh told us that He is getting blessings of Sant Maharaj
ji & there are many episodes to share. He told that once Sant
Maharaj ji completed Akhand Path Sahib for me by his ‘Jatha’ in
Panjgarian at that time I was in America. He further told one Sant
Maharaj ji kept his hand on my head & said, “I have taken out of
your crafty mind and from now onwards you’re the blessed soul
of Guru Nanak & therefore I should do the simran & from then
onwards the time will come when I’ll get to know the way to do
the simran. Now I think that the glory of Sant Maharaj ji cannot
be described & he said,
“ Tera Jas Likhya Na Javwe,
Lakhan Mana Kagzan Te.”
Thank You
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S. Gajjan Singh (Village Cheema):
With Grace of Sant Maharaj ji son was born to
Gurmukh Singh who was the son of Sardar
Gajjan Singh
Resident of Village Cheema Sardar Gajjan Singh has two
sons, Dr. Jagjit Singh and Gurmukh Singh. One day Dr Jagjit
Singh paid a homage in the sacred presence of Sant Maharaj ji to
bestow the blessing of a son to his elder borther's house as his
elder brother was childless. At his request Maharaj ji told
Dr. Jagjit Singh that your elder brother will remain childless as
"this is written in his Karma" but he again and again requested him
for a child to his elder brother and on this Maharaj ji also scolded
him once or twice but he was very stubborn and started crying
and requested for a child to his elder borther and on his pretext
Maharaj ji said that if you want a child for your elder brother you
all have to devote yourself to the 'Naam Simran' because as the
cycle of 'Karma' clearly indicates no child for your brother and
now you are asking for it so you and your brother's wife has to
render your fourty days reciting 'mool mantra's jaap' and along
with this Maharaj ji told Jagjit Singh "you out of your childish fit of
rage is asking for a child so in future you have to suffer physically."
After that Maharaj ji also told Jagjit Singh that christening ceremony
will be done by him only and not by anybody else.
With the blessings of Sant Maharaj ji finally in the year 1991
Gurmukh Singh was blessed with birth of a child and at that time
Sant Maharaj ji was in Uttar Pardesh for the anniversary
celebrations . He came back to Punjab in January and then he
christened this child as 'Manjit Singh.'
Later according to the foretell done by Sant Maharaj ji in the
month of May year 1993 Punjab was facing terrorism and Satsang
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was going on in Ludhiana in which Jagjit Singh was sitting and
was listening to the offerings by the Sant Maharaj ji. Suddenely
police came and took Jagjit Singh blaming him for his entanglement
with the terrorists and thereafter his where abouts were not known
to any body.
Summarising at the end, the truth comes to the front that Jagjit
Singh asked for the child out of his tantrum but he has to face the
sufferings of the 'Kal Chakra.'

Bibi Malkeet Kaur
This incidence is of 30 August, year 2002, when after the
completion of death anniversary on 28 August 2002, when Sant
Baba ji called Bibi Malkeet Kaur, Bibi Kuldeep Kaur, Bibi
Harbans Kaur and Raju Baba ji (Sant Baba Balkar Singh ji) inside
Bhora Sahib and Sant Maharaj ji spoke for one hour that how to
manage this place in the coming time, how to serve the disciples,
and how everyone has to cooperate with Raju Baba ji (Sant Baba
Balkar Singh ji).
After saying all these words, Sant Baba ji asked Raju Baba
ji to bring the sacrament and he brought three apples. Sant
Maharaji then asked Raju Baba ji to bring one more apple to be
given to him as sacrament. Sant Maharaj ji kept all the four apples
in his lap and he was apparently very happy at this time and he
was moving those apples in his lap in such a way as he is doing
some mixing, and then he said that see I’ve united all four of you
and now whatever you do, perform unanimously and collaborate
with Raju Baba ji and distributed the four apples among them.
But the power of enlightened souls is invincible, he hallucinated
us all and therefore, no one could understand that Sant Maharaj ji
is telling about the future. When all were coming out of Bhora
Sahib, then Bibi Malkeet Kaur understood a few words and she
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told Bibi Kuldeep Kaur that surely, there is something different in
this sacrament today. After this, the disciples took permission from
Sant Maharaj ji and make its way to Uttar Pradesh but Bibi
Malkeet Kaur went to Faridkot and Bibi Kuldeep Kaur went to
Patiala before going to U.P.
On its next day, Bibi Kuldeep Kaur reached Dhablan Sahib
and Bibi Malkeet Kaur was not able to reach there and in Dhablan
Sahib, Sant Maharaj ji gave message to Bibi Kuldeep Kaur for
Bibi Malkeet Kaur that we have seen every aspect from every
angle and investigated properly that Raju Baba ji (Sant Baba
Balkar Singh ji) is appropriate for our position now.
And everyone followed these words of Sant Maharaj ji into
their heart, after this, Bibi Malkeet Kaur greeted Sant Maharaj ji
over the phone only and then all of them reached at that place
only when Sant Maharaj ji left for heavenly abode.
So these were the final words of Sant Maharaj ji to Bibi
Malkeet Kaur.

Bibi Nirlep Kaur
When Mahapursh Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh Virakt ji's life
was published in Hindi. I got the opportunity to read about him by
his grace and then I also got the idea of sharing my own life
experiences with the Sangat.
That was the year 1999 at the time of Vaisakhi. I was sad
with the idea that where I should take my both daughters to give
them the 'Amrit Paan' as they were very young. Also as it is
commonly known the fact that after Vaisakhi it is very difficult to
have 'Amrit paan' and then with the famous saying of Sant Baba
Nand Singh Kaleran wale my soul got the solace.
'Yaar Honge, Milange Aape,
Chit noon tikane Rakiye.'
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I came to know from my uncle Sardar Bharpoor Singh that
from 17 March 1999 at Village Jahangir Sant Maharaj Ranjit Singh
Virakat ji will start given his preaching. From this very place I got
the opportunity to have 'Amritpaan'.
In August 2012 my father Sardar Saroop Singh used to
always said that he wanted to see Canada. For this I took file of
my father to the Visa office but it was rejected.
My father told me that one day at the time of death
anniversary of Sant Maharaj Ishar Singh ji he was so spell bound
that he in the heavy rain went to the punjgarain. There he met
Baba Balkar Singh ji and he did Namaskar to him and at that
Baba ji asked him to stay for the night at the place.
My father sat for the Simran with the Sangat and My father
said that Maharaj ji bestowed all his blessings on him and he got
the solace and eternal peace which he was searching for.

Bhai Mahaveer Sharma
Maharaj ji made explained that there are three forms of human
existence- mind, body and soul. Following this, there are three
stages of mind-dream, sleep and sound sleep. When while
performing chanting, the middle stage is increased, it is the third
stage of the disciple. It means not while sleeping or awake, but if
only middle stage is experienced and secret experiences occur in
that stage, then that is called the sleep stage. I was being told by
Maharaj ji only that concentrate the attention two fingers down
the navel point and take it to the tenth gate. After this, beginning
from the lower portion of spine the face has to be brought till the
place where the spine ends. The real spiritual master has to be
remembered while doing all this. In this way all powers of mind
can be controlled gradually.
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Maharaj ji told that mind is very powerful. It is of 152 types.
This means that human mind is wrapped into 152 folds. For this
reason, it cannot meet the universal consciousness. This is the
reason why all subtle and major parts of the body collectively
attempt in order to concentrate the mind as the entire nervous
system collectively works from navel to tongue and lower portion
of spine to end point of spine. All this is like higher education.
With the direction of real master, one passes one class after the
other. But in each class, mind’s concentration and mind’s cleansing
is very important. Mind, words and purity of actions play a major
role on each milestone of spiritualism.
Maharaj ji taught me that different spiritual milestones come
in the way of those who chants devotional hymns. There are unique
experiences while meditation. Chanting beginning two fingers down
the navel opens up the serpent power (corporeal energy) which
passes through the stages of Para (life breath force), Pasyanti
(mind), Madhyma (organs) and Vaikhari (articulate expression)
and reaches to the tenth gate.
This door is known as the tenth door because as the remaining
nine doors are external organs of perception and the tenth door
opens from inside. Here the flow of three nerves goes; these nerves
are Ida, Pingla and Sushumna. The middle nerve Sushumna takes
to the tenth door where celestial music is heard.
Maharaj ji taught me that one who chants devotional songs
becomes the master of several powers on reaching a particular
destination in spiritualism but show and use of such powers is
strictly prohibited and can be very harmful for the disciple as ego
can arise in him due to such powers. Secondly he begin enjoying
its nectar while using those powers, while doing all this, he forgets
his real being.
The disciple should keep himself detached from the qualities
of world. They used to tell us that the disciples’ real journey begins
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from the fourth stage. This is the stage where he tries to join himself
with truth while concentrating its mind with truth. He obtains bliss
with that stage only. The happiness which comes prior to it in the
man’s life is unreal as the knowledge of what is real conceives in
human’s consciousness in the fourth stage only. Whatever actions
we do in our life and whatever relations we have are just to obtain
happiness. But all of them are not capable to obtain real bliss. The
bliss lies only and only in God’s remembrance whose technique
can only be known with the help of a real sage. For this reason,
Guru Granth Sahib is spiritual master as it word form and is the
written impact of that realistic word. They say that holy company
of Sant is real dose in the way of spiritualism without which a
disciple can neither obtain the knowledge nor the destination.
They told us that it is running because of three qualities. That
is enjoyment, darkness and trueness.
Because of quality of enjoyment, the human adapts in world
with playfulness. Quality of darkness raises luxury and laziness in
him. He walks on the way to achieve knowledge with the quality
of truth. The disciples search for its destination from no quality. To
achieve that aim, we have to shun our thoughts, they have to be
stopped. The holy company of Sants is very important to stop the
thoughts as mind is very powerful and the teaching of Sants who
knows how to control the mind, is always required to control it.
For this reason, the company of a real sage is necessary. A disciple
should never waste his time. Without concentrating one’s mind in
illusory world and wasting time in vain, rather the mind should be
diverted towards the God. We only accumulate the outside dust
till the time our mind’s psyche is associated with the worldly
pleasures. That many folds remain as predestined actions and bad
character. And that many efforts have to be put to release them.
Therefore it’s better to detach from the world rather than wasting
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time in vain. Doubt on each relation as everyone is selfish. They
are the means of unhappiness rather than happiness. The happiness
only lies in concentrated mind and complete meditation.
Mind is like a woman that draws towards happiness and
brain is man which is drawn towards it. But when the spiritual
master’s grace is showered, then the human achieves its
concentrated stage purifying the mind. Besides this, Maharaj ji
taught me that while chanting, on reaching the stage of
concentration, the chanting and recitation should not be left else
the mind will divert towards its family i.e. expectation, thirst and
worry. Maharaj ji used to say that attachment and jealous is the
family of brain and ego is their father. For this reason, till the end
of spiritual achievement, the holy company of real master and its
leadership is must so that these pirates do not lure the mind.
He tells us the till the time the mind stage of one who performs
chant does not arrives in the real world (infinite light), consider
that nothing is gained. Celestial music and other powers are like
one paisa in a rupee, rest ninety paisa is timeless being conscious
element that is infinite and truth.

Nanak Naam Chardi Kalan
Ç Tere
Bhane Sarbat Da Bhala Ç
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SHABAD
Mamaa Man Sio Kaaj Hai Man Saadhe Sidhh Hoe ||
Man Hee Man Sio Kahai Kabeeraa Man Saa Miliaa Na
Ko-e ||32||
Ihu Man Saktee Ihu Man See-o ||
Ihu Man Panch Tat Ko Jeeo ||
Ihu Man Lae Jo unman Rahai ||
Thao Teen Lok Kee Baatai Kahai ||33||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang No. 342)

Salok Ma : 1 ||
Koor Raajaa Koor Parjaa Koor Sabh Sansaar ||
Koor Mandap Koor Maarree Koor Baisanhaar ||
Koor Suinaa Koor Rupaa Koor Painanhaar ||
Koor Kaa-i-aa Koor Kapar Koor Roop Apaar ||
Koor Meeaa Koor Beebee Khap Hoe Khaar ||
Koor Koorai Neh Lagaa Wisariaa Kartaar ||
Kis Naal Keechai Dostee Sabh Jag Chalanhaar ||
Koor Mithaa Koor Maakhio Koor Dobe Poor ||
Naanak Wakhaanai Bentee Tudhh Baajh Koorro
Koor ||1||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang No. 468)
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Sorath Mehalaa 9 ||
Preetam Jaan Lehu Man Maahee ||
Apne Sukh Sio Hee Jag Phandhio Ko Kaahoo Ko
Maahee ||1|| Rahaao ||
Sukh Mai Aan Bahut Mil Baithat Rahat Chahoo Dis
Gherai ||
Bipat Paree Sabh Hee Sang Chhaadit Ko-oo Na Aavat
Nerai ||1||
Ghar Kee Naar Bahut Hit Jaa Sio Sadaa Rahat Sang
Laagee ||
Jab Hee Hans Tajee ih Kaa-i-aa Pret Praeth Kar
Bhaagee ||2||
Ih Bidh Ko Biohaar Banio Hai Jaa Sio Neh
Lagaa-i-o ||
Ant Baar Naanak Bin Har Jee Ko-oo Kaam Na
Aa-i-o ||3||12||139||
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang No. 634)

Devagandhaaree Mahalaa 9 ||
Jagat Mai Jhoothee Dekhee Preet ||
Apne Hee Sukh Sio Sabh Laage Kiaa Daaraa Kiaa
Meet ||1|| Rahaao ||
Merao Merao Sabhai Kehat Hai Hith Sio Baadhio
Cheet ||
Ant Kaal Sangee Nah Ko-oo ih Achraj Hai Reet ||1||
Man Moorakh Aj-hoo Nah Samajhat Sikh Dai Haario
Neet ||
Naanak Bhaojal Paar Parai Jo Gaavai Prabh Ke
Geet ||2||3||6||38||47|
(Guru Granth Sahib Ang No. 536)
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